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Dear Reader: 

Enclosed for your review and comment is the Draft Royal Gorge Resource Management Plan/Environmental Impact State- 
ment (RMP/EIS). 

The draft RMP/EIS presents four multiple use management alternatives for the BLM-administered lands within the Royal 
Gorge Planning Area and analyzes the environmental impacts of implementing each alternative. This document also serves as 
the draft environmental impact statement (EIS) for the analysis of the wild and scenic river proposals for Beaver Creek and 
the Arkansas River. Related documents, including the Royal Gorge Resource Area Grazing EIS and the Cation City District 
Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement, are available for review in the Royal Gorge Resource Area Office and the 
Canon City District Office in Ction City, Colorado. 

You are invited to make written or oral comments on this document. Public hearings to receive oral comments are scheduled 
as follows: 

Date and Time Address 

Monday, November 1,1993 Rodeway Inn 
2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. 11595 W. 6th Avenue 

City/State 

Lakewood, Colorado 

Tuesday, November 2,1993 
2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. 

Buena Vista Community Center 
East Main and Evans. Buena Vista, Colorado 

Wednesday, November 3,1993 BLM District Office 
2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. 1370 East Main Cafron City, Colorado 

An informal open house will be held 1 hour prior to each session to allow you to meet with BLM representatives to discuss 
and ask questions regarding the draft RMP/EIS. 

For consideration, your written comments must be received by close of business (4~30 p.m.) on January 10,1994. Please in- 
clude your name and complete mailing address on all written comments, including any copies of oral testimony that you make 
available to us. 

Written comments should be addressed to Dave ‘Paliaferro, RMP Project Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Canon 
City District Office, PO. Box 1171, Canon City, CO 81212 

Sincerely yours, 

Donnie R. Sparks 
District Manager 
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Acronyms 

ACRONYMS 
ACEC--Area of critical environmental concern 

AQRV--Air quality related values 

ATV--All terrain vehicle ,. 

MFP-Management framework plan 

NEPA--National Environmental Protection Act 

NCA--National conservation area 

AMP--Allotment, management plan NRA--National recreation area 
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USFS-United States Forest Service 
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FERC--Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
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FR--Federal Register 
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IAP--Integrated activity plan 

USGS--United States Geological Service 

VRM--Visual resource management 

W&SR--Wild and scenic river 

WHA--Wildlife habitat area 

WSA-Wilderness study area 

wtp--Willingness to pay 
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I  SUMMARY 

The following table displays a summary of mana 
these management prescriptions are in Chapter $ 

ement for each resource within each alternative. More details are shown in Chapter 3 and the consequences of 
. 

TABLE S-l 

Resource/Value 
Summary ComDarison of Alternatives 

Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - Preferred - Alternative D 
Alternative B Alternative C 

Vegetation Distribute new forage to 
livestock and/or big game on 
case-by-case basis on I category 
allotments 

‘,, 

Mana e forage on 636,000 
acres 7% /iI 

‘c P Livestock grazing 

Manage 9 854 acres/l4% for 
forest pro 2 uction 

Allocate 
acres/97 0 B 

azing on 636,000 

E2acl$eo 
T 

azing on 17,000 

Riparian areas Protect ap roximately 15 
I acres/less % an 1% from 

livestock grazing 

Forest and Woodlands Harvest roducts on 92,854 
acres/38 o g/ 
Enhance other resource values 
on 151,700 acres/62% 

Distribute new for 
game first until D 8w 

e to big 
herd 

management goals are 
reached, then to livestock until 
suspended nonuse is satisfied 

Mana e forage on 583,000 
acre s/I 
values 

9% without special 

I’&mn 
%n 
e 244,554 (37%)acres of 

ds for other resource 
values 
Allocate 
acres189 o r 

azing on 583,000 

Exclude 
acres111 0 B 

azing on 70,000 

Protect 650 acresQ6% from gnu&g 

Protect &550 acres&Xl% horn 
mineral devebpment wate wer/ 
reservoir resources, and 0 F? V use 
Enhance sensitive resource 
values on all 244,554 acres/lOO% 

Distribute new forage to 
livestock lirst until suspended 
nonuSe is satisfied 

3 bfyage on 653,000 
acr 0 

Same as Alternative A 

F14yz 
o& 

azing on 653,000 
0 

Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A 

Distribute new forage on a case- 
by-case basis to either livestock 
or big game through cooperative 
efforts with Federal and state 

en&sand ’ g 
e Colorado 

yF groups (ie-, 

Program) 
abitat Partnershrp 

Mana 
k 

e forage on. 642,884 
acres 8%, mcludmg manage- 
ment for hmited forage on 
46,833 acres; man e for 

3 ;g;FJlvzlues on 1 ,116 

Mana 
forest 9 

e 151700 acres (23%) of 
and fbr enhancement of 

other values 
Allocate 
acres198 o r 

azing on642,884 

Exkh$, 
7 

azing on 10,116 

. Protect 325 acres/l3% from 

Protect 1,275 acres/50% horn 
mineral development wa te#y=i : reservoir resources, and 0 V use 
Same as Alternative A I 



Table S-l (Continued) 

Resource/Value 

Wildlife habitat 

Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - Preferred - Alternative D 
Alternative B Alternative C 

Protect b’ 
critical ha B 

game birthing and 
rtat (191,605 

Protect big game birth’ 
critical winter habitat 1 Y 

and 

subsurface acres/a%) from subsurface acres/S%) I 
1,605 

om 
fluid mineral leasing through mineral leasing with standard 
NSO lease stimulations 

Protect habitat seasonally from, 

acres/approximately 1%); 
- b’ 

ati 
om sheep arkal wmter 
mbing habitat 6,580 

Kbsurface aaesks Lan 1%) 

Protect habitat seasonally from 

Address b’ gamehabitatwith 
known co x3.l .cts through cuopera- 
tiv;;a@;flth r;ederal and spte 
8 

lorado H 
gpvak gtoups G-e., 

gram) 
rtat Rartnershrp Pro 

. . 



Resource/Value Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - .Preferred - Atternative D 
Alternative 6 Alternative C 

Fishery habitat Exclude 
less than Y 

axing on 55 acres/ 
% 

Protect 11,108 acres/lOO% from 
fluid mineral leasing with 
standard lease terms 

Special status plant species Protect s ties on 5,319 
acres147 F 0 from mineral 
development and OHV use 

Special status animal species 

Fhtid minerals 

Protect habitat (8&400 
acres/40%) seasonally from 
fluid mineral leasing 
Open for leasing with standard 
shps 

I 
2,200,864 subsurface 

acres 88%) 

Open for leasing with NSO 
sttps 

I 
4,254 subsurface acre/less 

than %s) 

0 en with seaonal limitations 
$4,854 acres&l% 

Exclude graz’ on 55 
acres/less than Y % 

Protect llJO8 acWltXI% from 
mineral development 

Protects 
acres/l 8 

ties on 11,403 
% from mineral 

development and OHV use 
Protect habitat (23,700 acres/ 
L% gg flmd nuneral leasmg 

t.2 

Protect habitat (335,376 acres/ 
93% 

1 
seasonally from mineral 

deve opment 

Open for leasin with NSO 
strps 650,136 su 

f26 
B surface 

acres %) 

0 n with seasonal limitations 
(g&720 subsurface acres/40%) 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A Same as B except 11,108 
acres/lOO% would be protected 
from fluid mineral leasing with 
standard lease stipulations 

Same as Alternative A 

Protect habitat (206,400 acres/ 
100%) from fluid mmeral 
leasing with standard stips only 

Open for leasing with standard 

2:s 9 
486 718 subsurface 

f?J %)’ 

Open for leasing with NSO 
strps 4,254 subsurface 

h acres ess than 1%) 

Protect 325 acres/3% with 

Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative B except 

IT 
regrine falcon habitat would 

e protected with standard 
stipulations only 

. 

Same as Alternative B 

Open for leasing with standard 
strps 

! 
1,7l5,897 subsurface 

acres 69%) 

Open for leasin with NSO 
strps 

( 
37,220 su 8 surface 

acres 1%) 

0 n with seasonal limitations 
(4E,517 subsurface acres/l7%) 

Open with controlled surface 
use sti ulations (324,338 
acres/ %) B 

,. 



Resource/Value 

Locatable minerals 

i! z 
Table S-l (Continued) 9 

Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B 

Preferred - Alternative D 
Alternative C 

Open to mineral entry (648,761 
acres/99%) 

,Open to mineral~entry (332,426 Same as Alternative A 
acresEl%) 

Open to mineral entry (435,180 
acres/67%) 

-Closed to mineral entry (4,239 
acres/l%) 

Mineral materials , Open for mineral material 
dis osal on a case-by-case basis 
(6&,761 acres/99%) 

Closed to mineral material 
disposal (4,239 acres/l%) 

CA 
b Coal minerals Suitable for under 

‘32000 
ound or 

surface mining ( 
acres/lOO%) 

Paleontology resources Protected from mineral 
develo ment (2,728 
acres/ 00%) P 

Retain 5728 acres(lOO%) in 
public ownerhip 

OHV use to des’ ated roads 
and trails on 2,7 8 acres/loo%) 

i 
. 

Closed to mineral entry 
(187,597 acres/29%) 

Closed to mineral entry (84,843 
acres/l3%) 

Open seasonally to mineral 
entry (132,977 acresL!O%) 

Same as Alternative B 

Closed to mineral material 
disposal (187,597 acres/29%) 

Closed to mineral material 
disposal (84,843 acres/l3%) 

Open seasonaLly to mineral 
material disposal (132,977 
acres/20%) 
Suitable for consideration for 
under ound or surface mining 

~?$!k?$?!$~ai&ble for 
suface minii (167 acres/less 
than 1%) 
- Suitable for underground or 
suface mining seasonally 

?ZZ~~k~~4$v?$ble for 
surfke minmg,(29,045 
acresL!2%) 

Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative B except 
23 788 acres/45% would be 
av&lable 

Available for copsideration for Same as Alternative B 

Protected from mineral 
development, timber 
harvesting, and wood gathering 
( 2,728 acres/lvO%) 

Same as, Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative A 

Qpen for mineral material Same asAlternative A 
+posal under standard 
stipulations (332,426 acres/51%) T _ 

Open for mineral material 
disposal under standard lease 
stips (435,180 acres/67%) 



Resource/Value Existing - Alternative A 

Table S-l (Continued) 

Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Historical resources 

Archaeological resources 

Transportation and access 

Rights-of-way 

Land ownership adjustments 

Protect vaIues.on 2,728 
acresl4% 

Potential loss of values on 5,920 
acres/g% from miner al 
development and OH ‘L use 
Protect values on 2,728 
acres/6% 

Total roads trails and railroads 
on BLM-adminisiered land 
(1,056 miIes/lOO%) 

B&zzFrn roads/trails (263 
0 

BLM system roads/trails to be 
maintamed (263 m&s/25%) 

Provide 10.5 miks of new access Royide 50 miles of new access 
Excluded 0 acres 
Avoided 4 318 acres/l% 

Excluded 340,350 acres/58% 

De+aated corridors o acres 
Avoided 241,666 acresl42% 
Des&a&d corridors 0 acres 

IJJ~rc%ed areas 577,698 

Identify 71,500 acres/ll% for 
disposal by ap 
other than ex cl 

ropriate means 
ange 

Umestricted areas 0 sues 

Identify 563,5OO/86% acres for 
retention/acquisition 

Iden ’ 
“f$ 

c 

18$lNl acre@% for dis- 
ough exchange, R&PP 

or transfer 

Identify 33,056 acres/5% for 
disposal by ap 
other than ex cl.? 

opriate means 
,ange 

Identify 616,187 aQesl94% for 
retentron/acqursrtron 

Identify 3 757 a&s/l% for 
dis sal through~exehange 
R&P lease, or transfer ’ ..-.. 

Protect values on 76,341 
acres/lOO% through ACEC 
designation 

Protect values on 5,920 
acres/g% from mineral 
development and OHV use 
Protect values on 61’2O9/1OO% 
acres through ACE& 
designation 

Additional 
acres/28% 

rotection on 8,800 
g om mineral 

deveI.opment and OHV use 
Total roads &Is and railroads 
on BLM-administered land 
(625 miles/lOO%). 

BLM system roads/t& to be 
maintamed (302 miIes/48%) 

Protect values on 5728 
acres/4% through ACEC 
designation 

Protect values 5640 acre@% 
on a case-by-case basis from 
mineral materials disposal 
Protect values on 5728 
aaesl6% 

Protect 8,800 aaes/l4% with 
standard lease stipulations for 
fluid minerals 
Total roads trails and railroads 
on BLM-administered Iand 
(1,051 miIes/lOO%) 

BLM system roads/trails (258 
miles/W%) 

BLM system roads/trails to be 
maintamed (728 miIes/69%) 

Provide 6 miles of new access 
Excluded 0 aaes 
Avoided 80 aaes/Iess than 1% 
Designated corridors 47,992 
aaesl8% 

IJaJ~Xr&ed areas 533,944 

Identify 102,553 acres/l6% for 
disposal by ap ropriate means 
other than ex cgang e 

Identity 420,003 aaes/64% for 
retention/acquisition 

Identify 130,444 aaes/2O% for 
dis sal through exchange, 
REP lease, or transfer 

Same as Alternative B except 
leasing for fluids would be with 
standard stips only 

Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative C 

Total roads trails and railroads 
on BLM-administered Iand 
(877 miles/lOO%) 

BLM system roads/trails (314 
miles/36%) 

BLM system roads&raiIs to be 
maintamed (554 m&s/63%) 

Provide 56‘miles of new access 
Excluded 264 462 aaesl46% 
Avqided 52,3$aaesl9% 
gdygd am-dm 3938 

LJJr4ygd areas 240,258 

Identify 83,134 aaes/l3% for 
disposal by ap 

cfl 
ropriate means 

otherthanex ange 

Identify 462,141 aaes/71% for 
retentron/acquisition 

Identify 107,725 aaes/l6% for 
dis sal through exchange, 
R&‘$P lease, or transfer 

. . 



P .z 
Table S- 1 (Continued) :y 

Resource/Value Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - Preferred - Alternative D ~‘l 
Alternative B Alternative C 

Withdrawals and 
classifications 

Waterpower/reservoir 
resources 

Areas of critical and 
environmental concern 
designations 

Wild and scenic river 
designations 
Off-highway vehicle use 

Viual resources 

Continue withdrawals on 3,596 
acres/less than 1% 

Continue waterpower/reservoir 
withdrawals on 7,994 acres 

Initiate new withdrawals on 
5728 acres/less than 1% 

Identify 7,994 acres/lOO% 
suitable for intensive 
management 

Identify 0 acres suitable for 
restricted management 

Identify 0 acres unsuitable 

Designate 4,238 acres/l% 

Protect 4,238 acres/l% with 
limitations of-OHV use to 
designated roads and trails. 
Recommend 0 
for designation 

miles’and acres 

Designate 564,918 acres/86% 
open 

Designate 10,240 acre&% 
limited seasonally 

Designate 77,842 acres/l2% 
closed 
Retain Class II areas 206,436 
acres/lOO%) under B L M- 
administratron; protect from 
fluid mineral development and 
limit OHV use on 407 

?I acres/l2% of Class areas 

Same as Alternative A 

Continue waterpowerlreservoir 
withdrawals on 1,241 acres 

Initiate new withdrawals on 
110,571 acres/l7% 

Identify 1,241 acredl6% 
suitable for intensive ” 
management 

Identify 0 acres suitable for 
restricted management ; 

Iden ’ 
q 

6,753 aaes/84% 
unsuita le 
Designate 112,081 aaes/l7% 

Protect 112,08 aaes/l7% with 
limitations of OHV use to 
designated roads and trails. 
Recommend 146 miles (21,931 
acres/loo%) for designatron 
Designate 0 aaes open 

Designate 575,158 aaes/88% 
hnnted seasonally or to 
designated roads and trails; 

Same as Alternative A 

Retain under BLM- 
administration Class II areas 
(gyfjg-~e~~ and 
3 evelopment, ROWS, and limit 
OHV use 

Continue withdrawals on 2,496 
acres/less than 1% 

Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A 

Revoke withdrawals on 1,100 
acres/less than 1% 
Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A 

Designate 4,238 acres/l% 

Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative A 

Designate 24,358 aaes 14% 
open 

Designate 550,800 aaes/84% 
linnted seasonally or to 
designated roads and trails 

Same as Alternative A 

SameasAkemativeAexce tonly 
aportionofClassIIareas($lO7 
acres/l%) wouldbe retained 
under BLMadminktration 

Same as Alternative A 

Same as Alternative B 

Initiate new withdrawals on 
77,046 aaes/l2% 

Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative B 

Designate 78,556 aaes/l2% 

Protect 78,556 aaes/l2% with 
limitations of OHV use to 
designated roads and trails. 
Same as Alternative A 

Designate 16,356 aaes /3% 
open 

Designate 558,802 aaes/85% 
limited seasonally or to 
designated roads and trails 

Same as Alternative A 
! 

Same as Alternative B except 
Class II areas (206 436 
aaes/lOO%) would be 
protected by CSU stipulations 
and would not be retained 
under BLM administration 



Resource/Value Existing - Alternative A 

Table S-l (Continued) 

Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Recreation Maipta.m p+mitive and 
senuprFtwe settm and 
opportumtres on 44, !%o 
acxes/72% 

Maintain primitive and 
semiprimrtive settrngs and 
opportunities on 61,624 
acres/lOO% 

Degradation from mineral 
development and OHV use 

Degradation from mineral 

could occur on 17,324 
development and OHV use 

acresl2S% of semrprimitive 
would not occur on 17,324 

nonmotorized settmgs and 
acres/2S% of semiprimrtrve 

recreation values 
nonmotorized settrngs and 
recreation values 

E~~ba$s~ROWs on case-by- 

Existing developed sites (80 
acres) and all new developed 
sites would be withdrawn horn 
mineral en 

33 
and leased for 

fluid miner with NSO 

Protect values on 266 548 
acres/41% from ROWS and 
utility corridors. 

Same as Alternative A 

Retain under BLM- 
adminiitration or through 
partnerships 235,311 acresl36% 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative A Same as A, exce t fluid 
minerals would f e leased under 
standard stipulations 

Emphasi;ze provision of visitor 
infnftron m Royal Gorge 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative B 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative A 

Manage 235,311 acres/36% by 
BLM or through partnerships 

National recreation areas Continue to man e109,000 
%A 

Same as Alternative A 
acreasll7.% as SR (S,OQO _ 
acres of this is managed jointly 
with DPOR ) 

Recommend 125,000 acres/l9% Same as Alternative C 
in Arkansas River corridor for 
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Resource Management Plan 

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
T his document consists of a draft resource management 
plan (RMP) and a draft environmental impact statement (EIS) 
analyzing the effects of the management actions and alterna- 
tives within the plan. The draft RMP/EIS has been prepared 
in accordance with Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
planning regulations (43 CFR 1600) and the National Environ- 
mental Policy Act @EPA) of 1969 (40 CFR 1500). 

acres of subsurface mineral estate administered by BLM in 
the resource area. 

The Northeast Resource Management Plan (NERMP) 
completed in September 1986 includes the approximate 
northern half of the RGRA. The document provides land 
use decisions for approximately 35,275 surface acres and 
615,000 subsurface acres, and .this portion of the RGRA is 
not covered in the Royal Gorge RMP. PURPOSE AND NEED 

The primary purpose of this RMP/EIS is to update and 
integrate BLM land use planning for the Royal Gorge 
Resource Area (RGRA) into a single, comprehensive land 
use plan. This will provide the overall framework for manag- 
ing and allocating public land resources and uses in the 
Royal Gorge Planning Area over the next 15 to 20 years. This 
draft RMP/EIS analyzes four alternatives; the Existing (No 
Action) Alternative, the Resource Conservation Alterna- 
tive, the Resource Utilization Alternative, and the Preferred 
Alternative. 

The approved RMP will meet the BLM statutory require- 
ment for a master land use plan as mandated by Section 202 
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) 
of 1976 and the requirements of the Wild and Scenic River 
Act (16 U.S.C. 1271). The approved RMP will update and 
supersede all three existing land use planning documents 
and all amendments in the RGRA: the 1978 Raton Basin 
Management Framework Plans (MFP), the 1981 Royal 
Gorge MFP, and the 1985 Eastern Plains Planning Analysis. 
The MFP decisions are reanalyzed in the Existing Manage- 
ment Alternative in chapters 3 and 4. 

This RMP was initiated as a result of the plan monitoring 
process. In July 1987, an MFP/PA Monitoring Report was 
completed. The report basically stated that from a co&s- 
tency, conformity, policy, and workable standpoint, the 
resource area is in need of more effective planning 
documentation. Either a major comprehensive plan amend- 
ment of all three plans or a new RMP needed to be com- 
pleted. This latter process was chosen. 

PLANNING AREA LOCATION 

The Royal Gorge Resource Area (RGRA) of the Cafion 
City District encompasses approximately 688,725 acres of 
BLM-administered surface estate land in the eastern part 
of Colorado (see Map l-l). The resource area is ap- 
proximately320 miles long and about 250 miles wide extend- 
ing from the Continental Divide on the west to the 
Wyoming and Nebraska on the north, to the Kansas bor- 
der on the east, and to the Oklahoma and New Mexico 
borders on the south. There are approximately 2,915,OOO 

The Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA) consists of the 
southern half of the RGRA and encompasses approximately 
653,OOOsurI&e acresand23millionsubsurface acres(seeMaps 
l-2 and l-3). The larger exclusions shown on these maps include 
other Federal lands, which are covered in their land use plans; 
i.e., U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Army, National Park Service, etc. 

PLANNING PROCESS 
DESCRIPTION 

Planning Process 

The planning process for this RMP/EIS began in September 
1989. During this process, planning issues (consisting of 
issues and management concerns) and planning criteria 
were identified. These criteria have been and will continue 
to be addressed throughout development of all nine steps 
of the plan. These steps are summarized in Figure l-l. 

Planning Schedule 

The planning schedule, which will conclude in 1993 with 
completion of the approved resource management plan/ 
record of decision (RMP/ROD) and the beginning of the 
plan implementation process, follows: 

October 1,1993 

Draft RMP/EIS mailed out to ublic laced in selected 
libraries, and sent to various &M o#l%es. 

October 8,1993 

EPA/BLM publishes FR Notice and the 90-day public 
review period begins. 

November 1,2, and 3,1993 

Public hearings in Denver, Buena Vista, and Caiion City. 

January lo,19934 

End go-day public comment period. 

l-l 
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Figure l-1 
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Selection of Preferred Al-- Determine Consequen- Management Situation - 
temative ces of Alternatives Alternative Formulation Analysis 

Public Participation 

‘Draft RMP/E!IS 

April 29,1994 

Proposed RMP/Final EIS mailed out to public. 

,. May 9,1994 

EPA/BLM publishes FR Notice and 30-day public 
protest period begins. 

June lo,1994 

End 30-day public, protest period. 

June 27, 1994 

End Governor’s consistency review period. 

August 12,1994 

Approved RMP/ROD mailed out to public and plan 
implementation begins. 

Implementation of the elan 

Implementation will begin when the plan is approved’ and 
the record of decision is signed. This implementation wili 
be accomplished as described in the Colorado Resource 
Management Plan User’s Handbook completed in June 
1986, the Cafion City District Plan Implementation System, 
developed in June 1991; and BLM ManualSecti& 1617/H-1617-l, 
Using the Resource Management Plan - Interim Guidance. 

Implementaion of the RMP will be monitored, and the plan will 
be evaluated periodically. 

During implementation of the plan, if any additional project 
analysis is needed, environmental documentation will be 

prepared, This can vary from a simple statement of conformance ; 
to the approved RMP/ROD to full use of the EA handbook 
@line. An EA is the document showing NEPA compliance of’ 
a sitespecific action, including the record of decision. The’ 
amount of involvement, detail, and outline used depends on the 
resulting impacts of the action on the site-specific environment. : 
If necessary, plan amendments will be prepared to update the. 
approved RMP before implementation of the sitespecific ac- 
tion. 

ISSUES AND MANAGEMENT i 
CONCERNS ADDRESSED i 
IN THE PLAN 

This plan defmes and addresses the issues identified by 
BLM, other agencies, and the public. Issues and manage-t 
ment concerns addressed in tl$s plan were relined andi 
presented to the public for timments. After comments.’ 
were received, the issues/concerns were again refined and 
fmalized, and planning criteria were developed for each one i 
(details are in Appendix A). These issue+mcerns were’, 
separated into two categories and are defined as: 

Significan; Managment Issue+topics that have conflict’ 
and will likely change in one or &ore of the plan alternatives. 

‘. 
Imp&ant ‘Management’Conizeks--t&cs.that may or may:’ 
not have &nflict or may oi may not change‘in the. plan: 
alternatives. 

These Significant Management Issues and Important 
Management Concerns are summarized in ‘I%bles l-l and l-2.: 
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Chapter 1 

TABLE l-1 
Summary of Significant Management Issues 

Issue Management Action 

Land Ownership 
Adjustments Identify lands suitable for acquisition or disposal 

Land Access Acquisitions 
and Transportation 
Management 

Provide access to BLM-administered lands for public and administrative purposes to 
improve utilization of the lands and resources 

ACEC Designations 

Wild and Scenic River 
Designations 

National 
Conservation/National 

Consider special management designations for unique areas with special values 

Consider special designation of rivers/streams meeting elgibility/suitability criteria 

Recreation Area Designation Consider .special congressional designation for Arkansas River Corridor 

Off-Highway Vehicle Use Designate BLM-administered lands open, closed, or limited to OHV use. 

BLM Lands and Regional 
Tourism Provide for management to enhance/compliment regional tourism 

l-6 
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TABLE 1-2 
Summary of important Management Concerns 

Concern Description 

Fluid Minerals Management 

Locatable Minerals 
Management 

Mineral Materials 
Management 

Coal Minerals Management 

Recreation Management 

WaterpowerlReservoir 
Resources 

Water Rights 

Water Quality 

Sensitive Soils 

S ecial Status 
PPantKommunity Species 
Management 

Special Status Animal 
Species Management 

Historical Resources 

Archaeological Resources 

Paleontological Resources 

Economic Conditions and 
Social Environment 

Identify fluid mineral potential and-determine development and location. 

Identify development potential, areas to be closed, and discretionary/nondiscretionary 
closures. 

Identify moderate and high development potential, areas to be open and closed, and 
discretronary/nondiscretlonary closures. 

Identify values and areas acceptable with and without stipulations and unacce 
20 unsuitability criteria to determine new tracts to be leased, ident’ 

$ 
a? 

table, 
other v 

apply 
ues to be 

considered in addition to unsuitability criteria, consult quahfied sur ace owners regarding 
potential leasing of Federal minerals under their surface estate, meet consultation 
requirements wrth other agencies. 

Determine location and level of recreation sites/areas on BLM-administered lands, 
determine significance of these sites, analyze Recreafian 2000 goals as they relate to 
achievement through the RMP 

Determine the three categories of waterpower/reservoir potential (lands suitable for 
intensive management,. lands suitable for restricted management, and lands unsuitable for 
mana 

f 1 
ement ; categorrze currently withdrawn sites as lands recommended for continuation 

of wit drawa or lands not recommended for continuation of withdrawal, prescribe 
management directions for sites (restricted or excluded development or activities, preferred 
or permitted activities, etc.). 

Establish relationship, in conformance with state water laws, between water availability and 
demand based on exrsting and projected water uses. 

Establish relationship between surface water quality and existing BLM management, 
identify opportunities to modify management to improve surface water quality. 

Identify areas vulnerable to degradation because of soil types related to Pikes Peak Granite. 

Inventory and designate BLM-administered lands with critical habitat; specify management 
to ensure long-term survival of these species/communities;. determine special management 
options needed for management of these species/commumties; consider cause and effect 
relationships between these plants/communities and other BLM resources/uses. 

Inventory and designate BLM-administered lands with these species; specify management 
to ensure the long-term survival of these species determine special management options 
needed for these species; consider cause and effect relationships between these species and 
other BLM resources/uses. 

management. 

diversity of historical areas/sites on BLM-administered 
areas/sites regardin eli *bility for listing on the 

Places; determine potentra of rstorical resources to provide 3 Yi 
use, and conservation; determine management direction to 

resources management objectives; identify sites/areas for special 

Determine location, density, and diversity of the areas/sites on BLM-administered lands; 
evaluate the areas/sites for nommation to the National Register of Historic Places; 
determine potential of the archaeological resources to provide evaluation of information 
potential, evaluation of public values, and evaluation for conservation. 

lands suitable for 
class 1 areas requirm special management 

required to achieve pa eontological resource K 

administered lands analyze future pu 
BLM-administered lands; determine costs 

F3 
otentrally applied to BLM-administered 
LM programs for the various alternative 

ams and alternative programs 
cost/benefit relationships of 
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TABLE 1-2 (Continued) 

Concern Description 

Air Quality 

Vegetation Management 

Noxious Weeds 

Riparian Area Management 

Livestock Grazing 
Management 

Fishery and Wildlife Habitat 
Management 

Forest and Woodland 
Management 

Wilderness Management 

Visual Resource 
Management 

Fire Management 

Hazards Management 

Lands and Realty 
Management 

Withdrawals and 
Classifications 

Identify air quality conditions; determine effect of other resources and uses on air quality. 

Analyze current ecological condition and trend study data for changes in plant 
communities; consider conducting an ecological site inventory for baseline data on 
ecological status. 

Consider doing a noxious weed and consider cause and effect 
relationships in noxious weeds and ement; consider use of integrated 
pest management for noxious and 

Determine location, conditions, trends, and potential-of each ri 
use ecological site mventory method to inventory, mamtam, an cf 

aria! zone to be enhanced; 
momtor rrpanan zones; 

describe a desired plant community for each zone to support the desired uses and prescribe 
management to attain the desired plant community. 

Identify allotments adjacent to private subdivisions and address poten$al boundary 
problems; conduct monitoring studies on areas with questionable grazm 
and coordinate planning with SCS on non-AMP allotments; clarify and Lf P 

ca aaty estimates 
eve o 

regarding subdivided base property use vegetation mana 
pohcy 

condition and consider cause and effect relationships in B 
ement status instea B of range 

eciding whether or not to issue 
grazing permits on rangeland with unacceptable vegetation management status. 

Consider specific goals and objectives outlined in BLM Fish and wildlif 2000 durin 
planning process; consider public and special interest 

Y 
oup input and requests for rsh and B 

wildlife management; manage habitat to maximize pro 
conformance with DOW strategic plan. 

uctron d appropriate and m 

Identi 
$ 

BLM-administered lands with timber or woodlands cover type; identify lands 
availab e and suitable for sustained production of timber, firewood, or other forest products 
based on suppl 
conditions, an 2 

/demand, management needs, stand location, site potential stand 
other resource values. identify and evaluate practices based on stand 

conditions, silvicultural treatment op&ons, and environmental conditions present. identify 
harvest level that can be environmentally, technically, and economically sustained. 

Develop land use decisions for WSAs not recommended for designation or not designated 
by Congress. 
Identify visual resources by class and determine locations of cl?sses; develo 
protection/enhancement prescriptions in various plan alternatives to meet 

range of 
+R M objectives; 

determine areas of outstanding scenic values for special management of protection to 
maintain integrity of resource. 

Identi 
% 

and analyze fire mana ement areas for full suppression, least cost suppression, and 
prescrr ed fire applications; i 6: entify necessary restrictions to fire suppressron practices. 

Identify and map manmade hazards on BLM-administered lands; determine needed 
mitigation measures and corresponding monitoring steps for these hazards; work 
cooperatively with Colorado Mmed Land Reclamation Hazard Abatement Project on sites; 
consider disposal of parcels with manmade hazard areas. 

Consider public lands with multiple corn 
1986 Western Regional Corridor Study ( & 

atible ROWS for corridor designatjon; use the. 

ultility corridors to o 
RCS) to consider designated corrrdors; rdentlfy 

environmental/socra concerns, identify areas to avoid or exclude 2 
timize economrc efficiency of ROW mana ement as balanced by 

ft OW issuance, and 
establish necessary mitigation when appropriate; consider technical, public safety, and 
national security concerns in designating corridors. 

Identi and map all withdrawals and classifications; d&ermine purpose of withdrawal and if 
origina purpose is still being served; identify lands to be withdrawn and why; determine if r 
lands are suitable to be returned to multiple use management. 
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Resource Management Plan 

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER 
DOCUMENTS AND 
DECISIONS 

Existing Planning and Environmental 
Documents 

Three land use management plans currently covering the 
Royal Gorge Resource Area are the Royal Gorge MFP the 
Raton Basin MFP, and the Eastern Plains Planning 
Analysis. The resource management plan for the Northeast 
Resource Area (NERA), now administered by the RGRA, 

will be used for management of resources in that area. These 
plans provide management direction for most activities and 
decisions needed for implementation. In addition to the 
MFPs, several major BLM EAs and EISs have been com- 
pleted in the planning area for various program activities. 
These documents are listed’ in ‘Brble l-3, and the manage- 
ment directions are also incorporated into the “Resource/ 
Value Analysis” section of this document. Most of the 
decisions in the Royal Gorge Grazing EIS are incorporated 
in this document (Appendix E). Decisions not carried for- 
ward are no longer valid. On completion of the approved 
RMP, the record of decison (ROD) will incorporate all 
these previous documents into the new plan. After comple- 
tion of the ROD, any new program directions will be 
changed by a formal plan amendment. 
TABLE 1-3 
Existing Planning and Environmental Documents for Program Activities Within the Planning Area 

Plan or EA/EIS Title Program Activity 

Royal Gor e Management 
Framewor Plan i? 

Raton Basin Management 
Framework Plan 

Final Arkansas River 
Recreation Management 
Plan and Environmental 
Analysis 

Eastern Plains Planning 
Analysis 

Royal Gorge Grazing EIS 

Canon City District 
Wilderness EIS 

Canon City District Forest 
Activity Plan and 
Programmatic EA 1988-1997 

Royal Gor e Oil and Gas 
Umbrella nvironmental k 
Assessment 

Canon City District Ten 
Year Forest Management 
Allowable Cut Plan 

Canon City District Fire 
Management Plan 

Sangre de Cristo 
Distribution Management 
Plan 1992;1997 (Habitat 
Partnership Program) 

Overall 
Pueblo e 

lan for (Lake, Park, Teller, El Paso, Chaffee Fremont, Custer, and part of 
ounties) a portion of the BLM-administered lands in the RGRA 

Overall plan for (Las Animas and Huerfano Counties) a portion of BLM-administered 
lands in the RGRA 

Activity plan for recreation management within the Arkansas River corridor 

A specific plan relating to BLM-administered lands in southeastern Colorado *, : 

Area-wide pro 
lands in the R 8 

am (updated in July 1988) direction for grazing on BLM-administered 
RA 

District-wide EIS analyzing the potential of wilderness study areas as additions to the 
National Wilderness Preservation System 

District-wide document analyzing the forest and woodland management 

Area-wide document analyzing oil and gas development in the RGRA, which is replaced 
by this RMP/EIS. 

District-wide timber management planning material 

District-wide fire plan prescription 

Establish habitat prescriptions for the area 
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Chapter 1 

Support Documents Prepared 
During the Planning Process 

The following support documents either provide background 
information or focus on a particular resource relative to this 
planning effort. These are available for review in the Royal 
Gorge Resource Area and the Canon City District Offices (see 
addresses in the cover letter of this draft RMP/EIS). 

The management situation analysis (MSA) summarizes the 
existing inventory data for each of the resources present on 
BLM-administered lands. This in-house document provides 
most of the background information for this plan and can 
be reviewed in the Royal Gorge Resource Area office. 

The Oil and Gas Geothermal l?xhnical Report provides addi- 
tional background information and data for these activities and 
more detailed analysis of the oil and gas/geothermal resources 
than is presented in this plan The report includes information 
on the fluid mineral resources in the area and provides documen- 
tation on history and trends of oil and gas development within 
the planning area. More details are also in Appendix I? 

The Raton Basin Coal Unsuitability Analysis Report 
provides additional background information and data for 
these potential activities and more detailed anlysis of the coal 
resources. The report includes information on the surface 
owner consultations in the coal basin and provides documen- 
tation on history, trends, methods, etc., of coal development 
within the basin. More details are also in Appendix H. 

The Wild and Scenic River Study Report for the Royal 
Gorge Resource Area (Appendix K) provides the back- 
ground information for analysis to determine the eligibility 

of the river segments analyzed in the planning area. The 
study report includes maps, photos, and other documenta- 
tion on the assessment of the river corridor as it relates to 
the national criteria for a potential wild, scenic, or recrea- 
tion river. It provides the basic information on how eligibility 
criteria were applied, how the classification analysis was 
accomplished, and how the suitability was determined. It 
includes summaries of the study process, the public interac- 
tion, names of the study team members, as well as any 
agreements reached specifying a BLM recommendation or 
nonrecommendation of segments for potential inclusion 
into the National Wild and Scenic River System. 

The environmental analysis required in the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act is included in this draft RMP/EIS. The affected 
environmental elements are analyzed in the draft EIS. All 
other elements and uses not affected by the wild and scenic 
river proposal are in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Also an 
analysis of how valid existing rights (i.e., mineral leases, 
waterpower/storage withdrawals, water rights) would or 
would not be affected by the proposal is included. 

Other Mated Documents 

To reduce or eliminate conflict between BLM and other 
governmental agency land management or land use plan- 
ning responsibilities in the Royal Gorge Planning Area, 
other agency documents have been closely reviewed and, 
where appropriate, information has been used in the 
preparation of this plan. In addition, land use plans for areas 
bordering BLM-administered land have also been reviewed 
and analyzed during the planning process to avoid conflicts 
in land management. These other related agency docu- 
ments are described in Table 1-4. 
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Resource Management Plan 

TABLE 1-4 
Other Related Documents 

Agency Type of Document Title of Document 

U.S. Forest Service Resource management plan 

U.S. Forest Service Oil and gas plan amendment 

U.S. Forest Service 

U.S. National Park Service 

U.S. National Park Service 

Regional plan 

Master and development plan 

Master and development plan 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Colorado State Forest Service 

Colorado StateDivision of 
Parks and Outdoor Recreation 

Colorado Division of Wildlife 

Upper Arkansas Regional 
Development Agency 

Pueblo Regional Council of 
Governments 

Lower ArkansasRegional 
DevelopmentAgency 

BLM 

Special concern plan 

Directory 

Comprehensive plan 

Wildlife plan 

Economic development plan 

Economoic development plan 

Economic development plan 

Western Utilities Group 

Colorado State Office-BLM 

Various counties Land use planning and zoning 

Resource management 
Resource mauagment 

Utilities planning 

Resource management 

Land and Resource Management Plan; Pie-San Isabel 
National Forest and plan amendments. 

Fluid Minerals Mana ement within the Pike-San Isabel 
National Forest and 8 ommanche National Grasslands. 

Rocky Mountain Region 

Bents Fort National Historic Site 

Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument 
Management Plan 

Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants 

Colorado Forestry Forest Products Directory 

Colorado Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor 
Recreation Plan 

Colorado Strategic Plan 

Overall Economic Development Plan 

Overall Development Plan 

Overall Development Plan 

San Luis Resource Area Management Plan 
Northeast Resource Area Plan 

Corridor Plan 

County Plan, County Zoning Map 

Colorado Oil and Gas Leasing Final EIS/ROD 
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Affected Environment 

CHAPTER 2 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
T his chapter describes those physical, biological, social, 
and economic characteristics of the land, water, and air 
resources administered by the Bureau of Land Manage- 
ment (BLM), Royal Gorge Resource Area (RGRA), of the 
Cafion City District that affect, or are affected by, the issues 
and management concerns within this plan. Much of the 
material in this chapter summarizes information developed 
in the RGRMP Management Situation Analysis (MSA). 
This information is available for review in the resource area 
office in Caiion City. The Existing Management Situation 
Analysis, Resource Area Profile, and the Resource 
Capability Levels Analysis in the MSA are more complete, 
detailed discussions of the environment in the Royal Gore 
Resource Planning Area (RGRPA). 

The purpose of this chapter is to serve as base line data for 
identifying and analyzing the impacts of the four alternatives 
in this plan. These alternatives are described in Chapter 3, 
and the effects of these alternatives on the environment are 
described in Chapter 4. The following material describes 
the 36 resources or resource uses affected by this plan within 
the planning area. 

The overall BLM goal, in relation to ecosystem management 
and biological diversity, is to maintain and restore these for the 
benefit of various environmental, social, and economic needs. 
Managing BLM-administered lands under the new con- 
cepts of ecosystem management and biological diversity will 
be the principal requirement during the next 15 to 20-year 
lifespan of this land use plan. The two basic components of 
managing ecosystems in land use plans include: 

Resource Management Plans (RMPs): Identify specific 
geographical reference areas (GRAS) that encompass all or 
parts of ecosystems. Incorporate within all land use plan- 
ning decisions in those GRAS, in a comprehensive and 
reasonable manner, the principle that ensures ecosystem 
management and biological diversity goals are in place and 
are compatible with all future planned management ac- 
tivities on BLM-administered lands. 

Integrated Activity Plans (IAPs): Establish coor- 
dinated efforts, partnerships, and cooperative relation- 
ships with adjacent landowners/managers to specifically 
affect the implementation of management solutions at the 
landscape level, which integrate human activities with con- 
servation of the ecological system and provide for biological 
diversity. 

Throughout this chapter, as well as in Chapter 3, are specific 
discussions of ecosystem management and biological diversity. 

These concepts are integrated, to the degree possible, into 
this land use plan. 

CLIMATE 

The RGPA is characterized by rugged mountainous/high 
valley terrain in the west and relatively flat high plains in the 
east. It consists of a typical continental climate with dry air, 
sunny days, clear nights, variable precipitation,‘moderate 
evaporation, and large daily temperature changes. Weather 
systems usually enter the region from the west and south- 
west, but because of the western mountains, occasional low 
pressure systems on the plains circulate gulf moisture from 
the east (upslope storms). Extremely frigid conditions and 
blizzards can occur throughout the planning area (usually 
because of continental arctic air masses), and tornadoes 
may occur on the plains; damaging floods occur. 

The complex topography of the region causes considerable 
variation in site-specific temperature, precipitation, and 
surface winds. Because of this diversity, prolonged onsite 
monitoring is necessary to specify local conditions (espe- 
cially in the mountainous areas). (‘Ihble B-l in Appendix B 
summarizes monitored values for temperature, precipita- 
tion and frost-free periods). The following description rep- 
resents the range of the climatic conditions throughout the 
planning area. 

Temperatures (in degrees Fahrenheit) vary mostly with 
elevation, and to a lesser extent, local micro-climate. Sum- 
mer temperatures usually range from lows in the upper 40s 
to highs in the 80s (mountains), and lower 60s to 90s 
(foothills and plains). In winter, cold air may sink down 
along mountains, filling the valleys. Winter temperatures 
typically range from around 10 degrees to the 40s each day 
in the mountains and eastern plains, and lower 20s to nearly 
50 degrees in the foothills. Extreme temperatures have been 
as low as -55 degrees (Sugarloaf Reservoir/Turquoise Lake 
in 1962) and as high as 110 degrees (three locations includ- 
ing Eads in 1963). In the mountains, freezing temperatures 
are possible throughout the year, with snow accumulation 
likely from September to May. At lower elevations, freezing 
temperatures and snow accumulation are likely from 
October to April. 

Annual precipitation (Map 2-1) is highly variable, primarily 
because of the orographic (mountain-related) effect of the 
Rocky Mountains. Annual precipitation ranges from less 
than 10 inches around Antero Reservoir to over 40 inches 
in the Spanish Peaks; most of the resource area averages 10 
to 20 inches per year. Except for areas with high snowpack, 
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most precipitation comes from late spring and summer 
thunderstorms. SnowfaIl amounts vary from around 25 in- 
ches on the plains and 40 inches along the foothills;to 118 
inches at Leadville. Mountainou~areas typically accumu- 
late from 30 to 60 inches of snowpack. 

Upper-level winds prevail from the southwest, but the vary- 
ing groundcover, diverse terrain, and upslope conditions 
cause complex surface wind patterns. Persistent winds tith 
little directional modification occur on the plains, but winds 
in valleys show strong drainage influences. Synoptic (pres- 
sure gradient) winds may be channeled or forced around 
hills, but without strong gradient flows daily upslope/ 
downslope winds are predominant. Upslope winds usually 
occur on sunny mornings when the air at higher elevations 
heats rapidly and rises. Downslope winds occur when the 
air near the ground cools, becomes dense, and sinks along 
the drainage. Similar light winds will occur during the day 
along the Arkansas River. 

The extent vertical and horizontal mixing takes place is 
related to the atmospheric stability and mixing depth. Un- 
stable conditions normally result from strong surface heating, 
typical of summer afternoons, producing vertical winds. 
Neutral conditions reflect a breezy, well-mixed ,atmosphere. 
Stable conditions are enhanced by rapid radiative cooling and 
downslope drainage, producing the least amount of disper- 
sion. 

Because of the complex terrain, dispersion conditions vary 
throughout the resource area; however, dispersion is normally 
limited in the fall and winter. Inversions are formed under 
stable conditions, trapping pollutants within a layer of air. 
Moderate summer inversions are typical.during the evening 
and dissipate at dawn. Winter inversions are stronger and 
last longer. Inversions are common in mountain valleys, and 
are enhanced by weak pressure gradients, cold clear nights, 
snow cover, and lower elevations. Seasonal stability data are 
presented in Appendix B, l’hble B-2. .’ 

Al R QUALITY 

Air quality characteristics vary considerably throughout the 
planning area, and are routinely monitored’ only in towns 
and cities along the Front Range; therefore, the existing air 
quality can only be presumed. Air quality in the planning 
area, however, is believed to be typical of undeveloped 
regions in the western United States; ambient pollutant 
levels are usually near or below the measurable limits. 
Notable exceptions include high, short-term concentrations 
of total suspended particulates (primarily wind blown dust), 
inhalable particulates (primarily ‘wood smoke), ozone and 
carbon monoxide, especially in nearby towns. Locations 
vulnerable to decreasing air quality from extensive develop- 
ment include the immediate operation areas (milling opera- 
tions, powerplants, etc.), and local population centers (farm 
tilling, residential woodsmoke, etc.) 
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Air Quality Regulations 

National ambient air quality standards (Appendix B, ‘Ihble 
B-3) limit the total amounts of specific pollutants allowed 
in the atmosphere; carbon monoxide (CO), lead, nitrogen 
dioxide (No2), ozone, sulfur dioxide (S&), and particulate 
matter (total suspended particulates-TSP and inhalable particu- 
lates-PMlo). State standards include these parameters, but may 
also be more stringent (i.e, Colorado 3hour So2 standard). 
These standards were established to protect public health 
(primary standards) and publicwelfare (secondary standards). 

For many years, the particulate matter standard included all 
size ranges of particulates (thus TSP). Measured values 
were dominated by fugitive (wind blown) dust particles, 
which are larger than those produced in combustion proces- 
ses, settle relatively quickly, and present a minimal health 
threat. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has . 
recognized these limitations by setting new standards for 
particulates less than 10 microns in diameter, commonly 
called inhalable particulates and abbreviated PMlo. The 
TSP standards may be phased out over time. 

Areas that consistently violate minimum Federal standards 
because of man-caused activities are classified as “nonat- 
tainment” areas, and must implement a plan to reduce 
ambient levels below the maximum pollution standards. 
Under the EPA “Fugitive Dust Policy,” areas that violate the 
TSP Ambient Air Quality Standards, but lack any significant 
industrial particulate sources and have a population less 
than 25,000, are designated as “unclassified” (i.e., neither 
“attainment” nor “nonattainment”). “Unclassified” areas are 
generally exempt ‘from following the offset provisions, 
retrofit controls, and new source control requirements es- 
tablished for “nonattainment” areas by the Clean Air Act. 

To protect ar,eas not classified as “nonattainment,” Congress 
established a system for the prevention of significant 
deterioration (PSD) through the Clean AirActAmendments 
of 1977. Areas were classified by the additional amounts of 
TSP and SO2 degradation that would be allowed. PSD Class 
I areas, predominately national parks and certain wilder-. 
ness areas, have the greatest limitations; virtually any 
degradation would be significant. Areas where moderate, 
controlled growth can take place were designated as PSD 
Class II. PSD Class III areas are those areas that allow the 
greatest degree of impacts. Colorado established a similar 
program limiting additional amounts of SO2; Colorado 
lands are classified Category.1, Category II, and Category 
III (corresponding to greater permissible levels of SO2). 

Existing’ Air Quality 

Most of the planning area is either “attainment” or “unclass- 
ified” for all pollutants, and is, therefore, designated PSD Class 
II (Map 2-2). “Nonat@mnent” areas have been identified for 
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Colorado Springs (carbon monoxide and total suspended 
particulates), Cation City (inhalable particulates) and 
Lamar (inhalable particulates). Colorado Springs has also 
established a monitoring program to determine if the inhalable 
particulates standards are consistently violated. Although 
there are no PSD Class I areas located in the planning area, 
Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument is a PSD Class 
II/Colorado Category I Area. In addition, the Great Sand 
Dunes Wilderness PSD Class I/Colorado Category I Area 
could be inlluenced by activities in the planning area. 

Although there are few monitoring stations in the planning 
area, rural levels are estimated to be low and within stand- 
ards. Particulate matter concentrations are expected to be 
higher near towns because of local combustion sources 
(PMlc) and unpaved roads (TSP); significant regional TSP 
levels are probably due to fugitive dust (primarily wind 
blown). Historic average and extreme particulate con- 
centration data are presented in Appendix B, ‘Iable B-4. 

> 
Ozone levels in the Rocky Mountain west are relatively high 
but of unknown origin. Elevated rural concentrations may be 
a result of long-range transport from urban areas, subsidence 
of stratospheric ozone, or because of photochemical reactions 
with natural hydrocarbons. The true reason for elevated ozone 
values is uncertain, however. Occasional peak concentrations 
ofC0 andS~mayoccurintheimmediatevicinityofcombustion 
equipment. ., Historic average and extreme gaseous pollutant 
concentration data are presented in Appendix B, Table B-5. 

PSD Class I regulations also address the potential for impacts 
to air quality related values (AQRVs). These AQRVs include 
visibility, odors, and impacts to flora, fauna, -soils, water, 
geologic, and cultural structures. A possible source of impact 
to AQRVs is acid precipitation. Visibility or atmospheric 
deposition data are currently collected in very few locations; 
Tables B -6 and B -7 in Appendix B summarize .visibiity and 
atmospheric deposition data collected throughout the region. 

Visibility impacts can occur from atmospheric increases in 
small, light-scattering particles or increases in light absorb- 
ing gasses (typically NO2). Mechanisms of acid precipita- 
tion formation are currently under study, but results have 
correlated ambient sulfuric and nitric acids with combus- 
tion by-products (sulfates and nitrates). 

In summary, annual average concentrations (micrograms 
per cubic meter) in rural regions of the planning area range 
as follows: TSP - 10 to 35; SO2 - 2 to 13, and NO2 - 2 to 20. 
Twenty-four hour average,values range: TSP - 65 to 110, and 
SO2 - 5 to 60. One-hour average concentrations of ozone 
and, CO range from 125 to 170, and 2,300 to 4,600 (respec- 
tively). Average lead concentrations are less than 0.05 
quarterly. Developed areas have nearly the’samevalues with 
the following exceptions: TSP - 55 to 95 annually and 110 to 
235 for highest 24 hours, NO2 - 20 to 40 annually, and 1 -hour 
CO values may reach 4,600 to 28,600. 

In general, all Bureau initiated or approved activities must 
comply with applicable Federal, state, and local air quality 
regulations. Specific areas have been identified that require 
special air quality protection (e.g., nonattaimnent, PSD Class 
I, and Colorado Category I areas). Site-specific project 
plans for proposals affecting BLM-administered and ad- 
jacent lands are assessed for ,compliance with existing laws 
and policies protecting these areas. Mitigation may be in- 
corporated into project proposals when necessary to reduce 
potential impacts (i.e., compliance monitoring). 

For example, prescribed burns must comply with BLM 
Manual Section7723 -Air Quality Maintenance Requirements 
to minimize air quality impacts from resulting particulates 
(smoke). This procedure requires obtaining an approved open 
burning permit from the state prior to implementation. 

Support is provided as needed by the Colorado State Office Air 
Resource Specialist, the Colorado Department of Health - Air 
Pollution Control Division, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency - Region VIII, and the U.S. Forest Service - Region 2. 

The “demand” for air quality is reflected in the degree of 
protection required (Federal and state air quality standards) 
and possible special local ordinances (i.e., wood burning 
restrictions). The ‘supply’ of air quality varies with the amount 
of pollution Continued urbanization would likely lead to in- 
creased carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and particulate 
concentrations. Maintenance of good air quality is important 
to public health (both mental and physical), and welfare (local 
tourism economics, aesthetics, etc.), but indushial growth and ex- 
panding populations degrade theair resource. These concerns 
would be minim&d through compliance with air quality. 

WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT 

Section 603(2) of the Federal Land Policy Management Act 
(FLPMA) directs the Secretary of the Interior and the 
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) to inventory lands 
under BLM jurisdiction and identify those with wilderness 
characteristics.. Based on an evaluation of wilderness and 
other resource uses/values in each area determined to contain 
wilderness characteristics, the Secretary of the Interior 
reported his recommendations to the President, in January 
1992, on whether or not areas should be designated wilderness. 
The President must report his final recommendations to Con- 
gress tithin 2 years. ‘Congress will decide whether or not any 
of the areas are to be designated wilderness. 

Wdderness study areas (WSAs) within the Royal Gorge 
Planning. Area (RGPA) have been inventoried and iden- 
tified under FLPMA, Sec. 603(2). (Thble 2-l and Map 2-3). 
A final environmental impact statement (EIS) was prepared 
by the BLM Caiion City District Office (CCDO) and signed 
by the state director (December 1987). This FEIS analyzes and 
describes the environmental, social, and economic effects of 
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Chapter 2 

designating or not designating as wilderness five WSAs in 
the RGRA. 

All WSAs have outstanding opportunities for solitude, 
primitive, and unconfined recreation, including backpacking, 
hiking, camping, photography, hunting, viewing, and other 
back-country activities. 

SENSITIVE SOILS 

Over 100 different soil types are in the Royal Gorge Plan- 
ning Area (RGPA), which reflect a complex variety of 
geologic parent materials, climatic regimes, topographic 
positions, and vegetative cover. 
Soils of the eastern plains are derived primarily from 
sedimentary rocks and materials deposited by wind. Soils in 
the mountains are formed from glacial and alluvial deposits, 
and a variety of sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic 
rocks. These soils are described in soil survey reports issued 
by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service (SCS). Each report is 
written for a given “soil survey area,” which generally in- 
cludes one or more counties. The status of soil surveys 
within the planning area boundary are listed in ‘Ihble 2-2. 

Soil surveys listed in ‘Ihble 2-2 are known as “3rd Order” 
TABLE 2-l 
WSAs in the Roval Gorae Plannina Area 
Unit Name Acres 

co-050-002 Browns Canyon 6,614 
CO-050-016 Beaver Creek 26,150 
co-050-013 McIntyre Hills 16,800 
co-050-014 Lower Grape Creek 11,220 
co-050-017 Upper Grape Creek 10,280 
All wilderness characteristics identified and inventoried 
during the inventory phase (1978 through 1980) remain 
intact and stable. WSAs are monitored through ground and 
aerial observation to ensure wilderness characteristics are 
not degraded to the extent that would affect eligibility for 
wilderness designation. Some off-highway vehicle (OHV) 
use continues to occur on existing ways and trails within two 
of the five WSAs. This use appears to have remained con- 
stant with the majority occurring during the big game hunt- 
ing season. 

In accordance with Sec. 603(2) of the Federal Land Policy 
and ManagementAct; BLM is required to manage all lands 
under wilderness review so as not to impair suitability for 
wilderness designation. Specific guidance for interim 
management is provided in the BLM Interim Management 
Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under wilderness Review. 

Under the interim management guidance, a proposed activity 
in a WSA must meet three requirements before it is ap- 
proved. The activity must (1) be temporary, (2) not cause 
an impact that will be substantially noticeable following 
reclamation, and (3) not impair the suitability of WSAs for 
wilderness designation. Under the interim management 
guidance, however, a proposed activity with valid rights does 
not have to meet the above three requirements. Activities 
with valid existing rights may impair wilderness charac- 
teristics in a WSA provided there is no unnecessary and 
undue degradation. Restrictions placed on activities having 
valid existing rights must not unreasonably interfere with the 
enjoyment or the benefit of the right. Valid existing rights such 
as mining claims, mineral leases, and right-of-way authoriza- 
tions granted prior to October 21, 1976, the date of the 
passage of FLPMA would be allowed to continue.’ 

‘Management of the WSAs will continue under the current 
Interim Management Policy and Guidelines for Lands Under 
Wilderness Review until Congress releases the area from 
‘further wilderness consideration. 

surveys. These surveys are designed for general planning 
purposes, yet they provide a wealth of information. Inter- 
pretations are made of various soil properties; e.g., rangeland 
productivity, characteristic plant communities, inherent 
erodibility, engineering properties, and suitability for 
recreation development, sanitary facilities, construction 
materials, homesite development, etc. The mapping scale is 
generally 1:24,000 (inch = 2,000 feet), and the minimum 
size delineation is about 5 acres; therefore, if site-specific 
information is required, an onsite investigation is usually 
necessary to verify conditions in the field. 

Most soils in the planning area present no particular 
problems to BLM programs, since BLM has little involve- 
ment with construction or development activities where 
soils could be limiting factors. BLM soil management goals 
are to maintain or improve soil productivity, and to mini- 
mize soil erosion and sediment yield to streams. 

All soils are subject to erosion from wind and water. Their 
inherent susceptibility to erosion depends on many factors, 
including soil structure, texture, chemistry, slope, exposure, 
depth, and vegetative cover. In the case of water erosion, 
slope and vegetative cover are the predominant factors. For 
wind erosion, exposure and vegetative cover are most im- 
portant. Vegetative cover is the one variable highly suscep- 
tible to human manipulation and activities. 

A healthy, vigorous vegetative cover is the key to maintain- 
ing or improving soil productivity and protecting the soil 
from the forces of erosion. Above ground, vegetation and 
litter provide protection from wind and the impact of 
raindrops. On slopes, runoff is retarded, as water is forced 
to find passage through the mass of vegetative material. The 
soil surface is protected from the direct rays of the sun 
and a microclimate is created that benefits insects and 
other organisms dwelling on or near the surface. These 
creatures till the soil, and in conjunction with soil micro- 
organisms, decompose dead plant material and incorporate 
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TABLE 2-2 
Status of Soil Surveys in the Royal Gorge Resource Area 

Soil Survey Area. 

Baca County Area 

Status Remarks 

Published 1973 
BentCounty Area 
Chaffee-Lake County Area 
Crowley County Area 
Custer County Area 

El Paso County Area 
Fremont County Area 

Huerfano County Area 
KiowaCounty Area 
Las Animas County Area 

Otero County Area 
Park-IUler Area 

Prowers County Area . 
Pueblo County Area ., 

excluded 
Published 1966 
Published 1979 Includes 

ExcludesGat o a o est la d 
art; onf yp’,“’ County. 

n 

Published 1971 
Published 1975 
Published 1968 
Published 1982 

Published 1981 
Publication in progress 

Published 1983 
Published 1981 
Ongoing survey 

Published 1972 
Ongoing survey 

Excludes National Forest land 

Excludes National Forest land. Parts 
of Custer County are included in the 
Pueblo area report 
Excludes National Forest land 

~$!&y~g-w&y~~e&fy$& 

Excludes National Forest land 

About 800,000 acres remain to be 
surve ed. Excludes National Forest 
@nan. % ield mapping available from 

’ 
it into the soil. This increases soil fertility and also creates 
conditions favorable for water to infiltrate into the soil. 
Below’ground, roots bindsoil particles together, making the 
soil more resistantto erosion. 

.‘. 
In those parts of the resource area where precipitation 
is sparse or uncertain, nongrazed vegetation can become 
stagnant, and excessive amounts of litter’can accumulate. 
Because of the lack. of sufficient moisture, decomposi- 
tion of dead plant material is retarded. When rainfall 
does ‘occur,. the excess amount of dead, material can 
actually inhibit the infiltration of water- into the soil. In 
addition,. nongrazed plants form clumps of overmature 
vegetation, wit.h areas.of bare soil between the clumps. 
These. conditions inhibit the potential productivity of 
the soil and increase the potential for wind and water 
erosion. 

Grazing animals (including-wildlife) can be used to im- 
prove the situation .described above. Properly managed, 
animals will remove standing dead vegetation and stimu- 
late new growth in stagnated plants. In the process, ac- 
cumulated litter is spread.around, mixed with dung and 
urine, and trampled into the soil. This, in turn, improves 
the ability.of .the soil to absorb- and retain water, thus 
increasing biological activity. The end result is improved 
soil productivity, increased plant vigor and density, and 
decreased runoff and’erosion. 

On about one-third of the BLM-administered land in the plan; 
ning area, soils are derived from Pikes Peakgranite and related 
rocks. Generally, these soils have an abundance of rock outcrops. 
and are shallow to bedrock. The soils are coarse textured and 
lackinginfmematerials(siltsandclays).Rainfallisabsorbedquite : 
readily, but abiity to retain moisture is low. Where soils are 
shallow, they quickly become saturated, and both surface and 
subsurface runoff occurs. Good vegetatiw~ cover is e&ntial to 
hold these soils in place. ” 

Vegetation (especially grasses) on these soils is easily dis- 
turbed. If vegetation is destroyed, revegetation is difficult. 
The main obstacle to revegetation is the low water holding 
capacity of these soils. Overuse of these granitic soils can 
have’disasterous results. Some good examples are areas in 
the Rampart Range north of Colorado Spring!+ where OHV 
use’ (primarily motorcycles), has literally destroyed some .’ 
hillsides. Another example is Badger Creek where’livestoclc 
grazing has caused severe damage to the watersheds. 

Many parts of the resource area were overused by livestock, 
miners, and woodcutters in the early part of this century. This 
resulted in much erosion and loss of soil productivity. By the 
195Os, a good part of BLM-administered land was in a 
deteriorated, but stable condition. These conditions continued 
into the 1960s when BLM began a substantial erosion control 
program. This programconsisted mainly of reseeding and small 
erosion control structures. These efforts were only marginally 
succe&ul, but they were the beginning of a gradual trend toward 
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improvement. In the late 197Os, BLM began an aggressive 
program to improve grazing management practices. This pro- 
gram continues today, and there has been a noticeable improvc- 
ment in soil productivity and decreased erosion on several 
grazil.lg allotments. 

Currently, the most active erosion on BLM-administered 
.~ land is occurring along unstable banks of streams and gul- 

lies. These conditions, however, are also improving, as a 
result of BLM riparian and grazing. programs. Riparian 
areas in ‘Ibxas Creek, McCoy Gulch, Pass Creek, and 
Badger Creek have shown dramatic improvements resulting 
from intensive grazing management or rest from grazing. 
Vigorous desired plant communities improve and maintain 
soil productivity and reduce erosion, .which will benefit 
water quality. Desired plant communities are also essential 
to prevent soil erosion in riparian zones. 

Although there is an improving trend of soil productivity 
and erosion conditions in the RGPA, uses of the BLM- 
administered lands have also increased. Hunters, anglers, 
rock climbers, campers, hikers, off-highway vehicle en- 
thusiasts, and others are beginning to damage soil resources. 
Motorcycles a&all-terrainvehicles have the greatest potential 
to adversely affect soil resources. Care must be taken to sensibly 
manage all recreational activities so the current trend is not 
reversed. Improved and additional access will increase impacts 
on soils. Gnsite soil investigations are needed to ensure that soils 
are suitable for any surface- or vegetativedisturbmg activity. 
Road construction could create areas susceptible to severe 
erqsiop; Mineral development can damage soils, however, 
stipulations during the development stage and post-development 
reclamation can help alleviate most problems, Dumping or spills 
ofhazardousmaterialscausecontamination,resultinginsoilloss 
during cleanup. Improper logging or woodcutting can damage 
soil resources. Stipulations for log&g and woodcutting would 
alleviate most problems. Adverse effects of fire are usuallyshort- 
livd, however, if heavy rain falls on a recently burned area, there 
can be a heavy fhrsh of ashes and sediment, Fire often increases 
soil productivity as nutrients in ashes are incorporated in the soil; 
however, the availability of nutrients may result in loss of soil 
qualitythroughleaching 

Runoff from these‘river basins provides a major contribution 
to eastern Colorado surface water supply. The cities ofDenver, 
Aurora, Thornton, Colorado Springs, and Pueblo depend 
heavily on these waters, which are supplemented by imports 
from the western slope. Numerous small cities and townssuch i 
as Trinidad, C&on City, Salida, Leadville, Fairplay, Cripple., 
Creek, and Vrctor (to mention a few), also obtain all or part of 
their municipal water from surface streams. : 

.. 
Currently, -agriculture accounts for the largest amount. of i .; 
water used in these basins. Nearly 500,000 acres are ir- 
rigated in the Arkansas River drainage in Colorado. In the 
South Platte watershed, about 40,000 acres are irrigated ‘/ 
inside the planning area. About 123,000 acre-feet of water. 
per year flows out of the planning area and contributes to 
the irrigation of, over 1 million acres in the South Platte : 
valley below Denver. Most streamflow in the South Platte 
and Arkansas Rivers originates from snowmelt in the high’ 
mountains. The majority of this water-producing land is 
administered by the U.S. Forest Service in the Park, 
Sawatch, and Sangre de Cristo mountain ranges. 

Runoff from BLM-administered land contributes little to. 
the total water supply. The only perennial streams that 
receive significant flow from lands administered by BLM 
are Sacramento Creek and Mosquito Creek in the South 
Platte watershed, and the East Fork of the Arkansas, Ham& 
ton Creek, and Badger Creek in the Arkansas watershed.’ 
For the most part, runoff from BLM-administered land is 
the result of short lived snowmelt or intense thunderstorms. 
Several live streams flow through these lands, and proper< 
management of BLM-administered land within these water- ‘. I. 
shedsisofprimeconcern.Themostimportantofthesestreams 
are listed in the Fishery Habitat Management section. 

Wi+R RIGHTS 
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Soil, along with water and air, is a basic r.esource, on 
which life depends. Many of the management-issues.and 
concerns identified in this management plan either depend 
on “healthy” soil resources or can affect the “health” of soil 
resources. As human populations increase, more demands 
are put on the soils resource, and if these demands are to be 
met, erosion must be minimized. In these areas, restrictions 
of use may be needed to protect soil resources. 

F~es2-1,~~and23shDwtheinnuenceofsnowmelton~~ 
streamflow hydrographs in the planning area Half&on Creek : :;: 
is a high mountain tributary of the Arkansas River. The water- ‘5 
shed .above the stream gauge (elevation 9,830 feet) is unaf- 
fected by water diversions. The station on the Arkansas River J’ 
at Portland (elevation 5,oil feet) is over 100 miles downstream. :., 
Streamflow at this station is modified by transmountain diver- : 
sions,,inigation diversions, and upstream reservoir operations; ‘. .* 
yet the predominant influence of snowmelt runoff is readily 
apparent. Figure 2-3 shows a similar runoff pattern in the 
South Platte River above Elevenmile Reservoir. 

The’Royal Gorge Planning Area ‘(RGPA) covers parts of 
two major subbasins, the Upper Arkansas and the Upper 
South Platte. 

Flows in both rivers are modified by numerous trans- 
mountain diversions. The Hoosier Pass Tunnel and the Boreas 
Pass Ditch bring water from the Colorado River Basininto the ‘. 
South Platte drainage. Water from the Hoosier Pass ‘Rumel is ‘. 
divertedasecondtime,fromtheSouthPlatteintotheArkansas 
watershed, where it becomes part of the water supply for. 
Colorado Springs. Eight diversions bring water from the j 
Colorado River Basin into the Arkansas Basin..The largest ,’ 
of these are the Boustead ‘Rmnel, the Homestake I’unneZ: 
and the Twin Lakes Tunnel. Homestake water is further. 
diverted from the Arkansas River to the South Platte River, 

Affected Environment ‘. _ 
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via the Aurora-Homestakepipeline. A portion of this water with storage capacities exceeding 1,000 acre-feet in the-, 
is diverted a third time, back into the Arkansas watershed, Arkansas River watershed above Pueblo. The largest of ) 
where it is finally used by Colorado Springs. These transbasin these are Sugar Loaf (Turquoise Lake), Twin Lakes, Mt. / 
diversions, plus five smaller ones, are shown in Table 2-3. Elbert Forebay, Clear Creek, and Pueblo. Binidad is a large i 
TABLE 2-3 i I 
Transmountain Diversions Into The Arkansas River Basin 

Diversion Name Management Entity Purpose Diversion Via 

Ewing Ditch 
Columbine Ditch 
Wurtz Ditch 
Homestake Tunnel 
Boustead Tunnel 

Pueblo Water Board 
Pueblo Water Board 
Pueblo Water Board 
Colorado Springs andAurora 
Frying-Pan Arkansas Project (USBR) 

Busk-Ivanhoe Tunnel Pueblo Water Board 
Tivin Lakes Tunnel Twin Lakes Reservoir and Canal Co., 

Pueblo Water Board 
Larksour Ditch Catlin Canal Co. 
The natural flows of the South Platte and Arkansas Rivers are 
further modified by the operation of several storage reservoirs. 
These reservoirs are used to store and regulate water native to 
their own watershed, as well as water imported from other river 
basins. The principal reservoirs in the upper South Platte 
watershed are Montgomery, Antero, Spinney Mountain, 
Elevenmile Canyon, and ‘Buryall. There are 14 reservoirs 

Municipal 
Municipal .’ 
Municipal 
Municipal 
Irrigation 
Municipal 
Industrml 
Power 
Municipal 
Irrigation 
Municipal 

Lake Fork (Turquoise Lake) 
Lake Creek (Twin Lakes Res.) 

Irrigation Poncha Creek 
multipurpose (flood control, irrigation, and recreation) reser- 
voir located on the Purgatoire River upstream from the city of 
Trinidad. The Purgatoire River joins the Arkansas River about 
70 miles downstream from Pueblo. Table 24 shows reservoirs 
with more than lQNl acre-feet capacity that are upstream from 
theplanningareaboundaryintheSouthPlattedminageand 
upstreamfromPueblo~~o~inthe~kansasRiver drainage. 

‘Ihnessee Creek 
Chalk Creek 
Tennessee Creek 
Lake Fork (Turquoise Lake) 
Lake Fork 

TABLE 2-4 
Reservoirs in the Area with Capacities Greater than 1,000 Acre-Feet 

Reservoirs Drainage Operator Capacity in 
Acre Feet 

Antero 
Eleven Mile Canyon 
Montgomery 
Spinney Mountain 
lhrryall 
Sugar Loaf (Turquoise Lake) 
Mt. Elbert Forebay 
Twin Lakes 
Clear Creek 
DeWeese 
Wrights (Mt. Pisgah) 
Brush Hollow 
Colo. Springs #4 
Colo. Springs #5 
Bison 
Rosemont-Penrose 
Skagway 
Pueblo 

S. Fork of S. Platte 
S. Platte River 
Middle Fork S. Platte 
S. Platte River 
Tarryall Creek 
Lake Fork Arkansas 
Off Channel 
Lake Creek 
Clear Creek 
Grape Creek 
Fourmile Creek 
Off Channel (Beaver Creek) 
Beaver Creek 
Beaver Creek 
Beaver Creek 
Beaver Creek 
Beaver Creek 
Arkansas River 

Denver Water Board 85,564 
Denver Water Board 80,253 
Colorado Springs 5,100 
Aurora 54,500 
Colo. Div. Wildlife 13,135 
U.S. Bureau of Rec. 129,43 
U.S. Bureau of Rec. 11,530 
U.S. Bureau of Rec. 14,100 
Pueblo Water Works 11,400 
DeWeese-Dye Co. 1,772 
Catlin Canal Co. 2,743 
Beaver Park Co. 4,186 
Colorado Springs 1,965 
Colorado Springs 2,050 
Town of Victor 1,148 
Broadmoor Hotel 1,229 
Beaver Park Co. & Colo. Div. Wildlife 3,275 
U.S. Bureau of Rec. 357,00 

‘Ifinidad Purgatoire River U.S. Coros of Enp 114.50 
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Neither the South Platte nor the Arkansas River is in natural 
condition. The flow of both rivers is modified by diversions, 
reservoirs, and imported water. Parts of the Arkansas River 
are greatly affected by mine drainage. Reaches of the South 
Platte have been modified by dredging operations. 
Whether these unnatural conditions are good or bad 
depends on the point of view. The South Platte River is 
highly regulated. From an environmental viewpoint, this is 
probably objectionable. On the other hand, this river and 
the associated reservoirs provide some of the best trout 
fishing in Colorado. In the Arkansas drainage, .boating 
enthusiasts enjoy high streamflows resulting from imported 
water; however, fishermen generally object to these flows. 
In both watersheds, owners of water rights want to be free 
to move and use their water as needed. Sometimes their 
manipulation of flows are in conflict with other users of the 
rivers. These conflicts are bound to intensify, since the 
resource is limited, and the demands for its use are 
increasing. 

Many different aquifers with a variety of hydrologic charac- 
teristics are in the planning area. These aquifers can be 
divided into three general categories, based on their general 
geologic properties: 1) unconsolidated rock deposits; 2) 
sedimentary rocks, and; 3) crystalline rocks. 

Unconsolidated Rock Aquifers 
: 

The most productive aquifers in the planning area are uncon- 
solidated rocks consisting of alluvial, glacial, and basin-fill 
deposits. Alluvial deposits occur along the Arkansas and South 
Platte Rivers, except in the canyon reaches. Glacial deposits 
occur in the mountains near Leadville, Buena Vita, Salida, 
Fairplay, and Jefferson. Thick, extensive basin-lill deposits of 
Tertiary age occur in the Leadville, Buena Vita, and Salida 
,area, and in the Wet Mountain Valley. 

The water yielding potential of these aquifers varies greatly, 
but generally increases with saturated thickness, increased 
sorting of rocks, gravels and sands, and a decrease in clay 
and silt content. Where clay or silt beds overlie sand and 
gravel units, ‘artesian conditions may occur. Where the ar- 
tesian pressure is strong enough, wells drilled into the con- 
fined (artesian) beds will flow above the land surface. 

Sedimentary Rock Aquifers, 

Sedimentary rock aquifers of Cambrian through Tertiary age 
occur throughout the planning area. Depths to water, the water 
yield, and water quality vary greatly, according togeologicsetting 
and the characteristics of the aquifer. The best known, and most 
productive, of these aquifers is the Dakota Sandstone, which 
occurs in the eastern parts of the planning area. Other sign&ant 
sedimentary aquifers include the Purgatoire Formation, the 
Trinidad Sandstone, and the Niobrara, Morrison, Fountain, 
and Denver Formations. 

Crystalline Rock Aquifers .- 

The crystalline rock aquifers include volcanic and intrusive 
rocks of Tertiary age and Precambrian igneous and meta- 
morphic rocks. Water m the volcanic rocks occurs in inter- 
stices of tuffs and fractures inthe volcanic flows. Some water 
may be present in sand and gravel units that exist between 
individual flows and tuffs. Water in Precambrian rocks oc- 
curs only where the rock has been fractured. Generally, 
wells drilled into crystalline rocks yield small quantities 
(l-10 gallons per minute) of good quality water. 

Crystalline rock aquifers occur in the mountainous parts of 
the planning area. BLM depends on these aquifers to supply 
most of the springs and wells used for management pur- 
poses. They are also important sources of water for ranches 
and subdivisions in Fremont, Custer, Chaffee, Park, and 
%ller Counties. 

Water rights in Colorado are established and administered 
under a concept of water law called the PriorAppropriation 
Dochine, or the rule of “First in Time, First in Right.” This 
concept originated in the arid American west, where miners 
and farmers took (appropriated) water out of the streams, 
and put it to use at locations remote-from the streams. In 
times of scarcity, the earliest appropriator has the first right 
to take water from the stream. This is in contrast to the 
principles of the Riparian Doctrine, which guide the rules of 
water law in the humid East. Under the riparian system, 
each person owning land bordering a waterbody (lake, 
stream, etc.) shares equal “riparian rights” to that water. The 
landowner is entitled to a “reasonable” use of the water, as 
long as his use does not interfere with the water rights of 
other riparian landowners. 

Nineteen western states. recognize the Prior Appropriation 
Doctrine as their official rule. Nine states, with some wetter 
land areas, include some elements of the Riparian Doctrine 
in their water law. Colorado is a pure appropriation state, 
and is the only state requiring a decree from a special water 
court to perfect a water right. Some salient features of the 
PriorAppropriation Doctrine, as applied in Colorado, are: 

,. . . 
A water right is established by taking steps to put water 

to beneficial use. A “conditional” water right can be estab- 
lished by providing evidence of the intent to appropriate 
water. An “absolute” water right is established when the 
water is actually put to beneficial use. 

Water rights are administered on the basis of seniority. 
Thepriorify date determines the seniority of the water right. 
Priority is established by the date water was first put to 
beneficial use (or the intent to use was formulated), and the 
date the water right was adjudicated in court. In other 
words, if a senior appropriator neglects to have his right 
adjudicated in court, a junior appropriator may adjudicate 
ahead of the senior and obtain a better priority date. 
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Water rights are property rights, and can be sold. Any 
change in use or point of diversion, however, must be ap- 
proved by the water court, and cannot result-in‘mjuiy to 
other water right holders. 

Ground water that is hydraulically connected,to streams 
is considered tributary to the streams, and laws governing 
surface water apply to ground water. Most ground water in 
Colorado is considered tributary. 

In Colorado, nontributary ground water belongs to the 
owner of the land above the aquifer. By law, nontributary 
ground water “. . . is that which will not, within a period of 
100 years, deplete the flow of a stream at an annual rate 
greater than one-tenth of 1 percent of the annual rate of 
withdrawal from the well being pumped.” 

Wells used for domestic or stockwater purposes (that 
pump less than 15 gallons per minute) do not have to be 
adjudicated. Permits to use such wells, however; must be 
obtained from the state engineer. 

Long-recognized beneficial uses of water are for 
agricultural, domestic, municipal, industrial, and commer- 
cial purposes. Only recently, and with limited,application, 
has water needed for environmental purposes been ac- 
knowledged as a beneficial use. 

Under current law, rights to maintain streamflows for 
environmental purposes can only be held by the Colorado 
Water Conservation Board. Interested parties, however, 
can recommend the need for such flows, and can donate 
water rights to the board for environmental purposes. 

Water can be diverted from one watershed to another. 
Water from the contributing basin is diverted in priority 
from that basin. In the receiving watershed, imported water 
can be used without regard to priorities, existing in that 
basin. ‘.,. 

Imported water can be used over and over to extinction. 
In contrast, water native to the basin of origin can be used 
only once, for the purposes it is decreed. The reason for this 
is to protect the rights of junior appropriators dependent on 
unused return flows from seniors. -. 

Until about 1980, the water rights situation in the planning 
area was fairly stable. Starting in the 197Os, the population 
growth along the Colorado Front.Range began to result in 
increasing demands on the water resources of the South 
Platte and Arkansas basins. Cities began to buy up agricul- 
tural water rights, which drove up the price. of water. In 
South Park almost half of the irrigated land was dried up (in 
1980, there were 79,000 irrigated acres in South Park; in 
1990, there were 40,000 acres). In the Arkansas basin, 
Pueblo has acquired enough water to supply 300,000 
people. Aurora has purchased water and dried up irrigated 
land downstream from Pueblo. An investment group is 

Affected Envirorinient 

currently trying to buy more water in the lower Arkansas 
valley for eventual sale in the Denver area. This picture is 
not limited to the planning area, or even to the state of 
Colorado. Kansas wants a bigger share of the Arkansas 
River. Southern California wants more Colorado River 
water, which would affect future diversions from that basin 
to the eastern slope. Wastewater from Colorado irrigators 
flows across the state line and is used by farmers in western 
Nebraska and Kansas. 

Other forces are at work to change the water rights picture. 
Environmental groups, such as The Nature Conservancy, 
are interested in buying water for instream flows, wetlands, 
and other environmental purposes. The Arkansas River above 
Pueblo is being studied for possible designation under the 
wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Appendix L). This could lead 
to a Federal reserved junior water right in the river. Sec. 
13(c) of the Act states that wild and scenic designation 
reserves water in the quantity necessary to accomplish the 
purpose of the Act (preservation of rivers in a free-flowing 
condition and preservation of the outstandingly remarkable 
values for the benefit and enjoyment of future generations), 
Existing water right owners are worried that a Federal 
reserved junior right would inhibit future water sales, 
exchanges, or transfers. This is a legitimate concern, since 
junior water rights cannot be injured by changes of use, or 
points of diversion, by senior appropriators. 

During the 198Os, the rafting industry requested augmented 
water .flows from. the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR). on 
several occasions. After approval of the Arkansas River 
Recreation Management Plan, the industry asked DPOR 
and BLM to request flow augmentation from BOR,.which 
was done in 1990. These flows were requested for July and 
the first half of August at a minimum rate of 700 cubic feet 
per second. Requests were also made to augment flows 
year-round to benefit fisheries. Colorado Rout Unlimited 
disagreed with this request as they believe elevated summer 
flows are detrimental to fish. The organization obtained a 
court injunction against BOR, which was ultimately dis- 
missed. The request to BOR was slightly modified in 1991 
to maintain flows at 700 cubic feet per second; the same,’ 
request was made in 1992. Although neither the rafters nor 
the anglers own water rights, they did, to some degree, 
manipulate stream flows for their own interests. 

At the present time, momentum is growing to change the 
existing hierarchy of Colorado water law. Increasing demands 
on a limited resource are resulting incalls to re-examine 
what constitutes beneficial use, and to what extent the rights 
of the public at large need to be protected. 

Under the Constitution, the Federal government has the 
power to override any state water law. Historically; how- 
ever, Congress has chosen to defer to state water laws and 
local customs of water use. In 1952, Congress enacted the 
McCaren Amendment, which waived sovereign immunity in 
regard to water rights. This Act allows the United States to 
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be joined in state water adjudications, so that agencies can 
quantify their water rights and fit them into the state ad- 
ministration. 

areas in the planning area. Further analysis diiucssion 
would be required to determine if water availabiity in the 
wilderness study areas are, sufficient to meet wilderness 
management objectives. 

In the late 197Os, BLM was joined under McCarren to 
quantify its reserved water rights in the Caiion City District. 
BLM has only one kind of reservation that applies to water 
rights. These’ are the Public Water Reserves, which are the 
result of executive orders that reserved the 40 acres sur- 
rounding a spring or waterhole from homestead entry. The 
purpose:of these reserves is to “prevent monopolization of 
public springs and waterholes.” The courts decided the uses 
of water necessary to fulfii the purposes of the reservations 
were.domestic and stockwater. 

In the Royal Gorge Planning Area, BLM filed claims on 
about 200 small springs for stockwater. BLM total water 
claims were only 2.83 cubic feet per second (cfs), and this 
included a 2.67 cfs claim in the Park Center Well. Practically 
speaking, BLM reserved water rights had absolutely no 
effect on senior water right owners, except in the case of the 
Park Center Well. In 1977, the Park Center Water District 
obtained a decree to this well, which was nullified in 1990 
when the court awarded BLM a Federal reserved water 
right. Water from the Park Center well is decreed for domes- 
tic and irrigation purposes, and is leased to the Park Center 
Water District. 

; i 
Within the planning area, BLM has about 50 -stockwater 
wells. These wells all pump less than 15 gallons per minute, 
and are exempt from administration. BLM also owns 200 to 
300 small dams built for stockwater. These small impound- 
ments are located on ephemeral drainages, and are also 
exempt from administration. Possibly 50 springs were not 
included in the reserved filings, because they were not 
inventoried. All kinds of wildlife depend on water from 
BLM springs, wells, stockwater reservoirs, and streams 
flowing. through BLM-administered land. BLM will 
work within the state water rights system to see that these 
water sources are protected for fish and wildlife needs. 

In Colorado, BLM would continue to claim water rights in 
accordance with state law. Most of these claims would be 
for stockwater out of springs. Where instream flows are 
needed, BLM would make recommendations to the 
Colorado Water Conservation Board, and work with inter- 
ested parties to achieve mutual goals. The current emphasis 
is to perfect water rights on springs not includedin BLM 
previous adjudication of its reserved water rights. 

During 1992, the Royal Gorge Resource Area initiated a 
multi-agency effort called the Arkansas River Water Needs 
Assessment. This assessment involves au evaluation of the 
streamflows needed in the river’ to meet the objectives of 
various water-dependent resource values. Because of the 
relationships between streamflows and the levels of both 
upstream and downstream .reservoirs, the scope of the 
assessment was broadened to include these reservoirs. 
The study area for the assessment includes ‘Iwin Lakes, 
Turquoise and Clear Creek Reservoirs; the mainstem of 
the Arkasnas River from Leadville to Pueblo; and Pueblo 
Reservoir. The resource values to be considered include fish 
and wildlife habitat, fishing recreation, boating recreation, 
water quality, riparian habitat, and esthetics. Speicalist 
teams are looking at these resource values in three group- 
ings: water resources, recreation, and biological resources. 

De&ions will not be made in the assessment.Thedatawillbe 
used by the -involved agencies to make recommendations or 
decisions that affect the Arkansas River and the related reser- 
voirs.Theassessmentisexpe4%dtotake3to4yeamtocomplete. 
Joini1.18 BLM in this effort, through a memorandum of under- 
standingaretheU.S.ForestService,BureauofReclamation,and 
the Colorado Department of Natural Resources. 

VifATER.QUALlTY 
Water needed for management purposes and the value of 
water rights may affect land disposal and acquisition 
decisions. If any streams in the planning ,tiea are desig- 
nated for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic River 
Sysiem, a Federal reserved water right could be potential? 
ly established. BLM would probably quantity the water 
right to ensure that the purposes of the designation are 
met. Quantification would involve a political process, since 
diverse interests would have to be reconciled. Where 
water is needed to meet recreation objectives, water 
rights would have to be acquired. The cost of acquiring 
water. rights needed to meet BLM program objectives 
would need to be considered in cost/benefit analyses. A lot 
of controversy exists over the question of water rights for 
wilderness .areas. This is a complex and highly emotional 
issue, which is not likely to be resolved soon. Water rights 
have not surfaced as a problem in the five wilderness study 

Surface’ Water ,. 

The quality of surface water in the area is influenced by 
many factors, including geology, mine drainage, runoff 
from snowmelt or rainfall, ground water inflow, water im- 
ports, reservoir operations, and water use. These factors are 
present in both the South Platte and Arkansas River basins, 
but effects are more pronounced in the Arkansas River. 
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The Arkansas River exhibits distinct spatial and seasonal 
variations of water quality. There are spatial variations 
where stream quality is significantly influenced by mineralized 
drainage from mines. There is also a general downstream 
deterioration of water quality resulting from inflows from 
ground water and tributary streams, changes in geology and 



. . ,.. : 

chemical composition of rocks, and increased water use. 
Seasonal variations result from snowmelt runoff, releases of 
water from upstream reservoirs (during the irrigation season), 
and sediment-laden runoff from summer rainstorms., 

In terms of water quality, the South Platte River is in good 
condition, and the trend is stable. Water quality in the 
Arkansas River,is in need of improvement. Many agencies 
have studied this problem, including the Colorado Division 
of Wildlife, the Colorado, Water, Quality Control. Commis,- 
sion, the Colorado School of Mines, the U.S. Geological 
Survey, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the U.S. Bureau 
of Reclamation, and the Environmental Protection Agency. 
Some studies are still underway, and new ones are being 
proposed. BLM is proposing a comprehensive water needs 
assessment of the Arkansas River, which will examine water 
quality as it relates to different levels of flow. As the demand 
for better water quality increases, more money and effort 
will go into solving these problems. 

Some actual pollution abatement is being done. The 
Colorado Mineral and Geology Division recently com- 
pleted a project to stabilize mine wastes and treat mine 
drainage in Chalk Creek. A large effort is underway to 
remedy pollution caused by the Leadville ‘mine drainage. 
tunnel, and the nearby Yak tunnel. New treatment plants are 
currently in operation.for both these tunnels. All of these 
studies and projects indicate that the trend,for water.quality 
in the Arkansas River is toward improvement. 

‘. 
In the tributary watersheds, some streams flowing through 
BLM-administered lands are in a deteriorated cqndition. 
More details are in Fis,hery Habitat Management and 
Riparian Area Management sections. 

Largely through improved grazing .management, BLM is 
making progress towards improving vegetationon stream- 
side and upland areas. Better vegetative cover results in less 
erosion and better infiltration of rainwater into, the soil. This 
helps retard floods, and, lowers the amount of sediment 
moving into the streams. Healthy desired plant communities 
in riparian zones prevent bank erosion, trap sediment, and 
dissipate flood water. Management of livestock is the main 
tool to achieve and maintain desired plant communities; 
therefore, proper grazing management enhances watershed 
condition. These continued efforts will result in improved 
water quality throughout the planning area. BLM-administered 
timbered lands- and areas with piiion,’ juniper, and oak 
canopies provide optimum hydrologic conditions. Forests 
have great capacity to absorb intense rainfall, and to release 
runoff gradually. Runoff from forested land usually contains 
little sediment or dissolved minerals. 

In some areas, accelerated erosion from OHV use could 
result, in increased sedimentation in streams. Improper 
recreational and livestock use of riparian zones adversely 
affects water.quality and stream-condition. Overuse by live- 
stock in riparian zones pollutes the water (from urine and 

” 
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feces),..and destroys vegetation. The development of 
minerals resources has the potential to affect both surface 
and ground water quality. Pollution from mine drainage, 
excessive mineral levels, and heavy sediment loads are 
harming fisheries in the Arkansas River basin. Mismanage- 
ment of soils. highly susceptible ‘to erosion can result in 
increased sediment loads in streams. The use of chemicals can 
adversely affect quality of both surface and ground water, 
and should be avoided whenever possible; Moderate use of 
riparian areas is beneficial to vegetation, and water pollu- 
tion is generally-not a concern. Water quality and water 
flows have strong adverse effects on fisheries. Flooding and- 
sustained high flows are problems on some streams, but. 
minimum streamflows are needed in others. Woodlands are 
generally located on shallow, rocky, soils, and heavy rain on 
these areas usually produces muddy floodwater. Proper 
management of woodland areas is critical for good water, 
quality. Existing,and potential concentrations of hazardous 
waste could pollute surface and/or groundwater. : 

: 
BLM must comply with Federal and state regulations 
governing water use and management. State water,quality 
standards have been set that follow those formulated at the 
local level in Section 208 Water Quality Management Plans. 
By ensuring that BLM management’ actions enhance or 
maintain water .quality, BLM conforms with state water 
quality regulations, as well as water quality provisions of the 
Clean WaterAct and the Federal WaterPollution Con@olAct. 
Before any work is permitted in perennial stream channels, 
Section 404 permits are obtained from the Army Corps of 
Engineers, as required by Federal law. BLM periodically 
monitors water quality in perennial streruns to-make sure 
water quality is not impaired by any action on BLM- 
administered lands. 

Except where water quality is strongly influenced by mine 
drainage, water in the South Platte and Arkansas Rivers is 
suitable for domestic, municipal, and agricultural purposes. 

Ground Water 

The quality of ground water in the planning area varies 
tremendously, according to the rate of ground water move- 
ment,zind the chemical composition of rocks in the aquifer. 
Generally speaking, the best quality (least mineralized) 
water comes from alluvial and crystalline rock aquifers. 

Throughout most of the area, ground water is suitable for 
domestic and livestock watering purposes. In Park County, 
some wells yield water with, nitrate levels exceeding’ the 
standard for drinking water. In parts of Park,’ and ‘Ibller 
Counties, wellsdrilled into Pikes Peak Granite have fluoride 
concentrations that exceed drinking water standards. In 
isolated areas of western Pueblo and eastern Fremont and 
Custer Counties, ground water is contaminated by radioac- 
tive materials. Some wells in eastern Fremont County 
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produce water too mineralized for domestic purposes, yet 
still suitable for livestock consumption. 

As the population increases, and more rural areas are sub- 
divided, demands on ground water will increase. This may 
result lndepletion of some aquifers. The quality of ground 
water could be adversely affected by overpumping of aquifers 
or by contamination from septictanks and sewage lagoons. 

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS 
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 

Currently,’ no inventory exists of .hazardous materials or 
hazards to human health for lands within the RGPA. Inven- 
tory for these hazards was begun in 1993. 

Physical hazards such as rivers, cliffs, etc., are not con- 
sidered in this analysis. 

Hazardous materials or human health risk can be expected 
to exist within the historic mining areas of the resource area. 
The most significant are likely to be the, Leadville area, 
Cripple Creek/Victor area, Westcliffe/Silver Cliff area, and 
the coal mining areas around ‘I&dad and Walsenburg. The 
majorityof these areas were patented sometime in the past, 
Isolated tracts and small slivers of BLM:admi&tered land 
between patented claims remain in alI of these areas. I 

” 
Unauthorized dumping has occurred within the planning :,- 
area. This dumping ‘will likely increase as counties close 
their “free” landfills and dumps and begin to :charge,gate 
fees. Currently two, unauthorized dumps have been i+ir; 
tified; both associated with ianch+g.operations adjacent to 
BLM-administered, lands. Undoubtedly; additional sites 
will be.identified during the inventory process. 

‘. 
: 

‘, 
‘Iwo authorized operating landfills exist in.the planning 
area. These are .regulated by the Colorado Department of 
Health and are managed by the county. Under the Resource 
Co&rvution ,&covery Act (RCRA) Subtitle: D reqtiiie- 
ments, both of these landfills will close by October 9,1993. I: t 

All known closed landfii and dumps would be inventoried 
in the future to determine if hazardous materials are 
present. If .hazardous ,materials are determined to be 
present, the, sites would be further evaluated to determine. 
the extent of contamination and ,necessary mitigation. ‘. 

A contingency plan for the Cafion City Diitrict,~mcluding the 
resource area, exists for dealing with all manner of.hazardous 
materials incid,ents. The pl,an details BLM response to 
reported incidents and includes provisions for safety of per- 
sonnel, isolation, emergency response, and mitigations. ‘. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEQLOGY 

The geology of the Royal Gorge Planning Area is varied. 
The plains’ area is underlain by several large tectonic ele- 
ments that have been revealed by deep drilling. Of com- 
manding size is the Denver Basin, 11,000 to 12,000 feet deep, 
underlying all the plains area. The basin is markedly asym- 
metric with gentle dips on the eastern flank, but with a very 
steep western margin bordering the Front Range. At the 
southern end of the Front Range and northwest of the Wet 
Mountains, a narrow and shallow tongue of the Denver 
Basin extends westward along the course of the Arkansas 
River. It is known as the Carion City embayment and is 
separated from the main part of the basin by a gently 
anticliiral threshold extending southeastward from the 
Front Range as an extension of the Red Creek Arch. 

On the southwest, the Denver Basin is limited by the 
Apishapa Uplift,, a feature which has Pennsylvanian an- 
cestry. The southeastern end of the Apishapa Uplift joins 
the Sierra Grande Uplift, a structural arch with similar 
history that forms another bordering element of the Denver 
Basin and extends southward into New Mexico. l’rending 
northeastward from the Sierra Grande Uplift is the broad 
Las Animas Arch. It appears to have been a weak but 
persistently positive structural element through much of 
geologictime, and now forms part,of the eastern margin of 
the Denver br&.:‘$pographicaIly, the plains area slopes 
from about 6,obo feet elevation where it borders the Front 
Range to about 3,400 feet where the Arkansas River flows 
into Kansas. ,’ 

Part of the shallow Hugoton’ Embayment of the Anadarko 
Basin lies in southeasternmost Colorado, east of the Sierra 
Grande and Las Animas Arches. The Raton Basin extends 
northwestward from New Mexico into Colorado on the 
southwestern side of the Apishapa Uplift. Topographically 
the Raton Basin appears as an area of raised tablelands 
capped by Tertiary sediments. This raised area of the Park 
Plateau and Raton Mesa varies from ranges of 500 feet 
higher than the plains below, to a maximum elevation of 
13,623 feet at West Spanish Peak. The west flank, bordering 
the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, has a much steeper struc- 
tural inclination thanthe eastern side. Northward, between 
the Wet and Sangre de Cristo Mountains, the Raton Basin 
connects with the narrow synclme underlying both the 
Huerfano Park and the Wet Mountain Valley. 

The Front Range and the Wet Mountains, a southern prong 
of the Front Range, are anti&al in nature modified by 
faulting. The Front Range reaches an elevation of 14,110 
feet at Pikes Peak. These ranges are bordered on the west 
by. a discontinuous series of valleys or parks. The Wet 
Mountain Valley-Huerfano Park borders the Wet Moun- 
tains, connects.with the Raton-Basin on the south, and is 
bordered by Precambrian to the north. This valley. is not a 
simple syncliial valley, but involves complex structural 
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modifications. The elevation of the Wet Mountain Valley at 
Westcliife is 7,888 feet. 

South Park borders the Front Range on the west and consists 
of complexly folded and faulted. rocks of Precambrian, 
Paleozoic, and Mesozoic rocks, intruded and covered in the 
southern part by Tertiary volcanics. Erosional remnants. of 
Precambrian reach elevations of. 11,000 feet in .the lbrryall 
Mountains. The valley floor ranges from 8,800 feet at Hartsel 
to 9,850 feet at Fairplay. The long chain of mountains making 
up the Park and Sangre de Cristo Ranges border South Park 
and the Wet Mountain Valley on the west. These ranges, 
generally anticlinal in structure, are modified by folclmg and 
faulting and have peaks greater than 14,000 feet. 

The upper Arkansas River Valley is a long narrow valley 
ranging in elevation from,7,050 feet at Salida to 10,200 feet 
at Leadville. This valley is structurally a northward exten- 
sion of the Rio Grande Rift Zone and is bordered to the 
west by the Collegiate range, which reaches elevations of 
over 14,000 feet. Precambrian rocks underlie the Great 
Plains and are exposed in all of the mountain ranges in the 
Royal Gorge Planning Area. They outcrop on the western 
sides of the Sangre de, Cristo and Park Ranges, and com- 
prise most of the Wet Mountains and Front Range. These 
rocks are mostly granites, schists, gneiss, and undivided 
metamorphic rocks. 

Widespread intrusion and extrusion of igneous rocks ac- 
companied the tectonism of late Cretaceous to recent time. 
These rocks are highly variable in composition. A notable 
area of Tertiary intrusions in the northern Raton Basin near 
‘IXnidad contains the Spanish Peaks and their radiating 
dikes. Other important areas of Cretaceous to Cenozoic 
igneous rocks include (1) the Mesa de Maya area where 
volcanics cap large plateaus rising from the Great Plains 
along the southern boundary of the state, (2). a large area 
south of South Park and north of the Arkansas River, which 
is covered by Tertiary volcanics, and (3) the eastern portion 
of the Wet Mountain Valley. 

NOXIOUS WEED 
MANAGEMENT. 

Noxious weeds are not a resource nor resource use. They are 
a serious ecological and economic problem. Four plants are 
listed as noxious weeds in Colorado. These are diffuse knap- 
weed, spotted knapweed, Russian knapweed, and leafy 
spurge. All except spotted knapweed are on BLM- 
administered land in the Royal Gorge Planning Area. Leafy 
spurge occurs on disturbed sites at middle elevations and in 
riparian areas at lower elevation. At this time, the only known 
location on BLM-administered land in the planning area is 
along ‘Mlahassee Creek. The knapweeds are in Copper Gulch 
and a’few more locations scattered throughout the planning 
area. So far, knapweed infestations are limited to areas 
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adjacent to roads. The seed has probably been spread by 
heavy equipment. 

Noxious weeds have only recently become an issue in the 
plarming area and not much is known about condition or trend. 
An inventory of noxious weeds has not been done nor is one 
currently planned because of the expense involved. BLM has 
relied on field-going personnel, ranchers, SCS employees, and 
county employees for location information. New reports of 
noxious weeds continue to come in from these sources. It 
appears that weeds are on the increase; however, this is hard 
to quantify since information is not available on how long the 
weeds have been in these areas and whether any change has 
occurred. Noxious weeds on BLM-administered land invade 
existing vegetation then degrade it to’ a point where it loses 
much or all of its abiity to support values such as livestock 
grazing, wildlife habitat, and watershed protection. Noxious 
weeds provide a seed source that causes infestation on ad- 
jacent hi value private cropland. Chemical treatment of 
noxious weeds poses a real or perceived threat to nontarget 
vegetation and water quality. 

Lands identified for acquisition could be infested with leafy 
spurge, which would increase the cost of managing these 
lands. Also, problems could be caused by disposal of 
noxious weed infested BLM-administered land because the 
new owner would be liable for expensive control costs. 

Disturbed sites (e.g., new road construction, trails, OHV 
use, mineral exploration and development, etc.) are par- 
ticularly susceptible to invasion of noxious weeds. Precau- 
tions should be taken immediately to reclaim these sites. 
The existing leafy spurge infestation in ‘Ihllahassee Creek 
started with uranium exploration. Noxious weed control 
also needs to be addressed,in reclamation plans. 

There are concerns about using weed control methods such as 
chemicals and grazing in areas with sensitive plants. Real and 
perceived threats to the sensitive plants exist with these control 
methods. A threat to sensitive plants also exists from not’ 
controlling noxious weeds because the weeds could invade 
sites that contain special status plants and, because of competi- 
tion, prevent seedhngs from becoming established. 

All concerns .are important in relation to the management 
of noxious weeds because they all have a significant effect 
on plant community succession over large areas. Distur- 
bance is the most important factor in the establishment of 
noxious weeds. These should be managed in such a way that 
large areas are not exposed to the threat of invasion by 
noxious weeds. 

County, state, and Federal agencies all have mandates to 
manage noxious weeds cooperatively. As the public be- 
comes more aware of the weeds and the threat they pose, it 
is expected that the public,will demand more government 
involvement in the control and management. 
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Noxious weed infestations on BLM-administered land in 
the Royal Gorge Planning Area are relatively rare and are 
a much greater problem in other parts of Colorado and the 
nation. In North Dakota, Wyoming, and other states, mil- 
iions of dollars are spent on noxious weed control. The 
capacity of the land to produce livestock forage and wildlife 
habitat has been greatly reduced. Similar problems are 
expected to develop in the planning area if weeds are not 
controlled while they still occupy a relatively small area. 

: ” c 
Currently, chemical treatment of noxious weeds is the only 
method being used on BLM-administered land in the planning 
area. BLM is responsible for spraying leafy spurge on BLM- 
administered land in the Tallahassee area. The treatment 
being used is 1 pound active ingredient of Tordon per acre. 
Application is-by backpack sprayer and all spraying is done 
by certified BLM employees; The area has, been treated 3 
years ma row. Application is in September when plant food 
reserves are being translocated from the leaves to the root 
stalks. The chemical enters the leaves and is also translocated 
to the roots at which time it severely weakens or kills the roots. 

., 
Fremont County is responsible for controlling knapweed in 
the right-of-way of the Copper Gulch Road. Tordon is also 
being used as the control method. The Colorado Depart- 
ment of Agriculture has begun biological control efforts on 
leafy spurge. ,Releases of control insects have been made on 
private land in Fremont County. If this control method is 
successful,‘,it will be.tried on BLM-administered land. 

: 
All control methods are& compliance with the Northwest 
Area. Noxious Weed Control Program Fial EIS, 1985,. as 
supple-mented 1987, and the Vegetation Treatment Final BIS, 
1991. 

,.,_ a. 
Desired plant communities in activity plans would generally 
have as much nonnoxious vegetation basal cover as possible. 
This type of. plant, community, besides being the most 
productive for a given site, would be the mostresistant to 
invasion of noxious weeds. 

, .’ . 

NATIONAL CONSERVATION 
AREA DESlGNATl0N.S ., . 
National conservation, areas (NCAs) typically contain a 
great,diversity of uses and values. .The,general purpose for. 
establishing NCAs is to protect and conserve nationally 
important .natural and cuhural ‘resources and still allow 
compatible uses. These areas are usually large enough to 
protect and properly manage, the nationally. significant, 
resources and values; however, no size limit has been estab- 
lished. Previous NCAshave had a minimum of 20,000 acres 
and have consisted of large blocks of contiguous.public 
lands. These areas usually do not contain a large percent- 
age of privately-owned lands within the boundaries. NCAs 
can only be established by Congress’through a specific act, 
which identifies specific resources and values to be 

protected,’ conserved, and enhanced to maintain the 
dominant uses for each NCA. Multiple use is an important 
aspect; however, the specific resources and values identified 
in each act ‘determine what other uses or activities are 
compatible with the management -of the specific NCA. 
Legislation would, direct BLM to prepare a management 
plan for the use, development, and protection of each NCA. 

Currently, there are no designated NCAs within the RGPA. 
Three areas were identified for possible future designation; 
Arkansas River Corridor, Gold Belt ‘Ibur National Back 
Country Byway, and the Garden Park Fossil Area. Following 
is a brief discussion of these areas: 

Arkansas. River Corridor: This area is characterized by 
rugged steep canyons, mixed with broad open valleys. 
Vegetation ranges from riparian areas along the river and 
tributaries to pinon-juniper woodlands in the middle 
ground and ponderosa,pine forests at the higher elevations. 
The Arkansas River flows through the corridor and pro- 
vides the majority of the recreational opportunities. 

: 
The.river receives the highest commercial river use in the 
nation and is an excellent cold water fishery. Recreational use 
along the corridor is predominantely water-based activities; 1 
although minor mineral activity and livestock grazing also 
occur. Opportunities for upland recreation, including 
mountain big, hiking, camping, and four-wheeling exist 
and should continue to expand. A variety of exposed. 
geological formations make this area a haven for many 
college and university summer field camps. ’ ‘: ‘I’ 

The land pattern on the Arkansas River is mixed between 
private, state, USFS,. and BLM. Only approximately 40 
percent of the corridor is BLM-administered, and 65,000 
acres or more could be available for inclusion in an NCA. 
Much of that land would be substantially removed from the 
river and water-based recreation. 

: 
The Arkansas River corridor is an outstanding area for recrea- 
tional opportunities; however, the area does not offer natural 
and culturalfeatures necessary for NCA designation.. 

.’ 
Gold Belt Tour National Back Country Byway This area is 
currently managed as the Gold Belt Special Recreation 
Management Area (SRMA). Use is predominately 
automobile touring although a variety of other uses occur; 
whichinclude hunting, camping; mountain biking, hiking, 
and rock climbing. 

The land ownership pattern in’ the area now and for the 
foreseeable future is heavily mixed with private and some state, 
land; BLM-administered lands constitute approximately 40 ’ 
percent of the area. 

Since the majority of activity occurring on BLM-administered 
lands is, recreation related, and the current land pattern is 
‘mixed, thii area is not conducive for management as an NCA. 
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Garden Park Fossil Mea: .A paleontology activity plan 
completed subsecjuent to the management framework plan 
for the resource area suggests that the Garden Park area, 
(approximately 4,000 acres) be considered for some future 
national designation. The fossil area has some of the best 
examples of large type specimen dinosaurs in the world. 
The cultural significance ‘of the fossil area makes it an 
excellent candidate for an NCA. 

Based on the national and international significance of this 
area and the possibility of future land exchanges that would 
block up the BLM-administered lands, NCA designation 
could be considered in the future. 

FIRE MANAGEMENT 

The Royal Gorge Planning Area has a low rate of fire 
occurrence. Since records have been kept (19 years), the 
BLM-administered land has had an average of 12 to 14 fires 
per year. Most fires occur in June and July; with an average 
of 1.2 fires per week. Multiple fne days are rare. Monsoon 
moisture from the southwest typically enters the the area in 
July and August and reduces the fire danger through the 
remainder of the summer. 

;. 
Thirty percent of fires are recorded as class A in size (up to 
25 acre). Sixty percent of fires are recorded as class B in 
size (25 acre to 10 acres). A review of fire reports shows, 
that most class B fires are 1 acre or less. When class A and 
B fires are combined, almost 90 percent of RGRA fires are 
1 acre or less in size. Ten-acre fires (class C) typically occur 
between 5,000 and 7,000 feet in elevation in piiionljuniper 
fuel type. lbn percent of area fves exceed 10 acres in size. 
Average annual occurrence is approximately one fire, class 
C or larger each year. These fires are often at higher eleva- 
tions in the piiion/ponderosa pine fuel type.. ‘. 

The largest recorded fires in the RGRA are a’580-acre fire 
(1981) in the Poverty Mountain area in piiion and’ponderosa 
pine and a 2,400-acre fire on Cooper Mountain (1988) in 
ption. Higher than average precipitation occurred across 
the planning area in the 1980s. This was in contrast to the 
prolonged drought recorded through much of the 1970s; In 
1990, because of drought conditions and above average 
lightning activity, two fires exceeded 10 acres. A 70-acre Sre 
occurred in ponderosa pine in Phantom Canyon, and a 205 
acre fire burned in piiion and ponderosa pinein the Copper 
Gulch area. 

Over 50 percent of resource planning area fires occur within 
a 20-mile radius of Caiion City; 25 percent of the fires occur 
between Cotopaxi and Salida along the Arkansas River. 
These fires are typically railroad related and have little 
potential to develop into large fires. Eight percent of fires 
in the planning area occur between Buena Vista and Lead- 
ville. No fire in this area has ever, escaped initial attack. By 
mutual agreement,. the U.S. Forest Service has assumed 

District response to .a reported fire has been complete 
suppression as soon as possible; which includes wilderness 
study areas., A district strength-of-force consisting of ap- 
proximately 12 seasonal employees is employed through the 
fire season (April .l through September 30) to accomplish 
suppression actions., ” ,. ,, .... 

: 

.‘. 
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suppression’responsibility through the first~burriing period 
in this area. I 

Sixty-five percent of a.l.l fires in RGRA are lightning caused 
and 25 percent are human-caused. These are typically rail- 
road or campfire related. The remaining 10 percent are of 
unknownorigin.’ ,,, 

Increased precipitation has resulted in increased volumes of 
dense brush. Fuel buildups have occurred principally at higher 
elevations where. ponderosa pine begins to appear. Dense 
brush volumes are also somewhat higher in pZon/juniper under- 
stories but are still light enough that it is very difficult for a 
surface fire to carry and increase in size. As a result, the 
numbers of annual fires have not increased. Lightning ac- 
tivity levels and human use levels are still at “average” levels. 
The size of fires occurring at the elevation where ponderosa 
pine appears may have increased to a degree. The resulting 
fires have a slightly better chance to grow to a larger size. 
As a result, approximately five fires have grown to a size 
class C or larger (in excess of 10 acres) in the past 5,years. 
The danger of large fires within the RGRA is still low. The 
large majority of fires (90 percent) occur in pifion/juniper. 

The grazing EIS for the resource area recommends prescribed 
fire over 5,000 acres of pifion/juniper to increase herbaceous 
vegetation for livestock forage. The wildlife biologist has also 
promoted prescribed fires within .piiion/juniper to improve 
wildliie habitat. Wo successful prescribed fire projects have 
been completed in Arizona fescue dominated grasslands in 
thenorth-central part of the planning area. The objective 
was rejuvenation, of overgrown, wolfy grasses by fire to, 
produce young, nutritious growth on elk winter range. Wo 
other prescribed projects have been attempted to deter : 
vegetative succession to a grass/shrub seral stage to improve 
livestock and wildlife rangeland. An attempt was made to 
use fire in the Penrose Chaining and Big Hole areas. to 
improve both. range conditions and .svildlife habitat; how- 
ever, little success was obtained. Prescribed fire may’con- . 
tinue to be carried out on a case-by-case basis withiu the 
planning area, although there are no specific plans at the 
present time. ’ 

There is a conflict betieen suppression of all fires and the 
need for vegetative manipulation. This conflict is com- 
pounded by the need to suppress fires that threaten private 
property or developments. Fire management is a support ‘. activity. The resource specmlists and location determine 
whether fire is detrimental or beneficial to resources such 
as forestry, range, recreation, wilderness, or archaeology. ; : 
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In 1987, a district comprehensive fire management plan was 
completed in an effort to integrate fne management and 
resource management. Although the fire plan describes full 
and conditional suppression, full suppression action has been 
determined to be the only appropriate response in all cases. 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 
AND SOCIAL ENVlR6NMENT 

Economic data is available only by county; therefore, an 
affected area for economic analysis has to be defined in 
terms of whole counties..The area for this analysis consists 
of 16 Colorado counties; Baca, Bent, Chaffee, Crowley, 
Custer, El Paso, Fremont, Huerfano. Kiowa, Lake, Las 
Animas, Otero, Park, Prowers, Pueblo, and Teller. These 
make up the economic study area (ESA). Appendix C has 
additional information. 

The residents within and immediately adjacent to the ESA, 
along with the users and potential users of the area, constitute 
the groups that would be affected by- the proposed action 
and alternatives. Population trends and social attitudes of 
these groups are also described in this section. 

The ESA population is projected to increase to 895,983 (55 
percent) from 1980 to 2014. For the same period Teller 
County is projected to have a 165 percent increase, the 
largest in the ESA, population is expected to increase 112 
percent in Park. Projected increase for El Paso is 99 percent 
and 93 percent for Custer. In all, seven counties are ex- 
pected to increase in the ESA and nine are expected to 
decrease. Table 2-5 shows population changes expected in 
the ESA for the period 1980 to 2014. 

Population Trends 

The total population for the ESA has increased about 15 
percent over the lo-year period from 1980‘througb 1990. 
Teller County has experienced the largest increase in 
population (53 percent). The next largest increase is Park 
County with 32 percent, El Paso County with 27 percent, 
and Custer with 25 percent. Eight counties experienced 
increases; on the other hand, eight counties have ex- 
perienced decreases. The largest decrease in population 
was in Lake County with a 32 percent decrease. El Paso has 
the largest population in the ESA. 
. 

TABLE 2-5 

ESA Pormlation 1980-2014 
1 

ESA 

lk%:~4 1980’1 1985: 

Percent 

1990” 
.Change Percent 

1980/1990 1995 2000 2014 Change 

Baca 
Bent 
Chaffee 
Crowley 
Custer 
El Paso 
Fremont 
Huerfano 
Kiowa 
Lake 
Las Animas 
Otero 
Park 
Prowers 
Pueblo 
Teller 
Total 577.316 637.974. 661.141 15 725.613 
*/1990 U.S. Census 
SOURCE: Colorado Division of,Local Govermnent, Demography Section 

5,403 
5,946 

13,289 
2,994 
1,537 

311,974 
28,794 
6,435 
1,949 
8,871 

14,944 
22,579 
5,436 

13,063 
125,974 

8,128 

4,814 
5,742 

12,271 
3,256 
2,130 

368,904 
30,305 
7,251 ~ 
1,891 
6,980 

.14,297 
22,221 
6,066 

14,144 
127,074 
10,628 

4,556 
5,048 

12,684 
3,946 
1,926 

397,014 
32,273 
6,009 
1,688 
6,007 

13,765 
20,185 
7,174 

13,347 
123,051 
12,468 

-16 
-15 
-5 
32 
25 

274 
12 
-7 

-13 
-32 
-81 
-11 
32 
21 
21 
53 

3,917 
4,693 

13,231 
4,501 
2,265 

49,401 
32,572 
6,671 
1,604 
5,498 
3,105 

20,025 
7,295 
3,177 

34,089 
13,569 

3,362 1,717 
4,142 2,391 

13,854 15,414 
4,440 4,336 
2,433 2,959 

491,825 621,319 
34,515 40,242 
6,492 5,977 
1,449 943 
.4,815 2,531 

12,177 9,277 
8,773 14,746 

18,362 11,550 
12,957 12,204. 

133,911 128,809 
15,578 21,568 

769.085 895,983 55 

-68 
-60 
16 
45 
93 
99 
40 
-7 

-52 
-71 
-38 
-35 
112 

77 
-2 

165 
2-22 
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Affected Environment 

Homesteading in Baca and Otero Counties helped this area 
develop in the 1880s. Overfarming and overgrazmg con- 
tributed to drought conditions that resulted in the “Dust 
Bowl” from 1932 to 1936. The area now depends on Federal. 
agriculture programs. 

Teller. County is dependent on mining and tourism. 

Bent County lies,in the middle of the Colorado Arkansas 
Valley, and agriculture is a major source of income. 
The area is accessible for year-round recreation, fishing, 
water sports, sightseeing, picnicking, camping, and 
hunting. 

Subdivisions for vacation and retirement homes are con- 
tinuing to be a major social land use trend along the Front 
Range and mountain coummunities. This social change has 
been a problem in managing BLM-administered land in the 
recent past and appears to be increasing. This trend will 
have a strong effect on management of BLM-administered 
lands over the next 15 to 20 years. 

Initial settlement in Chaffee County was a result of mineral 
discovery; however, ranching, crop farming, and tourism 
are also important. 

Employment and Income 

Crowley County was established in 1911. This county is 
agricultural in nature; however, because most of the irriga- 
tion water has been sold in the last 20 years, the majority of 
the cropland, about 5,800 acres, has reverted back to dry 
cropland. The dominant land use in the county is for pas- 
ture, grassland, and grazing. 

Employment in the ESA from 1980 through 1988 increased 
about 24 percent. In Teller County employment increased 
46 percent, employment in Lake County decreased 64 per- 
cent, and in Las Animas County employment decreased 13 
percent during the period 1980-1988. 

Settlers came to Custer, Fremont, and Pueblo Counties 
because of gold, silver, lead, zinc, and other minerals; 
others came for the agricultural prospect of farming and 
livestock raising. Custer is quite sparsely populated, rural, 
agricultural and tourist oriented. Fremont includes a 
variety of communities and lifestyles. Pueblo has a varied 
economic base. At one time in its history, Pueblo was called 
the largest smelter city. 

Unemployment for the ESA averaged about the same as the 
state has experienced. The unemployment rates for the ES4 
ranged from 3.7 percent for Baca County to 15.9 percent for 
Lake County during 1988. The average rate during 1988 was 
7.9 percent. 

In El Paso County, military and government jobs dominate 
the area. 

Huerfano and Las Animas Counties originally attracted 
people for trapping and hunting. Very large Spanish land 
grants played an important part in the history of settlement 
and agricultural development of Huerfano County. Ranch- 
ing and livestock and hay production are the primary 
agricultural activities in this area. 

Kiowa County, with Eads as the county seat, has the largest 
source of earnings from farming. 

During 1988, the largest nonfarming employment sec- 
tors in the ESA occurred in retail trade (17 percent), 
services (25 percent), and government (27 percent) or 
69 percent of total employment related to these three 
sectors. Because of disclosure problems, information 
on many sectors is blank; therefore, the smaller sectors 
of employment in the ESA in 1988 cannot be described. 
In considering the individual counties, a similar pattern 
emerges. In all cases the majority of employment for all 
ESA counties is in these three sectors. Farming repre- 
sents about 2.6 percent of total employment for the 
ESA; however, for the following ESA counties, farming 
represents greater than 10 percent of total employment: 
Baca 38 percent, Bent.21 percent, Crowley 35 percent, 
Custer 23 percent, Huerfano 15 percent, Kiowa 43 percent, 
Las Animas 12 percent, Ctero 11 percent, and Prowers 13 
percent. Table 2-6 shows employment and employment 
sectors in the ESA. Information for individual counties 
is in Appendix C. 

Lake County is located in the mountains. Leadville is the 
main city. Mining activities have been and are still important 
to the area economy. In recent years, however, there has 
been a scaling back of mining operations. Recreation is 
important to this area. 
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In Park County, agriculture and ranching have been of 
major importance to the area, however, the amount of land 
devoted to those activities continues to decline. The area 
offers many outdoor recreation opportunities. 

Farming is the largest source of earnings for Prowers County. 

The leading source of household income in Baca, Bent, 
and Otero Counties is agriculture; for Chaffee County 
recreation, tourism, mining, and agriculture; for 
Crowley County agriculture and Colorado Department 
of Corrections; for Custer County agriculture, tourism, 
real estate, and retirement; for El Paso high tech and 
military; for Fremont County Colorado Department of 
Corrections, mining, and agricultural business; for 
Huerfano County government services and retail trade; 
for Kiowa County agriculture and r.anching; for Lake 
County mining, government, and. tourism; for Las 
Animas railroad, government; mining, and agricul- 
ture; for Park County tourism/recreation, mining, 



and construction; for Prowers County bus factory and 
agriculture; for Pueblo County manufacturing and public 
administration; and for Teller County mining and 
tourism. 

Retail Sal& 

Unemployment percentage rates for 1980,1984, and 1988were 
7.65, 6.94 and 7.92 respectively. For the same ,years, total 
personal income (M$) was 5,120.44,7,393.47, and 9,414.47. 

Retail sales. for the ESA counties increased 41 percent 
during 1980 through 1988Custer County had a 193 percent 
increase, the largest in the ESA, and Baca, Huerfano, Lake, 
and Pueblo Counties had decreases during this period. The 
other counties all had increases. Table 2-7 depicts retail 
sales in millions of dollars for the ESA. 
,’ 

: .’ 

. . . 
TABLE 2-6 

Employment 

1984. 
Percentage of Total 

ESA 1960 1988 1980 1984 1988 

Mining ‘. 
Construction 14,368 
Manufacturing ; : 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 44,940 
Finance/Insur/R.Estate , 19,075 
Services ‘. 
Government ‘, 75,921 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs ,(, : I 1 
Not.Classified Elsewhere .:j10,189. 
Total Nonfarming. : 264,493 

P 0 
20,551’ 5 7 
:32,369 0 .’ 11 

0 0 
0 0 

51,883 56,198 17 17 
27,359 7 0 

69,160 84,268 ,o, 23 
79,464 88,563 29 26 

0 ;‘. 0 
47,109 74,419 42 .< 16 

300,536 330,807 100 100 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

17 
8 

25 
27 

0 
22 

100 
Farming : 
Total EmDlovment bv Place of Work 

8,903 8,582 8,794 
273,396 309.i18 339,601 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile (Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of, 
confidential information.) 

TABLE 2-3 
Total Retail Sales in Millions of Dollars 

County ; 1980 i984. 1968 

Baca . ‘, : 44.68 
Bent 18.48 
Chaffee 94;61 
Crowley i 5.81 , 
Custer .’ ,” 4.01 ’ 
El Paso .. 2,099.12 
fiemont ‘135.11’ 
Huerfano ‘; ,- ‘;‘. 

:. ,. I ,, 
32.16 

Kiowa . 9.19 ‘. 
Lake . . -j2.?4 
Las An&as;. 1 ,66.70 ‘. 
Otero.. ; -” : 150.93 
Park 15.87 ” 
Prowers .‘, 139.35 
Pueblo ‘, ‘.‘, 1,404.50 
Teller , I ,33.80 

,34.69 36.99 
20.87 21.17 

108.31’ 116.86 
8.81, 1283 
6.69 11.73 

3,422.57 -‘i i 3,785.05 
180.48 : . 203.33 
35.08 29.97 

9.76 ” 9.10 
%.io 39.80 
72.50‘ 108.59 

153.92 169.58 
19.43 26.41 

263.75 165.26 
lJ85.12 lJ82.98 

50.68 63.83 

Source: Colorado Department of Revenue 
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Housing ,: .i . . 

Housing vacancy rate in the ESA is over lO,percent for 1980 
and 1988. Vacancy rates less than 10 per’cent are indicative’ 
of a housing shortage. Although ?Ilble 2-8 appears to.show 
that all counties could ‘absorb light and perhaps ‘heavy 
growth with existing housing, the vacancy rates shown may 
not take into account building conditions or whether they 
are year round or seasonal units. ‘Bvo counties in the ESA 
have rates in 1988 lower than 10 percent; Pueblo at 4.16 
percent and Crowley at 4.63. These counties, therefore, 
could have some difficulty in accommodating new growth. 

Economic Sectorb Related to 
R&urce,Managemen? 

Agriculture: The local livestock industry is influenced by 
the grazing management program, ‘which is outlined the 
grazing section. 

MantifacturinglForestry: Only small amounts of sawtimber 
currently come from the Royal Gorge Planning Area. 

Retail ‘Bade and Service/Tourism: Retail trade and service 
are the largest economic ‘sectors in the ISA’ providing 
TABLE 2-8 
Hogking units and Vacancy ‘Rates by Cotinty and the ESA 

1980 1980 198ti 1988 1988 1988 
TotaLzt;sing Vacant Housin 

R 
TotalJio~sing Vacant Housin 

Housing Units Vacancy ate Housing Units Vacancy w  ate 

Baca 
Bent 
Chaffee 
Crowley 
Custer 
El Paso 
Fremont 
Huerfano 
Kiowa 
Lake ! 
Las Animas 
Otero 
Park 
Prowers 
Pueblo’ 

2,480 
2,367 
5,781 
1,361 
1,108 

117,571 
11,485 
3,466 

835 
3,753 
6,426 
8,847 
4,873 
5,452 

49,095 

433 17.46 2,630 . . 
368 15.55 2,571 

1,023. 17.70 6,5722 
231 16.97 -1,405 
536. 48.38 1,313 

9,780 8.32 165,354 
1,427 12.42 13,897 
1,063 30.67 ‘:‘, 4,302 
.117 14.01 834 
753 .,, 20,06 .3,803,. 

1,059 16.48 
Pld t 

,6,833 
10.29 9,324 

3,016 61.89 7,145 
794 14.56 6,188 

4,000. 8.15 52,116 

794 30.19, 
633 24.62 

2,138 32.53. 
654 4.63 
492 ..37.47 

19,923 12.05 
3,067 22.07 
1,580 '> ,382 

137 16.43 
.1,650 . . . ,433.39 
1,374 .20.11 : 
1,329 14.25 
4,932 69.03 

980 15.84 
'2;170' 4.16 

l@er 5,100 ” 7;4&8 43.02 ,, 2,218 43.49 ‘. 3,221 ..: 
ESA 230.000 27.728 12.06 291.775 44,485 15.25 

._ : 
Source: Division of Local Government, Demography Section Local Government Survey 
Changes in recreation management could .have localized employment for 40 percent of the’E8A workforce. lburism 
economic impacts in the ESA. The planning area derives (travel) economic impacts in the ESA for 1988/1989 are 
benefits from expenditures made for recreational,activities, quantified and shown in ‘Pable 2-11. Travel generated 
many of which are not presently quantified. employment represents about 5.5 percent of the total E8A 

‘Ihble 2-9 showing county revenues and expenditures for 
employment. In 1988/1989 Chaffee County had thehighest 
travel related employment at 14 percent of the total county 

1990 represents data on the sources of revenue and expen- work force, and Park County had 13 percent employment 
ditures in the ESA counties. El Paso and Pueblo have the related to travel. The counties with the lowest percent of 
largest revenues and expenditures. Tltble 2-10 presents PILT employment.related to travel include Crowley with less than 
payments to ESA Counties for Fiscal Year 91. PILT revenues 1 percent, Baca 3 percent, Bent 4 percent, Kiowa 3 percent, 
represent about 1 percent of the E8A County revenues. and Pueblo 2 percent. 

.’ 
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TABLE 2-9 
County Revenues and Expenditures for 1990 

(In Thousands) 

Chaffee’ Crowley Custer 
Total Revenue 

Taxes - Total 
Licenses and Permits 
Charges for Services 
Fines and Forfeits 
Miscellaneous -Total 
Intergovernmental -Total 

Total Operating Expenditures 
General Government 
Judicial 
Public Safety 
Public Works 
Health 
Culture and Recreation 
Welfare 
Miscellaneous 

3302 
1,158 

19 
117 

317 223 509 53 91 
1,891 1;614 2,618 1,343 1,115 
3,192 2,689 4,689 1,932 1,439 

700 471 1,195 327 423 
44 38 167 38 17 

241 196 682 248 891 
1,443 628 1,153 335 456 

zos 224 249 64 43 
112 93 59 11 2 
376 860 1,114 834 360 
67 179 70 75 49 

Fremont Huerfzino Kiowa Lake Las Animas Otero 
Total Revenue 

Taxes -Total 
Licenses and Permits 
Charges for Services 
Fines and Forfeits 
Miscellaneous -Total 
Intergovernmental -Total 

Total Operating Expenditures 
General Government 
Judicial 
Public Safety 
Public Works 
Health 
Culture and Recreation 
Welfare 
Miscellaneous 

11,346 5,491 2210 5,241 
3,775 1,896 1;259 3,167 

114 10 7 13 
983 215 98 221 

788 560 147 559 
5,686 2,810 999 1,281 

10,742 4,811 2,041 4,350 
2,491 1,372 463 1,250 
.360 51 1s 153 
1,338 557 117 792 
1,806 943 1,003 681 

245 171 46 198 
19, 64 74 219 

4,372 l,@JO 284 625 
111 53 39 432 

Park Prowers Pueblo Teller 
Total Revenue 6,913 

.Taxes -Total 2,338 
Licenses and Permits 93 
Charges for Services 543 
Fines and Forfeits 3 
Miscellaneous -Total 826 
Intergovernmental -Total 3,111 

Total Operating Expenditures 6,057 
General Government 1,831 
Judicial 67 
Public Safety 905 
Public Works 2,254 
Health 346 
Culture and Recreation .157 
Welfare 497 

3,177 
1,109 

5.561 2.251 

231 

1;905 
81 

448 

6,019 
2,140 

3 
.340 

56,189 
24,219 

43 
1,390 

239 2,305 
3,297 28,232 
4,946 48,849, 
1,1=. 10,217 

107 1,351 
SW 6,331 
877 2,106 

-262 789 
89 230 

1,806 27,461 

‘783 

72 

6,106 
2,713 

151 
373 
28 

323 
2,518 
5,477 
1,516 

75 
1,121 

991 
163 
190 

1,375 

1,834 
495 

15 
118 

7,357 
2,045 

2 
261 

2 
368 

4,673 
)‘ 6,229 

1,156 
107 
436 

1,750 
158 
24 

2,557 
41 

ESA 
244,709 
110,532 

1,192 
10,986 

131 
14,498 

107,370 
217,348 
47,026 

7,013 
30,787 
29,273 

9,867 
4,9u) 

86,275 

112,614 
58,983 

638 
5,308 

94 
6,726 

40,865 
101,692 
21,020 
4,260 
6,797 

11,667 
6,186 
3329 

37,867 
366 

8,597 
2549 

260 
4 

467 
5,317 
8,215 
1,465 

163 
415 

1,181 
514 
50 

4,287 
140 
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TABLE 2-19 ‘. 
PILT (Payment ii&y, of Taxes) in ESA, ., : 

Countv Dollair Amount 
Baca ’ 113,471’ : 
Bent 2,054 
Chaffee 322,898 
Crowley :443 
Custer 75,388 
El Paso 59,634 
Fremont ‘. 315,632 
Huerfano 2W= 
Kiowa 820 
Lake ,‘119,879 
Las Animas 208,569 
Otero .98,018 ~ ,. 
Park’ 3; 202,iO6 
Prowers _’ 
Pueblo 43,548 
lbiler 
ESA Total 

98,738 
i&2.190 

It should be kept in mind that the economic data presented 
here does not reflect any changes to ‘IbIIer and surrounding 
counties from gaming. Gaming related activities started in 

Governiuent/BLM Budget Management Costs: Table %12 
provides information on the BLM budget in the Royal 
Gorge Resource Area and a general breakdown of budgeted 
items. The spht between labor and expendituresfor operation 
and maintenance is about 55 percent for labor and 45 percent 
for other. 

.TABLE2-il 
Impact of Travel on ESA Counties - 1988 

(Dollar: Amounts in Millions) 

October 1991 in Cripple Creek, which is located ‘in ‘Keller 
County. It is too early to report the actual magnitude of 
growth that has come to. Teller County and surrounding 
counties, but estimates have been made by the Regional 
Planning Commission in a July 1991 Report ‘%IIer County, 
Cripple Crekk,,Viiitor Regional Plan and Gaming Impacts 
Study:” Future studies for the area wiII assess actual impacts 
to ‘IUIer and surrounding counties. 

The report, however, estimates that gaming revenue would 
be $71,300,000 during a l-year period. The number of new 
employees would be 350 as of October 30,1991, and would 
rise’ to upwards of 1,650 when the market stabilized over 
time. The number could iie to 2,430 employees in gaming 
and related sectors. It was estimated in the report that 50 
percent would live in lU.Ier County by the time gaming 
stabilized. The 1,215 new- employees for .%IIer County 
would represent an increase of 30 percent over the 1988 
workforce. Thus, the data discussed above on impacts on 
travel on some ESA counties wiII,be changing sign&antIy. 

County 

Baca 
Bent 
Chaffee 
Crowley 
Custer 
El Paso 
Fremont 
Huerfano 
Kiowa 
Lake 
Las Animas 
Otero 
Park 
Prowers 
Pueblo 

Job& Annual Wages’ Local Taxes Overall Percent of 
Expenditures Workforce 

63 0.523 0.019 2.628 3.0 
101 0.817 0.056 3.978 4.0 
848 6.761. ; 0.687 32.295 ‘, 14.0 

2 0.033 0.000 ‘0.226 0.1 
46 0.386 0.014 2.061 6.0 

13,103 112.537 9.905 517.564 6.0 
729 5.847 0.502 27.688 6.0 
274 2.196 0.154 10.526 11.0 

35’ 0.288 0.010 1.404 3.0 
155. 1.53 0.123 6.170 : 7.0 
631 5.048 0.199 24.112 I 12.0 

‘469 3.757 0.275 17.814. 45.0 
272 2.299 0.090 

‘. 
2.242, 13.0 

603 4.862 0.445 22.947 8.0 
891 7.435 0.938 34.882 2.0 

Teller 301 2.577 ‘0.101 13.947 8.0 
Total ESA 1.8523 156:559 13:518 ’ 730.476 5.5 i 
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The fiscal year 1991 budget for the Royal Gorge Resource 
Area was about $1.7 million. Amounts in the table do con- 
sider funding support for the district ‘office in Caiion City. 

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT 

Vegetation management is the process of describing and 
achieving the plant community that would best, support a 
desired resource use and resource condition on a site- 
specitic ,basis. The variable’climate, elevation, and soils of, 
the Royal Gorge Plam&Area are conducive to extremely 
varied vegetation; In this document, the vegetation in the 
planning area is classified into three major groups: 
grassland, shrubland, and forestland. These groups are 
broken down as follows: ..’ 

Grassland Group 

This group includes the grass and meadow. types and covers 
approximately 260,000 acres of BLM-administered land or 
39 percent of the planning area. Types within the grassland 
group are blue grama at 5,000 to 9,000 feet; mountain muhly 
at 8,000 to 10,000 feet; and Arizona fescue at 9,000 to 11,500 
feet. These types intergrade with each other and exist 
throughout the resource area within specific elevational 
tines. Each occurs as extensive acreages or as very small 
parks within shrub or forest types. The grassland type 
provides forage for big game and is critical for the survival 
of grassland adapted species. Typical species are pronghorn 
antelope, coyotes, ferruginous hawks, and prairie dogs. 
Severely disturbed sites-are dominated by annual weeds or 
shrubs,, but these are not extensive and generally occur in 
creek or canyon bottoms, around water, or in small parks 
within forest or shrub types. 

The .meadow type includes the sedge-rush and brome 
meadow subtypes. Sedge-rush meadows are mostly in South 
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Park, and brome meadows are at mid to high elevations 
throughout the resource area. 

Shrubland Group 
” 

This group includes the piiion/juniper type at 5,000 to 10,000 
feet elevation and covers approximately 300,000 acres of 
BLM-administered land or 45 percent of the planning area; 
the mountain shrub type at 6,000 to 9,500 feet; sagebrush at 
7;$00 to lO,OtlO feet; and saltbrush at 5,400 to 5,500 feet. 

: 

Pmon/juniper is the most significant shrub type because of 
the large area it covers. It grows in shallow rocky soils on 
ridges, in deep soils in valleys, and on benches. Piiion 
dominates at higher elevations, juniper at lower. Relative 
forage production depends mainly on the successional stage 
of the vegetation. Mature stands support little or no under- 
story vegetation. Young stands support a ‘productive and 
diverse plant community that includes grasses, forbs, and 
shrubs and has a higher percent of the soil surface covered 
by live plants than does the mature stand. In certain areas 
this type provides winter range for elk and mule deer. 
Species such as piiion jays and ‘piiion mice are dependent 
on this type: .,,’ 

I,. “: 
The mountain shrub type is dominated by Gambel oak and 
mountain mahogany. These occur predominately’ in the 
Arkansas Canyon area or on shallow rocky soils. This type 
is less’extensive than the piiion/juniper type, but it is impor- 
tant because it contributes a significant, amount of forage ’ 
and cover where it occurs. It is important yearlongrange for 
many big game animals, and its variety of plant life makes it 
critical for many other species: Many shrub-nesting bids 
are dependent on this type. Gambel oak is often an early 
successional stage following fire in forest types. 

The sagebrush and saltbrush types are less important since 
they occupy relatively little area on BLM-administered 
lands. Elk and mule deer use the sagebrush on winter ranges 
aswinterbrowse. 

Forkstland Group 

The conifer and deciduous forest types make up the 
forestland group. These cover approximately 100,000 acres ’ 
or 16 percent of the BLM-administered land in the planning 
area. The major conifers include ponderosa pine at 5,000 to 
9,000 feet, lodgepole pine at 9,000 to 11,500 feet, Douglas-fir 
at 6,000 to 10,000 feet, and Engelmann’ spruce at 9,000 to 
11,500 feet. Major deciduous types are aspen at 5,000 to 
11,500 feet, narrowleaf cottonwood at 5,000 to 8,000 feet, 
and plains cottonwood at 5,000 to 6,000 feet. These areas 
provide important summer habitat for elk and mule deer 
and in some areas also serve as calving and fawning range. 
Black bear, blue grouse, snowshoe hare, and short-tailed 
weasels are common in this type.: 
TABLE 2-12 ’ 
Royal Gorge Res~r,c;?&rea BLM Budget 

Blidqet item Dollars 

Minerals 100,886 
Lands 126,121 
Forest Management 32,607 
Range Management 21,554 
Cultural 57,384 
Wdderness ‘, .11,901 
Recreation Management 353,184 
Soil and Water 34,474 
Wildlife 100,362 
Wdd Horse and Burro 407,147 
Other .’ 261,576 
d 
8 



Ponderosa pine occurs in open star& with productive un- 
derstory of grasses, forbs, and shrubs. yther conifer types 
are less abundant in the planning area. 

Aspen usually occurs withinthe conifer types where mois- 
ture and light are favorable. Aspen generally has a highly 
productive grass-forb understory. 

The twocottonwood types are limited in-‘&e and distribu- 
tion but are important to livestock and wildlife. These types 
are associated with streams, springs, or high water tables and 
usually support productive grass or meadow understories. 

Monitoring ,and Studies 

In 1977 and 1978 an inventory was conducted to determine 
range condition, trend, and grazing capacity for each graz- 
ing allotment. The method used for.evaluating range condi- 
tion is similar. to the one used by the Soil Conservation 
Service in which the concept of climax is a measure of 
optimum range condition. Similarity to climax is judged by 
similarity to maximum species diversity in addition to 
production of usable forage species. The range condition 
rating was’ lowered when production was lower than what 
would be expected considering current growing conditions. 

Excellent Good Fair Poor Unclassified 
347 195,493 148,753 169,514 12,378 

Apparent. Ecological lfend (in acres) 

. 
The following guide was used to break down range condi- 
tion classes: 

Excellent: More than 75 percent of the total vegetation is 
compos,ed of the potential natural vegetation. An evenly 
distributed mixture of grasses, forbs, and shrubs are 
present. Major native forage grasses occur on open un- 
protected areas. Undesirable vegetation is absent. 

Good: 50 to 75 percent of the total vegetation is composed 
of the potential natural vegetation. An evenly distributed 
mixture of grasses, forbs, and shrubs are present. Major 
native forage grasses occur on open unprotected areas. 
Undesirable vegetation is nearly absent. 
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Upward Static Downward Unclassified 
2,882 387,879 80,754 181,485 : 

As more condition and trend data is collected and.evaluated 
on Improve and Maintain Category allotments, information. 
will be updated. It is expected that this new data will show 
more land in good and excellent ecological condition and in 
an upward tend. This is due to improved range management 
such as changes in season of use and a new concept ‘of’ 
vegetation condition relating existing vegetation to the uses 
and values determined appropriate for the site. The new 
concept is called “desired plant community’~ (DPC) and is 
the central feature in the BLM 1986 vegetation management’ 
initiative. DPC is an expression of the site-specific vegeta- 
tion management objectives instead of the more common 
way of stating objectives such as changing vegetation from 
“poor” to “fair” or from “fair” to “good” conditions. The 
description of the characteristics of the DPC (species corn: 
position, production, cover, structure, etc.) is based on 
those of a real documented plant community occurring on 
the same or like site in another area. 

Fair: 25 to 50 percent of the vegetation is composed of the. 
potential natural vegetation. Moderate variations of grasses, 
forbs, andshrubsexist.Somemajor nativeforagegrassesoccur 
in open, unprotected areas. Limited amounts of undesirable 
vegetation are present. 

Pobr: Less than 25 percent of the vegetation is composed 
of ‘the potential natural vegetation. Poor variation exists 
among grasses, forbs, and shrubs with an overabundance of 
undesirable vegetation. Major native forage species are 
generally protected by shrubs or rocks. 

Permanent condition any trend studies were established on 77 
management units in 1981 and 1982. to monitor progress in 
improving condition after implementing changes in season of 
grazing use, grazing capacity, .and grazing system. Since 1981 

An ecological site inventory (ESI) is beingconductedin the 
planning area at the rate of approximately 15,000 acres per 
year. lb date, approximately 55,000 acres have been inven- 
toried. Data collected during an ES1 includes delineation 
of ecological sites, species composition, cover, and produc- 
tion. Completion of an ES1 in the Royal Gorge Planning 
Area will take at least 30 years at the present rate. This is 
being done first on areas where there are issues involving 
vegetation. Ecological site inventory has been completed 
on BLM-administered lands in the Badger Creek Water- 
shed and Three Mile Watershed. Data from the ES1 is 
being used to-describe a desired plant community to 
protect these watersheds. BLM is ‘cooperating with other 

Affected Environment 

actual use and utilization. data have been collected on 77 
Improve and .Custodial Category allotments. Actual use is 
the number of animalunit months used in an allotment in a 
given year; utiliition .is the percent of available forage 
removed from an allotment in a given year. Actual use is 
derived from ranchers’ records, utilization is estimated by 
BLM personnel at the end of the grazing season. Study 
exclosures have been monitored for 10 years on Wilson and 
‘Ibllahassee Creeks and Bighole and Mt. Shavano allot- 
ments. The exclosures show long-term effects of protection 
from grazing on vegetation. Current (1991) condition and 
trend as reported to Congress is as follows: 

, 
Ecological Condition (in acres) 

DPC goals and objectives would be developed by interdis- 
ciplinary teams for geographic reference areas. Each unit is 
a geographic area similar in land, vegetation, and issues. 
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agencies on these two watersheds to develop plans to irn- 
prove water quality. 

Ecological site descriptions have not been developed for 
piiion/juniper woodlands and riparian areas. DPCs will be 
developed after ES1 is completed on Improve and Maintain 
Category allotments. 

Some types of vegetation treatment such as burning, chain- 
ing, and firewood harvesting result in a short-term increase 
in bare ground, which is susceptible to invasion by noxious 
weeds. 

Riparian management is another example of special man- 
agement of vegetation and is currently applied on pastures 
in McCoy Gulch, Badger Creek, and Pass Creek. This con- 
cept is the practice of managing grazing in riparian areas 
separately from upland areas. 

Demand for vegetation on BLM-administered land as 
forage for wildlife and livestock is high because of increasing 
numbers of elk on both public and private land. Also the 
amount of private land available for livestock grazing has 
decreased because of subdivison. BLM-administered land 
acreage remains fairly constant and is not being converted to 
nonforage producing status, except in very small areas such as 
developed recreation sites. Since BLM-administered land 
makes up only about 3 percent of the planning area, vegeta- 
tion management and use on this land is not of great impor- 
tance. In Fremont County, however, 34 percent’ of;.$e 
county land is administered by BLM; therefore, uses of 
vegetation on these lands are important. 

Recreationists, environmental interests, and BLM policy all 
support impr0ve.d .management of riparian vegetation to 
enhance woody rrparian vegetation along stream sides. 

LIVESTOCK GRAZING 
MANAGEMENT 

The Royal Gorge Planning Area consists of approximately 
653,000 acres of BLM-administered land. Grazing is cur- 
rently managed in accordance with the Royal Gorge Graz- 
ing EIS, Raton Basin MFP, and the Eastern Plains Planning 
Analysis. At present, 337 grazing operators are authorized 
to graze on 454 allotments. These allotments vary in size 
from 10 to 35,852 acres of land- administered by BLM. 
Current grazing capacities range from1 to 1,263 animal-unit 
months (AUMs). Seventy-six allotments are managed 
under 69 existing allotment management plans (AMPS). 
BLM authorizes a maximum of 30,000 AUMs for livestock 
grazing use; however, the average active grazing use each 
year is 28,000 AUMs, with the balance in nonuse because of 
fluctuating livestock market conditions and operations. Of 
all forage production in the planning area, approximately 3 
percent is contributed by BLM-administered land, about 
half of which is on the larger more manageable tracts. 
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Adequate winter range exists on BLM-administered land for 
cattle and deer. On BLM-administered winter range areas, 
deer prefer mountain mahogany however, cattle eat mostly 
grass. Spring deer forage on lands administered by BLM is 
limited because much of the vegetation is late seral stage 
p~onljuniper type, which produces very few preferred forbs. 

BLM-administered 1ap.d is concentrated in the foothill 
areas of five counties(Chaffee, Fremont, Huerfano, Park, 
and l’bller). Grazing on these lands is most important in 
Fremont County where most of the large tracts are located. 
Most of the grazing allotments with allotment management 
plans are also located in Fremont County. These five coun- 
ties contain a total of 1,460,855 acres of National Forest 
land, much of which is also grazed by livestock. Cattle also 
graze state and private land. 

Demand for livestock forage in the planning area is high 
with only 6 out of 454 unallotted because of subdivisions. 
When an allotment becomes vacant or when private land is 
acquired by BLM, there are always applications filed for 
grazing. Cattle grazing continues to be a dominant use in the 
planning area. 

Of the 337 grazing operators in the Royal Gorge Planning 
Area, 16 are dependent on land administered by BLM to 
provide them with a viable ranching operationThe remaining 
operators either have small amounts of BLM-administered 
land in their operation, or they have such a small operation 
they are considered part-time ranchers, and they must sup- 
plement their income with other jobs. The stability of the 
livestock industry in the region as affected by grazing 
management on BLM-administered lands is.indicated by 
the relative amount of forage provided on lands administered 
by BLM compared to private lands; the number of 
operators dependent on these lands, and the number of 
thdse operators dependent on livestock for their livelihood. 

Presently, the elk population is at or near the Colorado 
Division of Wildlife (CDOW) Strategic Plan Objectives. 
Competition for forage between elk and cattle exists on both. 
private and BLM-administered land; however, most of the 
conflicts are on private land. On allotments where livestock 
gra+ng is deferred until mid- or late summer to allow forage 
plants to develop and complete a life cycle, elk sometimes 
move in and graze during the deferment period. This results 
in a shortage of forage for livestock during the grazing season. 
On some allotments with summer cattle use and elk winter use, 
inadequate forage remains for elk after cattle use occurs. 

Seasonal competition for forage between deer and cattle 
occurs mostly on private land. During winter and spring, 
mule deer concentrate on private irrigated hay fields and 
meadows along Currant Creek and Texas Creek and in the 
Coaldale, Howard, and Garden Park areas. This concentra- 
tion results in loss of forage for cattle and damage to actively 
growing hay fields. During other seasons cattle and deer use 
are compatible. 
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Affected Environment 

Grazing use occurs year round in the planning area except at 
high elevations, which are only used during the summer. A 
significant amount of the BLM-administered land is only grazed 
during the dormant season. Most operators on these allotments 
need to feed hay to sustain their cattle through the winter. 

Generally, most operators try to move their cattle off private 
irrigated hay fields by May 1 to prevent damage to actively 
growing plants. 

Most ranchers in the planning area are involved in cow/calf 
operations, but yearling operations are increasing. General- 
ly, calving occurs in late winter and early spring, but some 
operators calve year round. Many operators are part-time 
ranchers and lease base property from absentee landowners 
or corporations. 

Between 1969 and 1987, cattle numbers changed as shown 
in Table 2-13. These counties contain 86 percent of the land 
administered by BLM in the planning area. ‘Ihble 2-13 shows 
that in five counties of the planning area, cattle numbers have 
dropped by about 14 percent. This decrease is probably due 
to a variety of reasons such as lower cattle prices, restric- 
tions on government grazing permits, deeded land being 
converted to nonagricultural use, and competition with elk 
for forage. Elk numbers in the planning area have risen from 
approximately 10,000 to approximately 30,000 since 1980. 

TABLE 2-13 
Beef Cattlel/ 

Counties 1969 1974 1982 1987 
Chaffee 3,984 3,242 5,422 6,069 
Custer 7,066 7,881 5,355 5,648 
Fremont 11,488 9,782 6,239 7,847 
Park 6,127 6,437 6,873 5,709 
Tbller 2.364 2.078 1.480 1.451 

i/Figures obtained from Fremont County Extension Service. 
No data available,after 1987. 

Table 2-14 shows the percentage of BLM-administered land 
in counties with 86 percent of these lands in the planning 
area. An average of 13 percent of land in these counties is 
administered by BLM. 

TABLE 2-14 
BLM-Administered Land Within A Five-Countv Area 

-BLM 
County Total Acres BLM Acres Percent of 

Chaffee 665,600 52,509 8 
Fremont 999,680 338,888 34 
Huerfano 1,011,200 70,695 7 
Park 1,393,920 73,541 5 
Teller 355,200 32,902 9 
Total 4.425.600 568,535 13 

Several alternatives for rangeland management were 
analyzed in the grazing EIS, which was completed in 1980. 
Livestock management under the alternative selected was 
based on management framework plans (MFPs) of the 
Royal Gorge and the Raton Basin Planning Areas. Three 
objectives were defined for rangeland management: (1) 
improve livestock grazing habitat; (2) provide additional 
livestock forage on intensively managed allotments above 
the 1977 through 1978 range survey level; (3) provide live- 
stock forage on a sustained-yield basis to allotments where 
intensive management is not possible. 

The overall goal for range management in the Royal Gorge 
Planning Area is to develop cost-effective management of 454 
grazing management allotments to meet the primary long-term 
Bureau objectives of improving the resource condition and 
enhancing environmental values as well as providing livestock 
forage to help meet the demands of the area and’ local,! 
communities. 

As an aid to AMP implementation, BIM developed a system in 
1984 that places each allotment into one of three descripiivc 
management categories; maintain @I), improve (I), or custodial 
(C). Determination of a category depends on resource condi- 
tions in the allotment, potential for resource improvements, and 
amount of BLM-administered land in the allotment. Category 
M allotments have moderate to high resource production poten- 
tial and are producing near their potential. No major resource 
use conflicts nor controversies exist. Opportunities may exist 
for positive economic return from public investments, and 
present management is accomplishing the desired results. 
Those allotments in Category I have a definite potential for 
improvement and could further approach that potential with 
more intensive management, range improvements, or a change 
in use. Those in Category C either do not lend themselves to 
intensive management or lack the potential to improve under 
current economic conditions. 
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Allotments are subject to changes in management category as 
conditions change in regard to management objectives on a 
case-by-case basis. For example, an allotment presently in 
Category I may be changed to Category M if: 

Monitoring studies indicate satisfactory progress toward 
achievement or ‘complete achievement of management objec- 
tives outlined in the AMP after a complete evaluation, and; 

Evaluation indicates that any existing resource conflicts 
have been resolved, and; 

Present level of cooperation from the operator is ex- 
pected to continue. 

Conversely, a Category M or C allotment may be changed to 
Category I if it is noted.that the present level of management 
is leading to resource deterioration, new resource conflicts 
occur, or changes in present management and user coopera- 
tion are likely to produce new conflicts or result in resource 
deterioration. No changes in categorization will be made 
without consultation and coordination with permittee. 

Allotment management plans (AMPS) have been written and 
signed on 57 Improve category allotments and 12 Maintain 
category allotments. Originally, 77 allotments were to receive 
intensive management. Seven allotments were changed to 
Custodial. category after detailed analysis indicated that 
resource data could not justify further expenditures of 
money because of the low potential of the grazing lands. ‘Avo 
allotments were changed from Custodial to Improve category 
after detailed analysis indicated that resource conflicts existed 
or there was potential for improvement. ?ko allotments were 
placed in Maintain category without a written AMP because 
after detailed analysis the lands were determined to be at 
an acceptable level of management potential. ‘Bvelve Im- 
prove category allotments were changed to Maintain 
categories after satisfactory progress toward achievement 
of management objectives was accomplished. ‘Bvo Improve 
category allotments were combined into one Improve 
category allotment (see Appendix E). 
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Actual use and utilization studies have been conducted on 
all AMP allotments since the completion of the EIS. These 
studies are conducted on a yearly basis as part of a basic 
monitoring plan (see Appendix E). The actual use and 
utilization studies are used to help determine the carrying 
capacity of these allotments. Adjustments shown to be 
necessary were implemented by decision letter in. 1986. 
Three AMPS’ were reduced, 10 AMPS were increased, and 
56 AMPS are at the correct stocking rate. 

There are 259 Category C allotments. These are mostly 
small scattered tracts of BLM-administered land in areas 
mostly privately owned. Grazing permits are issued specify- 
ing the period of use, kind and number of livestock, and any 
other necessary stipulations. There are 203,266 acres with 
9,011 AUMs available for use. 

The livestock operator or the district grazing advisory board 
generally pays for all necessary range. improvements on 
Category C allotments ivith the use of the Murphy Act’ ’ 
Funds. Range improvements on Category I allotments are 
generally,paid by BLM with appropriated funds. Generally 
no improvements occur on Category M allotments, by 
definition. 

Adjustments in stocking rates were made by decision letter 
in December 1981 to more accurately reflect the estimated’ ! 
grazing capacities on those allotments. These allotments are 
usually monitored once every 10 years. 

‘Ihble 2-15 shows the rest standard used in the development, ‘. 
of grazing systems on the AMPS. 

’ 
Range .improvement projects are being developed on Im- 

prove category allotments:to help implement the grazing j 
management program. It is the policy of BLM that range 
improvements be maintained by those who benefit in a 
manner consistent with multiple use management. Main- 
tenance of all improvements constructed solely for the benefit 
of’ the livestock operations have been turned over to the. 
operators. Maintenance by the operator is required in each i, 
AMP and cooperative agreement for that project. Range 
projects completed from 1980 to the present include: 58 
spring developments and 10 water troughs; 18.75 miles of 
rebuilt or new fence construction; 2 rainfall catchments; 2, 
miles of water pipeline; 9 cattle guards; 1 windmill; 6 reser- 
voirs; 4 three-way exclosures; 41 pifion/juniper clearcuts for, 
a total of 257 acres; and 3,796 acres of piiion/ juniper- 
thinnings. New technology in range improvements has been 
developed: solar powered fences and stock water pumps are 
becoming; important range improvements because of, the 
reasonable cost and ease of maintenance. 

In the grazing EIS, 18,530 acres of woodland were identified 
for woodcutting to improve forage production. Since 1977, 
35,193 cords of firewood have been sold from approximately 
5,028 acres. 

Approximately 2,340 acres were identified for prescribed 
burning; to date two burns have been completed totalling 380 
acres. Additional acreage will be burned as plans are approved 
in accordance with the approved RMP/final EIS. 

Management framework plans (1977,1979), the grazing en- 
virorimental impact statement (1980), the Rangeland Program 
Summary(1980), and subsequent updates (1981,1983,1987,, 
1992) are available in the Royal Gorge Resource Area for 
review. Each successive document updates the rangeland 
program inthe resource area. Decisions in the final RMP 
will replace these documents. 

Special grazing management on BLM-administered lands in- 
cludes ne& grazing methods that meet the rest standard, new 
technology in range improvement. projects, and cooperative- 
management involving other 8 agencies. Holistic resource 



management (HRM), short-duration grazing, and time-control- 
ledgrazingaresomeofthenewmethodsoflivestockgrazingbeing 
used in the planning area. HRM stresses holism in the manage 
ment of resources as opposed to managing individual resources. 
Theconceptoftimemanagement+sopposedtoanimalnumbers, 
is used to control overgrazing, overrest, and other plant, soil, and 
animal relationships. HRM provides a model that outlines 
goal setting, ecological principles that need to be.addressed, 
and guidelines for selecting management tools. HRM invol- 
ves constant planning monitoring, replanning, controlling’ 
and testing. This management approach would only be al- 
lowed if total commitment for the program is obtained from 
the permittee. HRM is being practiced on one allotment. 

Short-duration and time-controlled grazing are manage- 
ment tools often used in HRM but can also be used in 
traditional grazing systems such as rest rotation and 
deferred rotation. Both short-duration and time-controlled 
grazing limit the amount of time plants are exposed to 
grazing. In short-duration grazing, periods are set with a 
predetermined grazing schedule. In time-controlled graz- 
ing, periods are determined by monitoring growth rates on 
forage and constantly checking utilization of forage. When 
growth rate or utilization level warrants it, cattle are moved 
to the next pasture. A few other AMPS are incorporating 
short-duration grazing or time-controlled grazing into exist- 
ing deferred rotation grazing systems. 

Riparian pastures are being developed by fencing manageable 
units of land from the rest of an allotment. The riparian 
pastures contain both riparian vegetation and upland vegeta- 
tion. Short-duration grazing is usually practiced in the riparian 
pastures. Riparian pastures exist on McCoy Gulch, ‘Iwo Creek, 
Elevenmile Canyon, Rattlesnake, Badger Creek; Hamilton 
Creek, and Texas Creek Allotments. More riparian pastures 
willbe developed as funding allows. 

i’ 

Cooperation with other agencies to improve livestock grazing 
management on land units with mixed ownership is ongoing. i 
Watershed improvement plans involving numerous Federal 1: 
and state agencies have been developed for Badger Creek’, 
and Three Mile Creek. Private landowners, Colorado i 
Division of Wildlife, and BLM are cooperating in the i 
Habitat Partnership Program to solve elk-livestock con-’ 
flicts in parts of the planning area. BLM manages allotments, 
that contain Forest Service pastures through a cooperative. 
agreement with the San Isabel National Forest. The agree-. 
ments exist on Kerr Gulch, Howard Creek, and Stirrup 
Ranch AMPS. 

RIPARIAN AREA 
MANAGEMENT 

Riparian areas are defined as areas of land directly in- 
fluenced by permanent water, which has visible vegetation 
or physical characteristics reflective of permanent water 
influence. Lake shores and streambanks are typical riparian., 
areas. Some sites are excluded, such as ephemeral streams 
or washes that do not exhibit the presence of vegetation, 
dependent on free water in the soil. 

Riparian areas make up about 1 percent of the land in the 
planning area, but these lands are disproportionately more 
important than.other land types because of their high value 
for wildlife, recreation, and livestock grazing. 

In the ll’western states, there are 47,010 miles of streams,, 
on BLM-admi&tered land and 1,258,610 acres of riparian,, 
areas. Colorado has 3,750 miles and 67,850 acres of thiqi 
total. The planning area has 267 miles of streams and .ap-, 
proximately 2,550 acres of riparian area. This consists of’ 
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TABLE 2-15 
Tolerable Utilization in Managed Grazed Pastures 

Percent Utilization Percent Utilization 
Tolerable in Grazed Tolerable in Grazed 

I ‘! 

Species Pastures” Crucial Rest Period Pasturesa Crucial Rest Period 

Arizona fescue 80 4125 through 8125 50 None 
Festuca arizonica 2 years in 3 b 
Mountain muhly 75 40 None 
Muhlenburg’a montana 

515 through 91152 
years in 3 

Indian rice 
Oryzopsis ymenoides I? 

ass 75 4120 through 7152 40 
years m3 

None ;f 

None 

l/Type of grazing would be high intensity, low frequency. These are maximum levels of utilization allowable on an area in 
good or excellent condition. These levels would be lower on areas in poor or fair condition, and in years of below normal 
precipitation. Period, of use would also change allowable utilization levels. Heavy utilization (60 to 80 percent) can be ’ 
tolerated by plants if given 2 years rest following the growing season (Hyde, et al., 1979). 
U’Qpe of grazing would be yearlong. Grazing cannot exceed moderate use (50 percent) if pastures are used every year during < 
the growing season. :1 

1) 



Cha’pter,? ‘: 

1,980 acres along 131 perennial rivers and streams, and 570 
acres around 10 lakes and reservoirs. 

Most riparian vegetation on BLM-administered land in the 
planning area is along the Arkansas River and its tributaries 
between Caiion City and Buena Vista. Most of the riparian 
areas on BLM-administered land, associated with ponds, 
lakes, and reservoirs, are adjacent to irrigation reservoirs in 
the lower Arkansas River Valley. 

Currently, condition and trend data is available on 122 
streams and rivers covering 1,500 acres and 215 miles, and 
on 5 lakes, ponds, and reservoirs covering 150 acres (data 
collected in 1989 and 1990). The inventory procedure used 
was in compliance with BLM Manual 1737, Riparian Area 
Management. The inventory wasmostly an aquatic inven- 
tory with estimates of riparian condition and trend taken at 
each reach along a stream (‘lhble 2-16). 

A complete list of riparian areas in the Royal Gorge Plan- 
hing Area is in Appendix E 

Livestock grazing, mineral development, recreation, road 
construction, and off-highway vehicle use can result in dis- 
turbance of vegetation and streambanks. When the distur- 
bance is repeated or extensive, the damage can be severe. 

Livestock grazing use causes the most extensive damage in 
riparian areas. Most of these areas in the resource area are 
located in grazing allotments with allotment management 
plans, most of which have no riparian objectives. Season of 
use and grazing systems were designed to provide periodic 
rest from grazing for upland species. Implementation of 
AMPS have resulted in improvement to some riparian areas 
and probably degradation to others, mainly because vegeta- 
tion in these areas has different growth rates and a different 
growing season than upland vegetation. A grazing system 
that works.on upland species may degrade a riparian area, 
if riparian issues are not addressed in the AMP 

Some type of grazing management occurs on 175 miles of 
riparian areas in the planning area. The minimum amount 
of grazing management on these areas is a set season of use 
TABLE 2-l 6 
Warian Condition and Trend on BLM-Administered Land’/ 

Stream Name’ Miles On BLM 
Administered Land 

Riparian Conditiona Riparian Trend 

Arknsas River (Browns Canyon), 
Arkansas River (Heckendorf) 
Arkansas River (Echo) 
Arkansas River ,(Lower) 
Badger Creek (Lower) 
Barnard Creek 
Cottonwood Creek 
Cuchaias River 
Crooked Creek 
Currant Creek : 
East Fork Arkansas River 
East Fork West Beaver Creek 
Eightmile Creek 
Four Mile Creek 
Grape Creek 
Grape Creek (Temple Canyon) 
Hamilton Creek 
Low Pass Gulch 
Muddy Creek 
Poncha Creek 
Purgatoire River 
Tallahassee Creek 
lhrryall Creek 
%xas Creek .: 

10.25 Fair 
6.00 Good 

20.00 Good 
4.50 Fair 
4.25 Fair/Poor 
3.25 Excellent 
6.25 Good 
2.75 Fair 
1.25 Poor 
4.25 Good/Excellent 
4.75 Excellent 
1.25 Good 
7.00 Good 
6.00 Fair 

19.00 Poor 
3.25 Fair 
2.50 Excellent 
1.25 Excellent 
1.25 Fair 
1.25 Good 
1.50 Good 
3.25 Good 
1.75 Fair 
.75 Good 

Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Downward 
Stable 
Upward 
Upward 
Stable 
Upward 
Stable 
Stable 
Upward 
Stable 
Downward 
Upward 
Stable 
Stable ‘. 
Stable 
Upward 
Upward 
Stable 
Stable 
Upward 

iicriteria includes at least 1 mile of stream length and contains a fishery 
UBLM Manual 1373, Riparian Area Management has complete definition. 
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and a set number of livestock. Some allotments have more 
complex grazing systems. 

Uncontrolled, season-long use during the spring and summer 
usually results in overgrazing of the streambanks. During high 
water events, unprotected banks offer less resistance. to 
erosive effects of flowing water and inhibit the natural func- 
tion of riparian areas such as bank building, silt filtering, and 
water storage. The result often times is down-cutting and 
lateral movement of the streambed, which results in loss of 
riparian vegetation. Grazing in the fall can also damage 
riparian areas. Grasses are least palatable in the fall so 
livestock tend to shit grazing pressure to woody riparian 
vegetation such as cottonwoods and willows. The smaller 
trees and shrubs are heavily browsed, sometimes to a point 
where all regeneration stops. When the mature.trees and 
shrubs eventually die out, the streambank is unprotected. 

FOREST AND WOODLAND 
MANAGEMENT 

Thirty-eight percent (248,762 acres) of BLM-administered 
land in the Royal Gorge Planning Area is occupied by forest 
cover types that can be grouped into commercial forest land 
or into woodlands. Total commercial forest land (CFL) 
consists of 97,062 acres (39 percent) and woodlands 
(piiIon/juniper) 151,700 acres (61 percent). All commercial 
and woodland forest acres are then assigned to one of .the 
following four management categories: 

Damage to riparian areas from recreation, road construc- 
tion, mineral development, and OHV use tends to cause 
some of the same consequences as improper livestock graz- 
ing, only on a smaller scale. 

Lands Available for Intensive Management of Forest 
Products (LIFP): Forest management in these areas is one 
of many uses; however, other uses or resource values are not 
emphasized. The acreage consists of 44,569 acres of suitable 
CFL and 48,285 acres of productive operable woodlands 
(92,854 acres total). The woodlands acres projections are 
from lansat (land satellite). 

Riparian areas are very important because of their high 
value for fish and wildlife habitat, livestock forage, .water- 
shed, water quality, and recreation use. This high demand 
combined with the fact that riparian areas make up only 
about 1 percent of BLM-administered land results in most 
user conflicts taking place in riparian areas. Public support 
for improved riparian management is widespread, and 
BLM policy places riparian management as a high priority. 

Lands Avaijable for Restricted Management of Forest 
Products: Multiple use or resource values are emphasized 
in these areas, and selective harvesting and extended rota- 
tion are generally apphed. No forest acres were inventoried 
in this category. 
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Riparian projects; i.e., willow and cottonwood plantings, 
have been completed on the Arkansas River and most of the 
major tributaries. 

Since 1987, BLM policy has been that each resource area 
will have at least one riparian demonstration area; four of 
these have been established in the Royal Gorge Planning 
Area (‘l’exas Creek, McCoy Gulch, Pass Creek, and Badger 
Creek). These demonstration areas show the effects of 
various types of grazing management ranging from ex- 
clusion of grazing to short-duration grazing on riparian 
areas typical of the planning area. These areas are managed 
by a method called the riparian pasture concept. Monitor- 
ing studies have shown significant improvement in riparian 
areas that have been shifted from a standard grazing method 
like deferment to the riparian pasture concept. 

Lands Where the Forest will be Managed to Enhance Other 
Uses: Forest management is tailored in these areas, and 
forest products are harvested specifically to benefit other 
identified resource values or uses. The acreage consists of’ 
54,822 acres of CFL not currently economical to harvest or 
are biologically unsuitable for sustained forest manage- 
ment. Also 103,415 acres of nonoperable woodlands are 
included (158,237 acres total), Forested acres now in wilder- 
ness study area status are presently assigned here. 

Forest Lands Not Available for Management of Forest 
Products: Forest management is excluded in these areas. 
This category would include forested acres in designated 
wilderness or primitive areas. No acres have been inven- 
toried in this category at the present time. 

The allowable harvest level for this planning period will 
come from the forest types assigned LIFI? These acres are 
currently operable with existing equipment and technology. 

Currently, management of riparian areas is guided by 77 
allotment management plans and 3 habitat management 
plans. Ten AMPS have specific riparian objectives. 

The “Carion City District ‘f&-Year Forest and Woodland 
Management Activity Plan and Programmatic Environmental 
Assessment” is the decision document that established the 
present harvest levels within the resource areas in the Cafion 
City District. It was approved November 19,199O. The Canon 
City District was established during the early 1970s as one 
sustained-yield unit, and harvest levels are established district- 
wide then allocated to the resource areas. The approval of the 
lo-year plan was to coincide with the publication of the draft 
San Luis Resource Management Plan and after approval of 
the Northeast Resource Management Plan. 

Affected Environment-i’“- 
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The.primary objective of the Caiion City forest and wood- 
land ,management plan is to increase or maintain the 
productivity of the forest ecosystem as reflected by the 
condition of the soil, water, and vegetation to avoid long- 
term adverse effects on productivity. The forest practices 
used must be biologically, economically, and environmen- 
tally feasible. 

The lo-year plan provided for an extended, or long rotation, 
even-age forest management process on the forest lands 
presently classified as either suitable CFL or productive 
operable woodlands acres in the Carion City District. Un- 
even age management is not precluded, but is not planned 
to be used in significant acreage. The plan provided an area 
control’ regulation system involving harvesting forest 
products from 253 acres of suitable CFL and 215 acres of 
woodlands (in the RGPA) annually, rather than a “volume 
control” allowable cut calculation. 

During the early 197Os, BLM accomplished an inventory of 
the forested lands within the Caiion City District. Ap- 
proximately 200 MMbf (million board feet) of softwood 
lumber were produced from Colorado forests annually, 
both public and private, during the 1970s. The RGPA har- 
vest level set by the MFP was 1.0 MMbf. During 1978 a total 
of 2.7 MMbf sold from forest lands within the RGPA rep- 
resented i.3 percent of the statewide harvest and 12 percent 
ofthe23-MMbf demand (at the time) within the lo-county 
area. Since 1983 the average has been much less. In 1984, 
with the culmination of the first stand-by-stand inventory, 
this harvest level was changed to 1.7 MMbf since acres 
within the resource area were counted, not just sampled. 
With the 1990 approval of the lo-year plan, this has been 
reduced again to about 1.4 MMbf. 

Funding for the district forestry program has steadily 
decreased since the early 1980s from a peak of 118 
workmonths in 1981 to 21 workmonths in 1991. In part 
because of these funding constraints, the available harvest level 
for sustained yield has not been met for several years. The FY 
1991 available sale quantity (ASQ) was set at 550 Mbf. 

Commercial Forest Land (CFL) 

All forest land capableof yielding at least 2Q cubic feet per acre 
per year of commercial tree species is included in thii category. 
Thefollowingtreespeciesarethosevaluedasimportantbythe 
local forest industryz ponderosa pine (PP), Douglas-fir (DF), 
Engehnann spruce and subalpine fir (ES), lodgepole pine 
(LP), white fir (WF), and aspen (A). The acreage distribution 
by county and species is shown in Table 217. 

The suitable commercial forest lands (S-CFL) are capable 
of producing between 20 and 49 cubic feet per acre per year. 
These forest acres are commonly an ecotone between the 
valley floors and the more continuous forest environment 
on the adjacent national forest land or isolated mountains, 

‘for example, Waugh Mountain. Many of the stands are 
.narrow stringers or isolated patches averaging about 50 
acres in size. Sparse, patchy groups of trees and small 
isolated stands less than 10 acres in size were not typed nor 
included as suitable forest land. ‘I 

S-CFL are those lands capable of sustaining long-term wood 
fiber production. The nonsuitable commercial forest lands are 
those incapable of sustained long-term wood fiber because of 
their fragile nature or inability to adequately reforest under 
existing harvesting or reforestation technology. These could 
TABLE 2-17 
Total Forested Acres (CFL) 

County Forest Land ES 

Chaffee CFL 32 
015 s-CFL 

Custer 027 EG-L 
El Paso CFL 25 
041 s-CFL 
Fremont 
043 

%?L #qg 
, 

Huerfano 055 EkL 3 
Lake 

:%L 
559 

065 317 
Las Animas 
071 EkL 
Park CFL 093 s-CFL 1,&g 

Teller CFL kg+{ 119 s-CPL 

Total CFL 
5:#5 s-cm. 

LP PP 

2,042 2,601 
1,832 1,257 

?2% 
11370 

145 28,697 
113 8,945 

E 
4,205 
2,122 

2%; ) 
541 
520 

E ?a# 
4'626 '686 

i@z f@~ 

DF WF A Total 

2,723 
1,082 $23 

7,521 
4,294 

% 52 El?: 
1,160 2:555 

- 
12,361 349 6,176 52,537 
4,291 249 3,965 20,908 

2,gy !! 1,&J gg 

209 17 
62 $I# , 

541 
520 

2,151 
1,;g 2,143 
1943 1,g 

qg!J , 2% 1+&g , 
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also. be isolated patches of timber, over 10 acres in size, 
where road construction for physical access would be 
economically impossible (an example could be a l5-acre 
tract surrounded by several miles of rmroaded, generally 
steep slopes, mainly ftied with rock outcrops). Nonsuitable 
forest lands were identified during the Timber Production 
Capability Classification Inventory (TPCC) -completed 
1983. 

Approximately 35 percent of the conifer commercial forest 
acres have had some type of harvest entry during the past 
20 to 25 years. Additionally, 7 percent of the aspen stands 
have been entered. Many of these areas cutprior to 1980 
appear to have had diameter-limit timber sale contract 
stipulations that allowed removal of all trees greater than a 
given diameter. Unfortunately, the residual stands are,now 
poorly stocked with smaller, suppressed or intermediate 
trees, and a few low-quality sawlog size trees per acre, which 
are commonly infected with dwarf mistletoe. 

The regeneration occurring naturally in these stands is high- 
ly vulnerable to infection by the dwarf mistletoe present in 
the overstory. At present, the western spruce budworm is 
the most damaging insect pest to the Douglas-fir and white 
fir. The aspen stands are mature and appear generally 
healthy. Aspen clones, however, begin deteriorating in vigor 
and volume after age 80. If aspen is -to be regenerated 
vegetatively, it should be harvested between ages 80 and 120 
so adequate sprouting is possible. White trunk rot is respon- 
sible for nearly 60 percent of the decay loss in aspen. Several 
canker and leaf diseases are also common. White pocket , 
rot, rust-red stringy rot, and red-brown butt rot are very 
common decay loss pathogens in the conifer stands., Be- 
cause of the extent of the cutover acres, the predominantly. 
mature age classes, and the presence of forest pests, the: 
commercial forest lands are in fair to poor condition and in 
a deteriorating trend. 

Table 2-18 summarizes the operable productive forest land 
in the planning area. 
TABLE 2-18 
FjGPA Timber Summary 

Suitable Commercial Forest Land 

II 

Size Class Sawtimber/Conifer Acres Treated Acres Untreated ” 
Stocking (Effective l/15/90) ,%, 

1. (.l - .O”) 

2. (1.0 - 4.9’!) 

3. (5.0 - 8.9”) 

4. (9.0 - 15.9’) 

5. (16” +) 

Subtotal Conifer 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Subtotal Aspen 492 
Total All Forest 9,954 
Areas Without Access 3,986 

$8 
iii 

0 

; 
3 

1,680 
3.060 

1,917 

822 
4,842 
.2,599 

82 

Aspen Summary 

9,462 

7 

265 

348 

15 

25,919 

- 

142 
1,327 

1,6% 
3,726 
6,889 I: 

32,808 
20,106 
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Historically, the demand for both firewood and sawlogs has 
been good for all conifer species (Douglas-fir, ponderosa 
pine, spruce, white fir, lodgepole pine), but generally poor 
for aspen except for small quantities for the domestic 
firewood market. Recent trends in the loss of primary 
manufacturing facilities (sawmills) within the resource area 
may have dramatically reversed this demand. The Colorado 
Forest Products Directory lists 16 firms in the lO-county area 
that are primary processors of sawlogs from conifers. As of 
June 1990, only 11 of these still remain with a total mill 
capacity of about 14 MMbf (down from approximately 23 
Mlvlbf). The forest products produced include timbers, 
fencing, dimension, house logs, paneling, siding, ties, posts 
and poles, fuelwood, and shavings. 

Eighty-four percent of the commercial forest land in the 
Canon City District is in the planning area. Calculated on a 
uniform number of acres available each year (area regula- 
tion), an allowable harvest of 301 acres for the entire district 
needs to be harvested annually. The 84 percent of this 
calculation that needs to harvested from the RGPA is ap- 
proximately 253 acres or approximately 1.4 MMbf. This is 
11 percent of the local demand; however, it represents 36 
percent of the demand from the area surrounding Fremont, 
Chaffee, Lake, and Custer Counties where 72 percent of the 
commercial forest land in the RGPA exists. 

To accomplish the forest management goalsin the MFp 
harvesting is based on a 5-year timber sale plan. Areas 
scheduled for treatment are chosen first if the stand is being 
affected by an insect or disease problem. The next stands 
chosen are those where multiple resource benefits can 
occur; e.g., the Jack Hall Mountain Timber Sale of 1988, 
which met an objective of the allotment management plan 
(AMP), forest management plan (FMP), and- habitat 
management plan (HMP) of thinning in a particular Engel- 
mann spruce stand. The last stands chosen for treatment are 
those where the benefit is mostly for the timber management 
of that stand. An example would be a decadent stand (where 
net loss exceeds net growth of wood fiber) with regeneration 
as a timber management decision. 

Firewood sales, where the average stem diameter removed 
does not meet the minimum acceptable to be used for 
lumber, have been an extremely effective tool for regenerat- 
ing stands of lodgepole pine infected with mistletoe. Species 
other than lodgepole pine or. piiionljuniper-have been har- 
vested as sawtimber sales, usually followed by a commercial 
or family firewood entry to achieve the best utilization 
within the limited resource available. 

Forest management plans exist for the Mt. Elbert and Tal- 
lahassee Forest Management Areas and for the Kerr Gulch 
and Waugh Mountain Areas. These areas account for a total 
of 25,485 acres or roughly 25 percent of the forest land in 
this resource area. Management of the remaining 75 per- 
cent is directed only through site-specific environment 
analyses, the IO-year plan, or the MFI? 

Jumper is normally the first occurring tree species at the lowest 
elevation. As elevation increases, piiion becomes more 
common and the typical pifion-juniper woodland becomes 
prevalent. Pifion-juniper communities usually have an un- 
derstory of grasses and shrubs adapted to arid conditions. 
Precipitation averages 10 to 15 inches annually, and eleva- 
tions range from 5,000 to 9,000 feet. The few stands of 
limber pine or bristlecone pine would be treated as wood- 
lands. They are generally located on shallow, rocky ex- 
posed ridges at or near timberline. Gambel oak (no acreage 
included as woodlands since they rarely attain heights of 
more than 20 feet) is normally in the upper portion of and 
just above the pmon-juniper woodlands~ It commonly forms 
large, dense thickets on many sites, which impedes the estab- 
lishment of conifers. Plains cottonwood, narrowleafcotton; 
wood, Rio Grande cottonwood, and peach-leaf willow may 
occur in some drainages. No harvesting of forest products 
is planned in these drainages or in riparian areas. Produc- 
tive, operable woodlands are those stands located on slopes 
of 35 percent or less that in January 1980, the date of the 
lansat flight used, had a crown closure averaging 40 percent 
or more. Nonoperable woodlands are those stands that on 
January 1, 1980, existed on slopes greater than 35 percent, 
or had crown closures averaging less than 40 percent. 

The pifion-juniper woodlands generally exhibit a wide range 
of diameters and stocking density. Most of the stands are, 
however, mature or approaching maturity. Mature stand 
volumes range from 7 to 10 cords per acre for the productive 
operable acres. Insects and diseases are rare in the piiion- 
juniper cover type, although a few small, scattered pockets 
of mortality caused by various root rots (primarily shoe- 
string root rot) are present especially in the Cotopaxi area. 
Generally the woodlands can be described as healthy and 
fully nourished. 

The bidders list for firewood sales, both in commercial or 
noncommercial, has decreased from 240 names in 1983 to 
26 names at present. Most current contracts should remain 
under 100 cords to ensure qualified bidders for the sales. 
Several sawmills and fuelwood producers in the Carion City 
area have regularly bid on forest product sales offered by 
the Bureau. Although three to four contractors who (by 
observation) tend to use products on BLM-administered 
land more regularly than others, none depend on these 
sources exclusively for their wood. 

The available sale quantity (ASQ) for woodlands was set by 
using an area regulation plan utilizing a 1983 inventory of 
the p%on woodlands. The inventory was completed from 
computer interpretation (correlated by aerial photo inter- 
pretation) of digital information from lansat. An annual 
harvest of 215 acres of woodlands would allow for a 175year 
growing period (for the average tree to reach 10 inches in 
diameter) and a 25-year regeneration lag. 
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Approximately one-half million cords of fuelwood are 
produced from lands within the state of Colorado annually. 
During 1983, 6,220 cords of fuelwood sold from both the 
suitable CFL and the woodlands represented a significant 
contribution to the fuelwood demand in the state. Since 
1983 this contribution has declined sharply for many 
reasons. 

The woodlands program has consisted of chaining m,ain- 
tenance through sales of transplants, Christmas trees, and 
firewood sales. Firewood sales in the woodlands consist of 
piiion pine and juniper sold to families as individual per- 
mits, or as large commercial sales to the highest bidder using 
timber sale contracts. Demand for forest products, both 
commercial and private, has dropped off from what it was 
in the early 198Os, but there is still considerable demand for 
firewood and Christmas trees. 

Regeneration Methods 

Clearcutting is the removal of a stand or a portion of a stand 
in one cutting, which would be used as the primary method 
of harvesting lodgepole pine and aspen stands. Regenera- 
tion in lodgepole pine stands would be obtained from seed 
left on slash from trees cut in the harvest operation, and 
from natural seeding from adjacent stands (approximately 
50 acres per year). In aspen stands, regeneration from 
vegetative sprouting would be featured (approximately 78 
acres per year). Another variant of clearcutting is the 
seedtree method, which leaves a small number of trees 
either singularly or in small groups as a source of seed for 
natural regeneration. This could be very useful in areas 
where visual resources are important, The danger of losing 
the seed trees to windfall would prevent the heavy use of this 
system. 

Selection cutting is a third cutting method, which would 
be used rather infrequently. Trees would be removed in 
very small groups or singularly to maintain or create an 
uneven-age stand. This method would be most ap- 
propriate in situations where a relatively continuous 
green canopy is desirable such as areas of high visual 
quality or areas where no harvesting is planned (such as 
withdrawn areas or riparian areas) and direct forest pest 
control is necessary. This system is very difficult and 
costly to implement because of the diffrcultyin preventing 
logging damage to reserve trees,. damage to advance 
regeneration, and the requirement of numerous entries 
by logging equipment (Table 2-19). 

per year). The percentage of the original stand to be left as 
the seed source and shelterwood would vary from site to site 
depending on the incidence of pests, the susceptibility to 
windthrow, the harshness of the, site, and the seeding char- 
acteristics of the species involved. Normally 20 to 40 percent 
of the original stand would be left until regeneration occurs, 
then the overstory removal cut would occur. Approximately 
10 to 15 years would normally elapse between the initial 
entry step and the fmal harvest of the overstory volume. By 
utilizing a two-stage shelter-wood system rather than a three 
stage, more volume is removed in each operation, and the 
chance of a more profitable sale is improved. Also, a slightly 
heavier removal during the initial entry should result in 
additional site preparation resulting from the movement of 
more logs over the soil surface. lb emphasize biodiversity, 
the final removal step can be omitted or reduced, and the 
residual shelterwood left to provide visual mitigation, 
wildlife trees, source of coarse woody material (snags and 
down logs) and maintenance of vertical stand structure in 
the next stand. 
TABLE 2-19 
Piiion Juniper Summary 

Resource Total 
Nonoperable PJ 24,538 

Acres WSA 
6,302 

Operable Without WSA 
18,236 

0 
P 

erable Acres 
5 - 24 percent crown closure 

25 - 39 ercent crown closure 
More t f an 40 percent crown closure 

Shelterwood method (frequently a two-stage system) involves 
removing enough of an existing stand in one operation to 
enable a new stand to be established under the remaining 
mature overstory. The two-stage shelterwood harvest sys- 
tem would be predominantly used in the mixed conifer types 
(ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir, white fir). In spruce stands, 
group selection (10 to 20 tree groups) and very small clear- 
cuts (1 to 3 acres in size) would be used. The harvest entry 
would generally consist of removing dead, dying, and 
damaged trees as well as those trees susceptible to attack 
from insects and disease. This first operation combines the 
preparatory cut and the seed cut (approximately 165 acres 

WILDLIFE HABITAT 
MANAGEMENT 

The Bureau of Land Management has responsibility for 
managing wildlife habitat on BLM-administered lands and 
the Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW) has the respon- 
sibility to manage resident wildlife populations. 

Recent Bureau initiatives such as Fish and Wildlife 2000 and 
the Watchable Wildlife Initiative have focused more manage- 
ment attention to fish and wildlife resources. 
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The planning area contains essential habitat for many 
wildlife species. This plan encompasses a large area, and all 
Colorado habitat types are represented, from plains 
shortgrass prairie to alpine tundra. The most prominent 
species are the large mammals such as elk, mule and 
whitetail deer, pronghorn antelope, and bighorn sheep. 
Other groups of species are waterfowl, small game animals 
and birds, predators, rodents, amphibians, and reptiles. 

Elk 

Elk numbers in the planning area are at an all-time high 
according to the CDOW. Elk occur in all the suitable habitat 
in the western portion of the planning area and are expand- 
ing into areas where previously they did not exist. Elk are 
now inhabiting vegetation types such as p%on-juniper and 
mountain shrub, often spending the entire year there. A 
small population of 65 animals has been established along 
the Cimarron River in the extreme southeastern part of 
Colorado. This herd is doing well utilizing the sand 
sagebrush and riparian habitat in this area. Currently elk 
numbers in the planning area fluctuate between 29,000 and 
32,000 animals. 

For the purpose of managing elk populations, the CDOW 
has divided the planning area into data analysis units (DAU) 
and game management units (GMU). A DAU is a unit of 
land that provides needs for elk year round. The GMU is a 
smaller area within the DAU and aids in administration of 
the state hunting license program. Elk populations usually 
intermingle between GMUs but there is little mixing be- 
tween DAUs. The planning area has 9 DAUs that encom- 
pass 24 GMUs (Table 2-20). 

The planning area is divided into summer, winter, and 
yearlong use areas. Several important calving areas are also 
located on BLM-administered lands. Lands administered 
by BLM in the upper Arkansas valley from Leadville to 
Salida provide winter range; calving and summer habitat 
occur near Jack Hall, Waugh Mountain, and the Sheep 
Mountains. The most important winter range in terms of elk 
numbers and the amount of BLM-administered lands is 
west of Black Mountain, northwest of Cation City. At least 
half of a DAUs herd winters in this area (Map 2-4). 

The condition of elk habitat varies within the planning area but 
in most cases it is good. Overall, elk numbers are within the 
herd objectives established by the CDOW in their DAU plans. 
Browse transects monitored in high use areas have shown no 
severe overutilization. Winter range habitat conditions have 
been monitored in the Black Mountain area for several years 
and are currently sustaining herd levels in that area. 

Concerns in the planning area regarding elk and their 
habitat are the development of private lands for homesitei 
in elk habitat, a recurring problem with elk and loco weed 
ingestion, and the problems of attaining adequate harvest 

because of the lack of access to BLM-administered and USFS 
lands during the hunting seasons. The lack of harvest results in 
conflicts on private winter patures where elk consume forage 
reserved for livestock. The recently formed Habitat Partner- 
ship Plans are addressing these types of problems. 

Deer 

Mule deer occur throughout the planning area from the 
eastern plains to the high mountain peaks. They inhabit 
virtually all vegetation types throughout the area. Current 
deer population in the planning area ranges from 86,000 to 
88,000 animals. This number has remained relatively stable 
for the past 10 years, and the CDOW population goals have 
been attained in most areas. Yearly fluctuations occur within 
some units, and adjustments in numbers are to be expected 
as the need arises. 

The CDOW manages deer populations based on the DAU 
and GMU system described earlier for elk. There are 12 
DAUs in the planning area that include 55 GMUs. DAU 
plans have been completed for most of the planning area 
with population goals and objectives approved by the 
Wddlife Commission (Table 2-21). 

Mule deer habitat in the planning area is & good to excellent 
condition. Browse utilization transects have not shown any 
areas of severe use, although some areas have moderate to 
heavy use. Winters in the planning area are seldom severe, 
and heavy use on browse rarely occurs in successive years. 

Whitetale deer in the planning area are primarily in the 
riparian habitats east of highway I-25. Numbers have been 
increasing and their range expanding for several. years. 
Most whitetail habitat occurs on private land, although 
BLM-administered lands around the Great Plains reser- 
voirs provide good habitat for these animals. 

Large areas of the mountain shrub type, especially in the 
western part of the planning area, provide excellent habitat, 
and in these areas the majority of the mule deer population 
is located (Map 2-5). 

Concerns for mule deer are related primzily to the development 
of mountain subdivisions in mule deer habitats. Intermingled 
private lands and BLM-administered lands throughout the plan- 
ning area, and the lure of the mountain setting make the area 
attractive to developers. Acquisition of mule deer habitats and 
blocking of the lands administered by BLM are a priority for 
management. 

Bighorn Sheep 

Bighorn sheep are common in the planning area because of 
reintroductions, which have restocked most all suitable, 
historic habitats in this area. Very few unoccupied habitats 
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TABLE +20 
Planning Area E\k9;;bUmd Popula!ions 

DdW Data 
AruM& l$it 

Game 
Management 
Unite (GMU) 

Current 
Population 

Estimated 
Population 
Using BLM 

Acres Winter Acres BLM 
Range Winter Range 

Number 
Critical 

Areas/Acres 

BLM Critical 
Areas/Acres 

Number 
Elk Winter BLM 

El7 48,481,56,561 5100 600 77,771 @W-@ 17,710 l3/35,662 35/7,049 250 
El8 50,500,501 ' 1,6oQ '600 269,559 23,887 16,532 9124,957 1815,612 500 

E22 49,57,58 3,150 2,000 435,950 71,327 65,744 14/66,811 93/11,971 1,200 
E23 511,581,59 1,200 500 762,567 24,330 21,158 2lJ71,032 718,186 250 
E27 69,86,861 1,4OQ 1,000 271,819 38,510 33,233 ll/39,416 .22/10,654 250 
E28 69,84 1,200 600 326,057 59,372 51,008 l2&8,002 45/7,587 250 
Jz33 83,85,851,140 20,000 1,000 240,267 2,694 2,694 5/11,484' 3l2J74 250 
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Table 2-21 
Plannina Area Deer Habitat and Pomlations 

DOk&I$t;A~#sis Gam;nh$#e$ment Curren! Population 

Dl5 48,481,56,561 9,700 

D16 49,57,58,581,59 29,500 

Estipated 
Populst4t; Using 

5,~ 

18000 

Acres;~3LleVinter 

GM 

114,005 

Acres il.;gpeawning Acres BLM Critical 
Winter Range 

NumbergDLeMer Winter 

316 13,776 l,O@J 

797 17,363 lW(JO 
D28 3,600 250 0 0 0 250 

D32 85,851,140 10,ooo 1,ooo 14,668 0 0 1,~ 
D34 69,84,86 16,600 10,000 90,914 0 399 8,000 

D38 50,500,511 5500 250 8,222 0 497 250 

D45 yi fjl133-135, 3,400 500 0 0 0 500 

$13 118,119, 3,200 loo b 0 0 100 
, 
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currently exist. There are 21 sheep management units in the 
planning area that contain an estimated 3,065 animals 
(‘Table 2-22). Of the 21 herds, 6 herds almost exclusively 
inhabit BLM-administered lands. These herds are the 
Beaver Creek, Arkansas Canyon, Browns Canyon, Grape 
Creek, Mount Mestas, and Shelf Road herds. With the 
exception of the Mount Mestas herd, all are low elevation 
herds inhabiting rough, rocky canyon habitats. 

The six herds that occupy BLM-administered lands total 
615 animals. Four of the,six herds are transplanted herds, 
which are increasing in numbers and are supporting limited 
hunting permits. The Arkansas Canyon herd has recently 
been declining because of a lack of lambs being born. A 
study is underway to attempt to determine the cause of this 
decline. Two years of no lamb crop have caused managers 
to cancel hunting of this herd. 

Concerns with bighorn sheep in the planning area are centered 
around the increased recreational activity in habitats occupied 
by these herds. The Mount Mestas herd is the only herd that 
is not currently being affected (Map 2-6). 

Recreational boating and associated uses could potentially 
affect, the Arkansas Canyon, Browns Canyon, and Grape 
.Creek herds. The Gold Belt Back Country Byway may 
impact the Shelf Road herd, and increased use in the Beaver 
Creek Wilderness Study Area may affect that herd. 

Pronghorn Antelope 
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‘. Pronghorn antelope occur throughout the planning area in 
suitable habitats. The planning area encompasses the 
southeastern plains of Colorado where the majority of the 

I pronghorn are located. Several herds are present in the 
open parks of the mountains often using lands administered 
by BLM. There are 10 antelope DA&, which include 46 
GMUS. Herd estimates for these management units range 
from 22,000 to 23,000 animals. Although there are small 
scattered parcels of BLM-administered lands east of I-25 
used by antelope, most units are private land. DAUs PH-20 
and PH-30 contain significant acreage of,BLM-administered 
lands that support antelope. PH-20 is the Wet Mountain DAU 
located north and south of Westcliffe and PH-30 is the South 
Park DAU. An estimated 2,000 antelope depend on the BLM- 
administered lands in the planning area (Table 2-23). 

Pronghorn habitat for this part of Colorado is shortgrass 
prairie, which typically consists of blue grama, buffalograss, 
fringed sage, yucca, rabbitbrush, and a variety of forbs. 
Habitat conditions are good throughout the planning area. 

Concerns for pronghom and their habitat include subdivisions 
in the South Park area, fences in some areas, and antelope 
migrating to private lands near Canon City during the winter. 
Scattered lands administered by BLM also complicate har- 
vest objectives by restricting hunter access (Map 2-7). 

Affected Envirdnment 

Small Game and Waterfowl 

The occurrence of upland birds in the planning area is i 
not great but a few species do occur and are worth mention- 
ing. The most significant species that occur and utilize the ’ 
BLM-administered lands are Merriam’s turkey and blue I 
grouse. Other species located in this area, but using i 
BLM-administered lands to a lesser degree, are pheasant, I 
scaled and bobwhite quail, white-tailed ptarmigan, and ., 
mourning dove. 4 

Merriam’s turkey utilizes the ponderosa pine, oakbrush, 
and piiion-juniper habitat types in the planning area. Ap- 
proximately 1,500 turkeys are on BLM-administered lands 
at various times of the year. The Rio Grande turkey has 
recently been transplanted along the Arkansas River and is 
expanding its range, using habitats along the river that are 
administered by BLM. 

Blue grouse occur throughout the area in the mixed conifer 
and ponderosa pine/oakbrush habitats. They are scattered 
in many areas but not in great numbers. Ptarmigan can be 
seen on Mosquito Pass in the alpine tundra and use BLM- 
administered lands in that area. Pheasants and scaled and 
bobwhite quail are located mostly in the eastern plains 
where there is very little land administered by BLM. 

Small game mammals in the plarming area include cottontail 
rabbit, snowshoe hare, and pine and Abert squirrel. Cottontails 
exist throughout the area, but concentrate in riparian areas and 
in the mountain-shrub habitat types: Snowshoe hares are not 
common, but are present in suitable habitats in the spurce-fir 
forests at higher elevations. Pine squirrels are common in the 
forested areas of the planning area, and Abert squirrels are ~ 
in almost all areas dominated by ponderosa pine. ! 

The planning area is located in the Central Flyway and the. 
eastern portions act as a major migration route for ducks. 
and geese. Waterfowl use in the western part of the planning 
area is restricted to the major valleys and parks such as 
South Park and the Wet Mountain Valley. These areas are ? 
utilized primarily as nesting areas as opposed to winter or 1 
migration routes. The Arkansas River and the eastern plains 
reservoir-b attract thousands of wintering ducks and geese I 
every year. BLM-administered lands around the Queens 
State Wildlife Area are extremely important to the manage- 
ment of waterfowl in this area. 

Raptok 

Predatory bird populations are stable in the planning area. 
Nesting species include peregrine and prairie falcons, red- 
tailed hawk; goshawk, sharp-shinned hawk, Cooper’s hawk, 
marsh hawk, ferruginous hawk, Swainson’s hawk, golden 
eagle, great-horned owl, burrowing owl, and’ American 
kestrels. Wintering migrants include bald eagle, osprey, and 
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TABLE 2-22 
Planning Area Bighorn Sheep Habitat and Populations 

1992 

DOW DT;A%)a 
P 

is Unit Game Current Estimated PO ulation 
Using B/fM 

Acres BLM Acres BLM 
Management Unit (GMU) Population Yearlong Range Critical Winter Range 

Number Bighorn Sheep 
Winter BLM 

N/A S6 - Pikes Peak 225 0 3,500 1,000 0 
N/A S6A - Beaver 80 80 12,500 1,500 80 
N/A S7 - Arkausas (North) 120 loo 21,700 1,200 60 
N/A S12 - Buffalo 150 40 5,000 760 40 
NIA S46 - Dome Rock 125 0 2,400 500 0 
NIA S47 - Browns 125 0 21,415 3,1l5 75 
N/A s49 - ArkaDsas (South) 100 100 35,000 1,270 100 
N/A S50 - Meastas 150 100 5,900 80 100 
N/A S51- Spanish Peaks 100 0 960 0 0 

N/A WI - Shelf Road 100 90 21,500 1,280 90 

K TABLE 2-23 
Planning Area Antelope Habitat and Populations 

1991 

DOW Data Ana sis 
2 

Game Current Estimated BLM Acres BLM Acres Winter Number 
Unit (DAU) Population Popula;F; Using Yearlong Range Range 

BLM AcrargFwning 
Antelo e Winter 

RbLM 

PH7 l28,129,133,l34, 7,500 800 11,452 0 0 800 
135; 140,141,142 

PH20 69,84,85,851,86 800 .' 600 9,123 653 0 400 
PH30 50,57,58,581 800 600 76,443 9,342 5,583 400 
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Affected Environment 

the rough-legged hawk. Formal surveys for raptor nesting in 
the planning area have been limited to those required for 
coal unsuitability and other site-specific environmental 
analyses. Raptor nest sites, however, have been documented 
by CDOW and BLM wildlife biologists for several years, 
and records are maintained on nest locations. Suitable rap- 
tor habitats are located throughout the planning area where 
topographic features such as--cliffs -and- rock formations 
occur, Three particularly significant sites are identified in 
the BLM Raptor Habitat Management publication as key 
raptor areas. The sites are Beaver Creek, Browns Canyon, 
and Table Mountain, all of which have key habitats and, a 
variety of species. 

Nongame Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, 
and Amphibians 

nificant BLM-administered lands, good access, high use, 
management potential, etc., were analyzed by level III, 
which is the intensive level requiring quantitative measure- 
ments of aquatic habitat components. Inventory completion 
and summarization of the data showed the 131 streams 
covered approximately 267 miles of BLM-administered 
lands. The riparian acreage associated with these streams 
totalled approximately 2,550 acres.-Of the 131 streams, 52 
contained viable self-sustaining fisheries on 132 miles of 
aquatic habitat. Of these streams, 80 percent or 104 miles 
of aquatic habitat is on 10 streams ranging in length on 
BLM-administered lands from 46 miles on the Arkansas 
River to just over 3 miles on Tallahassee and Barnard 
Creeks. The other 20 percent (27 miles) of these fisheries 
occur on the remaining 34 streams, which vary in length 
from three-quarters of a mile to approximately 2 miles. 
‘Ihble 2-24 displays existing BLM fLsheries and related in- 
formation. 

,Nongame mammals such as moles, mice, bats, and ground 
squirrels are common and widespread in the planning area 
in suitable habitats. These animals provide an important 
food source for many predatory species. Densities and 
population data is not available although general distribu- 
tion patterns are known. 

The majority of aquatic habitat occurs west of I-25 and are 
primarily cold-water stream fisheries. Less than 10 miles (8 
percent) of the total fisheries are warm water and occur 
primarily in small parcels east of I-25 on the plains. 

Nongame birds are common in all habitat types. Each habitat 
type supports its own variety of species dependent on that type 
for all or part of their life cycle. Songbirds, shorebirds, wood- 
‘peckers, and hummin gbirds are all in this area. Recent interest 
in the breeding status of nongame migratory birds has resulted 
in plans for BLM surveys of spring breeding birds in many 
areas. These surveys will provide information on status and 
trend of these migrating bids. 

A,variety of amphibians and reptiles are known to occur in 
the planning area, although no recent surveys have been 
completed to document abundance or distribution. Am- 
phibians generally occur in the wet riparian areas, and reptiles 
in the drier upland areas. 

Aquatic habitat for threatened or endangered species is 
very limited in the planning area. A historic population of 
the state threatened greenback cutthroat trout (Salvo 
clurki stomim) occurs in South Apache Creek southwest of 
Rye in Huerfano County. South Apache Creek flows from 
the Greenhorn Mountains on the San Isabel National Forest 
and crosses a short one-quarter-mile section of BLM- 
administered lands before entering private property. 
Samples of this fish were analyzed and confirmed as a pure 
strain of greenback cutthroat. The population is monitored 
yearly and is stable with few immediate threats. 

FISHERY HABITAT 
MANAGEMENT 
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Inventories conducted in 1989 and 1990 in preparation for 
the RMP identified 131 rivers, creeks, and streams in the 
planning area that involve BLM-administered lands. The 
recently developed Colorado fish habitat inventory and 
monitoring procedure was used during the inventory phase, 
which provided guidance and standards for conducting 
aquatic habitat surveys on public lands. The 131 streams 
were analyzed by inventory levels I, II, or III depending on 
several important criteria. Level I surveys were conducted 
on all the streams and included a general description of the 
amount and values of an aquatic resource and a summary 
of existing information. Streams with known fisheries, sig- 

BLM also has fisheries in lakes, reservoirs, and ponds scat- 
tered throughout the planning area. Both cold and warm- 
water fisheries occur in 27 lakes and reservoirs (Table 2-25). 
Approximately 236 surface acres of cold-water fisheries in 
10 reservoirs are on BLM-administered land (approxi- 
mately2 percent of the t,otallO,257 surface acres). Warm- 
water fisheries occur in 17 reservoirs, primarily on the 
eastern plains, which total 24,589 surface acres. BLM ad- 
ministers 8,558 surface acres or about 34 percent. With the 
exception of one 5-acre natural pond, all other 26 are man- 
made reservoirs. The cold-water lake fisheries, which occur 
in the.higher elevation mountainous portions of the plan- 
ning area, generally support good trout fisheries because of 
smaller yearly. fluctuations ,in water levels.. Most all the 
eastern plains warm-water fisheries, however, are highly 
dependent on years of good precipitation and can fluctuate 
widely. The fisheries in these reservoirs are closely 
monitored by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. Regular 
stocking is an integral part of their program. 
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TABLE 2-24 
Fisheries on BLM-Administered Land 

Water Name’/ 
Species Aquatic Habitat 

WHAW Public Land Miles Present31 Condition41 Improvements5’ 

East Fork Arkansas River #l 
East Fork Arkansas River #2 
Thnessee Creek #l 
Rnnessee Creek #2 
Halfiuoon Creek . 
Iowa Gulch #2 
Arkansas River (Twin Lakes) 
‘Bvobit Gulch 
Low Pass Gulch 
Clear Creek 
Arkansas River (Heckendorf) 
Fourmile Creek 
B-out Creek 
Arkansas River (Browns Canyon) 
Green Creek 
Pass Creek 
Little Cochetopa 
Poncha Creek 
Badger Creek#3 
West Creek 
Hamilton Creek 
Bear Creek 
Big Cottonwood Creek 
Texas Creek 
Arkansas River (Echo) 
Grape Creek 
Grape Creek (Temple Canyon) 
Currant Creek #l 
Currant Creek #2 
Cottonwood Creek. 
Tallahassee Creek 
Fourmile Creek 
Barnard Creek ,. : 

.’ ,, 

Eightmile-Creek “. 
East Fork West Beaver Creek 
High Creek :; 
Sheep Creek ,, 
‘Bvelvemile Creek 
Crooked Creek : 
Trout Creek 
Buryall Creek ., 
Pruden Creek 
Crystal Falls Creek 
Muddy Creek 
May Creek 
South Fork Huerfano River 
Huerfano River 

18 
18 
18 
19 
19 
‘19 

.19 
19 
19 
19 
13 
17 
17 
17’ 
17 

8 
8 
8 
8’ 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
1 
1’ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
18 
10 
10 
10 
18 

4-i/8 
314 
u2 
l/2 
V8 
314 
314 
112 

l-l/8 
112 

6 
112 
ll2 

10-l/8 
v;! 

2 

m 
l-l/8 

4,U8 
l/4 

2-l/2 
l/4 
l/2 

3-114 
20 

,I9 
3-l/8 
3-,ll4 

1 
6-ll4 
3-l/8 

‘6 
-W8 

7’ 
l-1/8 

.. ll2 
l/4 
l/S 

.1-l/4 
l.l2 

l-$4 
il2 
314 

l-l/S 
I/8” 
v4 
.G3 
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Br,Bk Good RC 
Br,Bk Good 
Bk Good - 
Bk Good - 

Bk Good 
Bk Excellent - 
Br Good 
Br Excellent 
Br Excellent 
Br Good 
Br Good - 
Br Fair 
Br Excellent - 
Br Good RC 
Br Excellent 
Br Excellent TC, GB, PL 
Br Good - 
Br Fair 
Br Fair 
Rn Good 
CT Poor GB, PL 
Br,Bk Excellent - 
Br Good 
Br Excellent GB, LW, RC, PL, RP 
Br,Rn’ Excellent RC 
Br,Rn Fair GB, LD, PL, RP 
Br,Rn Fair 
Br : Excellent 
,Br ,,’ .. Excellent - 
Br,Rn. ” Excellent 
Br Good - 
Br,.‘. ! F& “. - 
Br ,.’ Good - 
Br Fair 
Br,Bk’ Gqod - 
CT Fair 
.Bk Fair 
j3k ,’ ,, Fair ,’ ‘. - 
Bk Fair “’ - 
Br,Bk Fair ‘; :, PL, RP 
Br .’ Fair 
Rn Excellent RP 
Bk Excellent 
? Fair 
Bk Fair - 
Br,Bk,Rn Good - 
Br,Bk,Rn Good - 
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Table 2-24 (Continued) 

Water Name” 

St. Charles River 
South Apache Creek 
Cucharas River 
Eurgatoire River 
Arkansas River (Pueblo to Lamar) 
TOTAT 1 131-718 

. . 

WHA21 Public Land Miles I$!$$ C~?$%4/ Irnp%~kte~~ 

17 314 Bk Good 
17. I l/4 GCT Excellent 
25 z-3/4 Wnlsp Poor - 

1-W Wmsp Poor - 
4-lJ2 WmsP Fair 

%treams are listed by name, some are numbered, and others are in parenthesis as designated in the aquatic inventory. 
2’Designates Wildlife Habitat Area and number. 
J/Br - Brown Trout 

Rn - Rainbow Trout 
Bk - Brook ‘Bout 
CT - Cutthroat Trout 
GCI - Greenback Cutthroat Trout 
Wmsp - Warm-water species 

d/Based on RAIDS ratings as described in Colorado RAIDS User Guide, Colorado State Office, 1990,30 pp. See Table 
20-3. 
S/Type of Improvement: GB - Gabions 

LD - Log Dams 
LW - Log wings 
RC - Rock Placements 
TC - aash Collectors 
PL - Plantings 
RP - Riparian Fencing 
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TABLE 2-25 
Reservoir, Lake, and Pond Fisheries 

Water Body WHA 
Tot;;UyTce BLt4:gme Percei;rtS;rface Nla’or Species 

1 resent’! 

Clear Creek Reservoir 
Elevenmile Reservoir 
Spinney Mountain Reservoir 
Antero Reservoir 
Fairplay Pond 
Rout Creek Pond 
High Creek Pond 
Skagway Reservoir 
DeWeese Reservoir 
JM Reservoir 
Bradford Reservoir 
Cucliaras Reservoir 
Model Reservoir 
Nepesta Reservoir 
Dotson Reservoir 
‘Iwo Buttes Reservoir 
Chivington Reservoir 
NeeNoshe Reservoir 
Upper Queens Reservoir 
King Reservoir 
NeeGrande’ Reservoir 
NeeSopah Reservoir 
Lake Meredith 
Lake Henry 
Ho&rook Reservoir 
Horsecreek Reservoir 

8 150 30 20 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
18 
10 
Il.3 
25 
25 
25 

.3,520 80 2 Rn, Br, KK,Pk 
2,240 20 1 Rn, Br, CT, Pk 
4,000 50 1 Rn, Br 

5 2 40 unknown 
10 10 100 CT 
10 10 100 CT 
84 12 14 Rn 

208 4 2 Rn 
30 18 60 Rn 

170 10 5 Rn 
1,500 8 1 Unknown 
1,198 400 33 unknown 

200. 160 80 unknoval 
240 240 100 unknown 

1,798 80 ‘. 4 Wm 
160 160 100 Unknown 

3,696 2,200 60 Wm 
1,930 760 39 Wm 

160 60 38 Wm 
800 800 100 Wm 
600 200 33 Unknown 

3,220 800 25 Wm 
1,150 200 17 Wm 

670 160 24 Wm 
1,950 .. 320 16 Wm 

Rn 

Lt -Lake’Ifout 
Wm - Warm-water species ~ 

l/Surface acres at total capacity. Depending on yearly precipitation, surface acres vary considerably. Some reservoirs are dry in 
below-average precipitation years. 
USpecies: Rn - Rainbow 

Br - Brown 
Bk - Brook 
CT - Cutthroat 
Pk- NorthernPike ,. 
KK - Kokanee 
good riparian condition. Riparian habitat conditions were 
rated based’on RAIDS definitions. 

Of the 52 streams containing f=heries, 15 were noted as 
excellent (4O-7/8 miles), 18 were good (33-l/8 miles), ‘17 
were fair (50-l/2 miles),’ and 2 were rated as poor (6-3/4 
miles). In the arid west, aquatic habitat conditions are very 
dependent on riparian habitat conditions. Riparian vegeta- 
tion provides shading of the stream thereby reducing water 
temperatures, holds streambank soils, traps stream sedi- 
ment, and provides an insect population important to the 
diet of fish. Riparian ‘aquatic information data summary 
(RAIDS) showed of the 33 streams rated as excellent or 
good for aquatic habitat,.32 were a&o rated in excellent or 

Despite the figures displayed previously, aquatic and 
riparian habitat on streams admmistered by BLM are not 
without need for improvements. nble 2-26 shows the top 10 
streams in the planning area in terms of miles on land 
administered by BLM. These streams make up 80 percent 
of the total miles occurring in the planning area. Three 
streams totaling 12-3/4 miles are rated as excellent aquatic 
habitat, three are rated as good (52-l/2 miles), and four as 
fair (39-l/4 miles). ‘Iable 2-26 shows serious aquatic and 
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riparian habitat deficiencies on Grape Creek and on Badger 
Creek. These condition ratings exist despite improvements 
in riparian habitat in recent years. Significant problemb’still 
exist and must be addressed. 

Affected Environment 

to the public. Of the accessible miles, 27 percent (22 miles) 
- 

can only be accessed by walking. Approximately 51-518 
miles have good public access; however, the Arkansas River ~ 
makes up 8d percent of this total with 46-l/4 miles. Most of 
the Arkapsas River in the planning area parallels U.S. 
Highway 50 or other county roads and is available for 
recreational use. Discounting the river, good public access : 
is available on only ll-3/8 miles or 8 percent of the total 
stream miles. 

Public access to the planning area reservoirs is somewhat 
better. Most, with viable fisheries activity managed. by 
the DOW, have good access. Access is rarely across ’ 
BLM-administered lands but more frequently across 
DOW- leased or owned land or state Division of Parks and 
Outdoor Recreation (DPOR) lands. 

Fishery habitat is influenced by riparian conditions, which 
have been adversely affected by heavy recreation use. 
Specific areas include Grape Creek, Eightmile Creek ‘in 
Phantom Canyon, and certain segments of the Arkansas 
River. Many reservoirs, especially on the eastern plains, are 
TABLE 2-26 
Maior BLM Fisheries 

Stream Name 
BLM 

Miles 

Arkansas River, 46-l/4 
Grape Creek 22- 118 
Eightmile Creek 7 
Cottonwood Creek 6-l/4 
Fourmile Creek 6 
Badger Creek 4-118 
‘l%xas Creek 3-l/4 
Currant Creek 3-l/4 
Xdlahassee Creek 3-l/8 
Barnard Creek 3-118 

Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Excellent 
Fair 
Fair 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Good 
Good 

Good 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Good 
Excellent 
Aquatic and riparian habitat conditions on South Apache 
Creek, which provides habitat for the threatened greenback 
cutthroat trout, are excellent. Even though BLM only manages 
one-quarter mile of the creek, habitat conditions are excellent 
on nearby private and U.S. Forest Service lands. Monitoring 
the habitat is an annual requirement; however, changes in 
conditions are not expected. 

Aquatic habitat conditions on the reservoirs in the planning 
area vary considerably primarily because of fluctuating 
water levels. BLM involvement in management of these 
reservoirs has been nonexistent because of lack of water 
cdntrol and fisheries personnel. The Colorado Division of 
Wildlife (CDOW) biologists have adequately manage< the 
fisheries in these reservoirs for many years. 

Warm-water fisheries on the eastern plains also provide 
significant recreation. The Queens Reservoirs Complex is 
extremely important locally and regionally. 

Aquatic conditions are adequate to warrant stocking and 
active management of the cold-water resource in the follow- 
ing reservoirs by DOW Clear Creek, DeWeese, Skagway, 
Antero, Spinney Mountain, and Elevenmile Reservoirs. The 
remaining reservoirs are either too small or lack public 
access. Of the warm-water fisheries, the following are inten- 
sively managed: NeeNoshe, Upper Queens, NeeGrande, 
Meredith, Henry, Holbrook, Horsecreek, and Adobe Creek 
Reservoirs. All have good public access and generally con- 
tain a conservation pool necessary to sustain year-round 
fisheries. 

An additional conflict/concern with the fisheries resource, 
both stream and reservoir, iS the lack of public access to 
utilize the resource. Of the 132 miles of fisheries tin BLM- 
administered land, only 60 percent (80 miles) are &cessible 
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drawn down considerably; this also affects shoreline 
riparian vegetation. In all cases, where poor riparian condi- 
tions are affecting aquatic habitats, livestock grazing is a 
contributing factor. Access to fishery habitat could be sig- 
nificantly improved with acquisition of key parcels; it could 
also be adversely affected by disposal. Improved access 
would improve utilization of the fishery resource. l$tuie 
management of both riverine and reservoir fisheries would 
have a’significant effect on fisheries. Minimum stream flows’ 
and minimum conservation pools would be necessary to 
maintain current fishery resources. Water quality is also 
closely related to the fisheries resource. 

BLM-administered lands in the plan&g area will assume ” 
a greater importance in providing fishing opportunities in 
the future. The state population is increasing every year 
especially along the front range. Much of the fishing pres- : 
sure in the area originates from Denver, Colorado Springs, 
and Pueblo. In addition, there is a growing recognition of 
the economic significance of the fishery resource and the 
recreation it provides. 

Data compiled by the Colorado Division of Wildlife in 1989 
shows that anglers spent over 2 million (5016,118) days 
fishing in the counties within the planning area (Division of 
Wildlife, 1990). Approximately 77 percent of these days are 
cold-water fishiig dais with the remainder warm-water. 
BLM-administered lands provide opportunities for fishing, 
which will increase in the future. 

Figures also show that anglers spend over 65 million dollars 
(Division of Wildlife, 1990) in the planning area. These 
figures demonstrate’ the benefits to local economies. Al- 
though detailed figures are not available on angler use of 
lands admi+steied by BLM, it would be expected to be 
high. A prime example is the Arktias River from C&ion 
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City to Leadville. Of the approximate 130 miles in this 
stretch, over 46 miles are accessible to anglers through land 
administered by BLM. Land administered by BLM 
provides the bulk of available fishing opportunities on the 
river; U.S. Forest Service and Division of Wildlife have some 
small parcels. Since the Arkansas River is one of the major 
river fisheries in Colorado, it has statewide significance. 

Fisheries habitat improvements in the planning area have 
affected a relatively small amount of habitat. Of the 132 miles 
of habitat, improvements have been made on eight streams 
totaling 16 miles or 12 percent of the total (Table 2-27). Work 
on the Arkansas River accounts for 8 of the 16 miles. 

SPECIAL STATUS PLANT/ 
COMMUNITY SPECIES 
MANAGEMENT 

Intensive inventory for threatened, endangered, or special 
status plants has not been conducted in the planning area in 
recent years. The occurrence of rare plants in this portion 
of Colorado is relatively low because of the absence of 
unusual or restrictive habitats. The Colorado Natural Areas 
Program has provided Element Occurrence Records for 
those species that occur in the planning area. Thirteen: 

species have been mapped and will be addressed in this 
chapter, ‘Iable 2-28 lists the species, status, and comment. 

Because of the lack of inventories and information on these 
plants, relatively little information can be included at this 
time. Of the 13 plants, 7 presently are not believed to occur 
on BLM-administered lands although they have been lo- 
cated nearby tid ultimately could occur there. Six plants 
are located on BLM-administered lands according to the 
Colorado Natural Areas Program. 

Pendland alpine fen mustard (Eutrema pendlandii) has 
recently been listed by the U.S. Fish and WildlifeService as 
a threatened specis under the Endangered Species Act of 
TABLE 2-97 
Fisheries Habitat lmwovements 

Miles Type of Improvement 
Stream Name .Af- (# structures, miles fence, 

East Fork Ark. River 2.00, Boulder Placement (300) 
Arkansas River 8.00 Boulder Placement (1,630) 

Trash Collectors 
Pass Creek 2.00 

43) 
Ftiparian Rehab. ( ml.) 1 

Hamilton Creek 1.00 Gabioq Baikets (8) 

TexasCreek ,. 2.00 Ripanan Rehab. an Fencing (S mi.) 
Gabiqn Baskets (13, . 

Grape Creek SO Gabion Baskets (7) 
Pruden Creek 2.5 
Totals 16.00 

~pari~n E!xclosure (25 mi.) 
Additional habitat work is needed ‘on several streams to 
bring them to their potential. This work will proceed as time 
and funding are available. 

The future for fisheries management on BLM-administered 
lands is positive. Three recent initiatives, Fish and Wildlife 
2000, the National Rkcreatioruil Fisheries Policy, and the 
Riparian Wetland Initiative for the, 90s outline goals and 
objectives designed to provide additional fishery oppor- 
tunities and increase public awareness. This increased focus 
on fisheries will require BLM to increase funding and staff 
to meet these increased demands. 

The Arkansas River, which is currently a high use area with 
good public access, will face increased pressure, and BLM 
will need to highlight management of this resource. Addi- 
tional fishing opportunities on BLM-administered’streams 
will need to be developed. Improving public access to 
existing fisheries will be a high priority, since many BLM- 
administered streams are inaccessible and could provide 
additional user days of recreation with proper access. 

1973 as amended (FR Vol. 5.5, No. 199,10-15-90, pp 417% 
41729). The species occurs along the Continental Divide in 
central Colorado, growing above 12,500 feet elevation on 
small wetlands with perennially subirrigated peat soils. 
There are eight occurrences totaling 5,200 plants. .The site 
with the second largest number of plants (1,550 individuals), 
occurs on 5 acres of BLM-administered land on Mosquito 
Pass. The plants are herbaceous perennials, extremely 
small, and extraordinarily inconspicuous. Pendland alpine 
fen mustard is one of only two North American species of 
Eutrema, and the only representative of the genus known in 
the United States. The habitat of this plant is included in the 
Mosquito Pass ACEC. 

Brandegee wild buckwheat (Eriogonum bmndegei) is presently 
in two locations on BLM-administered lands in the planning 
area. The most significant site is the Droney Gulch area west of .’ 
Salida with a smaller population located north of.Caiion City 
along Fourmile Creek. The Droney Gulch site represents the 
best known occurrence in the world for this species. It occurs on. 
dissected, nearly barren light-brown hills of the Dry Union 
Formation. The area supports sparse stands of the piiion-moun- 
tainmahogany-Indianrice~assplantassociatioaBecauseofthe 
significance of the Droney Gulch site, it has been proposed as 
an area of critical environmental concern (ACEC). 

. . 
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Affected Environment 
TABLE 2-28” 
Federally Classified Sensitive or State Concern Plants 

Common Name Scientific Name Federal State 
Stati@ List31 

Comments 

Brandegee wild buckwheat Eriogonum brandegei 1 1 Occurs on BLM in two areas 
Pendland alpine fen mustard Eutrema pendlandii . ..T 1 Occurs on BLM on Mosquito 
‘, : Pass. 

Degener beardtongue Penstemon degeneti 2 1 C)zFnon BLM in Arkansas 

Royal Gorge stickleaf Mentzelia densa 2 4 Occurs on BLM in Arkansas 
Canyon 

Single-head goldenweed, Haplopap us fremontii spp. 
monocep alus R 

2 4 Occurs on BLM near Gardner 

Weber saussurea Saussurea weberi 3c 2 Occurs on BLM on Mosquito Pass 
Dwarf hawksbeard Crepis nana 2 Not known to occur on BLM 
Greenland primrose Primula ega1iksensi.y 2 Not known to occur on BLM 
Rock-loving neoparrya Neopanya-lithophila 3c 4 Not known to occur on BLM 
Globe gilia Ipomopsis spicata 3c 1 Not known to occur on BLM 
Alpine braya Braya humilis ssp. ventosa - ‘2 Not known to occur on BLM 

11 Colorado Natural Areas Program; 1991, Colorado Plant Species of Special Concern, Department of Natural Resources. 
WE - federal endangered 1 - federal category 1 (candidates for formal listing) 

T - federal threatened 2 - federal category 2 (candidates under review for formal listing) 
PT - federal proposed ‘as threatened 
2* - presumed extinct 3C - federal category 3C (former candidates for federal listing). 

%IST 1” ~ - ‘federal threatened or endangered plant species and species that are rare throughout their range, including a 
number of species which only occur in Colorado; 

LIST l* 
iisi- 2* 

- plant species presumed extinct; 
- plant species presumed extirpated from Colorado; 

LIST 2 ;: plant species which are rare in Colorado but relatively common elsewhere within their range; 
LIST 3 - plant species which appear to be rare but for which conclusive information is lacking; 
LIST4 - plants of limited distribution or special interest which appear secure at this time. 
.’ 

Purchase of key land parcels would further preserve habitat 
and populations; disposals of parcels supporting habitat 
and.population would threaten survival of the plants. 

A,‘third species, degener beardtongue (Penstemon akgenen’), 
has been located in several areas along the Arkansas River 
between Caiion City and Salida. It occurs in rocky areas of 
pZion and juniper in disturbed reddish soils at 6,000 to 6,700 
feet elevation. Although little is known about the plant, it has 
scientific, aesthetic, educational, and horticultural value 
(Peterson, 1981). Additional inventory for the plant is needed 
to more accurately define its range within the planning area. 

Royal Gorge stickleaf (Mentzelia densa) is listed Federal 
Status 2 and is restricted to a small portion of the Arkansas 
River drainage in Fremont and Chaffee Counties. Very little 
is known about this species. 

Single-head goldenweed (Haplopappus fiemontii spp. 
monqcephalus) appears. to be widespread in southeastern 
Colorado and occurs in one location on BLM-administered 
lands near Gardner. Weber saussurea (Saussurea weberi) 
also occurs in one area on BLM-administered lands on 

Mosquito Pass. Additional information is not available’for 
either of these species. 

There are immediate threats to.pendland alpine fen mus- 
tard and brandegee wild buckwheat, the two species for 
which adequate information is available. Management ac- 
tions carried out by the Bureau will directly affect the 
viability of these species habitats. As part of this plan, 
habitats for both species are proposed as areas of critical 
environmental concern (ACECs). 

The plants themselves, both of which have significant 
populations on BLM-adminisgtered lands, depend on the 
habitat for their survival. Maintenance of that habitat is 
critical to their existence. 

Because of the high degree of habitat specificity, the 
pendland alpine fen mustard only occupies a small area in 
Colorado estimated at 62 acres (Naumamr, 1988). Hydrol- 
ogy is the most fragile aspect of this plant habitat. Perennial 
subirrigation is required to maintain the peat fens. Ditching, 
from the ruts of off-road vehicle tracks or mining activity, 
can cause desiccation of a peat fen supporting penland 
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alpine fen mustard. The result can be loss of habitat and 
consequently plants. The Mosquito Pass site, which con- 
tains the second largest population, is in‘a popular recrea- 
tional area, and active mines are in operation *thin a cirque 
of south Mosquito Creek. In addition, a small annual burrd 
rate from Fairplay traverses through the population. Acid 
drainage from mine trailings can affect the habitat bylower- 
ing pH and changing it from basic to acidic, contributing to 
loss of plants. Management of recreation, particularly OHV 
usk, is critical in this area. 

Obviously the supply of the resource is limited. Scientifically’ 
there is a great importance attached to rare plant species. 
Pendland alpine fen mustard demonstrates the processes of 
plant migration, biogeography, and evolution. The specific 
habitat requirements of this species provide valuable op- 
portunities for studying types of rarity among plant species. 
The apparent importance of pH in the soil and hydrologic 
environment suggests that pendland alpine fen mustard may 
be useful as an indicator species in studies related to acid 
precipitation and/or mine drainage effects in alpine tundra 
environments. 

The pendland alpine fen mustard will be protected under 
section 7(a)(2) of the Act, which requires that the’,Bur,eau 
ensure that any actions authorized, funded, oi completed 
are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the 
species. Per 50 CFR 17.61 and 17.71, it is also unlawful to 
remove and reduce to possession any listed plant from an 
area under Federal jurisdiction. Conservation measures 
provided to species listed as endangered or threatened 
under the Endangered Species Act include recognitibn, 
recovery action, requirements f&r Federal protection, and 
prohibitiqnS against certain practices. 

Br&d$gee wild buckwheat has scientifid, educational and 
aesthetic’significance, as a unique member of the Colorado 
flora. This species is &portant in the study of the genus 
Erioionum -and displays an ability to colonize disturbed 
lands; i;e., roadcuts:Th& genetic information contained in 
this species could be used in research’on the revegetation 
of distufbed lands. 

: 

Threats and/or conflicts with brandegee wild buckwheat 
would be limited to modification of habitat, especially since 
it has limited range. Only a few populations are’ presently 
known, and all are near areas of potential disturbqnce,, 
particularly work on highway rights-of-ways. Interestingly, 
the plant seems to dq well where a small degree of distur- 
bance occurs. The known populatioti seems healthy and 
relatively stable, perhaps increasing slightly in response to _ 
the small amount of disturbance. that has been introduced 
at thesesites (Johnston, 1981). Nevertheless;measuresmust 
be initiated ‘to ensure the survival of the plants. Although 
presently not a problem, OHV use, motorcycles, overgraz- 
ing, and heavy publiC use. could impact th‘e plant. Potehtia! 
increases in recreatidnal use in areas where the plant occuis 

will need to be monitored closely. The proposed Droney 
Gulch Stat& Natural Area designation will also aid in this 
effort. ” 

SPECIAL 
SPECIES 

STATUS ANIMAL 
MANAGEMENT 

The planning area contains a variety of threatened, en- 
dangered, or sensitive animal species. Threatened or en- 
dangered species are those recognized by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USF&WS) and listed under the guidelines 
of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. Sensi- 
tive species include those animals that are candidate species 
and are being considered for listing by the USF&WS and/or 
a concern to the’ state’of Colorado. Federal agencies are 
directed by the Endangered Species Act to avoid actions that 
would further jeopardize listed and sensitive species and to 
enhance them whenever possible. ‘Pdble 2-29 describes the 
threatened, endangered, or sensitive species presently or 
historically in the planning area. One species of threatened 
fish (greenback cutthroat trout) in the planning area is 
addresed in the Fishery Habitat section. 

Five species; i.e., black-footed ferret, gray wolf, grizzly bear, 
lynx, and wolverine were at one time presint in the planning 
area, however, have been abolished from their ranges. The 
Bureau and Colorado Division of Wildlife have no plans to 
reintroduce these species to their former ranges unless 
intensive inventories determine habitat suitability. 

%o other sensitive species mammals in the planning area 
are the river otter and the’ swift fox. Neither species is 
typically on BLM-administered lands and the Bureau has 
no management responsibility for them. 

Of the 17 species listed as occurring in the planning area or as 
having historic&l habitat, only 5 are realistically affected by 
BLM inanagement programs. These five species, peregrine 
falcon, least tein, piping plover, lesser prairie chicken, 
and Mexican spotted owl, are on BLM-administered lands 
or on private lands with BLM-administered minerals. Cur- 
rent management of special status animal species is limited 
to habitat on ,BLM-administered lands that is critical for 
their survival. 

The peregrine falcon is an endangered species; however, num- 
bers have increased in the planning area in the last several years 
because of reintroduction efforts. Birds have been released 
into historic habitats since the early 1980s and are now breed- 
ing throughout. the planning area in suitable habitats. 

The peregrine breeding population in Colorado is at an all- 
time high, since reintroduction efforts began, and improving 
each year. This trend is anticipated to continue as more birds 
are produced-and habitats reoccupied. Because of the remote 
nature of this species and the habitats used, it is unlikely that 
conflicts will arise to reverse this trend. Good peregrine 
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TABLE 2-29 
Special Status Animals 

Common Name Scientific Name Status11 Comment 

Black-footed ferret Mustela ni&n$es .FE, SE Historical Range 
Gray wolf Canis lupus FE, SE Historical Range 
Grizzly bear Ursus arctos F&SE- Historical Range 
N. Amer. lynx Lynx canbdensis FC-2, SE Historical Range 
N. Amer. wolverine Gulo luscus FC-2, SE Historical Range 
River otter Lutra canadensis FC-2, SE Resident 
swift fox Vulpes velox FC;2 Resident, Breeder 
Peregrine falcon Falco peregrinus FE, SE Resident, Breeder 
Bald eagle Haliaeetus leucocephalus FE, SE Migrant, Winter Res. 
Ferruginous hawk Buteo regalis FC-2 Migrant 
Least tern Sterna antillamm FE, SE Breeder 
Lesser prairie chicken Tympanuchus pallidicinctus ST Resident, Breeder - 
Long-billed curlew Numenius americanus FC-2 Breeder 
Mountain plover Charaakius montanus FC-2 Breeder 
Piping plover Charadrius melodus FE, SE Breeder 
Mex. spotted owl St& occidentalis Fr Resident, Breeder 

“FE 
SE 
FI-T 

Federally listed as Endangered 
State listed as Endangered 
Federal Proposed as Threatened 

IT Federally listed as Threatened 
ST State listed as Threatened 
FP-E Federal Proposed as Endangered 

FC-2 Federal Candidate 2 
habitat is generally steep, rugged cliffs in remote areas with 
little other public use. Although rock climbing has been a 
concern in other areas in the state, it is not a problem in this 
area at the present time. Since the peregrine falcon is an 
endangered species, the Bureau is required by law to deter- 
mine if management actions would negatively affect the 
species before those actions occur. 

BLM has played a major role in terms of funding and 
support for the reintroduction efforts of the peregrine fal- 
con. Release sites have been located on BLM-administered 
lands for approximately 10 years with over 50 birds released. 
Inventories are ongoing each year to monitor the return of 
birds to suitable nest sites. The goal of the Recovery Plan 
for Colorado for nesting birds in the’ state was attained in 
1990. Reintroduction of young peregrines has now been 
suspended in Colorado and is occurring in other western 
states. The Beaver Creek Wilderness’Study Area (WSA) is 
considered excellent peregrine habitat, and birds are com- 
mon there, Peregrines should be re-establishing nest sites in 
suitable habitats in the planning area in future years. 

The lesser prairie chicken is a state threatened species in 
southeastern Colorado in sand sagebrush habitats. The largest 
population is southeast of Camp0 with a smaller population 
south of Holly. Recently birds have been transplanted to 
suitable habitat east of Pueblo near the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) test track. A small flock is also lo- 
cated in northern Kiowa County. 

Possible threats to the lesser prairie chicken are loss of 
habitat because of extensive oil and gas exploration. 
Suitable habitat for prairie chickens in Colorado is rare with 
the sand sagebrush communities only occurring in a few. 
areas. Any loss of this habitat type could be detrimental to 
the existence of the birds. Fortunately, much of the habitat 
is managed by the U.S. Forest Service in the Commanche 
National Grassland. The Bureau works closely with the 
USFS in the oil and gas leasing program to ensure that 
stipulations are attached to all leases to protect lesser prairie 
chicken habitats. Continued inventory and monitoring will 
provide necessary data to manage the birds in the future. 

None of these prairie chicken populations are on BLM: 
administered land, however, they are on nearby private 
lands, which have BLM-administered mineral estate. These 
areas have active oil and gas wells, and exploration activities 
are ongoing. The CDOW conducts yearly lek counts and 
field inventories to monitor population fluctuations. 

The piping plover and least tern have recently been dis- 
covered nesting and brood rearing on BLM-administered 
lands. around two eastern plains reservoirs. NeeNoshe 
Reservoir northwest of Lamar is an irrigation reservoir that 
experiences drawdowns of water most years. As the water 
level drops, flat sandy beaches are exposed, which provide 
suitable nesting areas for piping plovers. The least tern has 
been seen on Adobe Creek Reservoir north of Las Animas 
in similar habitats. 
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Threats to these species are related to the potential loss of 
nesting habitats because of high water levels that would 
inundate the flat beaches required by these birds. The Bureau 
has no control over the storage of water and probably cannot 
influence water management in the reservoirs. An addition- 
al threat is unauthorized livestock grazing on the beach 
habitats, which may result in trampled nests and chicks. Cur- 
rently, grazing in the areas used by these birds is not allowed, 
and livestock use is controlled by fencing. A recovery plan for 
these species is currently being prepared and the Colorado 
Division of Wildlife is monitoring the birds. 

Management for the least tern and the piping plover has 
been limited to working with the Colorado Bird Obser- 
vatory, USF&WS, and the CDOW on a recovery plan for 
these bids. Yearly inventories are conducted to monitor 
species populations and nesting success. BLM has provided 
funds for these efforts in addition to working with permit- 
tees to reduce the chance of livestock impacts to the nesting 
plovers and terns. 

The Mexican spotted owl was located on BLM-administered 
lands northeast of Canon City for the first time in 1991; 
therefore, has not been managed in the past. Surveys in 1991 
along the front range of Colorado have revealed several 
owls, and it is believed that this area of Colorado may’be 
more important than originally thought. Based on the 
habitat in which it was detected, which is common in the 
planning area, it is anticipated additional owls are in other 
areas. The spotted owl ‘is presently listed as a threatened 
species. Suitable habitat for owlsis available in many areas 
of the planning area, and further inventory work is needed,. 
to determine status of this species in the resource area. 

Inventory work will. continue for the next several years .to 
document the status. This subspecies inhabits rough, rocky, 
timbered habitats, which are generally unsuitable for timber. 
harvest. Other possible conflicts with spotted owls are not 
anticipated at this time because of the lack of available 
information. The rarity of the bird and the specific habitat 
requirements, however, will require that protective measures 
be takento ensure its continued existence. 

Since the owl is listed as a threatened species, the Bureau 
will follow management guidelines set forth by the 
USF&WS and enter into Section 7 consultation as needed. 
At this time surveys are ongoing to determine the distribu- 
tion of the owl in the area. 

Key parcels. could be purchased to further preserve habitat 
for peregrine falcon, least tern, piping plover, lesser prairie 

chicken, and Mexican spotted owl. Conversely, disposal of 
key parcels could threaten their survival. Transfer of 
management of the eastern plains reservoirs to the CDOW 
would allow better management of habitats for tern and 
plover. Designation of the Browns Canyon, Beaver Creek, 
High Mesa Grassland, and Phantom Canyon as ACECs 
would provide additional protection for the peregrine fal- 
con and Mexican spotted owl. Increased recreational ac- 
tivities in some areas such as Phantom Canyon may have a 
long-term effect on certain species depending on the activity 
being promoted and the location of developments. 
Development of the oil and gas resources on the eastern 
plains could impact lesser prairie chicken, least tern, and 
piping plover if adequate stipulations are not applied. Cer- 
tain species, such as the peregrine falcon and spotted owl, 
may require solitude and minimal disturbances to their 
habitat. Development of recreation sites must be carefully 
planned in these areas. The piping plover and least tern 
depend on certain reservoir water levels for nesting require- 
ments. Spotted owls have very specific habitat requirements 
in timber types, which must be maintained. Wdderness 
management is very compatible with protection of peregrine 
falcon and spotted owls. Beaver Creek and Browns Canyon 
contain habitat for both species. 

The public demands that agencies preserve, protect, and 
enhance habitats for these species to ensure their continued 
existence. BLM policy is to ensure that habitat of sensitive 
species be managed and/or conserved to minimize or 
eliminate the need for Federal or state listing in the future. 
The sensitive species listed previously are extremely de- 
pendent on the habitat provided by BLM-administered 
lands. Maintenance of this habitat is critical to their survival. 

Four other bird species in the planning area are the fer- 
ruginous hawk, long-billed curlew, mountain plover, and the 
white-faced ibis. All of these species are primarily on the 
eastern plains and associated reservoirs where very small 
areas of BLM-administered lands occur. Inventories by 
other agencies are underway to determine the status of 
these species. 

The bald eagle is a winter migrant to the Arkansas Valley 
and is commonly seen along the Arkansas River and the 
many irrigation reservoirs on- the eastern plains. It also 
occurs in the upper valley and in several upland areas north 
of Cafion City where it feeds primarily on carrion.’ At this 
time, the bald eagle is not known to be nesting in the 
planning area. Use of BLM-administered lands by eagles is 
extremely low, .and no critical areas are known to occur 
within the planning area. 

.  ‘.. 
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FLUID MINERALS 
MANAGEMENT .:  ̂. . 
Parts of six USGS petroleum provinces are within the boun- 
daries of the Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA). 

_.. 

Oil and Gas and CO2 Activity 

There are 76 oil and/or gas fields within the RGPA, which 
have produced a cumulative total (as of October 1988) of 
32,102,154 barrels of oil (2.1 percent of the state total) .and 
520,317,961 Mcfs of gas (7.6 percent of the state total), 
including CO2 gas. Most of the fields are within the Las 
Animas Arch Province (40 fields) and, the Anadarko Basin 
province (28 fields). Of the remaining eight fields, seven are 
in the Raton Basin-Sierra Grande Uplift Province, and one 
is in the Denver Basin Province. 

About 3,890 oil and/or gas wells have been drilled (about 
8.8 percent of the state total) within the RGPA, of which 371 
are still producing (as of June 1988). The Anadarko Basin 
has the most producing wells (194), followed closely by the 
Las Animas Arch Province with 108 wells. Predictions for 
the amount of future development are in Appendix G. 

Within the planning area, there are approximately 653,000 
acres of Federal minerals/Federal surface and 2.3 million 
acres of Federal minerals/private surface available for oil 
and gas and CO2 activities. 

This plan will not make decisions for mineral resource 
actions on lands not administered by BLM within the plan- 
ning area. These decisions will be made by the appropriate 
agency in cooperationn with BLM. 

Lands with the Pike and,San Isabel National Forests and 
the Commanche National Grassland are leased accord- 
ing to decisions in the Forest Plan Amendment/Oil and 
Gas Leasing Environmental Impact Statement (EIS/PA). 
BLM was a cooperating agency in the preparation of thii 
EIS/PA Providing oil and gas technical expertise, projec- 
tions of future oil and gas activity, and impact analysis of 
subsurface operations. This EIS/PA analyzed oil and 
gas leasing and development on all lands within the 
administrative boundaries of the Pike and San Isabel 
National Forests ,and the Commanche National 
Grasslands,, regardless of surface ownership. The USFS 
will utilize the document to make decisions on whether 
to consent or not consent to leasing and the need for 
stipulations on lands they administer. The BLM plan for 
the planning area will utilize, with minor, change, the 
leasing decisions of the EIS on approximately 107,000 
acres of private surface/Federal mineral estate lands 
within USFS administrative boundaries. The cumulative 
and specific impacts that would occur from potential 
leasing and development on all Federal lands within the 

Affected Enviionmerjil’ 

boundaries of the Pike andSanIsabe1 forests and the Com- 
manche Grasslands were analyzed in the USFS EIVPA. 
Cumulative impacts on USFS lands from potential oil and 
gas leasing and development occurring on BLM-ad- 
ministered lands in the planning area would not occur, or 
would be insignificant. 

BLM is responsible for the leasing and development of 
lands administered by the National Park Service (NPS) that 
are’eligible for that purpose. By law and regulation, the 
lands administered by the NPS in the Florissant Fossil Beds 
and Bents Fort National Monument are unavailable for 
leasing. The cumulative impact to these lands from potential 
oil and gas leasing and development within the planning 
area would be insignificant. BLM is responsible for the 
leasing and development of lands administered by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) that are eligible for that 
purpose. The lands administered by the USFWS in the 
Leadville Federal Fish Hatchery are, therefore, unavailable 
for leasing by regulation. The cumulative impacts to these 
lands from potential oil and gas leasing and development 
within the planning area would not occur, or would be 
insignificant. 

BLM leases Federal minerals that lie beneath private sur- 
face (split estate). The private landowner is notified when’ 
the minerals are leased and when an Application for Permit 
to Drill (APD) is filed. The landowner is invited to attend 
the onsite inspection, and his needs and desires are con- 
sidered when the decision is made to approve the APD. The 
needs of the landowner are also considered if and when a 
plan of development is reviewed so the private surface and 
the resources are considered during field development. 
BLM has the authority to require the same mitigation on the 
private surface as it does on Federal lands. This ensures the 
private landowner of protection when the underlying 
Federal minerals are extracted. 

Oil and gas leases issued by BLM at the direction of Congress 
(1920 Mineral LeasingAct as amended) are contractual agree 
ments between the U.S. and the lessee. New management 
practices and techniques are incorporated in existing lease 
management as long as they are compatible with the lease 
rights granted. The lease rights granted consist of the right to 
occupy as much of the lease surface as is reasonable for the 
extraction of the resource and the right to remove the resource 
(oil and/or gas). When these two rights must be restricted, a 
stipulation is written and becomes part of the lease. One 
example of such a restriction is the denial of the surface for a 
specified period of time (for a discussion of timing limitation 
stipulations, see’Appendix G). The standard lease terms allow 
the authorized officer to require reasonable measures to 
mitigate adverse impacts from proposed operations. For ex- 
ample, the authorized officer may deny use of the surface for 
up to 60 days, This plan will not amend valid existing rights. 
New management practices, identified in Appendix G, that do 
not violate existing rights would be used in managing existing 
leases in the form of Conditions of Approval. 
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Based on past exploration and future projections concern- 
ing fluid mineral activity, the reasonably foreseeable level of 
development within the planning area for all alternatives 
analyzed would result ‘in an estimated 20 .acres of’surface 
disturbance per year. 

LOCATABLE MINERALS 
M~AtiAGEhIlENT 

There are three categories of locatable minerals recognized 
under the mining law, which will be used in this analysis: 
Metallic minerals (e.g., gold,’ silver, copper, lead, zinc); 
energy minerals (e.g., uranium, thorium); and industrial 
(nonmetallic minerals (e.g., gypsum, limestone, bentonite, 
fluorite). More details are in Appendix H. 

Metallic Minerals: Although occurrences of metallic 
minerals can be widely dispersed, geological controls of 
mineralization cause concentrations of mines in certain 
areas, which have been designated as mining ‘districts. The 
RGPA has two important large mining districts; Cripple 
Creek and, LeadvilleKlimax, and several smaller less im- 
portant districts. 

The Cripple Creek District is a world-class district. 
Almost haif of all the gold produced in Colorado came from 
this’ district alone. Based on the present market, total past 
production from Cripple Creek would be valued at over 7.3 
biion dollars. 

The LeadvilleKXmax District has been a major U.S. 
producer of silver, molybdenum, and gold. Past production 
from the district in present dollars is estimated to be ap- 
proximately 2.0 billion. ‘The Climax is the world’s 

-largest single source of molybdenum. 
min? 

Less important mining districts within the RGPA in- 
clude Silvercliff/Westcliffe (silver); Cotopaxi (copper, 
gold); and Pairplay (placer gold). 

Energy Minerals: The most important occurrence of 
energy minerals within the RGPA is the Tallahassee Creek 
uranium deposit, located 25 miles northwest of Canon City. 
‘Iwo separate ore bodies occur here, which are estimated to 
total about 200,000 tons at a grade of approximately 0.08 
percent U308. 

Other minor. occurrences of uranium and thorium also 
occur within the RGPA. 

Industrial Mineral& Locatable industrial minerals within 
the RGPA include fluorite at Browns Canyon; limestone in 
the Wellsville area; bentonite near Howard; and gypsum 
near Coaldale and in the Table Mountain area southwest of 
Colorado’Springs. 

Mineral materials utilization is often dependent on factors 
such as proximity to market, transportation networks, and 
available labor force. For example, a volcanic deposit 
suitable for railroad ballast has much higher potential if it 
is close to an existing railroad. This proximity factor, along 
with an analysis of previous development and location of 
specific geologic rock units, was combined to provide a 
mineral potential map, which should more accurately 
predict where ,future development would occur. It is dif- 
ficult to predict the type and location of future industrial 
mineral development, and most of the planning area has 
some potential for development. Only the moderate and 
high potential areas for salable mineral development, there- 
fore, have been emphasized. 
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MINERAL MATERBALS 
MANAGEMENT 

Mineral materials are those “common variety” industrial 
(nonmetallic) minerals, which include, but are not limited 
to, sand and gravel, crushed stone, dimension stoiie; specialty/ 
monumental stone, clays, pumice, pumicite, cinders, and com- 
mercial petrified wood. Disposal of these materials is regulated 
by 43 CFR 3600. The following rock types are considered for 
disposal in the RGPA minerals material program: 

sand and gravel 
limestone and dolomite 
sandstone and quartzite 
granite 
monzonite and syenite 
granodiorite 

gneiss 
pegmatite 
travertine 
volcanic rocks 
clay 

Most of these materials are used in the aggregate industry; a 
major contributor to the American economy. Aggregate 
production is over 2.0 billion tons/year, with a value of 8.8 
billion dollars. Production in the U.S. consists of crushed stone 
(57 percent) and sand and gravel (43 percent). Crushed stone 
is predominantly limestone and dolomite, but also can consist 
of granite, volcanics (traprock), sandstone, and quartzite 
materials. Aggregate is a vital ingredient in Portland cement 
concrete and asphaltic products. 

In addition to the aggregate category, other uses of mineral 
materials include those for sealants or layering (clay, 
riprap), landscaping (specialty stone, quartz, dimension 
stone), and brick making (clay). 

Some of the mineral materials previously listed also could 
be included as locatable minerals. Limestone and some 
specialty clays and sandstone are examples. Other industrial 
minerals or rock types such as fluorite, barite, bentonite, 
and gypsum also are locatable. 



COAL MINERALS 
MANAGEMENT 

The coal resources of the Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA) 
have had extensive historic development but are currently in a 
state.of only limited development. The majority of the coal 
resources are within areas on fee and split-estate lands with only 
a small percentage of the area totally administered by BLM. 

The planning area has two coal-bearing basins (Denver/ 
Raton) and two small coal fields (Canon City/South Park) 
within its boundaries. The Denver Coal Basin was analyzed 
in the Northeast Resource Management Plan (NERMP). 
The southern tip of the Denver Coal Basin intrudes through 
the northern resource area boundary. The northern half of 
the Raton Coal Basin lies within Colorado from the New 
Mexico border to south of Walsenburg, and is known as the 
Trinidad-Walsenburg field. The Canon City coal field lies 
just south of Cafion City, and is all on private land. The 
South Park field, in Park County, encompasses Federal,, 
state, and private lands, but the coal is dipping very steeply 
(25 to 90 degrees), making mining difficult, and no current 
interest exists for this field. 

For the purpose of this analysis, only the Trinidad-Walsen- 
burg field will be discussed, and more specifically, the 
Trinidad known recoverable coal resource area (KRCRA) 
within that field. That part of the Denver Coal Basin intrud- 
ing into the northern part of the resource area has been 
covered by the NERMP The Canon City coal field and the 
South Park coal field will not be addressed because the 
former is on private land and the latter has unattractive coal 
resources at present. 
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The Trinidad KRCRA covers about 438,204 acres in parts 
of Las Animas and Huerfano Counties, of which ap- 
proximately 131,000 acres are Federal coal. It is roughly 
bounded on the east by I-25 and on the west by Colorado 
State Highway 12. The Purgatoire River forms the southern 
boundary, and the northern boundary is a few miles north 
of Walsenburg. The KRCR4 area is a- dissected upland 
consisting of a series of flat-topped benches that rise from 
an elevation of about 6,000 feet on the east side to about 
9,000 feet at the western boundary. Just to the west of the 
KRCRA, West Spanish Peak is the highest point in the area 
at 13,623 feet. The Cochair, Apishapa, and Purgatoire 
Rivers and tributaries drain the area as they flow eastward. 

There are approximately286 million tons of Federal strippable 
coal and approximately 936 million tons of Federal under- 
ground coal within the Trinidad KRCRA. This area covers 
about 131,000 acres with 53,000 acres suitable for either 
strippable or underground mining and 78,000 acres suited 
for underground mining only. 

The coal area is shown on Map 2-8, most of which has 
potential for underground mining with a smaller portion 

Affected Environment.;‘! 

having potential for surface mining. A detailed discussion 
of the coal resources is included in Appendix’I. 

PALEONTOLOGICAL 
RESOURCE-S 

Paleontology inventories on about 95 percent of the BLM- 
administered lands within the resource area were com- 
pleted between 1979 and 1983, which divided the resource 
area into four basic categories. The purpose of these inven- 
tories was to classify BLM-administered lands accor,ding to 
the potential for fossils of major scientific value. Generally, 
the classification is based on the degree to which a particular 
geologic formation is known to contain fossils. 

Category 1 lands cover a very small percent of the planning 
area. These areas have documented localities that contain 
vertebrate or other fossils with important scientific value. 

Category 2 lands are within geologic formations or members 
of formations that have produced fossils of scientific: value 
elsewhere. 

Category 3 lands have low potential for the discovery of 
fossils of scientific value. 

Category 4 lands have negligible potential for the discovery 
of fossils. 

These two inventories are “Paleontological Inventory and 
Assessment of the.Northern Portion of the Royal Gorge 
Resource Area of Central Colorado” completed by Dennis 
Fisher in 1979 and “Paleontological Inventory and Assess- 
ment of the Southeastern Portion of the Royal Gorge 
Resource Area of Central Colorado” completed by Don ” 
Lindsey/Jane Westlye in 1983. These referenced studies give 
much detailed information about this resource. 

One outstanding paleontological class I area of special 
interest is the Garden Park Area Fossil (3,757 acres). Al- 
though certain areas such as the Garden Park Fossil Area 
have received significant public interest and attention, the 
remainder of the resource has been neglected.. Manual 
guidance recommends two types of management. The first 
is a “reactive” program where site-specific paleontologic, 
inventories would be conducted prior to Federal actions. 
Because of a general lack of emphasis in this program, such 
inventories have been rarely completed resulting in the, 
potential loss of scientifically important fossils. This type of 
program is roughly equivalent to sec. 106 compliance con- 
ducted by archaeologists. The second type of program is a . 
proactive program in which very important areas ‘are iden- 
tified, and the paleontologic values are given special em- 
phasis; i.e., the Garden Park Fossil Area. 

Conflicts between user groups have existed for some time. 
Casual collecting of vertebrate fossils has been proposed by 
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some groups resulting in conflicts with the scientific com- 
munity. Both vertebrate and invertebrate fossils are sold 
commercially in rock shops and gem/mineral shows. 
Universities and museums depend on BLM-administered 
lands for fossil resources, and there are currently nine 
permits in Colorado issued to qualified institutions for ver- 
tebrate fossil collection. The Garden Park area is being used 
periodically by the Denver Museum of Natural History as a 
research/educational area. Extensive guidelines and 
stipulations are provided for this type of activity. Little 
guidance exists for any other type of paleontology use; 
however, it is expected that such guidance will be developed 
over the next few years. 

The local chambers of commerce have identified rock and 
fossil collecting as a top recreational type use of public 
interest. The large number of rock and fossil type clubs, 
organizations, and ,magazines would also reflect significant 
public interest in paleontology. Regular phone calls and 
visits to BLM offices by those interested in fossils also occur. 
A significant public interest exists when vertebrate fossils 
are discovered. 

The ‘Garden Park Paleontology Society has had dramatic 
growth in its membership, and a number of other fossil 
oriented nonprofit groups exist in the region. Commercially, 
a strong demand for fossils exists, some of which even exists 
for vertebrate fossils such as dinosaur skeletons. Commer- 
cial operators also depend on public lands for these types 
of resources, but have not in the past ever requested permits 
or authorizations to utilize BLM-administered lands; there- 
fore, this demand is unmeasured. 

Although there is a large supply of invertebrate fossils when 
considering geologic formations as a whole, there are rela- 
tively few locations with a sufficient supply to meet long- 
term public demand. This makes it difficult to identify a 
location for general public use on the ground. Rock and gem 
locations identified in mineral collecting publications have 
suffered serious overuse and abuse. Identification of specific 
sites requires intensive management to ensure long-term 
success. A strong demand for public participation in ver- 
tebrate fossil excavation and preparation also exists. 

Some paleontologic sites such as Garden Park also are impor- 
tant for historic values, resulting in a proactive program to 
identify these sites under the National Register of Historic 
Places program. The Historical Resources section of this chap- 
ter has more details on the historical significance of this area. 

HISTORICAL RESOURCES 

The Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA) was one of the 
first places in Colorado to be settled. As- early as 1860, 
miners were seeking their fortunes in South Park. Settle- 
ments such as Canon City sprang up along the Arkansas 
River, and by the 187Os, several railroads were developed in 

the region opening it up to further settlement. Large.cities like 
Pueblo became manufacturing centers, and other places such : 
as Leadville, Cripple Creek, and Buena Vista served the many 
mines in the area. 

There are 114 historic sites in the planning area shown on the 
BLM site inventory. Of these, % are on BLM-administered 
lands. They represent everything ‘from early settlement to 
homesteading, mining, and transportation. The majority of : 
these sites are either mining or railroad related. BLM per- 
sonnel spent 2 years conducting inventories in the Royal 
Gorge Planning Area; the BLM State Historian spent 
several months doing field inventory in South Park, the 
Raton Basin (coal related), and in the Wet Mountain Valley. 

The planning area has several national historic districts; i.e., 
Leadville and Cripple Creek National Historic Districts. 
There are several historic properties that appear to be 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic ’ 
Places, most of which are on private lands. BLM sites (2,960 ; 
acres) that may be eligible for the National Register include 
the following: 

Florence and Cripple Creek Railroad Narrow Gauge 
Railbed segments, bridges, abutments, and tunnels in Phantom 
Canyon (960 acres); 

Garden Park historical dinosaur dig sites in the Fourmile 
Creek area (320 acres); 

LeadvilIe stage road and settlement sites along the 
upper Arkansas River in Lake and Chaffee Counties (320 
acres); 

Midland Railroad railbed segments, station, sites, and 
bridge abutments between ‘Bout Creek and Buena.Vista 
(480 acres); 

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad railbed’segments, 
station sites, and bridge abutments along Grape Creek 
between lbmple Canyon Park and Lake DeWeese (720 
acres; and 

AlI of the DeReemer Forts along the Arkansas River 
(160 acres). 

There are several overviews or Class I documents available 
that detail the history of the planning ‘area. They include 
Land of Contrast, A History of Southeast Colorado, ‘Colorado 
Southern Frontier Historic Context, and Kansas Preservation 
Plan. 

Most of the historic resources in the RGPA are on private ‘: 
lands. Unless the landowner is interested in preservation, ) 
these sites are deteriorating because of natural weathering, 
vandalism, and other causes. The historic places on BLM- : 
administered lands are often in an advanced state of decay 
because of neglect, weathering, or vandalism. A number of, 
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sites are either ruins or are merely locations of something 
that was once there. It is not BLM policy to deliberately 
destroy sites without proper mitigation; however, in some 
cases cabins have been burned without recordation. The 
trend for ,historic properties is continued deterioration be- 
cause of natural and manmade causes. 

The primary relationship between historic resources and 
natural resources is the inherent conflict between long-term 
preservation and short-term resource use. When resource 
development occurs and a historic site is involved, the his- 
toric property is usually removed ifit impedes development. 
This, however, is done with complete recordation of the site 
for permanent/archival record. In most cases; the provision 
of the Colorado Programmatic Agreement (PA) between 
SHPO$LM,,and the Advisory Council on Historic Preser- 
vation, would apply. This trend of archival recordation is 
accomplished to Historic American Building Survey/His-. 
tqric American Engineering Record standards. 

,’ 
Re.cent developments in the recreation management pro- 
gram have increased the need for historic resources as part 
of interpretation packages. The Gold Belt Loop is an excel- 
lent example of how historic resources are Ned for recrea- 
tion needs..The loop contains an old narrow gauge railroad 
b&d, historic buildings; and other sites that,are of historical 
significance. The. Arkansas ‘Headwater Recreation. Area 
also,has historic resources that enhance visitors’ experien- 
ces in the area. The demtid for quality historic resources 
will continue t&crease as recreation and tourism become 
more important:on BLM-administered lands. .’ 

; 

Archaeological reso&ces in the Royal Gorge &min~ 
Area (RGPA) range in age from the earliest known occupa- 
tion of the North American continent (Paleo-Indian) to the 
protohistoric and contact periods. Within a general ,Plains 
cultural framework, ,archaeological sites in southeastern 
Colorado represent variability in both time and space; i.e., 
a wide iariety of the periods are encountered in many: 
different environments. Park Plateau resources possess 
“puebloid”’ features; materials from the various large 
canyons in the eastern plains are spatially unique; mountain 
and foothill sites exhibit a wide array of cultural ch,vac- 
teristics, Further information about archaeological sites id 
Southeastern Colorado is available in two reports produced 
by the Colorado Historical Society (Eighmy 1984, Guthrie 
et al. 1984), as well as a BLM publication (Gunnerson 1987) 
and a popular book (Cassels 1983). 

As: noted previously, theie is an increasing demand ‘for 
quality historic resources as they relate to tourism and 
recreation. The Gold Belt Loop is a National Scenic Back- 
country Byway;. places like Cripple Creek and Leadville are 
Natisnal Historic Districts. These resources contribute to 
local and state economies by providing sightseeing, photqg- 
raphy, and other opportunities for visitors. On the othe; 
hand, there is a market for historic artifacts, bottles, and 
barnwood. These destructive demands cause historic proper- 
ties to eventually disappear. The economic value of bottles 
and/or artifacts is marginal and affects only a small number 
of ,persqqs. Tourism, however, provides a large-scale 
economic benefit for towns throughout the resource area 
and far overshadows personal economic gains. 

: 

Site types present in the planning area include: 

0 lithic scatters game jumps 
0 lithic quarries game surrounds 
l rock shelters game drives 
0 stone alignments bonebeds ‘. 
0 open camps trails 
l isolated features various types pf burials : 
l , isolated artifacts rock art .i, 
0 tipi rings aspen art 
l hunting blinds sacred and ceremonial sites 
l pits and semi-subterranean 

structures 
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Historic resources ‘are currently managed in comp&nce 
with all existing Federal laws regarding’ protection and 
preservation of significant historic places. Historic sites 
eligible or potentially eligible for inclusion in the National 
Register of Historic Places are subject to treatment as 
outlined in 36 CFR Part 800. This involves consultation with 
the State Historic, Preservation Officer, and probable 
mitigation measures. 

Three archaeological sites in the RGPA are listed on the 
National. Register of Historic Places (Hackberry Spring; 
Torres Cave, and the Turkey Creek Canyon Petroglyphs), but 
none are on BLM-administered land. Approximately 350 
recorded sites in the RGPA are eligible for the National Register 
of Historic Places, of which 60 percent are located in Las 
Animas County. Several large tracts of BLM-administered 
land in the eastern plains have potential equal to or greater 
th,ti Piiion Canyon, yet remain unsurveyed. In the moun- 
tains and foothills of the RGPA, areds with high potential .’ 
for location,of eligible sites are present in or jnear several 
major drainages; however,. only a small number of thes’e 
areas have been inventoried for cultural resources. 

The vast majority of historic sites on &cord w&e identified 
and considered in the R$al Gorge Managekent ‘Framework 

Of the approximately 653,000 acres in the planning area,. 
only 5 percent have been inventoried,. an indication of the. 

Plan (MFP) and the Raton Basin MFl? Both of these docu- 
ments made recommendations for the management of his- 
toric sites, most of which were never implemented because 
df fiscal or management constraints. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL. ;I 
RESOURCES. 
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“reactive” role of the cultural program in the past management 
onlands administered by BLM. An average of 50 sites is 
located and recorded by the resource area cultural staff an- 
nually; therefore, fewer than 800 have been recorded since the 
beginning of the program in 1975. Information from recent 
annual reports indicates that the typical site density on BLM- 
administered lands is about one for every 95 acres. 

Archaeological resources in the RGPA are subject to 
categories of disturbance from three main sources. In order 
of damage 1evel;from the most serious to the least, human 
interest, natural forces, and Federal, or public, initiated 
projects can all potentially cause severe harm or destroy 
aboriginal cultural resources. 

Archaeological, resources invoke curiosity in many people. 
Although cultural resources on BLM-administered lands 
are protected by various Federal laws, and destruction or 
disturbance of such resources may be a felony, human 
curiosity can result in illegal activities, ranging from,artifact 
collection to vandalism and black-market trafficking. 
Evidence of vandalism and illegal collection has been noted 
at various sites within the planning area. 

; 
Development of archaeological resources for interpretation 
is considered in the Royal Gorge Resource Area Recreation 
Program. The benefits and detriments of interpretation must 
be carefully weighed. Although public education, as a form of 
recreation, is most often desirable, the potential site destruo 
tion from public visitation and resulting vandalism are impor- 
tant considerations. Achieving this balance is a challenge. 

Destruction of archaeological resources by natural forces in 
the planning area is a result of the same problems that affect 
archaeological sites universally. Weathering and erosion by 
wind and/or water are the two most common environmental 
forces that adversely impact Royal Gorge Planning Area sites. 

Sec. 106 of the Naticqal Historic Preservation Act requires 
BLM, in conjunction with the Colorado State Historic 
Preservation Office, to follow a five-step review process 
prior to any Federal undertaking. If a site is determined 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, mitiga- 
tion must be conducted before the undertaking is allowed 
to proceed. ‘Iwo potentially eligible sites (8,800 acres) in the 
planning area are Cucharas Canyon (1,600 acres) and 
Badger Creek (7,200 acres). 

Conflicts with other resource uses occasionally arise, par- 
ticularly when the MiningLaw of 1872 is invoked. For example, 
prospecting for minerals in a project area smaller than 5 acres 
m’size is not considered to be a “Federal undertaking;” there- 
fore, a Class III inventory is optional. Most archaeological sites 
(99 percent) in the Royal Gorge Planning Area, however, are 
smaller than 5 acres and could easily. be destroyed.. 

Another. type of conflict might arise if a siguificant cultural 
resource was in the location’of a proposed project, such as a land 

exchange or a road Several mitigation options (e.g., avoidance or 
site excavation) are available in such a situation. 

At present, three major concerns about management of the 
archaeological resources have been identified. These in- 
clude the identification of significant sites; balanced man- 
agement of these sites to protect .resource integrity and 
provide for public appreciation; and the development of an 
active, rather than a reactive, approach to archaeological 
resource management. 

Plains cultures left little evidence of their habitation sites; 
however, there is abundant evidence of stone tool manufactur- 
ing activities. Most artifacts and living structures were portable 
and subject to poor preservation (e.g., wooden items, skin 
tents).Features, such as hearths, are equally rare, and are easily 
affected by natural weathering. Onsite interpretation is not 
likely to be rewarding for the visitor. Because these resources 
are so difficult to locate and interpret, they are subject to 
inadvertent, or even intentional, destruction by vandalism and 
“collection.” Drawing the attention of the public to such ar- 
chaeological resources may invite problems. 

Present archaeological resource management,including inven- 
tory, recording, excavation, evaluation, and nomination to the 
National Register of Historic Places, occurs on an “as needed” 
basisThese activitiesareaccomplishedaspartofenvironmenta. 
analyses for potentially destructive projects. Several locations in 
the planning area contain a wealth of archaeological resour~ 
butarelcftunattendedunleasaprojectisplanucdforthevicinity. 
As part of ongoing site identification, one ‘or more cultural 
resource management plans (CRMPs) need to be developed to 
provide effective care of these irreplaceable resources on land 
administered by BLM. 

The goals of cultural resource management are protection and 
preservation of these irreplaceable materials for future 
generations. An increased emphasis on education andinter- 
pretation, however, has resulted in the need to identify inter- 
pretable resources for public educational development. 

Current management of cultural resources is guided by Sec. 
106 of the National Historic Preservadon Act of 1966, which 
specifies that site inventory, assessment of eligibility to the 
National Register of Historic Places, and consultation with 
the Colorado State Historic Preservation Officer and the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation must occur 
before a Federal undertaking may proceed. Sec. 110 of the 
Act also requires that sites determined to be eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places are nominated, and 
listed, if one of four ‘significance criteria are met. The 
criteria include: 

l Association with significant events in history; 
l Association with significant historic individuals; 
0 Architectural or artistic significance; 
l Potential to yield important information about the 

past. 
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Other important legislation specific to the protection and 
management of cultural resources includes the Antiquities 
Act of 1906, the National l?nvironmental Policy Act, the 
Federal Land Management and Policy Act, and the Ar- 
chaeological Resources Protection Act. Compliance with 
these and other less significant laws, acts, and presidential 
orders is, and will continue to be, an important function of, 
the cultural resources program. 

The cultural resource program provides various levels of 
protection for archaeological resources. Since it is not 
feasible to erect a protective structure over every site in the 
planning area, reactive management is the current strategy. 
For example, if a site is undergoing active erosion, salvage 
excavation might be conducted or diagnostic materials that 
might otherwise be lost or destroyed are collected from a 
site. A few locations in the planning area are protected by 
road closures, fences, and signs. The entire area is 
monitored on a regular basis by BLM law enforcement and 
cultural resource personnel. Other means of physical 
protection (such as movement sensors) are also available, 
as needed. 

Most legal public access is provided by a Federal, state, or 
county road crossing BLM-administered land. It may-also 
be provided by an easement (exclusive) acquired for that 
purpose or a private dedication of property for the purpose 
of public access. Legal public access (exclusive) is an ac- 
quired right for the general public to cross non-Federal 
property. Permanent exclusive easements are recommended 
under one or more of the following conditions: 

a. A substantial investment is to be made. 

b. The need for the road is to remove a subst&ial 
amount of res,ource over’ a long period of time. 

c. The road-is needed to adequately manage the multiple 
use resources. 

d. The road is needed to reach BLM-administered lands 
with significant outdoor recreation value. 

Public speaking engagements, press releases, and academic 
instruction are provided on request or as necessary. Walk- 
in, telephone, and written requests for specific information 
are handled individually. Partnerships with interest groups 
are maintained and’supported as funds are available. 

e. When a substantial investment is to be made on the 
easement area, or the area served by the easement has a 
significant amount of valuable resources. 

TRANSPdRTATlON AND 
ACC.ESS MANAGEMENT 

Planning criteria for transportation maintenance include: 
1) need for the route, 2) amount of use, 3)‘present or 
likelihood of deterioration, and 4) resource conflicts/risk of 
unnecessary or undue degradation of the environment. 

Legal administrative access (nonexclusive) is an acquiredright 
for BLM and its licensees to cross non-Federal property. This 
can be used to manage resources including removal under 
contract, but ‘public use is not allowed. Physical access is the 
existence of a road to ‘BLM-administered land without any 
legally established right.of use. Roads and trails on land ad- 
ministered by BLM are open to casual public use (no main: 
tenance nor disturbance) unless specifically closed. 

The above description of access is based on the assumption 

The transportation system on BLM-administered land is 
made up of publicly maintained roads (including BLM), 
roads constructed and maintained by and for a private 
entity, and other roads constructed or maintained by an 
unknown person, or maybe not maintained by ,anyone. This 
is also true for trails. 

‘. 
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that access is defined as vehicular by a roadway. Obviously; 
there are other degrees of access including specialized 
motorized vehicles or bikes, nonmotorized vehicles or 
bikes, horse or llama trails, foot travel by trail or cross 
country, and even aerial access. 

The road and trail system on the BLM-administered land is 
part of the access syteni and should provide legal admission 
and deter illegal use and access. Roads and trails not part 
of the access system should be closed. 

Access or the degree of access is defined differently by various 
individuals. One person wants to. drive a 2-wheel drive sedan 
to within 100 yards of their destination; another to within 5 
miles of their destination. Some consider a lo-mile horse ride 
or hike by foot perfectly acceptable. -Individual needs and 
perception of needs must be considered. 

Planning criteria for access needs include: 1) identification 
of BLM-administered lands with sufficient access for the 
public and BLM administration, and 2) identification of 
BLM-administered lands where public or administrative 
access should be acquired. Determination of priorities for 
acquisition would be based on the following: resource 
values, risk of closure to the public, resource conflict mitiga- 
tion, public demand and BLM administrative need, con- 

‘Iable 2-30 depicts the status of access to BL&I-administered 
land based on the following four-part definition of public access: 

Adequate: Access is adequate if BLM has all n&essary rights 
to access the lands for uses identified by BLM. It would be 
inadequate if the only legal access in. an area targeted‘for 
dispersed recreation was for agency administrative. 

figuration of the BLM-administered land parcel, proximity 
to population centers, and proximity to major travel routes. 



Affected Environment- 

Permanent: Access is permanent if the Federal government 
has, for example, fee simple title to land or has been granted 
an easement in perpetuity. It would not be permanent, 
however, if access can be withdrawn by the granting party 
in the future. 

Legah Access is legal if written evidence documents the rights 
for access. It would not be legal if access depends solely on the 
cooperation and good will of the granting party. 

Pubk Access is public if the general public is able to freely 
enter the lands for the uses identified by BLM. Access 
would not be public if it is limited to administrative and/or 
commercial lease uses. 

private land to access public lands. Legal public access vs. 
roadlessness is a highly controversial issue in BLM land use 
planning The public demand spectrum runs from no roads 
anywhere to roads everywhere, and the spectrum of how 
much of each is demanded by the public is difficult if not 
impossible to determine; ...-- 

Table 2-31 shows the transportation status on BLM-administered 
land. 

RIGHTS-OF-WAY 
MANAGEMENT 
TABLE 2-30 
Public Land Without Adequate Permaknt Legal 

Public Access 
Acres Tvoe of Area 

Wilderness study areas 38,000 
Dispersed recreation areas 50,000 
Special management areas 75,000 
Multiple use management areas .ll,OOO 

Access to land administered by BLM is significant to the 
management of every resource and to the public use of the 
land and resources. Without access, BLM management is 
hampered or possibly impossible. This then becomes a 
major factor in .the land tenure adjustment issue; in fact, it 
is a key criteria in determining suitability for disposal. 

There is a much greater demand for public access, particularly 
for recreation, than there is a supply. There is a strong interest 
by many people in obtaining access to all Federal, state, and 
local lands, even in some cases to the point of disbelief that a 
private landowner has the right to keep someone from crossing 

Rights-of-way grants are issued to authorize the construc- 
tion, maintenance, and use of BLM-administered land for 
transportation or distribution systems including water, oil, 
gas, solids, slurries, electricity, communication, or vehicles. 
Typically, the system consists of pipelines, ditches, wires, 
roads, .or trails and frequently contain ancillary facilities 
such as reservoirs, tanks, storage sites, juncture sites, trans- 
mission sites, relay sites, borrow pits, or turn-out areas. 

Applications are reviewed and processed on a case-by-case 
basis. In theory, all BLM-administered land is open for 
ROW consideration; however, in reality some is closed be- 
cause of resource conflicts. For example, construction of a 
road or major pipeline would likely be prohibited in a wilder- 
ness area or across an area of significant cultural resources. 

The increasing or high rate of subdivisions adjacent to BLM- 
administered land creates numerous trespass problems for 
BLM. Often, lot owners believe that accessing their property 
through land admiitered by BLM for roads and utilities is 
desirable for one reason or another. They also frequently proceed 
without authorization, either wihfuhy or unintentionally. 

TABLE 2-31 
Tksportation System Status 

Type of Road, Railroad, or Trail Numbergo:MMiles on Maintenance Status 

Non-BLM public road authorized by BLM 132 

Non-BLM public road not authorized by BLM 

BLM road system 

BLM trail system 

73 

229 

23 

Federal, state, and/orcounty roads with 
regular maintenance 
Federal, state, and/or county roads with 
regular maintenance 
BLM irregular maintenance when funds 
permit 
BLM irregular maintenance when funds 
permit or as done by volunteers 

Private roads/trails authorized by BLM 15 Right-of-way holder with regular 
mamtenance 

Private roads/trails not authorized by BLM 470 
Corporate roads/railroads authorized by BLM 89 

Mostly not maintained 
Right-of-way holder with regular 
mamtenance 

Corporate roads/railroads not, authorized by BLM 14 Mostly regularly maintained 
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LAN,D OWNERSHIP 
ADJUSTMENiS 

The Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA) has approximate- 
ly 653,000 acres of BLM- administered land and 2.5 million 
acres of BLM-administered mineral estate. Most of the 
Federal mineral estate lies under BLM-administered land; 
however, 7,967 acres of the minerals are owned by a non- 
Federal entity. For a more detailed discussion see the in- 
dividual mineral section. Table 2-33 shows land ownership 
summary by county within the resource area. Maps 1-2 and 
1-3 in Chapter 1 show the BLM-administered land and BLM- 
administered mineral estate location. 

management concerns. Opportunities to adjust ownership 
to eliminate inholdings, straighten or better locate boun- 
daries, eliminate small parcels, consolidate larger parcels, 
provide for easy access, or eliminate a conflicting adjacent 
land use occur throughout the planning area. Resource 
management for public use under the multiple use concept 
is more efficient when land is contiguous in large block(s), 
and the boundaries are easily identifiable. The planning 
area is divided into three land ownership adjustment oppor- 
tunity areas described a follows:, 

Category I - Disposal of BLM-administered land within this 
zone is a high priority and may be accomplished by any ap- 
propriate means. The BLM-administered lands clearly meet 
the sale criteria in FLPW Sec. 203, according to current 
information. Site-specific review of resource character may 
identify public values that need to be protected by continued 
administration by BLM or compensation through a benefi- 
cial exchange. Land ownership opportunities would not be 
acceptable for processing unless the land clearly offers 
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Unauthorizd and unnecessary roads, either constructed or 
created by repeated use, are a problem on BLM-administered 
lands. Many are causing undue and unnecessary degradation 
of the~environment and should be closed and rehabilitated. 

Demand for using BLM-administered land for an authorized 
right-of-way system or facility varies from year to year, but 
frequently is the only possible route or location. BLM policy 
is to supply a right-of-way where this need is justified, a 
better route or location is unavailable, and there is no . 
serious adverse unmitigated impact. 

Rights-of-way applications are processed on a fust-come 
first-served basis except in extenuating circumstances as 
determined by the area manager. A review of each precedes 
the offer of grant or rejection of application. 

O&&or&y the economic viability of a project depends on 
the’ authorization to cross BLM-administered land. Table 
2132 depicts the rental, collection from rights-of-way in the 
planning area. Many rights-of-way are rental,exempt. : 

TABLE 2-32 
.. Rental Collection from Riahts-of-Wav 

Year Acreaae Amount of Rent 
,p1. 645.929 3Q137.00 
1990 ,727.668 

’ 521.574 
31,769.37 

1989 16,680.33 
1988 627.2% 28,856.OO 
1987. 388.854 16,154.56 
1986 591.094 22,419.oo 
1985 617.436 21,303&I 
1984 .” 425.779 ” 10,044.00 
1983 152.249 9,676.OO 
1982 215.032 2,773.OO 

Ten Years i 4,912x45 189,812.66 

TABLE 2-33 
BLM-Administered Land bv Countv 

BLM 
County/Location Total Acres Acres Percent 

Baca 1,625,935 
Bent 986,805 
Crowley 485,421 
Chaffee 570,595 
Custer 473,295 
El Paso 1,353,352 
Fremont 980,299 
Huerfano 1,017,997 
Kiowa 1,143,012 
Lake 489,969 
Las Animas 3,009,822 
Otero 812,096 
Park 1,414,761 
Prowers 1,051,094 
Pueblo 1,480,545 
Teller . 487,832 

,367 c .l 
1,684 <.l 
4,363 1.0 

53,973 9.4 
15,294 3.2 
3,899. .3 

343,072 35.0 
72,721 7.1 
8,089 .7 

17,443 3.6 
17,443 .6 
1,005 < .l 

72,297 5.1 
812 c .l 

16,391 1.0 
24,147 4.9 

9 1 

Management of the BLM-administered land is complicated 
by inholdings of private and state land, irregular boundaries, 
small parcels isolated from easy access, and occasionally con- 
flicting adjacent land uses. Many varied problems arise, a few 
of which are unauthorized occupancy, road construction, 
utility construction, grazing, timber harvest, mining and cu& 
tural artifact collectings, infrequent and inadequate monitor- 
ing and management by BLM, and sometimes trespass onto 
private land by users or harassment of legal users. 

Land ownership adjustment is directly related to the issues 
concerning which lands should be considered for acquisition/ 
disposal and the access needed within the RGPA. Land 
ownership adjustment is indirectly related to all issues and 



unique manageable public values. Any priority would be 
based on this public benefit. ,’ 

Category II - An area of retention of BLM-administered 
land, Iwith limited exceptions. Processing land ownership 
opportunities in these areas is a high priority. Lands in this 
zone have significant public values and disposal could only 
occur when in the public interest and to complement 
management. Proposals offering non-Federal land within 
this zone have the highest work priority. Offers that lie 
outside the zone, but adjacent to the boundary, could be 
considered high priority. 

C&gory III - An area of exchange priority. There are 
relatively significant public values, but management is dii- 
licult because of land ownership pattern. Disposal of BLM- 
administered lands through exchange for lands of greater 
public benefit would be as equally acceptable as acquisition 
that creates a manageable block of BLM-administered land 
either inside or outside this area. 

Demand for BLM-administered land occurs in two ways. 
Fist, an adjacent landowner or other user wants the land to 
remain under BLM administration so the existing use can 
continue. This use could be for grazing, timber, recreation, 
scenery, mineral development, etc. Second; an adjacent 
landowner or .other user wants to acquire the land for a 
single use to the exclusion, of others. This use could be any 
of the same uses described above. The supply of BLM- 
administered lands on the market is very limited. Only small 
acreages are offered at any one time. Occasional concern 
occurs regarding the impact on land values because BLM- 
administered land is available on the market, but this effect 
is actually very small since the minimum sale price must be 
fair market value. 

R&PP Leases/Patents: These were desigriated~for public 
uses, for recreational purposes, or historical monument 
purposes by state, local authorities, or nonprofit organiza- 
tions. Special act patents by Congress were made for similar 
purposes. It does, however, require money to develop the 
areas and to manage the facilities. The BLM-administered 
lands are segregated from all public land laws iiicludmg the ., 
mining laws. Once a lease is issued, the lands remain closed. 
If the lease is rejected or the lands revert back to BLM 
management, the lands may be open to all or some public 
lands laws by an opening order..A restoration order. returns 
the lands to. unreserved, BLM&lmi&tered land ‘status .‘. 
open : to ‘operation of all general public land laws.“Lands: 
patented under an R&PP lease remain closed to the mining 
laws until the Secretary of Interior approves such ‘regula- 
tions to open the lands to the mining law. Action’by the 
Secretary has not occurred to date. R&PP leases are no 
longer used to authorize sanitary landfills on BLM-ad- 
ministered lands. 

The following R&PP lease classifications are authorized in 
the RGPA: ;- 

Between 1985 and 1990, sale of 840 acres occurred (an 
average of 168 acres per year). Between 1980 ,and 1990, 
5,970 acres of BLM-administered land were exchanged for 
7,471 acres of private land (appraised value was equal). This 
averages 597 acres exchanged for 747 acres. 

Colorado Division of Wildlife at Lake DeWeese near 
Westcliffe for recreational camping fishing picnicking? 
educational, and water related activities I 240 acres. 

WITHDRAWALS/ 
CLASSIFICATIONS ” 

Saint Scholastica has an.educational lease at Poverty 
Mountain near the Glen Vista Subdivision:- 20-acre, 
classification; 5-acre lease. . 
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Withdrawals/classifications are used to protect BLM-ad- 
ministered lands for a designated use and may restrict other 
land uses by segregating the lands from the mining laws or 
other public land laws. Types include recreational sites, 
Recreation and Public Purposes (R&PP) leases, patents, 
Public Water Reserves, classification for multiple uses, 
Prosecution of War, wildlife areas, and other agency 
withdrawals. Recommended withdrawals/classifications 
are analyzed through the NEPA process or the Bureau 
planning system. 

Colorado Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation has 
14 sites along the Arkansas River as part of the Arkansas : 
Headwaters Recreation Area - 479 acres.’ ’ 

,: 

Park County f0r.a sanitary landfill near Fairplay,‘Colo- 
rado - 20 acres., 

Chaffee County for a sanitary landfill between Buena 
Vista and Salida, Colorado - 4O.acresi 

City of Canon City has a classification pending ad- 
jacent to Temple Canyon Park for an addition to the 
existing park- 160 acres. 

Aft eMed Environment y 

As required by Sec. 204 (l)(l) of theFederal&and P&y and 
Management Act @+A), a review of existing with-, 
drawals is being completed as part of this RMP/EIS. The, 
review will determine whether, and for how long, the exist- 
ing withdrawal of the lands would continue, and which are 
consistent with the statutory objectives.of the programs for. 
which the lands were withdrawn or classified. 

: 

Existing bLM Withdrkwils/ 
Classifications ” ” 



Chapter 2 

The following R&PP patents in the planning area include: 

City of Ction City for Ample Canyon Park (640 acres), 
Red Canyon Park (600 acres), Royal Gorge Park (512 acres). 

Upper Huerfano Gardner Cemetery Association (20 
acres). 

‘IXnidad Water Department has a parcel near North Lake 
for fishing, picnicking, and watershed protection (40 acres). 

City of La Junta has two patents along the Arkansas 
River corridor (720 acres). 

Deer Mountain Fire Station in the Glen Vista Sub- 
division (4 acres). 

Odd Fellows Grand Lodge of Colorado for a public 
campground adjacent to the Deer Mountain Fire Station 
(95 acres). 

Recreation: 

Five Points Recreation Site on the Arkansas River be- 
tween Parkdale and ‘Ibxas Creek, Colorado, was withdrawn 
to protect Federal improvements (85 acres). 

Browns Canyon Primitive and Recreation Area along 
the Arkansas River was withdrawn to protect the designated 
values (2,214 acres). ” 

Public Water Reserves: There are approximately 123 
public water reserves (PWRs) throughout the PA that 
protect water holes and developments for‘ public use. The 
BLM-administered lands involved are closed to non- 
metallifertius mining activity only. The PWRs are 40-acre 
parcels, usually described by a surveyed legal description 
and are not centered around the waterhole or spring. BLM 
is presently in District Court filing for water rights on all the 
PWRs; the priority date would be 1926, and the water flows 
would be established. 

Classification for Multiple Uses (CMUs): The Bureau 
identified certain public lands for segregation from the 
public land laws and mining laws. 

l Coaldale/Short Creek, C-0111199 
l Lone Pine Recreation Site, Cotopaxi C-083480 
l Swissvale, C-083414 
l Rincon Recreation Site, C-083428 
l Salida East Recreation Site, C-083981 
l Eight Mile Creek, C-083469 
l Phantom Canyon, C-083482 
l Bootlegger/Bakers Gulch, C-083440 
l Pinnacle Rock Recreation Site, C-083393 
l Lone TreefIbxas Creek, C-0127886 
0 Protective Classifications 

High Mesa Grassland (Sommerville Itrble): The Bureau 
identified this protective withdrawal area because of the 
existing diverse plant community. It closed the BLM- 
administered lands to mineral entry (1,170 acres). 

Other Agency Withdrawals 

The U.S. Department of Defense put a Prosecution of 
War withdrawal on lands around Leadville, Colorado, z&d 
one on lands east of ?kinidad, Colorado, for a bombing 
range. These are obsolete and currently have no effect. 

The U.S. Fiih and Wddlife Service has a withdrawal for 
a fish hatchery southwest of mrquoise Lake near Leadville, 
Colorado. This withdrawal covers both BLM-administered 
lands and National Forest system lands. 

The U.S. Forest Service has a scenic easement along U.S. 
Highway 24 between Manitou Spr- and Woodland Park. 

The Air Force Academy has a scenic easement west of 
the facilities. 

The cities of Colorado Springs and Manitou have numerous 
withdrawals around Pikes Peak to protect watershed. 

Most of the existing withdrawals in the PA have been reviewed 
pursuant to FLPMA and recommendations have been made 
as to whether the withdrawal should be modified, continued, 
or revoked. Periodic compliance inspections are made on 
R&PP leases and patents to ensure the lands are still used for 
the designated use. Sec. 302 leases are also inspected peri- 
odically for compliance with lease stipulations. 

Presently, BLM is in the process of a wild and scenic rive; 
evaluation program. Designation is the responsibility of 
Congress. Wdd and scenic designation would supercede 
and provide more protection to the present BLM recrea- 
tional sites such as Five Points, Hecla Junction, and Ruby. 
Mountain. The Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area 
R&PP sites are also compatible with tiy designation. If wild 
and scenic river designation would occur on the Arkansas 
River or Beaver Creek drainage, resource protective water- 
power and reservoir site withdrawals would be terminated. 

Concurrence with the managing agency and review for 
NEPA compliance is required on all applications submitted 
for conflicting uses in a withdrawn area. 

Potential BLM Withdrawals 

Sites with a unique feature or resource capability not cur- 
rently withdrawn pose management challenges to ensure 
resource protection. BLM-administered lands not 
withdrawn to protect a unique resource often have multiple 
use potential. There is a growing public demand for multiple 
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use on lands administered by BLM. Valid existing rights prior 
to land withdrawal also raise concerns regarding protection of 
rights to continue on the BLM-administered land, 

Conflict resolution prior to any withdrawal must be acknow- 
ledged and must consider the uniqueness of the protected 
resource, multiple use, and valid existing uses of the BLM- 
administered lands. 

Fnrtherwithdrawal needs because of unique resources may 
be considered on the following areas or sites: 

Garden Park Paleontology Area 

‘Gold Belt Tour National Back Country Byway 

Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area 

Shelf Road Rock Climbing Area 

Cucharas Canyon Cultural Area 

Regional Airport near Fairplay, Colorado 

ACECs 

Bike Trails (Midland) 

Scenic Overlook (Collegiate Peaks) 

All of the above have special interest groups who current- 
ly believe the areas are unique and deserve protection; 
e.g., Garden Park Paleontology Area has national sig- 
nificance; the Shelf Roa’d Rock Climbing Area has 
statewide, if not national, significance; the Gold Belt 
Tour Area has regional tourism; the Regional Airport 
benefits four adjacent counties. 

WATERPOWER/RESERVOIR 
RESOURCES 

BLM provides a scientific classification of waterpower and 
reservoir resources (WRR) values on Federal lands. This 
classification is accomplished by resource inventory, 
evaluation activities, monitoring, and resulting land actions 
required by legislation, regulation, and policy. 

Reservoir sites are constructed to provide the operator with 
control of the distribution of the flows in a stream for a more 
dependable supply. This control of the distribution is valuable 
to meet needs or demands for flows for agriculture, fisheries, 
flood control, hydroelectric power generation, industrial,use, 
irrigation, municipal water, navigation, quality of water, 
recreation, shoreline protection, and wildlife. Development 
can only occur to the extent that physical conditions will allow. 
These sites are dependent on topography, geology, -water 
supply, and water distribution Quality potential reservoir and 

Affected Environment 

waterpower sites are limited in number, fixed in position, 
increasingly scarce, and irreplaceable. 

The reservoir sites may or may not have hydroelectric genera- 
tion (waterpower) facilities installed. The hydroelectric value 
is a function of demand and need, generally, the value has been 
recognized and given high priority by Congress. Additional 
information is in Appendix J. 

The Arkansas and South Platte drainages produce an abun- 
dance of high quality water for which demand exceeds 
supply. Present demand includes irrigation, power, 
fisheries, esthetics, recreation, and domestic use. Nearly 90 
percent of the 3.1 million people in Colorado live east of the 
Continental Divide in an area receiving an average annual 
precipitation of 15.7 inches. Groundwater in eastern 
Colorado has been developed to a point where wells are 
running low, and yields are of low quality for meeting the 
rapidly growing demand being imposed by urban popula- 
tion growth and intensified agricultural practices. 

Future local, regional, and national needs in these basins 
include provision for irrigation, mining, interbasin transfers, 
off-stream storage, flood control, groundwater recharge, 
wetlands, improved water quality, enhanced fisheries, addi- 
tional water for wildlife, stock, and fire fighting, domestic 
and industrial supplies, recreational opportunities, scenic 
values, and hydroelectricity. 

The Federal government has been identifying and document- 
ing potential reservoir sites since 1888. The objective of the 
WRR inventory activity is the identification of the potential 
sites, a professional assessment of the value, and the protec- 
tion of the more valuable sites. 

The sites listed in Appendix J indicate the previous interest 
and are a guide for the location of resources. The listed sites 
are those previously identified and may not reflect all pos- 
sible, sites. In this planning area there are 21 developed 
reservoirs over 5,000 acre-feet and 29 undeveloped; 43 
developed reservoirs under 5,000 acre-feet and 12 un- 
developed; 9 developed diversions and 33 undeveloped; and 
1 developed pump storage. 

As part of the inventory activity, these 146 sites have been 
tracked by USGS (presently the BLM WRR function) since 
their identification. Information pertaining to discovery, 
technical evaluation, monitoring, partial development, and 
the subsequent land actions on the WRR sites in these 
basins may be obtained from the Colorado State Office. 

The objective of the WRR evaluation activity is to identify 
resource management conflicts and opportunities through 
the planning process. The importance and value of WRR 
will be established and compared to conflicting resources. 

The following WRR determinations must be made for 
management areas during resource management planning: 
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All BLM-administered lands in the planning area deter- 
mined by professional evaluation to have-potential for WRR 
development must be assigned to one of three categories: 
lands, suitable for intensive management of WRR sites, 
lands suitable for restricted management as WRR sites, and 
lands unsuitable for management as WRR sites. 

All BLM-administered lands within the planning area 
currently withdrawn for, WRR purposes must be assigned 
to one of two categories: lands recommended for continua- 
tion of the. withdrawal and lands not recommended for 
continuation of the withdrawal. Various alternatives will 
modify the WRR recommendation for either continuing the 
withdrawals or for not continuing the withdrawals. The mix 
of other resources described in these various plan alterna- 
tives provides a basis for the analysis as to why a withdrawal 
is or is not recommended for continuation. 

Management.direction forareas of potential development 
needs to be assigned to one of four categories: excluded, 
restricted, permitted, or preferred. This includes the iden- 
tification of other resource values that need protectiorrand 
the constraints to be placed’on WRR developments. ,The 
BLM land manager has responsibility for the identification 
of conflicts that may involve WRR values. When consider- 
ing conflict resolution, the value of the potential WRR site 
must be weighed against the value of existing resources. This 
comparison helps to set priorities, identify possibilities for 
mitigation or enhancement, determine alternative actions, 
and provide guidance for future actions. 

Presently the city of Colorado Springs is evaluating construction 
of the Elephant Rock Dam north of Buena Vita for storage and 
interbasin transfers. They are also evaluating construction of the 
Princeton Diversion Dam north of Buena Vista. These dams are 
two of eight domestic water alternatives for the city. 

There are 16 withdrawalsin this resource area that protect 
WRR values and involve approximately 47,000 acres. USGS 
made these withdrawals for the Secretary of the Interior, but 
in 1983, the Secretary delegated the authority to BLM. Now 
BLM has recommendation’ responsibilities over these 
withdrawals, which are a, form of long-range planning to 
keep sites in Federal ownership and control to ensure the 
sites are available if and when needed. 

Withdrawals were based on WRR technical evaluations ‘of 
the potential development schemes. Information on which 
the withdrawals were made is available from the Colorado 
State Office. Sites in these resource protective waterpower 
withdrawals will be treated as though the resource decision 
has already been made by the Secretary of the Interior, with 
the concurrence of the -management agency. In order to 
keep these withdrawals protecting WRR values to a mini- 
muni’~BLM has been delegated authority for withdrawal 
review to evaluate water development potentials and make 
recommendations for change to the Secretary of the Inte- 
rior. The Secretary has the ultimate decision authority on 

withdrawals. Recommendation to alter the resource 
decision, therefore, will require significant ~justification. 

In most cases, the BLM manager must consult with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) before allowing in- 
terim use action to occur on withdrawn land Lf the land is not in 
a waterpower- withdrawal, the manager has to consider the 
responsibilities given to the Bureau by the Secretary of the 
Interior to identify and nominate sites for withdrawal. 

Lands with WRR values not withdrawn nor recommended 
for withdrawal pose resource protection and planning chal- 
lenges to the land manager to consider multiple resource 
conflicts. Land with WRR values often have other impor- 
tant resource uses. The BLM land manager may allow 
interim use, provided waterpower resource values are not 
endangered. 

Within the RGPA only those sites within the BLM- 
administered lands are analyzed in Chapters 3 and 4 of thii 
plan. Those sites outside the planning area on USFS, BOR, 
NPS, military lands, etc., will be addressed in the individual 
agency land use plan. 

AREAS OF CRITICAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL’ 
CONCERN DESIGNATIONS .: 

BLM is required to consider areas of critical environmental 
concern (ACECs) under Sec. 202(c)(3) of the FederalLund 
Policy and ManagementAct of 1976 and BLM Manual 1613. 
Designated research natural areas (RNAs) are eligible for 
consideration as ACECs and if eligible must be designated 
as RNA/ACECs. If they are not eligible for ACEC status, 
they will be deregistered as RNAs. 

Nominations were solicited from BLM staf& other agencies, and 
through public workshops for potential ACECs within the Royal 
Gorgje PIarming Area. All ACEC nominations, and those meet- 
ing requirements of the “screening’ process are shown on Table 
2-34. ACECs recommended for nomination are shown on Map 
2-9. The screening process is explained in Appendix K 

There are currently two special management areas within 
the Royal Gorge Planning Area, which are: 

High Mesa Grassland Research Natural Arqx High Mesa 
Grasslands RNA is 1,510 acres and has scenic, biological, 
and other values. The area represents a relict plant com- 
munity and also a key raptor habitat. It was designated an 
RNA in 1982 and is also a Colorado Natural Area. This area 
requires management to protect values from OHV use and 
grazing. The condition of the site is fair, but deteriorating. 
Management of the site to enhance natural values will help 
improve its condition and will provide a trend to improving 
conditions for the research values at High Mesa Grasslands. 
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Garden Park Paleontological Area: Garden:Park is 2,728 
acres and is a highly significant site for paleontological 
values. Additionally, Garden Park is significant for 
threatened and endangered plants and has historic values. 
The site is considered one of the most important quarries 
for dinosaurs in the world. Garden Park is also a National 
Natural Landmark (NNL) as designated by the National 
Park Service in 1972 and was recommended in the Royal 
Gorge MFP for special management and potential withdrawal 
(Kuntz, et al., 1989). The Denver Museum of Natural History 
has an ongoing excavation program at Garden Park. The site 
is also, unfortunately, popular with illegal fossil collectors. 
There has been recent vandalism at Garden Park caused by 
unauthorized fossil collectors. Demand for Garden Park 

Affected Environment ‘,:’ 

fossils will continue into the future. Additionally;,there is 
considerable local demand for interpretation andvisitor use : 
for Garden Park. The Garden Park Paleontological Society 
has contributed many volunteer hours in helping develop 
interpretive/visitor use plans for this site. Garden Park Paleo 
Area provides world-class fossil resources not available 
elsewhere. 

Both-Garden Park and High Mesa Grasslands RNAs are 
managed to enhance and protect special values. There is 
deterioration caused by OHV use, vandalism, collectors, : 
and grazing uses. Garden Park.is currently being managed- 
for scientific values, and a management plan is being 

. . 

 

TABLE 2-34 
Nominated ACECs 

Name of ACEC 

Browns Canyon 
Beaver Creek 
Grape Creek Corridor 
High Mesa Grassland 
Garden Park Paleo 
Big Game Habitat 
Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area 
Phantom Canyon 
McIntyre Hills 
Big Hole 
Droney Gulch 
South Apache Creek 
Cucharas Canyon 
La Veta Pass Area 
Midland Hill Area 
Crystal Falls 
Badger Creek 
Rxas Creek 
Rocky Mtn. Moraine 
St. Charles River Canyon 
Huerfano Divide 
Lower Phantom Canyon Paleo Site 
Twin Mtn. Geologic 
Wellsville Geologic 
Indian Springs Fossil 
Purgatoire River Canyon 
Chacuaco Canyon 
TUahassee Leafy Spurge 
Bighorn Area, 
Shelf Road Corridor 
McCoy Gulch 

Acres Values Recommended 

10,963 Sc&ric/wildlife Yes 
3,734 Scenic/wildlife 

18,560 Scenic/wildlife/riparian 
1,510 Scenic/relict plants 
2,728 Fossils/plants 

? Wildlife 
5,000 Recreation/scenic 
7,200 Historic/scenic 

17,240 Historic 
14,635 Cultural/Scenic 

828 T&E Plants 
330 Fisheries 

3,160 scenic/cultural 
3,431 Scenii&ildlife 
6,070 Historic 

I.59 scenic 
1,804 CuItural/riparian 

230 Riparian 
199 Geologica 
559 Scenic/riparian 

1,419 Scenic 
166 Paleontology 

1,060 Geological 
812 Geological 

45 Paleontological 
160 scenic 
40 scenic 

253 Noxious weeds 
f4688 W~dlifelscenic 
7,335 Scenic/recreation 

30 Ripariair 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

., .’ 

No 
yesl/ : ,’ : 1,.

Yes .’ _ 
No*” 
*es’/ .. ‘. ‘.: 

Yes 
No, .’ ‘:, 

Yes I 
.yes .':.I. 

No 
No 
Yes 
Ye+’ . 
lN0 ‘. 
No 
No 
Ye8 
YeS 
Yes 
No 
No ‘; 
No 
No 
Ye8 
No 
No 
Yes 

“WJl be part of the Arkansas Canyonlands ACEC-(combined). 
%l be part of Phantom Canyon ACEC (combined). _..: ‘.I 
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developed for this site. The trend is for stabilized use and 
improved condition for Garden Park. 

Tlie designation of RNAs must be concurrent with designation 
of the site as an ACEC. High Mesa Grasslands and Garden 
Park were designated RNAs prior to these regulations; there- 
fore; were not designated as ACECs. Both sites were also 
designated as Colorado Natural Areas under the terms of a 
Memorandum of Agreement between CNAP and BLM (1982 
and 1989). 

WILD AND SCENIC RIVER 
DESIGNATIONS 

There are currently no designated segments of the National 
Wild and Scenic River System (NWSRS) within the Royal 
Gorge Planning Area. Prior to the Royal Gorge Resource 
Management Plan (RMP), no stream within the resource area 
had been analyzed for inclusion into the,NWSRS. All potentially 
eligible stream segments were studied for eligibility for wild 
and scenic designation and are described in more detail in 
Appendix L, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Analysis Study Report. 
AspartofthisR~twos@mrsarebeinganalyzedforpotential 
addition to the.NWSRS. These streams are a l26-mile stretch of 
the ArkArms River from Leadville downriver to the Royal Gorge 
Park, and a 20-mile stretch on the mainbranch and east branch 
of Beaver Creek from below Skagway Dam downstream to the 
southern boundary of the Beaver Creek State Wildlife Area. 

The process for wild and scenic river designatioriconsists of six 
major steps (‘Ihble 2-35). In the Royal Gorge planning process, 
the Wdd and Scenic Rivers Study Group determined 146 miles of 
stream or river eligible and suitable for potential designation as 
additions to the national system. Appendix L provides more 
details on this process. 

BLM responsibility under the wild and Scenic Rivers (W&SR) 
Act ends 3 years after the completion and signing of the 
record of decision (ROD)/approved resource management 
plan (RMP) if management does not recommend action by 
Congress for wild and scenic designation. Protective 
management, under the W&SR Act, of those outstandingly 
remarkable values along the 20-mile segment of Beaver 
Creek and the various segments on 126 miles of the Arkan- 
sas River would cease 3 years after the ROD/approved 
RMP is signed.. 

Conflict has increased between recreational users and 
private property owners. This has led to an increased 
workload for local law enforcement and BLM managers. As 
is typical in the west, much of the land along a stream is 
privately owned. The Arkansas River is approximately 50 
percent in public ownership (BLM, USFS, city, and state) 
and Beaver Creek is approximately 86 percent in public 
ownership (BLM and state). 

Beaver Creek is currently managed under the Wilderness 
Interim Management Guidelines as a part of the 28,000-acre 
wilderness study unit. The southern portion of Beaver 
Cre&lies within the Beaver Creek State Wddlife area and 
is managed for wildlife related public recreation use. 

About 109,000 acres of the Arkansas River corridor is 
currently managed as the Arkansas River Special Recrea- 
tion Management Area by BLM. A portion of the Arkansas 
River corridor, about 5,000 acres, is currently managed for 
recreation as the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area 
(AHRA). Day-toTday management is conducted by the 
C.olorado Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation in 
partnership with BLM. Management involves shoreline ac- 
tivities and boating. Water rights administration and 
streamflow management is conducted through the 
Colorado State Engineer. The two affected water conser- 
vancy districts and the Bureau of Reclamation are the 
largest water cooperators on the Arkansas River. 

The significance of the Arkansas River is related to the 
historical development of and access to many communities 
along the corridor. It is the longest stream in the planning 
area and has nationally recognized recreation values, which 
are very vulnerable to future development. The headwaters 
lie a few miles north of Leadville at Fremont Pass. The river 
runs south to Salida, Colorado, then turns east; exits the 
mountains at the Royal Gorge; and continues across the 
eastern plains into Kansas. Pueblo Reservoir ends the free- 
flowing stretch of the river. There are three other major 
rivers tributary to the Arkansas River within the planning 
area (Cucharas, Huerfano, Purgatoire). These are all east- 
ern plains rivers, and essentially all lands within the cor- 
ridors are private. 

Many small streams occur within the planning area, most of 
which are tributary to the Arkansas River. The more impor- 
tant tributaries include Beaver Creek, Grape Creek, Texas 
Creek, Cottonwood Creek, Currant Creek, Tallahassee 
Creek, Badger Creek, and Fourmile Creek. These perennial 
tributary streams are small and generally of good water 
quality. They all contain fisheries and provide some recrea- 
tional opportunities. The most common drainages are inter- . 
m&tent streams that only flow seasonally or after heavy 
storms. The planning area, excluding the eastern plains, is 
heavily permeated with these drainages. 

The recreational use of the Arkansas River has dramatically 
increased over the last 15 years. Private recreational use, 
including fishing, boating, camping, and sightseeing, is en- 
couraged by the accessibility of the river from both U.S. 
Highways 50 and 285. Commercial whitewater boating has 
grown at a ,rate of 15 to 20 percent per year through the 
1980s. The whitewater boating industry estimates their 
economic impact at approximately $35 million for the 
Arkansas Valley for the 1991 boating season. 
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1 Matrix of the Wild and Scenic River Anfilysis Process ru 1 
Step 1 step2 Step 6 

Yea/No wild Scenic Recreation Yea/No Y&/NO AltA AH B AitC Pref AH Yes/No 

Ye5 14.7 0 0 Yes Yes None 

h&P 7 
Npe 

h&P *) 

Yes 

Yes 

‘Yes 

No No .. 

No No 

No No 

,Yes No No 

Yes 

Yes 

No No 

No No 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A N/A 

NIA N/A 

Yes 5.4 0 Yes 

46.7 Yes Yes 0 0 Yes N”:: l&P > 
28.7, 0 Yes YeS None 

h&P 7 

‘Yes 0 -Yes Yes 0 19.6 

0 

0 

31.3 Yes Yes 

Ngne 

h&P 7 
Nqne 

&P 7 

0 22.& N/A N/A N/A 
#b 

. 

Yes -0 

Yes 0’ 

6.3l’ N/A N/A N/A 

“Deferred to the state of Colorado for Steps 3,4,5, and 6 
_.. 
‘, 

. . ,  .  .  .  .  .  . :  



The whitewater boating industry is dependent on high river 
flow levels. The short natural boating season on the Arkan- 
sas River has been extended significantly by the agricultural 
and municipal diversion of western slope Colorado waters 
for downstream Arkansas River delivery. 

In Colorado, water can only be “owned” if it is applied to a 
beneficial use. The whitewater industry has developed as an 
incidental use of water owned by other interests. The rafting 
industry has grown to the extent that it is becoming a factor 
in streamflow management on the Arkansas River. During 
some of the summer months in the last several years, 
streamflow was regulated by the Bureau of Reclamation to 
provide acceptable flows for the whitewater industry when 
flows were expected to be very low during July and August. 

The nationally significant recreational values of the Arkan- 
sas River exist to some degree because of transmountain 
diversion water. Currently, BLM does not have exact figures 
on how much of the Arkansas River flow is transmountain 
water on any given day, but it is a major component and may 
approximate 50 percent of daily flow after high runoff flows 
occur. Native flows on the Arkansas River are probably 
insufficient to support a commercial whitewater industry 
through the months of July and August. A more seasonal 
whitewater boating industry would likely exist during the 
normal run-off period. 

to Fountain Creek below Pueblo Reservoir. Currently there 
are no minimum flow restrictions on the Arkansas River. 
Agreements have been established to ‘provide minimum 
streamflows past the sewage treatment.plants at Salida and 
Florence, but are not binding on all users. These agreements 
do not provide for significant streamflow protection. 
Colorado Springs has a decreed water right to exchange 
water along this segment of river as part of its transmountain 
diversion efforts. This exchange agreement allows the city 
tore-treat transmountain waste water to attain existing state 
water quality standards. They can then dump that re-treated 
water into Fountain Creek for eventual return to the Arkan- 
sas River and are then allowed to take an additional volume 
of native water from the river for the treated water returned. 
In effect, the river is “whole” but in reality the stretch of river 
channel from Buena Vita to FountainCreek is dewatered 
by the same volume. The abiity of Colorado Springs to use 
this exchange is limited by the technology available and by 
its delivery capacity. 

Browns Canyon, one of the most heavily used stretches on 
the Arkansas River, currently requires approximately 700 
cfs for commercial boating activity. If companies use smaller 
self-bailing boats, they can operate on water ‘as low as 500 
cfs. Below 500 cfs, Browns Canyon does not provide a com- 
mercial opportunity, and companies float the more tranquil, 
low gradient stretches to water levels as low as 250 cfs. 

As development continues, flows are likely to decrease 
through that stretch of river most heavily used by Qmmer- 
cial interests. The Elephant Rock Dam, if constructed, 
would remove much of the adjudicated tiestern slope water 
of Colorado Springs from the river at Buena Vita. It has 
been estimated that up to 30 percent of the river flow after 
peak run-off could be removed at Elephant Rock. The 
existing exchange agreement could further decrease flows 
as Colorado Springs returns more treated waste (imported) 
water to the Arkansas River and removes an equal volume 
of native water from the river channel. 

Transmountain diversions of water are not subject to a 
Federal reserved water right. Transmountain waters are the 
sole property of those responsible for the diversions. A 
Federal reserved water right on the entire native flow of the 
Arkansas River would not protect a sufficient volume of 
water for current levels of whitewater boating activity. 

The effect of the Elephant Rock Dam itself on the boating 
industry, both commercial and private, would be miniial. 
Colorado Springs engineering studies show that the 
upstream end of the pool would stop short of the ‘?Jumbers” 
area of prime kayaking waters, and the reservoirpool area 
currently receives a very minor amount of float-through use. 

There are currently two active dam construction proposals 
on the Arkansas River. The proposed dam at the Elephant 
Rock site would impound approximately 80,000 acre-feet of 
water. The other proposal is for the Princeton Diversion 
Dam near the Pine Creek Rapid. This project would consist 
of a smaller dam with an,&npoundment of approximately 
5,000 acre-feet of water. 

In Colorado, water rights are an exchangeable property 
right that can be bought and sold on the open market. 
Currently the Arkansas River is used simply as a conduit to 
transfer those property rights from the headwaters areas 
downstream to the property rights holders, specifically 
farmers, municipalities, and industrial ,users. 

The entire Arkansas River corridor is currently under 
withdrawal for potential powersite development or dam 
construction. New development proposals could affect ad- 
ditional locations along the river in the future. 

In the future, there is potential for substantial dewatering of 
the Arkansas River from the Buena Vista area downstream 

Three specific interests exist on the Arkansas River. It 
appears that generally, the water rights community would 
assist in regulating streamflow for recreation as a courtesy 
within their normal water management operations. It also 
appears they would oppose any attempt to legally regulate 
streamflow for recreation. The recreation community 
strongly desires, to be included in water allocations as a legal 
partner. The environmental community recognizes both 
legal allocation of water and the growing recreational use 
of water but argues that the first priority must be the natural 
river system and its dependent life forms. . 
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OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE USE 

Motorized travel on BLM-administered lands includes 
travel off the pavement, on existing ‘maintained or 
primitive roads, and cross-country travel off existing 
routes. The motorized vehicles used are varied and 
include -various sizes and types of motorcycles, dune 
buggies, all-terrain vehicles, and four-wheel drive 
vehicles. Off-highway vehicle (OHV) travel is more 
concentrated near population centers and near major 
highway arterials.. Concentrated use has been occur- 
ring on BLM-administered lands adjacent to Buena 
Vista, Salida, Cotopaxi, Cafion City, Fairplay, Gardner, 
Cripp!e Creek/Victor, and at various locations along 
main roads/highways leading out of these population 
centers. 

Most of the existing OHV travel o&urs in conjunction tith 
recreation pursuits. A sizable amount, however, is associated 
with woodcutting, mineral exploration and development, live- 
stock operations, ,and other administrative functions on BLM- 
administered lands; There are no extensive quantifiable 

tent with prescribed off-highway limitations on BLM-ad- 
ministered lan,ds. Some resource damage is occurring to 
riparian areas, range grasses, and nonvegetated slopes be- 
cause BLM-administered lands in the RGPA are undesig- 
nated, even though some limitations are used in 
management. CFR regulations, however, provide protec- 
tion to prevent severe resource damage from off-highway 
vehicle use. OHV designations for BLM-administered 
lands will provide additional guidelines to help alleviate 
some impacts from OHV us&. 

Occasionally special use permits are issued by BLM for off- 
highway vehicle races, hill climb events, etc., within the Royal 
Gorge Planning Area. These are usually on an as-needed basis 
since the existing land use plans do not give tiea-wide OHV 
use classifications/designations. Each event (commercial or 
noncommercial) is considered on an individual basis to ensure 
NEPA requirements are met, and special recreation permits are 
issued for these events. Approximately eight permits annually 
are issued in the Royal Gorge Planning Area 

l%ble2-36 descriies the present situation on BLM-administered 
lands in the Royal Gorge Planning area. 
studies nor analy&s of this OHV travel. 

BLM policy is that tiff-highway vehicle use is an acceptable use 
of BLM-a&niniitered land wherever it is compatible with 
established resource man(?gement objectives. Currently all 
BLM-administered lands in the Royal Gorge Planning Area 
are undesignated with the following exceptions: wilderness 
study areas (70,984 acres) and Deer Haven (4,887 acres) and 
31 Mile Ranches (1,971 a&es) are closed to OHV use; seasonal 
road closures are in place fqr the Kerr Gulch and Grand 
Canyon Hills areas. This plan will classify all lands into three 
categories; open, closed, and limited. 

Open designations are used for intensive OHV use tieas 
where there are no special restrictions or where there are 
no compelling resource protection needs, user conflicts, nor 
public safety issues to warrant limiting cross-country travel. 

Closed designations are used for areas or trails where 
‘closure to all vehicular use is necessary to protect resources, 
promote visitor safety, or reduce user conflicts. 

Limited designations are used where OHV use must be 
restrict&d to meet specific resource management objectives; . i.e., seasonal llniitations to protect critic4 big game winter- 
ing and birthing areas and to protect r&d surfaces during 
!tinter,wet periods. 

.iThe recreation section in this chaDter Drovides .more 
@formation concerning recreational OHV Use (user 
days, demand and supply, etc.). OHV designations would 
provide opi>ortunities for this use and also protection for 
scenic values, public safety, nonmotorized recreation op- 
portunities, and sensitive resources (erosive soils, 
wildlife, etc.). In some instances, OHV use is not consis- 
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TABLE 2-36 
Existina OHV Acreaaes 

Existing OHV Acres of BLM- Percent of BLM- 
Designations Administered Administered 

Open 564,918 87 
Limited 10,240 21 
Closed. 77,842 12 
Total 653.000 100 
VISUAL RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 

The visual resources in the planning area have been clas- 
sified in accordance with the visual resource management 
(VRM) system outlined in BLM Manual 8400. 

BLM-administered lands have a.variety of visual values, 
which warrant different levels of management. The VRM 
system is a tool used by managers to accomplish manage- 
ment objectives for a particular area or project. Because it 
is neither desirable nor practical to provide the same level 
of management for all visual resources, it is necessaiy to 
systematically identify and evaluate these values to deter- 
mine the appropriate level. Viual values are identifitid 
through VRM inventory and are considered tith other 
resource values in the planning process. Visual management 
objectives are established in RMPs in conformance with the 
land use allocations in the plan. These specific objectives 
provide standards for planning, designing, and evaluating 
future management projects. The contrast rating system 
provides a systematic method to evaluate proposed projects 

 



and determine whether these’ projects conform with the 
approved VRM management objectives. It also provides a 
way to identify mitigating measures to minimize adverse 
visual impacts. The VRM system, therefore, is a tool to 
identify visual values; to establish objectives through, the 
RMP process for managing these values; and to provide 
timely input for proposed surface disturbing projects to 
ensure that these objectives are met. 

The basic premise of the VRM system focuses on man-caused 
changes to the natural landscape. When these changes do not 
repeat the basic line, form, color, and textural elements of 
the natural landscape, they contrast or stand out in un- 
desirable ways. 

Values used to determine inventory classes for. use in the 
RMP analysis include scenic quality, sensitivity levels, and 
distance zones. Scenic quality is determined based on an 
analysis of the relative visual value of existing landscape 
components (landforms, vegetation, water, color; etc.).The 
sensitivity level of an area is based on an analysis of such 
factors as the type of user who will view the area (e.g., 
recreational sightseers are very sensitive to landscape chan- 
ges), the number of users, and the public interest in visual 
values of the area. Since visual contrast decreases with dis- 
tance, the third factor, distance zones, is determined by 
measuring the distance of inventory units from key travel 
corridors and other observation points accessed by the public. 
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Vvisual resource inventory classes are used as a basis for 
considering visual values during the planning process. VRM 
classes are then established through the RMP process for all 
BLM-administered lands in the planning area: During the 
process, the inventory class boundaries are adjusted as neces- 
sary to reflect the resource allocation decisions made in RMPs. 
Under the Bureau VRM system, the following four management 
classes correspond with the four inventory classes: 

0 Class1 - 0 acres 
l Class II - 206,436 acres 
0 Class III - 350,357 acres 
l Class IV - 96,207 acres 

Class I: The objective of this class is to preserve the existing 
character of the landscape. This class provides for natural 
ecological changes; however, it does not preclude very limited 
management activity. The level of change to the characteristic 
landscape should be very low and not attract attention. 

Class 11: The objective of this class is to retain the existing 
character of the landscape. The level of change to the 
characteristic landscape should be low. Management ac- 
tivities may be seen, but should not attract the attention of 
the casual observer,. Any changes must repeat the basic 
elements of form, line, color;and texture in the predominant 
natural features of the characteristic landscape. 

Currently, since there are no congressional/administrative 
designations requiring VRM Class I areas, there are none 
in the RGPA. Portions of designated ACECs and congres- 
sionally designated wilderness areas, however, would/could 
be upgraded to a class I rating to maintain the integrity of 
the visual resources. Imprints from man in these areas 
should be reclaimed to a near natural condition when fund- 
ing allows. 

Class III: The objective of this class is to partially retain the 
existing character of the landscape. The level of change to 
the characteristic landscape should be moderate. Manage- 
ment activities may .attract the attention but should not 
dominate the view of the casual observer. Changes shouId 

The Arkansas River, paralleled by the major travel routes of 
Colorado State Highways 50 and 285/24, provides the visitor 
with some of the most scenic driving in the planning area. The 
high levels of recreational use encountered along the corridor, 
along with the outstanding scenery, make this area very sensi- 
tive to impacts that could affect the scenic quality. 

Affected Environment 

repeat the basic elements in the predominant natural fea- 
hues of the characteristic landscape. 

Class Iv: The objective of this class is to provide for manage- 
ment activities requiring major modification of the existing 
character of the landscape. The-level of-change to the charao 
teristic landscape can be high. These management activities 
may dominate the view and be the major focus of viewer 
attention. Every attempt should be made, however, to mini- 
mize the impact of these activities through careful location, 
minimal disturbance, and repeating the basic elements. 

By combining input from these factors, visual resource in- 
ventory classes are determined (VRM Class I through IV). 
The class I inventory rating is reserved for previously con- 
gressionally or administratively designated areas such as 
wilderness and wild and scenic rivers where decisions have 
been made to preserve the natural landscape. Inventory 
classes II through IV are based on the combined input of 
scenic quality, sensitivity, and distance zones (with class II 
having the highest combination of these criteria, and class 
IV the lowest). For example, aclass II area will likely have 
a very high scenic quality, a high level.of visibility to a large 
number of visitors, and be in the foreground distance zone. 
In contrast, a class IV area will have lower scenic values, be 
seen by fewer concerned publics, ,and be in the, background 
distance zone. 

. 
The following VRM inventory classes for the planning area 
reflect the acreage of BLM-administered lands assigned to 
each-class (Maps 2-10 and 2-11): : 

The majority of the Arkansas River SRMA has a VRM 
Class II inventory rating; however, some class III and IV 
areas do exist within the boundaries. The SRMA offers 
outstanding whitewater boating, fishing; wildlife viewing, 
scenic driving, and four wilderness -study areas (Browns 
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BLM Lands within Class11 Areas 

i .Roads atid Highways 

Map 2-10 i VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (Class II Areas)’ .’ .’ 
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Map 2-1 l- VlSUqL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (Class Ill Areas) 

VRM Class I II Areas 

BLM Lands within Class III Areas 

- Roads and Highways 
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Canyon recommended for wilderness designation by BLM, 
Upper and Lower Grape Creek, and McIntyre Hills). Many 
opportunities also exist throughout the upland areas (areas not 
directly related to the Arkansas River) for various recreational 
activities such as hiking, backpacking, camping, mountain 
biking, off-highway vehicle use, rock climbing, and hunting. 
Rugged canyons and open valleys along the river corridor 
and distant 14,000-foot peaks attract over a million recrea- 
tionists a year. A&cording to the results of a recreation 
survey conducted along the Arkansas River during the 1991 
use season, over 60 percent of those surveyed listed the 
outstanding scenery as an important factor in their decision 
to visit the area. The results of the survey are representative 
of the impressions of close to one million visitors to the area. 
The remarkable scenic quality, along with extensive recrea- 
tional activity along the river corridor, is a major attraction 
for the visiting public. Outstanding scenery along the river 
corridor is visible in the foreground viewing area. The visual 
inventory class rating moves from class II to III and in some 
cases class IV in the upland areas away from the major travel 
corridors and use areas. The reason for the change in 
inventory ratings for these areas is again related to the 
criteria described earlier. Although ,the scenic quality of 
particular areas throughout the upland area may be relatively 
high to moderate, the sensitivity of the area is greatly 
diminished because of the reduced~~number of visitors who 
see the areas. Many of the outstanding scenic features are 
in the middlegr,ound or background instead of the 
foreground viewing area. : 

: 
The Gold Belt SRMA was added to the BLM National Back 
Country Byway system because of the scenic qualities, rich 
history, and over 350,000 ‘annual pleasure drivers. Results of 
a ly91 recreation survey conducted along the scenic byway 
indicated that the scenic quality of the area was the number 
one attraction for visitors to the area. Steep and rugged 
terrain of Eight and Fourmile Canyons along with the wide 
expanses and rolling hillsides of the High Park area attracts 
visitors from around the world. The Gold, Belt SRMA in- 
cludes one wilderness study area (Beaver Creek) recom- 
mended by BLM for wilderness designation. The SRMA 
has VRM Class II rating areas in the foreground and views 
of the scenic canyons/vista adjacent to the byway roads 
where the majority of activity occurs. Class III and IV rating 
areas in the middle ground and background of the viewing 
range are in the upland areas away from the major use areas. 

High Mesa Grasslands is an area consisting of a rolling mesa 
top with outstanding scenic views of the Arkansas River 
corridor and surrounding mountain peaks. The area is being 
managed by BLM as a research natural area and is a VRM 
Class II area. 

Mosquito Pass is an area of alpine meadows with the dis- 
tinction of being the highest continuous road in the con- 
tinental United States and offers breath-takingviewsof the 
Mosquito and Sawatch Ranges. The maintained’county 
road crossing the pass attracts a large number of visitors 

during the short summer season. Scenic views from along 
the road and top of the pass offer the visitor both near and 
far viewing opportunities. This area is a VRM Class II 
inventory area. 

La Veta Pass area has unique geological features, which are 
very representative of the area. The spectacular valley floor 
can be seen from atop Mount Mestas, and large numbers of 
visitors enjoy the scenery of this area as they travel along the 
major highway. This is a VRM Class III area. 

RECREATION MANAGEMENT 

BLM policy regarding recreation management is to ensure 
the continued availability of BLM-administered lands and 
related waters for a diversity of resource-dependent out- 
door recreation opportunities. Commitments to manage these 
lands as a national. resource in harmony with the principle of 
balanced multiple use will also be maintained. These efforts 
are based on two levels of management: (a) intensive 
management of certain areas of lands with high priority 
outdoor recreation (special recreation management areas, 
SRMAs) and (b) committed management of the majority of 
BLM-administered lands for traditional dispersed recrea- 
tion use (extensive recreation management areas, ERM&). 

The Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA) consists of 653,000 
acres and currently has two SRMAs, (Map 2-12) the Arkansas 
River SRMA (109,063 acres) and the Gold Belt SRMA 
(126,248 acres). The remainder of the resource area is iden- 
tified as an ERMA (417,689 acres). Recreation activities occur 
throughout the plannini area where access is available. 

‘n> ensure incorporation of the goals of the Director’s recrea- 
tion strategy into BLM planning, i?ecrrx~fion 2000: A Strategic 
Plan, was prepared: The plan presents a revitalized approach 
to managing outdoor recreation as one of the principle multi- 
ple uses. The.goals of the recreation program are used in 
various ways when making land use plandecisions: 

‘Diversity (offer a wide diversity of recreation oppor- 
tunities). New initiatives such as the National Back Coun&y 
BywayP~0&z~~apd mountain big are examples of incor- 
porating new recreational opportunities with the traditional 
recreational activities occurring on public lands; 

Resource dependency. Provide opportunities depend- 
ent on natural resource values;. 

Resource monitoring and protection. Use seasonal 
employees and volunteers to assist with on-theground studies 
to help determine where recreational impacts are occurring; 

Visitor services. Identify the public expectations for an 
area through visitor surveys, registration boards, and public 
contacts to help determine the appropriate level of facility 
development to meet public demand; 
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Partnerships. Develop strong relationships with other 
Federal, state, and local governments, along with recreation 
interest groups, to enable BLM to provide better services 
to the public; 

Maintenance, construction, and planning. Ensure that all 
recreation planning identities needed personnel and budget 
sufficient to maintain any existing and new facility construction; 

strategy and action plan in September 1992 to address the 
use of mountain bikes. The overall goal is to identify and include 
diverse opportunities in the multiple use system of trails and 
roads by the year 2000. These opportunities would be enhanced 
by a proactive, educational program emphasi&g safety, fitness, 
ethics, and environmental protection and appreciation. As local 
user groups become actively involved with BLM management of 
mountain bii opportunities to expand the current system of 
mountain bllce trails are beii addressed. 

Special recreation permits and fees..Continue to provide 
quality services to the public that would reflect positively on 
BLM and collect appropriate fees to cover the adminiitra- 
tion of the program; 

Tourism. Work with regional and local tourism groups to 
ensure BLM-administered lands are properly marketed for the 
pUbliC. 

lb ensure the goals of the 1986 report by the President’s 
Commission on ‘Americans Outdoors are incorporated into 
land-use planning de&ions, BLM prepared its own report to 
guide the management of recreation on BLM-administered 
lands: Recreafion 2&9&A Sbategic Plan. The plan presents a 
revitalized approach to managing the outdoor recreation 
resource as one of the principle multiple uses. 

The RGPA offers outstanding diverse recreational oppor- 
tunities throughout south-central Colorado - from some of 
the fmest whitewater boating to spectacular canyons and 
mountain scenery. The Arkansas River is recognized as the 
most heavily commercially floated river in the‘dation with 
over 200,000 user days during the .1992 season. Additionally, 
over 14,000.private boaters enjoyed the river. The Arkansas 
River. is also recognized for its outstanding brown trout 
fishery. The Gold Belt l’bur National Back Country Byway 
has approximately 400,000 visitors a year. Some of the at- 
tractions along the byway include the Shelf Road Cllmbiig 
Area, which has received international publicity through 
magazines, and the Garden Park Fossil Area, recognized as 
one of the most significant dinosaur fossil areas in the world. 

Hunting continues to be a major use on BLM-administered 
lands. Approximately 60,000 hunters utilized lands in the 
RGPA during 1991 according to Big Game Hunting Srafislics, 
a special edition of Colomdo Outdoors. Legal public access to. 
some BLM-administered lands throughout the planning area, 
especially in the ‘RinidadlWaIsenburg, Westcliffe, and South 
Park areas, continues to present problems for hunters. Efforts 
continue to obtain public access in these areas. BLM maps 
provide help in locating public lands, and boundary signs 
erected along some of the major travel corridors provide 
additional help. BLM personnel patrolling lands during the’ 
hunting season provide additional support. 

For the past 10 years, BLM, USFS, and CDOW have spon- 
sored a hunter information center at the BLM Ction City 
District Office. This joint approach has provided hunters 
the convenience of one location for information and maps. 
Over 750 hunters visited the information center during the 
23 days it was in service during the 1992 season. 
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‘Iburism is the second most important contributor to the 
economy of the state bringing in over $55 billion annually (1991 
Community To&m Action Guide). Marketing studi? suggest 
the majority of these opportunities are dependent on Federal. 
and, to lesser extent state and local natural resource attractions. 
MarketingstrategiesfortheArkansasRiver,GoldBelt’Ibur,and 
other BLM attractions in coordination with other agencies and 
businesses continue to be aggressive and to ensure the public 
receives themost upto-date information available. Publications, 
media coverage, ma%ngs, conventions, trade shows, and fair 
booths are some of the tools used to attract visitors to the area. 

Over 2 million front range residents live within a 2-hour 
drive of these SRMAs. Many out-of-state visitors travellingwest 
receive their first impression of BLM-administered lands from 
their tit to or through the RGPA A recreation visitor survey 
completed for the Gold Belt Tour National Backcountry Byway 
during the summer of 1991 showed that approximately 60 per- 
cent were out-of-state visitors. Colorado Statc,Highway 50 is one 
ofthemajortravelroutestothe&ea.TheestimatedannualtrafEc 
volume ilo@ this highway corridor from Canon City to Salida is 
approximately 1.5 million vehicles (estimates based on the 
Colorado Department of Transportation average 24hour count 
period for 199O).In summary, the RGPA provides outstanding 
recreation values accessible to large numbers of visitors. 

Visitation to BLM-administered lands in the RGPA is es- 
timated at 1.5 million recreation visits a year (figures based 
on actual use figures of the Arkansas River and Gold B,elt 
Tour, estimates of other activities in the SRMA and dis- 
persed recreation use in the ERMA). Table 2-37 shows 
recreation visitor use ‘in the RGPA, which .continues to 

, 

increase annually as residents in major metropolitan areas 
along the Front Range seek opportunities closer to home. . . 

Mountainb@rg is fast becoming a major activity because of the 
exceptionally mlld’winter climate and the recent boom of the 
industry throughout the country. BLM .developed a nationwide 

The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) would be used 
to provide a conceptual framework for inventory, planning, 
and management of the recreation resources in the planning 
area. ROS is used to characterize recreation opportunities 
in terms of setting, activity, and experience opportunities. The 
three basic components of all natural resource settings are 
physical (recreation resources snd facilities), social (visitor 



Affected Environment 
TABLE 2-37 .. 
RGPA Recreation User Data 

Activitv 

Estimated Number of People Recreation Visits Per Year” 

Arkansas River 
Gold Belt SRMA SRMA RGRA ERMA Total I 

s 

OHV 4,200 15,000 35,300 54,500 
Other motorized 
Nonmotorized 
Camping 
Hunting 
Land based 
Fishing 
Boating 
Other water 
Winter sports 
Snowmobiling 
Total 

409,900 307,500 224,700 942,loq 
12,600 8,300 38,300 59,200 
24,100 19,000 49,700 92,800 
18,000 I 4,900 43,300 66,200 
23,900 79,800 11,000 114,700 

1,800 20,200 29,400 51,400 
0 : 233,100 10,000 243,100 
d 1,100 5,600 6,700 

200 1,400 13,200 14,800 
200 1,100 5,600 6,900 

494.900 695,900 461,600 ‘1.652400 

i/Estimate based on recreation staff findings as reported in BLM national Recreation Information Management System 
report. :  
use), and managerial. Each of these factors influences the 
basic nature or character of recreation activities and ex- 
periences available to all participants in any given area. 

Physical Setting: The component of setting opportunity 
determined by the on-the-ground condition or degree of 
environmental modification resulting from human activity. 

example,portionsoftheGoldBelt SRMAhavebeeninventoried 
assemi-primitivemotorized, however,becauseofdemandsbythe 
public for additional facilities, such as interpretive overlooks, 
camping and picnicking areas, facilities to provide for user con- 
venience, a high frequency of visitor contacts, and ‘continued 
improvements to the existing roadway, it maybe necessary for the 
area to be managed under roaded natural criteria.‘, 

. 

Social SettIngr The component of setting opportunity determined 
by the level and types of contacts between individuals or groups 
that can be expected in a particular area.Social setting indicates 
opportunities for solitude, for interactions with a few selected, 
individuals, or for contact with large numbers of individuals. ’ 

‘Iable 2-38 shows the BLM-administered acreage in each ’ 
ROS class in the,planning area. 

Arkansas River SRMA 

Managerial Setting: The components of setting opportunity 
that reflect the kind and extent of management services and 
facilities provided to support recreation use, and the restric- 
tions placed on peoples’ actions by the administering agency. 

The spectrum contains six classes: Primitive, Semi-primitive 
Nonmotorized, Semi-primitive Motorized, Roaded Natural, 
Rural, and Urban. Descriptions for each class are in Appendix 
M.Thisframeworkmaybeusedeithertoclassify&istingresource 
characteristics or to prescribe management objectives. When 
used to prescribe objectives, the intended characteristics of the 
land itself, its use for public recreation, and how it is to be 
managed are described. 

The Arkansas River SRMA consists of approximately 109,000 
acres. The area is characterized by the Arkansas River and its 
many drainages, steep rugged canyons, open expanses of 
irrigated pastures, high mountain peaks, and lush riparian 
zones. The SRMA encompasses the area. along the Arkansas 
River corridor between Canon City and Leadville, including 
upland areas surroundi the corridor. Recreation oppor- 
tunities within the SRMA range from highly.structured to very 
isolated and dispersed (ROS classes from rural through semi- 
primitive nonmotorized). The major emphasis for recreation is 
directly related to the Arkansas River, which has been rated as 
one of the top 10 whitewater rivers in the nation by a leading 
national magazine River Runners, Inc. 

Use of ROS criteria helps planners and managers better under- A recreation visitor survey of fisherman and boaters was 
stand the types of activities and experiences that could occur in a conducted during,the 1991 use season. The survey has been 
particular setting or area. When identify& management objective 
for an area, it may be more desirable and beneficial to the public to 

helpful for managers to understand the relationships, ex-’ 

manage an area focusing on another opportunity class @ile still 
pectations, and concerns of fishermen and boaters and will 

affording the needed protection to the natural resources. For 
be used as a tool when making management decisions :af-, 
fecting these users. 
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TABLE2-38 
Acres of Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Inventory Classification 

ROS Setting Class Arkansas River SRMA Gold Belt SRMA ERMA Total Acres 

Primitive 0 18,377 55 18,432 ., 

Semi-primitive nonmotorized 10,338 i3,620 19,234 43,192 

Semi-primitive motorized 41,249 34,042 142,410 217,701 

Roaded natural 55,885 16,087 138,643 210,615 

Rural 1,924 18 7,000 8,942 

Urban 0 0 14 14 :. 

Unclassified 0 48,047 106,057 154,104 

Total 109,396 130,191 413,413 653,000 
The Survey showed that boaters and fisherman either par- 
ticipated, or would like to participate, in a wide variety of 
additional activities &ring their stay in the Arkansas Valley. 
The most popular activities included scenic driving/sightsee- 
ing, wildlife viewing, picnicking, camping, swimming, sun- 
bathing, and hiking. A smaller percentage. of the users 
participated in backpacking, hunting, ,rock hounding, rock 
climbing, mountain biking, gold panning, visiting museuti 
or education centers, horseback riding, a?d OHV use’. These 
results indicate that BLM could enhance opportunities 
within the SRMA to provide a greater diversity of upland 
activities for the visitors participating in riier activities. 

The condition of the recreation resources in the SRMA 
varies according to activity. Commercial boating continues 
to increase as private boating is on the decline, which is 
related to the type of experience the river offers. Large 
numbers of commercial boaters on certain sections of the 
river have displaced private boaters, who typically look for 
quieter, less congested stretches of river. Over 60 percent 
of the boaters Surveyed, however, staied that the number of 
people seen while on the river was what they had expected 
or fewer. Overall, 96 percent of those surveyed rated the 
quality of their river trip as good to superior. Conditions for 
fishing on the Arkansas, according to those surveyed, 
showed that just over 65 percent rated the fishing good to 
superior. The majority of the rest rated conditions accept- 
able. Improving fishery habitat, providing no-boat river seg- 
ments, and scheduling no-boat times to improve fishing 
conditions were favored by over 65 percent of the fisherman. 
Overall, 91 percent of those surveyed, agreed they would 
fish the Arkansas River again. Conditions for other recrea- 
tional activities occurring along the river and throughout the 
upland areas continue to be inonitored by BLM recreation 
specialists and appear to be stable or improving. 

Increased use associated with the Arkansas River for 
recreation and other uses generated the need for a new plan 
to manage the river. The result was the final Arkansas River 
Recreation Management Plan and Environmental Analysis 

approved in October 1989. BLM and the Colorado Division 
of Parks and Outdoor Recreation (DPOR) jointly manage 
the river corridor as equal partners and implement the plan 
under a cooperative management agreement (CMA). The 
Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area (AHRA) managed 
under the CMA has approximately 5,000 acres of BLM; 
administered lands. The focus of the agreement :is -for 
DPOR to provide on-the-ground management of re&a- 
tional activities occurring within the CMA area, and for. 
BLM to continue to manage all other resour&s, includiqg 
upland recreation opportunities, within and outside the’ 
CMA area. The final plan calls for a combination of a’CMA 
and Recreation and Public Purpose leases (R&PP). 

Under an R&PP lease, jurisdiction to manage recreational use 
on the lands administered by BLM would be given to DPOR. 
Fourteen developed recreation sites were authorized for 
R&PP leases; 12 leases have been issued. Additional leases 
can be pursued by DPOR, if the proposed leases meet the 
criteria specified in Chapter 3 (Recreation) of thii document. 
The final Arkansas River Recreation Management Plan and 
CMA are available for review in the Royal Gorge Resource 
Area offlice. 

The partnership between BLM and DPOR to manage recrea- 
tion along the Arkansas River Corridor has produced a sig- 
nificant increase in management capability. Increased 
management attention has resulted in additional s-for more 
on-the-ground management and facility developme+ ib meet 
the public demand for river-related recreation opportunities. 
Increased levels of funding by DPOR for capital improvement 
projects along the river corridor are providing improved facilities 
addressing health and safety concerns, providing better acce+s 
to the river, and complinienting the scenic pualities of the area 
These improvements. continue to add to the success of the 
commercial boating industry, which is important to the 
economic well-being of the counties and communities along the 
river. The strong cooperative relationship between BLM and 
DPOR continues to improve con&ions along the rivertinidoi~ 
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The primary issues addressed in the final Arkansas River 
Recreation Management Plan relate to: 

Resource prot+xtion: focus on protection and retention of 
natural resources in the area; 

User Conflicts: focus on resolving conflicts between 
recreation&, &creationists and private landowners, recreationists 
and those tiavelling the adjacent highways and roads; 

Allocation of use: prescribe carrying capacities for commer- 
cial and private boaters as maximum allowable use levels for 
different river segments; 

Wilderness study areas: develop techniques to mitigate 
impacts to WSAs from increased recreational use; 

Access: provide appropriate signs, necessary information, 
and enforcement to increase public awareness of BLM- 
administered lands; 

E&omib development: recognize future management of the 
river has a direct bearing for providing greater contributions 
to the tourism and economic development of the river valley. 

Tht?following describes issues not addressed in the Arkan- 
sas ,River Recreation Management Plan and identifies ac- 
tions to be addressed through this RMI? ., : 

‘1. Land Acquisitioni Identify parcels of land along the 
river corridor tobe acquired through purchase or exchange 
from willing sellerb’or traders. Land acquisitions that pro- 
vide direct benefits to the recreating public and further the 
management~objedtives identified in the river plan would 
be pursued. 

2. Access in the “Numbers”: The “Numbers” is a section 
of the river located between Granite and Buena Vista. 
Private’boating opportunities are the main focus in this area. 
Land acquisitions and public easements would need to be 
pursued in this area to provide better public access. 

3. Wdd and Scenic River Designations/National Conser- 
vation Areas/National Recreation Areas: Refer to these 
sections in this plan for further detail. 

4: Recreation and Public Purposes’ Lease (R&PP): 
R$PP leases provide DPOR-with BLMradministered 
lands for major capital improvements.R&PP leases, in ad- 
dition to those specified in the river plan, may be acquired 
by DPOR, if the proposed leases meet .the management in 
Chapter 3 of this plan. 

A recreation visitor survey was conducted along the byway 
during the summer of 1991. Over 90 percent of those surveyed 
listed the outstanding scenery to be the number one attribute 
attracting them to the area. Other high ranking attributes were 
wildlife, historical significance of the area, historic mining 
operations, challenge of driving the roads, and the vegetation 
in the area. The major recreational activities were driving for 
pleasure, technical rock cliibing, visiting hiitoric areas and 
sites, nature and wildlife photography, camping, picnicking, 
hiking, fishing, visiting museums, backpacking, mountain 
biking, sightseeing, target shooting, and horseback riding. 

G&f Belt SRMA. 

The Gold Belt SRMA contains approximately 130,tlOO 
acres of BLM-administered lands. The majority of the 
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Currently, BLM provides only limited facilities to enhance 
public enjoyment and provide health and safety for the visitors. 
Directional signs identifying the Gold Belt ‘Ibur are in place. 
Safety/warning signs have been placed along portions of the 
byway identifying areas that require additional care by the 
driver. ‘Signs identifying public land boundaries are also 
present along most of the tour to reduce trespass. 

Affected Environment 

SRMA is in Fremont and Teller Counties, between the 
towns of Cripple Creek and Victor to the north and the cities 
of Canon City and Florence to the south. Colorado State 
Highways 115 and 9 are the east and .west boundaries, 
respectively. The topography of the area consists of rugged 
canyons dissected by the drainages of Beaver, Eightmile, 
Sixmile, Fourmile, Cripple, and Currant Creeks, to the roll- 
ing park lands of the High Park area. The elevation of the 
SRMA ranges from 4,500 to over 10,500 feet. 

The Gold Belt Tour was dedicated as a BLM National Back 
Country Byway in May 1990. BLM is participating in a 
nationwide effort to enhance scenic driving opportunities 
through the back-country byway program. The President’s 
Commission on Americans Outdoors determined that 
American adults identified driving for pleasure as their 
number two pastime; walking was number one. 

The Gold Belt Tour comprises three “back-country” roads 
connecting the historic mining communities of Cripple 
Creek and Victor with Cafion City and Florence. The Phan- 
tom Canyon, Shelf, and High Park Roads are the main 
segments of the tour. Approximately 400,000 visitors enjoy 
the byway annually (visitor data is gathered from various 
traffic counters along the tour), Recreational opportunities 
range from wilderness experiences in primitive settings to 
developed technical rock climbing in a rural setting. 

A cooperative management agreement between BLM, 
Colorado Department of ‘Itansportation, Fremont and tiller 
Counties, and Cafion City, Florence, Cripple Creek, and Vic- 
tor was established ‘for the byway. The agreement commits 
each of the involved entities to participate in coordinated 
planning and management of the byway. The agreement fur- 
ther outlines responsibilities of each entity for cooperative 
management of the corridor until a plan is completed. 



To address management goals and objectives for the back- 
country byway, a coordinated activity plan will be developed, 
an effort that.will involve the byway partners. Continued input 
to the plan from local tourism and economic development, 
organizations, special interest groups, byway corridor land- 
owners, and the public will be solicited throughout the process. 

Some of the management objectives to be addressed in the 
plan relate to the protection of the natural and cultural resour- 
ces, including scenic values, facility development, proper Iand 
use ethics, trespasscontrol, continued multiple use activities,’ 
BLM-administered land access, road maintenance, and law 
enforcement. Addressing these objectives will help meet the 
present and expected demands of the public. 

Suggested improvements identified by those surveyed in 1991 
ranged from leaving the area as it is to improving the roads, 
developing picnicking and camping areas, and providing more 
restrooms, interpretive pullouts, better access, shooting areas, 
and better signing. Activity planning for this area will follow 
and address goals outlined in Recreation 2000, the Colorado 
Byways Corridor Planning Framework, as well as needs iden- 
tified through the 1991 Gold Belt ‘Ibur Visitor Survey. A major 
focus of the activity plan will be providing public information, 
interpretation, and development of wayside interpretive stops, 
brochures, signing, and educational programs that would 
enable BLM ‘and partners~to reach the public and provide for 
a positive recreational experience. Initial public meetings 
helpedidentify the following issues and concerns: : 

1. Increased Vehicle Traffic: Impacts relating to the road 
surface, traffic congestion, safety, and public health will need 
to be addressed in the corridor integrated activity plan. 

2. Public/Private Property: Additional conflicts between 
recreation’users and private property owners have oc- 
curred. Additional BLM presence, signing, and law enfor- 
cement could‘help reduce this concern.’ 

.’ 
3. Resource Damage/Protection: Conflicts between 

rock climbers and wildlife continue to be studied. Possible. 
nesting raptors at the Shelf Road Rock Climbing Area and 
improper and excessive ‘trail development are currently 
being evaluated. Impacts to riparian areas by recreationists 
are being evaluated. 

4. RanchingKlimbing ‘Conflicts: Conflicts between users 
have resulted in the closure of private property to rock climb- 
ing. Trespass by the climbers continues to be a problem. 

,. ,. 
5. Vandalism: Education of the public and additional law 

enforcement presence have curtailed some of this concern. 

The level of use’within the SRMA increased by ap- 
proximately 10 percent per year during 1990 and 1991 after 
the dedication of the byway in 1990, and the condition of the 
recreation resources showed some improvement through 
an increased management ‘presence. Further increases 

(25 percent) in use during the fall of 1991 and through 1992 
along the byway are attributed to the new gaming initiative 
in Cripple Creek and have caused additional concerns. 
Visitors travelling to Cripple Creek, via Phantom Canyon 
and to a lesser extent.Shelf Road, to participate in limited 
stakes gambling have produced significant impacts to the 
byway, which will be addressed in the Gold Belt IAI? 

Increased use continues at the Shelf Road Climbing Area, 
as national climbing magazines focus on the area. National 
trends reflected in these magazines show an increased 
popularity in climbing. Limiting factors, however, such as 
difficulty of. the climbing routes, lack of access to high 
quality routes on private property, and development of the 
majority of BLM-administered lands for climbing, have 
helped control the expansion of the Shelf Road area, 
without restricting growth. 

Determining levels of appropriate use is diicult. Factors 
such as local and regional marketing efforts, county road im- ’ 
provements, media coverage, and economic initiatives pursued 
by the local communities are not always controllable by BLM. 
By closely monitoring these factors, conducting further studies, 
and coordinating the findings with the communities, help Bm 
to determine management for appropriate levels of use. 

The Garden Park Fossil Area, located 9 miles’north of 
Cafion City along the Shelf Road portion of the Gold Belt 
lbur, is recognized as one of the most significant dinosaur 
fossil areas in the world. A preliminary site plan was sub- 
mitted, to BLM by a local nonprofit group (Garden Park 
Paleontology Society) to establish a world class dinosaur 
education center. An environmental analysis of the site 
plan and several alternatives were completed in June 1992. 
Through the analysis it was decided to prepare a project 
plan in the Garden Park Fossil Area at the site location and 
access route originally proposed by the GPPS. The 
proposed purpose of the center would be to manage, inter- 
pret; and preserve the internationally significant Garden 
Park Fossil Area. Recreational activities occurring within 
this area will be analyzed in the Gold Belt Corridor IAF! 

Roy@ Gorge ERMA ’ 

The Royal Gorge ERMA consists of approximately 413,000 
acres of BLM-administered lands. Elevations range from 
4,000 feet to over 13,000 feet. Nine vegetation ecosystems 
occur in the ERMA: riparian areas, short grass prairie, 
sagebrush, piiion-juniper woodland, mountain brush, high 
mesa grassland, aspen and conifer forest, and alpine. 
Topography varies from the flat rolling eastern plains to the. 
rugged peaks of the Mosquito Range. The ERMA offers a 
wide array of recreational opportunities and settings. 
Recreation is dispersed and typically used for the following 
activities: hunting, fishing, off-highway vehicle use, hiking, 
backpacking, camping, wildlife viewing, mountain biking, 
rockhounding, winter sports activities, and photography. 
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No actual figures are available to determine visitor use in 
the area; however, 375,000 users are estimated comprising 
over 525,000 recreation user days enjoy activities in the 
ERMA. A limited number of signs (information, educa- 
tion, directional) are in place, many of which are in need 
of replacement because of vandalism. Public education 
by BLM personnel continues to a minor extent 
throughout the area. 

The overall condition of the recreational resources in the 
planning area varies. Studies are needed to determine 
visitor satisfaction. Scattered BLM land pattern adds to the 
difficulty of determining what recreation opportunities can 
be supported and managed. Conflicts between various user 
groups, both recreation and nonrecreation, are mainly ad- 
dressed by a reactive approach, instead of a proactive 
approach used in the SRMA. Lack of public access in 
some areas and difficulty in identifying BLM-ad- 
ministered land boundaries present conflicts between 
private landowners and recreationists. Minimal recreation 
management attention in these areas is often insufficient 
to resolve corrflicts, and only provides short-term Solutions. 

Conflicts/concerns associated with recreation’ include 
resource damage, vandalism, trespass, and commercial outlit- 
ting violations. Lack of law enforcement presence, recreation 
personnel to monitor activities, and funding have made 
management of ‘difficult. Increased efforts relating to BLM- 
administered land identification and land acquisition could 
help reduce conflicts. Preparation’of activity plans and 
revisions of existing plans focusing on solutions to conflicts 
would help; however, funds for these plans are normally not 
available except when major issues are present. The current 
recreation budget only allows for minimal management, in- 
cludiug some signing, boundary identification, and emergency 
responses to recreationalconflicts. 

Additional management may be needed for new initiatives or 
support of current growth. Bail initiatives should continue 
to be developed ‘when user support is present and time and 
funding are available. Demand for trail development for 
mountain biking continues to be priority for some users of 
BLM-administered lands. Activity plans will be prepared to 
address current and new recreation trends and increased use 
when necessary. 
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NATIONAL RECREATION 
AREA DESIGNATIONS 

National recreation areas (NRAs) typically contain a great 
diversity of uses and values, but will usually have one very 
significant national recreation value. 

The Arkansas River corridor could be appropriately con- 
sidered for national recreation area (NRA) status, These areas 
are usually established to provide for intensive management of 
recreational values. The land pattern on the Arkansas River is 
very mixed between private, state, USFS, and BLM. Ap- 
proximately 45 percent of the corridor is administered by 
BLM. Values relating to water-based recreation (rafting, 
kayaking, fishing, etc.) and upland recreation (hunting, moun- 
tain big, mining, OHV use, etc.) would be enhanced for 
public use on approximately l25,OOO acres administered by’ 
BLM in the corridor. This acreage, therefore, could logically 
be included in a potential NRA and intensively managed for 
recreation values, The 1991 visitor survey conducted on the 
Arkansas River revealed a large percentage of users want 
additional upland opportunities to complement river activities. 
‘Iburism provides the Iargest economical benefit of com- 
munities along the river corridor. According to trends occur- 
ring in other BLM NRAs, NRA designation would. 
significantly increase tourism. Minor mineral activity and live 
stock grazing also occur. This corridor currently is managed 
as a special recreation management area (SRMA) with por- 
tions (5,000 acres) managed in conjunction with Colorado 
DPOR as the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area for the 
same significant recreation values. Potentially the entire upper 
Arkansas Basin might be viewed as a multi-agency NRA. The 
recommendation to consider the ‘Arkansas River for NRA 
status was developed by the Caiion ‘City District Advisory 
Council during their involvement in the wild and scenic river 
analysis. The Arkansas Canyon is suitable for NRA designa- 
tion because of the scattered land ownership pattern and the 
nationally recognized specific water-based recreation values 
for which it was nominated.. 

No limits of size are required, although those,previously estab- 
lished NRAs have contained substantial acreages’(5,OOO acres 
and more). The most frequently used and consistent criteria for 
national recreation areas were developed by the National Park 
Service in 1978. These areas must: 

be spacious areas containing outstandin natural and/ 
or cultural features and providing signi B rcant recrea- 
tion opportunities, 
be,located and designed to achieve corn aratively 
heavy recreation use, and location shou d usually con- P 
tribute significantly to the recreation needs of’urban 
populations, 
provide recreation op 

P 
ortunities significant enou to 

ensure national, as we 1 as regional visitation; an P 
provide a scale of investment development,.and 
operational responsibility su$cient to re urre either 
drrect Federal mvolvement or substantial 1 ederal par- 
ticipation to ensure optimum public benefit. 
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Alternatives 

CHAPTER 3 ALTERNATIVES 
F our land use management alternatives have been developed 
for the BLM-administered lands in the Royal Gorge Planning 
Area. These are the Existing Management Alternative, the 
Resource Conservation Alternative, the Resource Utilization 
Alternative, and the Preferred Alternative. 

GENERAL ALTERNATIVE 
GUIDANCE 

Management for some of the resources/values in this alter- 
native would not differ from that discussed in management 
common terms in the ResourceNaIue Analysis section. 

All alternatives considered in this plan will incorporate, to 
the degree possible, general guidance ensuring that any 
planned resource conditons, land use allocations, or 
management activities are compatible with ecosystem 
management and biological diversity goals. 

It is essential that each alternative describe a logical, realis- 
tic, and achieveable mix of multiple use management 
resource conditions, resource allocations, and management 
actions. Basically alternatives should: 

be complete plans by themselves 

resolve issues/concerns 

provide a spectrum of possibilities 

be practical and implementable 

help people understand situation 

use BLM program guidance 

reflect multiple use ideas 

show clear management direction 

reflect other agency plans 

show emphasis by resources 

recognize valid existing rights 

be an interdisciplinary approach 

involve the public in formulation 

l . conform to existing laws and regulations 

The following is a summary of the four alternatives to be 
used in the RGRMP: 

Existing Management Alternative 

This alternative describes existing resource conditions with 
currently practiced management and present land use al- 
locations as shown in the management framework plans 
(MPPs) and plan amendments (PAS) within the RGRA. 
Generally under multiple use management all resources are 
equal until an issue or conflict is identified. 

The objective of this alternative would be to continue the 
present levels, methods, and mix of multiple use resource 
management, utilization, and protection. Management 
decisions would be based ‘on current policies, regulations, 
and direction within this alternative. A ranking table is not 
present here as in other alternatives because this would not 
reflect the management direction within the MPPs. 

Resource Conservation Alternative 

This alternative describes a modified level of management 
with emphasis on natural resource conditions and actions 
beneficial for the natural resources. This alternative may be 
a mix of land use allocations with a strong emphasis on 
preserving and conserving those resources. Resource values 
can be ranked according to management priorities among 
the various resources and values. 

The objective of this alternative would be to continue mul- 
tiple use management of BLM lands in the Royal Gorge 
Planning Area (RGPA). ‘Ib facilitate analysis, the resources 
and resource uses to be enhanced are ranked (Table 3-1) to 
provide guidance. Emphasis would be on conservation and 
protection of resources and values such as special plants/ 
animal species, riparian, sensitive soils/water rights/water 
quality/air, visual resources, etc. Management decisions 
would be based on current policies, regulations, and direc- 
tions described in this alternative. 

3-1 
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Ranked Resources or Values Fot%tLie%rce Conservation Alternative 

Ranking of Resources or Values Nonranked Program or Support Functions 

Special Status Plant and Animal Species 
(Sensitive plants/animals and threatened and 
endangered plant/anima&) 

Riparian Areas 

Sensitive Soils/Water Quality 

Wildlife/Fishery Habitat 

PaleontologicaVHistoricaVArchaeological 

Visual Resources 

Recreation 

Off-Highway Vehicle Use 

Forest and Woodlands 

.Livestock Grazing 

Fluid Minerals/Locatable Minerals/Mineral 
Materials/Coal Minerals 

. . Waterpower/Reservoir Resources 

Air Quality 

Climate 

Wilderness 

Hazards 

Topography/Geology 

Vegetation 

Noxious Weeds 

‘Bansportation and Access 

Rights-of-Way 

Water Rights 

Land Ownership Adjustments 

Withdrawals 

ACECs 

Wild and Scenic River Designations 

Economic Conditions and Social Environment 

Fire 

Resource Utilization Alternative 

This alternative describes a modified level of management 
with emphasis on development or use of those resources. 
Existing laws and regulations would serve to manage and 
protect natural resource values. This alternative may be a 
mix ofland use allocations with a strong emphasis on actions 
benefiting use and development of resources. Resource 
values can be ranked according to management priorities 
among the various resources and resource uses. 

The objective of this alternative would be to continue mul- 
tiple use management of BLM lands within the planning 
area with emphasis on promoting the development, produc- 
tion, and transportation of those resources that provide 
energy, minerals, food, timber, etc. To facilitate analysis, the 
resources and resource uses to be enhanced are ranked 
(‘Bible 3-2) to provide guidance. Management decisions 
would be based on current policies, regulations, and the 
specific directions described in this alternative. 
j-2 



. 
A!ternBt!ves 

Fire 
Preferred Alternative 

This alternative describes a modified level of management 
with emphasis on natural resource conditions, much lie the 
conservation alternative, but with moderate levels of 
resource utilization as well. This alternative is a mix of land 
use allocations with a moderate level of protective actions 
preserving and conserving the natural resources. Resource 
values cannot be ranked as they were in the resource and 
utilization alternatives because the prescribed management 
is a blend of preserving and’using those natural resources 
present on BLM-administered lands. 

The objective of this alternative would be to continue mul- 
tiple use management of BLM-administered lands in the 
RGPA. This mixture still would have a strong emphasis on 
preserving and conserving fragile.and vulnerable resources 
such as special plant/animal species habitat, riparian areas, 

sensitive. wildlife birthing and wintering areas, cultural 
resource sites and districts, etc. Management decisions 
would be based on current policies, regulations, and direc- 
tions described in this alternative. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
BUT NbT.ANALYZED 

To date only one other ‘alternative has been considered 
within this draft resource management plan/environmental 
impact statement (RMP/EIS) and rejected after detailed 
analysis. A Regional ‘Iburism Alternative was evaluated in 
the beginning, but was dropped because much of it was 
duplicated in the existing alternatives. Portions of this alter- 
native are developed within one or more of the four alter- 
natives analyzed withm this plan. 

3-3 
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TABLE 3-2 
Ranked Resow%& or Values For the ResourceUtilization Alternative 

Ranking of Resources or Values Nonranked. Piogram of Support Functions 

Fluid Minerals/Locatable Miierals Mineral 
Materials/Coal Minerasl 

Livestock Grazing 

Forest and Woodlands 

WaterpowerYReservoir Resources 

Off-Highway Vehicle Use 

Recreation 

Visual Resources 

Paleontological/Historical/Archaeological 

S ecial Status Plant and Animal Species 

Lidangered plants/animals) 
ensitive plants/animals and threatened and 

Wrldlife/Fishery Habitat 

Sensitive Soils/Water Quality 

Riparian Areas 

Air Quality 

Climate 

Wilderness 

Hazards 

Topography/Geology 

Vegetation 

Noxious Weeds 

Transportation and Access 

Rights-of-Way 

Water Rights 

Land Ownership Adjustments 

Withdrawals 

ACECs ’ 

Wild and Scenic River, Designations 

Economic Conditions and Social Environment 



INTEGRATED ACTIVITY 
PLANS 

Site-specific activity plans in some cases are needed to begin 
the RMP plan decision implementation process. Some 
single resource/use activity planning may still be needed in 
the RGRA after this RMP is completed. In most cases, 
however, integrated activity plans (IAPs) will be ac- 
complished rather than the traditional single activity plan- 
ning; i.e., habitat management plans (HMPs), forest 
management plans (IMPS), allotment management plans 
(AMPS), recreation activity management plans (RAMPS), 
cultural resource management plans (CRMPs). IAPs would 
be done where more than one activity is considered in RMP 
decision implementation in a specific location and where 
there is a need to integrate on-the-ground planning (e.g., 
clarify, coordinate, resolve conflicts, unify, merge, etc.). 

IAPs will very likely be accomplished within areas of critical 
environmental concern (ACECs). These areas normally 
have multiple values with specific resource condition objec- 
tive decisions, land use .allocation decisions, and manage- 
ment action decisions from the RMP There are also some 
areas outside ACECs where there is a need to integrate 
on-the-ground planning. With very few exceptions, these 
lAPs and single resource/use activity plans would be ac- 
complished the same in each of the alternatives. 

In some instances over the 24l-year life of the RMP, single 
use activity plans may be needed to implement RMP 
decisions. This might involve habitat management on an 
isolated tract where only a wildlife decision is to be imple- 
mented, or perhaps an isolated Improve category livestock 
allotment where no other resource is involved in the 
decision to manage the resourceson. that site. The IAPs 
would attempt to meet any resource programmatic require- 
ments within this intergrated activity planning effort. 

There would be a need for some activity planning across the 
entire planning area. Several examples of these might be an 
area-wide mineral materials plan to locate and establish 
community mineral materials pits, or perhaps an area-wide 
support service plan to begin needed administrative support 
actions (e.g., access acquisition, transportation main- 
tenance, cadastral surveys, off-highway signing, engineer- 
ing, hazards, etc.). 

3-4 

In all future activity plans (single or integrated), an attempt 
will be made to blend all planned human activities with 
needed conservation of the ecological system and-provide 
for biological diversity. 

In areas where planned IAPs are expected to require ac- 
curate identification of boundaries, cadastral survey would 
prepare a report addressing: 

The general status of surveys in the area .(estimated 
accGacies, corner recover$ and status of section 
subdivisions where approprrate.) 

The e 
F 

ected need for both accuracy and one-the- 
groun boundary identification for specific areas. 

When the activity is expected to take place and when 
the boundary identification is necessary. 

Estimated cost for surveys in specific areas. 

Initiation of coordination efforts with other: Federal 
agencies who may have similar boundary identifica- 
tron needs in these areas. 

RESOURCE/VALUE ANALYSIS 

Bureau policies and regulatory mandates are reflected in 
common management and would be the same in each of the 
alternatives addressed in this document. Some resources 
and values may be partially discussed in this chapter and in 
Chapter 4, if only portions of the management are con- 
sidered the same in all alternatives. 

Management of the following resource values would not 
change in any of the alternatives; therefore, are only dis- 
cussed in general terms. 

Climate 

Air Quality 

Wilderness Management 

Sensitive Soils 

Water Rights 

Water Quality 

Hazards Management 

TbpographylGeology 

Noxious Weeds 

National Conservation Area 

Fire Management 

Economic Conditions and 
Social Environment 

. 



Climate 

Management would be the same under all alternatives. Climatic variance thro@hout the plkming area, and over time, affects the management options for several 
resources. Climatic conditions would be monitored and analyzed when appropriate. For example: raugelkd vegetation condition assessments would analp both 
climatic and grazing management, and mineral development plans would analyze both climatic and mineral development reclamation. 

Air Quality 

Management for this resource value would not differ under any alternative. Air quality degradation would be minim&d through strict compliance with Federal, state, 
and local regulations and implementation plans. Air quality impacts from prescribed burns are limited by BLM Manual 7723 (Air Quality Maintenance Requirements), 
which requires a state-approved open burning permit prior to implementation. Prescribed burns would be small in scale and dispersed throughout ,the plamring area.:.. 
Increasing off-highway vehicle (OHV) use in open areas might accelerate soil erosion and increase fugitive dust emissions; however, dust suppression control devices 
would not be practicaL Additional management activities include monitoring, analysis, and impact mitigation on a project-specific basis, which ensures compliance 
with applicable regulations and implementation plans. 

Wilderness Management .. 

The WSAs in the RGRA would be managed under BLM Interim Management Policy and Guid&nes for Lands Under Wikkmess Review (IMPG) until Congress makes 
a decision on wilderness recommendations for the Canon City District and would be the same in all alternatives. Those WSAs not designated as wilderness ‘would 
return to other types of multiple use management as prescrrbed in this laud use plan. Desired plant community (DPC) would be determined for WSAs returned to 

v u 
other types of multiple use management. In accordance with Section 603 of FLPMA, BLM is required to manage all identified wilderness study areas under the 
nonimpairment mandate. Valid existing rights must be recognized and are an exception to the nonimpairment mandate. Grazing uses and mining operations occurring 
as of October 21,1976, may continue in the same manner and degree as long as they do not cause unnecessary or undue degradation. Uses and operations proposed 
after this date, however, are subject to the nonimpariment requirements for all operations proposedQveral.l no difference in management would occur among any of 
the alternatives. ‘. .. 

.: 

Iwo WSAS (Browns Canyon and Beaver Creek), within the planning area, are recommended by BLM for wilderness de&nation in the,Fmal Caiion City District \ 
Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement dated December 1987, ,and would be ,managed in accordance with BLM and congressional $rectives. These two ; 
recommended areas would be returned to other multiple use management if not designated wilderness by Congress. 

Sensitive Soils 

Surfaoxlisturbing activities including construction of roads, trails, utility hues, ,and special use facilities; grazing; mineral development; forest and woodland. 
management, and OHV use would be managed to avoid soil erosion and loss of watershed values throughout the plauniug area during the life of the plan. Allotment 
grazing adjustments and standards with stipulati ons for other resource actions would decrease erosion and potentially enhance watershed characteristics. . 

b ;i. m.. 
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Water Rights 

III compliance with state law, water rights would be acquired to use water in support of BLM programs, including the water needs of BLM recreation sites, commercial 
and concession t&ilities, special plant and animal habitat areas, state and localgovernment recreation and public purposes lease areas, lives tack management allotments, 
and wildlife habitat areas. An implicit Federal reserved water right is included in the wild and Scenic Rivers Act and would apply to any designated segments. 

The Bureau water use inventory and water rights program within the planning area would continue to be implemented. As new projects are completed and old ones 
are maintained, re-evaluating and updating would be required 

Water Quality 

Minimum state water quality standards would be observed for all activities. Water quality would continue to be maintained or improved in accordance with state and 
Federal standards. BLM would consult with the appropriate state agencies. Management actions on BLM-administered land within municipal watersheds would 
continue to be designed to protect water quality and quantity. Monitoring selected ground water and surface water stations would be continued in cooperation with 
USGS. Numerous state and Federal agencies have studied or are currently conducting water quality studies on the upper Arkansas River. 

g 
The Arkansas River Initiative, a group currently headed by the Environmental Protection Agency, is working to consolidate previous studies, coordinate and standardize 
current studies, and provide a method to share the information obtained, Additional data collection is also anticipated The Colorado Division of WJdlife (CDOW) 
is currently studying instream flow requirements for biological needs on the Arkansas River. This study was requested by the Colorado Water Conservation Board and 
will be used to establish miniium streamflow requirements. BLM is initiating a water needs assessment through the Denver Service Center, in partnership with Colorado 
Department of Natural Resources, USFS, and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, to determine water flow needs for both biological and recreational resources, including 
whitewater boating. 

Watershed activity plans would interface with existing plans as appropriate and would be implemented on areas where livestock grazing plan adjustments would not 
fully correct any determined water quality problem. Cooperation with the range program in the development, implementation, evaluation, and modification of AMPS 
as affected by watershed values would continue as a toip priority in the watershed program. 

Monitoring and evaluating water quality and quanti& as well as controlling erosion and sediment production, would remain high priority management goals. Emphasis 
would be to continue all watershed activities that provide protection, maintenance, and enhancement of the watershed resources, including the support watershed 
provides to other resource programs and activities. 

BLM in Colorado would continue to take an active role in control of nonpoint source pollution on BLM-administered lands. BLM is an active participant on the state 
of Colorado Nonpoint Source ‘E&force and Agriculture/Sic Subcommittee. BLM is also, and would continue to be, involved with the Badger Creek and 
Threemile Creek study groups. Through these organizations, BLM would identify nonpoint source pollution areas for the updating of the Colorado Nonpoint 
Assessment Report. BLM policy is to protect, maintain, restore and/or enhance the quality of waters on BLM-administered lands. Implementation ofbest management 
practices would be utilized to help achieve this goal. Fnnds would be requested for planning and project implementation for nonpoint source control with emphasii 



on the priority watersheds identified in the Colorado Nonpomt Source Management Program report. Nonpoint source control projects would de implemented as 
funding and manpower allow. 

Hazards Management 

A.ll hazard sites/areas would be reviewed on a case-by-case basis and management would be the same in all alternatives. Management of all other resources would 
always involve remediation/reclamation of known hazard sites/areas. Hazards management would be incorporated into all appropriate integrated activity plans (LAPS). 

Existing sites/areas&om past mineral development considered to be potentially hazardous because of high side walls, deep pits, etc., would be reclaimed in coordination 
with the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board hazard abatement program. The goal of this long-term project is to eliminate the hazards of these sites/areas, and 
BLM would continue to fully cooperate with this agency in this effort, Trespass dumping on BLM-administered lands would continue to be controlled through signing 
and monitoring these sites/areas and increasing public awareness. An area-wide hazards management activity plan would provide the details as ! to onsite closures, 
signing, site reclamation needs, etc, to implement hazard abatement. Suspected hazardous materials sites would be handled according to the District Emergency 
Response Hazardous Materials Contingency Pla,n, which requires six steps: . . 

1. Discovery and notification 
,. .. 

2. Education and initiation of action 

3. Emergency treatment of contaminated personnel or public 
Y 4 

4. Containment 

5. Cleanup and disposal 

6. Procurement, documentation, and possible cost recovery 

live county landfills are authorized on BLM-administered land: 

Park County: R&PP lease, audited for lease compliance in 1990. Audits results show no known nor suspected contamination. 

Chaffee County: R&PP lease, audited for lease compliance in 1990. Audit results show hazardous materials in the area. Site evaluation accomplished (SEA); designation 
granted by EPA in November 1992. Will not be considered further for national priority listing. 



Topography and Geology 

The topography of the resource area would not change signiicantly under any of the alternatives; therefore, management would be the same in all alternatives. A brief 
discussion of the topography of the resource area is included in Chapter 2. Various geological education programs would be developed and addressed in each alternative. 

Noxious Weeds 

Noxious weeds would be managed the same in all alternatives according to the principles of integrated pest management (IPM) and the Colorado Undesirable Plant 
Act. Cooperative efforts with countyweed boards to control infestations wouldbe developed Methods used would include chemical, cultural, mechanical, and biological 
controL Environmental assessments would be tiered to the Vegetation Treatment on BLM Lana’s Find EIS 1991. 

National Conservation Area 

The Arkansas River Corridor and the Gold Belt National Back Country Byway are not appropriate for NCA designation because of primary water based recreation 
use and mixed land patterns of private, state, USFS, and BLM. The Garden Park Paleo Area has been identified in the activity plan for consideration of NCA designation 
if significant land exchanges occur in the future. For more details, see Chapter 2 

‘t’ Fire Management .-I 

All BLM-administered lands in the resource planning area would be managed in all alternatives for total.fire suppression. No conditional suppression acres are 
considered in this plan. The fractured land pattern present in the planniag area and the extensive private property development, including mountain subdivisions, 
preclude the conditional suppression of wildfire. There is no anticipated rotational use of prescribed fire within the planning area. Prescribed fue could be used as a 
management tool to enhance other resources. Prior to fire prescription, DPC would be described and tire projects would initiated through IAPs. A specific burn plan, 
including NEPA documentation, would be prepared in advance of a prescribed burn. ’ 

Economic Conditions and Social Environment 

In all alternatives, the contribution in employment and earnings to the economic study area (ESA), including setting the estimated national values to the year 2010, 
would be analyzed A determination for each alternative would be made regarding the local and regional impact of employment related to expenditures on 
BLM-administered lands in the pw area. In each alternative a cost/benefit ratio would be determined comparing the costs to benefits. Economic analysis would 
mainly involve the sale of forestry products and provision for recreation user opportunities and livestock production. 

Other benefits not being analyzed are the estimatedvalues of preserving the natural and cultural resources, the estimated market values of minerals, and the potential 
values of maintaining viable wildlife populations. A determination of the potential cumulative impacts on the local and regional economy/social environment would be 
accomplished 



Vegetation Management 

Overall objectives in all alternatives would be to attain a stable watershed and soil condition based on site potential- Vegetation manipulation practices or other 
techniques would also be used, if necessary, to accomplish this. An ecological site inventory would be conducted on all lands in the resource area. Ecological site 
descriptions would be developed on a priority basis for riparian areas, critical watersheds, and critical wildlife habitat. Site-specific resource objectives including 
speci6cDPC would be identified in integrated activity plans and individual activity plans, and in most cases would be a diverse community of grasses, shrubs, and trees 
that could be reasonably achieved 

Overall trend, condition, and forage production would be expected to improve and would be monitored under all alternatives. Impacts from soil-disturbing activities 
would be mitigated with standard operating practices for rehabilitation of disturbed sites. Maintenance, improvement, and/or manipulation of the existing vegetation 
would continue to be a priority concern for all actions in all alternatives. Forage is not currently distributed to wildlife or watershed; however, because of current 
seasons-of-use and utilization restrictions, there are approximately 20,000 AUMs of forage not distributed to livestock currently being used by big game or as watershed 
cover. 
TABLE 3-3 
Analysis of Vegetation Management by Alternative 

Managemen! Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource ‘Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Y 
Objectives Vegetation would be managed 

\o to 
an % 

rovide forage for livestock 
wildlife according to ex- 

istiug activity plans. Tiir and 
woodlands would be managed 
in accordance with existing 
forest management plans. 

Allocations 

big game on a case-by-case 
b$ssfccnlprove category 

Ve etation would be managed 
-B we emphasisonprovi ’ 

% forage and habitat for wil . e 
and cover for enhanced water- 
shed conditions and riparian 
areas. 

New, forage resulting from im- 

%s 
roved management would be 

tr&uted to livestock first 
until suspended nonuse is 
satisfied 

Vegetation would be managed 
to accomplish BLM initratrves 
included m Range of Our Viion, 
Riparan-Wetkmd M&iv63 for 
the 903, Forests Our Growin 
Legacy, Fish hnd WildZife 2 (B 00 

New forage resulting from im- 
proved management would be 
dist;ributed on a case-by-case 
~~m~t~;$er hvestockpr brg 

efforts with $ 
cooperatrve 

ederal and state 
agencies and private 

6 

oups 
Le., the Colorado Ha rtat % 
artnership Program). 
. : . . . _: 



Table 3-3 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Allocations (Continued) 
?%I 636, 

ement for forage on 
acres would continue. 

Management for for e on 
08 

Management for for e on 
approximately 653, acres 
wouldoccur. 

approximately64&7 acres 8 
would occur. ’ 
Management for forage would 
not occur on Mosquito Pass 
anda rtion of Beaver Creek 
ACEg(9 791 acres) topro- 
tect specral values and rrparian 
areas in poor condition on 325 

Management for production of 
forest products on 92,854 acres 
of forest lands would continue. 

Actions 

composedofs ties mix to 
bestsu porta alanceof 
livesto tic <wildIife gr 
habitat, and pro uction of 
forest. products. 

Management for e,nhancement Same as Alternative A. 
of other resource values on 
2$$;;~ of forest lands 

. 
DPC objectives would be devel- Same as Alternative A, except 
oped for existing and new ac- 
tivity lansandwoukibecom- 

more emphasii would be placed 

supp!rt &e improved 

on DPCs to su 
pose ofs ciesmix to best 8 

port livestock 
and forest pro ucts and less on 

watershed con&tions, en- 
wiIcUife. 

hanced riparian areas, critical 
big game winter.rapge and 

A” 
s C$c&values wrthm the 

. 
: 

,. 

acres annually) woul 

city among resource programs. 
: . . . 



Livestock Grazing Management 

Livestock grazing management would be based on the 1981 Royal Gorge ha Grazing Environmental tmpact Statement in all alternatives. The valid decisions would 
be included in the W, and only the changes,are shown in each of the alternatives. (See Appendix E for ‘. ,.,.. more details.) . . 

Livestock grazing would be authorized on 454 allotments. Adjustments in the actual AU,Ms (temporary increase or decrease) would be authorized and made when 
warranted by climatic or other conditions. An environmental assessment (EA) would be needed before a term permit is issued for acquired land outside the existing 
allotment boundary. ‘Ibmporary livestock grazing could be allowed, pending an EA on completion of acquisition of these lands. 

‘@pica1 range improvements are listed in Appendix E. Traditionally allotment management plans (AMPS) have been used to prescrrbe management objectives and 
achieve the grazing management programs. AMPS would continue to be used on an interim basis until replaced with integrated activity plans @Al’s). 

Monitoring studies would be continued or established depending on management category, which would determine monitoring intensity. The highest intensity 
monitoring studies would occur onImprove category allotments. The specific type of studies would be determined by the IAP objectives. All gi-axingallotments in the 
planning area have been assigned to one of three management categories. The Maintain category allotments generallywouldbe managed to maintain current satisfactory 
resource conditions; Improve category allotments generally would-be managed to improve resource conditions; and Custodial category allotments would receive 
custodial management to prevent resource deterioration (Appendix E). The management category for an allotment couldbe replaced through a range program summary. 
(BPS) after the RMP/EIS is completed only if the category criteria status of the allotment and/or monitoring studies, plus an allotment evaluation, indicate a change 
is warranted Categorization would vary by alternative and is shown in Table 3-4. 

Based on monitoring studies, corrective action would be taken if IAP objectives are not being met. Livestock use adjustments would be made by changing one or more 
of the following: class of livestock, season of use, stocking rate, or the grazing management system Although most livestock use adjustments would occur in the Improve 
category allotments, use adjustments could occur in the Maintain and Custodial category allotments. Changes would be made through an IAP revision. 

Types of grazing systems being implemented in the planning area are described inAppendix E and would be implemented by an IAP Plans would generally be prepared 
in consultation, cooperation, and coordination with the permittee and other affected parties to meet multiple use and land use plan objectives. .. 

Grazing capacity accuracy on Custodial category allotments would be determined Current poor condition allotments with ecological site inventory (ESI) would be 
re-evaluated and appropriateness of management levels of use to meet current objectives would be determined. ES1 would be conducted and stocking rates and season 
of use would be adjusted accordingly. 

Cattle drii from BLM-administered land onto uncontrolled adjacent private land would be controlled Livestock grazing would be excluded in historical sites, if a 
threat of damage exists, developed recreation sites, and approximately 50 acres in G&den Park Paleo area, which would include the visitor center. 



TABLE 3-4 
Analysis of Livestock Grazing Management by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - Preferred - Alternative D 
1; 

Alternative B Alternative C ..: 

Objectives Current livestock 
and management %ecbon based 

axing levels 

on 1981 grazing EIS and BLM 
grazing policies would continue. 

Allocations Grazing would be excluded on 
Mosqurto Pass 
~au~~arre 1 06 

Gas 

10,000 acres); 
0 acres); and 

acres) 
tern Plams (6,000 

- allocated on 636,000 acres 
- not allocated on 17,000 acres. 

Actions Livestock drift onto uncontrolled 
rivate 

Iii 
land would be eliminated 

y cooperative actions. 

Allotments would be categorized 
according to RPS: 
- Improve allotments, 55 
- Maintain allotments K% 
- Custodial allotmenti, 3j7 

Similar to Alternative A except 
management would also enhance 
or protect other uses; e. 

gi, 
devel- 

oped recreatron sates, cu tural- 
sates, riparran areas;’ ‘@i&l wrld- 
life habrtat, T&E specresand 
ACE& 

is larger than ACEC 
acreage because allotments are 
larger than ACECs). 
Livestock drift onto uncontrolled 

rivate land would be eliminated 
fir ough fencing by permittee or by 
eliminating grazing. 

Allotments ( would be recate- 

% 
2s orixed from todial to Improve 

ecause of riparian and wildhfe 
conflicts: 
- Improve allotments, 80. 
‘- Maintain allotments X!. 
- Custodial allotmenti, 332 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A except 

Ft; 
axing would be allowed on 
osquito Pass 

Lo pa;2 garre 10 
Ls 

10,000 acres). 
acres).; and 

tern Plams (6,000 
acres) 
- allocated on 653,000 acres 
- not allocated on 0 acres. 

: 

Livestock drift onto uncontrolled 
rivate 

1 
land would be eliminated 

y BLM fencing or cooperative 
actions. 

AJIqgJIgE&lO wou!d be recate- 

% 
d, toti to Improve 

ased on potential from improved 
livestock management: 
- Improve allotments, 65. 
- Maintain allotments ti* 
- Custodial allotmenti, 367 

Livestock grazing season-of-use 
and stocking rates based on 1981 
grazing EIS and existing monitor- 
mg levels would continue. LAPS 
would be prioritized based on 
a3nJlictswlth l-iparh area& critical 
wildlife habiit, and ACE& 
Grazing would be excluded on. 
Mosqurto Pass (4,036 acres) a 
portion of Beaver Creek (5,355 
acres); and ri 
comhtion (3 2! 

arian areas m poor 
acres 

- allocated on 642, 8dl acres 
- not allocated on 10,116 acres. 
Stocking rates and season of use 
would be adjusted in Grape 
Cree 

in Grass 
Droney Gulch, High Mesa 

ACECs 
d, and Garden Park 

Creek ( 6 
21,221 acres) and Badger 
,660 acres). 

Livestock drii onto uncontrolled 
rivate land would be eliminated 

% ough a combination of BLM 
fencings cooperatrve projects, or 
by elimmatmg grazmg. 
Allotments (20 would be recate- 
gorized from cl, todial to Improve 
and 20 allotments would be 
recategorized from Improve to 
Maintain because of ri 
wildlife, and watershe a 

arian, 
confhcts: 

-Improveallotments,55* 
- Maintain allotments 3% 
- Custodial allotmenti, 337. 



Table 3-4 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Consecration - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Actions (Continued) Grazing systems; i.e., deferred, 
deferred rotation. and rest 
rotation, would be used, along 
withneweromcepts;i ttme 
controlled grazing an holistic 3 
resource 
enhancewil 

ement, to 
Yi? ’ e habitat and 

riparian values. Range improve- 
ment projects (fenceqwater 
developments, and vegetation 
treatments) would be used to 
implement grazmg systems and 
facrlitate livestock erazing. 

,, ,’ ’ 

. ..., ., 

Grazing management on bn- Same as Alternative A. 

range unprovement 
Improve category a lr 

rejects on. 
obnents. 

._ ‘. 
:  

‘.. 

‘. 



Riparian Area Management 

In all alternatives the minim urn legislative requirements would be met. Riparian areas would be inventoried (see Appendix F for details). Areas would be managed to 
maintain or achieve policy goal of 75 percent in a properly functioning condition by 1997. 
TABLE 3-5 
Analysis of Ripatian Area Management by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C- Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Riparian areas wouldbe 
to maintainor achieve a 
fmctioning level with a 
of resource uses. 

Riparian areas would be enhanced 
and protected by eliminating any 
uses contlicting with riparian 
values. 

Allocations Livestock gr 
TY 

would continue 
to be prohrbrte within the exclo- 
sure in the Texas Creek Riparian 
Demonstration Area (15 acres, l/2 
mile). A @l range of uses would 
contmue m most riparian areas. 

Bothgeremiial and intermittent 
riparran areas (267 miles, 5550 
acres) would be recommended 
for closure to mineral entry, and 
withdrawals for waterpower/ 
reservoir sites would be recom- 
mended for termination; leased 
for fluids with no surface occu- 
pancy stipulations; closed to 
mineral materials drsposal; and 
off-hrghway vehicle use would 
be linuted to designated roads 
and trails. - 
Livestock 
eliminate B 

azing would be 
in .qeas of poor 

riparran wmhtron on approxi- 
mately 650 acres or lirmted to 

Management. 

UGrazing would be eliminated on approximately 325 acres of riparian habitat in poor condition. These areas areas are scattered throughout the planning area in 
numerous places and have not been identified because the inventory is incomplete. The amount of acreage is estimated at 50 percent of existing riparian in poor 
condition because approximately half cannot be improved if livestock grazing continue%. 

ACtiOllS Riparian area inventories would 
be completed as funding allows. 
New and existing activi 
wouldbe amended to zct 

plans 
re .“par- 

ian objectives. See Vegetatron 
Management. 

water-access only. 

Riparian area inventories would 
be completed and mapped as 
soon as possible so lirmtations 
could be implemented and en- 
forced. Interdisciplinary su rt 
for ripa+an restoration wo UlFc e 
_emphasrzed See Vegetation 

Same as Alternative A because 
of national riparian focus and 

Policy would be accomplished with 

Ph. 
full range of uses on most riparian 
areas. 

Same as Alternative A. Perennial riparian areas with 
exrsting fisheries (I32 miles, 
1,275 acres) would be rewm- 
mended closed to mineral entry 
and withdrawals for waterpower/ 
reservoir sites would be rewm- 
mended for termination; closed 
to mineral materials disposab 
leased for fluids with wntroded 
surface use sti ulations; and off- 
hiway vehrc e use would be 3 
&u.td to desrgnated roads and 

Livestock grazing would be 
discontinued in areas of poor 
riparian condition on approxi- 

2% ~~%er$rian habitat 
allocated for grazing 
- 325 acres of rrparian habitat 
with no grazing 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 



Forest and Woodland Management 

Forest and woodland management would be implemented on an extended rotation, even-age basis. Uneven-age management would not be precluded, but would not 
occur on significant acreage. Silvicultural and site preparation methods that result in natural regeneration would be the primary reforestation methods and would be 
the emphasis in sale design. In all disturbed sites, DPC would be determined Commercial forest and operable woodlands would be managed to enhance special status 
animal habitat. Forest lands allocated for other resource values (not subject to planned timber harvest) would be available for retention, maintenance, and/or 
re-establishment of old growth and mature forests. 
TABLE $6 
Analysis of Forest and Woodland Management by Atternative . 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Commercial forest and operable 
woodlaqk would be managed 
for sustamed- 
of forest pro b” 

eld productron 
ucts. 

Alkwtions 

ment. 
Noncommercial forest and 
woodlands on 151,700 acres 
would be available for enhance- 
ment of other resources 

Actions In the S-year sale plan, stands 
wou1.d be prioritized for harvest 
cooe;kratron m the followmg . . 
- insect or disease 

other multi 
1 timber pro 

le resource values 
B uction 

Additional forest management 
lans would be developed as 

lLhgallows. 

Commercial forest and operable 
woodlands would be managed 
for support of other sensitrve 
resource values. 

Forests products on 0 acres 
(includin woodlands) would be 
available. or intensive manage- ? 
ment. 
Ah 244 554 acres would be 
available for enhancement of 
sensitive values. e. 
torical wildlife ha % 

., visual his- 
itat, water- 

shed, wild and scenic rover 
corrrdors, etc. Most enhance- 
men 

5 92,8 
however, would occur on 

4 acres. 
In the 5year sale plan, stands 
could be considered for harvest 
in the following order: 
-enhancement ofvegetation oals 
- other multiple resource v 5 ues 

insect or drsease 
kimding would be solicited from 
other activities for forest plan 
development. 

Commercial forest and operable Same as Alternative A. 
woodlands would be managed 
with minimal restrictive stipula- 
tions for sustained- ‘eld prod- 
u&on of forest pro ucts. r 
Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternat& A. 

In the IFyear sale plan, stands 
would be gio$ized for harvest 

In the 5year sale’plaq stands 

zxe;deratron m the followmg 
wou1.d be.prioritized for harvest 
consrderation m the following 

- timber production 
order: 

- +ect or .*ase 
- enhancemt ofvegetation goals 

. - ipqct or disease 
- other mum le resource values 
Punding wo s d be pursued for 

- trmoer productron 
other multi le resource values 

additional forest management 
plan development. 

-khding wo$d be solicited from 
opele$y~.to;3~~5- 
‘. , .  



Wildlife Habitat Management 

All BLM-administered lands (653,000 acres) would be considered for protection and enhancement of wildlife habitat values. Limitations on fluid minerals are based 
on 2.5 million acres of subsurface, which includes the 653,000 acres of BLM-administered surface land Other limitations are based only on surface acres. Monitoring 
of the existing habitat management plans (HMPs) and crucial big game winter range, birthing areas, and raptor sites would continue until integrated activity plans 
(LAPS) are prepared All other nongame wildlife would be managed consistent with wildlife 2000. In all vegetation manipulation areas, DPC would be determined 
TABLE 3-7 
Analysis of Wildlife Habitat Managment by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Wildlife habitat would be man- 
aged under existing HMPs.., 
Areas re 
ment wo zl 

uiring special manage- 
d be considered on a 

case-by-case basis. 

Allocations 

Land would be managed to 
maintain or enhance wildlife 
habitat. Conflicts between 
wildlife and commodity uses 
would be resolved in favor of 
wildlife. 

Habitat would be man ed for 
increased big game pro 2 uction 
tJU0 

F% tion. 
vegetatron manipula- 
nfhcts between wildlife 

and commodity uses would be re- 
solved in favor of commodity uses. 

Big game birthii and critical 
winter habitat on 191,605 

Big game birthing and critical 

subsurface acres would be 
winter habitat on approximately 

protected by no surface 
191,605 sub-surface acres would 

occupancy stipulations. 
bA:raged under standard 

boons for fled 
ali? miner . 

waterpower/reservoir withdrawals 
excluded to ma-or ROWS- 

1 limited seaso & for OHV 
use. 
Big ame critical winter habitat 
on 44 ,389 surface acres would 
be protected as follows: 
- avoided by ma-or ROWS 
- elimination of ii, estock grazing 
in areas of known conflict 
- limited seasonally for coal 
leasingandOHVuse. ” 

Wildlife habitat would be man- 
aged to maintain and enhance 
habitat values: Conflicts with 
othe? uses; e.g., livestock 
grazmg mmeral development, 
etc., wouldbe resolved m favor 
achreving vegetation management 
goals. 

All b’ 
1748 

game birthing habitat on 
acres would be protected 

as’ follows: 
closed to mineral materials 

-iis osal 
- c osed to coal leasing P 
- excluded from ma’or ROWS 
- limitation of OH J use to 
designated roads and trails 

Big game critical habitat with 
identified conflict would be 
addressed through coo rative 
efforts with Federal an 8” state 

33 
en&s and rivate groups (i.e. 
lorado Ha # 

Program). 
rtat Partnership 



Table 3-7 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative 6 Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Albcarions (Continued) Wildlife habitat would be Wfidlife habitat would be Wildlife habitat would be 

F 
otected with the following rotected with the following 

urd mineral leasing seasonal R uid n@eral leasing seasonal 
stipulations: ” 
- raptor nestin 
habitat on 4 5 &3 

and fledgling 

acres 3/l - ?I31 
subsurface 

-b’ e 
!fr 

critical winter habitat 

%l 
JO0 substie acres 12/l - 

-bighorn sheep critical winter 
habrtat and lambing areas on 
ti$O subsurface acres U/l5 - 

- wild turkey winter habitat on 
ZJMO subsurface acres 12/l - 
., - 
- all big game winter habitat on 
ap roxnnately 597,218 

lY su surface acres l2Il - 4/30. 

Wildlife habitat would be 
seasonally limited to&F&f 
operations throu 
notification as fo fib ows: 
- raptor nes 

?! 
and fledgling 

habitat on 59. 66 surface acres 
3/T- 7/31 * 
- wild turkey winter habitat on 
10,712 surface acres l.20 - 411 

all big game critical winter 
habitat on approximate1 94,389 
surfaceacres l.Ul- 4/3 B . 

game critical winter and 
habitat on approxrmately 
subsu&ceacresl2/l- 400 

S pecies 

4 
elkcaving anddeerfawning I 
,116 - 6l30 

5Krf; % 
om antelope fawning 

$$hom sheeI> lambing 5/l- 

L’v%d turkey winter habitat on 
29,000 ,acres 12/l - 4/l. 
Same as Alternative B. 

Actions New HMPs would be developed 
as necessary. 

Restrictions, other than those 
listed prevrously, would be 

Activity 

removed 
accomp E 

lanning would be 
hed wrthm IAPs. 



Fishery Habitat Management 

Existing stream fisheries would be maintained. Improvements in condition and stability would be accomplished through the riparian, wildlife, forestry, g+&g,‘ and 
recreation programs where the potential exists. Ah fishery habitat is on BLM-administered surface lands, and mineral estate lands are not involved 

Supplemental releases and re-introduction of native fish species could be authorized by the area manager following environmental analysis: Special Status Animal 
Species Management has additional information. 
TABLE 3-8 
Analysis of Fishery Habitat Management by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resouke Consecration - 
Altermative B 

-Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Existing fishery habitat would be 
enhance&~ other uses wouldbe 
continued m the resource area; 
uses that conflict with fisheries 
would be adjusted 

5”’ 
s Allocations Fishe habitat within the 

Texas 75 reek exclosure (I5 
acres) and on Trout Creek 
ponds (40 acres 

1 
would 

continue to be c osed to 
livestock grazing. 

All streams/lakes/ponds 131 
6 miles of streams and 11,l 8 

acres would be protected v$th 
dtir &+eral lease terms for fhud 

Fiihe 
7 

habitat would be en- Fishe 
hance 
would be discontinue 

tecte.d % 
habitat would be pro- 
y miniium legislative 

requrrements; commodity uses 
would continue. 

Same as Alternative A. 

NSO stipulations 
- closed to disoosal of mineraL 
materials * 
- off-highway vehicle use would 
be limited to des’ 
and trails on 255 Y? 

ated roads 
acres. 

Livestock gra&tg would be 
discontinued in areas with 
conflicts to’fisheries on 
approximately 650 acres. 

Fishery habitat would be 
managed to maintain and 
enhance habitat values. Con- 
flicts with other uses; e.g. 
livestock grazing, mmerai 
development, etc., would be 
resolved in favor of fisheries. 

Same as Alternative B except 
11,108 acres would be 

rotected with standard lease 
P erms for fluid minerals. 
Improved livestock 
management woul cr 

azing 
reduce 

confhcts to fisheries on 
approximately 325 acres 
livestock grazmg would be 
discontinued in areas with 
idlicts to fisheries on 
approximately 325 acresu. 

Actions Activity Iarming would be 
accomp E hed w&in LAPS. 

“These areas are scattered throughout the planning area in numerous places and have not been identified because the inventory is incomplete. 



Special Status Plant/Community Species Management 

Threatened and endangered and sensitive species and plant communities would be inventoried and monitored as necessary to provide information for proper 
management. Management of uses in areas with special status plants would be in compliance with the Endangered Species Act. Any reintroduction of Federal or state 
listed endangered, threatened, candidate, and sensitive species would be achieved following environmental analysis and consultation with the U.S. Fiih and Wddlife 
Service (USFWS), Colorado Division of Wildlife (DOW), Colorado Natural Areas Program (CNAP), and other affected parties. Federal agencies are directed by the 
Endangered Species Act to avoid actions that would further jeopardize listed and sensitive species and to enhance these species when possible. DPC would be determined 
in vegetation manipulation areas to enhance habitat for the species. 
TABLE 3-9 
Analysis of Special Status Plant/Community Species Management by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A @source Consecration - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred F Alternative D 

Objectives Minimum Same as Alternative A. 
by law wou P 

rotection required 
d continue. 

Special status plants would be 
protected by special manage- 

Same as Alternative B. 

ment actions, mcludin 
.’ nation of identified an % 

elimi- 
verified 

cxdlicting uses. 
Allocations Eriogonum brandegei would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

protected in Garden Park (3,759 
acres)and the relict plant com- 

Y munity in High Mesa Grass- 
G lands (1,560 acres) would be 

protected throu ACEC 
designation P (N 0 closed to 
mineral entry no dis 
mineral mate&&, 0 IF 

sal of 
V 

restrictions). 

Actionh Same as Alternative B. 



Special Status Animal Species Management 

Threatened and endangered and sensitive species would be inventoried and monitored as necessary to provide information for proper management. Limitations on 
fluid minerals are based on 2.5 mihion acres of subsurface, which includes the 653,000 acres of BLM-administered surface land Other limitations are based only on 
surface acres. Supplemental releases and reintroduction of Federal and state listed endangered, threatened, candidate, and sensitive species would be achieved following 
environmental analysis and consultationwith,the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the Colorado Division of Wildlife (DOW), and other affected parties. Federal 
agencies are directed by the Endangmd Species Act to avoid actions that would further jeopardize listed.and sensitive species and to enhance these species when 
possible. 
TABLE.3-10 
Analysis of Special Status Animal,:Spbdi& Management by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource C&&ewahon ,,t 
Alternative @ .l ., 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Protection and enhancement of 
special status animals would be 
continued throu 
management of L 

full-range 
dusesin 

kJ 
areas with these species. 

i? Allocations 

Protection and enliari&zmentof ,f Minimum protection of special 
spec+l status +ma@would be status animals re uired by law 
~tmm,~Ad.~~;~~ed~ would be provrde% 

conflict with these species.; 
Special stat&animals would be S e&l status animal habitat on 
protected with no surface O&X- 286 400 acres would be 
pancy stipulations as follows: 
- Mexican spotted owl (oneihalf 

proiected with standard lease 

mile buffer around core area) 
stips only. 

on 2$OO acres 
- raptor nes 
habitat on 14 Y&l 

and fledgling 

- peregrine falcoEZin 
% $&ga$if-half mile bu er) on 

- ‘lesser prairie chicken lek (one- 
fourth mile buffer) on 2,800 acres 
Special status animal habitat 
would be protected with sea- 
sonal stipulations as follows: 
- ferruginous hawk nes and 

!i?!%iY 
habitat on E# 10, acres 

- lesser prairie chicken habitat on 
lOJo acres 3/l-7/31 
-leasttem/ 
habitat on liEif 

plover nes . 
3 

- li4ixican s&ttetZtiiT 2 
fXtiO$ acres 2/l- 7t31 

w  
wmter roos 

. 
habii 

on 44. aaesllfl6- IS 2 
- pere’ . 

F 
falcon nks .’ habit 

on I5 ,576 sues 3ll6 -7 7!i 1. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B except no 
NSO on peregrine falcon 
nesting habitat. 

Special status animal habitat 
would be protected with sea- 
sonal stipulations as fol!Ows: 
- ferruginous.hawk nes 

Ef 
and 

~g.e$mm habitat on 10, acres 

- lesser prairie chicken habitat on 
lO$IO acres 3/1-7/X 
q$gg!&fgpgy$~! 
- Mexican s&ted owl habitat on 
yti(Xl acres ?/1-7l31 

i!tP 

. 
wmter roes habii 

on 44, am m. 62% 

2?lTl j7ta%E%Z7 F 74 

hab.t 
1. 



Table 3-10 (Continued) 

Management 

Actions 

Exisitng - Alternative A Resotirce Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

I-I~~‘ou.ld be developed as IAF’s would be developed for If more 
ACE& . a 

rotectip than 
ryjjy~od!gbfv~ “~$4 m 

&me as Alternative p. 

D 

. 

... ‘. ‘.. 

; ~:’ 
., .. .:. 

,.:,: ,:. 



Fluid Minerals Management 

One of the primary purposes of the RMP is to determine what BLM-administered mineral estate within the 25 million acres of the planning area would be available 
for fluid mineral leasing. Decisions by alternatives would also consider which, if any, additional mitigative measures or stipulations would be necessary for protection 
of the environment and other resource values. These stipulations would be in addition to those contained in the standard lease terms, regulations, andconditions of 
approval for operations conducted following lease issuance. These requirements and procedures are identified in Appendix G. Federal mineral estate would be open 
to leasing as identified in each alternative with the exception of the following nondiscretionary closure: WSAs (70,984 acres) within the planning’area pending final 
designation by Congress. Wilderness lands would be withdrawn horn ahforms of minerals appropriation subject to valid existing rights in accordance with Section 
4(d)(3) of the ul”iMemess Act. Lands not designated wilderness would return to multiple’use management subject to the applicable ieasing dec&ions of this plan. In 
addition the following BLM-administered mineral estate would have a no surface occupancy stipulation under ah alternatives: Lake DeWeese Recreation Area, St. 
Scholastica, Deer Mountain Fire Station, Odd Fellows Lodge, Five Points Recreation Area, Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area (14 developed recreation sites), 
Chaffee and Park County landfilh, and Class I (Garden Park) paleo aeas. ,. 

The reasonably foreseeable development as identified in Appendix G indicates the projected disturbance resulting from fluid mineral operations would be 
approximately 20 acres annuahy or a total of about 400, which would be less than .02 percent of the BLM-administered mineral estate in the plannii area. 
TABLE 3-l 1 

w Analysis of Fluid Minerals Management by Alternative 

w 
Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Cohsetiation - 

Alternative B 

Objectives Oil and gas development would 
be encouraged: minimum re- 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Afternative II 

Oil and gas leasing would be 
allowed; protection for other 
natural values would be pro- 
vided 

Oil and gas development would 
be allowed; maximum protection/ 
enhancement would be vrovided 
for other resource vrdti. 

Oil and gas development would 
be authorized thro 

% 
standard 

lease procedures wi additional 
mitigation applied where neces- 
sary to protect other natural 
values. 

Allocations 

Fluid mineral development 
areas and historic fhnd mineral 
development would be inter- 
preted to the public in coopera- 
tion with other resource programs. 
Of 5562,988 acres of BLM- 
admmrstered mineral estate, 
5489,972 acres would be open 
to leasing as follows: 
2,200,864 acres with standard 
lease terms only; 

strictions nEcebsary to provide 
protection for other resource 
values would be imposed on 
development. 

Interpretation areas would not 
occur. 

Of 5562,988 acres of BLM- 
admmistered mineral estate, 
5489,972 acres would be open 
to leasing as follows: 
854,116 acres would be under 
standard lease terms only; 

Same as Alternative A, except 
the program would be enhanced 
and accelerated 

Of 2 562,988 acres of BLM- 
adm&tered mineral estate, 

Of 2 562,988 acres of BLM- 
admmistered mineral estate,. 

5489,972 acres would be open 
to leasing as follows: 

5489,972 acres would be open 
to leasing as follows: 

2,486 718 acres would be under 
standard lease terms only; 

I.,715 897 acres would be under 
standard lease terms only; 

Same as Alternative A. 



Table 3-l 1 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative - A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utlization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Allocations (Conthe) 4,254 acres with no surface occu- 
pan sti ulations; ie 
- Hg h&a Grasslands ACEC 
- Garden Park ACEC. 

284,854 acres with seasonal 
linutations; ~9.; 
--&jyuge cnhcal winter range 

- lesser prairie chicken habitat 
3/l-7m 

habitat 4/l - $31 
i-lea& tern/pi ing plover nesting 

- riparian habitat 5/l-7/31 
- raptor nes 
habrtat 2/l-81 95 

and fledgling 

- bald eagle winter roos * 
areas (one-half mile buffer 
ll@6 - 4115 

“$ 

-& 
9 

,yrn sheep lambing habitat 
- . 

650,136 acres with no surface oc- 
cupancy stipulations; i.e., 

4,254 acres with no surface occu- 

- brg game critical wrnter habitat 
pan 
- H’ 3 

sti ulations ie 
M!sa Gras&u&s ACEC 

- Garden Park ACECS. :b&ytg..g= 
riparian habitat. 

i $~cl~&zcntc river corridors 

- 8 tential NRHP sites 
- f&t&y habitat 
- Mexican spotted owl (one-half 
mile buffer around core area) 
- raptor nesting and fle 
habrtat (one-fourth mi!e Y% 
- peregrrne falcon nes 

4 

“B 
h&i- .’ :. 

tat (one-half mile buffer 
- lesser prairie chicken lek (one-’ : 
fourth mile buffer). 
98.&~~o;a~. with seasonal 

4- gamk &ter habitat J2/1- 

- wild turkey winter habitat U/l- 
4/l 
- lesser prairie chicken habitat 
3/l-7/31 

habitat 4/l - #31 
- least tern/pi ing plover nesting 

- ferruginous hawk nesting and 
fledgling habitat 2fl-S/l5 
- Mexican spotted owl habitat 

!;;p 
T-i habitat, 1 

e winter roosting 
16-4/l5 

3% 
regrine falcon habitat 3/16- 

37,220 acres with no surface oc- 

~$~~~%$.~ACEC 

- Mosquito Pass ACEC 
- Droney Gulch ACEC 
- reservoir and railroad RGWs 
- raptor nesting and fle 

%! habrtat (one-fourth mile u er 
- Mexican spotted owl (one- half 
mile buffer around core area) 
- lesser prarne chicken lek (one- 
fourth r$e buffer). 

‘, 

4~~~oa~~ewith seasonal . 
- biggamebir&ing areas (by 
SpeCleS 

Cal 
iii;- 6/30 

ving and deer biithing 

$ld turkey winter habitat U/l - 
. ~~ 

--&iiz~ critical winter habitat 

-JJ+iB. spotted owl habitat 

-.bald.&gle winter roos . 
habitat (one-half prile b SF er) 
3;F;lprarrte chrcken habrtat 

habitat 4/l - $31. 
- least tern/pi ing plover nesting 

- peregrine falcon nesting 
_’ habitat 3/l&7/31 

324 38 acres with controlled 
sq 2 ce use stipulation; i.e., 
-narianareas 
-.&M classrIareas. 



:  ‘_ .’ 
Table 511 (Continued) 

,. 

Management Existing - Alternative - i Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utlization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Actions The Shee Mountain showcase 
area wo J 

The Shee Mountain showcase The Shee Mountain showcase Same as Alternative C. 
d be continued area wo up d be discontinued area woul 3 be emphasized in 

various resource programs. Other 
showcase 
am&kre%nacas&v-casebasis. .’ ,, 

ojeds would be 



Locatable Minerals Management 

Locatable minerals would continue to be managed under 43 CFX 3809 regulations. All areas within the resource area, unless speciIically withdrawn from mineral entry 
or seasonally limited, would be open. Closures would be made through withdrawals. Operations conducted under 3809 regulations shall conform with specified seasonal 
limitations to avoid unnecessary and undue degradation. In all disturbed areas, DPC would be determined Operations failing to follow or provide reasonable mitigation 
may be subject to the nonconformance provisions as identified in 43 CPR 380932. Those areas identified within WSAS (70,984 acres) would be managed under the 
43 CPR 3802 regulations. Locatable minerals within any area designatedwilderness would’be managed according to the specific wilderness legislation. Class I paleo 
areas and developed recreation sites would be closed to mineral entry. This management would be the same in all alternatives. See Appendix H for more details. 
TABLE ‘3-12 
Analysis of Locatable Minerals Management by Alternatives 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Consetiation -_ 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilimtion - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Areas open to mineral en 
2 would be administered un I 

the existing regulations and 
limited by current closures. 

6 Allocatims Of 653,000 acres of BLM- 
admimstered tential locatable 
minerals. 648. TO 61 acres would be 
o 
4 % 

n for m&era1 entry,. and 
9 acres would contmue to be 

closed to mineral entry 
4,239 acres would continue to 
be closed to mineral entry 
- High Mesa Grassland ACEC 
- Garden Park ACEC. 

Mineral entry would be allow- ; 
ed maximum protection/ 
enhancement would be. 

. 

provided to other resourcevalues. 

‘. 

Of 653,000 acres of BLM- : 
admimstered 

$ 
tential locatable 

minerals, 332, 26 acres would 
be o 
187 

n to mmeral entry and ’ 
5” 97 acres would be closed to 

mieral entry. 

187 597 acres would be closed 
to mineral en 

2 
: 

-I!RMClaq *peas 
: $yg$pmfz se= 

- 2 wild and scenic river 
corridors 
- 8 tential NRHP sites 
- fr!&y habitat 
i riparii areas. 

‘.. , . .  

or inter retive programs would 
be deve aped P 
Of 653,000 acres of BLM- 
admimstered land, all acres 
would be open to mineral entry. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Areas open to mineral en 
would be administered un er 7 
the existing regulations and 
limited by closure if necessary. 
Special mitigation would be 
develo d to protect other 
iden& values on a case-by- 
case basis. 

Of 653,000 acres of BLM- 
admimstered 

P 
otential locatable 

minerals, 435, 80 acres wou&.. 
be o en to mmeral en 
84 8& acres would be c &ed to 
n&era1 entry. 

‘r 

84,843 acres would be closed to 
mineral entry: 
I l+qIAgcy&bnthing areas 

- 8 tential NRHP sites 
- f&!&y habitat 
- riparian areas. 

,, . . 

. . 



.Table 3-12 (Continued) 

3 
g 
P 
G 

Management Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - :’ Existing - Alternative A Alternative B Atternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

: Allocations (Continued) 

Actions : Current mineral entry closures 
would be continued;proposed 
withdrawals would be consid- 
ered on a c&e-by-case basis 

132,977 acres would be 

-~least/tern/ i ing plover nesting 
habitat 4/l-761 . 
i;lapggestmglfledghug areas 

- ferruginous hawk nesting/ 
fledgling areas 2/l-8115 
- Mexican spotted owl habitat 
2/l-7/31 ! 
- bald ea le winter roosting 
areas 1 lb 6-4115 
- peregrine falcon habitat 3/16-7/X. 

Existing closures would be re- 
viewed and those different horn 
the closures listed under alloca- 
tions would be removed 

All current closures to mineral 
entry would be recommended 
for removal except class I 
areas. Other mineral-orien P 

ale0 
ed 

projects; i.e., interpretive hii- 
torical mme areas, recreational 
mineral collecting, gold panning, 
and geological interfiretive 
programs would be developed 
m cooperation with other 

Same as Alternative B; 

51,09? acres in 3 ACECs would 
“,Fy;;;;d by a plan of 

Sameas AltemativeB. ’ 

resource programs 

.’ ,. 

.’ : 



‘Mineral Materials Management 

Salable minerals would continue to be managed under the 43 CPR 3600 in all alternatives. In all disturbed areas, DPC would be deterinined Disposal ‘of mineral 
.materials would not occur within WSAS (70,984 acres). Class I paleo areasand developed recreation sites would be closed to disposal of mineral materials in all 
alternatives. 
 

TABLE 313 
Analysis of Mineral Materials Managment by Alternatives 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B. I Alternative C Prefered - ,Altqnative p 

Objectives 

Allocations 

Activities would be administered 
on a case-by-case basis; other 
resource values would be miti- 
gated for each specific proposal 

Of 653 000 acres of BLM- 
ad&tered mineral materials, 
648,761 acres would be available 
for drsposal on a case-by-case 
basis. 
4,239 acres would be closed to - 
mmeral mate&s drsposal 
- High Mesa Grassland ACEC 
- .Garden Park ACEC. 

Areas with critical resource The plann’ 
7 

area would be, 
values would be closed to min- 
eral materials development. 

open to deve opment other 
resource values would be mit- 
igated through existing 
regu~~o~. .: , 

Of 653 000 acres of BLM- 
admi&tered.mineral materials, 

Same as Alternative A. 

332,426 acres would.be available. 
for disposal under ,standard 
stipulations. 
187,597 acres would be closed to Same as Alternative A exce t 5 
- mmeral materials disposal 
- I(RM Clas+ lIegeas 

additional NRHP sites wou P d 

: $j3g~W we? 
ksr;;$ered on a case-be- 

-zmydtrrd scenic river 

- 8 
- f&&y habitat 

tential NRHP sites 

.- riparian areas. 

The plannin area wouldbe 
open to deve opment; mitigation P 
or closures would be apphed if 
necess 
values. 3 

to protect other natural 
eferred areas of sales 

wouldbe identified ! 

Of 653,000 acres of BLM- : 
admimstered mineral materials, 
435,180 acres would be available 
for disposal under standard 

,’

stipulations. 
84.843 acres would be closed to : 
nunera matem+ drsposal 
I t+~~;abathmg areas 

- 8 otential NRHP sites 
- fi$ery habitat 
- riparian areas. 
. ‘ . .  

, . _ ,  .  .  ;  .’ ‘. _- 1 

. . , y ; ; .  

. ,  .  .  

‘. 

,... 



. 

Table 3-;3 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternativer C Preferred Alternative 

Allocabons (Continued):.. O~ac&g$er seasonal I.32 977 km-s under seasonal 
limitations;’ 
- big game winter habitat 12/l- 

: 3/31 
- wild turkey winter habitat Wl- 

; 4/l .’ ‘*-. 
-‘lesser prarrre chicken habitat 
3/I-7/31 ‘. 

- bald ea le winter roosting 
areas, 1 B 16-4115 

.%i. 
regriae falcon habitat 3/16-’ 

Actions Existinn UXUIIO~ use areas and Existing common use areas 
commu&y pits would be 
continued 

and community pits would be 
. . -eliminated where critical 

‘. resource values would be 
adversely affected; these would ., “. be deveIoped if resource 
values would be enhanced. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Community gravel pits and 
common use areas would be 
developed proactively. 

: 
.: ,,’ 

Area-wide activity plan to locate 
and establish communi 

4% 
mineral 

material pits would be veloped. 

One mineral materials showcase Same as Alternative C. 
project would be developed in 
cooperation with other resource 
programs. ‘. 



Coal Minerals Management 

Existing leases would be continued in all alternatives. In all disturbed areas, DPC would be determined The coal screening process would be used in all alternatives 
to determine areas to be further considered for leasing. Only areas with potential for development would be considered; areas that meet the20 standard coal unsuitability 
criteria would be further considered; areas that pass the surface owner screen would then be further considered Areas acceptable for coal leasing would be prioritized 
for timely scheduling and completion of data collection. Appendix I of this document contains more detailed information. 
TABLE 3-14 

‘. Analysis of Coal Minerals Management by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objecrives New leases would be issued on a 
case-by-case basis and would 
require a plan amendment. 

The total l31,OOO acres of BLM- 
administered coal would be suit- 
able for further consideration 
for underground or surface 
- 

Actioqs Specific proposals wouldbe 
considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 

’ 
I  

Areas would be identified for Areas would be identified for 
further consideration of future further consideration of future 
coal leasing; coal unsuitability 
criteria would provide protec- 

coal leasing; coal unsuitability 

tion of resource values. 
criteria would provide protec- 

Maximum protection for surface 
tion of resource values. 

owqers, special status animal 
habitat, brg game birthing and 
critical winter habitat, and 
VRM Class II areas would be 
provided 

Of 131,000 acres of BLM- Same as Alternative A. 
administeredco~ a 
53,000 acres would % 

proximately 
e suitable Ibr 

iiulher consideration~foI under- 
groundor surke 
- 167 acces of bg game -7 rrthing 
habitat would be suitable but 
unavailable for sufface mining 
~&ygyfb!&fg=&gp 

but lmavailableseasonally 
-29045acres~uldbesmtable ‘. 
2lllchgkfor~ce~ 
~~$Sv%$$Jf-$~d 

ticmfkrndergroundminiagonly- 

The coal screening process would Same as Alternative A 
beappliecLThefkst$reecoal 
~~i-ee~,wodw~; 

%e 
hed. ‘+e 

apphedto 
screen out.all unin~xrrated 

mmumbes(subdrvrsions) b’ 
&bhthing+bigm&n.. %3 
winter~habitat+ll~ 

Same as Alternative C. 

Same as Alternative.B, except 
23,788 acq of big 
w&er habitat wo 2 

ame critical 
d be avarl- 

. 

Same as Alternative B. 



Paleontological Resources 

Paleontology would be managed in accordance with existing BLM manual guidance in allalternatives, which requires clearances and necessary mitigation in class I 
areas identified as having potential for discovery of scientifically significant fossils. Guidance also outlines procedures required for paleontological permitting. Existing 
inventories would be updated as needed Various educational programs using paleontological resources could be developed on a case-by-case basis. A visitor center 
would be established in the Garden Park Paleo Area, and this area would be designated an ACEC..Class I paleo areas (Garden Park) would be leased for fluid minerals 
with NSO stipulations and closed to mineral entry and to mineral materials disposal in all ahematives. Class I paleo areas also would be retained in public ownership 
and have limitations on OHV use to designated roads and trails. 
TABLE 3-15. 
Analysis of Paleontological Resources by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Utilization of ale0 resources 
for education ap ~a.nd research 

Paleo resources Would be pro- 
tected for scientific research 

t3 
ki Allocations 

Actions 

purposes would be encouraged 
with special em hasis on the 

purposes. 

Garden Park Pa eo Area. 7 

Class I area (2,728 acres) would 
be protected from timber 
harvesting and wood gathering. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Establishment of invertebrate 
collecting areas would be consid- 
ered through activity plans. 

Utilization of ale0 resources 
for educationa research, and P, 
other public uses such as tour- 
ism would be encouraged with 
s 
Ip” 

cial emphasis on the Garden 
ark Paleo Area. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Establishment of invertebrate 
collecting areas to provide fossil 
materials for public domain col- 
lections at area; regional schools 
would be consrdered through m- 
tegrated activity plans. 
Cyclic inventorres of Class I and 
some C~lass IJ paleo areas would 



Historical Resources 

All historical sites/districts would receive protection in compliance with procedures in Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 
TABLE 3-16 
Analysis of Historical Resources by Alternatives 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Information potential would be 
used for interpretation and 
scientic values. 

Sites would be used for their 
interpretive value. 

AllOCtltiOilS Conservation of historjcal re- 
sg;ces would be provrded 

9 Park 
desrgnatron of Garden 

CEC - 57223 acres. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Conservation of historical sites 
through preservation and 
stabihzatron would be 
emphasized through protective 
restrictions. 
Conservation of historical re- 
sources would be provided, 

roads and trails; 

Same as Alternative A 

Resources would be managed 
extensively to provide for edu- 

Same as Alternative A 

cational, scientific, and recrea- ‘. . 
tional purposes :’ ‘. :. 

Conservation of historical re- 
sources would be provided 

Same as Alternative B except 
NSO would not be used for fluid 

through: 
- des’ ation of Garden Park 

mineral mitigation. 

ACE f? - 2,728 acres 
- disposal of minerals materials 
on a case-by-case basis on five 
NRHP sites/districts - 2$44l 
acres. 



Table 3-16 (Continued) 

Management 

. -Actions 

Existing - Alternativer A Resource Consecration Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred.- Alternative D 

Reactivehventories would be -Active atrol and surveillance 
% conducted as needed would e umdgted for signifi- 

Information potential would be .- ‘Same asAlternative C. 

cant sites. 
promoted through involvement 
with interested universities. 

Appro 
fkw % 

iate h$niques~wo~d Active 
to stabhze deterloratmg tlr 

ograms fdr inter 
I” 

etive 
scien ’ 6 and recreationa use of 

. historic sites would be develoDed 



Archaeological Resources 

All archaeological sites/districts would receive protection in compliance with procedures in Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. Archaeological 
resources would be inventoried National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) sites would be retained in BLM-administration in all alternatives. 
TABLE 3-17 
Analysis of Archaeological Resources by Alternatives 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Information potential would be 
preserved for the future, but mini- 
mally utilized for educational/ 
research purposes. 

Resources would be preserved 
for the future. 

Conservation of archaeological 
resources would be provided 
throu 
Park P 

designation of Garden 
CEC - 2,728 acres. 

‘Actions. Reactive inventories would be 
conducted as needed 

Information potential would be Same as Alternative B. 
developed to the maximum ex- 
tent possble through appropri- 
ate study. 
Conservation of sites would be 
emphasized through preserva; 

Resources would be managed 

t&n and stabihzatlon. 
intensively to fully provide for 
recreational purposes. :; 

C&serva&n’of archaeological: Conservation of archaeolo ‘cal 
resources would be provided 
through 

resources would be provide 7 

-d lesignation of five ACECs: 
through - designation of Garden Park 

- no entry for locatables 

if 
tentid siMdistri& on 8,800 sur- 
ce acres Badger Creek - 7,200 

acres and & 
1,600 acres). 

charas Canyon - 

no disposal of mineral materi- 
2s 
- OHV use limited to designated 
roads and trails. 

Active 
% 

atrol and surveillance 
w~n$sle~ conducted for srgnr& 

Information potential would be 
I?$~?~yPJhJ&o~ey!&!~~ 

Appro 
be usf: F. 

iate &hniques would 
to-stab-ilize and preserve 

Active prog@ms for interpretive 
~4 reqeatronal use of archaeo- 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative B except 2 
NRHP (8,800 acres) sites would 
be leased for fluid minerals 
under standard stips. 

Same as Alternative C. 

deterioratingsites. logical sites. 

.-:: 
. . ‘-: ‘, 

: 

. 



Transportation and Access Nlanagem~nt 

Access to BLM-administered lands would be primarily provided by county roads in all alternatives. Other means of obtaining public access would be investigated and L 
documented within the transportation plan. Miles shown are the maximum expected and may include multiple routes believed necessary for adequate access. Acres 
are the approximate land area presently inaccessble that would become accessible. Roads and trails on BLM-administered lands would be maintained by the 
appropriate holder of rights. BLM would maintain those transportation system roads and trails needed for agency resource management and public use. Unneeded 
and unmaintained roads and trails would be closed and reclaimed Vehicle use would be limited seasonally, as needed, by public notice. Comprehensive transportation 
planning would be maintained 
TABLE 3-18 
Analvsis of Transoortation and Access Manaaementl bv Alternatives 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Alternative. B Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives ‘kursportation (roads and trails 
ut system as it currently exists wo d 

be maintained Maintenance 
would occur on an as-needed or 

.,. emergency basis. 

%nsportation system would be 
improved and maintained ac- 
cording to resource rankin for 
this alternative to provide or B 
management of critical resources. 
A mamtenance schedule would 
be established for BLM-system 
roads on an average of once 
every 5 years. 

Same as Alternative B except 
maintenance would be based on 
a 50-year schedule. 

New access would be provided 
on a case-by-case basrs or as 
funding allows and would in- 
clude new road construction, 
easement acquisiton, trails, etc 

New access would be provided 
according to resource ranking. 

Same as Alternative B. 

pansportation system would be 
unproved and maintained to fa- 
c&ate public access and admini-, 
spatwe monitoring as well as 

g roads on BLM- 
administered lands. A mainte- 
name schedule would be estab- 
lished for BLM-system roads on 
an average of once every 10 years. 
Roads not maintained m ood 
condition under this sche % ule 
would either have limited use or 
be closed and reclaimed 

New access would be provided 
to all BLM-administered lands 
ident3ied for retention and multi- 

publicaccess is need- 
ed. Administratk (nonexclusive) 
easements would be used where 
there is no public access need and 

9 
BLM employee, antractor, 

an licensee access is needed 



Table 3-18 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives (Continued) Unnecessary roads would closed Same as Alternative A. 
and rehabihtated on a case-bv- 

Unnecessary or umnaintained 

case basis for mitigation of spe- 
cific problems. 

Specifx problem mitigatic 
would occur through s 
fencing, and markmg oun if-3 - 
aries. 

. . 
z re T roads would be closed 

abilitated in special 
status plant/animal species 
habitat, riparian, sen+ive 
sprls/water quahty, wildlife/ 
fishing habitat, and paleo/ 
historical/archaeologicalareas. 

Signin fencing andmarking 
d% 

Same as Alternative B. 
boun res would continue 
according to resource ranking. 

Permanent transportation system Permanent transportation system Permanent transportation system 
would include: would include: would include: 
I 1303B 

-Ed 
tern roa@xxils 263 miles - BLM 

authorrzed pubhc roads - non-B El 
tern road&rails 316 miles 1 BkF;fvIB 

authomed pubhc 3% 
tern road&mik 258 miles 

132 miles roads 132 miles 
authorrzed pubhc 

roads 132 miles 
- non-BLM unauthorized public 
roads73 miles 

- non-BLM unauthorimd public 
roads73 miles . 

- non-BLM unauthorized public 
roads 73 miles 

;s 
r$.t.tsauthorized roads/traiJs - 

I.!! 
rrva;sauthorrzed roads/trails - 

l! 
rrvate authorized roads/trails 

’ ate unauthorized road&rails -JJ&& unauthorized roads/trails 
.ples 

d+Yhles 
te unauthorized road&rails 

ia 
- corporate authorized roads/ 
railroads 89 miles 

- corporate authorized roads/ 
railroads 89 miles 

- corporate authorized roads/ 
railroads 89 miles 

-corporate unauthorized roads/ 
railroads 14 miles 

-corporate unauthorized roads/ 
railroads 14 miles 

-corporate unauthorized roads/ 
railroads 14 miles 

- total BLM s 
and railroads 

stem roads, trails, 
1 

- total BLM s 
1,056 miles and railroads 

stem roads, trails, 
>’ 

- total BLM s 
625 miles and railroads 

- total BLM system roads/trails - total BLM system roads/trails 
r” 

tern roads, trails, 
1,051 miles 

to be maintained 263 miles. to be maintained302 miles. 
- total BLM system roads/trails 
to be maintained 728 miles. 

would be closed 

~~&~~~~~~*~u~%& 
all BLM-administered land 
identified for retention and 
multiple use management. The 
degree of access would be, 
gmded by the designated re.crea- 
y$gPP&yyw&e~~;a& 

- SPNM - 5-mile access pomts 
- SPM - 3-mile access points 
- RN - l-mile access points. 

Permanent hansportation system 
would include: 
I 1303B 

E4 
tern ro&s/tra&(314 miles 

pubhc authoxzed 
roads 132 miles 
;d public 

- r&ate authorized road&ails 15 
rr;les 
iEF+ teunauthorizedroads&ails 

miles 
corporate authorized roads/ 

iaihoads 89 miles 
;~~xx$z4unanaorized roads/ 



Table 3-18 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Allocations (Conthyd) New access would include: 
Priori areas: 
- livin x4 ountain - 35 miles; 
8,000 acres 
- Big Hole - 3 miles; 18,000 acres 
- Barnard Creek/Booger Red - 4 
miles; 9,000 acres. 

P w 

BLM-administered land iu the 
retention category with-ade- _ __ 

New access by easement aquisi- 
tion or new construction would 

New access by easement aquisi- 
Ecyuorenew constructron would 

New ac+ss by easement, 

include: 
aqurs+on or new construction 

Priori ‘areas: 
would mclude: 

Priori areas: 
z 2 

Priori areas: 
Twin ountain - 3.5 miles; 8,000 - Gar en Park - 4 miles 0 acres - Twin x4 cnmtaiu - 3.5 miles; 
acres - Calcite area - 1 mile- i 800 acres 8 000 acres 
- Big Hole - 3 miles; 18,000 acres 
- Barnard CreekIBooger Red - 4 

- West Waugh Mount% - 1 mile; - ‘Big Hole - 3 miles; 18,000 acres 

miles 9 000 acres 
1,400 acres. - Barnard Creek/Booger Red - 4 

- 31 Mie MountainIMiill Gulch - 
miles;.9,000 acres 
- Cal&e area - 1 mile; 1,800 acres 
;~~~~~~ Mo~ntam - 1 rmle; 

- ‘Garden Park - 4 miles 0 acres 
acres - 31 Mile Mountain/M& Gulch - 
- Beaver Creek - 13.5 miles; 
15,000 acres 
- Arkansas River sites - 2 miles; 
4 000 acres 
- ht. Mestas - 5 miles; 3,800 acres 

acres 

- Sheep and Little Shee 
- Beaver Creek - 13.5 miles; 

Mountain - 3 miles; 5,l 8 0 acres. 
-15,000 acres 
- Arkansas River sites - 2 miles; 
4 000 acres 
- ht. Mestas - 5 miles; 3,800 acres 
- Sheep and Little Shee .. Mountain - 3 miles; 5,l B 0 acres. 

BLM-administered .k+nd in the BLM-administered l-and in the BLM-adminiitered Iand in the 
retention category with ade- 
quate, permanent, legal public 

retention category with ade- 
quate, permanent, legal public 

retention category with ade- 
quate, perr+en_tlegal public quate, permanent., legal public 
access would be .I8 percent. access would be 19 percent, access would be 73 percent. access would be 87 percent. 



I 
Rights-of-Way Management 

Existing rights-of-ways (ROWS) and the 1986 Western Utility Group (WUG) study would be considered in all alternatives when designating utility corridor locations. 

Coni&rs for major ROWS. The preferred location for future major ROW grants. 

Avokiance areas for major ROWS. Areas with values that could be adversely affected by new major ROW grants. These are areas where future major ROWS and area1 
sites (ie., communication sites and reservoirs) could be granted only when a feasible alternative route or designated corridor is unavailable. 

Exclirstin areas for major ROWS. Areas with values that wouM be adversely affected by new major ROW grants. These are areas where future major ROWS and areal 
sites would not be granted, unless mandated by law. WSAs (70,984 acres) would be treated as exclusion areas in all alternatives. 

Minor ROWS. These ROWS and areal sites would be allowed only when a clear need is demonstrated, and the beneficial environmental effects outweigh the costsThey 
would be authorized on a case-by-case basis utihzing criteria in the Objectives below. ‘,: 
: 

TABLE 3-19 

Analysis of Rights-o&Way Management by Alternatives 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

r 
Y 

Objectives Corridor a 
considere l? 

plications would be 
on a case-by-case 

basis. Existing major ROWS 
would be managed as corridors 
for future pro’ects. Width would 
be limited to Al e grant width. 
ROWS would be authorized on a 
case-b 
would Jb 

-case basis. Attempt 
e made to mitigate or 

avoid conflicts with resources. 

Alk.?Cations Exclusion areas ( 0 acres). 

Corridors would be designated 
with emphasis on avoidance and 

mile width. 
ROWS would be authorized on a 
case-by-case basis on1 
resource values could % 

if 
e 

f;pgzby exclusron and 

Exclusion areas (340,350 acres) 
would include: 
- ipeeial status plant and animals 

: NRHP snes 
critical big game birthii areas 

- ACECs with VRM II 
- 14 developed recreation sites 
- wild and scenic river corridors. 

WUG study recommendations 
for corridor designation would 
be ado ted The corrridors 
would 1 e 3 miles wide. 

ROWS would be authorized on a 
case-by-case basis with a min- 
imum of restrictive stipulations, 
includin criteria for avoidance 
and ex CF. usron designations. 

Same as Alternative A. 

WUG study recommendations 
for corridor designation would 
be adopted with addition of 
existing transportation utility 
corridors. The corridors would 
be limitedto 2 miles wide. 
ROWS would be authorized on a 
case-by-case basis only when 
avoidance and excluion desig- 
nation criteria are protected and 
when additional strpulations pro- 
tect resources and values not 
included in the criteria. 

Exclusion areas (264,462 acres) 
would. m&de: 
~s~~sta~plantandanimal.s 



Al~‘~~ations (Continued) 

Avoidance areas (4,318 acres) 
would include: 

Avoidance areas (24l,666 acres) 
would include: 

Avoidance areas (80 acres) 
would include: 

Avoidance areas (52,358 acres) 
would include: 

- 2 ACEC s (Garden Park Paleo - ri arian areas 
Area and High Mesa Grassland) - A5EC.s with VRM III 

- 14 developed recreation sites. - 14 developed recreation sites 

- 14 developed recreation sites. - SRMAs 
- A@Cs yith VRI$ II. 

- critical big game winter habitat. 
y-&p? big game bum 

Designated corridors (0 acres). Same as Alternative A. Des’ 

Unrestricted areas (577,698 
7 

ated corridors (47,992 Des’ ated corridors (24,938 
aaes . 7 aaes . 

aaes). 
Unrestricted areas (0 aaes). Unrestricted areas (533,944 

aaes). 
Unrestricted weas (240,258 
acres). 

Table 3-19 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 



Land Ownership Adjustments 

In all alternatives, land ownership adjustment opportunities (by sale, exchange, or acquisition) would be used to improve BLM-administered land patterns for 
management efficiency, to enhance public values, and to reduce potential for land use conflicts meeting the criteria established in FLPMA, Sec. 203: 
Category I lands are: land, because of location or other characteristics, difficult anduneconomical to manage and unsuitable for mangement by another Federal entity; 
e.g., urban areas, agricultural lands, commercial areas, individual areas; BLMLadminiitered land acquired for a specific purpose, and no longer required for that or 
any other Federal purpose; disposal would serve important public objectives that could not be achieved prudently or feasibly on land other than that administered by 
BLM; and other public objectives and values, which would be served by maintaiuii the tract in Federal ownership, are outweighed; 
Category II lands are: lands to be retained or exchanged for other lands within a Category II area. Non-Federal lauds in these areas could be acquired horn willing 
sellers by any number of methods. 
Category III lands are: lands difhcult and uneconomical to manage because of land pattern and/or access problems and lands with public values that would be more 
appropriate to exchange for other lands with greater public value, which could be managed more effectively. 

Acquisition from willing sellers would occur to meet priority needs for resource management. Suitability for disposal by specific authority would be determined on a 
case-by-case basis through NEPA compliance. 

In all land ownership adjustments, it would. be desirable to avoid splitting surface and mineral estate, and it would also be. desirable to reunite split estate through 
acquisition or disposal when opportunities arise and appropriate regulatory requirements are met Developed recreation sites would be retained in public ownership. 
TABLE 3-20 
Analysis of Land Ownership Adjustments by Alternatives 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Parcels/areas difficult and 
uneconomical to manage with 

Same as Alternative A, exce 
natural resource values wo llf 

t 
d 

Same as Alternative A, except Same as Alternative A, except 

nos 
UfP 

cant resource values 
be identified for sale. 

have higher priority than 
c+modity values would have 

er 
commodity values. Y 

priority than resource 
provision would be made for a 
mixture of public use. 

wo ues.. 

values would be considered 
eq* in -be? propo~ 
on a case-by-basis. 



Table 3-20 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Allocations 

resources: 
- Lands with resource values 
listed below: 

rimitive 
% 

areas, SPNM, SPM, 
i3IlSRMAS 

big game birthing and critical 
.winter habitat 

ripa+u areas or wetlands. . 

Cate ory I lands (33 056 acres) 
wou I% be identified cor disposal 
if they meet PLPMA criteria, 
but are not valued for the: 
following resources: 
- Lands with resource values 

following resources: 
- Lands with resource values 

following resources: 
- Lands with resource values 

listed below: listed below: listed below: 
sppzial status plant and animal special status plant and animal special status plant and animal 

species 
wild and scenic river corridors 
riparian areas or wetlands- 
brg ame birthing and crrtrcal 

winter abitat % 
14 ACECs 
ClassIIVRMareas 
rimitive areas, SPNM, SPM, 

allSRMAS % L 
NRHP eligible cultural and 

speaes 
2 ACECs 

speqes 
wrld and scenic river corridors 

NRHP eligible cultural and 
historical sites 

wilderness study areas 

riparian acres or wetlands. 
NRHP eligible cultural and 

historical sites. 
high potential mineral areas 
reviewed and valid withdrawals 

meiic ~~~~~~ prove category grazing allot-historical sit& 

NRHP eligible cultural or 
Improve category grazings 

allotments 
historical sites 

high potential mineral areas b 
reductive forestland 

reviewed and valid withdrawals 
potential mineral areas 

reviewed and valid withdrawals. 
- PLPIvIA criteria would be 
ap lied on a case-by-case basis 
as Ld ownership adjustment 
opportunities develop (usually 
by request). 

exchange. 
Cate ry III lands (approximately 
18 O&acres) with resource values 
lisied in Category I would be 
identified for dis 
exchange R&P $ 

sal through 

kursfer. 
lease, or 

wouls 6; 
Cate ory RI lands 3 757 acres) 

be those lan with re- 
source va+s listed in Category 
: gp ulenhfied as Category 

. 

Category II lands (420,003 acres) 
withmsouroevalues@xl~m 

rZ!Z%?Z~kZ$Fedfbr 

Category III lands (130,444 acres) 
with resource values hsted in 
Cate ory I would be identified 

& 
ZPPGse, or transfer. 

sal through exdmnge, 

Category II lands (462J41 acres) 
withresourcevalueslist+m 

r~~FZZFn$YtrSed for . 
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Withdrawals and Classifications 

All classifications and withdrawals would be reviewed periodically to determine whether they should be continued, modified, or revoked/terminated 

Withdrawals to protect special values such as recreation and wildlife would preclude settlement, sale, location, or entry under the general land laws, including the 
mining laws (30 U.S.C. Ch. 2). Withdrawals to protect waterpower/reservoir values would preclude settlement, sale, location, or entry under the general land laws, 
including the minii laws. Mineral entry, however, would be permitted under the provisions of F!L. 359. Withdrawals for Public Water Reserves would prevent any 
activities that would disturb or destroy Federal interest in waters on BLM-administered lands. These withdrawals are not open to nonmetaliferous mineral entry. All 
withdrawals for other agencies (approximately l58,OOO acres) would be continued subject to periodic review. Ifwithdrawals of BLM-administered land are relinquished, 
these lands would be managed according to applicable management prescription described in this plan. 

Classitications for R&PP leases would be allowed only on Category I and III lands as prescribed in the Land Ownership Adjustment section. Classifxation and MultipIe 
Use Act (CMU) classifications would be reviewed and replaced, as appropriate, by more recent authorities. 
 

   
 : 
TABLE 3-21 
Analysis of Withdrawals and Classifications by Alternative 

Management Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - Existing - Alternativer A Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives Current withdrawals and 
 classifications on BLM- 

administered lands would 
continue, subject to periodic 
review. 

Allocations 

New withdrawals would be 
considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 

Existin 
would % 

BLM withdrawals 
e : 

other withdrawals continued 
3,596 acres 

water-power/reservoir with- 
drawals continued 7,994 acres. 

withdrawals to protect 
=@iifEZ reservoir interests along 

kansasRiverwouldherecom- 
mended for termination. 

Withdrawals would be initiated 
for all un 

4 
rotected lands recom- 

mended or special designation 
and for areas with other critical 
resource needs. 

Existin BLM withdrawals 
would e: % 

other withdrawals continued 
$596 acres 

water/power reservoir 
withdrawals terminated 6,753 
acres 
- waterpowerlreservoir with- 
drawals continued l,241 acres. 

Current withdrawals of BLM- 
administered lands would be 
recommended for revocation, 
exe 
with % 

t waterpowerlreservoir 
awals, which would 

continue. 
Withdrawals would be initiated 
to prote.ct important waterpower/ 
reservorr potentral 

Exis’ 7 BLM withdrawals 
would e : 

other withdrawals continued 
i496 acres 
- other withdrawals revoked 
1,100 acres 
- waterpower/reservoir with- 
drawals continued 7,994 acres. 

Same as Alternative A. 

withdrawals would be initiated 
to rotect special values in the 
Ariry.ys Rrver SRMA and 3 

Same as Alternative B. 

New BLM withdrawals would NeW BLM withdrawals would New BLM withdrawals would New BLM withdrawals would 
be initiate& 2,728 acres. be initiated:l10,571 acres. be initiated: 2,728 acres. be initiated: 77,046 acres. 

b5(D
25

s .(I) 1. 
2 
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Waterpower/Reservoir Resources 

All waterpower/reservoir withdrawals would be reviewed to determine if they are still warranted Appropriate action would be taken to continue or recommend 
termination. Levels of management are as follows: Intensive: Areas where waterpower/reservoir is the priority use among a number of others. Restricted: Areas where 
other resource uses are emphasized in lieu of a permit or license application. Unsuitable: Areas where development of waterpower or reservoirs is excluded or 
recommended for exclusion. 
TABLE 3-22 
Analysis of WaterpowerlStorage by Alternatives 

Management 

Objectives 

Existing - Alternative A Resource Cohetvation - Resource Utilization - A~ erne tive B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Only waterpower/reservoir re- 
roviding Signiicant T 

’ emphasis of other resource High emphasis on waterpowerl 
sources 

tiar 
va ues would be provided over reservoir resources as a com- 

poten for development 
would continue. 

waterpower/reservok resources. modity would be rovided over 
other resource v ap ues. 

Allocations Management for waterpower/ Management for waterpower/ Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
 reservoir sites would occur as reservoir sites would occur as 

s follows: 
- suitable for intensive manage- 

follows: 

ment 7,994 acres); 
L 

- suitable for intensive manage- 

- suita le for restricted manage- 
ment 1,241 acres); 

L - suita 
ment (0 acres) 

le for restricted manage- 

- unsuitable for management (0 
ment (0 acres) 

acres). 
- unsuitable for management 
(6.753 acres). 
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Areas of Critical and Environmental Concern Designations 

l[tvo areas designated for special management would be designated areas of critical environmental concern (ACECs) in ah alternatives. These two areas are High Mesa 
Grassland, an existing research natural area, and Garden Park Paleontological Area, an existing research natural area and a national natural landmark Any additional 
areas meeting relevance and importance criteria would be considered for designation at any tune. See Appendix K for more details. : 

All areas designated an ACEC in any of the alternatives would have all off-highway vehical travel limited to designated roads and trails. V&al rating would be’ 
re-evaluated to ensure existing rating is appropriate to protect any outstanding scenic qualities of the area. An integrated activity plan (IAP) would be completed on 
all areas designated ACECs during the early years of RMP plan implementation. This integrated plan would replace and supercede any multiple overlapping single 
use activity plans completed on the same area. 
TABLE 3-23 
Analysis of Areas of Critical and Environmental Concern Designations by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Consewation - 
Alternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives 
High Mesa Grassland Same as Alternative A. 

 
 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A.1 lus this 
unit would be combine, w&h if- 
Arkansas Canyonlands, 

Garden Park Paleontological Sensitive and uni ue resources 
% 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
would be manage to protect, 
enhance,.and mterpret the na- 
tionally srgnificant paleontologi- 
cal vahres, rare fix&, a threatened 
and endangered plant, and would 
receive special management as an 
ACEC. 

Browns CanLOn Sensitive resources would be Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
managed under existing plans, managed to protect and en- 
laws, and regulations, and would hance the scenic va!ues and 
ztzz;;;xxral management endangered peregrme falcon 

and brghom sheep habitat, and 
would receive s 
ment as an AC 

cial manage- 
E, C. 



Table 3-23 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative 6 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives (Continued) 

Beaver Creek 

Grape Creek 

Phantom Canyon 

Droney Gulch 

Sensitive resources would be 
managed under existing plans, 
laws, and regulations, and would 
not receive special management 
asan ACEC. 

Sensitive resources would be 
managed under existing plans, 
laws, an4 regulations, and would 
not receive special management 
asan ACEC. 

Sensitive resources would be 
managed under existing 
laws, an+ regulations an B 

lans, 
would 

not receive special management 
as an ACEC. This area would 
continue to be managed as art 
of the Gold Belt Natronal I?! ack 
Country Scenic Byway and as a 
special recreation management 
area (SRMA). 

Sensitive resources would be 
managed under existing 
laws, and regulations an B 

lans, 
would 

not recerve special management 
as an ACEC. 

Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Sensitive resources would be 
managed to protect and en- 
hance the scenic v@ues and 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

receive s ecial management as 
anACE . e 

Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
managed to protect and en- 
hance the scenic, historical, 
paleontological, and ri arian 
values and threatened L exican 
spotted owl habitat. The area 
would continue to be managed 
as part of the Gold Belt 
National Back Country Scenic 
Byway, as an SRMA, and would 
r&xi% s 
anACE . e 

e&l management as 

Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 



Table 3-23 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternat’we A Resource Consewation - 
Alternative 6 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives (Continued) 
Mosquito Pass Sensitive resources would be 

managed under existing plans, 
laws. and regulations. and would 
not receive @ecial m’kmgement 
as an ACEC. 

Cucharas Canyon 

Le Veta Pees 

Sensitive resources would be 
managed under existing plans, 
laws, and regulations, and would 
not receive special management 
as an ACEC. 

Sensistive resources would be 
managed under existing plans, 
laws, and regulations. and would 
not receive Special mkigement 
as an ACEC 

Badger Creek Sensistive resources would be 
managed under existing plans, 
laws, and regulations, and would 
not receive special management 
as an ACEC. 

Twin Mountain Unique resources would be 
managed under existing 
laws, and regulations an B 

lans, 
would 

not receive Special management 
as an ACEC. 

Welleville Area Unique resources would be 
managed under existing 
laws, and regulations an B 

lans, 
would 

not receive special management 
as an ACEC. 

Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. 
managed to protect and en- 
hance the scenic and historic 
values as well as the candidate 
threatened and endangered 
plan! species. The area would 
receives 
an ACE OF 

cial management as 

Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. 
managed to protect and en- 
hance the scenic, historic, 
archaeolo 
ripa&m v 3 

‘c, and significant 
ues. The area would 

receive s 
an ACE t? 

cial management as 

Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

special management as an ACEC 
Sensitive resources would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

special management as an ACEC 

Unique resourceswould be Same as Alternative A. 
managed to rotect, enhance, 
an! interpre tpe s ! j+ticantand 
umque geologmal eatures. The 
area would receive special 
management as an ACEC. 
Unique resources would be Same as Alternative A. 
managed to protect, enhance, 
and interpre the s cant and 

P umque geological eatures. The 
area would receive special 
management as an ACEC 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 



Table 3-23 (Continued) 
-~~ ~~ 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives (Continued) 
A~I~ansas Canyonlands Semi&e resources would be 

managed under existing plans, 
laws, and regulations, and would 

& High Mesa Grasslands This 1,510-acre area would be 
desrted an ACEC The area 
wAefay;;losed to locatable 

?i 
, leased for flurd 

minerals wi NSO stipulations, 
closed to mineral materials dis- 
posal, retained in public owner- 
ship, and timber harvesting and 
wood 
for e s 

athering would be allowed 
ancement of protected 

resources. 

Garden Park Paleo This 572%acre area would be 
des’ 

lY 
ated an ACEC. The area 

wAelb;;losed to locatable 

% minerals wi 
, leased for fled 
NSO stipulations, 

closed to mineral materials 
disposal, retained in public 
ownership, and timber harvest- 

alf s 
in and wood athering would be 

owed for e ancement of 

Sensitive resources would be 
managed to protect, enhance, 
and mterpret the s cant 
sceni hrstoric, an 

c3 
P archaeo- 

logi values, the threatened 
and endangered pere 
falcon, keyraptor an F 

ine 

sheep habita 
bighorn 

fisheries. Ad kl 
and important 
‘tional public 

access along a nationally signi- 
ficant recreational river would 
be considered. The area would 
receive s 
anACE . F 

cial management as 

Same as Alternative A except 
livestock grazing would be 
excluded 

Same as Alternative A except 
livestock grazing would be 
excluded 

Same as Alternative A. 

remaining area. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A, except 
this l&O-acre area would be 
combmed with Arkansas Can- 
yonlands would not be retained 
under BLM-apministration, and 
&ve&ik graxmg would be 

Same as Alternative A. S,ame as Alternative A except 
szgk grazmg would be 

protected resources. 



Table 3-23 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Atternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Alkmztions (Continued) 

Browns Canyon This X&697-acre area would not 
be designated an ACEC. 

Beaver Creek This l2,081-acre area would not 
be designated an ACEC. 

Grape Creek This l5,978-acre area would not 
be designated an ACEC. 

This l&697-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. 
des’ ated an ACEC. The area 
wo r d be closed to locatable 
mineral en 

z 
, leased for fluid 

minerals wi NSO stipulations, 
closed to mineral materials 
disposal, retained in public 
pwnership, and timber harvest- 

3 
and wood 

owed for e n%ancement of 
athering would be 

protected resources. *.: 

This l2,081-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. 
designated an ACEC. Lwestock 
gramg would be excluded; the 
area would be closed to loca- 
table mineral en 
fluid minerals wi 2 

, leased for 
NSO stipula- 

tions, closed to mineral materi- 
als dq~al, retained in public 
pwnership, and timber harvest- 

3 
and wood 

owed for e n%ancex.ne*t of 
athering would be 

protected resources 
Thii l5,978-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. 
designated an ACEC. Livestock 
grazmg would be excluded; the 
area would be closed to loca- 
table mineral en 
fluid minerals wi 2 ‘&%e$fo&- 
tions, closed to mineral ma P- en- 
als dsposa& retained inpublic 
ownedi andtimberhanesting 
and woo 9 gathering would be 
allowed for enhancement of 
protected resources. 

Same as Alternative B except 
fluid minerals would be leased 
under standard stips. 

Same as Alternative B except 
fluid minerals would be leased 
under standard stipk, and only a 
portion 
exclude 6 

5 755 acres) would be 
&om livestock grazing. 

Same as Altermative B except 
fluid minerals would be leased 
under standard sti s would not 
be retained in pub cownership, I? 
End&stock grazmg would be 



Table 3-23 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation, - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C 

Preferred - Alternative D 

Phantom Canyon This 6,.096-acre area would not 
be desrgnated an ACEC. 

Droney Gulch This 705acre area would not be 
designated an ACEC. 

Mosquito Pass This 4$36-acre area would not 
be desrgnated an ACEC. 

Cucharas Canyon This l,314-acre area would not 
be designated an ACEC 

The 6,096acre area would be Same as Alternative A. 
des’ 

Y 
ated an ACEC. The area 

Same as Altermative B except 
fluid minerals would be leased 

wou d be closed to locatable 
mineral en 

% 
, leased for fluid 

minerals wi NSO stipulations, 
closed to mineral materials 
disposal, retained in public 
ownership, and timber harvest- 

and wood 
T 3 a owed fore 

athering would be 
ancementof 

protected resources. 

under standard stips and area 
would not be retained in public 
ownership. 

Thii 705-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. 
designated an ACEC. Livestock 

$me as Altermative B except 

grazmg would be excluded; the 
&ssik grazmg would be 

area would be closed to loca- 
table mineral en 
fluid minerals wi 2 

, leased for 
NSO stipula- 

tions, closed to mineral materi- 
als disposal, retained m pubhc 
ownership, and timber harvest- 

and wood 
a owed fore Y Ifi 

athering would be 
ancementof 

protected resources. 
This 4,036-acre area would be 
designated an ACEC. Livestock 
grazmg would be excluded; the 
area would be closed to loca- 
table mineral en 

2 
leased for 

fluid minerals wi ‘NSO sti ula- 
tions, and closed to miner J 
mater-u& disposaL 

This l,314-acre area would be 
designated an ACEC. Livestock 
grazmg would be excluded; the 
area would be closed to loca- 
table mineral en ; leased for 
fhrid m&err& wi _ NSQ stipuht- %I 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B except 
fluid minerals would be leased 
under standard sti would not 
be retained in pub F c ownership, 
and livestock grazing would 
continue. 

tions, closed to mineral materi- 
als drsposal, retamed m pubhc 
9wnership, and timber harvest- 

3 
and wood 

owed for e s 
athermg would be 
ancement of 

protected resources. 



Table 3-23 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Allocations (Continued) 
La veta Pass This 3,419-acre area would not 

be desrgnated an ACEC. 

Badger Creek 

Y 
% 

Twin Mountain 

This 2S,660-acre area would not 
be desrgnated an ACEC. 

‘...’ 

This l,063-acre area would not 
be designated an ACEC. 

This 403-acre area would not be 
designated an ACEC. 

This 3,419-acre area would be Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative A 
des’ 

Iif? 
ated an ACEC. The area 

wAelb&;losed to locatable 

% 
, leased for fled 

minerals wi NSO stipulations, 
closed to mineral materials 
disposal, retained in public 
ownership, and timber harvest- 

and wood 
a owed for e T l.i 

athermg would be 
ancement of 

protected resources., . 
lhii 28,660-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. * Same as Alternative A. 
des’ 

l.Y 
ated an ACEC. The area 

wGef;e,;losed to locatable 
leased for fluid 

minerals wi ‘NSO stipulations, % 
closed to mineral materials 
disposal, retained in public 
ownership, and timber harvest- 
in and wood athcring would be 
a IF Li% owed fore ancement of 
protected resources. 

This 1,063-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
des’ 
wou d be closed to locatable Y 

ated an ACEC. The area 

mineral en 
minerals wi % 

, leased for fluid 
NSO stipulations, 

closed to mineral materials dis- 
posal, and timber harvesting and 
got 

n&l 
thermg would be allowed 

cement of protected 
resources. 

This 403-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
des’ 

IY 
ated an ACEC The area, 

w&elilx;losed to locatable 

2 
, leased for thud 

minerals wi NSO stipulations, 
closed to mineral materials dis- 
pos 

9 
and timber harves and 

woo gathering would be 3 ow- 
ed for enhancement of protected 
resources. 



Table 3-23 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Allocations (Conthued) 

Arkansas Canyonlands This 2$411-acre area wouId not This 22,411-acre area would be Same as Alternative A. 
be designated an ACEC. des’ 

Y 
ated an ACEC. The area 

Same as AItemative B, except 

wsdp;;losed to locatablq 
1,200 acres down river from the 
Parkdale bri 

% 
, leased for fluid % 

minerals wi NSO stipulatihs, 
wqy 50 would 

e off U.S. High-. 
e dropped and 

closed to mineral materials 
dis sal,andtimberharvesting 
an r wood gathering would be 
allowed for enhancement of 
protected resources. 

High Mesa Grasslands (1,510 
acres) would be combined with 
this unit for a totalof 23,921 
acres. Fluid mine& would be 
leased under standard 
stipulations, lives&k grazing 
would be hmited, tid timber and 
wood gathering wduld be 
allowed to enhance wildlife 

P s 



Wild and Scenic River Designations 

Special values within the wild and scenic river (W&SR) study segments in the Arkansas River and Beaver Creek corridors would receive some type of protective 
management. The RGRMP W&SR Study Team determined20 miles of Beaver Creek and 126 miles of the Arkansas River meet eligrbility criteria. The study team also 
determined 146 stream miles, or approximately 21,931 acres, suitable for W&SR designation. Existing land and water uses and valid existing rights (mining claii, 
grazing permits, etc) would continue in most cases with or without W&SR designation. New uses and land developments would conform with general guidelines in 
the Wild und Scenic Rivers Act. Details on the wild and scenic river analysis are in A&e&ix L. 
TABLE 3-24 
Analysis of Wild and Scenic River Designations by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative Cl/ Preferred - Alternative Dll 

Objectives 

Allocations 

Eligible and suitable river se - 
ments would be managed un % er 
a protectqe management pre- 
scri tron (mtenm management 
ivou d continue for 3 P ears after 
t$e ap roved RMFY 

dp 
li: OD is 

sqpe . 
Recommend 0 miles and acres 
to Congress for W&SR 
designation. 

Actions Monitor s cial values determin- 
ing eligib il? ty, guided by interim 
management prescnphon. 

Eligible and suitable river se - 
% 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
merits would be managed un er 
a pfotectqe management pre- 
scrl 

P 
tron (mterrm management 

you d continue until congres- 
sional action occurs). 

The following management 
would occur: 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

recommend 20 miles of Beaver 
-Creek and 126 river miles of the 
Arkansas River for designation 
as wild and scenic river 
- all 146 miles (21,931 acres) 
would be leased wrth NSO stips, 
withdrawn from mineral en 
closed to timber harves exe id- 

& 
PT 

ed from additional RO s clos- 
ed to land disposal, limit dHV 
use to designated roads and 
trarls, and a 
acreswoul % 

proximately 10,966 
beclosed to 

mineral materials disposal . 
., Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A.. 

occurs. I 
Able 3-28 also describes management for some of these values. 



Off-Highway Vehicle Use 

All BLM-administered lands in all alternatives would be formally designated in the FederalRegisteras open, limited, or closed The authorized officer (district manager) 
would determine on a case-by-‘case basis special restrictions to be imposed on off-highway vehicle (OHV) related activity causing significant damage to wildlife, cultural, 
historical, paleontological, or other natural resouccs. OHV use would be limited to designated roads .and trails during the time of the year when seasonal stipulations 
are not in effect. Motorized events requiring a special recreation permit could be allowed in areas with-limitations at the-discretion of the authorized officer and 
completion of required NEPA documentation. Direct travel to a suitable parking site within 300 feet of an‘existiirg or designated road or’trati would be authorized if 
damage to the land or streams would not occur. Emergency limitations or closures (not a part of the OHV designat;on process) could be imposed by the authorized 
officer to protect all resource values (43 CPR 8341.2). Colorado State laws regarding motorized vehicle use would be enforced on all BLM-administered lands in all 
alternatives. In all areas disturbed by OHV activities, the desired plant community (DPC) would be.determined, and necessary actions taken to mitigate the impact. 
.Until congressional action occurs, all WSAs (70,984 acres) would be closed to OHV activity. Management actions $entified within WSAs would conform with wilderness 
interim management policies until congressional decision is made regarding designation. If WSAs are not designated wilderness by Congess, OHV travel in these 
areas would be managed as shown in the Areas of Critical and Environmental Concern section of this chapter. All designated roads and tra& in the RGPA would be 
recommended for inclusion in the Colorado State Master Trails Plan. 
TABLE 3-25’ 
Analysis of Off-Highway Vehicle Use by Alternative 

, 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectil 7e OHV use (motorized) problems 
would be resolved on a case-by- 

OHV use would be managed Recreation OHV 
through limitations or closures o 6 

motorized) Recreation OHV 
rhmitieswoul beenhanced 

motorized) 
0 6 rtunitieswoul beenhanced 

case basis. Additional limita- 
tipu wpuJd be placed in areas 

to protect other resource values. dfrp” V closures or limitations d;R” V use would be managed 

zggtmg or expected 
would be utilized only if needed 
to prevent unnecessary and undue 

through limitations or closures 

degradation of resources. 
in areas with special natural or 
primitive recreational values. 
responsible OHV use wouldbe 
encouraged throughout the plan- 
ning area where use is allowed 



Table 3-25 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative 6 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Allocations 564 918 acres would be open; 
10 &IO acres would be seasonally 
limited Kerr Gulch and Grand 
Can on 
wo UK 

!H ills); 77 842 acres 
d be closed (Beaver Creek, 

McIntyre Hills Browns Canyon, 
Grape Creek WSAs and Deer 
Haven and 31 Mile Ranches). 

Actions Authori&officer would 
determine additional limitations 
needed to protect values. 

0 acres would be open 575,158 
acres would be limrted; limrted 

ated r9ads and trails 

corridors) and limited 
seasonally 

% birthing ha 
ig game critical and 

itat and lesser 
rairie chicken habitat 

77 1 
; and 

c osed 

B 

,842 acres would be 
Beaver Creek, McIntyre Hills, 

WSAs and deer’ Haven and 31 
rowns Can on Grape Creek 

Mile Ranches). 

Incorporate emphasis for public 
awareness to. natroqal progams; 
e.khead I+ghtly, rnto achvlty 

Develo artnershi with local 
OHV c.!s to as&!& coordi- 
natig and enhancing OHV 
opportunities. 

._ 

24,358 acres would be open 
OHV recreational areas in the 

6 enrose Chaining, Grand 
Canyon Hills Reese Gulch, 
lkxas Creek Gulch, Sand Gulch 
near Howard, F&nleaf Gul 
and “4 rtions of the Gold Be t 
SRI&$ - 550 800 acres would be 
limited; h&d to designated 
roads and trails only (rrparian 
areas ACECs); the remaining 
would be limited to existin 
roads and trails until camp 9 etion 
of an LAp which would than e 
limitation to des’ 

tt? 
ted roa d! 

and trails, and 77, 2 acres 
would be closed (Beaver Creek, 
McIntyre Hills Browns Canyon, 
Grape Creek WSAs and Deer 
Haven and 31 Mile Ranches). 

Same as Alternative B; 

Same as Alternative B. 

,. ; 
ibs would be develo 

Hvp” 
d for 

the recqation@ 0 areas and 
;rg wth desrgnated roads and 

. 
Informational materials for 
motorized OHV op runities 
would be develope r ‘. 
Media, informati&l mater%& 
gd~y$b~~~~~& 

to s.@y op e#iqj roads in open 

and 31 Mile Ranches). 
Same as Alternative B; 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative C. 

Same as Alternative C 

SameasAltemativec. 

and hmited areas. 

, b 
= 
2 
2 
P 
3. 



 
Visual Resource Management 

0 z 
3 (D.7 0 

Viual management objective classes would be assigned to all BLM-adminiitered’lands in the planning area in all alternatives. The VRM system would be used only 
as a tool to assist land managers to accomplish objectives for an area or project. Contrast rating forms would be required for high impact projects or proposed projects 
in highly sensitive areas. All environmental assessments would include mitigating measures to attempt to have surface disturbing activities meet VRM class guidelines. 
In all cases, visual impacts would be minimized Designated wilderness areas would be managed as VRM Class I in all alternatives. Viual ratings in ACECs would 
be reievaluated to ensure rating is appropriate to protect outstanding qualities of the area. Existing VRM management classes are: class II (206,436 acres); class III 
(350,357 acres); class IV (88,207 acres). These classes provide guidance for other resource development. 
TABLE 3-26 
Analysis of Visual Resource Management by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A R&source Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C.. Preferred ,- Alternative D 

Obj+ives, 

Allocations 

ACthS 

&.&’ 
Y 

VRM classes would be 
utilize to guide resource man- 
a ement actions on BLM- 
a%ministered lands Adherence 
to criteria would occuraccord- 
ing to respective class rating. 
VRM Class II areas (206,436 
acres would be retained under 

d BL adminiitrationand ro- 
tected from fluid mineral B velop- 
ment by standard stipulations 
only; would be open to mineral 
materials disposal mineral entry, 
surface and underground develo 
ment from coal nnmng, and RO I$- / 
corridor develo 
wouldbelimik%%$$~~ 
designatedroadsandtrak 

The natural character of 
landsca s would be main- 
tained trict adherence to r 
criteria would be mandatory. 

VRM Class II areas (206,436 
acres) would be protected by 
NSO stipulations; closed to min- 
eral materials dispos 

% 
mineral 

entry, and unavailable r surface 
an~m~~~gr.ounda$~& merit. 

I-=% 
kr 

ROW/corridor velo 
rX&tledullderB~~* 
andOHVuse wouldbelimitedto 
desiited roads and trails. 

Same as Alternative A, Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A except 

21X7r%ZZ.~Zr%F 
administration. 

BLM-administered lands with 
utili 
tial xtid and salable mmeral 

corridors and high poten- 

areas would be managed as class - 

Same as Alternative B exce t all 
VRM Class II areas (206,4 ii 
acres) .would.be protected with 
CSU stipulatrons and would not 
~&rn;~m~der BLM 

. 



P 
3 
Recreation Management 

Intensive recreation management would continue to be provided on lands along the Arkansas River (109,063 acres) and the Gold Belt tour area (l26,24S acres) in all 
alternatives. These lands are identified as special recreation management areas (SRMAs) and would be managed in accordance with existing and new plans and in 
accordance with BLM policy and Recrazrion 2000 initiative The remaining lands outside the SRMAs (approximately 417,689 acres) would be managed custodial& as 
an extensive recreation management area (ERMA). Priitive and semiprimitive nonmotorized se- would be maintained for all WSAs until a congressional decision 
is made. These values in designated wilderness areas would continue to be maintained 

In all SRMAs and the ERMA, a continued proactive approach in the use ofvolunteers and the development of partnerships wouldbe pursued in support of recreational 
opportunities throughout the planning area. Visitor safety and resource protection would be provided as necessary. In all alternatives, existing developed sites (So 
acres) and all new developed sites would be withdrawn from mineral entry and leased for fluid minerals with N’S0 stipulations, closed to disposal of mineral materials, 
timber cutting, and livestock grazing, excluded horn major ROW/corridor development, and retained in public ownership. 

Arkansas River Special Recreation Management Area: Management for thii SRMA would provide upland recreational opportunities that compliment the water-based 
oppporhmities in semi-urban, rural, semiprimitive motorized, and nonmotorized settings (i.e., watchable wildlife, natural resource interpretation, hiking, biking, and 
OHV use). A supplementary plan to the Arkansas River Recreation Management Plan (RAMP) and Environmental Analysii would be completed emphasizing upland 
opportunities outside the 5,000 acres in the DPOR/BLM cooperative management agreement (CMA) area. Additional recreation and public purpose (R&PP) leases 
within the CMA area would be issued if the following criteria are met: 1) The site should be programmed for capital investment including permanent facilities and 
services for the benefit of the public; 2) Proposals for use of a site should satisfy an identified need; 3) Proposals for use of a site should accomplish the management 
objectives outlined in the Arkansas River RAMP for that location; 4) The site should be of minimum acreage needed to accomplish what is proposed; 5) Proposals for 
use of a site should alleviate. existing environmental impacts and prevent future impacts; 6) Proposals for use and development of a site should be suitable for the 
selectedlocation; and7) The proposal must meet the requirements of theR@PAcc. All decisions in the existing Arkansas River RAMP and Record of Decision would 
be carried forward in this plan. Semiprimitive nomotorized settings in the Browns Canyon and McIntyre HiUs WSAs ( 5,461 acres) wouldbe maintainedin all alternatives. 

Gold Belt Special Recreation Management Area: Management of this SRMA would provide a variety of land-based opportunities and experiences that compliment 
activities associated with the scenic byway (sightseeing, wildlife viewing cultural/pale.o viewing, rock climbing, target shooting, back-country OHV travel) in urban, 
rural, roaded natural, semiprimitive motorized, nonmotorixed, and primitive settings. The Gold Belt Ibur National Back Country Byway would be managed and 
maintained A corridor integrated activity. plan following BLM and Colorado Byway Commission planning guidelines would be completed and implemented for this 

‘. SRMA, which would involve all partners and the public with interests in the Gold Belt Scenic Byway. Primitive and semip&itive nonmotorixed settings m the Beaver 
Creek WSA (20;492 acres) would be maintained in all alternatives. 

Royal Gorge Extensive Recreation Management Area: Management of this area would provide for a variety of dispersed recreation opportunities and experiences 
(camping, hunting, hiking, OHV use, biking, and horseback riding) in semiprimitive motorized, nonmotorixed, and primitive settings. Pacility development would be 
less intensive than in the SRMAs and would provide for reduction of user conflicts. New initiatives or demands would continue to be evaluated for benefits to the public 
and impacts to the natural resources. Appropriate management actions would accommodate new activities and provide opportunities for the public Semiprimitive 
nonmotorized settings in the McIntyre Hills and Grape Creek WSAs (l&347 acres) would be maintained 



TABLE 3-27 
Analysis of Recreation Management by Atternative 

0 
2. D 
4 
0 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives 
/!,rkenses River SRMA 

Gold Bell SRMA A variety of recreational o 
tuni@s would be provide a 

por- 
and 

zoul be maintained Additional T 
(from rural to primitive) 

facilities would be developed to 
maintain the visitor 0 rtunities 
and reduce user co nflF 
ment would be em 

ct., Develop 

rroaioa2;zEa.l an B 
has@ed rq fhe 

TL 

sennprmutne 
with lesser 

developnqt in urban, rur 
% seplip?mlhve~onmot~an 

--J4F 
Grape CreekSRMA 

management would enhance 
e.xistingexpexkn~ and a&dies. 
Off-site management would 
provide visitor information. 

public information would be 
provided. 
A variety of recreation o 
hmities would be provide % 

por- 
and 

settings, espedayl primitive and 
natural, would be maintained 
Opportunities in the semi- 
prrmrtrve nonmotorlzed and 
prim$ive settings yo4d be em- 
phaslzed Of&e ubhc 
mformation woul % be provided 

A variety of recreational o po;- 
hmities wouldbe provi de8 
dngs,especiayl ruraland 
roaded natural, would be main- 
tained. Romotionofre.a-eauonal 

A variety of recreational o 
hmities would be provide % 

por- 
and 

settin 
roade %r 

especially in rural and 
natural, would be ma+ 

tained Management to Ed” opportunities that camp 
auto touring in all sew would 
be emphasized Tourism infra- 
structure develo ment and 
promotion would L emphasiid 
to increase visitor use. Facility 
development would provide for 
visitor convenience and services. 
A variety of recreational o 
tunities would be provide B 

por- 
and 

settings, especially semiprimitive 
motorized and nonmotorized, 
would be provided 
Management would provide 
opportunities for hikm moun- 
tain biking, OHV.use f orse- 
back riding, cam 
and&h&R &f 

ilunting 
velopment 

would provide for visitor 
convemence and health. 

A variety of recreational o 
tunities would be provide 3 

por- 
and 

settiugs (horn rural to semi- 
noqmotonzd settmgs) would be 
mammmed. Ad&tronal o 
ttyrtres for mountain b iI! 

por- 

9 

mg, 
OHVuse,.mterpretatlon, 

and orseback rniing, would be 
provided Facility develo ment 
would provide for visitor % ealth 
and other needs. 

and natural resource inter reta- 
tion, public health, and o t% er 
visitor needs. 

management would -b-e provided 
to mamtam opportumtles. 



Table 3-27 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Consetvation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objec&ws (Continued) 
Royal Gorge ERMA 

Allocations 

management would enhance- 
existing experiences and adwrties. 
Off-site management would 
provide visitor information. 

Arlmrms Riffler SRMA Within the 109$00-acre 
SRMA, semiprnnitive non- 
motorrzed settings and 
recreational values on 4,877 
acres would not be protected 
through Nso stipulatlo no 
mineral materials disposa =I 
closure to mineral entry, and 
limitations of OHV use to 

Y 
Y ‘, 

designated roads and trails. 

ROWS would be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Gold Belt SRklA Primitive and semiprimitive 
nonmotorized settmgs and 
recreational opportunities on 
11,505 acres would not be 
protededthro 
tio Y!P 

NSO stipula- 
nominer materiakdis- 

3 PO closure to mineral entry, 
and hmitations of OHV use to 
designated roads and trails. 

Within the 109$00-acre 
SRMA, semi rrmitive 
nonmotorize !?I settings and 
recreational values on 10,338 
acres would be protected 
through NSO stipulatio no 
mineral materials disposa “1 
closure to mineral entry, and 
limitations of OHV use to 
designated roads and trails. 

A total~of 10,338 acres of _ 

A variety of recreational o 
tunities would be provide B 

por- 
and 

settin 
woul CF 

(urban to primitive) 
be maintained Facilihes 

would be developed for basic 
public visitor needs. 

Same as Alternative A except 
109,000 acres would be 
rgmyazi&part of the 

, - * : 

Same as Alternative A. 

- 4,877 acres avoided 
Same as Alternative A. 

management would be provided 
to mamtam opportumtres. 

Same as Alternative C . 

Acquisitions/easements to 
enhance water-based recreation, 
mountain biking OHVuse, hiking, 
horsebackriding hunting, and 
natural resource inter etation 
op ortunities would e con- 

% 
$ 

sr ered and pursued 
Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. 



I 
Table 3-27 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - .’ Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Pieferrecl- Alternative D 

Allocatbns (Continued) 
;.. ‘.’ 

ROWS would be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Grape Creek SRMA 

cr’ 

z Royal Gorge ERMA 

Presently administered as art 
of the Royal Gorge E Rhd 
Dispersed recreation 
opportunities would be 
emphasized on 413,413 acres of 
semiprimitive nomotorixed 
settings outside SRMAs. 

Extensive recreation 
management would occur on the 
remaming 942 acres. 

ROWS would be evaluated on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. Identify 15,978 acres as an 
SRMA. 

Same as Alternative A. Thk remaining 397,435 acres 
would be.managed with 
emphasis on dispersed 
recreatron opporhmrhes. 

,Same as Alternative A. 

designated roads and trails. 
A total of 19,289 acres of Same as Alternative A. 
semiprimitive nonmotorized 
settings and o 
be. otected %- 

portunities would 

tl.F 
omROWs and 

U corridors 

F 

as follows: 
- 18 7 acres excluded 
- 94 acres avoided 

Ac&isitions/easements to 
eqhapx rpourgajn biking, rock 
chmbmg, mterpretation, tourism 
promotron, hunting, watachable . 
wddhfe, and scemc bywa s 
would be considered au cy 
‘pursued 
Same ‘as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative B, except 
fluid minerals would be leased 
under standard stipulations. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Provision of visitor information 
would be emphasized 



Table 527 (Continued) 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Actions 
Arkansas River SRMA Develop IAP addressng upland 

recreatron opportmutres. 

Gold Belt SRMA I Develop IAP with emphasis on 
onsite management actions to 
ermurage tourrsm. 

Corrdinate activities with 
various interest, volunteer, and 
tourism groups. 

Grape Creek SRMA 

Royal Gorge ERMA Provide monitoring to ensure 
w  visitor safety and resource I 
8 

protectron. 

Develop IAP addressing upland 
recreahon opporhmities wrth 
em hasis on resource protecuon 
ra tg er thantourism 

Develop IAP with emphasis on 
resource protection rather than 
visitor services. 

Provide~off-site public information 
through brochures, tourist 
centers, etc. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Develop IAP addressing upland 
recreatron opportunities y&h 
emphasis on mtensrve onsrte 
management and marketing 
efforts to encourage tourism. 

Develop LAP. with emphasis on 
mtensrve oqsite management 
and marketmg efforts to en- 
courage tourrsm. 

Develop IAI? 
Provide monitoring .qd visitor , 11 contacts co ensure wsitor @ety, 
re~our~.protectron, and vrsrtor 

Develop IAP addressing upland 
recreatron 0 
emphasis on % 

portunities wrth 
alance between 

resource protection and toursim. 

Coordinate activities with 
various volunteer and user 
groups- 
Develop IAP with more inten- 
sive onsite management; empha- 
sis on balance between resource 
protection and toursim. 
Same as Alternative A. : 

Same as Alternative C, plus 
additional information 
regarding ayailability of. 1 mrormatron. recreational oooortunmes. 
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National Recreation Area Designations- i 
River recreation values w&n the Arkansas River Corridor would continue to be managed under joint management by the Colorado Division of Parks and Outdoor 
Recreation (DPOR) and RLM as detailed in the Arkansas River Recreation Activity Management Plan (RAMP). This joint management would continue whether or 
not the river corridor is designated a national recreation area (NRA) by Congress. 
TABLE 3-28 
Analysis of National Recreation Area Designations by Alternative 

Management Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservatiqn - 
Alternative Bl/ 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Objectives River values would be managed Same as Altemative’A. 
as detailed in the current 
Arkansas River RAMP 

. 
,: 

Alkkztions The existing SRMA would Same as Alternative A. 2 
continue on approximately 
109,000 acres m the river cor- 

r’ 
ridor (approximately 5,000 acres 

 $$yyy$~~yd by 

Action As detailed in the RAMP and Same as Alternative A. 
future updates. 

River recreation values would Same as Alternative C. 
be managed as detailed by 
recommendation for congressional 
action to establish a national rec- 
reation area (NRA). 
Approximately 125,000 acres in Same as Alternative C. 
the river corridor would be. 
recommended for des’ 
by Congress as an NRxFhon 

A management plan would be Same as Alternative C. 
developed for the designated 
Errrdor as specrfied by 

Vlhble 3-24 also descrrbes management for some of these values. 
: 

: 
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Environmental Consequences 

CHAPTER 4 ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQUENCES 

T his chapter describes the physical, biological, and 
economic consequences of implementing the various 
resource management alternatives as presented in Chapter 
3 of this document. Only resources and resource uses that 
would have consequences as a result of implementing the 
decisions within this proposed plan are discussed. 

Short-term impacts would occur over a 5-year period fol- 
lowing implementation; long-term impacts would occur 
over a 5- to 20-year period. 

Analysis of each plan alternative is based on the assumption 
that adequate finances and persoMe would be available to 
implement the decisions of that plan alternative. 

Both adverse and beneficial consequences, based on the 
effects of the proposed resource condition objectives, land 
use allocations, and the management actions are discussed. 
Mitigating measures in manuals, policy statements, con- 
gressional acts, etc., designed to avoid or reduce environ- 
mental consequences are incorporated into this environmental 
analysis. Those identified consequences are considered un- 
avoidable with the prescribed mitigation. 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR 
ANALYSIS 

An interdisciplinary approach was used in developing and 
analyzing environmental consequences. The general and 
resource/resource use-specific assumptions, which defined 
the parameters of the analysis within this draft resource 
management plan/environmental impact statement (RMP/ 
EIS), are addressed in the first section of this chapter. 

General Assumptions 

Implemented actions from decisions made in each manage- 
ment plan alternative would be in compliance with all valid 
existing rights, Federal regulations, Bureau policies, etc. 

Implementation of the approved RMP at the end of this 
planning process would begin 30 days after the approved 
RMP and record of decision (ROD) are signed by the BLM 
state director, and all implemented actions would sub- 
sequently conform to the specific approved RMP decisions. 

The life of the plan is approximately 15 to 20 years. Changes 
or effects described during the life of the plan would be 
short term unless otherwise stated and would occur during 
or immediately following implementation of an action. 

Effects, for the purpose of this analysis, are the net unavoid- 
able changes, impacts, etc., to a resource or resource use 
after mitigation. An Impact Conclusions statement at the 
end of each table addresses irreversible, irretrievable, and 
cumulative impacts. 

Only significant changes or effects that vary by resource/ 
value are analyzed. Also, those actions with significant 
changes or effects that would subsequently be fully 
mitigated by existing Bureau and Bureau-adopted’stipula- 
tions would not need to be analyzed. Fully mitigated effects 
would have no net adverse unavoidable change or effect. 

The stated net unavoidable effects would be monitored and 
continually evaluated during the life of the plan, Where 
necessary,adjustmentsintheactionswouldbemade toachieve 
the minimum level possible of adverse consequences based on 
the data from plan action monitoring. 

Effects from actions not covered in this plan or accompany- 
ing documents would be analyzed as needed through plan 
amendments/environmental assessments or environmental 
impact statements. This additional analysis would be done 
in accordance with Bureau planning/environmental 
guidance prior to BLM consideration for approval of that 
action. 

Resources and values with insignificant net unavoidable 
effects are analyzed in the resource/value analysis section of 
Chapter 3 and are not further addressed in this chapter. 
Those resources or values include: climate, air quality, 
wilderness management, sensitive soils, water rights, water 
quality, hazards management, topography/geology, noxious 
weeds, national conservation area, fue management, and 
economic conditions and social environment. All other 
resources and resource uses are analyzed in this chapter. 
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Climate, Air Quality, Wilderness Management, Sensitive Soils, Water Rights, Water Quality, Hazards 
s 
5 T 

Management;Topography/Geology, Noxious Weeds, National Conservation Area, and Fire Management : 

$pificant impacts are not expected to occur in any of the alternatives. 

Economic Conditions and Social Environment 

The socio-economic analysis is adequate to analyze local/regional social and economic effects; effects on the BLM Royal Gorge Resource Area management costs; 
and effects on national values for recreation activities. No significant population change would result from land use allocation. The impacts tend to be site-specific and 
conEned to a particular type of user group. Any decision would usually produce trade-o& with social advantages for some persons or groups and social disadvantages 
for others. 

Currently there are no up-to-date, models specific to the economic study area (ESA) that could be used to measure total employment and income changes for this plan. 
The Bureau of Economic~Analysis Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II), however, has multipliers for Colorado, which are used in this analysis. The 
expendit&data was developed from studies by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other studies for Colorado (Appendix C, Table C-18. and ‘Ihble C-19). 
Management under each alternative would affect employment, population, and income in the ,area. Most of the effects would occur because of impacts on the forestry 
sector, and retaiJ and service sectors. These economic sectors would be affected by changes in grazing, forestry, and recreation opportunities occurring from the land 

is 
uses in the plan. The potential economic impacts are insigniticant as they relate to local and regional impact. 

The expenditure data is used to measure economic effects on the ESA, and national values are defined as the net economic gain from an activity. Expenditures are 
important to local and state economies, but they do not reflect the total recreation values of the resource, which include the personal benefits one receives from 
participation in that activity. Thus, national values measure these additional benefitsFor example, the net gain or national values from a recreation activity are what 
the recreator is willing to pay over their actual costs to participate in the activity. Net gains are portrayed on an annual basis for this analysis. 

These national values are estimates of ‘wilhngness to pay” (wtp). Wtp values are easy to determine when goods and services are bought and sold in well-defined markets. 
Recreation wtp vahres, however, usually have to be estimated from secondary sources (Table C&I). 

Some resource products on BLM land can be valued; others cannot. Dollar values can be assigned to timber and other resources (‘mbles C-20 and C-21). All of these 
values were estimated as wtp values. Some of the values were determined by observation of goods and services bought and sold in well-defined markets. For example 
markets exist for grazing; however, other resources such as recreation do not have established markets. These values were based on various wtp studies. 

Examples of other benefits not assigned monetary values include the value to future generations of protecting and preserving cultural resources, the benefits of 
maintaining viable populations of wildlife species, and the satisEaction derived by those who do not have any intention of seeing these populations. 

Mineral values are also not considered Mjneral activity on BLM-administered lands respond mostly to changes in market prices over tune, rather than to changes in 
land management plans. Rice changes in minerals or the amount of minerals that can be produced in the future on these lands cannot be predicted Thus minerals are 
not valued for the trade-off analysis, but are considered during the decision-making process. 



The average rate for an animal-unit month on nonirrigated privately-owned lands in the 11 western states is about $8. This value is used as a correlative equal value for 
ranch income per AUM on BLM lands. 

The BLM resource area base cost of $1.7 million per year is not expected to change. The actual dollar amount may change because of inflation. In terms of 1991 dollars, 
however, the $1.7 million is not expected to increase. 

In both Existing and Preferred Alternatives, annual sales of 140 Mbf of sawtimber would benefit the E8A income and employment. In the Resource Conservation 
Alternative, restrictions on sawtimber sales would decrease income and employment in the ESA. In both the Existing and the Resource Utilization Alternative, annual 
sales of 1,300 Mbf of sawtimber would increase income and employment in the ESA. 

In all alternatives, land tenure adjustments would primarily occur on a case-by-case basis and would be unpredictable; therefore, impacts cannot be determined 
Basically land tenure adjustments would insignificantly affect county payment in lieu of taxes (PILT) money. 

In the Existing Alternative, recreational economic benefits would occur, however, not in large amounts. Recreational economic benefits in the Resource Conservation 
Alternative wouldbe insigniicant. Recreational economicbenefits in the Resouce Utilization Alternative would result in 52 potential new jobs. Recreational economic 
benefits in the Preferred Alternative would result in 283 potential new jobs. 

In the Existing Alternative, impacts to nationalvalues, mainly from recreational expenditures, would be about $19.8 million. In the Resource Conservation Alternative, 
impacts to the national values would approximately $18.7 million or 5.5 percent decrease. In the Resource Utilizations Alternative, impacts to the national values would 
be about $20 million or 1.5 percent increase. In the Preferred Alternative, impacts to the national values would be about $22 million or 11.6 percent increase. BLM 

$ Royal Gorge Resource Area costs can be compared to the benefits over time using 8-7/8 percent discount rate. 

Jn the Existing Alternative, a benefit/cost ratio of approximately 10.5 to 1($19.5 million in benefits to $1.7 million in costs) would occur. In the Resource Conservation 
Alternative, a benefit/cost ratio of about 9.9 to 1($18.7 million in benefits to $1.7 million in costs) would occur. In the Resouk Utilization Alternative, a benefit/cost 
ratio of about 10.6 to 1($20 million in benefits to $1.7 million in costs) would occur. In the Preferred Alternative, a benefit/cost ratio of about 11.6 to 1($22 million in 
benefits to 1.7 million in costs) would occur. ,: 



Vegetation Management 

Vegetation (253 acres) would be disturbed annually by harvest, thinniq prescribed burns, or other silvicultural treatment resulting in a change in plamsuccession. 
Vegetation on 80 acres of developed recreation sites, as well as future developed recreation sites, would be disturbed in all alternatives. Range improvement projects 
(e.g., pipelines and. fences) would be designed to minii disturbance. A large percentage of the acres in poor resource condition would remain in custodial 
management because of scattered Jand ownership patterns, which limit management opportunities. 
TABLE 4-l 
Impacts to Vegetation Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation -. 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Livestock azing. 
(Allobnen%atego~n) 

152,000 acres in unsatisfactory 
resource condition (23%) 
would continue to be managed 
on a custodial basis with no 
improvement. 

: 
% Wikflijg habitat 1,510 acres of vegetation would 

be enhanced 
61440 acres would not be 
enhanced 

66,016 acres (10%) in unsatis- 
factory resource condition 
currently managed on a cus- 
todial basis would be managed 
for improvement. 85,984 acres 
in unsatisfactory condition 
(13%) would continue to be 
managed custodially with no 
improvement 

42,000 acres (6%) iu unsatis- 
factory resource condition 

46,000 acres (7%) in unsatis- 

currently man ed on a cus- 
factory resource condition 

d be managed 
currently man ed on a cus- 

todial basis wo % todialbasis wo dbe managed % 
for improvement 110 000 acres 
in unsatisfactory condition 

for improvement. 106 000 acres 

(17%) would continue to be 
in unsatisfactory condition 

managed custodially with no 
(16%) would continue to be 

improvement. 
managed custodially with no 
improvement. 

62,950 acres of vegetation 
would not be enhanced 

Same as Alternative A. 638,000 acres of vegetation 
could be potentially enhanced 

Fluid miner& 

Locatable minerals 
Mineral mat&& 

Ri&%of-way 

Off-highway vehicle use 

Of 2.3 million subsurface acres 
of vegetation, a 
acres could be !is 

pr;nm&ely 20 

annually. 
640,761 acres of vegetation could 
Fpze-bedby mmeral devel- 

All 653,000 acres of vegetation 
would be o 
which coul ii 

en to disturbance, 
result in a change 

in plant succession. 

Of 2.3 million subsurface acres 
of vegetation, a 
acres could be B, 

prgc0;tely 15 

WUliill~. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

457,635 acres of vegetation could 
ppzebed by nuneral devel- 

. 

0 &es of vegetation would be 
open to disturbance; a change 
in plant succession would not 
OCCUI. 

Same as Alternative A. 560$39 acres of vegetation could 
i;m%nrbed by mmeral devel- 

Same as Alternative A. 572,176 acres of ve etation 
would be o gz c&n.rbance, n to 
whichcoul resultinachange 
in plant succession. 

24,708 acres of vegetation 
would be o 

ll$IO acres of vegetation 
would be o n to disturbance, 

in a change in plant succession. 
yvhi$ cad 

n to disturbance, 
k result in a change which coul r result in a change 

occur. lIlplalltsuccess10lL in plant succession. 

Impact Conclusions: Large acreages of vegetation disturbance that might produce a significant cumulative impact to vegetation would likely occur in Alternatives A 
and C. This disturbance would be substantially reduced in Alternatives B and D. The 106,000 acres of vegetation in unsatisfactory condition would continue to be 
managed custodially for livestock forage. Off-highway vehicle disturbance on ll,500 acres would likely result in a change of plant succession. None of these potential 
effects are irretrievable or irreversrble. 

0 acres of vegetation would be 
open to disturbance; a change 
in plant succession would not 



Livestock Grazing Management 

Changes in the livestockmarket will continue. BLM has no control over market fluctuations, and, therefore, management would not be affected by the changing livestock 
market. Assessments of vegetative effects would be based on expectations of normal precipitation during the life of the plan. Long-term grazing use levels would be 
based on the effectiveness of the allotment management plan (AMP) process, through evaluation of monitoring information (e.g., utilization studies and actual use 
data) and modifications of those use levels as the need occurs. Approximately 3,000 acres of grazing (150 AUMs) would be lost in all alternatives because of fencing 
developed recreation sites and historical sites. 

Grazing decisions in this RMP replace grazing EIS decisions and range program documents (summary updates). These RMP decisions would be implemented after 
the approved RMP/ROD is signed 
T =i 
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TABLE 4-2 
impacts to Livestock Grazing Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternab< D 

P wildlife habitat 
wl 

No positive/negative impacts. 

No positive/negative impacts. 

No positive/negative impacts. 

Increased financial 
commitment would be 
required from private 
landowners grazing 
permitteetiessees 
advisory board, ‘#ZEg.for an 
fence construction. 

L~!gy-&gy~~,e 
because of low 
forage from D 3 

roductivity of 
C. 

Allocation of new for 

incentive to livestock grazing 
permrttees to prachce un- 
proved range management. 

9 
e improvement funds 

wou d be s nt on Improve 
category ar otments for fences 
and vegetation treatment to 
increase forage production on 
385,917 acres on SO allotments. 

Increased financial commit- 
ment would be re uired from 
pemithxdlessees 9 or fence 
construction on 10 Improve 
and Maintain category allot- 
ments and on an unknown 
nu*dnz Custodial category 

Livestock axing would be 
enhanced y woodland manip- r 
ulation on l&O00 acres 
resultin in an mcrease of 
15,000 his. 

Grazing trespass would 
continue on prrvate land 
because of lack of boundary 
fencing on BLM allotments. 

Allocation of an estimated 
5,000 acres (500 AUMs to b’ 

ame would result in a oss o 
f 

I P 
orage for livestock 

Same as Alternative B plus 
more public fun 

9 
would be 

used on boundary ence con- 
struction resulting in less funds 
for range improvement projects. 



Table 42 (Continued) 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Rip& areas No positivelnegative impacts. Livestock azing on a roxi- Same as Alternative A. 
mate 

it 
65#&.res (500 &JMs) 

~*a;&13g$fy~;J$ 

woul be eliminated, on 5 allot- poor riparian condition and 
merits. This repqents at least 30 
percent reduction to 3 opera- 

severely restricted on 325 
additional acres. 

tors. 

ACECdkQmions No positive/negative impacts. Livestock Same as Alternative A. 
eliminate cf 

azing would be 
or.severeIy restrict- 

;z ;~~~$$65950 

Impact ConcZu~ions: Livestock graZ;ng admiuistration would likely be enhanced in Alternatives A and C, with a slightly enhanced quantity of AUMs available. 
Expenditures of range improvement fun+ would potentially increase forage production on 287,878 to 385,917 acres on 55 to 80 allotments in Alternatives B and D. A 
net loss of livestock grazing on 325 to 650 acres (up to 500 AUMs) would potentially adversely affect up to three operators. None of these potential kffects are to be 

e o\ irretrievable or irreversble. 

.’ ..” 



Riparian Area Management 
. 

Management would continue to improve. Full compliance with and implementation of the new.Bureau guidauoz to maintain and/or improve current condition in ripariau zones 
would be a s&&cant and positive effect. Prior to implementation, all actions withiu riparian areas wouldbe assessed for the efhts on the resource. 
TABLE 4-3 
Impacts to Riparian Area Management 

Cause Existing 1 Alternative A Resburce Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Livgtqck grazing 
(~ll??ll.?lahnggr~i.ng in 
npanan areas where conflicts 
tit) 

f 
Fhid miner& 

4 (Limitation on su$zce use) 

Locatable minerals 
(Closure to mineral enby) 

itfineral materials 

NO positive/negative impacts. 

Riparian areas (&550 acres) 
would be rotected by 
standard ease terms. P 

Riparian areas (2,550 acres) 
would not be protected from 
damage. 

Riparian areas (5550 acres) 
would be protected by 
standard stipulations. 

Waterpowerlmse~oir resoiuces Riparian areas (&550 acres) 
could be lost 

OjJX@way vehicle use ‘. Ri arian areas with conflicts 
(%!50 acres) beqse of Ov 
yse? would rE* m unsat.~- 

’ Riparian areas (650 acres) 
wo@d change from fair or 
poor condition to good or 
‘excellent. 

Riparian areas (5550 acres) 
would be protected by no 
surface occupancy st?pulations. 

All ri arian areas 5550 acres) 
B 6 woul be protecte . 

Ail ri 
woul B 

arian areas 5550 acres) 
be 

diSpOSd0~ 
rotecte 6 through no 
mineral mater&.. 

Riparian areas (&550 ac$s) 
woadvoe protected by wh- 

Riparian areas (&550 acr&) 
would be protected through 
closure to OHV use. 

ractory conctmou. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Ripaian areas (650 acres) in 
poor condition would be 
ed though restriction or e l!-Elma 

qtect- 
- 

tion of livestock azing. 
Ripariau areas 1,9l3 acres or r 
75 percent) along 200 miles of 
streams would @.qrove to a 
groper1 “functio 

1 3 
condi- 

bon’; 6 7 acres or percent 
along 37 miles of stream would 
be nonfqhonalbecause of land- 

tIZZ%?E:EO~~~~:E 
not under BLM administrati~ 

SameasAltemativeBexce t 
NSO would be changed to &J. 

Riparian areas (1,275 aqs) 
“$$dze .protected by ~th-, 

Riparian areas (iJ75 acres) 
could be Lost. I. 

Riparian area&550 acres) 
wo@d be protected through 

aeswmtea roads and tmk. 
I 



Impact Conclusions: Riparh (2,550 acres) could be lost or adversely affected in Alternatives A and C and would likely be enhanced or improved in Alternative B. 
About 75 percent of the riparian would likely be impioved to a properly “functioning condition” in Alternative D. None of these effects are irretrievable or irreversible. 

e co 



Forest and Woodland Management 

Timber stand quality would continue to decline on old harvest areas, and pests and disease problems would increase if the infected residual stands remain. Appropriate 
timber stand harvest and improvement (e.g., proper silviculture practices) would enhance most other resources. ‘IypicaIly rangelandresources (e.g., wildlife and livestock 
forage) would not be affected Tier harvesting and wood gathering would occur in special status animal habitat only for enhancement of the protected species. New 
road construction would benefit management through reduction of transportation costs, which would reduce harvest costs. New easements would open previously 
unavailable harvest areas. An adverse activity for forest and woodland management is one that either would reduce available acreage for intensive management; i.e., 
lands available for intensive management (IAIM) or would eliminate certain intensive practices; i.e., reduce potential volume per acre. 
TABLE 44 
Impacts to Forest and Woodland Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Paleontological resources No positive/negative impacts. Class I areas (3 757 acres) 
would be closed to intensrve 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

forest management. 

Land ownemhip adjustments Most 
2 

reductive forest land Same as Alternative A. ‘Some 
E 

reductive forest land Same as Alternative C. 
woul be retained in BLM could e transferred to the 
administration. private sector. 

Impact ConcZusions: Productive forest land would likely not have any adverse or positive effects in any alternatives; nor would any irretrievable or irreversible effects 

$ o-. 



Wildlife Habitat Management 

Any quality changes in wildlife habitat could cause an increase or decrease in populations dependent on that habitat. A direct relationship exists between the quality 
(e.g., condition and trend) of wildlife habitat and the wildlife populations (e.g., numbers of animals) using that habitat. Minor disturbance of habitat could occur from 
recreation facility development. Big game habitat on 62,657 acres would be protected from OHV use in all alternatives. Big game movement could be slightly inhibited 
by fence construction. 
:  . - . ,  

i 
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TABLE 45 
Impacts to’wildlife Habit Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Vegetation 

Fluid minerals 

Enhancement of big game. 
habitat on 1,510 acres would 
occur 61,440 acres of big 
ga~&b$tat would not be 

Locatable mineraIs “+84gggg~;~ep~$g$ 

de’ aded from potential mm- 
er development. 3 
Big ame critical winter habitat 
on & ,889 surface acres could 
be degraded from potential 
mineral development. 

Mineral materials 
B?4!t?iEL!tmYaeYEZ?le 
de) 

3 
aded from potential min- 

er development. 
Big game critical winter habitat 
on 94,389 surface acres could 
be degraded from potential 
mineral development. 

Enhancement of big game 
habitat on 62,950 acres would 
OCCUl-. 

Big ame critical wmter and 
b&n 

P 
habitat on 191600 

subsur ace acres (100 percent) 
would be protected through 
NSO stipulations. 

B’ ame winter habitat on 
597 318 subsurface acres (100 
per’mnt) and wild huke 
winter habitat on 29 00 l-7 
subsurface acres (Id0 percent) 
would be protected wrth 
seasonal hmitations. 

Same as Alternative A. Potential enhancement of 
w&hfhf pa;at could occur on 

3 

Big ame critical winter and 
b&ii habitat on 191,600 
subsur ace acres (100 percent) 
would be protected through 
seasonal limrtatrons 

B’ ame winter habitat on 
40?&8 subsurface acres (68 

% 
er$nt) could be degraded 
om potential mineral 

development. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Big ame critical winter habitat 
on 43 ,389 surface acres would 
be protected under seasonal 
limltatioIls through c-t 
notification. 
~if4jyne&r~~&iobime Same as Alternative A. 

2;:s disposal of mineral 

Big ame&itical winter habitat 
on 9 $ ,389 surface aaes would 
b&cxrcged under seasonal 

B’ ame winter habitat on 
4C# 818 subsurface aaes (68 
per&t) would be protected 
under standard lease stipula- 
tions only. 

Same as Alternative B. 



Table 4-5 IContinued) 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
‘Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Forest and woodlands 

Rights-of-way 

Land ownership adjusbnents 

Waterpowerlreservoir mources 

ACEC aksigaattions 
P Browns canyon 
z 

Beaver Creek 

Grape Creek 

Phantom Cfmyon 

,Mosqutto Pass 

Wddlife habitat values on 253 
acres of timber would be 
diminished annua 

!Y would be enhance 
; habitat 
on 215 

acres of woodlands annually. 
Wddlife habitat values on 
111,~888 acres of wildlife 
habrtat could be diminiihed by 
utility corridor development. 

Wddlife habitat would be retain- 
ed in BLM-administration; 
a uisition could provide 
ad tronal habitat. “%i- 

Wildlife habitat values on 
17,499 acres could be lost. 

Bighorn sheep habitat on 
11,697 acres could be lost 
because of inadequate 
protectron. 

Bighorn sheep and mountain 
lion habitat on X2,081 acres 
could be lost because of 
inadequate protection. 

B’ 
lP 

om’sheep habitat on 
,978 acres could be lost 

because of inadequate 
protection. 
Bighorn sheep, deer, and tur- 
key habitat on 6,096 acres 
could be lost because of 
inadequate protection. 
Elk and deer habitat on 4,036 
acres could be lost because of 
inadequate protection. 

Wildlife habitat on 248,767 Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
acres of forest/woodlands 
would be managed to enhance 
wildlife. 

Big game critical winter habitat Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
on 94,389 acres would be 
avoided b 

Ii 
plajpr ROWS. 

%&?%re~w%ckk%%% 
ed from major ROWS. 
Biggamebir ’ 

Y 
areasand 

crrtrcal winter ha itat on 
111,888 acres would be pro- 
tected through retention. 

Wildlife:habitat values on 
17,499 acres would be 
protected 

Bighorn sheep habitat on 
11,697acres would be 
protected 

Bighorn sheep and mountain 
lion habitat on l2,OSl acres 
would be protected 

B’ 
lP 

om sheep habitat on 
,978 acres would be 

protected 

Elk and deer habitat on 4,036 
acres would be protected. 

Wddlife habitat could be lost Same as Alternative C. 
through land disposal; acquir- 
ed lands could provide addi- 
tional habitat. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Sane as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 



Table 4-5 (Continued) 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Ahernative D 

Lsveta Pass 

Badger Creek 

Arkansas Canyonlands 

Elk, deer, and bighorn shee 
habrtat on 3,419 acres coul % be 
lost because of inadequate 
protectron. 

Elk, deer bighorn shee 
antelope habrtat on 28, 

and 
&.o 

acres could be lost because of 
inadequate protection. 

Bighorn sheep and deer habi- 
tat on 22,411 acres could be 
lost because of inadeqaute 
protection. 

Off-highway vehicle use Big ame critical winter and 
birt%ing habitat on 107 573 

e acres would not be protected 
E 

E& deer, and bighorn shee 
habrtat on 3,419 acres woul B 
be protected 

Elk, deer bighorn shee 
antelope habrtat on 28, 

and 
&I 

acres would be protected 

Bighorn sheep and deer hab- 
itat on 22 411 acres would be 
protected 

Big arne critical winter and 
bir t%- mg habitat on 107,573 
acres would be protected 
through seasonal limitations. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B 1~ an 
additional 1,510 acres o >F 
raptor habitat (H 
Grasslands) woul P 

key 
Mesa 

be added to 
this unit for a total of 23,921 
acres. 

Same as Alternative A. Big ame critical’winter and 
brr 3%. rng habitat on 107,573 
acres would be protected 
through seasonal limitations. 
Big ame birthing habitat 
wou d also be protected Y 
thrggh limitation~of OHV use 

Impact Conclusions: Substantial big game wildlife habitat (about 62,000 acres) would not be enhanced in Alternatives A and C, but significantly enhanced in Alternatives 
B and D. Big game birthing habitat (about 17,000 acres) and critical winter habitat (about 90,000 acres) could be degraded in Alternatives A and C, but significantly 
enhanced in Alternatives B and D. Designation of only 2 of 14 potential ACECs in Alternatives A and C would likely diminish wildlife habitat in those areas not 
designated; however, designation of all 14 ACECs in Alternative B would provide for substantial protection. Designation of 10 ACECs in Alternative D would 
significantly enhance these. areas of wildlife habitat. Signiicant degradation of big game birthing habitat might potentially be considered irretrievable or irreversible. 



Fishery Habitat Mangement 

,Any quality changes in tishery habitat could cause an increase or decrease in poplulations dependent on that habitat. A direct relationship exists between the quality 
(e.g., stream condition and trend) and populations. 
e 
G 
TABLE 4-6 
Impacts to Fishery Habitat Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Fluid minerals 
Locatable minerals 
Mineral materials 

ACEC designations 
Gra e Creek 
Bdger Creek 
Phantom Canyon 
Arkansas Canyonlands 
Cucharas Canyon 

Off-highway vehicle use 

Poor condition on 32 stream 
miles (650 acres) would 
continue. 

Poor condition of &he 
habitat in these areas (3 s 
miles) would continue; no 
improvement of quahty would 
OCClU. 

Degradation of stream fishery 
habitat (131 miles) would 
continue. 

Fiihe 
7 

habitat on 32 stream Same as Alternative A. 
miles 650 acres) would 
Improve. 

Stream and lake fishe habi- Same as Alternative A. 
tat (11;108 acres) wou d be r 
protected by NSO stipulations 
and closure to mineral entry. 
and dis sal of mineral 

-r materra . 

F&he 
areas 7 

.habitat quality on these. Same as Alternative A. Fiihe 
32 stream miles) would areas 7 habitat quality on these ’ 

Improve. 
27 stream miles) would 

Improve. 

Same as Alternative B except 
fishery habitat on 27 stream 
miles (540 acres) would 
Improve. 
Same as Alternative C, except 
1275 acres would be leased 
&h controlled surface use 
sti t&ions. The remaining 
9 49 acres would be protected 
b)y standard stipulations. 

Stream fishe 
7 

habitat (2,550 Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
acres) would e protected by 
limi$ng use to. desrgnated 
roads and triuls onty. 

Impact Conclusions: Poor condition on 32 miles of streams and significant adverse impacts to ll,lOS acres of fishery habitat would likely continue in Alternatives A 
and C. In Alternative B, the 32 miles of streams would likely improve, and the 11,108 acres of fishery habitat would likely be protected. In Alternative D, 27 miles would 
likely improve and 9,369 acres of fisheries would likely be protected. None of these impacts are irretrievable or irreversible. 



e
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Special Status Plant/Community Species Management 

In all cases, full compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (1973) would be completed before invoking specific actions resulting from BMP decisions. 
This requires mandatory consultation and coordination with the USFWS and clearance of lands inhabited by these species. Inventory analysis and monitoring would 
be done for special status plant/community species. Clearances for special plant species would be completed for ali proposed management actions: Sensitive plant 
species in Hi Mesa Grasslands and GardenPark Paleo AECs (4,238 acres) would be protected in all alternatives. 
TABLE 47 
Impacts to Special Status PlanVCorymunity Species Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservsition - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Livestoqk grazing 
Vegetatzon 

Sensitive plant s ties would 
not be protecte 8” on 14,943 
acres. 

 
 Fluidminer& 

Locatable miner& 
Mineral materials 

ACEC designations 

Droney Gulch 

Sensitive plant s 
Mesa Gras&n dr 

ties in High 
and Garden 

Park (4,238 acres y,id be 
protected thro 

3 stipulations for uids and 
closure to mineral entry and 
mineral materials disposal. 
Sensitive plant species m Droney 
Gulch and Mos uito Pass (4,741 
acres) would not B e protected. 

Mosquito Pass 

Off-hi@waj vehicle use 

Sensitive plant s 
Mesa Grasslan dr 

ties in High 
Garden 

Park, Droney G&h, and 
Mos 
woul 8 

uito Pass (8,979 acres 
be protected 

NSO stipulations for flui 
closure to mineral entry and 
mineral materials disposak 

Sensitive lant species on 705 
acres wo l/i d be protected 

Sensitive lant species on 4,036 
acres wo s d be protected. 

Same as Alternative A . 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

acres) woura not oe proteueu acres) woura oe protecrea. 

Impact Con&.sions: Substantial degradation or loss could occur to sensitive plants in Alternatives A and C. Sensitive plants would receive critical protection in 
Alternatives B and C. Potential irretrievable or irreversible impacts could occur in Alternatives A and C. 



Special Status Animal Species Management 

In all cases, full compliance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act (1973j would be completed before invoking specific actions resulting from RhJP decisions. 
This requires mandatory consultation and coordination with the USFWS and clearance of lands inhabited by these species. Inventory analysis and monitoring would 
be done for special status animal species. Sensitive animal species habitat would be retained in public ownership. Clearances for special animal species would be 
completed for all proposed management actions. 
TABLE 4-8 
Impacts to Special Status Animal Species Management 

Cause Existing - Aknative A Resource Consewation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Fluid miner& 

Locatable minerals 
Mineral materials 

Sensitive s ties habitat on 
284,854 su r- surface acres 
would be protected with 
seasonal strpulations. 
Sensitive s 
124,000 su ge 

ties habitat on 
surface acres could 

be degraded. 
Sensitive species habitat on 
206;400 surface aaes could be 
degraded 

ACEC designations 

High Mesa Grasslands 
ky;cym on 

z 

Sensitive species habiit on 
l,510 aaes would be protected. 

Phantom Canyon Sensitive species habitat on 
Arkansas Canyonlands 52,2% aaes could be degraded 

W&i and scenic river 
designations 

Sensitive species habitat on 
21,931 acres could be 
degraded 

Sensitive species habitat on 
l24,OOO aaes could be 
degraded 

Sensitive species habitat for 
lesser prairie chicken on 
10,500 aaes would not be 
Ez;$hrough seasonal 

Fomt and woodlands 

Off-highway vehicle use 

,_ 

Sensitive species habitat would 
be rotected as follows: 

N! 0 650 136 subsurface aaes 
1 seasonal Stipulations 985,720 
subsurface acres. 

Sensitive species habitat on 
359,076 surface aaes would be 
protected by seasonal limita- 
tions . 

Sensitive species habitat on 
53,795 aaes would be 
protected 

Sensitive species habitat on 
2l.931 acres would be protected. 

Sensitive species habitat on 
124,000 aaes would be 
protected 

Sensitive species habitat for 
lesser prairie chicken on 
10,500 aaes would be 
~Lecte~lroughseasonal 

:  

Same as Alternative A except 
sensitive s ties habitat on 

Sensitive species habitat would 

E= 
be rotected as follows: 

284,854 su surface aaes would - NI 0 37 220 subsurface acres 
be protected by standard lease - seasonal stipulations 4X2,517 
stiIidations only. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Sensitive species habitat for 
lesser prairie chicken leks on 

.2,800 acres would be protected 

subsurface acres. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 
: .  : .  



Table 48 (Continued) 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Recreation resources Sensitive species habitat for 
Mexican spotted owl on 
124,000 acres could be 

Sensitive species habitat for 
Mexican spotted owl on 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

degraded through intensive 
124,000 acres and peregrine 
falcon on 23 778 acres would 

recreation management along 
the Gold Belt National Back 

be protected by limiting 
intensive recreation 

Country B 
s 
p” 

ties ha fT 
ay. Sensitive 

itat for peregrine 
development. 

alcon on 23,778 acres in 
Beaver Creek and Browns 

Impact ConcZusions: Special animal species on substantial acres could be adversely degraded in Alternatives A and C and protected sigrimcantIy in After&&s B and 
D. Potential irretrievable or irreversible impacts could occur to special animal habitat in Alternatives A and C. 



Fluid Minerals Management 

The reasonably foreseeable level of fluid mineral operations per year within the plannii area (see Chapter 2) represents an estimated maximum disturbance of about 
20 acres per year or a total of about 400 acres. Wddemess designation would not result in any significant impacts to mineral resources in any of the alternatives because 
of the low mineral potential of these particular lands. Since there is no mineral potential in the wild and scenic river corridors, there would be no impact in any of the 
alternatives. Geophysical exploration operations would be subject to relatively the same management decisions and subsequent effects as identified for fluid mineral 
leasing and development. Although existing fluid mineral leases would not be modified by the decisions of this plan during the term of each lease, lessees and operators 
would be encouraged to voluntarily comply with such requirements if and when operations are conducted 

Most mineral rights on BLM-administered lands identified for disposal would.be retained. This could, however, potentially create a split-estate situation; ie., surface 
estate separated from the subsurface minerals. Exploration and development in these areas could .cause some additional operational requirements; however, because .’ 
of the assumed low-mineral values, the effect would be insignificant. Class I paleo areas and developed recreation sites would be protected by no surface occupancy 
stipulations on 5728 acres in all alternatives. 
TABLE 4-9 
Impacts to Fluid Minerals Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1’ 

phy~s a.Fem Fluid minerals on 10,220 acres 
would be open for leasing under 

Fluid mineral operations would Same as Alternative A. Fluid mineral operations would 

.e 
standard strpulations. 

be severely restricted by NSO 
stipulations on the following 

be severely restricted by CSU 

resource potential: 
stipulations on the following 

t; - 4,526 acres of 
?? 

resource potential: 

- 719 acres of mo erate 
-4Oacresofhigh 

- 917 acres of low 
- 40 acres of moderate 
- 500 acres of low 

- 4,058 acres of no. - 3,988 acres of no. 
Flmd mineral operations would be 
sevxely restrictedby NSO 
stipulations on the following 
resource potent$.l: 
-4486acresof 
- 6’79 acres of mo Yft rate 
- 417 acres of low 
- 970 aaes of no. 



Table 4-9 (Continued) 
‘51, (D 

Cake Existing ; Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
2 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Preferred -, Alternative DII Alternative C 

Special status plants 
e 
isI 

ACEC designations 

Viiul resources ~ 

seasonal stipulations could result 
in moderate restriction based on 
the lengthofthehmitabonandthe 
Operabon~lleedsby 
resour~poten~ 

:Y~::~:~~rate 
- 5(1lO acres of low 
- 167,846 acres of no. 

Fluid mineral o 
would be sligh tp” 

rations siting 
y modified by 

NSO stipulations. 
Fluid mineral operations would 
be restricted errs 

1 
recluded by N 0 str ulations 
y resource poten . 

- 4,238 aaes of no. 

Fluid mineral operations would be 
severe1 

Fluids would be open for .leasing 

l&ions i 
restricted by NSQ strpu- under standard strpulations. 
y resource potentrah 

- 931 acres of high 
- 15,933 acres of moderate 
'- .46,810 acres of low 

141,118 aaes of no. 
&sonalstipuMonscouldresult 
in minor to moderate restriction 
basedonthe lengthofthe 
limitation an&he operation 
schedulina needs bv resource 
potential:’ * 
- 41249 aaes of high 
- By.454 aaes of moderate 

168’630 aaes of low 
:618:369 aaes of no. 
Same as Alternative A. No positive/negative impacts. 

Fluid mineral operations would Same as Alternative A. 
be severely restricted or recluded 
by NSO stipulations on tfl e follow- 
in areas by resource potential: 
- f ,758 acres of high 
- 4,115 acres of moderate 
- 45,350 aaes of low 
- la326 aaes of no. 
Fluid mineral operations would Same as Alternative A. 
be severely restrrcted or precluded 
by NSO stipulatrons on the 
follow+ areas by resource 

ha? poten : 
- 4,750 acres of high 
- 5,592 acres of moderate -- --- 

Seasonal stipulations could re- 
sult in minor to ,moderate restrio 
tjoq based on the length of the 
hnutatron and the operation 
scheduhng needs by resource 
potential: 
- 30350 acres of high 
- 42,289 aaes of moderate 
- 99,204aaes of low 
-240,674 ofno. 
Same as Alternative A. 

Fkid mineral operationswould 
be restricted or precluded by 
NSO sti ulations by resource 

* 7. potentra . 
- 9,062 aaes of no. 

Fluid mineral operations would 

- 53,213 aaes ot low -53 acres ot low 
- 823 aaes of no. 

USee maps 4-J,4-2, and43. 
Impact Conclusions: Leasing would not be significantly adversely affected in Alternatives A and C. No surface occupancy stipulations, controlled surface use stipulations, 
and seasonal use restrictions on up to 2 percent of the high potential fluid minerals in Alternatives B and D could cause cumulative adverse affects on fluid mineral 
operations. None of these adverse aftects are irretrievable or irreversible. 
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Locatable Minerals Management 

Minerals availability could increase through laud acquisition. Class I paleo areas and developed recrereation sites would be closed to mineral entry in all alternatives. 
e 
w 

TABLE 410 
Impacts on Locatable Minerals Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Prefertyd - Alternative DII 

Riparian areas 

Wihilfe habitat 

Fisheries habitat 

Special status plantr 

Special status animals 

Hktorical resomes 
Archaeological resounx~ 

ACEC designations 

Wild and scenic river 
&signations 
vwal n?sources 

Mineral entry could occur on 
5550 surface acres. 

Mineral en 
big 
sur P Yruld O- On 

ame bir mg areas (17,499 
ace acres). 

Mineral entry would not be 
rear&xl byvariousseasonai 
Iimitations on 943 surface aax 
Mineral entry could occur on 
11,108 surface acres.. 
Mineral en 

7 
would not occur 

on 4,741 sur ace acres. 
Mineral entry could occur on 
4,741 surface acres. 
Mineral en would not be 
retricted on % 9,700 surhce acres. 

Mineral entry would not occur 
in Garden Park Paleo ACEC 
(&728 surface acres). 
Mineral en 

tiy 
would not occur 

on 4,238 sur ace acres. 

Mineral entry could occur on 
21,931 surface acres. 
Mineral en@y could occur on 
206.436 surface acres. 

Mineral en 
7 

would not occur Same as Alternative A. 
on 5550 sur ace acres. 

Mineral en 
3 

would not occur Saiue as Alternative A. 
onb’ ame 

Ll 
17,4 w  

ix-thing areas 
surface acres). 

era1 entry would be restrict- 
ed by various seasonal limitations 
on 94,389 surface acres. 
Mineral entry would not occur Same as Alternative A. 
on 11,108 surface acres. 
Mineral en 

? 
would not occur Same as Alternative A. 

on 8,979 sur ace acres. 

Mineral en 
3 

would be season- Same as Alternative A. 
ally restricte on 259,700 
surface acres. 
Mineral entry would not occur Same as Alternative A. 
in 8 NRHP sites or districts 
(11,760 surface acres). 
Mineral en 

8 
would not occur Same as Alternative A. 

on 14 ACE 
acres). 

(112,081 surface 

Mineral entry would not occur Same as Alternative A. 
on 21,931 surface acres. 

Mineral en could occur on 3 
ACEQ (44, 335 surPce acres), -but 
would requxre a plan of operatxous. 
Mineral en would not occur on 
6 ACECs (2071 surf&e acres). 
Same as Alternative A. 

M$eral entry yould not occur Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Mineral entry could occur on 
E;;aFn= aa=. 

7 
would not occur 

on balance o l,275 surface acres. 
Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

l/See maps 4-4 and 4-5. 

on 206.436 surface acres. 

Impact Conclztsbns: Locatable minerals would not be significantly adversely affected in Alternatives A and C; approxhnateIy 653,000 acres (100 percent) would be 
open to mineral entry. No mineral entry, &it not&&ions for seasonal limitations, and requirements for advance plans of operations in ACECs in Alternatives B 
and D could cause cumulative adverse affects on mineral operations. Approximately 450,000 acres (70 percent) would be open to mineral entry iu Alternatives B and 
D. None of these affects are irretrievable or irreversible. 
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Mineral Materials Management 

Mineral availability could increase through laud acquisition. Class I paleo areas and developed recreation sites would be closed to mineral materials disposal iu all 
alternatives. 
Y < T 
0 

s 
3 
E 
0 
g 
8 
s 
TABLE 411 
Impacts to Mineral Materials Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Altqnative D’/ 

Riparkm areas 

Wildl$e habitat 

Fisheries habitat 

Special status plants 

& 

Special sta&s mima.Lf 

Historical resources 
Archaeological resources 

ACEC designations 

wild and scenic river 
designaiions 

Mineral material disposal could 
occur on 2JSO surface acres. 
Mineral qaterial disposal could 
occuriublg ame blrthiiareas 

km 
17,499 acres . . 5 

eral materlal disposal would 
not be restricted by various 
seasonal limitations on 94,389 
surface acres. 

Mineral material disposal could 
occur on llJO8 surface acres. 

Mineral material disposal would 
not occur on 4,238 surface aaes. 
Mineral material disposal could 
occur on 4,741 surface acres. 

Mineral material dis 
E 

sal would 
not be restricted on 
surface acres. 

9,700 

Mineral material dis 
occur in 8 potential l!&-I 

salPzo;Lt 

or districts (11,760 acres). 

Mineral material disposal would 
not occur on 4,238 acres. 

Mineral material disposal could 
occur on 2&931 acres. 

Mineral material disposal would 
not occur on 21,931 acres. 

Mineral material disposal would 
not occur on 5550 surface acres. 

Mineral material disposal would 
not occur in big ame birthing 
areas (17,499sur ace acres). f 
Mineral material disposal would 
be restricted b various seasonal 
limitations on 4,389 surface B 
acres. 
Mineral material disposal would 
not occur on 11,108 surface 
au-es. 

Mineral material disposal would 
not occur on 8,979 surface aaes. 

Mineral material disposal would 
be seasonall restricted on 
259,700 sur ? ace acres. 

Mineral material disposal would 
not occur in 8 potenhal NRHP 
sites or districts (11,760 acres). 

Mineral material dis sal would 
not occur on 14 AC l? 
acres). 

Cs (ll2,081 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Altematke B. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Mineral material disposal could 
occur and would be considered 
on a case-by-case basis on ll,760 
aaes. 

No positive/negative impacts. 

Same as Alternative k 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Mineral material dis sal could 
occur on 3 ACECX (d10485 
but would enhance. vahs. 

aaes) 

Mineral material cjis 
E 

sal would 
not occur on 6 ACE 
aaes). 

(34,071 

Same as Altematik A. 
(D a 

Q 



Table 4-l 1 (Continued) 
- 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

lsual resources Mineral material disposal could Mineral material dis 
occur on 206,436 acres. not occur iu VRM CE 

;d=wgE Same as Alternative A. Mitigation would be re y4:; 
?!o 

(206,436 acres)& 
a case-by-case basis on , 
acres. 

Vke maps 4-6 and 4-7. 
Impact Conchsions: Mineral materials disposal would likely not be significautly adversely affected in Alternatives A and C. Approximately 653,000 acres (100 percent) 
would be open to mineral disposal in Alternatives A and C. No mineral disposal and seasonal limitations in Alternatives B and D could cause cumulative adverse affects 
on mineral disposal operations. Approximately 450,000 acres (70 percent) would be open to mineral disposal in Alternatives B and D. None of these effects are 
irretrievable or irreversble. 
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Coal Minerals Management 

Mineral availability could be increased through land acquisition, and high potential minerals would be retained All coal leasing for surface/underground mining would 
be affected 
8

TABLE 4-12 
Impacts to Coal Minerals Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A 

Vegetation No positive/negative impacts. 

wildlife habitat No positive/negative impacts. 

Resource Consewation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

Coal leasing would require a Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
desrred plant commumty plan. 
Coal leasing would not occur in Same as Alternative A. 
big game brrthmg areas (167 

Same as Alternative B, except 
coal leasing would not be re- 

acres . 
1 

stricted thro seasonal limita- 
Coal easing wpuld be restricted Y 

23 
b varrous trmmg limitations on 

tions on 23,95 acres of bii game 
critical winter habitat. 

.,955 acres of brg game critical 
wmter habitat. 

l/See maps 4-8 and 4-9 
Impact Conclusions: Leasing would likely not be adversely affected in any of thealtematives. Approxmiately 131,000 acres (100 percent) would be available for coal 
leasing in Alternatives A and Cwith 78,000 acres (59 percent) available for underground mining only and 53,000 acres (41 percent) available for surfaceor-underground 

 
mining. In Alternatives B and C, 167 acres (less than 1 percent) of big game birthing habitat would not be available for surface mining. In Alternative B, 23,955 acres 
(45 percent) of the 53,000 acres available for surface mining would have big game critical winter seasonal limitations for 4 months. The cumulative effect on coal leasing 
would be 99 percent of Federal coal mineral acres suitable for surface or underground mining would be available, and 100 percent of Federal coal mineral acres suitable 
for undergound mining would be available in Alternative D. None of these effects are irretrievable or irreversible. 
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Paleontological Resources. 

Under current circumstances, paleontological resources would continue to deteriorate through natural forces, public visitation, and vandalism if no corrective nor 
preventive action is taken. PulI compliance and implementation of the laws, regulations, and Bureau policy would be completed before beginning any actions resulting 
from approved RMP decisions; however, there would still be a net adverse effect to this resourceClass I resources on 2,728 acres would be protected from alI surface 
disturbance except livestock grazing and intensive forest management. 
TABLE 413 
impacts on Paleontological Resources 

Cause 

Livestock grazing 

.Existing - Alternative A Resource Consewation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred -‘Alternative D 

All classes could be damaged by 
surface disturbance. 

Class I resources on 2,728 acres Same asAlternative A. 
~gp-&p&l~~~~~~~~- 

Class I resources on 5728 acres 
(100 percent) would be protect- 

;lg. 
ed through grazing restrictions. 

Forest and woodlands Class I resources on 2,728 acres 
would not be protected 

Class I resources on 2,728 acres Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
would be motected 

Impact Conclusions: Substantial Class I paleontological resources could be damaged in Alternatives A and% and protected in Alternatives B and D. Potential effects 
$ ’ in Alternatives A and C might be considered irretrievable or irreversible. 
p3 



Historical Resources 

Under current circumstances, historical resources would continue to deteriorate through natural forces and from public use andvandalism if no corrective nor preventive 
action is taken. Identified potential NRHP sites would remain under BLM-administration in all alternatives. The re maining historical values could be lost even though 
recording and mitigation would occur prior to disposal Clearance would be required pursuant to 36 CFR 800. Pull compliance and enforcement of Set 106 of the 
N&nalHisto~ Preservation Act (1966) would be completed before beginning any actions resulting from approved RMP decisions; however, there would still be a 
net adverse effect to thii resource. Range improvement and land treatment projects would avoid historical sites. 
TABLE 414 
Impacts to Historical Resources 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

IF -high way vehicle use 
ecreation ~sounxs 

Fluid minerals 
Locatable minerals 
Mineral materials 

Paleontologicalresouxes 
Anzhaeologuil resounxs 

Developments would cause 
$rr;ta~~smdrrect damage to 
, 

Resources on 1 potential NRHP 
site (320 acres) would be ro- 
tected throu 

P 
NSO stipu . trons E- 

for fluids an closure to mmeral 
entatrma$ drsposal of mmeral 

Resource’s on 5 potential NRHP 
sites (2$40 acres) would not be 
protected 

Damage from scientiIic uses 
would occur on Garden Park 

f 
320 acres) and some archaeo- 
bgical uses would impact 
historic railroad sites 

I& 
160 

acres). Sites excavate or 
research would be destroyed 

Signs, fences, interpretation, Same as Alternative A. 
and vrsitor education would 
provide some protection for the 
six identified potential NRHP 
sites (2,960 aqes). Increased use 
resuhmg from.mterpretatio~ 

&%%+~$r:%%i?and 
F&xIII~~~~~ ple Creek 

t&m age would 
occur to the DeReemer Forts, 
Leadville S 

% Denver and 
e Line, and the 
io Grande 

Railline in Grag Creekbecause 
of the unsuitab 
except hi 

ty for actrvrhes 
. 

bikingwoul f 
Impacts from 

wntmueonthe 
Midland Railroad Railbed 
Resources on all 6 potential Same as Alternative A. 
NRHP sites (2,960 acres) would 
be protected 

Same as Alternative B. 

Damage and destruction would Same as Alternative A. 
occur on most sites used for 

Resources on all 6 potential 
NRHP sites 2,960 acres would 

6 be protected y standar d 
stipulations instead of NSO 
stipulations for fluids. 
Resources on all 6 potential 
NRHPsites 2,960acres 

6 
would 

be protected t’ y closure o 
mineral entry and mineral 
materials disposal 
Same as Alternative B. 



Table 4-14 (Continued) 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

ACEC designations Designation of Garden Park 
Paleo area (2,728 acres) would 
provide protection of hrstorical 
values. 

Recnxtion resources 

& 

I+reation development would 

f%tH 
some protection to 1 otential 

P site (320 acres) B om 
weathering and deterroration. 
Damage would continue on the 
remainin 
sites (2, 6&l 

5 potential NRHP 
acres). 

Increased use on sites develop- 
ed for recreation or other uses; 
ie., Garden Park and the Florence 
and Cripple Creek woad, 
wou$i result m addltronal des- 

Designation of e’ 
it? 

t sites Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 
(h$s$..ss~o-ybs- 

%? d hantom Canyon, eaver C&ek, 
Garden Park, Cucharas Canyon, 
and Grape CIeek) would enhance 
protection of historical values 
on 78,556 acres. 
Development (stabilization, site Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
management, etc) would rve 
some protectron to Garden B ark, 
Florence and Crip le Creek 
Railroad, and the &idland 
Railroad (1,760 acres). 

.m trucoon. 

Impact Conclusions: Some damage to historical resources, including five potential NRHP sites, would likely occur in Alternatives A and C. These would be protected 
in Alternatives B and D. Potential effects in Alternatives A and C might be irretrievable or irreversrble. 



Archaeological Resources 

Under current circumstances, archaeological resources would continue to deteriorate through natural forces and from public use and vandalism if neither corrective 
nor preventive action is taken. Designation of two potentially eligible NRHP areas (Badger Creek and Cucharas Canyon) would provide protection of archaeological 
values on 8,800 acres. Compliance with 36 CFR 800 would continue. Full compliance with Sec. 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (1966) would be completed 
before beginning any actions resulting from approved RMP decisions; however, there would still be a net adverse effect to this resource. Development.of recreation 
areas and construction of waterpower and reservoir facilities would cause increased destruction of sites; e.g., vandalism, theft, and alteration of the landscape. Range, 
improvement and land treatment of projects would comply with the Act. ‘Signiicance thresholds” were not calculated for archaeological resources since the loss of 
potential scientific information is not measurable. The loss of a single artifact could be potentially significant. Cumulative effects are also not measurable since the 
resource is fragile and nonrenewable. NRHP sites would be retained in BLM-administration in all alternatives. 
z 
.s 
E 

00 
5 
4 
TABLE 415 
Impacts to Archaeological Resources 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred -Alternative D 

Fluid miner& 
Locatable miner& 
Mineral materials 

Resources on 645,000 acres 
which include 2 potential &P 
sites (8,800 acres) would be 
protected by standard 
stiplations for fluids and 
mmeral materials. they would 
not be protected from mineral 
entry. - 

Tmnsprtafion qd Access Opportunities for vandalism 
Off-hlghwq vehlck use wouId increase if new access 

routes are developed 
Archaeological resources in or 

ACEC &sipati&s Des’ ation of Garden Park 
area 2,728 acres) would pro- T 
vicje protection of archaeologi- 
cal values. 
Resources on 2 potential NRHP 
sites (8,800 acres) would not be 
protected 

cI&ure to mineral entry and 
disposal of mineral materials. 
Resources on other areas 

Archaeological resources in or 
near these areas (11,760 acres) 
would be protected through 
limitations of OHV use to 
designated roads and trails. 

Same as Alternative A plus 
mcreased interpretation would 

I$sources on 2 potential NRHP 

enhance archaeological values. 
sates 8 800 acres) would be pro- 
tecte 6 by standard stipulations 
instead of NSO stipulations for 
fluids. The other archaeolo ‘cal 
resources on areas with NS 6 
stipulations would be protected 
as well as resources on areas 
nrotected from other mineral 
?levelopment. 
Resources on 2 potential NRHP 
sites (8.800 acres) would be 

Same as Alternative A. 

protected through closure to 
mineral entry and disposal of 
mineral materials. 

Same as Alternative A. Values on 29,821 acres, which 
include 1 potential NRHP site, 
would be protected 
Values on 1 tential NRHP site 
(7,200 acres 
m the Ba 

% 

p” , which is included 

would not 
er Creek area, 
e protected . . 



Table 4-15 (Continued) 

Cause 

Recnxtion 

Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred -Alternative D 

Same as Alternative A. Maximum development of Same as Alternative A. 
information potential and 
intensive management for 

. recreation urposes would 
enhance pu % lit awareness of 
sites/districts &300 acres). I 

Impact Conclusions: Some damage to archaeological resources, including two potential NRHP sites, would likely occur in Alternatives A and C. These resources 
would be protected in Alternatives B and D. Potential effects in Alternatives A and C might be irretrievable or irreversible. 



Transportation and Access Management 

Acquisition of all identified access proposals would improve administration of resource programs. BLM collector and local roads would continue to be maintained, 
and BLM resource roads would not be routinely maintained. Au active signiiarricading program would also be implemented on road closures and problem areas. 
Some roads would be system roads maintained by BLM for public benefit and general administration. System roads would be those necessary for signiicant 
administration. Cattleguards would be required for public roads on lands allocated for grazing. Roads would avoid historical/archaeological sites if possible; if not, 
sites would be recorded and mitigated 
TABLE 416 
Impacts to Transportation and Access Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative 6 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Forest and woodlands 

Wiki&fe habitat 
s 

Road construction would be 

sp”* 
Clal stam plqlts 

pecial status ammals 
limited and could restrict 
additional public access. 

Mineral materials 

e 
Y 

Ojj-highway vehicle use 

Vial resources 

Recnxtion nzsounzes 

Road construction would allow 
additional public access. 

Road construction would allow 
additional public access. 

Roads with limited use would be 
protected from additional 
deterioration; public access 
would be huted. 

Minor restrictions on road 
development would reduce 
public access. 
New access routes and limited 
maintained roads would in- _ __ 

Road construction would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
liplted or not occur, and addi-- 
EI.. ubhc access would be 

cl? 
Road construction would not R0a.d. coustruc@on would allow Same as Alternative A. 

values, and additiona 
occur on areas with si$fic+mt addtlonal pubhc access. 

ubhc, 
access would be limite . 
Road construction would be Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
@nited or not occur, ,and addi- 
tgz ubhc access would be 

d: 
Roads closed or with limited use Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
would be protected horn dam- 
age and unnecessary deterior- 
ahon. 

if. 
ublic access would be 

limite 
Major restrictions on road Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
development or closures would 
reduce public access. 
Liitations on new access and Same as Alternative A. 
mz+ained roads would reduce 

Same as Alternative A. 

u-ease Dublic access. DUDUC access. 

Impact Conclusions: No significant adverse effects would occur in Alternatives A, C, and D. Significant adverse effects to road construction and enha$ement of public 
access would likely occur in Alternative B. None of these effects are irretrievable or irreversible. 
- 

f 
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Rights-of-Way Management 

Concentrated areas with existing major utility facilities and proposed corridors of the Western Regional Corridor Study (WRCS) are established as designated utility 
corridors. Future major rights-of-way (ROWS) would be restricted to these corridors unless appropriate justification is provided to do otherwise. Avoidance areas are 
designated where siting and construction would be difficult, and detailed analysis would be required to develop stipulations. Exclusion areas are designated where 
sitingwould be virtually impossrble, only a thorough review and EIS analysis could jusiti& locations in these area, and significant stipulations would be necessary. 

Actions with site-specific impacts from development of facilities within communication sites, on smaller ROWS requested by the public, and in corridors (if designated) 
would be assessed in accordance with Bureau plarmi.&environmental regulations prior to BLM consideration for approval 
TABLE 417 
Impacts to Rights-of-Way Management 

Cause Existing - 4lternative.A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

Rip&m areas 

 wildlife habitat 
 

Historical resources 
Anzhaelogicai resouxes 

ACEC designafions 

Wiki and scenic river 
designalims 

Vial nzsomes 

Increased costs would not occur Increased costs could occur Same as Alternative A. 
from difficulty in locating routes 
on &550 acres. 

from difliculty in locating routes 
on 2,550 aaes. 

Increased costs would not occur 
from difficulty in locating routes 
in big game critical winter and 
birthmg habitat (111,888 acres). 

Increased costs could occur in Same as Alternative A. 
exch.ding major ROWS from big 
game.birthing habitat (17,499 

Eked costs could occur 
from difficulty in loca.’ 

3 
routes 

i%ZEt($~&ZFi~ wmter 
Increased costs would not occur 
from difliculty in locating routes 
on 11,760 acres. 

Increased costs could occur 
fromdifficul 

? 
in locatin 

7 
routes 

in2ACECs 4,238aaes in 
avoidance areas. 

llwk streams/rivers (2/931 
aaes) would not be exclusion 
areas. 
Inaeased costs wouldpot occur 
from difticulty in loca 

2 
routes 

in class II areas (206,4 acres). 

Same as Alternative A. 

Increased costs could occur in Same as Alternative A. 
excluding major ROWS from 5 
ACECs with VRM II (33,538 
acres). 
Increased costs could occur 
~$o$$Egg?*~~ 
(78,543 acres). j 
l?vo streams/rivers (21931 
aaes) would be considered 

Same as Alternative A. 

exclusion areas. 
Increased costs could occur in Same as Alternative A. 
excluding ma-or ROWS in 
ACECs with GRM II (33238 
aaes). 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative B except 
increased costswould not occur 
horn difliculty in locatin 
to avoid big ame art1 
habitat (94, 4 

- *cd 
z;z; 

9 acres). 

Same as Alternative B. 

Increased costs could occur 
from diflicul in locatin routes 
to avoid 5 A2ECs (33,5& acres). 

Same as Alternative A. 

Increased costs could occur 
from difficulty in locating ma-or 
ROWS to avoid ACECs (33,538 
acres) with VRM IL 



Table 417 (Continued) 

Cause 

Recreation 

Existing - Alternative A 

hcrea+ed cos$ could pxu.r 
fro; ficul 

% 
P 

m locatmg rputes 

sites 
deve oped recreation 

0 acres). 

Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred- Alternative D’/ 

Same as Alternative A Same as Alternative A. 

VSee map 4-10. 
Impact Conclirsions: No signiicaut adverse effects would occur in Alternatives A and C in locating rights-of-way routes. There would be some singificant adverse effects 
on locahg new routes in Alternative B and D. Excluding location of new routes in seven ACECs and avoiding location of new routes in two ACE&Fould likely 
increase costs of location in Alternatives B and D. None of these effects are irretrievable or irreversble. 
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Land Ownership Adjustments 

Land ownership adjustments (e.g., increases and/or decreases in BLM-administered lands) would be made. Preference would be given to those adjustments that would 
provide the most benefits to the public. Emphasis would be on increasing usable public resourcs (e.g., access or riparian zones). Various methods of landownership 
adjustment would be considered and would be accomplished according to PLPMA. In all cases, fair market value would be received for lands sold, and lands of equal 
value would be received in exchanges. 

All land adjustments identified would be completed during the life of the plan. Also the adjustments would block up BLM-administered lands, and isolated BLM tracts 
would be available for disposal. Disposal of riparian areas, developed recreation sites, NRHP eligible cultural and historic sites, and special status species plant and 
animals habitat would not occur iu any of the alternatives. 
TABLE 4 18 
Impacts on Land Ownership Adjustments 

Cause Exisiting - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

Livestock grazing Dis 
allo fil -Q” 

salof Im ove cate or-y 
ents (28 ,878 acres 

would not occur. 
f 

Forest and woodlands 

occur. 

e wildlife habitat Dis 
.s 

sal ofbig game birthing 
an %” critical wmter habitat 
(111,888 acres) would not occur. 

ACEC designations Disposal of 4,238 acres would 
not OCCUT. 

Vial resounzes Disposal of class Ii areas on 
206,436 acres would not occur. 

Recnxtion resources Dis sal of primitive; SPNM, 
an %” $pM, areas (268,831 acres) 

Disposal of Im rove cate 
allotments (38?917 acres 7 

ory 

would not oc&. 
Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Disposal of 112,081 acres would 
not occur. 
Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Disposal of Im rove cate 
allotments (36$676 acres 

ory 
7 

Same as Alternative A. 
could 

OCCUT. 

Same as Alternative C. 

OCCW. 

Dis 
% 

osal of big game birthing Same as Alternative C.’ 
an critical wmter habitat 
(111,888 acres) could occur. 
Same as Alternative A. Disposal of 75,828 acres could 

occur. 

?%%%$%d!%?%~. 
Same as Alternative C. 

Disposal of class II areas on’ 
204,029 acres could occur. 
Dis 

R” 
sal of primitive, SPNTvI., Same as Alternative C. 

an -SPM, areas (268,831 acres) 

%ee map 4-11. 

would not occur. could occur. 

Impact cOnclusions: Land ownership adjustments would not likely be adversely affected in Alternatives A, C, and D. Land ownership adjustments would be signiftcantly 
adversely affected because of limitations on’lands available for disposal in Alternative B. In Alternative D, 83,135 acres (13 percent) would be available for disposal 
through any means, and lll,888 acres (17 percent) would be available for disposal through land exchanges only. None of these effects are irretrievable or irreversible. 
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Withdrawals a.nd Classifications 

Review of each withdrawal and chssihtion would be completed according to &idance of the RMP and appropriate action taken to contiuue, revoke/terminate, or modify. Any 
change in classification or withdrawal is a change in the planned land use for that particular area Change in aMilabi of the laud for application of the public laud laws and the 
mineral laws is the greatest impact of revoking or modi&ng a withdrawal or chssificatio~~ In addition, protective withdrawals revoked or modified could adversely affect the 
protected resource by allowing conflidiug use. Class I paleo areas and developed recreation sites would be classified/segre~ted from public laud laws and mining laws. 
$ 

s 
ii 

-2 
;5 ::s 
:;Q 
TABLE 419 
Impacts to Withdrawals and Classifications 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilzation - 
Atternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Riparian areas No positive/negative imp&t. 

Wildlife habitat No positive/nega&e inipact. 

F&hey habitat No positive/negative impact. 

A total of 4 238 acres would be 
withdrawn horn public land laws 
and mining laws. 
No positive/negative impact. 

W~rwerwk 
resources 

Wild and scenic river 
&signations 

Visual momes 

National recm.ti& area 
designations 

A.4.zaof 50 acres would be 
vii7 

Same as Alternative A. 
se 

land laws an P 
egated from public 

mm&g laws. 

A total of 17,499 acres would be Same as Alternative A. 
withdrawn/se 
land laws an P 

egated from public 
mming laws. 

A. total of llJO8 acres would be Same as Alternative A. 
w&dravMe 

P 
epted corn public 

landlawsan mminglaws. 
A total of ll2,OSl acxs would be same as Alternative A. 
withdraws/se 
laud laws an P 

egated from public 
mming laws. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as AlternatiGe B. 

A total of 78,556 acres would be 
with$rawn/segregated born 
pubhc laud laws and mmmg laws. 

Same as Alternative B. 

New areas would be withdrawn. 

No positive/negative impact. 

New areas would be withdrawn. New areas would be withdrawn. New areas would be withdrawn. 

A total of 2l,931 acres wouldbe Same as Alternative A. 
withdrawn/se 

f 
egated from public 

landlawsan mminglaws. 

Class II areas (206,436 acres) woukl Same as Alternative A. 
bewiihhnYqregated from public 
laudlawsandmimnglaws 

Same as Alternative A. 

No positive/negative impact. Same as Alternative A. 

No positive/negative impact. Same as Alternative A. A-to@ of ~,OOO aqes would be Same as Alternative C. _ _. 
pm public 

linpaa~~~~:W~~and~~~wouldnotlike~bea~~affiectedinAlternativesAandC;but,wouldbes~~a~~~ecfedin-AhernativesB 
and D because of limitations on large tracts of lauds to be withdrawn. Ripariaq wikll& and Eshery habit, ACECs, historical and archaeological resources, and recreation 

’ 
; 

‘would be the limiting factors and would be substantially less limiting in Alternative D thau in Alternative B. None of these effects are irretrievable or irreversible. 
. .-.. .,.. a. _ ,, . ..I 



Waterpower/Reservoir Resources 

Waterpower/reservoir site withdrawals would continue to be made on sites that meet the qualifying criteria for waterpower/reservoirs. 

Location and evaluation of new waterpower/reservoir sites would continue and would be ,added to the inventory. Land acquisitions of waterpower/reservoir sites 
meeting the criteria would be completed as needed., and subsequent withdrawals would be made where appropriate. 
TABLE 420 
Impacts to WaterpowerFksetvoirs 

C+se Existing - Alternative A Resource Utilization - Resource Conservation - Preferred - Alternative D Alternative B Alternative C 

Riparian areas Existing withdrawals on 2,550 
acres would remain. 

E%sting withdrawals on 2,500 
acres would be terminated 

wildlife habitat Existing withdrawals on 17,499 
acres would remain. 

Recreation resouxes J3isting withdrawals (1,100 
acres 

8 
t 

would reduce lands 
suita le for waterpower/ 
reservoirs. 

Wild and scenic river Wdd and scenic river corridor 
designations would not be withdrawn (21,931 

acres) from waterpower/ 
reservorr management. 

National recreation areas Potential new withdrawals 
would not occur. 
Existing withdrawals (1,100 
acres would not be recom- 
men d ed for termination. 

l&i&g withdrawals on 17,499 
acres would be terminated. 
lbrmhlatkmof~ung 

7 
owerl 

reservoir withdrawals an limi- 
tations on new withdrawals 
would reduce land available for 
waterpower/reservoirs. 
Wdd and scenicriver corridor 
would be withdrawn (2l.93: 
from waterpower/reservorr 

acres) 

management. 
Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Exjsting withdrawals on 1,275 
acres would be terminated 
Existing withdrawals ctn 
acres would be retamed 

1,275 

Same as Alternative A. 

Existing withdrawals (1,100 
acres) would-be revoked 
increasing lands suitable for 
waterpower/reservoirs. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Potential new withdrawals Same as Alternative C. 
would reduce lands suitable for 
waterpower/reservoir intensive 

!!t2Z$$ withdrawals 
would be recommended for 

Impact Conclusions: Waterpowerlreservoir resources would not likely be adversely affected in Alternatives A and C. Waterpowerlreservoir resources would be 
significantly adversely affected because of the recommendations for termination of protective withdrawals for riparian areas, wildlife habitat, recreation resources, and 
wild and scenic river corridors in Alternative B. In Alternative D, waterpower/reservoir resources would likely only be moderately adversely affected because of the 
recommendation for termination of protective withdrawals for about half of the riparian areas. None of these effects are irretrievable or irreversible. 



Areas of Critical Environmental Concern Designations 

All areas considered for wilderness (e.g., initial study areas) and those now designated for wilderness study (e.g., wilderness study areas) have some special values and 
therefore, were considered in the nomination process as potential areas of critical environmental cOncem (ACECs). In addition to the 5 areas considered for wilderness 
values, 28 other sites were nominated, evaluated, and screened for recommendation as ACECs in this plan. Fourteen of the 33 areas were determined to meet the 
Bureau ACEC screeniug criteria and are analyzed here in the draft FMP/draft EIS. Future areas may be nominated, screened, and recommended An Wplan 
amendment would be prepared for future designated areas. 
m 
2. 
3 

s 
2 
P 

f 
8 
f 
TABLE 4-21 
Impacts to Areas of Critical Environmental Concern Designations 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Atternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

” Fluid mined 
Locatable mine& 
Mnerd mafoiah 

Rightr-of-way 

Bvo ACECs (4,238 acres) would 
be protected kom mineral devel- 

,O~eZltvalues on 107 843 acres 
would not be protect&d from 
mineral development. 
73~0 ACECs (4,238 ayv;i$ 
be protected thro 
Special values on 1 7,843 acres ’ T 
could be lost to rights-of-way. 

L P 
R 

Lx.&f&yn;ship Two ACECs (4,238 acres) would 
be nrotected through retention. 
Spicial values on lU7,843 acres 
could be lost through potential 
disposaL 

%kh%y%%pk use 
Two ACECs (4,238 acres) would 

Recreation resounxs 
be protected. 
Special values on 107,843 acres 
could be lost to recreational 

Fourteen ACECs (ll2,081 
acres) would be protected from 
mineral development. 

Five ACECs (34,847 acres) 
uoo;lvaprotected through 

Nine ACECs (77,234 acres 
would be protected thro 
exclusion. 
Fourteen ACECs (ll2,081 
acres) would be protected 
through retention. 

Fourteen ACECs (ll2,OSl 
acres) would be protected 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Nine ACECs (78,556 acres) 
would be protected from 
mineral development 
Special values on 33,525 acres 
would not be protected from 
mineral development. 
lkro ACECs (3,433 acres) would 
be protected throu 

l8 
avoidance. 

Seven ACECs 
would be 

(75, 
protected 

acres) 

exclusion. 
through 

Same as Alternative A. One ACECs (2,728 acres) 
would-be protected through 
retention.- 
Special values on 75 828 acres 
could be lost through potential 
disposaL - - 
Nine ACECs (78,556 acres) 
would be rotected 
Special &es on (33 525 acres) 
could be lost to recrekional 

Same as Alternative A 

actrvrtres. acttvrtres. 

USee map 4-12 
Impact Conclusions: ‘Iwo of the 14 eligible and suitable ACECs would be designated to protect special features in Alternatives A and C. Fourteen eligiile and suitable 
ACECs would be designated in Alternative B to protect special features. In Alternative D, 9 of the 14 eligible and suitable ACECs would be deisngated to protect 
special features. Potential irretrievable or irreversible impacts could occur to some of these special features in Alternatives A, C, and D. There would likely be an 
overall cumulative negative effect to these special features in Alternatives A, C, and D, and would likely be an overall positive effect to these special features in Alternative 
B. This cumulative adverse effect would not likely be as substantial in Altermative D as in Alternatives A and C. 
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Wild and Scenic River Designations 

BLM believes an interim management prescription wouldgive sufficient protectionfor the characteristics that determined eligibility for wild and scenic river designation 
within 146 miles of stream. It is also believed that interim management in all of the plan alternatives would continue for 3 years after the approved RMP/ROD is signed 
Only 20 mile&!,880 acres of Beaver Creek and 126 miles/19,051 acres of the Arkansas River corridor would be affected by this analysis. 
TABLE 4-22 
impacts to Wild and Scenic River Designations 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

WildJije habitat 
Special status animals 

Fluid minerals 
Locatable minerals 
Mineral materials 

Rights-of-way 
e 
 

Lqd ownership 
adjusbnents 

Values adding to the overall wild 
and scenic experience on 146 
miles/21,931 aaes would not be 
protected by tential wild and 
scenic river dE&MtiOll. 

Various values related to the 
wild and scenic experiences on 
146 miles/21,931 acres would 
not be protected by potential 
wild and scenic river designation. 

Lands with wild and scenic river- 
related values within 146 miles/ 
21,931 aaes would not be 
protected from new r’ 

d 
ts-of- 

way by a potential wil and 
scemc river designation. 
Lands with wild and scenic river- 
related values within 146 miles/ 
21,931 acres would not be 

Ln 
rotected through closure to 

d disposal by a potenhal wild 
and scenic river designation. 
Lands with wild and scenic river- 
related values withiu 146 miles/ 

Values adding to the overall wild Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
and scenic experience on 21,931 
acres would be protected 

Wdd and scenic values on 146 
miles/21,931 acres would be 
protected dur interim man- 
agement ttuo 3 no surface 
occupancy stipuli&ions for fluids 
and closure to minqral entry and 
mineral mater* dqx&. 
Wild and scenic values on 146 

Wdd and scenic values on 146 

Wild and scenic values on 146 
miles/21,931 aaes would be 
protected dur’ 
agement thro 

intgntaz- 

from 
3 

mineral entry and termi- 
nation of existing waterpower/ 
reservoir wilhirawals. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 

Same & Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. 
. . . 



Cause 

‘9, 
Table 4-22 (Continued) $ 

Resource Utilization - 
4 

Existing - Alternative A Resou~~~~a~v~~tion - Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

Wild and scenic values on 21,931 Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative A. Off-hi@way vehicle use Surface disturbance from off- 

z?? 
way vehicles in areas with 

d and scenic river-related 
values on 146 miles/21 931 acIeS 
would not be 

tential wd 
otectedby a 

Es 
*% and scenic river 

igW.iOll. 

Vial resouxes Areas with VRM Class II 
related to the wild and scenic 
river corridors within the 146 
miles/ 21931 acres would not be 
mange . tq maintain the scenic d 

acres would be protected by 
closure or limitation of use. 

Wild and scenic values on 1,321 Same as Alternative A. 
acres would be rotected by 

i?izEETg vR 
R 

ch3ss II 

Same a$ Alternative A. 

s@$ar~ wrthput~a.poter$al . 

%able 4-26 also addresses impacts related to some of these values. 

ii 

Impact Co&bsions: Wild and scenic river-related values within these corridors in Alternatives A, C, and D would not receive protection by a potential wild and scenic 
river designation, but would likely not be adversely affected, nor would there likely be any irretrieveable or irreversible impacts. The values within these river corridors 
related to a potential wild and scenic river designation would likely be protected and enhanced by the recommendation for potential designation as a national recreation 
area in Alternatives C and.D, and by continuing the SRMA management in Alternative A. Please see other discussions in this chapter related to the potential NRA 
designation in Wilderness Study Areas, Withdrawals and Classifications, Waterpower/Reservoir Resources, Areas of Critical Environmental Concern Designations, 
Off-highway Vehicle Use, Recreation Management, and National Recreation Area Designations. ,.. 



Off-highway Vehicle Use 

Off-hiiway vehicle (OHV) use opportunities would be limited on areas with class I paleo resources (2,728 acres). WSAs (62,657 acres) would be closed to OHV use 
in all alternatives. Opportunities would be enhanced in all alternatives through new road construction from mineral development. 
TABLE 4-23 
Impacts to Off-Highway Vehicle Use 

Cause 

Ripankn areas 

Existing - Alternative A 

OHV onoortunities would be 
availat&& 2$$0 acres. 

Resource Consewation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

QHV opportunities would be Same as Alternative A. OHV opportunities would be 
lost on &550 acres. limited to designated roads and 

trails on 2,550 acres. 
Same as Alternative A. Forest and woodkn& 

wildlife habitat 

Fishery habitat 

e 
% Special status plantr 

Special status animal 

Himrical mources 
Archeological mmuces 

OHV op rtunities would be 
enhance r on !92,854 acres 
through new road construction. 
OHV o portunities would be 
availab e on b’ 

’ habitat (111, 
game birthing 

8% acres). 

OHV o 
availab P 

port-unities would be 
e on 131 miles of stream 

fishery. 
OHV o 
availab P 

portunities would be 
e on 4,741 aaes. 

OHV o 
availab P 

portunities would be 
e on 10,500 acres. 

No positive/negative impacts. 

Tmnsporta&a and access OHV op 
enhance 8” 

rtunities *would be 
on 10.5 nules through 

easement acquisition or new 
road construction. 
OHV o 
av.ailab li 

portunities.would be 
on approxunately one- 

22 of the exrstmg roads and 

OHV.0 
dye ve L 

portunitks for 4-wheel 
cles would be lo+ on 0 

eaz of closed nonmamtamed 
. 

OHV op rtunities would not be Same as Alternative A. 
enhance r on 92,854 aaes 
throughnew road construction. 

diminished on 111888 aaes 
OHV o portunities would be Same as Alternative A. 

through seasonal lktations. 

OHV opportunities would.be Same as Alternative A. 
limited to designated roads and. 
trails on 2,550 acres. 
OHV o 
availab P 

portunities would not be Same as Alternative A. 
e on 4,741 aaes. 

OHV o 
4 

portunities would be 
dimim ed on 10 500 aaes 
through seaonal lknitations. 
OHV o portunities would be 
diminished on 11,760 aaes 

Same as Alternative A. 

~~o~~ ;) desks- 

OHV op 
B” 

rtunities would be 
enhance on 50 miles through 

OHV op 
enhance 8” 

&unities would be 

easement acquisition or new 
on 6 miles through 

road construction. 
easement acquisition or new 
road construction. 

OHV opportunities would be Same as Alternative B. 
lost on approximately one-third 
of the exrsting roads and trails 
through limitmg use to desiited 
roads and trails or closure. 
OHV o 
drive ye il 

portunities for Cwheel Same as Alternative B. 
cles would be lost on 

20!Oetlr~ao~closed nonmam- 

OHV o portunities would be 
dim& ed on 107,573 aaes *ii 
throu seasonal hmitations. 
OH P o portunities would be 
diminished on 17,267 aaes 
~-J~t&4j yg desk- 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative B. 

9HV.o portunities would be 
dgm.sms~~ 4,560 aaes 

use to 
designated roa 23s and trails. 
OHV op 
enhance r 

rtunities would be 
on 56 *es through 

easement acqusrtion or new 
road construction. 
Same as Alternative-B. 

Same as Alternative B. 



Table 4-23 (Continued) 

Cause 

ACEC designahas 

Wihd and scenic river 
designations 

Existing - Atternative A 

OHV o 
2 

portunities would be 
dimims ed on 4.238 acres 
~gop$;$ &Sk- 
OHV o 
availab P 

porhmities would be 
e without limitation on 

107,843 acres. 
OHV o 
availab P 

porhmities would be 
e without limitation on 

21,931 acres. 1 

Resource Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

Same as Alternative A. OHV o portunities would be 
diminisged on 78,566 acres 
z*ogh& y-e- desk? 

OHV o portunities would be 
diminished on 21,931 acres 

Same as Alternative A. 

” z&igi% F;z de@- 

OHV o 
f 

portunities would be Same as Alternative A. 
dimhii ed on class II areas 
(206,436 acres) thro 

% use to designated roa 
limiting -- ’ ’ 
and trarls. 

OHV o 
availab P 

porhmities would be 
e without limitation on 

33,525 acres 
Same as Alternative A. 

Vial resources OHV o 
dim& 2 

portnnities would be 
ed on class II areas 

(5407 acres). : 

Recreation resources OHV o portunities would be 
e availab P e on 6l,187 acres 
is 

National recreation afear No positivelnegativeimpacts. 

OHV o 
diminis iiT 

portunities would be 
ed on approximately 

61,187 acres of primitive and 
semi-primitive nonmotorized 
areas through limitin use to 
designated roads an cf trails. 
Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

OHV op rtnnities would be 
;$=ga;p proxrmately 
. 2 ’ tlirough potential _. 

OHV o 
cl+@ K 

portunities would be 
ed on class II areas 

z$$xJLg~a~~:~;~ 

Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative C. 

USee map 4-13. 
Impact Conclusions: An overall enhancement of off-highway vehicle use opportunities would occur in Alternatives A and C. These opporhmites would be somewhat 
diminished in Alternatives B and D. Although these oI@xtnnities might be diminished in Alternative D, a more intensive access and easement acquisition effort would 
provide for more off-highway vehicle use opporhmities than now exist. None of these adverse effects are irretrieveable or irreversible. 



m Closed to OHV Opportunities 
-. 

Open for OHV Opporttinities 

a ‘Cities and Towns’ 

: “-.. 
Map 4-13 - OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE USE 
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Visual Resource Management 

Maintenance of high quality .visual resources on the BLM-administered lands would,be important to local economies in areas with sensitive scenic values. Range 
improvement and land treatment projects would be consistent with VRM class. 
,’ 
TABLE 4-24 

Impacts to Visual Resource Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource1 Conservation - Resource Utilization - 
Alternative B Alternative C Preferred - Atternative D 

Fluid minerals 
Locatable minerals 
Mineral materials 

Class II areas (206,436 acres) 
would be protected from 
mineral develo ment. 
Class IJI areas 43 090 acres P 
would be managed as class h . 

Class II areas (206 436 acres) 
would be managed under class 
III guidelines. 

Coal minerah 

R&h&-of-ways  
 

Lpd ownership 
aapsbnentr 

Off-high way vehicle use 

Class II areas (42 acres) would 
not be protected from coal 
leasing. 
Class II areas (206,436 acres) 
would not be protected from 
major ROW/corridor 
development. 
Class II areas (206,436 acres) 
would be 
retention. 

protected through 

Class II areas (2,407 acres) 
would be protected throu 
hm@guse to desrgnate P roads 
ana uaus. 
Claq !I areas (204,029 acres) 

Class II areas (42 acres) would 
be protected from coal leasing. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Class II areas 204436 acres) 
would be avoi 6, d mlocating 
major ROW/corridors. 

Same as Alternative A. Same as Alternative B. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Class II areas (206,436 acres) 
would be protected through 
hmrtmg use to designated roads 
and trarls. 

Class II areas (2,407 acres) 
would be protected through 
retention. 
Class II areas on 204,209 acres 
could be lost through disposal 
Same as Alternative A. 

Class II areas (206,436 acres) 
would be rotected from leasing 
through C!kJ stipulations. 
mitigation measures would be 

rovrded 
F 

on a case-by-case basis 
or mineral materials disposal 

areas. 
Same as Alternative A. 

would not be nrotected. 

Impact Conclusions: A potential substantial adverse effect on VRM Class II and III areas would occur in Alternatives A and C. These effects would be somewhat less 
in Alternatives B a&D. There would likely be an overall cumulative adverse effect to visual resources in Alternative D; however, none of these adverse effects are 
irretrieveable or irreversible. 

Same a Alternative C. 

Same as Alternative B. 
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Recreation Management 

Based on documentation in the Colorado Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (CORP), visitor use on BLM-administered lands is expected to significantly increase over 
present rates. New technology would result in growth of activities, which caMot be anticipated (e.g., rock climbing). Opportunities for interpretation of special plant and 
animal species andhiitoricaland archaeological resources would be enchanoed in all alternatives to varying degrees. Developed sites wouldbe excluded from livestock grazing, 
mineral entry, disposal of mineral materials, and major ROW/corridor development and leased for fluid minerals with NSO stipulations andretained in publicownership. 
TABLE 425 
Impacts to Recreation Management 

Cause Existing - Alternative A Resource Conservation - 
Alternative B 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D 

Gold Bell SRMA Arkansas 
Rhrer SRM 
Gorge ERM % 

and Royal 

Ripankn afear Recreation development o 
hmities on 2550 acres woupB”” 
continue. 

Fishery habitat Recreation opportrmitifzs on llJO8 
aaes would not be enhanced 

Transportation and Recreation access opportunities 
access would be enhanced 

 I 
 

Arkansas Rhrer SRMA 

Wild and scenic river 
designations 

Additional funding for enhance- 
ment of river recreation 19,051 
acres would not occur. 

National recreation UJEXS Additional funding for enhance- 
ment of river recreation would 
nn& o~~~~approximately 

9 . 
Gold Bell SRMA 

Fluid mine& 
L.ocatabk minirak 
Mineral materials 

Prim&e and semipryde 
nonmotorized se 

Off-highway vehicle use opportuuitieson 1% q 5 acres 
could be adversely affected 

Pakontological resouxe.9 Recreation ma&e * 
9% 

tourism 
opportunities on 57 acres 
would be enhanced 

Recreation development o 
tunitieson2550acreswou~~ 
diminished ’ 
Recreation opportunities on 
11,108 acres would be enhanced 
Recreation access 0 
would be diminiihe B 

portunities 

Recreation 0 
nonmotorize % 

port&ties for 
recreation ac- 

tidies would be enhanced 

Additional funding for enhance- 
ment of river recreation on 
19,051 acres would be received 
Same as Alternative A. 

nonmotorized se 

Recreation marke ’ 
% 

tourism 
opportunities on 5 acres 
would be reduced 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative A except 
recreation op ortunities for 
nonmotorize cr recreation ac- 
tidies would also be enhanced 

Same as Alternative A. 

Additional funding for enhance- 
ment of river recreation would 
occur on approximately l25,ooO 
acres. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Altemat@e A, except 
recreation collectmg oppor- 
tq+es 2,728 pres would 

Recreation development o 
hmities on 1275 acres wou!!E 
diminished ’ 
Recreation opportunities on 
1,275 acres would be enhanced. 
Same as Alternative B except 
recreatron access opportumties 
wouldbe enhanced. 

Same as Alternative A. 

Same as Alternative C. 

Same as Alternative B, except 
fluid minerals would be leased 
with standard stipulationsonly. 

Same as Alternative C. 

Impact Concikixas: ,There would not likely be an overall adverse effect to recreation resources in any of the alternatives. Recreation opportunities and experiences 
would be substantially enhanced in Alternatives C and D. None of the effects would be irretrievable or irreversible. 



National Recreation Area Designations ‘.i 

It is assumed that whether or not management as a special recreation area (SRMA) would continue or management would be under a congressional designation of 
NRA, the area would for the most part be retained under BLM:admini+ration and recreational values in the river corridor would continue to be enhanced for public 
use. It is also assumed that a potential NRA designation would include generally the same area as the Arkansas River SRMA, but would cover approximately 125,000 
acres, and the same recreation values currently managed within the SRMA. 
TABLE 446 
Impacts on National Recption Area Designations 

Cause 

Lx@ ownership 
adpsbnents 

Viial tesomes 

Existing - Alternative A Resource Conserytion - 
Alternative 8’ 

Resource Utilization - 
Alternative C Preferred - Alternative D1/ 

Additional funding for land Same as Alternative C. . . Additional funding for land Same as Alternative A. 
acquisition and development on 

.i 

approximately 125,000 acres 
would not occur. 
Values on 125,000 acres would Same as Alternative A. 
not be protected through 
legislation. 

acquisifion and dekelopment on 
approxnnately 125,000 acres 
could occur. 

_ ,: 

Values could be protected on Same as Alternative C. II ” 
125,000 acres throu 
in legislation for N-I& 

language 

designation. 
River corridor recreational Same as Alternative C. Recreation resowces River corridor recreational Same as Alternative A. 

opportunities on 125,000 acres 
would not be develo ed and 
enhanced through &A desig- 
nation; i.e., long-term protectron 
of existmg values inherent to the 
overall experience, additional 
funding for more mtense 

: 

‘@able 4-22 also addresses impacts related to some of these values. 

Zmpuct Conclusions: National recreation area-related values within the Arkansas River corridor in Alternatives A and B would not receive protection by a potential 
NRA designation, but would likely not be adversely affected, nor would there likely be any irretrieveable or irreversible impacts. The values within this river corridor 
related to a potential NRA designation would likely be protected and enhanced by the recommendation for potential designation as a wild and scenic river in Alternative 
B and by continuing the SRMA management status in Alternative A. Please see other discussions in this chapter related to the potential wild and scenic designation 
in Special Status Animal Species Management, Locatable Minerals Management, Mineral Materials Management, Rights-of-Way Management, Withdrawals and 
Classifications, Waterpowerkservoir Resources, Wild and Scenic River Designations, Off-highway Vehicle Use, and Recreation Management. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
T his chapter, consisting of four sections, describes the 
scoping process and public involvement prior to and during 
the preparation of this draft document. Consistency with 
resource management plans (RMPs) of pther agencies; a 
summary of public involvement prior to publication of the 
draft plan; a list of Bureau people involved in preparation 
of this plan; and a list of groups, organizations, agencies, and 
individuals contacted for input are addressed. 

Formal and informal efforts have been made to involve the 
public, other Federal agencies, and appropriate state and 
local governments. Several points of mandated public invol- 
vement have been completed and are discussed in this 
chapter. 

PLAN CONSISTENCY WITH 
OTHER PLANS 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) planning regula- 
tions require that RMPs be I’. . . consistent with officially 
approved or adopted resource-related plans of other 
Federal agencies, State and local governments, and Indian 
tribes, so long as the guidance and resource management 
plans are also consistent with the purposes, policies, and 
programs of Federal laws and regulations applicable to 
public lands. . . .” 

Throughout preparation of the draft resource management 
plan (RMP)/environmental impact statement (EIS), various 
methods, from telephone calls to public meetings, were used 
to ensure that consistency requirements were met. This 
segment of Chapter 5 summarizes and highlights these 
measures. 

During preparation of the preplan, the management situa- 
tion analysis, and this draft RMP/EIS, letters and response 
forms were sent to local, state, and Federal agencies, and 
interested individuals requesting information on land use 
plans or policies that would affect or be affected by the 
RMP Community and county governments were contacted 
to determine whether BLM-administered lands would be 
needed for community expansion purposes during the life 
of the RMP Letters were also sent to affected landowners 
in the Raton Coal Basin requesting input on coal leasing. 

Reviews and a consistency analysis have been completed on 
any and all land use plans that could have some direct effect 
on management of BLM-administered land within the plan- 
ning area. Some examples of these are: various county land 
use plans and zoning ordinances, Colorado Comprehensive 

Outdoor Recreation Plan, Colorado Wddlife Strategy Plan, 
Pike-San Isabel National Forest Land Use Plan, Arkansas 
River Recreation Area Management Plan, various economic 
development documents, etc. 

Sixteen briefing meetings were held at different times and 
places during preparation of the draft RMP/EIS with many 
individuals, agencies, and numerous other groups to discuss 
BLM alternatives, local plans, and needs for further coor- 
dination. Meetings were held with most of the counties to 
discuss the relationship of their local planning with planning 
on BLM-administered lands. Also several county commis- 
sioner briefings were completed. In addition, letters were 
sent to numerous other agencies and interest groups offer- 
ing to meet and discuss consistency issues. 

These contacts promoted closer coordination with BLM, 
and affected agencies/interest groups and instrumental in 
the formulation of all plan alternatives, including the 
preferred. All these agencies, businesses, and organizations 
received copies of this draft and will receive copies of the 
final RMP/EIS. Some of these specific plans and documents 
referenced here are listed in Chapter 1 in Tables 1-3 and 1-4. 
In addition, the governor of Colorado has been asked to 
review the draft RMP during a 45day period prior to 
approval for consistency with state and local plans. 

At this point in our land use plamring process, nothing within 
the Preferred Alternative appears to be substantially inconsis- 
tent with any of the local, regional, state, or Federal plans that 
have been reviewed or discussed. 

PLANNING PROCESS 
INVOLVEMENT 

The Draft Royal Gorge Resource Management Plan/ 
Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS) was 
prepared by an interdisciplinary team of resource 
specialists from the Bureau of Land Management. This 
team consisted of specialists from the Royal Gorge 
Resource Area (RGRA), the Canon City District (CCD), 
and the Colorado State Office (CSO). 

Preparation of the document began in the winter of 1991; 
however, preceding this, a complex process of issue iden- 
tification, data gathering, and other activities occurred. This 
included identification of issues to be addressed in the plan, 
development of resource and resource user information, 
publicparticipation,interagencycoordinationandconsultation, 
input of data into a geographic information system (GIS), 
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Chapter 5 

and the preparation of a management situation analysis 
(MSA). Records and files of this process, .including the 
public involvement records, GIS data, and the ,MSA are 
available from the RMP Project Manager in the Royal 
Gorge Resource Area Office in Caiion City. 

Consultation and coordination with agencies, organiza- 
tions, and individuals occurred in a variety of ways through- 
out the planning process. Various, news ‘releases, 
newsletters, open houses, meetings, briefings, special mail- 
ings, user input groups, etc., were used. This se.ction sum- 
marizes those formal and informal steps taken to consult 
and coordinate with the public-at-large, interested in- 
dividuals, groups, and Federal, state, and local government 
entities during the preparation of this draft RMP There has 
been full compliance on the mandated points of public 
involvement, and comments and responses will be included 
in the final RMI? 

Table 5-l is a summary of steps taken to complete consult- 
ation and coordination in this planning effort: 

‘, 
TABLE 5-l 
Plan Process Involvement Summary 

Time 
Period 

Consultation Time Description of 
Involvement 

Fall 1989 Federal Register Notice 

Winter 1990 Preliminary lssuesl 
Concerns and Planning 
Criteria 

Summer Rnal Issues/Concerns and 
1990 Criteria 

Winter 1991 Pinal determination of 
areas of critical environ- 
mental concern 

Fall 1991 

Spring 1992 

Alternative development 

Impact analysis and wild 
and scenic river process 
finished 

Fall 1993 Draft RMP/EIS complete 

Public notice in Federal 
Register, news releases, 
and newslettersrs mailed 

Public open houses, news 
releases, and newsletters 

News releases and news 
bulletins 
Federal, state, and local 
governmental briefings 

Public meetings, news 
releases, news bulletins, 
and user group workshops 

Public open houses, news 
releases, and news bulletins 

Advisory council briefing 

Publish and distribute 
document, hold public 
hearings, mail news 
releases/bulletins, PR 
notice, and brief advisory . . 
LIST OF PREPARERS/REVIEWERS 

The draft resource management plan for the Royal Gorge 
Resource Area was prepared and reviewed by personnel 
within the Royal Gorge Resource Area, Canon City District, 
and the Colorado State Office. Names, assignments, educa- 
tion, and experience are listed in Table 5-2.. 
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TABLE 5-2 
List of RMP/EIS Preparers/Reviewers 

‘. I  

Name Assignment Educathi Years of%‘ : 
Experience 

L. Mac Berta Area Manager 
9 

Dave Taliaferro RMP Project Manager 

Dennis Zachman Plan Coordinator for CSO Liaison 

Tom Grette 

Dan Grenard 

Technical Coordinator/Range Conservationist: Livestock 
grazing, riparian, vegetation, noxious weeds 

Technical Coordinator/Geologist: Geology, topography, coal, 
paleontology 

Mike Gaylord 

Bev Neuben 

Technical Coordinator/Envrionmental Protection Specialist: 
Wild and scenic rivers, fire, hazard areas 

Publications Coordinator/Editorial Assist.: Lead for format, 
editing, document layout, desktop publishing, and assembly 

Scott F. Archer Climate and air quality 

Frederick Atheam 

John Riel 

Kevin Andersen 

Charles Fair 

Jim Rhett 

History and areas of environmental concern 

Review livestock grazing 

Geology, topography, fluid minerals 

Locatable minerals, mineral materials 

Review fluid minerals 

Roy Drew 

Bruce Fowler 

Review mineral materials/locatables 

Coal 

Carlton Lance Review hazardous materials 

Erik Brekke 

Clay Bridges 

Lee Upham 

Brenda Mitchell 

Wildlife, fisheries, special plant/animal species 

Review wildlife 

Review wildlife 

Review fisheries 

Dave Gilbert Review fisheries 

Jim Cunio 

Jimmie Pribble 

Forest and woodland management 

Review forest and woodland management , 

Dave Hallock Realty/lands, land ownership adjustment, transportation and 
access, rights-of-way management, withdrawals 

BS-Range Management 

BS-Recreation Administration 
MS-Outdoor Recreation Resource 
Planning 

BS-Outdoor Recreation Management 

BS-Range Management 

BS-Geology 

BS-Resource Planning 

On-the-job training formal training 
sessions on Engliih, grammar, writing, 
editing, format, and desktop publishing 

BS-Environmental Science and 
Chemistry 

Ph.D-History 

BS-Range Management 

BS-Geology ’ 12.5 

Ph.D-Geology 

BS-Geology 

BS-Geology 

BS-Geology 

BS-Geology 

BS-Wildlife Management 

BS-Wildlife Management 

MS-Wildlife Management 

BS-Pisheris 

BS-Fishery Biology 
MS-Wildlife Biology 

BS-Forest Management 

BS-Forest Management 

BS-Forest Management 
Professional Lands 
Resource Management 

29.0 

20.0 

19.0 

15.0 

12.9 

15.0 

20.5 

15.0 

17.0 

27.0 

30.0 

16.0 

16.0 

17.0 

16.0 

16.0 

22.0 

25.0 

8.0 

11.3 

14.0 

30.0 

18.0 
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‘IBble 5-2 (Continued) 

Name Assignment Education Years of 
Experience 

Stuart Parker 

Andy Senti 

Review lands and realty 

Review lands and realty 

Bob Schmidt 

Gene Lietzau 

Review lands and realty 

Waterpower/reservoir 

John Nahomenuk Recreation, visual, off-road vehicles, wilderness, NRA 

Bob Wick Review recreation 

Don Bruns Review recreation 

Barb Sharrow Review visual 

Eric Pinstick Review wilderness 

Carol Spurrier Review vegetation/ecosytem 

Jeanette Pram0 Economic conditions and social concerns 

Monica Bargielski/ 
Weimer 

John Beardsley 

Archaeology 

Howard Wertsbaugh 

Scott Davis 

Review archaeology 

Water rights/quality, sensitive soils 

Review soils/water 

Support Team 

BA-Economics 

BS-Range Management 

BS-Forest Management 

On-the-job training, formal training 

BS-Natural Resources/Recreation 
Management 

Bworestry 
MS-Wildland Recreation Management 

BS-Outdoor Recreation Management 

BASociology 

BS-Geography 
MS-Geography 

BS-Range/Wildlife Management 
MS-Botany 

MA-Economics 

BA-Anthropology 
MA-Anthropology 

BA-Anthropology 

BS-Watershed Management 

BS-Forestry 
MS-Soils and Hydrology 

Joan Larsen 

Lona Kossnar 

Donn Bode 

Sam Richards 

Peggy Forbes-Crow1 

Word processing 

Administrative 

GIS Coordination/Cartography 

GIS/MOSS data entry 

Art work (cover) 

On-the-job training, formal training 
sessions 

On-the-job training, formal support 
training session 

On-the-job training, formal training 

On the-job training, formal training 

Free-lance 

24.0 

42.0 

23.0 

10.0 

5.0. 

5.0 

23.0 

11.0 

20.0 

14.0 

21.0 

15.0 

14.5 

27.5 

21.0 

8.5 

22.5 

26.00 

2.0 

7.0 
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CONTACT/DISTRIBUTION LIST 

During preparation of this draft/EIS, various Federal agen- 
cies, state and local governments and agencies, interest 
groups, and individuals were contacted for information and 
data. The following is only a partial list of recipients of this 
draft document. 

Federal Government 

Advisory Council on Hist. Preservation 
Library of Congress, Unit X 
Documents Expediting Project 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

San Francisco, CA 
Dallas, TX 

U.S. Department of Energy 
U.S. Department of ‘Bansportation 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Denver, CO 
Washington, DC 

U.S. Federal Highway Administration 
U.S. National Park Service 
U.S. Pentagon, Assistant Secretary of the Air Force 
USAFRCE-CR-ROV 
USDA, Forest Service 

Off. of Envir. Coord., Washington, DC 
Rocky Mountain Region, Lakewood, CO 
Pike San Isabel National Forest 
Commanche National Grasslands 

La Junta, CO 
Springfield, CO 

Leadville Ranger District, Leadville, CO 
Pies Peak Ranger District, Colorado Springs, CO 
Salida Ranger District, Salida, CO 
San Carlos Ranger District, Carion City, CO 
South Park Ranger District, Fairplay, CO 

USDA, SCS 
USDI, BLM 

Washington Office 
Off. of Sec., Denver, CO 
Colorado State Office 
BLM, Library D-533A 
All Colorado District and Area Of&s 

USDI, Bureau of Mines 
Branch of Min. Assess., Washington, DC 
Alaska Field Operations, Washington, DC 
Denver, CO - DSC Bldg 20 

USDI, Bureau of Reclamation 
Division of Envir. Aff., Washington, DC 
Denver, CO 

Eastern Colo. Proj. Off., Salida, CO 
Pueblo, CO 

Southwest Reg. Off., Amarillo, TX 
Water Resource Manager, Iwin Lakes, CO 

USDI, Fish and Wildlife Service 
. Chief, Div. of Envir. Coord., 

Washington, DC 
Regional Office, Denver, CO 
Colorado Field Office, Golden, CO 

Leadville National Fish Hatchery, Leadville, CO 
USDI, Geological Survey 

Envir. Aff. Program, Reston, VA 
Geologic Division, Denver, CO 
Water Resources Division, Denver, CO 

USDI, Minerals Management Service 
Offshore Envir. Assess. Div., Washington, DC 

USDI, National Park Service 
Div. of E&r. Comp., Washington, DC 
Denver, CO 
Rocky Mountain Reg. Off., Denver, CO 
Bent’s Old Fort National Historic Site, La Junta, CO 
Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument, Florissant, CO 

USDI, Office of ,Env. Project Review 
Denver, CO 

USDI, Office of Surface Mining 
Chief, Div. of Envir. and Econ. 
Analysis, Washington, DC 

USDI, Office of the Secretary 
USDI, Regional Solicitor 
USDI, Water and Power Resources Service 
All Colorado U.S. Congressional Delegates 

State Government 

Colorado Archaeological Society 
Colorado Board of Land Commissioners 

Denver 
Colorado State Clearing House 
Colorado Department of Health 

Air Pollution Control Division 
Water Quality Control Division 

Colorado Department of Highways 
Denver 
Pueblo 

Colorado Department of Local Affairs 
Colorado Department of Natural Resources 
Colorado Division of Mines 
Colorado Div. of Parks and and Outdoor Rec. 

Denver 
Colorado Springs 
Salida 
Walsenburg 
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Colorado Division of Water Resources 
Pueblo 
Denver 

Colorado Division of Wildlife 
Denver 
Colorado Springs : 
Regional Office, Colorado Springs 
Southwest Regional Office, Montrose 

Colorado Environmental Coordinator 
Colorado Forest Service 

Fort Collins 
Colorado Geological Survey 
Colorado Highway Department 
Colorado Historical Society 
Colorado Legislative Council 
Colorado Natural Areas Program 
Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 
Colorado Plans Coordinator 
Colorado State Engineer 

District 11 -Water Engineer 
District 12 - Water Engineer 

Colorado State Legislative Delegates 
Colorado State University 

Department of Recreational Resources 
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Biology 
Experimental Learning Center 
Documents Librarian 

Colorado Water Conservation Board 
University of Colorado 
University of Southern Colorado 

Local Government 

Board of Water Works of Pueblo 
City of Buena Vista 
City of Canon City 
City of Colorado Springs 

Water Division, Department of Utilities 
City of Leadville 
City of Pueblo 
City of Salida 
City of Trinidad 
City of Walsenburg 
County of Baca 
County of Bent 
County of Crowley 
County of Chaffee , 
County of Custer 
County of El Paso 
County of Fremont 
County of Huerfano 
County of Kiowa 

County of Lake 
County of Las Animas 

County of Otero 
County of Park 
County of Prowers 
County of Pueblo 
County of Teller 
South Central Colorado Regional Tourism Board 
Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy 
Town of Poncha Springs 
Upper Arkansas Council of Governments 
Upper Arkansas Water Conservancy 

Groups/Organization 

American Mountain Foundation 
American Rivers 
American Whitewater Affiiation 
Anderson, Johnson, & Gianunzio 
Arkansas River Outfitteres Association 
Arkansas Valley Audubon Society 
Boy Scouts of America 

Rocky Mountain Council 
Canon City Daily Record 
Canon City District Advisory Council (BLM) 
Canon City District Grazing Advisory Board 
Caiion City Geology Club 
Centennial Archaeology, Inc. 
Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research 
Chaffee County Times Newspaper 
Colorado Archaeological Society 

Pueblo Chapter 
Royal Gorge Chapter 

Colorado Bowhunter Association 
Colorado Environmental Coalition 
Color ado Farm Bureau 

District 5 
Colorado Metal Detectors Company 
Colorado Off-Highway Vehicle Coalition 
Colorado Outfitters Association 
Colorado White Water Association 
Colorado Wildlife Federation 
CU Wilderness Study Group 
Denver Museum of Natural History 
Denver & Western Rio Grande Railroad 
Energy Fuels 
Fremont Cattleman’s Association 
FremontKuster Farm Bureau 
Fremont and Custer Historical Society 
Fremont Ecology 
Friends of the Arkansas 
Fuel Resources Development Company 
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Garden Park Paleontological Society 
Gazette Telegraph 
G.M..S.;-Inc. 
Heart of the Rockies Audubon 
Highby Huerfano River Ranches 
Huerfano Farm Bureau 
KVRH Radio 
Minerals Exploration Coalition 
Mountain Mail Newspaper 
Native Cultural Services 
Pass Creek Cattle Company 
Patagonia Guide Line 
Pheasants Forever 
Pikes Peak Group, Sierra Club 
Powers Elevation Company, Inc. 
Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association 
Stroh Ranches 
Texaco, Inc. 
Texas Creek Outfitters 
Thompson Consulting Forester 
Thorne Company 
Trout Unlimited, Arkansas Valley Chapter 
Wilderness Study Group, University of Colorado 
Western River Guides Association 
Western Historical Studies, Inc. 
Wyoming Fuel Company 
Zancudo Ranch 

User Group Members 

Adamic, Frank 
Baker, James 
Bergquist, Alfred and Susan 
Buckles, Wiiam 
Clifton, Chas 
Covert, John 
Dils, Reed 
Emmer, Mark 
Eve, Tom 
Goodwin, Denzil 
Javernick, Carl 
Javernick, John 
Johnson, David 
Kerr, Dick 
Makris, Pete 
Mitchell, Kevin 
Naslund, Dave ,and Laren 
Nethaway, Kristinia 
Pfeiffer, Bill 
Rasmussen, Fred 
Reinbrecht, Jennifer 
Robinson, Michael .’ 
Sharp, Wendy 
Stahlecker, Dale 
Stringer, Gene 
Tucker, Don and Jeanne 
Van Epps, Charles 
York, Ray 
Young, Don 
37 individual and corporate coal surface owners 
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issues/Concerns with Criteria 

APPENDIX A 
ISSUES/CONCERNS WITH CRITERIA 

INTRODUCTION 

These issues/management concerns and corresponding planning criteria evolved from interdisciplinary team and public 
input and will be used for development of the RGRMF! They may be modified or “fine-tuned” by the management team 
during the planning process period. They are guideposts or parameters for the planning process and are not intended to 
inhibit analysis but to provide focus. This should allow the management team to bring to the attention of the core 
team/interdisciplinary team those items believed to be of significance in development of first, the management situation 
analysis (MSA), and second, the draft resource management plan (RMP) and draft environmental impact statement 
(EIS). 

These issues/concerns cover only items that are not a normal matter of policy, law, etc. All these will be addressed as a 
matter of course during the planning process; therefore, please remember this information is in addition to current 
policy, law, etc. 

This document is organized into three parts: 1) Significant Management Issues With Conflict, 2) Important Management 
Concerns, and 3) Topics Not Addressed In This Plan. These are further explained as follows: 

1) Q&%xDz~ management issues with confzicr - those likely to change in one or more of the plan alternatives. Significant, 
for our purposes, means management has determined that this item must be addressed. Conflict, for our purposes, 
means management determined that this item is in variance/contention with several resources or resource uses. It is also 
determined that very likely the item will be treated differently in the various plan alternatives. 

2) Important management concerns - those that may or may not have conflict or may or may not change in one or more of 
the plan alternatives. Important, for our purposes, means management has determined (usually based on the planning 
Supplemental Program Guidance (SPG) information), that the item needs/requires attention during the planning process. 

3) Items/topics/or subjects not to be analyzed within thisparticularplanning document - items that may have been covered 
elsewhere or may not exist within this planning area. For example, portion(s) of the Royal Go?ge Grazing Environmental 
Zmpact Statement may not need to be addressed again in this plan, the Cafion City District Wilderness Environmental Zm- 
pact Stutement may not need to be addressed again in this plan, etc. This resource area has no oil shale resources; there- 
fore, there is no issue nor concern, and it will not be addressed in the planning document. 

SIGNIFICANT MANAGEMENT ISSUES WITH CONFLICT 

Lands and Realty Management 

#l - Land Tenure Adjustments 

Issue: 

Which lands should be considered for acquisition/disposal? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify BLM-administered lands for conveyence out of Federal ownership. Criteria within Sec. 203 of FLPMA are: 

a. Such tract because of its location or other characteristics is difficult and uneconomic to manage as part of the public 
lands, and is not suitable for management by another Federal department or agency; or 

b. Such tract was acquired for a specific purpose, and the tract is no longer required for that or any other Federal pur- 
pose; or 
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c. Disposal of such tract will serve important public objectives, including but not limited to expansion of communities 
and economic development, which cannot be achieved prudently or feasibly on land other than public land and which 
outweigh other public objectives and values, including, but not limited to recreation and scenic values, which would be 
serviced by maintaining such tract in Federal ownership. 

2. Identify BLM-administered lands for conveyence out of Federal ownership by exchange only. Section 206 of FLPMA 
allows: 

“A tract of public land or interests therein may be disposed of by exchange. . . where. . . the public interest will be well 
served by making that exchange: Provided, That when considering public interest the Secretary concerned shall give full 
consideration to better Federal land management and the needs of State and local people.” 

#2 - BLM-Administered Land Access Acquisitions and Transportation Management 

Issue: 

What are the access needs within the Royal Gorge Resource Area? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify BLM-administered lands that have sufficient access for the public and BLM administration. 

2. Identify BLM-administered lands where public or administrative access should be acquired and establish priority for 
acquisition based on the following: 

a. Resource values (quantity and quality) 

b. Risk of closure to the public 

c. Resource conflict mitigation 

d. Public demand and BLM administrative need 

e. Configuration (size, shape, and amount of public land) 

f. Proximity to population centers 

g. Proximity to major travel routes 

3. Identify routes (trails and roads) to or through BLM-administered lands where new construction, closures, or periodic 
maintenance is necessary. Consider the need for the route, amount of use, likelihood of deterioration, and resource con- 
flicts/needs. 

4. Identify those areas where the public could be served better by signing, fencing, or marking BLM-administered lands. 

Areas of Special Concern 

#3 - ACEC Designations 

Issue: 

Which areas and/or resources should receive special management attention? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify areas containing important historic, cultural, or scenic values; fish and wildlife habitat; or other natural sys- 
tems or processes of greater than local significance to be-considered for designation as areas of critical environmental 
concern (ACECS) . 
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2, Identify areas so unique that,it may be more important to manage them for a combination of specific usesrather than 
for full multiple use; may be considered for special management attention. 

a. Develop a map,showing the nominated areas for GIS digitizing work (ACE theme. map)., 

b. Apply ACEC screening criteria processto all nominations. Develop a list of,those areas to be analyzed within the 
MSA and plan, Develop a map showing the areas that met the screening criteria and turn in for GIS work (ACP theme 
mar-4 

#4 - Wild and Scenic River Designation 

Issue: 

Which river/stream segments in the planning area meet the requirements as potential,additions to the National Wild and 
Scenic Rivers System (NW&SR) and should be recommended to Congress as suitable for wild, scenic, and/or recreation- 
al designation? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify those segments that appear to meet eligibility criteria for W&SR designation; i.e., Arkansas River, Badger 
Creek, Beaver Creek, Grape Creek, etc. 

2. Study the potential for recommending various segments of area rivers/streams in the planning area, applying the 
W&SR eligibility criteria. 

3. Determine and document segments to be recommended to Congress within the study report, and place the study 
report in the RMP as an appendix. 

4. Determine and document the effects of various alternative WBSR recommendations within Chapters 3 and 4 of the 
RMP 

5. Consider a joint eligibility/suitability determination process where other agencies share jurisdiction of river segments 
(i.e., Badger Creek and the USFS). 

6. Develop interim management strategies for those river/stream segments and/or corridors determined to be 
eligible/suitable for wilderness designation. These strategies will ensure nonimpairment of wild and scenic values until 
final determinations can be made regarding inclusion in the W&SRS.., 

#5 - National Conservation Area 

Issue: 

Which areas within the planning area may be eligible/suitable for recommendation to Congress as’a national conserva- 
tion area? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify areas containing expansive and,significant multiple resource values of major national significance to be con- 
sidered for recommendation to Congress as a national conservation area. 

2. Identify areas within the resource area with the capability to tremendously enhance the implementation of national 
BLM initiatives (e.g., Wildlife 2000, Recrbation 2000, riparian proposals, etc.) to be considered for recommendation to 
Congress as a national conservation area. 
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..#kOff-Highway Vehicle (OHV) Use 

Issue: 

Which areas should be.designated as open, open with limitations, or closed to OHV use? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify those areas/sites in the planning area currently receiving public OHV use, and to the extent feasible, the cur- 
rent level of use. 

2. Determine designations for planning area. 

#7 BLM-Administered Lands and Regional Tourism 

Issue: 

How can BLM-administered lands be managed to enhance/compliment the regional tourism industry and other agency 
programs? 

;. 
Planning Criteria: 

1. Analyze the extent and significance of the interrelationship between opportunities available on BLM-ad- 
ministered lands and the tourism industry and other agencies. 

2. Develop varying management scenarios that will present a range of effects on regional tourism/BLM-ad- 
ministered lands. 

IMPORTANT MANAGEMENT CONCERNS 

Suitability for Exploration/Development of Mineral Resources 

#I - Fluids Minerals Management (i.e., oil and gas and geothermal determinations) 

Management Concern: 

Which BLM-administered lands are suitable for development through leasing? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify the fluid mineral resource potential in the planning area. 

2. Determine the reasonable foreseeable development of oil and gas. 

3. Determine where fluid minerals development should be subject to various levels of limitations for leasing; i.e., open to 
standard terms and conditions, open subject to seasonal constraints, open subject to no surface occupancy constraints, 
and closed. 
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#2 - Locatable Minerals Management (i.e., gold, silver, etc.) .’ 

Management Concern: 

Which BLM-administered lands are suitable for operation under the mining laws? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify the development potential in the planning area. 

2. Identify which areas are or will be closed to operation under the mining laws. 

3. Identify whether closures are discretionary or nondiscretionary. 

#3 - Mineral Materials Management (e.g., sand/gravel, etc.) 

Management Concern: 

Which BLM-administered lands are suitable for sales of mineral resources? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify the moderate and high mineral materials development potential in the planning area. 

2. Identify which areas are or will be open and closed to mineral materials disposal. 

3. Identify whether closures are discretionary or nondiscretionary. 

#4 - Coal Minerals Management 

Management Concern: 

Which BLM-administered lands are suitable for leasing of coal mineral resources? 

Planning Criteria: 
.’ 

1. Identify the coal mineral values in the planning area. 

2. Identify areas that are acceptable, acceptable with stipulation, or unacceptable. 

3. Apply the 20 unsuitability criteria to determine which potential coal tracts should be leased, except for presently 
leased tracts. 

4. Determine what resource values need consideration in addition to the unsuitability criteria. 

5. Consult qualified surface owners on potential leasing of Federal coal minerals under their surface estate. 

6. Meet requirements for consultation with other agencies. 
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#5 - Recreation Management 

Management Cqcem: ,_ . 

1. What types of recreation facilities/use areas are needed and which ones should BLM provide on those areas to meet 
present and expected public demand on BLM-administered lands? 

2. What levels of recreation use are appropriate on BLM-administered lands? 

3. How will BLM Recreation Program Goals,‘as outlined in Recreation 2000, be achieved with the RMP? 

4. How can this program be managed to include public user information and, interpretation within the planning area? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Determine the location and level of use of recreation sites/areas on BLM-administered lands. 

2. Determine the significance of these sites/areas. 

3. Analyze Recreation 2000 goals as they relate to on-the-ground provision of resources, levels of use, facility develope- 
inent, resource protection, etc. 

Waterpower/Reservoir Resources 

#6 - Waterpower/Reservoir Resources 

Management Concern: 

1. Where are the potential waterpower/reservoir sites? 

2. Which existing,sites/locations are withdrawn or need to be withdrawn to protect these resources? 

3. Where do conflicts exist between waterpowerlreservoir sites? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Determine the three categories of waterpower/reservoir potential: a) lands suitable for intensive management of 
waterpower/reservoir reservoir sites, b) lands suitable for restricted management as waterpower/ reservoir sites, and 
c) lands unsuitable for management of waterpower/reservoir sites. 

2. Assign currently withdrawn sites for waterpower/reservoir to one of the these categories: a) lands recommended for 
continuation of the withdrawal and b) lands not recommended for continuation of the withdrawal. .- 

3. Prescribe management directions for waterpower/reservoir sites; e.g., restricted or excluded development techniques 
or activities, preferred or permitted act,ivities, etc. 

Soils and Watershed Resources 

#7 - Water Rights Management 

Management Concern: 

1. Is the current level of water rights protection adequate for current and future needs? 
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2. Is there a need to maintain in-stream flows for biological perpetuation of riparian, aquatic, wildlife, recreation, and live- 
stock needs? 

;’ 

Planning Criteria: 

Establish a relationship between water availability and demand according to existing and projected water uses. 

#8 - Water Quality Management 

Management Concern: 

1. Is the current management of surface water quality adequate for current and future water quality goals. 

2. Is there an opportunity to manage BLM-admiistered lands in such’s manner as t0 provide an overall improvement of 
surface water quality. 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Establish a relationship between surface water quality and existing management of BLM-administered lands. 

2. Determine specific areas of opportunity to modify management of BLM-administered lands to improve surface water 
quality. 

#9 - Sensitive Soils Management 

Management Concern: 

What activities will be permitted within designated sensitive soil areas? Are any of these areas suitable for ACEC status? 

Planning Criteria: 

Identify those areas vulnerable to degradation because of specific soil types related to Pikes Peak Granite. 

Special Status Plarit and Animal Species Management 

#I 0 - T&E and Sensitive Plants/Communities 

Management Concern: 

1. What is the occurrence and distribution of T&E plant species on lands administered by BLM, and what is the sig- 
nificance of BLM-administered lands to the conservation of those species? 

2. Which BLM-administered lands are essential habitat, and which are designated critical habitat of T&E plant species? 

3. Which management prescriptions and management plans would provide for the conservation of these T&E plant 
species and habitats? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Inventory and designate BLM-administered lands with critical habitat for plant species/communities. 

2. Specify management that will ensure the long-term survival of these species/communities. 

3. Determine if special management options are needed for management of these species/communities. 

4. Consider cause and effect relationships between these plants/communities and other BLM resources/uses. 
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Management Concern: 

1. What is the occurrence and distribution of T&E wildlife species on BLM-administered lands, and what is the sig- 
nificance of their habitats? 

2. What are the areas of critical T&E habitat, and what management methods and/or management plans are most ap- 
propriate for the conservation of these areas? 

. 
3. Which T&E critical habitat areas on BLM-administered lands should be designated as ACECs? 

4. Where should species re-introduction to native habitats occur on BLM-administered lands? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Inventory and designate those BLM-administered lands with these species. 

2. Specify management that will ensure the long-term survival of these species. 

3. Determine if special management options are needed for these species. 

4. Consider cause and effect relationships between these species and other BLM resources/uses. 

Cultural Resource Management 

#12 - Historical Resources 

Management Concern: 

1. What areas/sites within the planning area have or potentially have significant historical resources present? 

2. How can these historical sites be managed to provide for public values (including interpretation) and their integrity? 
, 

Planriin~ Criteria: 

1. Determine the location, density, and diversity of the historical areas/sites on BLM-administered lands within the plan- 
ning area. 

2. Determine the significance of the areas/sites in relation to eligibility for listing on the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP). Apply the criteria for eligibility for the NRHP system; e.g., the Phantom Canyon area, De Reemer Forts, Santa Fe 
‘Bail, various railroads, etc. 

3. Determine the potential of the historical resources to provide, as considered appropriate, for public information; public 
use, and conservation. 

4. Determine the management direction required for achieving the SPG specific cultural resources management objec- 
tives; i.e., establish conditions under which cultural resources may be managed for information potential; may be 
managed for preservation, may limit development of other resources, may need measures to protect the integrity of the 
cultural resource. 

5. Determine which sites/areas should have special management. 

#13 - Archaeological Resources 

,. 

Management Concern: 

1. What areas/sites within the planning area have or potentially have significant archaeological resources? 
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2. How can these archaeological sites be managed to protect the integrity and provide for public values (including inter- 
pretation)? 

3. Which sites require active interpretation and a cultural resource management plan (CRMP)? ’ 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Determine the location, density, and diversity of the areas/sites on BLM-administered lands within .the planning area.. 

2. Evaluate the areas/sites for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places (e.g., Badger Creek, Cucharas 
Canyon, Browns Canyon, Johnson Village Overlook sites, dinosaur quarries, etc.). 

3. Determine the potential of the archaeological resourcesto provide: 

a. Evaluation of information potential (low, medium, high). 

b. Evaluation of public values (appropriateness for interpretation). 

c. Evaluation for conservation (protection measures). -\ 

#I 4 - Paleontological Resources 

Management Concern: 

What areas/sites within the planning area have or potentially have significant paleontological resources and how should 
they be managed? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify the location of the paleontological areas on BLM-administered lands within the planning area (i.e., which 
should be Class 1,2,3, or 4)? 

2. Identify those Class 1 or 2 areas, such as the Garden Park Fossil Area, requiring special management. 

3. Determine the direction required for achieving those paleontological resource management objectives; i.e., establish 
conditions under which paleontological resources may be managed for information potential, managed for preservation, 
limit development of other resources, and need measures to protect the integrity of the cultural resource. 

Social/Economics 

#I 5 - Social/Economics 

Management Concern: 

1. What is the relationship of various uses/management of BLM-administered lands and the economic/social benefits to 
the public both within and outside the planning area? 

2. What are the respective costs and benefits of the various plan alternatives? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Determine the specifics of the economic and social climate within the planning area, including general demographics 
data. ‘~ 

2. Determine the specific existing economics/social relationships to resources and resource uses on BLM-ad- 
ministered lands. 

3. Analyze future public expectations for resources and resource uses on BLM-administered lands. 
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4. Determine costs of existing programs applied to BLM-administered lands and alternative programs potentially applied to 
these lands. 

5. Analyze the cost/benefit relationships of BLM programs on these lands for the various alternative management options. 

Air Quality 

#16 - Air Quality 

Management Concerns: 

What air quality consequences will result from implementation of the various plan alternatives? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify locations by class of known air quality conditions. 

2. Determine how development and uses of other resources will affect the quality of the air. 

Vegetation Resources Management 

#17 - Vegetation Management 

Management Concern: 

Has vegetation improved since the grazing EIS was implemented? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Analyze current range condition and trend study data to determine if any changes in plant communities have occurred. 

2. Consider conducting an ecological site inventory to obtain baseline data on ecological status. 

#I8 - Noxious Weed Management 

Management Concern: 

To what extent are noxious weeds and poisonous plants becoming a problem in the planning area? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Consider doing a noxious weed and poison plant inventory for the resource area. 

2. Consider cause and effect relationships in the management of noxious weeds and poison plants. 

3. Consider using integrated pest management to control noxious and poison plants. 

#I9 - Riparian Zone Management 

Management Concern: 

1. Where are the riparian zones in the planning area? 

2. What are the conditions and trends of those zones? 
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3. How should these riparian zones be managed to provide enhancement of the resource value? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Determine within the planning area the locations, conditions, trends, and the potential of T%chtiparian zone to be en- 
hanced. 

2. Use an ecological site inventory method to inventory, maintain, and monitor riparian zones. 

3. Describe a desired plant community for each riparian zone that will support the desired uses of‘the zone. Prescribe 
management to attain the desired plant community. 

Livestock Grazing Management 

#20 - Livestock Grazing Management 

Management Concerns: 

1. Are there concerns regarding trespass caused by subdivision of adjacent private lands and subsequent loss of fenced 
boundaries? 

2. Are grazing capacity estimates accurate on allotments that have no monitoring data? 

3. Should BLM allow base property to be subdivided, but kept as base property with a “graze until fenced clause”? 

4. Should BLM grazing permits be issued or reissued on rangelands rated in poor condition in the 1980 Royal Gorge 
Grazing Environmental Impact Statement? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify allotments adjacent to private land subdivisions and address those potential boundary problems. 

2. Conduct monitoring studies (actual use utilization) on areas where current grazing capacity estimates are doubtful, 
and coordinate resource management planning with SCS on non-AMP allotments. 

3. Clarify and develop a policy regarding subdivided base property. 

4. Use vegetation management status instead of range condition, and consider cause and effect relationships when decid- 
ing whether or not to issue grazing permits on rangeland with unacceptable vegetation management status. 

Fish and Wildlife Management 

#21 - Fish and Wildlife Management 

Management Concern: 

1. What is the economic value of fish and wildlife species in the planning area in terms of benefits to the local economy 
and in the users’ willingness to pay for access to or conservation of the resources? 

2. What are the priority fish and wildlife species and habitats to be managed, and what habitat maintenance, improve- 
ment, and expansion opportunities are available? 

3. What priority fish and wildlife habitat areas should be designated as ACECs? 

4. What priority fish and wildlife habitat areas should receive special management through habitat management plans 
(HMPs)? 
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5. What consultation and coordination are needed with other agencies involved in fish and wildlife management and 
when are CMAs, MOUs, etc. required? 

6. What is the potential for and what is the suitable level of participation within the planning area for volunteer and.spe- 
cial interest groups to assist BLM fish and wildlife management? 

Plunning Criteria: 

i. Consider the specific goals and objectives outlined for the CCDO within the BLM Fish and Wildlife 2000 plan during 
.’ the planning process. 

2. Consider public and special interest group input and requests for fish and wildlife management on BLM-ad- 
ministered lands. 

3. Manage fish and wildlife habitat to maximize production where appropriate and in conformance with the DOW 
strategic plan. 

Forest and Woodland Management 

#22 - Forest and Woodland Management 

Management Concern: 

1. Which lands administered by the BLM should be managed as productive forest land and woodland? 

2. What level of harvest can be sustained on commercial forest lands and woodlands? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify all BLM-administered lands with a timber or woodlands cover type. 

2. Identify all BLM-administered lands ‘available and suitable for sustained production of timber, firewood, or other 
forest products based on supply/demand, management needs, stand location (access, topography, etc.), site potential, 
stand conditions, and other resource values. 

3. Identify and evaluate cutting practices,based,on stand conditions, silviculture treatment options, and the environ- 
mental conditions present within the constraints of multiple use. 

4. Identify the harvest level that can be environmentally, technically, and economically sustained within the constraints of 
multiple use. 

Wilderness Management 

#23 - Wilderness Management 

Management Concerns: 

How will the wilderness study areas (WSAs) not recommended for wilderness designation be managed if they are 
released from further consideration by Congress? 

Planning Criteria: 

Develop land use decisions within the RMP for WSAs not recommended for designation assuming that Congress concurs 
with BLM recommendations and does not designate those WSAs as wilderness. 
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Visual Resource Management. , 

#24 - Visual Resource Management 

Management Concern: 

Are visual resource management (VRM) guidelines being followed in land use decisions? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify the visual resources by class, using the standard I through IV Bureau VRM planning classes, and the locations 
of those classes within the planning area. ‘. 

2. Develop a range of protection/enhancement prescriptions within the various plan alternatives-that,meet the VRM ob- 
jectives to varying degrees. : 

3. Determine those areas of outstanding scenic values that need special management or protection measures to. maintain, , 
the integrity of that visual resource. (See issue #3 - ACEC Designations.) 

Fire Management 

#25 - Fire Management 

Management Concern: 

1. Are wildfires being managed efficiently under the current District Fire Management Plan? 

2. How and where can prescribed fire be used to enhance resource values within RGRA? Will prescribed fue be util- 
ized outside designated fue management areas? 

3. Is least-cost suppression (including a “monitor only” option) realistic within the RGRA? 

Planning Criteria: 
,: 

. . 

1. Identify and analyze fire management areas for full suppression, least-cost suppression, and prescribed fire applica-, 
tions. 

2. Identify any necessary fne management restrictions to fire suppression .practices. ,. 
‘. 

Hazards Management 
_/ 

#26 - Hazards Management 

Management Concern: 

1. Are there specific manmade hazards to public safety on BLM-administered lands in the planning area? These 
hazards would include mining shafts, unauthorized dumps, authorized landfills, and high walls from past mineral opera-’ 
tions, etc. 

2. Are there appropriate mitigation measures for these identified hazards? 

Planning Criteria: .; 
1. Identify and map these manmade hazards on BLM-administered lands. 
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2. Determine the needed mitigation measures with corresponding monitoring steps for these public hazards.. 

3. Work cooperatively with Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Hazard Abatement Project on sites on BLM-ad- 
ministered lands. 

4. Consider disposal of parcels containing manmade hazard areas. 

Ltinds and Realty Management 

#27 - Rights-of-Way Management 

Management Concern: 

1. What BLM-administered lands in the planning area should be designated as utility corridors to mhimize negative environ- 
mental consequences from right-of-way (ROW) development and maximize multiple placements? 

2. What land use restrictions should be placed on BLM-administered lands within and outside the identified corridors? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Consider public lands, in which there are now multiple compatible ROWS, for corridor designation. 

2. Use the 1986 Western Regional Corridor Study (WRCS) to consider designated corridors throughout the planning 
area. 

3. Identify utility corridors to optimize economic efficiency of ROW management as balanced by environmental and so- 
cial concerns. Identify areas to avoid or exclude from right-or-way issuance, and establish mitigation necessary if un- 
avoidable. 

4. Consider technical, public safety, and national security concerns in designating corridors. 

#28 - Withdrawals 

Management Concern: 

1. Are statutory objectives of all withdrawals (i.e., powersite) and all classifications (i.e., R&PP) currently being met? 

2. Are these withdrawals and classifications still needed (should they be continued)? 

3. Are additional withdrawals needed? 

Planning Criteria: 

1. Identify and map within GIS all withdrawals and classifications (Sec. 204 of PLPMA). 

2. Determine for what purpose,lands were withdrawn and if the original purpose is still being served. 

3. Determine what lands will be withdrawn and for what purpose. 

4. Determine if the lands are suitable for return to multiple purpose resource management. 

TOPICS NOT ADDRESSED IN THIS PLAN 

Presently there are no topics specifically excluded from being considered within this planning effort. Portions of wilder- 
ness and livestock grazing management have been discussed to date. 
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Wilderness recommendations. sent to Congress recommended two areas (Browns Canyon and Beaver Creek WSAs) as ..: 
additions to the National Wilderness Preservation System. They will be considered as potential ACECs in one or more 
alternatives within the plan; therefore, ifCongress does notdesignate them; an alternative has been analyzed, and a plan 
amendment will not be needed at a later date, 

The Royal Gorge Livestock Grazing Final Envirgnmental ImpacrStatem’ent (EIS) was completed in 1980...This..document 
identrfied objectives and overall management of the grazing lands in the resource area. These decisions, as updated in 
the 1981,1983, and 1987 Range Program Summaries, will be incorporated into the R$IP. Only those areas with new con- 
fhcts, areas of concern, etc., will be reviewed during the’RMP process. Impacts of the RMP,&ernatives on the range 
program decisions (in the existing 1987 RPS) will be analyzed. 
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TABLE B-l 
Climatic Data 

Temperature (degrees F) Precipitation (inches) Frost-free Period 

Station Elevation Extreme 
Minimum MkZm %%’ 

Mean Extreme 
%z h!ZiZn &%% StYO%l 

Days Begin Date End Date 
4% M&yb Maximum ’ Maximum 

Westcliffe 7,858 -45 25 42 60 94 15.9 27 0.5 92 84 6/0!3 9101 

Antero 
Reservoir 

Buena Vita 

Canon City 

Colorado 
Springs AP 

Eads 

Guffey 

HOti 
LasAllimas 

Leadville 

Pueblo AP 
Red Wing 

Rocky Ford 

Rye 
Sdidi3 
lfinidad AP 

Walsenburg 

&=O -27 

7,931 -32 

5,330 -23 

6,090 -27 

4,217 -25 

8,201 -- 

3,390 -22 

3,890 -25 

9,938 -34 

4,684 -31 
7,900 -2O* 

4,170 -28 

6,848 -26 

7,160 -33 

5,746 -32 

6,150 -36 

__ 37* -- 87* 11.6* 2.7* 0.1* _- 41* 6/23* g/03* 

28 44 60 95 10.9 2.2 0.4 78 100 6106 9114 
41 55 69 107 12.6 2.0 0.3 38 167 4r30 10114 
35 49 62 100 15.2 3.0 0.3 40 154 5107 10108 

37 53 69 110 
__ 

38 
37 

22 

37 
-- 

36 
32 

29 

36 
37 

-- __ 

54 70 
54 72 

35 48 

53. 68 
-- -- 

53 71 
47 62 

46 ‘63 
52 67 

52 66 

-- 

110 

109 

86 
105 

99, 
107 
97 

95 

102 

100 

13.9 2.4 0.3 23 154 

15.6 3.0 0.4 65 -- 

14.6 3.0 0.3 18 164 
12.3 2.4 0.3 21 161 
16.4 2.0 0.9 118 85 
11.2 1.9 0.3 30 165 
21.1* 5.2* 0.3* -- 1l2* 
113 2.0 0.2 23 l58 
23.3 3.3 0.9 103 135 
11.0 1.7 0.3 53 104 
11.9 1.9 0.3 39 159 

15.1 2.1 0.6 80 152 

5106 
__ 

4m3 
4/30 

6114 

4m3 
6/16* 

4/30 

5l22 
5/31! 

5105, 
5110 

10107 
-- 

lOlo9 

lOlO 

9107 

lo/lo * 
lo/o6 

10105 
lo/O4 

9112 
10111 

1om 

Source: PEDCO Environmental, Inc. (1981) 

*U.S. Department of Commerce (1990) 
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Colorado Springs 
Unstable 
NeutraI 
Stable 

Winter 

11 
49 
40 

TABLE B-2 
Selected Atmospheric Dispersion Data 

Stability Frequency (percent) 

Spring Summer 

17 30 
57 38 
26 32 

Fall Annual 

18 19 
45 47 
36 34 

Fort Carson 
Unstable 
Neutral 
Stable 

La Junta 
Unstable 
Neutral 
Stable 

Pueblo 
Unstable 
Neutral 
Stable 

Trinidad 
Unstable 
Neutral 

29 36 52 36 39 
35 51 35 39 40 
31 13 13 25 21 

16 23 34 22 24 
40 47 35 36 39 

.: 44 30 31 42 36 

15 23 33 23 24 
41 50 35 37 41 
44 27 32 40 35 

18 21 33 24 24 
39 53 35 35 40 

Source: PEDCO Environmental, Inc. (1981). 
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TABLE B-3 
State and Federal Air Quality Standards 

(micrograms per cubic meter) 
February 1991 

Ambientbl IncremenH 

Pollutant 

Carbon Monoxide 

Lead 
Nitrogen Dioxide 

Oxidants (Ozone) 

Averaging4 

Time 

ZE 
Quarterly 
Annual (A&h) 

1 hour 

Federal Colored0 Federal Colorado .’ 

Primary Secondary Primary Secondary Class I ciaes ii Class iii Category I Category ii Categdfy Ill 

10,ooo 
4woo 

10,000 
Jo&)(-J 

10,ooo 
Jo$o() 1:: ::: 1:: 1:: 1:: 1:: 1:: 

1.5 1.5 --- --- --- --- -mm --- --- _-- 
.’ 100 100 100 _-- 2.5 25 50 ___ ___ i- 

235 235 160 __- --- --- -mm --- --- ___ 

Sulfur Dioxide 

Total Suspended 
Particulates 

Inhalable 
Particulates 

p (PM101 
u Sources: National Primary and Secondary Ambient Air Quality Standards (40 CFR 50 et seq, as revised July 1,199O). 

Requirements for Preparation, Adoption and Submittal of Implementation Plans (40 CFR 51.166, as revised July 1,1989). 

Approval and Promulgation of Implementation Plans (40 CFR 52.21, as revised July 1,1989). 
Code of Colorado Regulations (Volume 5, Part 14, as amended May 27,198O). 

‘Short-term standards (those other than annual and uarterl 
Under Federal regulations, the “expected number of ?a * $! 

are not to be exceeded more than once each year, except the Federal ozone and PM1 standards. 
ys wr ozone or PM10 levels above the standard is not to be exceeded more than once per cd endar year. 

b’Ambient standards are the absolute maximum level allowed to protect either public health (primary) or welfare (secondary). 
zgeental (Prevention of Significant Deterioration) standards are the maximum incremental amounts of pollutants allowed above the baseline in regions of 

d/Federal TSP standards were superseded by the Federal PM10 standards, effective July 31,1987. 
“/The Colorado annual secondary TSP standard was established as a guide in assessing implementation plans to achieve the 24-hour standard :. 

“Colorado is developing PM10 standards at least as stringent as the Federal standards. 

.: : 



TSP 

TABLE B-4 
Selected Particulate Concentration Data 

(micrograms per cubic meter) 
PM-10 sulfatss Nitrates 

Year 0% 
E?I 

Mean 0% 

1st Ann 
frl! Et 

Mean 32 
+Zr # 

ObS Mean OL M9il %z 

1990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1990 

.1989 

w 
b 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

60 58 105 

51 49 100 

51 46 97 

68 54 101 

ls (9 
60 5s 

57 6s 
60 70 

56 ss 

74 68 

125 

154 

195 

296 

iif 

216 - 

61 56 116 

53 60 132 

57 59 136 

6s 71 136 

4s (SO) 138 

_ 

- 4.23 8.6 2.82 6.9 0.02 

3.73 6.1 3.19 65 0.00 

_ - 2.10 4.2 3.m 4.9 0.10 

- 3.40 65 2.70 6.8 0.20 

Colorado Springs/Urban (Meadowland 4-E) 
325 2s 89 

287 28 177 

286 28 160 

260 31 142 

Colorado Springs/Urban (Cascade 4-F) 

61 27 

58 34 

56 34 

41 32 

? 

Colorado Springs/Urban~(RBD 4-G) 
79 
118 - 

73 - 

.- 53 

Colorado Springs/Urban (Foote 4-D) 

0.05 

-  

-  



Colorado SpriugdUrban (Service Center 4-H) 

1990 
1989 

1988 

1987 

990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1990 
a 
in 1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

61 21 

61 26 

48 cm 

41 28 

20 

52 

5 

41 

64 

(49 

57 

49 

121 

102 106 

407 60 

(6 - 

54 68 

60 56 

59 59 

62 67 

139 

116 

131 

166 - 

56 34 70 

58 31 62 

55 29 87 

59 33 90 

50 26 

58 33 

54 35 

5 (29) 

55 (20) 
56 19 

5 0’3) 

20 

@9 

25 

26 

(27) 

.60 - - 

64 - 

60 - 

71 - 

LamadSnrban (Mant Complex 6-C) 

46 

77 

101 

53 

50 

Pueblo/Urban (Health 7-A) 

75 

84 

71 - 

34 - 

Pueblo/Urban (Watk Station 7-C) 

70 - 

65 

20 

- 

- 



TSP PM-10 sulfates Nitrates Lead 

Pueblo/Urban (Airport 7-E) 

1990 

1989 43 (21) 43 

1988 56 2s 84 42 (16) 32 

1987 60 26 69 

1986 SS 2s 77 

1985 67 31 104 

Cafion Clty/Subnrban (13-A) 

1990 330 19 49 - 

1989 344 23 129 - 

1988 335 23 172 - 
w 
& 1987 87 53 - 17s 2 (19) - 18 4.60 8.4 2.22 4.0 

1986 58 51 272 1.1 4.3 3.7 7.2 - 

1985 74 54 2S3 4.0 9.9 2.3 7.8 - 

Leadvllldsnrbarl(13.C) 

1990 56 37 118 . 0.12 

1989 57 39 88 0.05 

1988 54 41 123 - - 0.10 

1987 49 41 134 - 0.30 

1986 49 44 117 0.30 

m 

Sourrx: Colorado Department of Health, n.d. 

NOTE: Underlined values indicate violation of Ambient Air Quality Standank 
Parentheses indicate insumient data. 



TABLE B-5 
Selected Gaseous Pollutant Concentration Data 

(micrograms per cubic meter) 

OtS 

1st 
lhr 
Max 

Carbon Monoxide 

12”nd, 
0% Max 

1st 

i!z OtS 

Owne 

1st 
1-h 
Max 

Nitrogen Dioxide 

Ann 

OL M9h 

Nitrogen Oxide 

2: 
0% Mean 

1990 360 16.1 15.6 360 
1989 362 175 16.8 362 

1988 344 20.3 19.2 344 

1987 347 17.4 16.7 347 

1986 320 24.2 17.8 3m 
198.5 352 23.0 19.0 352 

1590 

1989 

1988 

1987 
m 
L ’ 1986 

1985 

1990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

237 16.4 15.6 237 

345 25.0 225 345 

360 185 185 360 

361 185 175 361 

354 25.0 23.5 354 

345 25 25.0 345 

Colorado SprtngsNrbau flejon 4-A) 

6.8 6.7 335 0.075 

10.1 7.3 292 0,081 

12.8 11.2 335 0.090 - 

10.7 7.5 344 0.081 

8.8 8.1 362 0.078 

9.0 7.0 303 0.070 

Colorado Sprtngdkbau (l2S 4-B) 

7.2 2.9 

13.3 8.1 

129 11.8 - 

95 9.1 

9.9 9.5 - 

120 8.0 

Colorado SprtngsKJrbtm (Chestnut 4-I) 

360 0.103 

362 0.091 

149 ww 

0.073 

0.079 

0.090 

0.080 

0.077 

0.070 

- 

0.093 

0.085 

ww 

178 



D 

Carbon Monoxide 

?i 

Table B-5 (Continued) 2 R 
Ozone Nitrogen Dioxide Nitrogen Oxide m 

Et 

1990 

1st 
1-h 
Ma 

1st 

ii2 
is ’ 
Max OtS 

secmily/snburban(4-c) 

1st 
ihr 
Max 

Ann 
Eli 

Ann 

Max 0% M2il O&S M%kl 

m 
do 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

1985 

1985 

1984 

1983 

1982 

310 10.0 

347 16.0 

339 11.0 

345 12.0 

344 95 

- 

10.0 310 

16.0 347 

11.0 337 

12.0 345 

85 344 

140 

336 

341 

-. ,, 320. 

Pmeblo/Urban(7-A) 

6.0 4.0 ’ - 

6.0 6.0 

7.0 6.0 

5.9 4.4 

4.3 3.9 

(0.10) (0.07) - - 

0.110 0.100 

0.085 0.075 

0.070 , Q.O?! -. -. 

- 

Source: Colorado Department of Health, n.d 
NOTE: Underlined values indicate violation of Ambient Air Quality Standard% 

Parentheses indicate ins&Went data 



S~dCtl’ 

1990 
1989 
1988 
1987 
1986 

1990 
1989 
1988 
1987 

TABLE B-6 
Selected Standard Visual Ranqe Data (Km) 

Winter Percentile Spring Percentile Summer Percentile Fall Percentile 

10th soul 99th 10th 50th 90th 10th soth soul 10th !ioth 901h 

Denver/Stapleton (annual averages) 

84 169 282 
79 172 280 
74 156 261 
89 171 267 
89 179 311 

Denver/Thornton (annual averages) 

34 98 259 
27 79 200 
24 71 '177 _ 
31 72 192 

w b 1991 107 207 298 

1990 - 
1989 Il.32 254 348 
1988 128 218 372 
1987 - 

Source: AirResourceSpecialists,Inc.,n.d 

Great Sand Dmes National Monument 

- - 

101 152 225 95 167 225 106 179 278 
104 170 315 107 175 278 139 229 334 
95 148 229 72 I.22 182 65 3.32 226 

- - 106 143 177 108 188 278 



b 
z! 

TABLE B-7 2 
Selected Acid Deposition Data (PHI 

zi’ : 
m 

Wlnter Spring Summer Fall An&l 

Station/ 
F-iii: %ii: Year 2E pH 2:: pH %E pH pH pH 

Alamosa (COOO) 

1990 5 5.66 7 6.01 8 5.42 9 5.31 28 5.50 

1989 6 6.32 5 6.64 7 5.81 4 5.22 22 559 

1988 5 5.48 4 5.75 9 5.42 8 5.45 27 5.49 

1987 6 5.80 8 5.86 8 5.16 8 5.26 30 5.42 

1986 4 5.00 9 5.97 10 5.32 11 5.03 34 5.28 

1985 5 5.91 7 5.45 10 5.21 8 5.33 28 5.29 

1984 3 6.02 3 6.73 9 5.36 8 5.48 26 551 

1983 8 5.81 6 .5.93 10 ~5.50 8 551 28 558 

1982 8 5.31 7 6.13 1 5.68 7 5.64 25 5.66 

1981 3 6.24 7 5.10 10 5.35 9 5.11 31 5.24 

1980 4 6.01 5 5.31 3 553 12 5.68 

La Animus Fish Hatchery (Cool) 

sd 1990 3 5.79 8 555 11 5.87 8 5.69 30 5.70 

s 1989 7 652 6 5.85 9 5.76 6 5.24 28 5.69 

1988 8 5.21 8 5.61 9 5.42 5 5.79 29 556 

1987 8 6.09 8 5.90 9 5.75 7 552 33 5.71 

1986 6 4.89 11 6.08 9 5.74 11 558 37 5.66 

1985 5 5.80 9 5.64 6 6.30 8 5.32 29 55s 

1984 4 5.92 5 5.82 
I. 

5 5.73 3 5.93 16 5.80 

1983 _ 3 6.04 S 5.75 



Winter Spring Summer Fall Annual 

“yogi Et pH CL pH CL pH &3 pH &a pH 

Man.ilon(co21) 

1990 5 5.41 11 5.14 12 4.81 8 4.95 37 4.94 

1989 8 5.77 7 5.29 9 5.01 6 5.05 29 5.09 

1988 6 4.98 10 4.95 13 4.80 7 5.01 38 4.85 

1987 8 4.92 11 4.83 10 4.77 29 4.82 

1986 6 4.84 12 5.14 10 4.70 11 4.87 38 4.82 

1985 S 5.13 9 5.01 9 4.78 7 4.97 31 4.86 

1984 8 5.20 11 5.51 12 4.77 8 4.92 36 4.90 

1983 6 5.39 10 5.03 10 4.86 9 5.40 37 4.97 

1982 4 5.27 12 5.02 8 4.76 9 4.92 33 4.91 

1981 4 5.88 12 4.83 8 4.82 8 4.64 34 4.81 

1980 2 5.15 6 5.11 5 4.89 3 5.11 16 5.06 

1979 5 4.92 8 5.20 6 4.95 4 5.05 21 5.03 

1978 4 5.71 6 5.32 

Some: Natural Resources Ecology Laboratory 

NOTE: Precipitation weighted averages. The naturaIpH ofprecipitation is appm-imzte~ 5.6 
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Econgmilc Cnditions a.nd Social Environment 

APPENDIX C 
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND SOCIAL 

ENVIRONMENT - 
This appendix provides details on various county employment and income levels in a table format. 

TABLE C-l 
Employment and Income for Baca County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 

Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Finance/Insur/R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 
;o& Einjhyt by 

14 14 
87 99 
25 12 
83 68 

139 92 
389 323 
1X.3 112 
258 246 
507 514 

39 35 

1,654 1,515 
996 908 

74 

76 
89 

258 
108 
226 
558 
44 
18 

1,451 
925 

1 1 0 
5 7 5 
2 1 0 
5 4 5 
8 6 6 

24 21 18 
7 7 7 

16 16 16 
31 34 38 
2 2 3 
0 0 1 

100 100 100 

2,650 2,423 2,376 

Unemployment Rate 
Total Personal Income 

3.130 4.110 3.726 

39.546 66.285 82.115 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
conficential information. 
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Appendix 0 

TABLE C-2 
Employment and Income for Bent County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 
Mining 0 0 0 
Construction 48 99 .73 2 5 4 
Manufacturing 86 86 ,62 4 4 3 
Transpertation 71 .81 78 3 4 .4 
Wholesale Trade 11 17 17 1 1 1 
Retail Trade 281 220 236 14 11 12 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 62 63 67 3 3 3 
Services 237 276. 274 12 13 14 
Government 1,287 > 1,170 1,094 59 57 5 
Misc. AgricuIturaI Svcs. 36 37 46 2 2 2 
Not Classified Elsewhere 2 2 2 0 0 0 
Total Nonfarming 2,041 2,051 1,949 100 100 100 
Farming 528 502 516 

;gz I$$oryt by 2,569 2,553 2,465 

Unempldyment Rate 3.660 4.350 6.360 
Total Personal Income 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks Indicate Suppressed Data to Avoid Disclosure of 
Confidential Information 

TABLE C-3 
Employment and Income for Chaffee County 

Percent of Total 

1980 .’ 1984 1988 1980 1984 ‘1988 
Mining 79 38 23 2 1 0 
Construction 562 607 420 11 12 7 
Manufacturing 157 I.35 207 3 '3 4 
Transportation 194 194 185 4 4 3 
Wholesale Trade 107 147 167 2 3 3 
Retail Trade 1,238 1,238 1,313 25 24 ‘23 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 298 340 372 6 6 .6 

- Services 1,117 1,452 1,727 23 28 30 
Government 1,126 1,090 1,342 23 21 23 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 19 18 27 0 0 0 
Not Classified Elsewhere 0 0 0. 
Total Nonfarming 4,897 . 5,259 5,783 100 100 100 
Farming 216 208 213 

32 $gjtryt by 5,1l3 5,467 5,996 

Unemployment Rate 8.100 10.390 8.830 
Total Personal Income 120.109 144.995 162.965 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 
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Economic Conditions and Social Environment 

TABLE c-4 
Employment ahd Income for Crowley County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 

Mining 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Construction 62 82 77 12 15 9 
Manufacturing .O 0 0 0 0 
Transportation 34 29 0 6 3 
Wholesale Trade 0 0 0 
Retail Trade 103 118 108 20 21 13 ., 
Fmance/Insur./R.Estate 26 26 5 0 3 
Services 106 109 133 20 20 15 
Government 169 182. 482 32 33 56 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 0 0 0 
Not Classified Elsewhere 57 31 6 11 6 1 
Total Nonfarming 523 556 861 100 100 100 
Farming 488 462 493 

1,011 1,018 1,354 

Unemployment Rate 
Total Personal Income 

4.970 5.900 6.120 

30.011 26.123 38.802 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 

TABLE C-5 
Employment and Income for .Custer County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 

Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trace 
Fmance/Insur./R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 

Unemployment Rate 
Total Personal Income 

0 
48 
39 

58 97 94 
45 70 76 
82 182 184 

110 114 130 

38 
420 
177 

597 

3.170 

16.283 

0 0 
63 68 
15 11 
30 32 

10 
581 
188 

769 

7.940 

20.463 

25 
620 
189 

809 

7.610 

25.366 

0 
11 
9 
0 
0 

14 
11 
20 
26 
0 
9 

100 

0 - 
11 
3 
5 
0 

17 
12 

31 
20 
0 
2 

100 

0 
11 
2 
5 
0 

I.5 
12 
30 
21 
0 
4 

100 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profde. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of ” 
confidential information 
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TABLE C-6 
Employment and Income for El Paso County 

Percent of Total 

1960 1964 1968 1980 1984 1988 

Mining’ 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trace 
Retail Trade 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 

290 495 397 
8,909 14,422 11,266 

16,308 24,117 25,085 
5,009 6,024 6,722 
3,189 3,902 5,585 

25,441 32,308 35,478 
12,880 17,870 20,967 

%M 44,058 56,711 
54,019 57,441 64,274 

696 1,317 1,670 

161,581 201,954 228,155 
1,098 1,091 1,112 

203,045 229,267 

0 0 0 
6 7 5 

10 12 11 
3 3 3 
2 2 2 

16 16 16 
8 9 9 

21 22 25 
33 28 28 

0 1 1 
0 0 0 

100 100 100 

Unemployment Rate 6.780 5.380 7.430 
Total Personal Income 2,861.450 4,579.330 6,090.990 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 

TABLE C-7 
Employment and Income for Fremont County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1960 1984 1988 

Mining 
Construction - 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Fmanceflnsur./R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 

340 194 156 
533 658 621 

1,157 1,194 1,192 
421 404 408 
130 164 111 

1,693 1,927 2,096 
645 669 690 

2,512 3,164 3,228 
2,194 2,405 2,948 

23 28 49 

9,648 10,807 11,499 
521 560 575 

10,169 11,367 12,074 

4 2 
6 6 

12 11 
4 4 
1 2 

18 18 
7 6 

26 29 
23 22 

0 0 
0 0 

100 100 

1 
5 

10 
4 
1 

18 
6 

28 
26 

0 
0 

100 

Unemployment Rate 8.800 9.340 9.110 
Total Persona1 Income 224.136 315.509 ’ 378.756 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 
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Economic Conditions and Social Environment ” 

TABLE C-8 
Employment and Income for Huerfano County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 j’ 

Mining 0 0 0 0 -: 
Construction 107 271 
Manufacturing 61 54 
Transportation 77 77 

Wholesale Trade 42 36 
Retail Trade 496 536 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 114 158 
Services 475 631 
Government 474 447 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 12 14 
Not Classified Elsewhere 7 7 
Total Nonfarming 1,865 2,231 
Farming 339 356 

162 

70 
81 

38 
459 
132 

583 

492 
17 

2,034 
353 

6 
3 
4 

2 . . 
27 
6 

25 
25 

1 
0 

100 

12 8: : 
2 3” 
3 4 ,-. 
2 2.“. 

*-, 24 23 
7 

28 
20 .a::“, 

1 1 

I-h&; lh~..hpent by 

Unemployment Rate 
Total Personal Income 

2,204 2,587 2,387 
.’ ,;c;; 

if 
10.270 9.720 11.550 7 

‘7 j 
.: !b 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to, avoid disclosure ,of .i< 
confidential information 

TABLE C-9 
Employment and Income for Kiowa Counti :,I. 

1980 1984 

Percent of Total 

1988 1980 1984 1988 7 

Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Finance/lnsur./R.E.state 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs 
Not Classilied Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 

45 

18 

35 
30 

101 
32 

80 
216 

31 

588 

514 

13 
71 

13 
20 

26 

125 
35 

100 
229 
21 

653 

465 

55 

30 
37 

92 
19 
84 

250 

31 
19 

617 

470 

0 
8 

3 
6 

5 

17 
5 

14 

37 
0 
5 

100 

2 
11 
2 

3 
4 

19 
5 

15 
35 

3 
b 

100 

0 
9 
0 

5, 
6 

15 

3 
14 
41 

5 
3 

ioo 

d” 

1” 

;ci J-$g$y=t by 
Unemployment Rate 
Total Personal Income 

1,102. 1,118 1,087 

1.640 1.650 3.650 7 : 7. 

Sou&- Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed’ data to avoid disclosure of YG 
confidential information 
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Appendix C 

TABLE C-10,. 
Employment and income for Lake County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 

Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural SW,. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 
Total Em loyment by 
,Place of % ork 
Unemployment Rate 
To@1 Personal Income 

--3,672 
109 
31 

30 
561 
161 

,567 
15 

751 ‘. 

5,897 
0 

5,897 

9.060 

97.551 

84 
23 

27 
458 
153 
462 
558 

20 

1,204 
2,989 

0 

2,989 

217 

100 

414 
122 
476 
585 

15 

192 
2,121 

0 

2,121 

62 _ -..o 

2 3 
1 1 
0 0 
1 ‘. 1 

10 I.5 
3 5 
0 IS 

10 19 
0 1 

13 40 
loo 100 

16.700 15.850 

67.899 53.541 

10 

5 
0 
0 
0 

20 
6 

22 
28 

1 
9.. ‘1 

100 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 

TABLE C-l 1 
Employment and Income for Las Animas County 

. 

1980 1984 

Percent of Total 

,. 1988 1980 1984 1988 

Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 

;y$ tpig$ry-t by 

684 
276 
148 

363 
141 

1,024 
240 

1,344 
1,276 

33 

5,529 
623 

6,152 

Unemployment Rate 7.110 

174 205 12 
215 178 5 
100 78 3 
303 309 7 
141 155 3 
819 1,051 19 
238 230 4 

1,273 1,074 24 
1,340 1,405 23 

33 39 1 
0 

4,636 4,724 100 
636 637 

5,272 5,361 

11.730 8.990 

130.805 155.506 

4 
5 
2 

'7 
3 

18 
5 

27 
29 

1 
0 

100 

4 
4 
2 
7 
3 

22 
5 

-23 
30 

1 
0 

100 

kource: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 
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Economic Conditions and Social Environment 

TABLE C-12 
Employment and Income for Otero County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 
Mining 15 0 0 0 
Construction 387 353 302 4 4 3 
Manufacturing 1,155 1,062 843 13 12 10 
Transportation 930 751 698 10 8 8 
Wholesale Trade 427 489 483 5 6 6 
Retail Trade 1,635 1,540 1,630 18 17 19 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 455 4584 57 5 5 5 
Services 2,218 2,315 2,339 24 26 27 
Government 1,717 1,748 1,790 19 20 20 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 167 144 187 2 2 2 
Not Classified Elsewhere 7 7 0 0 0 
Total Nonfarming 9,098 8,867 8,744 100 100 100 
Farming 1,038 998 1,042 

10,136 9,865 9,786 

Unemployment Rate 8.020 7.830 8.680 ._ ,..: 
Total Personal Income 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 

TABLE C-13 
Employment and Income for Park County 

Percent of Total 

1980 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 
Mining 52 70 4. 4 0 
Construction 195 256 14 14 0 .,. 
Manufacturing 37 105 70 3 6 4 
Transportation 46 65 71 3 4 4 
Wholesale Trade 10 18 25 1 1 1 
Retail Trade 220 301 285 16 16 14 
Finance/Insur./R.Estate 119 103 128 9 6 6 
Services 272 467 499 20 25 25 
Government 424 447 548 30 24 2.8 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 19 14 19 1 1 1 
Not Classified Elsewhere 336 0 0 .. 17 
Total Nonfarming 1,394 1,846 1,981 100 100 100 
Farming 154 185 184 

1,548 2,031 2,165 

Unemployment Rate 
Total Personal Income 

6.980 6.100 6.920 

52.352 75.793 96.865 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 
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TABLE C-14 
Employment and Income foi Prowers County 

.  Percent of Total 
; 1980’ 1984 1988 1980 1984 1988 

Mining’ ” 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Financc/Insur./R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 

146 

293 
511 
261 
420 

1,335 
356 

1,004 
1,103 

153 

266 

309 
986 

233 

402 
1,409 

391 
1,202 
1,134 

170 

Total Nonfarming 5,582 6,508 6,473 * 
Farming 1,033 925 961 "' 

6,615 7,433 7,434 

183 

311 
692 
338 

479 
1,263 

431 
1,278 

1,286 
212 

3 4 3 .' 
5 5 5 

9 I.5 11 
5 4 5 

8 6 7 

24 22 20 
6 6' 7 

18 18 20 
20 17 20 
3 3 3 

0 0 .’ 0 
100 100 100 

Unemployment Rate 5.390 6.160 8.460 
Total: Personal Income 101.852 ,. 159.736 177.486 . . . , .,, 

Sob&: Colorado.Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanksindicate suppressed data to avoid disc&ure of 
confidential information 

TABLE C-l 5 Employment and Income for Pueblo County ,.. .:. ,.’ . 

: . ., .., Percent of Total 
,s& .,‘.‘, 

’ 1984 lSti8 1980 1984 1988 

Mining 132 124 '105 . 0 0’ “’ ” 0 . 
Construction. 2,395 2,505 2,580 5. 5 5 
Manufacturmg 8,349 4,396 4,823 16 9 10 
Transportation 3,143 2,761 2,239 6 6 4 .,:. ., 
Wholesale Trade 1,432 ,‘1,394 i,i84 k 3' 3--' .2' 

Retail Trade 9,821 9,779 10,556 19 21. 21 

Financeflnsur./R.Estate 3,126 2,972 2923 6 6 6 
Services 12,121 12,352 14,407 24 26 29 
Government 10,357 10,091 10,717 20 22 21 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 255 301 360 0 1 .l 
Not Classified Elsewhere 0 0 0 
Total Nonfarming 51,131 46,675 49,894 100 100 100 
&ning 1,097 1,013 1,039 
;;;A y#orynt by 52,228 47,688 50,933 

Unemployment Rate 10.340 10.560 8.930 
Total Personal Income 1 ogl 67’. , - 1,297.65 1,55OS8 

Sdurce: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information 
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Economic Conditions and Social Environment ,, : 
TABLE C-16 

Employment and ,lncome for Teller County 

1960 1964 1988 

Perctint of Total’ .’ 

1980 1964 1988 

Mining 
Construction 
Manufacturing 
Transportation 
Wholesale Trade 
Retail Trade 
Fmance/Insur./R.Estate 
Services 
Government 
Misc. Agricultural Svcs. 
Not Classified Elsewhere 
Total Nonfarming 
Farming 

67 110 ‘24 
312 457 424 
82 71 96 
73 97 94 
17 33 47 

544 685 865 
403 494 611 
661 871 1,045 
455 554 662 
31 36 33 

2,645 3,408 
81 85 

2,726 3,493 

3,901 
85 

3 '. '3 ,. 1 .. 
12 13 11 

'.. 3 2 2 
3. 3 2 
1 1 1’ 

22 21 20 .:- 
15 14 i6 " 
25 26 27 ': 

17 16 17 
1 1 1. ,” 
0 0 0 

100 100 100 _:, 

I 
3,986 ,, I.., 

Unemployment Rate 5.820 6.690 8.720 ..,, 
Total Personal Income 

: : 
. 

Source: Colorado Division of Local Government County Profile. Blanks indicate suppressed data to avoid disclosure of 
confidential information * 

Expenditure 
output 
Earnings 

TABLE C-17 
Contribution of Recreational Activities Employment and income to the ESA 

Alternatives ., . 

Resource Resource 
Existing Conservation Utiliqtion Preferred 

38,192,600 38,195,100 39,150,200 73,368,500 
80,815,542 80,820,832 82,84X,823 91,767,746 
26,276,509 26,278,229 26,935,338 63,035,61_0 

Emplovmentl/ 2.091 2.091 2.143 2,374 

‘kess than 1 percent change would occur in any alternative 



Appendix C 

TABLE C-18 
Expenditures by Activity 

Alternatives 

Activity Expenditure 

OHV 16 

Base 

816,000 

Existing 

816,000 

Resource 
Conservation 

584,000 

Resource 
Utilization 

1,032,OOO 

Preferred 

1,072,OOO 
Other motor 
Nonmotor 
Camping 
Hunting 
Land based 
Fishing 
Boating 
Other water 
Winter sports 
Snowmobiling 

16 13,364,800 l3,364,800 ~,~,~ 
16 873,600 873,600 976,000 
12 921,600 921,600 954,000 
18 1,522,800 1,522,800 1,080,OOO 
16 1,704,000 1,704,OOO 1,659,200 
17 999,600 999,600 1,572,500 
74 16,576,OOO 16,576,OOO 16,576,OOO 
16 97,600 97,600 112,000 
86 1,212,600 1,212,600 1,212,600 
16 104,000 104,000 104,000 

l3,364,800 
1,120,000 
1,104,000 
1,368,ooo 
1,952,ooo 

867,000 
16,576,OOO 

177,600 
1944,800 

144,000 

15,318,400 
l,lS4,000 
1,344,Ooo 
1,368,OOO 
5096~ 
1,065,900 

17,982,OOO 
339,200 

1,453,400 
143,600 

Total 38.192.600 38.192.600 38.195.100 39.150200 43.368.mO 

TABLE C-19 
National Dollar Unit Per Resource Unit 

Resource Unit Dollar Value 

Livestock 
Deer hunting 
Elk hunting 
Antelope hunting 
Other big game hunting 
Waterfowl hunting 
Warm water angling 
Cold water angling 
Dispersed recreation use 
Nongame use (nature study) 

a~ The charge to lessee is $1.92/AUM 

AUM 9.19al 
AUs 54.61 
AUs 156.60 
AUs 21.63 
HDs 26.44 
HDs 7.74 
ADS 4.29 
ADS 4.74 
RDs 4.06 
RDs 9.79 

Source: Colorado BLM SAGERAM 1991 Price file 
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Economic Conditions and Social Environment 

TABLE C-20 
Estimated Recreation National Dollar Values By 2010 

Activity value 

OHV 10 

Base 

510,0005 

Existing 

510,000 

Resource Resource 
CoiwGivfition- ~3Jtilization 

365,000 645,000 

Preferred 
670,000 

Other motor 

Nonmotor 
Camping 
Hunting 

Land based 

Fishing 

Boating 

Other water 
Winter sports 

Snowmobiling 

Total 
Change from 
Existing 

10 8,353,OOO 8,353,OOO 
12 655,200 655,200 
7 537,600 537,600 
48 4,060,800 4,060,800 

10 1,065,OOO 1,065,OOO 
5 294,000 294,000 

16 3,584,ooo 3,584,OOO 

10 61,000 61,000 
22 310,200 310,200 
10 65,000 65,000 

19,495,800 19,495,800 

8,353,OOO 8,353,OOO 9,574,ooo 
732,00 840,OO 888,000 

556,500 644,000 784,000 
2,880,OOO 3,648,OOO 3,648,OOO 

1,037,000 1,220,000 1,310,000 

462,500 255,000 313,500 

3,584,OOO 3,584,OOO 3,888,OOO 
70,000 111,000 212,000 

310,200 396,600 371,000 

65,000 90,000 91,000 

18,415,200 19,759,600 21,750,300 

-1,081 263,800 2,254,500 

-5.5 1.4 11.6 

TABLE C-21 
Estimated National Annual Dollar Values By 2010 

Alternatives 

Resource Value Base Existi,ng 
Resource 

Conservation 
Resource 
Utilization Preferred 

Recreation11 
AUMs 

Sawtimber Mbf 
Cords of wood 
Miscellaneous 
wood permits 

19,495,800 18,415,200 19,759,600 21,750,300 
8 239,848 239,848 239,848 239,848 239,848 

30 4,200 4,200 0 39,000 39,ooo 
10 9,500 9,500 8,000 0 9,5otl 

Total 255,348 19,751,148 18,665,048 20,040,448 22,040,448 

-5.5 1.5 11.6 

l/See Table C-20 
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Geographic Reference Areas 

APPENDIX D 
GEOGRAPH,IC REFERENCE AREAS 

---Decisions in the final RMP/EIS will-be- made by geographic reference area (GRA).. Each geographic-a%a is somewhat 
similar in land, vegetation, and management goals and may have particular issues or management concerns in common. In 
the final document, the resource condition objective, land use allocation, and the management action decisions will be 
described on the basis of these geographic areas (Map D-l). 

The following 10 geographic reference areas have been identified: 

1 - Other Lands 

2 - Arkansas River 

3 - Collegiate/Sangre 

4 - Badger Creek 

5 - South Park 

6 - Gold Belt 

7 - Waugh Mountain/Tallahassee Creek 

8 - Grape Creek 

9 - Huerfano 

10 - Cucharas Canyon 

A general area description, listing -of possible issues/concerns, and general laud management objectives related to the 
Preferred Alternative are shown for each GRA., 

Area 1 (OtherLands): 

61,597 acres BLM 

l&3,305 acres private 

846,974 acres state 

The area extends from Custer County on the west to Kansas on the east. Oklahoma and New Mexico form the southern 
boundary and the southern county lines of El Paso, Lincoln, and Cheyenne Counties form the northern border of the unit. 
Custer County area is represented by rolling grasslands of the typical Rocky Mountain high mountain park. The grassland 
is broken by an occasional stand of ponderosa pine or piiion/juniper; normally on the foothills or draws that dissect the 
park. The remainder comprises a large area of southeastern Colorado made up of the western most portion of the American 
Great Plains. Blue grama and buffalo grasses are the most common vegetation of these plains. Other vegetation include 
sand sage, woody riparian vegetation around reservoirs and along rivers and streams, a large variety of annual forbs, and 
perennial flowers and shrubs. The area is generally flat to gently rolling with few gullies and little topographic relief. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, fluid minerals management, mineral materials management, coal minerals management, 
wildlife habitat management, livestock grazing management, and special status animal species management are of concern 
within this area. 
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Geographic Reference Areas ;A 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

l emphasis on land disposal 
l limited off-highway vehicle use 
l custodial grazing management 
l limited fishery/wildlife habitat management 
l enhanced opportunities for minerals management 

Area 2 (Arkansas River): 

124,876 acres BLM 

7,534 acres private 

8,703 acres state 

Area 2 includes private, state, and BLM-administered lands around Leadville, Colorado, and down the Arkansas River 
corridor to the upper end of Pueblo Reservoir. The corridor consists of those lands directly affected by the river and river 
associated uses. Riparian vegetation is highly variable depending on the elevation, topography, and amount of human change 
that has occurred over the past two or more centuries. At the upper elevations, mountain meadow grasses, willows and 
sedge/rush are the dominant riparian vegetation normal for these high, cold elevations. Along the middle and lower stretches 
of the river corridor, the riparian vegetation is dominated by grass species associated with warmer climates, a variety of 
shrubs (several normative) and cottonwood trees. On the uplands bordering the riparian vegetation, piiion/juniper 
woodlands, oak, and other mountain shrub species occur with aspen, fir, spruce, and ponderosa pine trees at the upper 
elevations. U.S. Highways 50 and285 as well as the railroad have been a major influence within this area. Most of the corridor 
to Caiion City, Colorado, is dominated by steep-walled canyons with a few wide scattered floodplains; the topography then 
opens into the Great Plains. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, areas of critical environmental concern, national 
recreation area designation, off-highway vehicle use, regional tourism, fluid mineral/locatable mineral management, 
recreation management, waterpower/reservoir management, special status plant/animal species management, historical 
resources, riparian area management, livestock grazing management, fshery and wildlife habitat management, visual 
resource management, rights-of-way management, withdrawals and classifications, and forest and woodlands management. 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

very limited disposal of lands and some acquisitions 
extensive access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
three ACECs (Mosquito Pass, Browns Canyon, and Arkansas Canyonlands) 
recommendation for congressional designation of area as a national recreation area 
some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
enhancement of regional tourism . opportunities for mineral development m corridor with limitations 
enhancement of recreation management 
very limited opportunities for waterpower/reservoir management 
enhancement of special status plant/animal species 
enhancement of historical resources 
enhancement of riparian area management 
limited livestock grazing management 
enhanced fishery and wildlife habitat management 
enhancement of the opportunities to maintain the visual resources 
liited rights-of-way management 
extensive increases in protective withdrawals and land classifications 
limited forest and woodland management 
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@ea 3 (Collegiate/Sangre): 

56,376 acres BLM 

20,612 acres private 

13,155 acres state 

Topography of this GRA is represented by valley floor and foothills at the base of the Collegiate Mountains in the 
northwestern portion and rugged, rocky hills in the eastern part. Vegetation is predominantly piiion/juniper woodlands 
intermixed with oak, other mountain shrubs, and widely scattered grassy openings in the woodlands of the eastern portion. 
The northwestern part is again mostly piiion/juniper with a larger portion of the northwest made up of grasses, forbs,and 
low growing shrubs. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, areas of critical environmental concern, off-highway 
vehicle use, fluid minerals/locatable minerals/mineral materials management, recreation management, special status 
plant/animal species management, vegetation management, riparian area management, livestock grazing management, 
fishery and wildlife habitat management, visual resource management, rights-of-way management, withdrawal and clas- 
sifications, and forest and woodlands management. 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: .I. 

limited disposal of lands and some acquisitions 
some access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
one ACEC (Droney Gulch) 
some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
opportunities for mineral development with limitations 
enhancement of recreation management 
enhanced opportunities for vegetation management 
enhancement of special status plant/animal species 
enhancement of riparian area management 
intensive livestock grazing management 
intensive wildlife habitat management 
enhancement of the opportunities to maintain the visual resources 
limited rights-of-way management 
limited forest and woodland management 

Area 4 (Badger Creek): 

34,594 acres BLM 

18,742 acres private 

’ 36,810 acres state 

This is an important watershed within the Arkansas River drainage. Pifion/juniper and scattered mountain shrub species 
make up the normal vegetation of the lower (southern) portion of this watershed with the intermountain grasslands of the 
southern part of South Park dominating the upper watershed. Topography of the upper area is rolling hills with the lower 
portion consisting of steep canyon walls and rocky hills. No major highways cross the unit, and only scattered rural homes 
are in the area, with no towns nor shopping areas. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, off-highway vehicle use, fluid minerals/locatable 
minerals/mineral materials management, recreation management, special status plant/animal species management, vegeta- 
tion management, riparian area management, livestock grazing management, fishery and wildlife habitat management, 
archaeological resource management, rights-of-way management, and forest and woodlands management. 
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Geographic Reference Areas 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

limited disposal of lands and some acquisitions 
some access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
opportunities for mineral development with limitations 
enhancement of overall vegetation management 
enhancement of archaeological resource management 
enhancement of special status plant/animal species 
enhancement of riparian area management 
intensive livestock grazing management 
intensive wildlife habitat management 
limited rights-of-way management 
limited forest and woodland management 

Area 5 (South Park): 

57,794 acres BLM 

179,255 acres private 

77,534 acres state 

High mountain grasses and rolling hills are the predominant features of this large intermountain park. A few ridges with 
ponderosa pine and a variety of mountain shrubs are scattered around the valley floor. U.S. Highways 24 and.285, and 
Colorado State Highway 9 cross the park allowing good access to most of the area. The park is surrounded by high mountains 
with dense stands of mixed conifer and aspen trees; these mountains are topped with treeless alpine tundra. Three large 
reservoirs are within the unit (Antero, Spinney Mountain, and Elevenmile Reservoirs). Associated with these reservoirs are 
several hundred acres of wet meadows and marshes that provide a diverse high elevation ecosystem. The South Platte River 
connects these three reservoirs and then exits South Park from the southeastern corner to flow eastward through the 
mountains onto the Great Plains. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Laud ownership adjustments, off-highway vehicle use, fluid minerals/locatable minerals/mineral materials management, 
recreation management, special status plant/animal species management, riparian area management, livestock grazing 
management, fishery and wildlife habitat management, rights-of-way management, and forest and woodlands management. 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

disposal of some lands and some acquisitions 
some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
opportunities for mineral development with limitations 
limited opportunities for waterpower/reservoir management 
intensive livestock grazing management 
intensive wildlife habitat management 
liited rights-of-way management 
limited forest and woodland management 

Area 6 (Gold Belt): 

132,402 acres BLM 

93,759 acres private 

26,026 acres state 
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This large area extends from the Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument on the north to the Arkansas River corridor 
on the south and from Colorado State Highway 9 on the west to Fort Carson on the east. Topography varies from the high 
mountains around Cripple Creek, Colorado, to the gentle rolling hills around the national monument. In the eastern portion 
of the GRA are steep, rocky mountains and the spectacular Beaver Creek Canyon. To the west of this canyon, to Colorado 
State Highway 9, is an almost unbroken series of rugged mountains and hills with few roads, houses, or towns. Vegetation 
consists of mountain grasses, aspen, and ponderosa pine in the northern and central portions; pifion/juniper, blue grama 
grass, and oak are in the southern and eastern portions of the area. BLM-administered land encompasses most of the 
southern half with private control of almost all of the land in the northern half. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, areas of critical environmental concern, off-highway 
vehicle use, regional tourism, fluid minerals/locatable minerals/mineral materials management, waterpower/reservoir 
management, recreation management, special status plant/animal species management, historical and paleontological 
resource management, riparian area management, livestock grazing management, fishery and wildlife habitat management, 
visual resource management, rights-of-way management, withdrawal and classifications, and forest and woodlands manage- 
ment. 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

very limited disposal of lands and some acquisitions 
extensive access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
three ACECs (Garden Park, Phantom Canyon, and Beaver Creek) 
some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
enhancement of regional tourism 
limited opportunities for mineral development 
limited opportunities for waterpower/reservoir management 
enhancement of recreation management 

1 enhancement of special status plant/animal species 
enhancement of historical and paleontological resources 
enhancement: of riparian area management 
enhancement of opportunities to maintain the visual resources 
extensive increases in protective withdrawals and land classifications 
intensive livestock grazing management 
intensive fishery and wildlife habitat management 
limited opportunities for rights-of-way management 
limited forest ‘&nd woodland management 

Area7 (Wdugh Mountain/Tallahassee Creek): : 

70,146 acres BLM 

60,551 acres private 

12,257 acres state 

This area is remote, and sparsely populated, with no towns nor major highways. A few high mountains are present; however, 
the majority of the area has rugged ption/juniper and oak-dqminated hills. A significant part of the west-central portion 
consists of a series of gentle grassy hills. The higher mountains have ponderosa pine, other mixed conifers, mountain 
meadows, and aspen stands. There are no major bodies of water in this area and only a few small streams. Remoteness is 
the most significant feature. Real estate subdivision is taking place in the southeastern portion of the GRA, but the impact 
on the total area is not yet significant. The area is bounded on the west by the approximate boundary of the Badger Creek 
watershed, on the east by Colorado State Highway 9, on the north by the Pike/San Isabel National Forest, and on the south 
by the Arkansas River corridor. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, off-highway vehicle use, fluid minerals/locatable 
minerals/mineral materials management, waterpower/reservoir management, recreation management, special status 
plant/animal species management, vegetation management, riparian area management, livestock grazing management, 
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fishery and wildlife habitat management, visual resource management, rights-of-way management, withdrawal and clas- 
sifications, and forest and woodlands management. 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

0 disposal of some lands and some acquisitions 
0. some .access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
0 some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
0 opportunities for mineral development with limitations 
l opportunities for waterpower/reservoir management 
0 some enhancement of recreation management 
0 enhancement of special status plant/animal species 
0 enhancement of vegetation management 
0 enhancement of riparian area management 
0 intensive livestock grazing management 
0 intensive fishery and wildlife habitat management 
0 some limitations for rights-of-way management 
0 limited forest and woodland management 

Area 8 (Grape Creek): 

48,205 acres BLM 

19,397 acres private 

4,149 acres state 

The area extends downstream from DeWeese Reservoir to the confluence of Grape Creek with the Arkansas River. Also 

included in this area are portions of McIntyre Hills and Copper Gulch in the northwestern portion. The gravel road, known 
as Copper Gulch Road, is the only major, county-maintained road in the GRA. Most of the vegetation is pZron/juniper 
woodland, with smaller amounts of grassland, mountain shrub, oak, and small stands of aspen and mixed conifers. Some 
real estate subdivision has taken place in the northwestern part of the area, but the rest is very remote, with much of the 
BLM-administered lands within a wilderness study area. Grape Creek is a significant tributary to the Arkansas River; 
however, water rights are held by irrigation companies, so flows are not natural nor dependable. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, areas of critical environmental concern, off-highway 
vehicle use, regional tourism, fluid minerals/locatable minerals/mineral materials management, waterpower/reservoir 
management, recreation management, special status plant/animal species management, historical resource management, 
vegetation management, riparian area management, livestock grazing management, fishery and wildlife habitat manage- 
ment, visual resource management, rights-of-way management, withdrawal and classifications, and forest and woodlands 
management. 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

very limited disposal of lands and some acquisitions 
extensive access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
one ACEC (Grape Creek) 
some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
enhancement of regional tourism 
limited opportunities for mineral development 
limited opportunities for waterpower/reservoir management 
enhancement of recreation management 
enhancement of special status plant/animal species 
enhancement of historical resources 
enhancement of vegetation management 
enhancement of riparian area management 
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l enhancement of the opportunities to maintain the visual resources 
l extensive increases in protective withdrawals and land classifications 
l intensive livestock grazing management 
l intensive frhery and wildlife habitat management 
l limited opportunities for rights-of-way management 
l limited forest and woodland management 

Area 9 (Huerfano): 

62,703 acres BLM 

74,301 acres private 

14,211 acres state 

This GRA covers approximately the western half of Huerfano County, in south-central Colorado. BLM-administered lands 
are in scattered tracts spread uniformly throughout the area. U.S. Highway 160 crosses the southern portion of the area 
from west to east, and Colorado State Highway 69 runs northwest to southeast across the northern third of the unit. The 
rest of the unit is isolated and remote, with few stores or houses. Vegetation is generally divided ,mto dry grasslands and 
p%on/juniper woodlands and fir, pine, and spruce in the scattered mountainous areas. The relatively flat terrain of the 
northern and eastern part are contrasted by the high and steep-sided mountains of the southwestern portion of the GRA. 
Several of the mountains have associated sharp-backed dikes or spines of rock ledges radiating out from them. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, off-highway vehicle use, regional tourism, fluid 
minerals/locatable minerals/mineral materials management, recreation management, special status plant/animal species 
management, vegetation management, riparian area management, livestock grazing management, fishery and wildlife 
habitat management, visual resource management, rights-of-way management, withdrawal and classifications, and forest 
and woodlands management. 

Genetil Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

disposal of some lands and some acquisitions 
some access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
some closure to and some limited off-highway vehicle use 
enhancement of regional tourism , 
opportunities for mineral development with some limitations 
enhancement of some recreation management 
enhancement of special status plant/animal species 
enhancement of vegetation management 
enhancement of riparian area management 
enhancement of opportunities to maintain the visual resources 
some increases in protective withdrawals and land classifications 
intensive livestock grazing management 
intensive wildlife habitat management 
some opportunities for rights-of-way management 
limited forest and woodland management 

Area 10 (Cuqharas Canyon): 

1,865 acres BLM 

2,894 acres private 

1,291 acres state 

This GRA is a unique and spectacular canyon setting extending along the Cucharas River from the hcharas Reservoir, 
downstream (to the north) to a point tihere the canyon opens up, just before flowing into the Huerfano River. This area is 
a steep-sided,deep canyon surrounded by the relatively flat eastern plains of Colorado. Thevegetation is varied and unique, 
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from the conifers and broadleaf deciduous trees along the narrow river bottom to the mountain shrubs growing along the 
steep canyon walls. No roads, other than primitive ranch roads, are in the area. 

Management Issues and Concerns 

Land ownership adjustments, land access acquisition/transportation, areas of critical environmental concern, off-highway 
vehicle use, fluid minerals/locatable minerals/mineral materialmanagement, historical and archaeological resource management, 
riparian area management, livestock grazing management, fishery and wildlife habitat management, visual resource management, 
rights-of-way management, and withdrawals and classiEcations. 

General Management Objectives 

Provide for: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

l 
0 

0 
l 

l 

no disposal of lands and some acquisitions 
access acquisition and some transportation enhancement 
one ACEC (Cucharas Canyon) 
closure to off-highway vehicle use 
very limited opportunities for mineral development 
enhancement of historical and archaeological resources 
enhancement of riparian area management 
enhancement of the opportunities to maintain the visual resources 
extensive increases in protective withdrawals and land classifications 
very limited livestock grazing management 
enhancement of fishery and wildlife habitat management 
very limited opportunities for rights-of-way management 
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APPENDIX E 
LIVESTOCK GRAZING MANAGEMENT 

Boundaries for Improve and Custodial allotments are shown on Map E-L The following decisions will be carried forward from the 
Royal Gorge Grazing EIS and made a part of the Royal Gorge RMP: 

Range improvement projects (i.e., fences, spring develo 
cattleguards, wells, water storage tanks, and livestock trails 7 

ments, water catchments, reservoirs, water pipelines, water troughs, 
would continue to be constructed on an as-needed basis. Specilica- 

tions for these projects would be as directed by BLM manuals, NEPA documentation would be completed on each project as 
needed. Required environmental document would be tiered to the RMP, +ich analyzes impacts from range improvement projects. 

Land treatments such as burning, thinning, and plowing vegetation as a management practice would continue. NEPA 
documentation would be completed on each project as needed, and the required environmental document would be tiered 
to the RMP, which analyzes impacts from land treatment projects. 

Rangeland monitoring studies such as actual use, utilization, and trend would continue on Improve category allotments. 

Evaluation of each allotment with a grazing management plan would continue according to the existing schedule in each plan. 

The following changes from existing decisions in the grazing EIS would be made in the Preferred Alternative : 

Allocation of additional forage resulting from improved management or vegetation manipulation would be to livestock or wildlife 
or a combination of both on an case-b 
Colorado Habitat Partnership Program 

-case basis after consulting with state and Federal agencies and private groups (i.e., the 
r and the affected grazing permittee. 

Adjustments in grazing use would be made by allotment on a case-by-case basis. Changes in number of livestock, 
season-of-use, duration-of-use, and class of livestock could be.made based on monitoring studies and inventory data. 

The grazing treatment on Improve and Maintain category allotments would require a rest standard to allow a time period for 
forage species to recover from the last grazing periodbefore the plants are regraxd. This rest standard would allow plants to 
regrow, regain vigor, and produce seeds and seedlin@ and change in species composition would result. Also plant litter would 
accumulate and protect the soil surface from erosion. Examples of treatments that provide a rest standard are rest rotation 
grazing, deferred rotation grazing, deferred grazing, dormant season grazing, short duration grazing, and time controlled grazing. 
Complete protection from grazing would also provide an adequate rest standard. 

Maximum allowable utilization on allotments with rotational grazing or dormant season grazing would be 80 percent of 
annual production on grass species and 60 percent of annual production on shrub species. These percentages may have to 
be reduced on specific allotments because of conflicts with wildlife, watershed conditions, or riparian habitat. 

On single pasture allotments with season-long spring/summer grazing, utilization would be held to the 40 to 60 percent range 
on forage species in lieu of a rest standard. This requirement would be on high elevation allotments where deferment or dormant 
season use is impractical because of deep snow, and fencing the allotment into smaller units is uneconomical. On these allotments, 
utilization estimates would be made on a key species to prevent over utilization of desirable species. 

Table E-l provides an allotment-specific summary of the livestock management program. Following is an explanation of the data 
presented in this table: 

P&&y # of an allotment refers to the ranking of the Improve and Maintain category allotments for investment of public funds 
for range improvement projects. 

Management category is the general management objective for each allotment. I = most intensive, with the objective of 
improving existing resource conditions; M = less intensive, with the objective of maintaining existing resource conditions; 
and C = least intensive, or custodial, management. 

Active use in AUMs is that portion of the total grazing AUM preference available to be licensed for use during any one 
grazing year. 

Date On and Date OffAllotment is when livestock are authorized to graze on BLM-administered land. 
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Livestock Grazing Management .- 

TABLE E-l 
Summary of Livestock Management Program by Allotment 

Allotment Name 

Wellsville 

Priority #t/ w Acres Of Active Use 
Cateaorv Public Land In AU?& ik%n% kGrnZ1 

5006 
5009 
so19 

so21 

503s 
SO47 
SO42 

SO47 

SO48 
SOS4 

SOS5 

SOS6 
SOS7 
SOS9 
SO60 
SO61 
SO62 
SO63 
so64 
506.5 
5066 
SO67 
so68 
SO69 
SW1 

SO72 

Kerr Gulch Common 
Beddows Mountain 
South Beaver School 

4,471 
5,754 
.80 
438 

,91 
135 

8 
48 

Hoosier Pass 

I 
I 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
I 

I 

C 
C 

I 

C 
C 
C 
C 
I 
C 
M 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

I 

26 2 

Currant Creek 
Delilah Peak 
Agate Beds 

Underhill 

9 

63 

Bull Hill 
Brown Park 

1.240 
931 

1,666 

3516 

36 
230 

Temple Canyon 

Fresh Water Creek 
Bumback Spring 
Wagon Tongue 
31 Mile Creek 
One Creek/Cat Gulch 
Lower Beaver Park 
Indian Gulch Common 
Bumo Mountain 
Cobb Creek 
South Garden Park 
Mt. Pisgah Ind. 
Deer Peak 
Grouse Mountain 
East Garden Park 

Phantom Canyon 

8 

41 

26 

6,794 

173 
51 

3,032 
240 

1,625 
271 
616 
163 
290 
120 
143 
160 

S,@?!J 
280 

43 

3 

8,976 

24 
7 

269 

iii 
3 

13 

!8 
8 
1 

132 
9 

110 
11 
86 
6 
4 
1 

18 
36 

1% 
2 

147 
126 

E 
414 
72 
24 
67 

100 

ii 
4 

70 
97 
42 

2 
‘1 

‘2 
64 

261 
41 

14tJ 

:t 
147 
10 

114 
12 

110 

4no 
S/o! 
‘3/01 
3/01- 

% 
3/01 
3101 
6/01 
3/01 

ll/Ol 
3101 
3/01 
4116 

lo/16 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3101 
6101 
3/01 
s/o1 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
6/01 

2m 
32/28 
9mi 

&l 
3101 

U/o1 

%: so73 Grape Creek Common 

SO74 
507s 
SO76 
son 

5078 

so79 
SO80 
SO81 
SO82 

SO83 

so84 
SOS.5 
SO86 
SO87 
SO88 
SO89 

SO90 

SO91 
SO92 
so93 
SO94 
509s 

Bull Domingo 
South Jack Hall 
Rock House 
Pole Gulch 

Geology Camp 

Eldred 
Trout CreekSouth 
Burnt Ridge 
Worley Country 

Oil Well Fiats 

Upper Boneyard 
East cactus 
Mill Creek Common 
Two Creek 
Trout Creek North 
Rock Creek Ranch 

Felch Creek 

Maverick Gulch 
Gravel Pit 
Pony Gulch 
Beckwith 
Bond 

46 

71 
64 

40 

13 

21 

37 

72 

22 

I 

C 
C 
C 
C 

M 

C 
C 
I 
I 

I 

C 
C 
C 
I 
C 
C 

I 

I 
C 
I 
C 
M 

E-3 

l&233 

303 
861 

2,177 

640 

350 
880 

2,8S7 
1,232 

2590 
-30 
110 

1,141 
2,428 

540 
3370 

1,108 

3,910 
3lm 

1,260 
240 

2,793 

3/01 
7/01 
8/15 

12/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3101 
7116 
6no 

% 
‘3101 
3/01 
a/O1 
m 
3101 
3/01 

‘~~~: 
s/O1 
3101 
4mi 
3mi 
6/16 

1% 

1W 
m 
S/30 
‘u28 
lo/16 
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Table E-l (Continued) 

Allotment 
No. Allotment Name Priorltyi/ Management Acres of Active Use Date On Date Off 

c Land In AUMS otment Allo- 

5096 Cottonwood Creek 23 I 5223 

5097 

5098 

5099 

SlOO 

5101 
5102 
5103 
5104 
5105 
5106 
5108 

5109 
5110 
5111 
5112 
5113 
5114 
5115 

5116 

5117 
5118 

5120 

5124 
5125 

5127 

5129 
5131 

5132 

5133 
5134 
513.5 
5137 
5138. 

Kelly Creek 

Oil Creek Common 54 

Barnard Creek 

Barnard Creek East 

Trachyte Knob 
Tenderfoot 
Oil Creek North 
Lookout Point 
Gillette 
North Beckwith 
Badito West 
Badger Creek 
Straub Mountain 
Big Bull Mountain 
Victor Pass 
Long Hollow 
High Park 
Antelope Gulch 

Green Mountain North 

Badito 
Douglas Gulch-South 

Hoibert Pasture 

47 

1 

19 

Guffey Pasture 
31 Mile Mountain 

Cactus Mountain 

Sommerville Table 
Wright Reservoir 

Beaver Creek 

Patton Canyon 
Asher Gulch 
West Pasture 
Blue Ridge 
Shaws Park 

11 

73 

61 

C 300 

I 1,812 

C 283 

C .76 

C 233 
C 46 
C 658 
I 427 
C 40 
C 65 
C 80 
I 36,852 
C 1,810 
C 271 
C 58 
C 170 
I 3319 
C 123 

C 360 

C 580 
C 120 

C 1,693 

C 80 
I 2,656 

I 5,692 

I 1,386 
C 125 

C 6,676 

C 601 
C 1597 
c 1,194 
C 711 
c 772 

5139 Carlin Gulch 49 1 1,624 

5141 Elevenmile Canyon C 7,825 

5142 Big Bear 
5144 East Box Canyon 52 

C 
M 

600 
1,435 

E-4 

3s: 
111 
55 
10 

ii 
24 

2 
12 
4 

24 
37 
12 
5 
8 

1,203 
70 
15 
6 

31 
183 
12 

lfi 
4 
7 

if 
6 

273 

1;; 

140 
1 

2iz 
16 

264 
n 
56 
95 

z 

z 

1% 

157 

E 

ii 
17 

14 
5 

g 

4 
202 

:%: 
3101 
4/01 
3/01 

$E 
3101 
3101 
6116 
3101 
3/01 
3/01 
8/02 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
4116 
3/01 
3/01 
3101 
3/01 
6/21 
3101 

s/15 

3101 
3101 

6101 

3101 
6/01 

::;t: 
n/o1 

8101 
3/01 

S/16 

3/01 

l% 
3f31 
4/30 
m 
g/30 
2l28 

% 
m 
x28 
2t28 
9t30 
2i2a 
2i28 
m 

1on5 
2128 
2.m 
m 
m 

11112 
3-B 

ll/lS 

2m 
2m3 

11/30 

2/28 
g/30 

iE 
11/30 
2/28 

lo/15 

m 

ml 

m 
2m 

m 

$2 
lo/30 
12/15 

$E 

g 

ii!!! 

f$z 

% 

!$! 

uzs 
3i31 
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Table E-l (Continued) 

Allot&W 
No. 

5147 

Allotment Name Pr,or,ty#lj Ma&a#en$nt Acres of Actlve Ur 
a v Public Land in AUM 

Cedar Springs Mountain 510 
1,220 

227 
880 
206 
331 

1,080 
200 
42 

980 
2,198 

680 
780 

Date On 
otment E%mZt 

3foi 
5148 Iron Mountain 
5151 ‘Dvelvemile Park 
5152 Herring Creek 
5153 East Guffey 
5154 Monument Creek 
5155 Rye Slough North 
5156 U Long Gulch 

5157 Dicks Creek 
5158 Green Mountain Gulch 
5159 Wilbur 
5162 Soapy Hi1121 
5163 Park Mountain 

24 

67 
75 

5164 Micanite 16 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
M 
C 
C 
C 
I 

M 
C 

I 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
1. 
C 
C 

C 

C 
1 
I 
I 
C 
C 
M 
I 
C 
C 
I 

I 

C 
I 
C 
I 
C 
C 
C 

M 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1,945 

19 
12 
20 
49 
12 
9 

111 
24 

1 
60 

132 
48 

8 

3E 

4; 
96 

2 
4 

12 
8 

217 
11 
2 

‘i 
3 

51 
246 
114 
17 

1 
99 

127 
9 
6 

41 

iij 

i; 
4 

12 
283 

9 
60 
19 
71 
80 

:i 
4 
1 

20 
19 

2 
1 
2 

lo/O1 
3101 
3101 
3101 
8101 
3101 
3/01 
3/01 
6101 
8101 
3101 
3P31 
8/01 

5169 Pruden Creek 400 8/01 lOI31 

5173 Long Hollow West 
5175 Dry Lake School 
5176 Skyline 
5177 Stout Creek 
5178 Cow Mountain 
‘5179 West Box Canyon 
5180 Salt Works Pasture 
5181 Wall Mountain 

66 

913 
90 
40 

120 
125 

5,395 
160 
120 

5183 Brush Hollow 240 

5184 West Patton Gulch 
5186 Crown Point 
5188 Red Gulch 
5189 Booger Red Hill 
5190 Tallahassee Road 
5191 East Eldred 
5192 Mud Gulch 
5193 Jack Hail 
5194 Reinke Ridge 
5195 Palmer Gulch 
5199 Waugh Mtn. 

70 
32 
31 

79 
27 

12 

521 
2,276 
3,430 

640 
640 
360 

1,165 
864 
55 

120 
973 

5200 Miners Gulch 3.5 3,132 

5201 Dry Gulch 
5202 Tallahassee Creek 
5204 39 Mile Mountain 
5205 Cottonwood Ridge 
5206 Cooper Mountain 
5207 Glass Place 
5208 Skagway S. Pasture 

58 

74 

33 

157 
2,883 

160 
6.50 
355 

1388 
400 

5209 E. Fork Milsap Creek 2,515 

5211 Miller Place 
5212 her Shaws Park 
5214 Heck Gulch Allotment 
5216 South Red Hill 
5217 North Red Hill 

E-5 

420 
987 
280 
190 
60 

3101 
3/01 
3101 
3/01 
s/15 
3101 
3101 

:fi: 
3101 
7116 
9101 
6116 
3101 
5101 

lO/Ol 
l/O1 
3101 
6101 
7101 

:% 
3Pl 

11/09 

:%? 
3101 
6115 
6/01 
9101 
3101 
3101 
3ioi 

'% 
ll/Ol 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 

2128 
2m 
2m 
2LB 
2m 
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Table E-l (Continued) 

Allotment 
N . 0 

‘Allotment Name Prlorlty#~ / Management Acres ot Date On Date Otf 
C tea rv Public Land A M Allotment All tme& a 0 %Y “r 0 

3,759 3/01 2m 5218 
5219 
‘5220 
5221 
5222 

533 
2AO 
598 
40 

5223 

Burris Mountain 
Schoolhouse Gulch 

Gardener Table 
Meadow Gulch 

Long Gulch Pasture 

Six Mile Park 999 

5224 Eight Mile Park C 1,080 
5225 Gillett Ind C 132 
5226 Salt Canyon C 160 
5228 Antero Reservoir C 8% 
s230 Dry Lake C 80 
5232 Home Place C 409 
5233 Deer Haven Ranch C 507 
234 Webster Gulch C 1,183 
5236 Bull Mountain Ind C 40 
5237 Nipple Mountain Ind 36 I 340 
5238 Race Path 1s I 7,762 
5239 High Creek C 120 
5240 Hammond Peak C 50 
5242 Currant Creek Pass C 160 
5243 Box Canyon 52 I 939 
5244 Rhyolite Mountain C 319 

52.51 Trail Canyon 14 1. 3,058 

5300 Wilson Creek 20 I 5,809 

S301 T%n Mountain 

5302 Espanoza Gulch 
5303 Dutch Henry 
5304 Kaufman Ridge 
5306 North Beaver School 
5307 Boneyard Gulch 
5701 Ruby Mountian 
5702 Red Top 
5703 Garo 
5704 Diamond A East 
5706 St. Charles 
5707 Link Ditch 
5708 Del Aqua 
5709 Bradford Canal 
5710 Vigil Canyon 
5711 Lake Merideth-South 
5712 Badger Basin 
5713 West Pass Creek 
5714 West Horse Creek 

.5715 Nero Hill 
5716 Trujillo Canyon 
5717 Ideal Canyon-West 
5718 Yellowstone Creek 
5719 Schoolfield 
5720 Mulligan Lakes 

62 I 255502 
53 I 3,786 

C 59.5 
C 4,003 
C 2,917 
C 40 

59 M 5,220 
C 958 
C 1,950 
C 158 

.C 240 
C 426 
c 80 
C 1,= 
C 510 
C 80 
C 4,692 
C 137 
C 160 
C 458 
C 160 
C 80 
C 40 
C 320 
C 370 

114 
40 
8 
6 
3 

:: 
13 
11 

1 
54 
12 
16 
9 

69 
4 

37 
378 

12 
9 
7 

108 
14 

225 
174 

4 
9 

1: 

it: 

2$ 
347 
44 

180 
120 

2 
35 

192 
153 
17 
48 
32 
2 

155 
24 
18 

300 
6 

27 
92 
12 
8 
2 

18 
31 

3101 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 

ll/Ol 
3101 
3JOl 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3/01 
6101 
6101 
7101 

lO/Ol 
3/01 
7101 
3101 
3JOl 

3JOl 

‘gl: 
S/15 

lo/O1 
6JOl 

:;it 

l;$: 

‘~~~~ 

luol 
3JOl 

3JOl 
3JOl 

3JOl 

lo/l0 
3/01 
3JOl 

3JOl 

3JOl 

3/01 
3JOl 

3101 
3JOl 

3JOl 

3101 
3JOl 

3JOl 

3JOl 

3JOl 

3JOl 

3JOl 

3JOl 

3mi 
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Table E-l (Continued) 

Allotment Allotment Name Priorlty#l/ Mp2ieyt Acres of bgtlv; Uge Date “,” Date Off 
No. e 

5721 Silver Mountain West 3101 2/28 
5722 Silver Mountain North 
5723 South Abeyta 
924 Walsen Arroyo 
5725 Reveille Canyon 
5726 Rock Creek 
5721 South Martin 
5729 Warm Springs 
5731 Green Mountain 
5732 Mauricio 
5733 Bradford Canal South 
5734 Sand Arroyo North 
s73s Trout Creek 
5736 Chacuaco Creek 
5737 Teeple 
5738 Tingley Canyon 
5739 High Creek 
5740 Hunt Canyon 
5742 Rito Oso Creek 
5743 Tombstone Hill 
574s Adobe Creek East 
5746 Red Wing 
574s Deny Ditch 
5748 Antelope Creek 
5749 Hayden Butte 
5740 Kramer Creek 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

3/01 
3101 
3101 

‘2ns 
2/28 
2m 
2/28 
2m 
2t28 
m.8 
2128 
m 
m 
2m 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28’ 

ll/lS 
2D3 
m 
2/28 
m 
2/28 ,’ 
m3 
2m3 
m 
m 
m 

5751 

5753 

575s 
5756 
5757 
5758 
5759 
5760 
5761 
5762 
5763 
5764 
5765 
5766 
5767 

Sugarloaf Mountain 

Ute Lake 
Powell Arroyo 
Crooked Creek 
West Fairplay 
‘l%o Buttes Creek 
Crowley County 
Little Turkey Creek 
Kiowa County 
Diamond A West 
White Hills 
Park Ditch 
Silver Mountain 
Seven L Butte 
Mineral Creek 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

200 
40 
80 
80 

1,194 
130 
40 

1,720 
520 
179 

1,120 
80 

2,440 
40 
54 

358 
1,200 

308 
40 

28s 
1,120 

240 
3,298 

80 
80 

2,040 

2,717 

40 
2,185 

720 
80 
74 

120 
3,004 

880 
661 
675 

2,494 
561 
80 

273 

2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
9130 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
2/28 
2n.a 
2/28 
m 
2m 
2m 
m 

5768 Hecla Junction East 

5769 Little Sheep 
s770 Red Hill Pass 
5771 Turkey Ridge 
5772 Greemwood 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

48 M 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

2,785 

1,104 
1,227 

880 
360 

17 
4 
6 
4 

57 
1 
1 

129 
1 

12 
8 
5 

192 
7 
7 

28 
108 
33 
4 

48 
60 
26 

125 
5 
8 

123 

1: 
3 

16 
4s 
30 
7 

12 
41 

142 
64 
38 
24 
3 
3 
2 

1: 
10 
66 

196 
19 

140 
4 
6 

48 
16 
1 
4 

1s 

3101, 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
6115 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3.01 
3101 
3101 
3101 

10101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
s/o1 
3/01 
3/01 
.3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3101’ 

lO/Ol 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 

lO/Ol 

3/31 
2/28 
2/2a 
2m 
2l28 
2l28 

5773 Hecla Junction West 1680 

5774 Siloam Road 
5776 Iwo OS0 
5777 Boone Hill 
5778 King Center 
5779 Manzanola 
5780 Little Cochetopa 
5781 Spring Branch East 

3/31 
2m 

80 
200 
480 
80 
7 

338 
240 

3101 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 

2/28 
2l28 
2/28 
2/28 
2m 
2m 
2128 

E-7 



Appendix E 

Table E-l (Continued) 

Allotment 
0. 

Allotment Name Prlorlty#t/ “~a~~~~$’ p Acres of 
ubllc Land Y!GF 

Date Off 
~f%rn%t Allotm ent 

5782 Indian Gulch 
5783 Merideth Island 
5784 Muddy Creek 
5785 Poison Creek 
5786 Chitwood Gulch 

5787 Threemile Creek 

5788 Vanbromer Arioyo 
5789 Harlin Ditch 
5790 Pond Creek 
5791 Picketwire 
5792 Malice Ditch 
5793 Raspberry Gulch 
5794 Fourmile Ranch 
579s Logan Hill 
579s La Veta Pass-North 
5797 ordway-NW 
5798 Spinney Mountain 
5799 Corn0 
5800 Park Gulch 

5801 Coma Park East 

5802 McFadden Creek 
5803 South Spring Branch 
5804 North Spring Btranch 
5805 Como Park 
5806 Red Top Road 
5807 Wellsville2/ 
5808 Black Draw 

5809 AhpOrt 

5810 Mustang Creek 
5811 Apishapa Bridge 
5812 Promontory Divide 

5813 Browns Canyon 

5814 Upper Ditch 
5815 Cedar Crest 
5816 Whiterock 
5817 Saunders Arroyo 
5818 Crystal Falls 
5819 Browns Canyon School 
5828 Gardner Road 
5821 Santana Canyon 
5822 Bear Creek North 
5823 Thompson Arroyo 
5824 Gotera Canyon 
582.5 Hezron Gulch 
5826 Levee Road 
5827 Mosca-Mulligan 
5828 Park Gulch East 
5829 North Rattlesnake Butte 
5830 Hamilton Canyon 
5831 Burlingame Ditch 
5832 Maes Creel 
5833 Sand Arroyo 
5848 Soda Creek 

69 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

M 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

E-8 

120 
120 

9,183 
3,130 

200 

1,120 

120 
675 
160 
151 
62.5 
406 
S20 
680 
40 
88 

1,220 
440 

3,022 

4,350 

40 
720 
80 

840 
640 

2,440 
862 

120 

320 
120 
40 

1,159 

40 
124 
119 
79 

520 
40 
40 

251 
240 

1,114 
160 
125 
54 

s,= 
320 
160 
120 
440 
440 
40 

364 

9 

32 
154 
328 
17 

1: 
24 
38 
27 
9 

53 
12 
37 
36 
4 

18 
70 
29 

190 
192 
40 
S 

61 
4 

38 
120 
89 

173 

1: 
64 
15 
1 

d 
8 
3 

16 
16 
18 
12 
2 

12 
S 

24 
149 
36 
21 
S 

140 
1s 
20 
11 
33 
66 
6 

31 

3/01 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 

lO/Ol 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3/01 
3101 
3/01 
s/o1 
3/01 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
S/18 
3101 
3101 
3l91 
3101 
3101 
4110 
3101 

;;i: 
3101 
3/01 
3/01 
6115 
4101 
8106 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3181 
3101 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 
3/01 

uzs 
2128 



Livestock Grazing Management 

Tab!e,E-1 (Continued) 

Allotment 

5849 Frijole Creek C 38 
s8.51 ‘l%elvemile Club C 1,919 
5852 Hooker Hills C 325 
5853 Silverheel C 160 
5854 Mud Hill C 120 
585s Wixon Mountain C 596 
5856 Gageby Creek C 80 
5857 Turkey Creek C 1,157 
5858 North Badito C 920 
5859 East Pond Creek C 199 
5860 San Isidro C 40 
5863 Iowa Gulch C 1.177 
5864 Breece Creek C 153 
5865 Hardscrabble Mountain C 81 
5866 Brush Hollow Creek C 80 
5867 Bradford Reservoir C 1,936 
5868 Palo Duro Creek C 722 
5870 Silver Prince Creek C 160 
5871 Midland Hill 28 I 6,4lS 
5872 Ute Log C 200 
5873 Bear Canyon C 1,762 
5874 May Creek C 320 
5875 Mount Mestas C 600 
5876 Madden Canyon C 360 
5877 Cucharas West c 320 
5878 Wilmer Gulch C 79 
5880 Graneros Plats C 160 
5881 Cucharas Canyon C 970 
5882 Boone-East C 301 
5883 Cleveland Mountain C 742 
5884 Junkins Park C 200 
588.5 Sanford Hills C 271 
5886 Dike C 87 
5887 Haynes Creek C 4,413 
5888 Mt. Tyndall C 40 
58898 Mt. Herring C 465 
5890 Sugar City C 80 
5891 Tree Top C 617 
5892 Browns Creek C 325 
5893 Dutch Flat C 19 
5894 Mansanares Creek C 160 
5895 Chama-West C .3s 

5896 

5897 
5898 
5899 
5900 

Americus 340 

5901 

5902 
5903 
5904 
590s 
5906 
5907 
5908 

St. Jude 
Methodist Mountain 
Antelope 
Baldy 

Lapin Creek 

Walsenburg North 
Michigan Campground 
Antero Reservoir 
Daisy Canyon 
Pishermens Bridge 
East PaldDuro 
Stanley Creek 

C 

C 
76 I 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1523 
3,164 

120 
520 

230 

401 
1,256 

400 
176 
40 
40 

603 

E-9 

7 
140 
73 
13 
12 
9 

18 
2s 
10 
40 
6 

22 
1 
1 
6 

100 
14 
S 

206 
2 

59 
33 
2 

72 
18 
S 

29 
54 
5s 
S 
1 

54 
12 

442 
11 
10 
20 

138 
10 
2 
1 
2 

2 
21 

193 
7 

38 

ii 
4s 
74 
30 
12 
S 
1 
9 

3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3l91 
3181 
3101 
3101 
3103 
3101 
3101 
3fOl 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
4101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
9101 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 

!;A: 
3181 
711s 
3101 
3/01 

3101 

3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3101 
3/01 
3/01 



Appendix E 

Table E-l (Continued) 

Allotment 
No. 
5909 
5910 
5911 

5912 

5913 

5914 

5915 

5916 

5917 

5918 

5919 

5920 

5921 
5922 

5923 

5924 

5925 
5927 

5928 

5929 
5930 

5932 

5933 
5934 

5936 

5937 

5939 

5490 

5941 

5942 

5943 

5986 

5999 

Allotment Name 

Apache City 
Fourmile Creek 
West Cordova 
Long canyon 
Steel Gulch 
North Boone 
Chalk Creek 
Hardesty Draw 
Rough Mountain 
Mt. Shavano 
Patterson Hollow 
Buffalo Creek 
Iron Hill 
Democrat Ridge 
Iron Mountain South 
Adobe Canyon 
Malachite 
Phelps Canyon 
CrowIey-North 
Buffalo Peaks 
Middle Creek North 
Middle Creek South 
South Chama 
Martin Ridge 
East Chama 
Little Porcupine 
Playa Lakes 
Sharpsdale 
Pass Creek 
Cemetary 
Santa Ctara Creek 
Farisita 
Badito Cone 

Prlorlwy#~ I Management Acres of 
Cateaorv Public Land AI%~t%o A me 

Daa:,On 
nt 

DaaGJt 
A m nt 

79 3/01 

2.5 

78 

44 

15001 Table Mountain 6 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
I 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

.C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
I 
C 
I 
C 
C 
c 
C 

I 

1,641 
160 
152 

431 

2,244 
160 
640 

3,622 

5;367 

322 

80 

406 

30 

1,536 

12.0 
200 

158 

80 

40 

232 

516 

60 

560 

20 

153 

1,640 
110 

3,287 

20 

80 

646 

l,=J 

15,248 

m-8 
2n8 
zns 
m3 
2l28 
2m 
9/30 

2m 

x28 

m8 

a28 

m.8 

m 

15002 Big Hole 5 I 18,890 

3101 
3/01 

3101 

3101 

3101 

3101 

301 
6101 

3101 

3/01 

3/01 
3JOl 

3101 

3101 

3/O! 
3101 

3/01 

3101 

3101 
3101 

3101 

3101 

3101 

3101 
7115 
3101 
6/01 
3101 
3101 
3m 

3/01 
9101 
3101 

'$i 
lOlO1 

310 
l.O/Oll 

3101 

15003 Little Hole Common 18 

15004 Bear Creek 50 

6,612 

2,885 

7101 

15007 Sand Gulch Common 56 3,741 

15008 Howard Creek 
15009 Little High 
15010 Lower East 8 Mile 

34 

45 

880 
40 

920 

15011 

15012 
15013 
15014 

Sixmile 

Balfour Noth 
Spring Ck-North 
Rattlesnake 42 

I 

I 

I 

M 
C 
M 

C 

C 
C 
I 

2,130 

400 

129 
3,795 

4 

133 
13 

11 

43 

187 

7 

107 
5 

241 
64 

6 

3 

11 
58 

8 

8 

9 

8 

12 

3 

6 

5 

87 

1 
10 

24% 
1 

248 

12 
3 

27 

12 

E 
48 

22 

54497 
111 

% 
123 
165 
166 
180 
181 

69 

12 
42 

23 
22 

9 
9 

21 

4 

445 

7115 
U/o1 
3/01 

‘~g: 
3/01 
3101 
7/01 
3101 

'$2 
12/01 

3101 

3/01 

6119 

E-10 



Livestock Grazing Management 

Table E-l (Continued) 

Allotment 
No, Allotment Name Date Off. Prlorlty#l/ M~a~~~rent Acres of p ubllc Land %%Mur %Fm%t Allotment 

15015 
15016 
15017 

lSO18 

15019 
15020 
15022 
15023 
15024 
15028 
15029 

15032 

15036 

15038 
15039 
lS,WO 
15041 
15043 
15044 
1504s 
15049 
1.5040 

15052 

Upper Meadow Gulch’ 
South Tallahassee 
Mullock Gulch 29 

C 558 
C 120 
I 26s 

14 3/01 2m 
1 3101 2f2.a 

12 711s 8115 
6101 
6116 Stony Face Common 

Ruby Gulch 
Cow Mountain West 
AIta Vista Ind 
West Beaver Creek 
Penstock 
Oak Creek 
Price Park 

6s 

39 

Soda Mountain 57 

473 

80 
389 
99 

1,431 
103 
884 
80 

1,759 

12 
22 
12 

159 
14 
60 
4 

158 
53 

10s 

% 
633 

1,082 
60 
36 
12 

1,108 
2 

2s 
3s 

132 

3101 m3 
3101 2m 
3101 u28 
7116 9r30 
3101 2m 
6/01 9/30 
3101 2m 

li;A; $z 

Copper Gulch Common 2 I 30.080 

Poncha Park 
Antelope Pasture 
Owens Creek 
DeWeese 
Texas Creek Common 
West Fourmile Creek 
Mitre Peak North 
McCoy Gulch 
Fern Creek 

10 

4 

17 

4,935 
436 

16.51 
60 

20,932 
20 

488 
19s 

1,146 

Mill Gulch West C 200 12 
1.320 3/01 2128 

l/Category C allotments are not prioritized. 
Xhange since the last RPS update. 

E-11 
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Riparian Area Management 

APPENDIX F 
RIPARIAN AREA MANAGEbENT 

TABLE F-l 
Royal Gorge Riparian Areas 

mDe’/ 
Len th In 

ML 
Riparlany 

Condition 
fg;$J -- 

Abeyta Creek P 
Antelope Gulch P 
Antero Reservoir R 
Apache Creek P 
Arkansas Gulch I 
Arkansas River P 
Badger Creek P 
Balm of Gilead Creek P 
Barnard Creek P 
Bear Creek P 
Bear Gulch I 
Beaver Creek P 
Bernard Creek P 
Birdseye Gulch P 
Bison Creek P 
Big Cottonwood Creek P 
Bills Creek P 
Bradford Reservoir R 
Buffalo Creek I 
Bumback Gulch I 
Butter Creek I 
Catamount Reservoir R 
Cedar Springs Gulch I 
Chitwood Creek I 
Clear Creek P 
Clear Creek Reservoir R 
Coal Creek P 
Cochetopa Creek P 
Colorado Canyon I 
Colorado Gulch P 
Copper Gulch I 
Cottonwood Canyon I 
Cottonwood Creek P 
Cottonwood Creek I 
Cottonwood Creek P 
Cottonwood Gulch I 
Cripple Creek P 
Crooked Creek P 
Cross Creek P 
Crystal Falls Creek P 
Cucharas Reservoir R 
Cucharas River P 
Currant Creek P 
Dead Horse Gulch I 

3l8 
518 

114 
l-l/4 

40-s/8 
64/a 

314 
3-l/8 

u4 
314 

l-l/4 
l/4 

2 
u4 
l/4 
2 

m 
1 
1 

3 

l/4 
u2 

l/4 
l/4 
l/8 
It2 

4 
l/4 
l/4 

2-118 
6-114 
l-1/8 

1 
l-114 

l/4 
314 

2-314 12 
4-l/4 53 
l-114 12 

F-l 

3 
5 
1 
1 
8 

599 
28 

3 
17 
2 
5 

13 
5 

13 
3 
3 

12 
22 
3 
8 
5 

18 
2 
4 

32 
1 
2 
2 
5 

17 
2 

! 
11 
45 
7 
8 
6 
1 
3 

U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 

F-G S 
P-F Variable 

U U 
Bx S 

U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
G I 
U U 
U U 
P S 
U U 
U U 
U U 
F I 

G-E!x i 
U U 



Appendix F 

Table F-l (Continued) 

Name Type” LeIxYn AiEFeZ 
Riperlan2/ 

Condition 
Rlparian Trend31 

Deer Creek I 
Devils Gulch I 
DeWeese Reservoir R 
Dry Gulch I 
Dry Union Gulch I 
Dyer Gulch P 
East Badger Creek P 
East Beaver Creek P 
East Eight Mile Creek I 
East Fork Arkansas River P 
East Fork West Beaver Creek P 
East Gulch P 
East Three Mile Creek P 
Eight Mile Creek P 
Elevenmile Reservoir R 
Espinosa Gulch 1 
Fairplay Pond R 
Falls Gulch I 
Falls Gulch 1 
Fear Creek P 
Felch Creek I 
Fern Leaf Gulch P 
Five Points Gulch I 
Fourmile Creek P 
Fourmile Creek P 
Fourmile Creek P 
Froze Creek P 
Grape Creek P 
Grease Wood Arroyo I 
Green Creek P 
Green Mtn. Gulch I 
Halfmoon Creek P 
Hamilton Creek P 
Hayden Gulch P 
Heck Gulch I 
Henthom Gulch I 
High Creek P 
Hop Gulch P 
Huerfano River P 
Indian Gulch P 
Indiana Gulch P 
Iowa Gulch P 
JM Reservoir R 
Kerr Gulch I 
Lapin Creek I 
Little Badger Creek P 
.Little Cochetopa Creek P 
Little Cottonwood Creek I 
Little Froze Creek P 
Little High Creek P 

l/8 
l-1/4 

3i8 
lr;! 
l/4 
l/2 

l-1/8 
3 

4-7f8 
l-1/8 

6 

7i8 
7 

3-l/4 

1 
2-u2 

1n 
l-314 
4-l/2 
6-l/2 

u2 
1 
6 
l/4 

22-l/8 
l-114 

l/2 
1 
314 

2-l/2 
l-1/8 
2-3J4 
l-l/2 

1 
1 

l/8 
l-1141 
3-l/2 
4-l/8 

3-l/2 
l/2 

2 
In 

l-1/8 
l/8 

l-1/8 

F-2 

1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
8 
4 
4 

24 
51 

7 
39 
6 

47 
30 
29 

7 
12 
7 

12 
22 
24 
2 
8 

39 
1 

221 
6 
3 
7 
0 

11 
7 

13 
9 

28 
7 
1 
0 

21 
18 
0 

18 
S 

12 
4 

10 
2 
7 

U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 

Ex S 
EX S 
Ex s 
EX S 

G I 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U u 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
G I 
P P 
U U 

P-F Variable 
U U 
U u 
U U 
U U 

EX S 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U u 
U U 
U U 
U u 
U U 
U U 
U u 
U U 
U U 
U U 
U u - 
U U 
U U 



Riparian Area Management 

Table F-l (Continued) 

Name TVPe’l 
Riparian2/ 

Condition 
Rlparlan Trend3/ 

Little Mack Gulch 
Longfellow Gulch 
Long Gulch (Cotopaxi) 
Long Gulch 
Long Hungry Gulch 
Longs Gulch 
Low Pass Gulch 
Mack Gulch 
Manranaras Creek 
Martin Creek 
May Creek 
McCoy Gulch 
McIntyre Gulch 
Middle Cottonwood Creek 
Middle Creek 
Mill Gulch 
Milsap Creek 
Model Reservoir 
Mosher Creek 
Muddy Creek 
North Abeyta Creek 
North Tallahassee Creek 
Oak Creek (Cotopaxi) 
Oak Creek 
Oil Creek 
Palo Duro Creek 
Park Gulch 
Pass Creek 
Pass Creek 
Pine Gulch 
Pantleon Creek 
Poison Canyon 
Pole Gulch 
Pole Canyon 
Poncha Creek 
Pony Gulch 
Pope Arroyo 
Pruden Creek 
Red Gulch 
Reese Gulch 
Rho Oso Creek 
Road Gulch 
Rye Slough 
Sand Gulch 
Sand Gulch 
Sacramento Creek 
Salt Creek 
Seep Springs Draw 
Sevenmile Creek 
Sheep Creek 

I 

I 

P 
I 
P 
I 
P 
I 
P 
P 
P 
I 
I 
I 
P 
P 
I 
R 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
I 
P 
I 
I 
P 
P 
I 
P 
I 
1 
P 
I 
P 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

l-114 
l-l/2 
l-l/2 
l-314 
l-314 
1-m 
l-1/8 
3-314 

Ii8 
lb 
l/8 

l-314 
2 

2-m 
l/8 
314 

3-l/2 

l/4 
l-1/8 

1 
l-114 

314 
l/2 

l-314 
1-W 

314 
2 

m 
2 
1 
II2 

l-314 
2 

l-1/8 
1-m 

In 
l/2 

l-314 
3 

l/2 
4 

314 
2-l/4 
l-114 

ID 
l/4 
1 

l-1/4 
l/4 

F-3 

10 U 
13 LJ 
1s U 
16 U 
1s U 
6 U 

10 EX 
7 U 
6 U 
1 U 
1 U 

10 U 
20 U 
14 U 
1 U 
3 U 

29 U 
10 U 
1 U 

14 P 
6 U 

10 U 
4 U 
3 U 

13 U 
8 U 

11 U 
8 G 
1 U 

1s U 
9 U 
4 U 
8 U 

12 U 
7 G 
9 U 
3 U 
2 U 

19 U 
12 U 
3 U 

18 U 
4 U 

21 U 
10 U 
4 U 
2 U 
8 U 
8 U 
4 U 

U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
S 
U 
u 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
S 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
s 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
I 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 

U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 

U 
U 
U 
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Table F-l (Continued) ” 

Name Type” LezYn %FBS 
Riparlan 

CondItiona 
Rlparlan Trend3/ 

Sheep Creek 
Short Creek 
Skagway Reservoir 
Smith Gulch 
South Apache Creek 
South Fork Huerfano River 
South Fork Yellowstone Creek 
South Mosquito Creek 
South Tallahassee Creek 
Spike Buck Gulch 
Spinney Mtn. Reservoir 
Spring Branch 
Spring Creek 
Stanly Creek 
Stanton Creek 
Stout Creek 
Sullivan Creek 
Sweet Water Gulch 
,Tallahassee Creek : . . 
~Ta&all Creek 
‘&ines.see Creek 
+xasCreek ,:, 
&& Creek Gulch .. 
Threeniile Creek 
Trail Gulch .‘, 
TroutC&zek .: 
Trout Creek Pond 
+&y Gulch 
‘Ike& Mile Creek ,, 
‘Iwo Bit Gulch : ‘. 
TwoCreek .,,’ :, 
Union Creek 
Ute Creek 
Wagon Tongue Gulch 
Washtub Gulch 
West Creek 
West McCoy Gulch 
Wilson Creek 
Wilson Creek 

.P .’ 3/4 
I’ ” 

P 
I 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
I 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
I 
I 

,P 

P 
p ‘, 
,p 

I 
P 
I 
P 
R 
I 
P 
P 
P 
P 
I 
P 
I 
P 
I 
P 
P 

3/8 
l/4 
u4 
314 
v2 
m 
4 

P 

ll2 
314 
l/4 
m 
l/4 

l-314 

z-v2 
3-l/8 
l-314 

1 
,3-l/4 

5 ‘.. 
1 
2 
l/2 

3 
4 

22 
3 
2 
2 
5 
4 
4 

31 
1 
2 
6 
0 
0 
1 
6 

16 
16 ., 
3 

14 ‘, 
42 “. 
21’. ‘. 

10 
15 ‘. ‘. 

11 ., 

3-114 
i/8 

in 
314 
v2 

1 

314 
1 

l/4 
2 

3-314 
2 

20 
0 
3 
8 
4 
7 
4 
8 
2 

13 
40 
6 

Yellowstone Creek l/2 3 

l/P - Perennial Stream 
I -Intermittent Stream 

“Ez -pdlent 3’I - Improvin 

p E;;tvoir F : Fair 
D -Downwa r% 
S - Stable 

P-Poor U-Unknown 
U - Unknown 

.IJ 
U‘ 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
G 
U 
U 

G.. 
P 
u- 
G 
P 
P 

u, 
U 

.G 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
P 
U 
U 

U 
U 
U 

u 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
U 
S 
U 
u 
s’ 
S 
v  

‘I 
S’ 
D. : 
u ,!. : ,: 
u, /, ,’ ‘. 
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APPENDIX G 
FLUID MINERALS MANAGEMENT 

BLM AUTHORITY AND RESPONSI- 
BILITIES FOR OIL AND GAS OPERA- 
TIONS 

The BLM has responsibility for environmental protection, 
public health, and safety related to oil and gas operations 
on BLM-administered lands. There are three pieces of 
legislation that give primary direction to BLM for these 
operations: the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended, 
the NationalEnvironmental PolicyAct of 1969 (NRPA), and 
the Federal Land Policy ManagementAct of 1976 (FLPMA). 
Other legislation also affects various aspects of develop- 
ment. Most notably, these include laws to protect cultural 
resources and endangered species. 

The law that directs BIM to make public land available for 
development of oil and gas resources is theMinenzlLeasingAct. 
This legislation directs BLM to make all public land available for 
oil and gas development with the exception of specific lands, such 
as national parks, which are listed in the Act or its amendments. 

NElPA directs all Federal agencies to analyze and disclose to 
the public the impacts of major Federal actions. Oil and gas 
leasing is a major Federal action by definition. BLM prepares 
anenvironmentaIimpactstatement (EIS) tofulfillthema.ndate 
of NRPA (hence, this document). 

FLPMA instructs BLM to prepare and disclose to the public 
plans for the lands under its jurisdiction. Since the Mineral 
LeasingAct requires availabiity of public land for leasing and 
since the leasing could lead to development that may have 
impacts on the environment, all three pieces of legislation are 
tied together in a workable process to accomplish the congres- 
sional intent. The primary focus of the process for oil and gas 
development is the BLM resource management plan/environ- 
mental impact statement (RMP/EIS). Within the RMP, plans 
are disclosed for development/conservation of oil and gas (as 
well as all other resources and values). The RMP also analyzes 
and discloses the environmental impacts of the projected 
development. 

Once decisions have been reached through the planning 
process as to which lands are available for leasing and under 
what conditions, they are offered for sale at auction. Those 
people interested in purchasing oil and gas leases may 
nominate a parcel, or BLM may offer parcels of its choosing. 
In either case, the proposed parcel must conform to the 
RMP decisions and be offered for sale at a public auction. 
Those parcels that do not sell at the auction are available 
for noncompetitive sale for a 2-year period thereafter. 

Management decisions are incorporated into the lease 
document as stipulations and notices before it is issued. 
Public notice of the sale (which includes the list of parcels 

offered, their location, and the stipulations to be attached) 
is given 45 days prior to the sale. Significant change to the 
stipulations made after the lease is issued is also posted for 
public notice for 30 days prior to making the change. 

The purchaser of a lease at the auction must bid at least $2 
per acre. The bonus bid must be paid at the sale, and the 
rent is due at the beginning of each new year as long as the 
lease is held and is not producing. Leases purchased at 
auction may be held for 5 years without production. Leases 
purchased noncompetitively after the auction may be held 
in nonproducing status for 10 years. If the lessee establishes 
production, a royalty of 12 l/2 percent must be paid to the 
government. Half of that money is returned to the state and 
county of origin for their use. The other half goes into the 
Federal treasury earmarked for reclamation projects, the 
National Forest System, National Park Service, etc. 

Separate from leasing actions, geophysical exploration& may 
explore for oil and gas on public land. Geophysical exploration 
on public land requires approval of the methods employed and 
mitigation of impacts. The BLM resource area office must 
receive a copy of the Notice of Intent to perform geophysical 
operations. The exploration plan is analyzed for conformance 
with the area resource management planEIS, and mitigative 
measures and reclamation requirements are attached to the 
approval. BLM specialists examine the Notice of Intent (the 
plan of operations) and the site, or “line,” to be explored, as 
well as the RMP in determining appropriate mitigative 
measures and reclamation requirements. 

The majority of geophysical exploration operations con- 
ducted on public lands are done by exploration companies. 
Some are associated with petroleum producers, many are 
not. Geophysical exploration operations may also be con- 
ducted on a lease held by the lessee with the same require- 
ments for mitigation of impacts and reclamation. (Further 
discussion of oil and gas exploration follows.) 

A well must be drilled in order to produce oil and/or gas from 
the lease. Before drill& a well, the lessee, or an operator for 
the lessee, must file an Application for Permit to Drill (APD). 
The operator must fle the application with the district or 
resource area office in which the action will take place. The 
application must include a plan for the drill@ of the well and 
a plan for the protection of the surface and environment. The 
drii plan contains information as to the depth of the well, 
howitwillbeconstructed,howgroundwaterandothermineral 
resources will be protected, and how blow-outs and other 
emergencies will be prevented or addressed. The surface use 
plan covers such concerns as the location and amormt of 
surface disturbance and how that disturbance will be reduced 
or eliminated. It covers mitigation of impacts to wildlife cultural 
resources, vegetation, soil, surface water, and other land uses 
and values. Each resource/value is evaluated according to the 
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RMP decisions. The operator is responsible for incorporat- 
ing all RMP decisions,into the proposed APD. If the APD 
does not have the appropriate information and mitigation 
incorporated, the application may be modified or rejected. 
In most APDs in Colorado, the few RMP decisions not 
incorporated by the operator are attached to the approved 
application by the BLM as Conditions of Approval (COAs). 

At a minimum, each APD is reviewed by a BLM geologist, 
petroleum engineer, and surface reclamation specialist and by 
the Authorizing Officer (area or district manager). The 
geologist evaluates the need for groundwater and other 
mineral resource protection and the structural competency of 
casing point formations. The petroleum engineer evaluates the 
drilhngplan,thewellconstruction,andthesafetyoftheoperation. 
The surface reclamation specialist evaluates the surface plan, 
checks the .proposal against the RMP and other guidance, 
conducts the onsite inspection, anal~ impacts, proposes 
mitigation, and writes the environmental assessment (EA). 
The surface reclamation specialist also calls on other expertise 
as needed in the analysis of impacts and recommendation of 
mitigation and reclamation requirements. For example, a 
BLM archaeologist would recommend any needed mitigation 
for impacts tocultural resources. 

APD informatiorris posted in the local authorizing office for 
a 30-day public notice period. The APD may not be approved 
until the comment period has expired. Each lease where an 
APD is proposed is checked to determine if a bond has been 
posted. to cover abandonment of the well should the 
lessee/operator default on their obligations under the lease. 
Each application is evaluated as described above, and subjected 
toafieldinspectionofallproposeddisturbedareas.Appropriate, 
site-specific mitigation is then attached to the APD as COAs. 
A cultural resource inventory is conducted for each APD, and 
a report sent to the district/resource area archaeologist for 
evaluation. In designated areas, endangered species or other 
inventories may be conducted. The proposal is subjected to a 
National Environmental Poky Act (NEPA) review (an EA) 
that checks for conformance with the RMP and determines 
whether or not there is a need for additional review (i.e., an 
expanded EA or environmental impact statement). EAs are 
prepared for all APDs on Federal lands in Colorado. When 
all impacts are analyzed, ah necessary mitigation incorporated, 
and the public notice period expired, the APD may be approved 

In cases where the proposed well is obviously part of a larger 
field development, and such development has not already 
been scrutinized by a NEPA document other than the RMP, 
a “field, development” EA is prepared. This EA looks at 
conformance of the specific field development. with the 
general development analyzed in the RMP. As with the APD 
EA, an EIS is prepared if the projected field development does 
not conform with the analysis of field development in the RMP. 

: 
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Over the life of a field, other operations, such as construction 
of powerlines, pipelines, use of secondary and tertiary recovery 
methods, and other production facilities may become necessary. 
Each new surface disturbance is subjected to the same RMP 
test. Eachis anal& to determine impacts and m&igation New 
ideas and technology are incorporated into new mitigative 

measures .as they become available and when they do not 
impact the lease rights granted. New ideas and technology 
may also require amendment or maintenance of the 
RMP/EIS prior to use as mitigation. 

As the well(s) plays out and comes to the end of its usefulness, 
it is abandoned and the disturbed area reclaimed. The 
operator must submit an abandonment notice for approval. 
Thenoticeisevaluatedbyageologistandapetroleumengineer 
to determine that the well will be plugged to protect usable 
water zones, other mineral resources, and the surface from 
contamination by any oil or gas that might leak up from the 
depleted reservoir or other fluids and gases up hole or on the 
surface that could migrate through the old well bore (and 
casing if left in place) to harm other resources. The surface 
reclamation specialist checks the final reclamation proposal to 
ensure it is in accordance with the original APD requirements, 
and, in some cases, incorporates the latest methods of reclama- 
tion. Reclamation is required to restore the well site, road, and 
other disturbances to as an original (or better) condition as 
possible. The surface reclamation specialist also inspects the 
location once or twice at approximately l-year intervals to 
monitor the progress of reclamation. If the reclamation does 
not meet the requirement set out in the AFD, the operator will 
re-do those portions necessary to complete the goals for the 
reclaimed area. The welI will continue to be monitored until the 
surface reclamation specialist is satisfied that the re&mation 
has succeeded and the location is stable. 

BLM authority to require reclamation has only exis&cl since 
the passage of the Federal Land Policy Management Act of 
1976. Wells abandoned prior to that time were reclaimed 
haphazardly at best and primarily as gratis by the companies 
involved. These older unreclaimed sites are reclaimedby BLM 
as the need arises and money is available. In the majority of 
cases “natural reclamation” has stabii and revegetated the 
site. An attempt to further reclaim the location at this time 
would do more harm than good. BLM only reclaims such 
locations when a serious erosional or other problem has 
developed. Some unreclaimed locations are reclaimed by a 
new lessee as part of a new lease agreement. 

Field operations are inspected by BLM to ensure accouutability 
of royalties and compliance with the lease and permit safety and 
environmental requirements. Field inspections to wells are 
made at the predrill, construction, driUng, and production 
phases. Inspections are also made at the plugging of the well, 
during reclamation, and periodically thereafter as necessary to 
ensure the reclamation is effective. Petroleumengineering tech- 
nicians and surface reclamation specialists ha% primary respon- 
siiity for Iield impections, however, other spe&&ts may inspect 
wells as needed. Typically these speck&s include petroleum en- 
~~geologists,archaeologists,wildlifebiologists,rangeconser- 
vationists, and others. 

The primary function of the petroleum engineering technician 
is to account for accurate and complete measurement of produo 
tion. They perform inspections to check the installation and 
calibration of measuring devices such as tanks for oil and flow 
meters for gas. Petroleum engineering technicians also inspect 
for environmental, public health, and safety concerns. 



Operators are required to’ submit monthly production 
reports, which go to the Minerals Management Service 
(MMS) and are available to BLM inspectors electronically. 
BLM verifies the report in the field and MMS verifies the 
royalty payment. The two agencies work together to ensure 
that all production is accounted for and royalty is paid. 

:: ,, 
Operations within the jurisdiction’of other Federal or state 
and local- agencies may also be field inspected by those 
agencies. BLM has several agreements with other agencies 
that specify conditions where BLM will notify the agency of 
violations within that agency’s jurisdiction and in turn the 
agency will notify BLM of violations within its jurisdiction. 

Oil and Gas Exploration and 
Development 

Oil, and gas exploration and development activities progress 
through five phases, which are in part sequential and may 
overlap in time: preliminary exploration, exploratory drilling 
development, production, and abandonment. Leases are ob- 
tained before the second phase (exploratory drilling). 

Preliminary Exploration 

Petroleum exploration occurs in une$ored portions of areas 
where petroleum is known or thought to occur in commercial 
quantities. An area where petroleum is thought to occur in 
commercial quantities is known as a frontier or rank wildcat 
area. With declining known oil and gas supplies, it has become 
profitable to explore for oil and gas in less promisii geological 
provinces and in areas where the climate, terrain, depth of 
deposits, and other obstacles have discouraged previous efforts 
Increasingly sophisticated exploration techniques, improved 
oil and gas drilling, and transportation technologies have also 
enhanced prospects for locating, extracting, and marketing 
petroleum resources. 

Geological Exploration 

Where the bedrock geology of an area is well exposed, it is 
often possible to predict where oil might gather. The potential 
traps (anticlines, faults, or formations with varying porosity) 
cansometimesbelocatedwiththeaidofpublishedgeolo~cmaps, 
aerial photos, and landsat imagery. Occasionally, additional data 
will be gathered by aircraft. Low altitude reconnaissance flights, 
frequently at elevations of 100 to 500 feet, help identity rock 
outcrops that can be studied later on the ground. Next, one or 
more geologists may examine and sample the rock outcrops in 
the area and map the surface geology. Geological exploration 
can be performed with little surface damage; four-wheel drive 
pickups, motorcycles, or all terrain vehicles can be used to. 
cover the area. 

Geophysical Exploration 
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Subsurface geology is not always accurately indicated by surface 
outcroppings. In such cases, geophysical prospecting methods 
ark used to deline subsurface structure. Three geophysical survey 
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techniques can be used to define subsurface characteristics 
through measurements of the gravitational field, the mag- 
netic field, and seismic reflections. 

Gravity and magnetic surveys indirectly measure course 
subsurface structure; The fieldwork involves small portable 
units, which are easily transported via light off-highway 
vehicles, such as four-wheel drive pickups and jeeps, or 
aircraft. Off-highway vehicle traffic is common in these two 
types of surveys. Sometimes, small holes (approximately 1 
inch by 2 inches by 2 inches) are hand dug for instrument 
placement at the survey measure points. These two surveys 
can make measurements along defined lines, but it is more 
common to have a grid of discrete measurement stations. 

Seismic reflection surveys are the most common of the 
geophysical methods and produce the most detailed subsurface 
information. The seismic method detects subsurface geologic 
structural information by producing a source wave at or 
near the surface that bounces off subsurface layers. The 
“echoes” or seismic reflections are recorded as a function of 
time. The deeper the subsurface reflecting layer, the later 
in time it is detected. The weak seismic reflections are 
detected at the surface by arrays (groups) of seismometers 
or geophdnes that are very similar to microphones. The 
geophone electrical signals are sent by a connecting cable 
to the recorder unit where the signals are amplified and then 
recorded on a multi-track magnetic tape. 

The tape is later sent to a computing center where it is rear- : 
ranged and computer enhanced to present the subsurface 
retlections in a graphic picture called a seismic section. The 
seismic reflections are very weak requiring very sensitive 
geophones. While the geophones can “hear” the desired 
reflections, they also detect cars and trucks, ‘people and 
animals moving about, water wells pumping, airplanes (at 
tens of thousands of feet in the air), trains (many miles 
away), the wind blowing, and trees and shrubs moving in the 
wind. 

Any of these other activities can produce a “noise” at the 
geophone, which often is stronger than the desired seismic 
reflections. 

The seismic reflection method needs the seismic source and 
geophone arrays along a straight line. Sometimes it is possible 
to work along existing roads if the’ roads are straight. Where 
practical, existing roads are used to facilitate access to the 
seismic operations. Geophone arrays are normally straight 
along the line length. In difficult seismic data areas, however, 
they may have considerable width. 

To understand the subsurface structures in three dimensions, 
it is necessary to have seismic lines recorded in a “cross” or line 
gridded pattern. Grid spacing between lines can be from a 
fraction of a mile apart to many miles apart depending on 
the exploration purpose. The exploration purpose will also 
determine what latitude, if any, there is in moving these lines; 
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The work of a seismic crew begins with the permit agent 
obtaining permits from private landowners and government 
agencies. 

The survey crew next places pin flags and other markers at 
uniform intervals along the seismic line and carefully 
measures the markers in relation to precisely known 
geographic locations. For a shot hole explosive seismic 
source, drilling rigs will be working on the seismic line. 
When the complete seismic line is ready, the geophone crew 
arrives and places the geophones in arrays in precise loca- 
tions to the flagging and lay connecting cables between the 
geophone arrays and the recorder unit. After the seismic 
reflection data is recorded, the geophone crew picks up all 
the geophones and connecting cables and cleans up the 
seismic line. Most of these individual steps involve one or 
more equipment trucks to travel the seismic line. if the 
terrain is driveable. 

rigs are ‘most often truck or buggy mounted. Cuttings from 
drilling the hole are normally scattered by hand near the 
shot’hole or put back into the shot hole after explosive 
charge placement. Proper preplugging of the shot hole with 
tamped cuttings or bentonite chips prevent the view com- 
monly shown in the movies of holes “blowing out.” Some 
special source testing situations need the detonation of 
charges in open holes. A shot hole that “blows out” causes a 
very poor seismic source wave that is very detrimental to the 
seismic reflection method. Detonation of a properly 
preplugged shot hole will create the best seismic source 
wave and cause no surface disturbance. 

Portable Drilled Shot Hole Source 

The seismic reflection method is usually referred to by the 
type of seismic source. The most common seismic sources 
are vibrator, shot hole explosive, and surface explosive. 

Special limited depth drill rigs can be moved in pieces by a 
helicopter. Helicopter portable drills are used where ac- 
cess limitations or topography restraints prevent use of 
conventional truck or buggy mounted drii rigs. This is a very 
expensive option, which also places significant limits on the 
depth of drilling, and consequently, the size of the explosive 
charge. These liits can severely restrict the reflection 
methods ability to defme subsurface structures. 

The geophysicist, in determining the seismic exploration 
program parameters, will pick the most appropriate seismic 
source based on the depth of exploration interest and 
degree of detail needed to define the subsurface structure. 

SurjTace Explosive Source 

Kbrator Source. 

The vibrator method uses a 4x4- or 4x&wheel drive truck or 
buggy mounted hydraulic vibrator source. The primary 
physical feature is a pad (about 4 feet square) that is slowly 
lowered from the center of the truck or buggy to make 
contact with the ground. Connected to the pad is the reac- 
tion mass. The reaction mass is moved a few inches up and 
down hydraulically in a carefully controlled manner to send 
a seismic source wave into the ground. 
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The vibrator is a weak seismic source and requires two to 
eight vibrators working together to create detectable reflec- 
tions. Since it is a weak source, it has been used successfully 
to gather seismic reflection information in difficult high 
population areas such as Los Angeles and Paris. Mini-hole Explosive Source 

To be able to use the,vibrator source method, it is required 
that the seismic line goes along a straight road, or if cross 
country, over gentle, rolling driveable terrain. 

Convekional Drilled Shot Hole Source 

,The shot hole explosive source requires drilling a hole .to a 
predetermined depth, placing explosives at the bottom of 
the hole and back filling the hole with cuttings if the hole is 
air filled, or bentonite chips if the hole is naturally water 
filed. 

Shot hole drilling depths will range normally from 25 to 200 
feet. The explosive charge size can range from 5 to 50 
pounds. The hole diameter is typically 2 to 6 inches. .Dril! 

The surface explosive source method involves placing puds 
(pouches) of explosives on a number of stakes driven into 
the ground. This is also called the Poulter method, named 
after its developer. 

Explosive puds range in size from 1 to 5 pounds. Stakes are 
typically 4 to 8 feet in height. The number of stakes used in 
the source array can range from a few to the more common 
10. Occasionally explosives are placed on the ground or 
snow, but this is a less effective source wave technique. Use 
of tall (6-foot) stakes or placing the explosives on the surface 
of deep snow results in little visible surface disturbance, in 
contrast to the noise level of the detonations. The surface 
explosive method is very mobile. Generally 4x4 vehicles are 
used for transportation, although it can be supported with 
animal pack teams or helicopters. 

The mini-hole explosive source can be used in favorable 
conditions. A very small portable unit is used to drill a 
number (a source array) of small diameter shallow holes. 
Holes are usually 2 to 3 inches in diameter, drilled to depths 
of 5 to 15 feet and each hole loaded with a small, 1 pound 
or less, explosive charge. These holes are detonated simul- 
taneously to produce a seismic source wave. This method, 
however, is usually limited to defining shallow subsurface 
structures, and, therefore, cannot often be substituted for 
the significantly more effective deep shot holes. 

A given area may be explored several times by the same or 
diierent companies over a period of time. Multiple explora- 
tion is undertaken for a variety of reasons--first attempts 
may have been unsuccessful, the depth of exploration interest 
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may have changed, other competitive companies want their 
own information, or improved techniques and/or equip- 
ment are used. 

All the work required to obtain exploration seismic hata 
does not guarantee that the data will indicate any necessary 
subsurface structures--let alone a subsurface structure con- 
taining hydrocarbons. For the exploration& the unfor- 
tunate reality is that obtaining seismic data most often leads 
to the decision that an area does not have adequate subsur- 
face structures or structures containing economic hydrocar- 
bons and therefore no drilling will follow. 

TYPES OF OIL AND GAS DRILLING 
AND PRODUCTION 

Oil and gas wells are drilled pfiarily with rotary drilling 
rigs. The rigs use mud or compressed air as a medium to 
cool the drilling tools, carry cuttings to the surface, and, in 
the case of mud, to stabilize the drilled hole. In the early 
days of drilling, the “cable tool” rig was the predominant 
method of drilling. Cable tools were largely replaced by 
rotary rigs in the 1950s. Some of the oldest wells still produc- 
ing in Colorado were drilled with cable tool rigs. 

The method of drilling is generally the same regardless of 
the target production. The depth of the target usually has 
more to do with the method of drilling than the type of 
production. In general, deeper wells require larger rigs, 
which in turn require larger drill pads. Because oil is more 
valuable than gas, gas wells tend to be shallower in depth. 
The reason is that deeper wells cost more and the lower 
profitability of gas production means they do not bear the 
higher cost of deeper wells. The size of the anticipated 
production also has a -bearing on the expense a given 
production will bear. For example, a very large gas produc- 
ingreservoir may better bear the cost of deeper driiig than 
a shallow, low producing oil reservoir. But, all else being the 
same, deeper reservoirs cost more to develop than shallow 
ones. 

The biggest differences among the various types of oil and 
gas wells occur in the production phase of operations, The 
same’basic rotary drilling methods are used for drilling alI 
types of oil and gas wells. 

Oil and Gas Co-Production 

Reservoirs that produce both oil and natural gas require the 
siting of facilities for production, clean-up, and storage 
and/or transportation of the products on location (i.e.; the 
well pad). If the well produces naturally,, that is the gas and 
oil flow to the surface under natural pressures, only a series 
of pipes and valves at the well “head” are required to regu- 
late the flow of product to the surface. If there is no, or 
insufficient, natural pressure, a pump is installed .to lift the 
product to the surface. Once the oil and gas comes to the 
surface, it travels through pipes to separation equipment 
where water and gases such as carbon dioxide are removed, 
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and the gas’ and oil are separated. The water and oil- are 
piped to respective storage facilities and the gas put.into a 
transmission pipeline. In a few cases, separation/cleanup 
and/or storage facilities are located off the well pad for 
common use by more than one well But, in the great 
majority of the wells in the study area, all facilities are 
located on the same pad on which the well was dried. 

Gas is transported to market through a network of gathering. 
pipelines from each well to a transmission line. The gather- 
ing system usually consists of pipe of 2 to 4. inches in 
diameter, which is laid on the ground or buried several feet 
below the surface. BLM most often requires that lines be 
laid near the access road or buried under it to save addition- 
al surface disturbance. Measurement of gas is usually 
through a differential pressure recorder on the well pad. 

Oil is produced into tanks either on the well pad or a 
common tank near the well. Oil is measured for sale from 
these tanks and transported to distribution points by special 
truck. In the case of some highly -productive fields, oil 
carrying pipelines may be laid to a distribution point or 
refinery. In these cases, there is a network of pipelines to 
each well similar to that for the gas gathering system. Oil 
gathering lines are usually 4 to 6 inches in diameter, and 
measurement is either through a sales tank or a sales meter 
attached to the line. : 

In some areas, hydrogen sulfide (also known as H2S or sour 
gas) may be found with the hydrocarbon production. In 
these cases, special stainless steel pipe is used to contain, 
production until the hydrogen-sulfide can be separated 
from the hydrocarbons. The hydrogen sulfide is disposed of 
by incineration or neutralized by sulfur extraction. 

Oil Production 

Typically, oil is produced in association with water and gas; 
however, in some cases oil is produced with almost no water 
nor associated gas. Facilities to produce such oil are the 
same as those described above without the equipment for 
gas cleanup and measurement. 

Dry Gas Production 

Dry gas is a term applied to any natural gas produced 
without oil. It usually has some water associated and may 
have a smalI amount of light liquid-hydrocarbons, called 
“drip” or. condensate. Dry gas wells typically have only a 
“chriitmas tree” or valve/gauge assembly, showing .above 
ground. Production facilities may include a pit or tank for 
collection of separated produced water and a small tank for 
the storage of the liquid hydrocarbons. As with oil and gas 
production, there is a gathering pipeline and sales meter for 
gas distribution. 

Carbon Dioxide Production 

Carbon dioxide is produced in a manner similar to drygas. 
But, carbon dioxide, in combination with water, may. form 
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carbonic acid, which is very corrosive. The produced gas, 
therefore, must be “cleaned’ (impurities removed) as soon 
as possible after it reaches the surface. For that reason, 
stainless steel piping is used from well head to separator, 
and separators are placed as close as possible to the well 
head. Usually a single large separator is located to service 
several wells. The use of, some stainless steel pipe and 
common separators are the two most distinguishing surface 
features of carbon dioxide production. 

Exploratory Drilling 

Drilling does not begin until a lease has been acquired by 
the operator. When preliminary investigations are favorable 
and warrant further exploration, exploratory drilling may be 
justified. Stratigraphic tests and wildcat tests are the two 
types of exploratory drill holes. 

“S trat” tests involve drilling relatively shallow holes to supplement 
seismic data. The holes are usually t?om 100 to several thousand 
feet deep, and are drilled primarily by rotary drill rigs. As the 
rock is drilled, the resulting rock chips are brought to the 
surface by a high-pressure airflow or circulating drilling mud. 
Samples of these chips are collected, bagged, and identified as 
to depth of origin. They are then studied by a geologist to 
determine such data as rock type, age, and formation. 

Truck-mounted drilling equipment for strat tests is fairly 
mobile; therefore, roads and trails to test sites on level solid 
ground are temporary and involve minimal construction. In 
hilly or mountainous areas; more road building is necessary. 

Generally, access roads are bladed 12 to 14 feet’wide and 
are not crowned nor ditched. Some roads may simply be 
surface scraped; i.e., vegetation is clipped off next to the soil 
surface. Other roads may require cuts in excess of 20 feet 
and fills exceeding 10 feet. Strat tests requiring a large 
amount of construction (i.e., several acres of cut and fiu 
described previously) are unusual since construction costs 
may outweigh the information gained. 

A space of about one-half acre or less is leveled and cleared 
of vegetation for the average drill site. If high pressure air 
is used to remove rock chips or rock cuttings, rock dust may 
be emitted into the air when samples are not being collected. 
If mud is used as a driiling fluid, mud pits may be dug; more 
commonly, portable mud tanks are used. Usually 1 to 3 days 
are required to drill the test holes, depending on depth to 
and hardness of the bedrock. In areas with shallow, high- 
pressure, water bearing zones, casing may be required to 
keep water out of the hole. 

After the surface and subsurface geological studies, the seis- 
mic, and other geophysical surveys, comes the evaluation of. 
the prospect. Only by drill@ a wildcat well (a well dried in 
unproved territory) will the oil company know if the rocks in 
the prospect they have identified contain oil or gas. 

Nationally, about 1 in’16 tidcat wells produces significant 
amounts of oil or gas. Locally, success ratios may be as high 

as one in 10. The deeper wells may require several months 
or more to complete; shallower wells up to a few thousand 
feet deep may be completed in as little as a few weeks. As a 
general rule, the deeper the test, the larger the drilling rig 
and facilities required. 

Prior to approval for drilhng, onsite inspections are conducted 
with the proposed drii pad and access road staked out, to 
assess potential impacts and attach appropriate mitigative 
conditions to the permit to drill. A drill”pad” (well site) from 
1 to 4 acres in size is then cleared of all vegetation, and 
leveled for the drill rig, mud pumps, mud (or reserve) pit, 
generators, pipe rack, and tool house. Topsoil and native 
vegetation are usuallyremoved and stockpiled for use in the 
reclamation process. The mud pit may be lined with plastic 
or bentonite to prevent fluid loss or prevent contamination 
of water resources. Other facilities such as storage tanks for 
water and fuel are located on the pad or are positioned 
nearby on a separate cleared area. If the well site is not large 
enough for the equipment required to rig-up (prepare the 
drilling rig for operation), a separate staging area may be 
constructed. Staging areas are usually no larger than 200 by 
200 feet and may simply be a wide flat spot along the access 
road on which vehicles and equipment are parked. 

Five thousand to 15,000 gallons of water a day may be needed 
for mixing drilling mud, cleaning equipment, cooling engines, 
etc, for each well. A surface pipeline may be laid to a stream 
or a water well, or the water may be trucked to the site from 
ponds or streams in the area. 

The rigs are very large and may be moved in pieces. In some 
instances, rigs can be moved short distances on level terrain 
with little or no dismantling of equipment, which will shorten 
the tearing-down and rig&g-up time. Moving a dismantled 
rig involves use of heavy trucking equipment for trausporta- 
tion, and crews to erect the rig. Gross weight of vehicles 
may run in excess of 80,000 pounds. 

In order to move a drill rig and well service equipment from 
one site to another, and to ahow access to each site, temporary 
roads maybe built. These roads are generally 16 to 18 feet wide 
(driving surface) and may be as short as 200 feet or as long 
as 10 miles or more. Bulldozers, graders, and other types of 
heavy equipment are used to construct and maintain tem- 
porary wildcat roads. 

The start of a well is called “spudding in.” A short piece of 
tubing called conductor pipe is forced into the ground 
(sometimes with a piledriver), and cemented in place. This 
keeps surface sand and diit from sloughing into the well 
hole. Next, the regular drill bit and drill string (the column 
of drill pipe) take over. These pass vertically through a 
heavy steel turntable (the rotary table) on the derrick floor 
and the conductor pipe. The rotary table is geared to one or 
more engines, and rotates the drill string and bit. As the bit 
bores deeper into the earth, the drill string is lengthened by 
adding more pipe to the upper end. (See Figure G-l.) 
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1. Well is initially started with an over- 
sized bit and drilled up to 50 feet deep. 
A large-diameter pipe known as a con- 
ductor pipe is lowered into the hole to 
keep surface soil from sluffing into the 
hole while the surface casing hole is 
being drilled out. 

2. Cement is placed in the annulus (the 
space between the well hold and the pipe) 
or between a smaller and larger pipe. 

3. Surface casing hole is dried out from 
inside the conductor pipe to a prede- 
termined depth; typically about 10 per- 
cent of the total depth. 

4. Surface casing, is lowered into the 
hole. 

Figure G-l 
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5. Cement is pumped down the surface and forced up the 
outside through the annulus. The cement is used to hold 
the surface casing in place. It protects shallow fresh water 
and other mineral zones. 
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?. The intermediate casing, or production casing, is 
lotiered into’ the hole. Cement is pumped down the 
casing and up the outside through the annulus to seal 
the casing in place. This cement will also. isolate and 
protect all, hydrocarbon-bearing zones, fresh water 
zones, and other zones of interest. 

6. The well is deepened using a bit smaller than the 
surface casing. The well is now drilled to its final depth. 
In deep wells, intermediate casing is set before drilling 
to the final depth. 

8. Once the production casing is in place, perforations 
are made through the casing and cement into the 
producing formation. Techniques are then used to 
increase the flow of oil and gas into the well. Produc- 
tion tubing is hung down the well to the producing 
zone. Oil and gas flow into the well and either flow or 
are pumped up the production tubing to the surface. 
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Once the hole reaches a depth of several hundred feet, 
another string of pipe (the surface casing) is set inside the 
conductor pipe and cemented in place by pumping cement 
between the casing and hole wall. Surface casing acts as a safety 
device to protect freshwater zones (aquifers) from drilling 
fluid contamination. To prevent the well from “blowing out” in 
the event the drill bit hits a high pressure zone, “blowout 
preventers” (large metal rams) are installed around the 
surface casing just below the derrick floor. These rams will 
close around, crushing the drill string and sealing the well 
in the event of a blowout. 

After setting the surface casing, drilling resumes using a 
smaller diameter bit. Depending on well conditions, additional 
strings of casings (intermediate casing) may be run (installed) 
before the well reaches the objective depth (total depth or 
“T.D.“). 

usable water zones. Initially, this is accomplished by placement 
of steel casing from the ground surface to a depth generally 
ranging between 200 and 1,000 feet. The actual length of this 
“surface casing” is dependent on factors such as depth of 
freshwater zones, anticipated formation pressures, and the 
length of the next smaller casing to be set. The annular space 
between the borehole and the exterior of the surface casing 
is required to be filled with cement. Cement is pumped 
down the casing and around the bottom until cement is 
returned to the surface outside of the casing. This ensures 
cement completely fills the annular space and precludes 
interzonal migration of formation fluids (i.e., groundwater). 
Following the placement of surface casing, the hole is drilled 
deeper and more casing is installed. Cement is placed in a 
similar fashion to the surface pipe, however, a quantity of 
cement sufficient to cover and isolate only those zones 
having hydrocarbons, usable water, or other mineral values. 

During drilling, a mixture of water, clay, and chemical additives 
known as “mud” are continuously pumped down the drill pipe. 
It exits through holes in the bit and returns to the surface 
outside the drill pipe. As the mud circulates, it cleans and 
cools the bit and carries the rock chips (cuttings) to the 
surface. It also helps to seal off the sides of the hole (thus 
preventing cave-ins), and to control the pressure of any 
water, gas, or oil encountered by the drill bit. 

The mud is the first line of defense against a possible blow-out 
since it is used to control pressure. It is for this reason that a 
pit full of “reserve” mud (the reserve pit) is maintained on 
location. The reserve mud is used in emergencies to restore the 
proper drilling environment when radical or unexpected changes 
in down-hole pressure are encountered. 
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If the determination is’made that water monitoring wells are 
necessary in a given area, a separate borehole specifically 
designed as a monitoring well should be completed. Logical 
placement of a monitoring well would be in a protected 
location at the edge or just off the well pad (generally 100 
to 200 feet from producing well bore). It should be noted 
also that monitoring wells and other relatively shallow 
boreholes have often had adverse impacts on the most 
critical groundwater source because of interzonal flows and 
introduction of bacteria and other contaminants into the 
system. The drilI rig is usually replaced by a smaller rig that 
is used for the fmal phase of completing the well. 

Development 

The cuttings are separated from the mud and sampled so 
that geologists can note and analyze (log) the various strata 
through which the bit is passing. The rest of the cuttings pass 
into the reserve pit as waste. Some holes are drilled at least 
partially with compressed air which serves the same purpose 
as drilling mud for cooling and cleaning the bit and evacuating 
the cuttings from the hole. 

During or at completion of drilhng activity, the well is logged. 
Logging means measuring with geophysical instruments the 
physical characteristics of the rock formations and associated 
fluids through which the borehole passed. These instruments 
are lowered to the bottom of the well, and slowly raised to the 
surface while recording data. Other measuring procedures 
include the drill stem test, in which pressures are recorded and 
fluid samples taken from zones of interest. After studying the 
data from those logs and tests, the geologist and/or 
petroleum engineer decide if the well will produce 
petroleum. If the well did not encounter oil and gas, it is 
plugged with cement and abandoned. The well pad and 
access road are recontoured and revegetated. 

If a wildcat well becomes a discovery well (a well that yields 
commercial quantities of oil or gas), development wells will be 
drilled to contirm the discovery, to establish the extent of the 
field, and to efficiently drain the reservoir. The procedures for 
drii development wells are about the same as for wildcats, 
except there is usually less subsurface sampling, testing, and 
evaluation. If formation pressure can raise oil to the surface, 
the well will be completed as a flowing well. Several 
downhole acid or fracture treatments may be necessary to 
enhance the formation permeability to make the well flow. 

If the well will produce, casing is run to the producing zone 
and cemented in place. A proper cementing of the production 
casing string is required to provide coverage and prevent 
interzonal communication between oil andgas horizons and 

Whenawellis”acidixd,“thisreferstotheprocessofplacingacid 
in the well bore across the product& interval that causes the 
solution of some of the mineral materials (e.g., calidde, dolorite, 
etc.), which reside around the pore space. Upon solution and 
rem~oftheseminerals,porosityandpenneabilityaree&mced. 
Whenawellishydr&a&red,itsimplymeausfluid,usuallygelled 
water, is pumped down the WJ through perforations in the casing 
andintothefo~on.~~pressuresarr:~tothepoint 
whemthefonr&onhaduresorbmaks,andthesandisaddedtothe 
injection fluid to”propopen”the crackonce the pressure is released 
The pressures required to hxture a given formation is generally 
quite predictable based on rock type and depth. For some 
formations, especial@ co& abnormally high pressures are re 
quired to fracture them 
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Pressures, volumes, and rates are all measured and 
monitored during the fracture process. These parameters 
provide information as to how the formation is behaving and 
if the fracture is propagating within the desired interval (i.e., 
staying in zone). This is especially true in coals, as sustained 
“high” injection pressure indicates the fracture is moving 
through the coal. 

If pressures fall off, it indicates the.fracture has extended 
beyond the coals and the operation can be halted. In addi- 
tion to using the foregoing parameters to monitor fracture 
behavior, other methods for fracture geometry and extent 
are available (e.g., tracer and tiltimeter surveys). Control is 
maintained throughout the fracture operation. 

A free-flowing well is simply closed off with an assembly of 
valves, pipes, and fittings (called a Christmas tree) to control 
the flow of oil and gas to other production facilities. A gas 
well may be flared for a short period to measure the amount 
of, gas per day the well can produce, then shut in or con- 
nected to a gas pipeline. 

If the well is not free-flowing, it will be necessary to use 
artificial lift (pump) methods. These are explained, along 
with well production equipment and procedures, in the 
following section on production. After a pump is installed, 
the well may be tested for days or months to see if it is 
economically justifiable to produce the well and to drill 
additional development wells. During this phase, more 
detailed seismic work may be run to assist in precisely 
locating the petroleum reservoir. and to’improve previous 
seismic work. ‘.~, 

As with wildcat wells, field development well locations will 
bc surveyed. A well spacing pattern must be established by 
the state, with approval of the BLM. 

Oil well spacing for production from Federal leases is usually 
a minimum of 40 acres. Most gas well spacing for production 
from Federal leases uses units of 160,320, and 640 acres per 
well. Spacing for both oil and gas wells is based on the charac- 
teristics oftheproducingformation. Ifafieldisproducingfrom 
more than one formation, the surface location of the wells may 
be much closer than one per 40 acres. Once well spacing has 
been approved, development of the lease proceeds. 

During the development stage, the road system ofthe area 
is greatly expanded. Once rhk producing wells and their 
potential productive life are known, a permanent road.sys- 
tern can be designed and built. Because it often takes several 
years to develop a field and determide~field boundaries, the 
permanent road system is usually built in segments. Since 
the roads in an expanding and developing field are built ‘in 
segments, many temporary roads (built initially for wildcats 
or development) end up as long-term (m excess of 15 years) 
main access or haul roads. The planning of temporary roads 
for wildcats and development wells is done with road conver- 
sion to long term in mind. 

Since development. wells have longer life spans than wildcat 
wells, access roads for development wells are better planned, 
designed, and constructed.Accessroadsarenormallylimitedto 
one main route to serve the lease areas, with a maintained side 
road to each well. Upgrading of temporary roads may include 
ditching, draining, installing culverts, gravel& crown@ or 
capping the roadbed. The amount of surface area needed for 
roads would be similar to that for temporary roads mentioned 
earlier, and would also be-dependent on topography and loads 
to be transported over it. Generally, main access roads are 
20 to 24 feet wide and side roads are 14 to 18 feet wide. These 
dimensions are for the driving surface of the road and not 
the maximum surface disturbance associated with ditches, 
back cuts, or fills. The difference in disturbance is simply a 
matter of topography. Surface disturbance in excess of 130 
feet is not unusual in steep terrain (slopes exceeding 30 
percent). 

When an oil field is developed on the current minimum 
spacing pattern of 40 acres per well, the wells are 1,320 feet 
apart in both north-south and east-west directions. If a 
section (1 square mile) is developed with 16 wells, at least 4 
miles of access roads are built. In mountainous terrain, the 
length of access roads may be increased since steep slopes, 
deep canyons, and unstable soil areas must often be circum- 
vented in order to construct stable access to the wells. 

Surface use in a gas field may be similar to an oil field 
(though usually less) even though the spacing of wells is 
usually 160 acres. Though a 160-acre spacing,requires only 
four wells per section, the associated pipeline system often 
has similar initial surface requirements (acreage of surface 
disturbance). 

In addition to roads, other surface uses for development 
drilling may include flowlines; storage tank batteries; 
facilities to separate oil, gas and water (separators and 
treaters); and injection wells for salt water disposal. Some 
of the facilities may be installed at each producing well site, 
and others at places situated to serve several wells. These 
facilities are discussed more in the following production 
section. 

Surface use in an oil and gas field maybe affected by unitization 
of the leaseholds. In many areas with Federal lands, an ex- 
ploratory unit is formed before a wildcat is drilled The bound- 
aryoftheunitisbasedongeologicdata.Thedevelopersunitize 
the field by entering into an agreement to develop andgenerate 
it as a unit, without regard to separate ownerships. Costs and 
benefits are allocated according to agreed terms. 

Unitization reduces the surface-use requirements because all 
wells are operated as though on a single lease. Duplication of 
field processing facilities is minimized because development 
operations are planned and conducted by a single unit 
operator, often resulting in fewer wells. 

The rate of development well driig depends on whether 
the field is operated on an individual lease basis or unitized, 
the probability of profitable production, the availability of 
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drii equipment, protective drilling requirements (drii 
requirements to protect Federal land from subsurface 
petroleum drainage by off-setting non-Federal wells), and the 
degree to which limits of the field are known.’ The most 
important development rate factor may be the quantity of 
production. If the discovery well has a high rate of production 
and substantial reserves, development drilling usually 
proceeds at a fairly rapid pace. If there is some question 
whether reserves are sufficient to warrant additional wells, 
development drilling may occur at a much slower pace. An 
evaluation period to observe production performance may 
follow between the drilling of successive wells. 

Minerals Management 

equipment, a temporary 
and/or permanent road, possibly pumping stations, clearing 
the right-of-way of vegetation, and possibly blasting. 

Development on an individual lease basis usually proceeds 
more rapidly than under unitization, since each lessee must 
drill his own well to obtain production from the field. On a 
unitized basis, however, all owners within the participating 
area share in production of a well regardless of whose lease 
the well is on. Spacing requirements are not applicable to 
unit wells. The unit is developed on whatever the operator 
considers to be the optimal spacing pattern to maximize 
recovery. 

.Natural gas pipelines transport gas from the wells (gathering 
or flow lines) to a trunk line then to the main transmission line 
from the area. Flow lines are usually 2 to 4 inches in diameter 
and may or may not be buried. Trunk lines are generally 6 to 
8 inches in diameter and are buried, as are transmission 
lines which vary in diameter from 10 to 36 inches. The area 
required to construct a pipeline varies from about 15 inches 
wide (for a 2- to I-inch surface line) to greater than 75 feet 
for the larger diameter transmission lines (24 to 36 inches). 
Surface disturbance is primarily dependent on size of the 
line and topography of the area on which the line is being 
constructed. 

Compressor stations may be necessary to increase production 
pressure to the same level as pipeline pressure. The stations 
vary in size from approximately 1 acre to as much as’20 acres 
for a very large compressor system.. 

As mentioned earlier, drilling in an undeveloped part of a lease 
to prevent drainage of petroleum to an offset well on an 
adjoining lease (protective drilhng) is frequently required in 
fields of intermingled Federal and privately-owned land. The 
terms of Federal leases require such drilhng if the offset well 
is on non-Federal lands, or on Federal lands leased at a lower 
royalty rate. Many fields go through several development 
phases. A field may be considered fully developed and 
produce for several years, then a well may be drilled to a 
deeper pay zone. Discovery of a new pay zone in an existing 
field is a “pool” discovery, as distinguished from a new field 
discovery. A pool discovery may lead to the drilling of 
additional wells--often from the same drilling pad as existing 
wells--with the boreholes separated only by feet or inches. 
Existing wells may also be drilled deeper. 

Construction techniques for natural gas lines are similar to 
those used for oil pipelines. 

requires excavating and hauling 

Production I 
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Production in an oil field begins just after the discovery well 
is completed and is usually concurrent with development 
operations. Temporary facilities may be used at first, but as 
development proceeds and reservoir limits are determined, 
permanent facilities are installed. The ,extent of such 
facilities is dictated by the number of producing wells, 
expected’ production, volume of gas and water produced 
with the oil, the number of leases, and whether the fieldis 
to be developed on a unitized basis. 

Usually 4- to 6-inch diameter pipelines transport the 
petroleum between the well, the treating and separating 
facilities, and central collection points. These lines can be 
on the surface, buried, or elevated. Most pipelines in the 
planning areas are buried. 

The primary means of removing oil from a well in the 
planning areas is by pumping jacks (familiar horsehead 
devices). Pumps are powered by electric motors (power- 
lines required) or if there is sufficient casing-head gas 
(natural gas produced with the pumped oil), or another gas 
source is available, it may be used to fuel internal combus- 
tion engines. 

Trucking and pipelining are the two methods used separately 
or in conjunction to transport oil out of a lease or unitized area. 
Trucking is used to transport crude oil from small fields 
where installation of pipelines is not economical and the 
natural gas in the field is not economically marketable. It is 
not practical to truck natural gas. 

Pipelines are the most common way to transport oil and gas. 
If a field has substantial amounts of natural gas, separate 
pipelines will be necessary for oil and gas. Pipelines move 
the oil from gathering stations to refineries. As existing 
fields increase production or new fields begin production, 
new pipelines may be needed. These new lines usually vary 
in size from 4 to 16 inches in diameter, and range in length 
from a few miles to tie into an existing pipeline, to hundreds 
of miles to supply a refinery. Construction of a pipeline 

Some wells drilled in the area produce sufficient water that 
must be disposed of during the operation of the welL Although 
most produced waters are brackish to highly saline, some are 
fresh enough for beneficial use. If water is to be discharged, it 
must meet certain water quality standards. Because water 
may.not come from the treating and separating facilities 
completely free of oil; oil skimmer pits may be established 
between separating facilities and surface discharge. 

Another method of disposing ofwastewater is through subsurface 
injection. In Colorado, injection disposal wells are authorized by 
theColoradoOilandGasConservationComn&ion(COGCC) 
under primacy of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
BLM engineers review the proposal for impacts to other 
minerals andgroundwater, but have no approval authority over 
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the well or target zone. When water is disposed under- 
ground, it is always introduced into a formation containing 
water of equal or poorer quality. It may be injected into the 
producing zone from which it came or into other producing 
zones. In some cases, it could reduce productivity of the field 
and maybe prohibited by state regulation or mutual agreement 
of operators. In some fields, dry holes or depleted producing 
wells are used for salt water disposal, but occasionally new 
wells are drilled for disposal purposes. Cement is squeezed 
between the casing and sides of the well to prevent the salt 
water from migrating up or down from the injection zone into 
other formations. 

Underground oil is under pressure in practically all reservoirs. 
Thii pressure is usually transmitted to the oil through gas or 
water in the reservoir with the oil. When oil is pumped out of 
the well, pressure is reduced in the reservoir around the drill 
hole. This allows the gas or water in the reservoir to push 
more oil into the space next to the well. A reservoir that has 
mostly gas pushing the oil is called “gas drive,” and one that 
has mostly water pushing the oil is called ‘hater drive.” Oil that 
is recovered under these natural pressures is considered 
primary production. Primary production accounts for about 
25 percent of the oil in a reservoir. 

Methods of increasing recovery from reservoirs generally 
involve pumping additional water or gas into the reservoir 
to maintain or increase the reservoir pressure. This process 
is called secondary recovery. Recently, the trend has been 
to institute secondary recovery processes very early in the 
development of a field. Surface disturbance from a water 
flooding recovery system is similar to drilling and development 
of an oil and gas well itself; i.e., a drii pad and access road are 
constructed and water pipelines may be built. Surface use 
is increased substantially since as many as four injection 
wells may be used for each oil well in the field (there are 
many different patterns as well as many other methods of 
secondary recovery). 

Tertiary recovery methods increase recovery rates by lowering 
the viscosity of the oil either by heating it or by injecting 
chemicals into the reservoir so that the oil flows more easily. 
Heating of reservoir oil can be accomplished by injecting 
steam into the reservoir. Tertiary recovery methods are not 
yet widely used in this area. By the year 2000, ultimate 
recovery (including secondary and tertiary recovery) from 
any given oil reservoir is expected to average 40 percent 
nationally. 

Crude oil is’ usually transferred from the wells to tank 
storage facilities (a tank battery) before it is transported 
from the lease. If it contains gas and water, they are 
separated before the oil is stored in the tank battery. The 
treating and separating facilities are usually located at a 
storage tank battery on or near the well site. 

After. the oil, gas, and water are separated, the oil is piped 
to storage tanks located on or near the lease. There are 
normally at least.two tanks, so that one tank can be filling as 
the contents of the other are measured, sold, and 
transported. The number and size of tanks vary with the rate 

of production on the lease, and with the extent of automation 
in gauging the volume and sampling the quality of the tank 
contents. 

Horizontal Drilling 

The recent development of horizontal drilling holds 
promise of further reductions.in disturbance of surface 
resources and values. Use of directional, horizontal, and 
multiple-completion drilling technology could further 
reduce the number of surface locations and provide greater 
flexibility in siting locations and provide greater flexibility 
in siting locations. These techniques will also increase 
production and ultimately lower costs of,production. 

There are, however, many problems with these techniques 
yet to be solved before they will come into widespread use. 
The two most pressing of these problems in Colorado at the 
moment are interference with spacing patterns and the cost of 
the operations. Most industry experts agree that the latter will 
be solved through additional experience and some additional 
technical advances. The problem of spacing patterns for 
horizontal holes more directly involves Federal and state policy. 

Current spacing patterns are based on the most efficient 
recovery of the resource. Spacing patterns in Colorado are 
set by the COGCC. Spacing patterns on Federal lands are 
also set by the COGCC, but with the concurrence of BLM, 
who has the responsibility for Federal lands. If BLM and 
state government were to set different spacing patterns, the 
result would be unsolvable drainage conllicts, lost revenues, 
and lost resource. It could also mean the drilling of more 
wells than are necessary as competing companies developed 
reservoirs under differing jurisdictions. 

In Colorado, most fields are developed on a 4O-, Kl-, 160-, 320+ 
or64O-acrepattem.Fortyacresisthespacingpattemauthorized 
for all unspaced areas. However, most new lield operators apply 
for large spacing based on reservoir characteristics soon after 
field discovery. The spacing pattern is based on the calculated 
area of reservoir rock that one well can drain. Calculations are 
based on conventional (vertical) wells. 

Horizontal wells are drilled to the producing formation, or 
close to it, then proceed horizontally through the producing 
formation. The advantage of these wells is that much more 
of the reservoir rock is exposed to the bore hole, and 
therefore, more product may be produced through one well. 
In addition, more than one horizontal hole may be extended 
from the same vertical bore or even from the horizontal 
portion of the bore, thereby limiting additional surface use. 
Spacing patterns frequently must be adjusted to permit this 
type of development. 

For example, a field with 40-acre spacing may have one 
horizontal well drilled in the NW1/4NW1/4 with the 
horizontal portion running east all the way to the 
NEl/4NE1/4. This well would penetrate and produce all 
four of the northern tier of well spaces, thereby elimina~mg 
the need to drill three wells. The elimination of the need to 
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drill three wells would require Federal and state approval 
to circumvent the spacing order. Real life examples may get 
much more complicated than this one. 

bentonite. The area will be reshaped to a useful layout that will 
allow revegetation to take place, restore the landform as near 
as possrble to its original contour, and minimiz erosion. After 
grading the subsoil and spreading the stockpiled topsoil, the site 

In many cases, such as the simple example given above, the oil is seeded with a grass mixture that will establish a good growth. 
and gas operator may have to apply for a variance to the state A fence may be erected to protect the site until revegetation 
spacing order. Both BLM and COGCC are committed to is complete, particularly in livestock concentration areas, 
working with industry on these problems to take full advantage I 
of the new technology. CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL - ALL 

Abandonment ALTERNATIVES 

The life span of fields varies because of the unique charac- Introduction 
teristics of any given field. Reserves, reservoir characteristics, 
the nature of the petroleum, subsurface geology, and political, 
economic, and environmental constraints all affect the life span 

Post-lease operations proposals are reviewed to ensure 

of the field from discovery to abandonment. The life of a typical 
conformance with the plan. The mitigative measures listed 

field is 15 to 25 years. Abandonment of individual wells may start 
represent the post-lease environmental protection to which 

early in the life of a field and reach a maximum when the field is 
BLM is committed as a result of the analysis in the planEIS. 

depleted. 
Note that there is no commitment to the specific wording of 
a Condition of Approval (COA). 

Well plugging and abandonment requirements vary with the 
rock formations, subsurface water, well site, and the well. In 

The listed mitigative measures may apply to all oil and gas 

all cases, all formations bearing usable-quality water, oil, 
exploration and development activities and associated rights- 

gas, or geothermal resources, and/or prospectively valuable 
of-way. The Authorized Officer will choose among these 

deposits of minerals will be protected. Generally, in a dry 
measures at the field development stage to mitigate or avoid 

(never produced) well, the hole below the casing is filled 
environmental impacts identified ori a site-specific basis. 

with heavy drilling mud, a cement plug is installed at bottom 
When attached to an approval document, the measures are 
known as COAs. The Authorized Officer is not limited to the 

of the casing, the casing is filled with heavy mud, and a 
cement cap is installed on top. A pipe monument giving the 

list of COAs shown here, but may develop others as unforeseen ‘. 

location, lease number, operator, and name of the well is 
impacts occur as long as the new COAs conform with the 

required unless waived by the Authorized Officer. If waived, 
limitations of the granted lease rights and the guidance set 

the casing may be cut off and capped below ground level. 
forth in this plan and subsequent amendments. 

Protection of aquifers and known oil and gas producing 
formations may require placement of additional cement 

COAs are not added to applications if they are unnecessary 

plugs. 
(do not apply to the case in question) or, are duplicative, as 
when the mitigative measure is already incorporated in the 

In some cases, formerly producing wells are plugged as soon 
operator’s submittal. 

as they are depleted. In other cases, depleted wells are not 
plugged immediately but are allowed to stand idle for possible Geophysical Operations 
later use in a secondary recovery program. Truck-mounted 
equipment is used to plug former producing wells. In addition The following guidance is for the development of standards 
to the measures required for a dry hole, plusgins of a depleted to be attached, as appropriate, to the Notice of Intent (NOI) 
producing well requires a cement plug in the perforated for geophysical operations at the discretion of the 
section in the producing zone. If the casing is salvaged, a Authorized Officer and in accordance with the resource 
cement plug is put across the casing stub. Cement pumpjack management plan/environmental impact statement 
foundations are removed or buried below ground level. (RMPEIS) record of decision. The statements below will 
Surface flow and injection lines are removed, but buried be used as guidance by BLM field personnel in determining 
pipelines are usually left in place and plugged at intervals as what protective measures will be used on geophysical 
a safety. measure. operations. Only those items pertaining to a given operation 

will be appended to the NOI, and only if they are not already 
After plugging, the drilling rig is removed and the surface, in the proposed plan of operation. 
includii the reserve mud pit, is restored to the requirements 
of the surface management agency. This may involve the use A. Notification 
of dozers and gaders to recontour those disturbed areas 
associated with the drill pad plus the access road to the If noncompliance with terms and conditions occurs, the 
particular pad. The reserve pit (the part of the mud pit in 
which a reserve supply of drilling fluid and/or water is 

operator will be notified by BLM and instructed as to the 
appropriate action. If the operator fails to take appropriate 

stored) must be evaporated or pumped dry, and filled with action, the operator willbe subject to enforcement actionin 
soil material stockpiled where the site was prepared. .There accordance with 43 CFR 3163. 
will be little leakage if the pit was lined with plastic or 
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Wildfires begun or sighted during seismic operations will be 
reported immediately to the C&on City Fire Dispatch Office 
and/or the resource area office of jurisdiction. The operator is 
liable for the full cost of fire suppression of all fires on or in the 
vicinity of the project set or caused by his employees, whether 
set directly or indirectly as a result of operations. 

The operator shall notify the Authorized Officer,.or his repre- 
sentative at least 48 hours prior to beginning operations. 

The operator shall also report progress on a’weekly basis 
until completion. A prework conference may be required. 

Immediately upon completion of operations, a Notice of 
Completion of Oil & Gas Exploration Operations and an 
updated BLM planimetric map or USGS topographic map 
showing revisions to the original NO1 shall be submitted to 
the Authorized Officer. The map will be used to perform a 
final compliance inspection of the exploration area. 

A copy of all COAs, along with a copy of the submitted NOI, 
shall be kept in the field by each seismic crew, for inspection 
by BLM personnel. 

I  

Any exploration greater than one-quarter mile from the 
proposed seismograph line route fded with the NO1 will 
require prior approval from the Authorized Officer. 

., ” 
B. Cultural Resources 

The Programmatic’Agreement between BLM, the State His- 
toric Preservation Officer, and the Advisory Council on His- 
toric Preservation, signed February 6,1987, contains guidance 
for oil and gas;seismic, and other land use operations. Appendix 
B of the agreement specificahy outlines BLM procedures for 
both oil and gas APDs and for seismic operations. In addition, 
guidance is provided in: Handbook for Cultural Resources 
ZnvenlorylMitigation (Colorado State Office Release S-U), 
dated 1990. 

In addition to the above guidance, the operator shall immediately 
bring to the attention .of the Author&d Officer any and all 
antiquities or other objects of historic, paleontological, or scien- 
tificinterest,in&uling,butnotlimitedto,~prehistoricorhistoric 
ruins or artifacts discovered asa result of operations. The 
operator and the Authorized Officer shall consult and deter- 
mine the best option for avoiding or mitigating site damage. 

Operators are also reminded that removal, iniurv, defacement, 
0; alteration of any object of scenic, archa~eoiogi&l, h&tori& 
or scientific interest is a Federal crime and may be punishable 
by fine and/or jail terms. 

1 
C. Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species 

An inventory for threatened and endangered plant species 
is required on any portions of the line or staging areas 
proposed in known .or realistic potential habitat for 
threatened, endangered, or candidate plant species. A map 

will be maintained by BLM outlining these areas and made 
available to the public. 

D. Construction 

All infestations of noxious or poisonous weeds; resulting 
from surface disturbance caused by the operator, will be 
controlled before spreading occurs into the surrounding 
area. Method of weed control will be reviewed by the 
Authorized Officer prior to commencement. 

No dirt work nor clearing of vegetation will occur without 
specific approval. All merchantable timber and/or firewood 
shall be purchased by the operator at the total appraised 
price that is determined by BLM. 

During periods of adverse conditions such as thawing, heavy 
rains, snow, or flooding, all activities off existing maintained 
roads that create excessive surface rutting will be 
suspended. When adverse conditions exist, the operator will 
contact the Authorized Officer for an evaluation and 
decision based on soil type, slope, vegetation, and cover. 

Drill hole cuttings will be returned to the hole if possible, or 
at a minimum, raked and spread out so as not to impede 
regrowth of vegetation or to create erosion problems. 

Operations shall be done in a manner that prevents damage, 
interference, or disruption of water flows and improvements 
associated with all springs, wells, or impoundments. It is the 
operator’s responsibility to enact the precautions necessary to 
prevent damage, interference, or disruptions. Vibrator sour- 
ces will not be operated closer than 300 feet, and large 
explosive charges, greater than 40 pounds, will not be used 
closer than 1,320 feet of springs, wells, or impoundments. The 
Authorized Officer may approve closer source distances if the 
contractor demonstrates that the resource will be protected. 

During periods of adverse conditions caused by climatic 
factors such as thawing, heavy rains, snow, or flooding, all 
activities off existing maintained roads that create excessive 
surface rutting will be suspended. When adverse conditions 
exist, the operator will contact the Authorized Officer for 
an evaluation and decision based on soil types, slope, 
vegetation, and cover. 

No fence will be cut unless no other alternative exists. 
Before cutting through any fences, the operator shall firmly 
brace the fence on both sides of the cut; a temporary gate 
will be installed for use during the course of operations 
unless the fence is immediately repaired. On completion of 
operations, fences shall be restored to at least their original 
condition. 

Activities of seismic operators shall not prevent, obstruct, 
nor unduly interfere with any activities of other authorized 
users of the public lands. Removal or alteration of existing 
improvements (fences, cattle guards, etc.) is not allowed 
without prior approval. Fences are to be braced to BLM 
standards prior to cutting. 
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All debris, such as paper, cans, wire, flagging, or other trash, 
shall be removed and properly disposed of upon completion. 
No oil nor lubricants shall be drained onto the ground. All 
vehicles (mcluding drills) will be limited to existing roads, 
except in approved areas. Improvement of existing roads and 
trarls 1s not permitted, unless prior approval is obtained. 

WaterfordrilhngpurposeswilInotbeobtainedfromFederally 
owned or controlled water sources such as reservoirs and 
springs unless specific permission is obtained from the 
Authorized Officer. 

Any available information concerning water sands or artesian 
flows must be reported to the resource area office. 

Whenever possible, a portable mud pit shall be used when 
drilling with fluids. 

There will be no straight line of sight dozing. Any path dozed 
through a timbered area will take an irregular path. Any 
pushed trees are to be stockpiled adjacent to the line so they 
are readily retrievable without additional disturbance. All trees 
am to be pulled and spread back onto the line or access route. 

There will be no removal of brush or grass by blaclmg. Brush 
may be crushed or removed by keeping the blade 6 inches 
off the ground surface. In open or brush areas, vehicle paths 
will take an irregular path to discourage line of sight paths. 

Blading will be allowed only if the trail is impassable by 
vehicles or geophysical equipment. No widening nor 
realignment will be allowed. Existing trails may have to be 
reclaimed or closed. 

New trails can be constructed only when vehicle and equipment 
passage is impossible and only with the concurrence of the 
AuthorizedOfficer.Nostraightlineofsighttrailswillbeallowed. 
All trails will be reshaped to original contour (including bench 
cuts). Waterbars will be placed on slopes as directed by the 
Authorized Officer. 

Existing fords are to be used if possible. A cut and stockpile 
process’ will be used to create a low water crossing or 
upgrade an existing crossing unless otherwise specified by 
the Authorized Officer. 

E. Explosives 

Powder magazine sites on public lands must be approved in 
writing by the area manager prior to use. Transportation, 
storage, and use of explosives on BLM surface will be done in 
accordance with ATF P 5400.7 (U/82). 

F. Rights-of-Way 

Access to Federal lands across non-Federal lands is not 
guaranteed by the government. Permission to enter or cross 
private or state-owned lands must be obtained from the 
landowner(s). 

Fluid Minerals Management 

G. lil[iscellaneous 

All personnel (contractors, subcontractors) working in the 
field with the seismic operator will be famihar with and 
follow the conditions appended to the NOI. 

Helicopters will operate between staging areas and seismic 
line within corridors and at altitudes that allow safe, efficient, 
and environmentally sensitive operations. Operating 
parameters will be determined on a line-to-line basis as 
mutually agreed by BLM, helicopter operator, and contractor. 

Aircraft la&lmg sites on public lands must be approved in 
writing by the area manager prior to use. 

H. Reclamation 

AU surface disturbance would be recontoured and revegetated 
according to an approved reclamation plan. 

Reclamation of disturbed areas shall be completed, as directed 
bytheAuthorizedOflicer,within3Odaysofterminatingseis- 
mographworkonanyIine.Delayofre&mationforanyreason, 
suchasweathermmustbeapprovedbyBLM.Adequatevegetative 
cover (and seed mixture, based on site-specific analysis, to be 
used) shall be established by the Authorized Officer. .’ 

Application for Permit to Drill Opera- 
tions 

The following guidance will be used to develop COAs,:: 
which are attached, as appropriate;to approved APDs, 
sundry notices, or oil and gas related right-of-way actions at 
the discretion of the Authorized Officer and in accordance 
with the RMP/EIS record of decision. 

This appendix shows the most common COAs used, however, 
the reader is reminded that COAs are designed for specific 
operations. In practice, COAs shown below may or may not 
be used on any given approval document, and other COAs, 
not specifically stated here, will be written to accomplish the 
tasks envisioned in this plan. The categories shown below 
are a good representation of the list of mitigative measures 
considered by BLM resource specialists for every approved 
field operation. 

A. Notification 

In order for BLM inspectors to check the initial construction. 
operations, it is nece&ry that BLM be notified when construe 
tionbegins.Tohelpensurethatallparti~understandtherequire 
mentsfor~~~~theo~~mustensurethatallemployees 
and subamtractors are adequately aware of the COAs. Examples 
ofsuchnotilicationrequkemen&areshovwrbelo~ 

The operator or his contractor will contact the approving 
office 48 hours before beginning any work on public land. 
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The operator will give the dirt contractor a copy of the 
Surface Use Plan and any additional BLM COAs before any 
work begins. A copy of the approved Surface Use Plan will 
be available onsite for inspection during construction. 

D. Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive 
Species 

The operator or his contractor will contact the approving 
office 48 hours before starting reclamation work and within 
48 hours of completion of reclamation work. 

Proper precautions shall be taken at all times to prevent or 
suppress fires. Range or forest tires will be reported to the 
BLM district or resource area office. All other fires or 
explosions that cause damage to property, equipment, loss 
of oil or gas, or result in injuries to personnel will be 
reported to the Authorized Officer. 

The lessee may be required to provide inventory informa- 
tion for certain species if it is determined that inadequate 
information. is available to make appropriate decisions 
relating to mitigation. These species could involve 
threatened, endangered, sensitive and/or rare plant or 
animal species, or other species protected by law or of high 
interest, such as bighorn sheep lambing areas, elk calving 
areas, raptors, etc. 

Apply “Suggested Practices for Raptor Protection on Power- 
lines” on all proposed transmission lines to be constructed to 
ensure they are properly grounded to prevent unnecessary 
electrocution of raptors. 

B. Other Agency Approvals 

Some operations on public lands affect adjoining private lands 
and require approval by state; local, or other Federal agencies. 
It is solely the responsibility of the operator to be aware of these 
requirements and gain the necessary approvals. Upon 
notification by another agency of operators’ failure to obtain 
necessary permitting, a notice of noncompliance will be issued 
and operations may be suspended. In a few cases, BLM wants 
to make it clear that YBLM approved” operations may not 
proceed until such approval is granted. In those cases, a 
COA is appended to the approved application such as: Use 
of water for operations will be approved by obtaining a 
temporary use permit from the Colorado State Water 
Resources Engineer and by receiving permission from the 
landowner or surface managing agency to use the land 
containing the water source. 

Locations of all known populations of Colorado BLM sensitive 
plants and selected high priority remnant vegetation associa- 
tions would be protected from human-induced surface dis- 
turbing activities to the extent such protection does not 
unduly hinder or preclude exercising valid existing rights. 
The area of protection will include the actual location of the 
populations or occurrences of important vegetation associated 
to receive protection, and shall be determined in consultation 
and coordination with the Colorado Natural Areas Program 
(CNAP). 

C. Cultural Resources 
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Those populations/occurrences, upon which analysii deter- 
mines protection to be necessary, shall be protected by: 1) 
requiring relocation or rerouting proposed well sites, pipelines, 
roads, other surface facilities, etc., or 2) applying other 
protective mitigation (i.e., fencing). BLM will effectively 
mitigate potential impacts to important populatio&occurren- 
ces to the degree that existing development rights are not 
unduly hindered or precluded. 

The Programmatic Agreement between BLM; the State His- 
toric Preservation Officer, and the Advisory Council on His- 
toric Preservation, signed February 6,1!%37, contains guidance 
for oil and gas, seismic, and other land use operations. Appendix 
B of the agreement specilically outlines BLM procedures for 
both oil and gas APDs and for. seismic operations. In addition, 
guidance is provided im Handbook for Cull Resources In- 
ventorylMi@ution (Colorado State Office Release 8-U), dated 
1w. 

E. Resources (other than oil and gas) 

Surface-disturbii activities within or adjacent to intermittent 
or perennial water sources, associated floodplains, and 
riparian areas will only be allowed where mitigative measures 
can be employed to protect floodplains, water quality, and 
riparian values. 

In addition to the above guidance, the operator shall immedi- 
ately bring to the attention of the Authorized Officer any and all 
antiquities or other objects of historic, paleontological, or scien- 
tific interest, including, but not limited to, prehistoric or historic 
ruins or artifacts discovered as a result of operations. The 
operator and the Authorized Officer shall consult and determine 
the best option for avoidii or mitigating site damage. 

Operators are also reminded that removal, injury, defacement, 
or alternation of any object of scenic, archaeological, historical, 
or scientific interest is a Federal crime and may be punishable 
by fine and/or jail terms. 

Well pads, roads, and facilities will be constructed and 
maintained to avoid unnecessary impacts to air quality. 

Raptor and sandhill crane nests will be protected from 
human-induced surface-disturbing activities to the extent 
such protection does not unduly hinder or preclude exercis- 
ing valid existing rights. 

: 

All trees requiring removal shall be disposed of by the 
operator. Where earth bladii is reqnired, stumps shall be 
removed and scattered or buried in an area designated by the 
Authorized Officer. Where earth blading is not required, 
stump height shall not exceed 12 inches. A wood permit from 
BLM for the wood removed (for the appraised value) will 
be required prior to any clearing. 

. 



Water wells drilled to provide water for drilling purposes 
will be approved by, and offered to, BLM for use prior to 
plugging the water well. Water rights will be held by BLM. 
BLM. will be notified of any water aquifers encountered 
during driig that could be developed for water prior to 
final plugging of the well. 

All operations will be conducted so as not to cause pollution 
or change the character of streams, lakes, ponds, water 
holes, seeps, or marshes. This relates directly to damages 
caused to fish and wildliie resources. Surface disturbance 
that causes active soil movement will be corrected. 

F. Construction 

Linear-type facilities such as roads, powerlines, and 
pipelines shall cohabit and follow a common route unless 
otherwise approved by the Authorized Officer. Surface 
disturbance will be minim&d. 

Well pads, roads, and facilities will be located to minimize 
visual impacts. 

To protect watersheds from accelerated erosion, increased 
slumping, and increased sediment and salinity loading, all 
development activities may be curtailed at the discretion of the 
Authorized Officer during periods when the soil is saturated. 

Trash and garbage must be contained in an closed receptacle 
or in an earthen pit. Ifan earthen pit is used, it must be covered 
to prevent contents from escaping. Burning and/or burying 
is not authorized. Contents from a trash receptacle or pit 
must be hauled to an approved county landfii. This pertains 
to all phases of lease operations. 

Surface disturbance and vehicular travel will be limited to 
the approved location and approved access route. Any 
additional area needed must be approved in advance. 

Above-ground facilities will be painted to blend with the 
surrounding environment using a specified color from the 
Rocky Mountain Regional Committee Standard Environ- 
mental Color chart. 

Roads (on lease) 

E%sting roads should be used to the extent possible. Additional 
roads, if needed, shall be kept to an absolute minimum and 
location of routes must be approved by BLM prior to 
construction. On determination of an impending field 
development, a transportation plan will be requested to 
reduce unnecessary access roads. Roads will be constructed 
and maintained to BLM road standards (BLM Manual 
Section 9113) unless otherwise authorized by the 
Authorized Officer. 

Companies controlling roads that provide access into 
critical wildlife areas may be required to close the road with 
a lockable gate to prevent general use road during critical 
periods of the year when resource firoblems are ex@erienced 
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(during hunting seasons, winter, etc.). This restrictive 
measure will be applied where needed to protect wildlife 
resources or to minimize environmental degradation. 

Use of ckxed road segments will be restricted to legitimate, 
authorized agents OE 1) the lessee and/or their subcontrac- 
tor(s), 2) BLM, 3) other agencies with a legitimate need 
(CDOW, other law enforcement agencies, etc.). Un- 
authorized use or failure to lock gates during specified time 
frames by the lessee or its subcontractors would be con- 
sidered a violation of the terms of the APD or associated 
grants. This will apply to BLM roads and other roads on 
public lands. 

Improvement or upgrading of existing roads and trails shall 
conform to the same requirements as the approval AF’D. 

The operator shall regularly maintain all roads used for 
access to the lease operation. This shall include installation of 
additional surfacing and surface drainage control structures 
needed, which was not foreseen during construction. 

At cessation of operations, the Authorized Officer will 
decide which roads will be closed and rehabilitated and 
which will remain open for public use. 

Any access routes previously available to the public will not 
be unnecessarily blocked off from public use. 

Cattle guards heavy enough to handle proposed road tr&c will 
be installed whenever access roads are through pasture gates or 
fences.Tbesecattleguardsshallbemaintainedonar~~basis 
to ensure their effectivcncss at turning livestock. This includes 
cleaning out under cattle guard bases when needed. 

Improvement to existing access routes, when necessary, will 
be limited to a 14foot wide or existing width crowned and 
ditched road surface with turnouts as needed and minimum 
disturbance of surrounding soil and vegetation (abrupt 
back-sloped borrow ditch). New construction will be 
limited to the same specifications as above, Cleared trees 
and brush along the road right-of-way will be windrowed to 
the side in convenient clearings. Surfacing material will not 
be placed on the access road or location without prior BLM 
approval. 

The operator will be required to construct waterbars on 
abandoned roads and pipeline routes. General guidelines 
for installation of waterbars are: less than Zpercent grade 
- 2OO-foot spacing; 4- to 5-percent grade - 7%foot spacing; 
greater than S-percent grade - SO-foot spacing. Unstable 
soils may require closer spacing, whereas the spacing may 
be greater on stable soils and rock outcroppings. Waterbars 
shall be constructed to drain freely to the natural ground 
level and to prevent siltation and clogging. 

New roads constructed for oil and gas purposes within 
critcal big game winter range and isolated and/or roadless 
areas will be reclaimed upon completion of the oil and gas 
operation. 
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Pads 

Selecting Locations for Well Sites, etc.: In planning well sites, 
tank batteries, sump, reserve and mud pits, and pumping 
stations, the operator shall select locations that involve the least 
disruption to scenic values and other surface resources. The 
operator shall employ construction techniques and design prao 
tices, including selection of material, camouflage techniques, 
and rehabilitation practices that will preserve scenic aesthetic 
qualities. The following guidelines can be used by operators 
to assist in minimizing surface disturbance and to aid in the 
maintenance of the best possible conditions for rehabilitation. 

Steep slopes shall be avoided, the site shall be located on 
the most level location obtainable that will accommodate 
the intended use. 

View the site location as to how it will affect road location. 
What may be gained on a good location may be lost from an 
adverse access route. Adjust the site layout to conform to 
the best topographic situation. Deep vertical cuts and steep 
long fill slopes should be avoided. All cut and fill slopes 
should be constructed to the least percent slope practical. 

The top 12 inches or available soil material will be removed 
from the location and stockpiled separately from the trees 
on the location. Topsoil along the access will be reserved in 
place. 

Pits (all) 

Excavations used for the permanent impoundment of usable 
water should be sloped at a 31 grade to establish safe access 
for humans, livestock, and wildlife. 

A minimum of 2 feet of free board wiIl be maintained between 
the maximum fluid level and the top of the berm. These pits 
will be designed to exclude all surface runoff. Pits will have 
the maximum volume in cut. 

Prior to closure, a randomly selected sample of drilling pits 
within established fields will be sampled for hazardous 
materials; i.e., Target Compound List for semivolatiles, 
volatiles, metals. In wildcat wells, all pits will be sampled for 
hazardous materials prior to abandonment, unless specifically 
‘exempted by the Authorized Officer. Sampling will be done 
by an independent contractor agreeable to the operator and 
Authorized Officer. Testingwill be done at a lab with quality 
control standards acceptable to the EPA Contract Laboratory 
Program (CLP). 

Final written certification is required that only RCRA ex- 
empted materials are present within mud pits. If the 
operator cannot provide certification, the pit(s) in question 
will be sampled for hazardous materials prior to abandon- 
.ment with appropriate dispostion of contents. 

Reserve and other containment pits are used during the ex- 
ploration and/or operation of the lease may requ& fences 
,and/or other devices to exclude migratory birds, livestock, 

Alignment, siting, and reclamation of pipelines and flow-lines 
should be designed to conform to adjacent terrain and to 
prevent or minimize vehicular travel. If maintenance is 
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and/or wildlife. The need and type of protective re- 
quirement will be determined on a case-by-case basis. 

All pits, cellars, rat holes, and other bore holes unnecessary 
for further lease operations, excluclmg the reserve pit, will 
be back-filled immediately after the drilling rig is released 
to conform with surrounding terrain. Pits, cellars and/or 
bore holes that remain on location must be fenced as 
specified for the reserve pit. 

Reserve pit fluids will be allowed to evaporate through the 
entire summer season (June through August) after driing is 
completed, unless an alternate method of disposal is approved. 
After fluids disappear, the reserve pit muds will be allowed to 
dry sufliciently to allow back-fiIling. Back-filling of the reserve 
pit will be done so muds and associated solids will be 
confined to the pit and not squeezed out and incorporated 
in the surface materials. When the work is complete, the pit 
area will support the weight of heavy equipment without 
sinking. 

Semi-closed or closed mud systems may be required where 
conditions warrant Produced water will be injected, contained 
in a lined pit, or hauled to a Federally approved disposal facility. 

Installed pit liners must be impermeable and must be resistant 
to weather, sunlight, hydrocarbons, aqueous acids, alkalies, 
salt, fungi, or other substances likely to be contained in the 
drilling fluids or produced water. 

The reserve pit liner will be of sufticient strength and construc- 
tion to ensure impermeabii. The liner will be underlain by a 
suitable beddmg material and other measures taken as needed 
to protect the integrity of the liner. 

A leak detection system will be installed to monitor lined 
reserve pits. This system must be installed in order to detect 
liner leakage. Leak detection plan must be submitted to and 
approved by the Authorized Officer during APD approval. This 
plan must in&de the system design including line instaIlation, 
monitoring plan, and the individual responsible for the required 
monitoring. 

For lined pits, the liner and contents will be buried in place 
and effectively capped with clay or other impermeable 
materials, or disposed of in a nonpolluting method acceptable 
to the Authorized Officer. 

If air or gas drilling, the operator shall control the blooie 
line discharge dust by use of water injection or any other 
acceptable method. The blooie line discharge shall be a 
minimum of 100 feet from the blow out preventer and be 
directed into the blooie pit so the cuttings and waste are 
contained in the pit. 

Pipelines 
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BLM will be notified of any water aquifers encountered 
during driig that could be developed for water prior to 
final plugging of the dry hole. Water rights will be held by 
BLM. 

H. Production 

necessary in problem areas, consider use of an all-terrain 
vehicle (ATV) or snowcat, etc., in lieu of regular ‘truck. 
Surface disturbance for pipeline construction would be 
restricted to the minimum amount necessary, as determined 
by the Authorized Officer. 

Relocation of portions of the’ line may be necessary to 
reduce the impact to surface resources. 

For associated pipeline rights-of-way, except those expressly 
authorizing a road after constructionof the facility is complete, 
the right-of-way holder shall not use the right-of-way as a 
road for purpose other than routine maintenance. Necessary 
routine maintenance will be determined through consultation 
with the Authorized Officer. 

Existing telephone, telegraph, powerlines, pipelines, roads, 
trails, fences, ditches, and lie improvements shall be 
protected during construction, operation, maintenance, 
and termination of an oil and gas facility. Damage caused 
by such activities shall be properly repaired to a condition 
satisfactory to the Authorized Officer or the facility 
owner/operator. 

Pipeline routes will be graded to conform to the adjacent terrain, 
waterbarred, and reseeded. When clearing is necessary, the 
width disturbed will be kept to a minimum. Bladed materials 
shall be placed back into the cleared route upon completion 
of construction. 

Pipeline construction shall not block, dam, nor change the 
natural course of any drainage. Suspended pipelines will 
provide adequate clearance for runoff. 

Pipeline trenches shall be compacted during back-filling. 
These trenches will be maintained in order to correct settlement 
and prevent erosion. Waterbars and other erosion control 
devices will be repaired as necessary. 

Pumping stations shall be kept in a neat and well-maintained 
condition. 

Reclamation and abandonment of pipelines and flow-lines 
may involve replacing fill in the original cuts, reducing and 
grading cut and fill slopes to conform to the adjacent terrain 
replacement of surface soil material, waterbarring, and 
revegetating in accordance with rehabilitation practices. 

Crossing over pipelines owned by other companies shall be 
accomplished in accordance with an agreement secured 
with that company. 

G. Drilling 

Water for drilling purposes will not be obtained from Federally 
owned or controlled water sources such as reservoirs and 
springs unless specified permission is obtained from the Area 
Manager. 

If the well is. located within 2,500 feet (one-half mile) of 
residences, appropriate noise mitigation (i.e., hospital muffler, 
vegetation screening, electric motors, etc.) will be employed 
to ensure adherence to Federal, state, and local noise standards 
during operation of the well. 
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Compaction and construction of berms surrounding tank 
batteries will be constructed prior to storage of fluids and 
designed to prevent lateral movement of fluids through the 
utilized materials. Berms must be constructed to contain at 
minimum 120 percent of the storage capacity of the largest 
tank within the berm. All loading lines will be placed inside 
the berm. 

Surface buildings, supporting facilities, and other structures, 
not required for present or future operations, shall be removed 
upon termination of use. 

All improvements, including fences, gates, cattle guards, 
roads, trails, pipelines, bridges, water developments, and 
control structures.will be maintained in a serviceable and 
safe condition. 

Any release of production water on or across the land will 
need prior approval by BLM. 

Mud, separation pits, and other containments used during 
the exploration or operation of the lease for storage of oil 
and other hazardous materials shall be adequately fenced, 
posted, or covered. Additional protective measures may be 
needed to mininGe hazards and prevent access to humans, 
livestock, waterfowl, and other wildlife. Pits should be allowed 
to dry before back-filling and rehabilitation. 

All production and storage facilities must have adequate 
protection from spills. The Spill Prevention Control ,and 
Countemeusure Plan required by the .Environmental 
Protection Agency must be available for inspection at all 
appropriate field offices. All spills must be reportedto,the 
Authorized Officer. 

The reserve pit and that portion of the location and access 
road not needed for production or production facilities will 
be reclaimed as described in the reclamation section. 
Enough topsoil will be kept to reclaim the remainder of the 
location at a future date. This remaining stockpile of topsoil 
will be seeded in place using the prescribed seed mixture. 

A gate may be required to limit public access during the 
wildlife winter use periods (December 15 through March 
31) when the operator maintains a road open for winter use. 
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Within 60 days-of completion of construction, the holder 
shall provide the Authorized Officer an as-built survey of 
facilities as constructed. 

I. Reclamation 

All disturbed areas not needed for lease operations-will be 
revegetated as soon as possible. The operator will re-establish 
perennial vegetation compatible to surrounding undisturbed 
vegetation.Theplantspecies tobeseededandtheseedingrate 
will be approved by the Authorized Officer prior to seeding 
Successful revegetation will be considered completed when 
the percent canopy cover is equal to surrounding undisturbed 
vegetation. The species considered in measuring percent 
cover will be those seeded as well as desirable pre-existing 
species. Undesirable weedy species such as kuchia, 
cheatgrass, and other noxious weeds will not be included 
unless otherwise directed by the Authorized Officer. The 
operator will continue revegetation efforts using any and all 
cultural methods available until this standard is met. 

Seed certification tags will be submitted to the Authorized 
Off&x for seed used in reclamation. 

Prior to abandonment of acilities authorizedby this grant., the 
holder shall contact the Authorized Officer to arrange a lomt 
inspection of the right-of-way. The inspection will be held to 
agree on an acceptable abandonment and rehabilitation plan. 
The Authorized Off&r must approve the plan in writing 
prior to the holder commencing any abandonment and/or 
rehabilitation activities. The plan may include removal of 
surfacing material from the road, recontouring, replace- 
ment of topsoil, seeding, mulching, etc. 

Noxious weeds introduced because of soil disturbance and 
reclamation wiIl be treated by methods approved by the 
Authorized Officer. These methods may include biological, 
mechanical, or chemical. Shouldchemicalmethodsbe approved, 
the lessee must submit a Pesticide Use Proposal to the 
Authorized Officer 60 days prior to the planned application 
date. 

Cut and fill slopes shall be reduced and graded to conform 
the site to the adjacent terrain. Disturbed sites will be 
prepared to provide a seedbed for re-establishment of 
desirable vegetation and reshaped to blend with the natural 
contour. Such practices may include contouring, terracing, 
gouging, scarifying, mulching, fertilizing, seeding, and 
planting. 

J. Miscellaneous 

In the event a producing well is developed, the unused dii-‘ 
turbed areas surrounding the well location will be recontoured 
to appropriate confirmation (one which allows lease operations 
and avoids steep cut and fillslopes) as soon as possible. Some 
or all of the stockpiled topsoil will be evenly distributed over. 
these reccntoured areas. Brush cleared prior to construction 
of the well site shall be scattered back over the recontoured 
area. 

On determination by the Authorized Officer of an impending 
field development, a transportation plan will be required to 
reduce unnecessary access roads. 

Additional site surveys, grading plans, and engineering 
designs may be required in VRM Class II areas. 

Mulching of the seedbed following seeding may be required 
under certain conditions (i.e., expected severe erosion), as 
determined by the surface owner/manager. 

Should additional site-specific environmental analyses at 
the time of exploration or development reveal the need for 
additional restrictions or the continuance of existing lease 
stipulations, these restrictions will become part of the 
development or operational plan. 
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Surface topsoil-lie material, if available, will be stripped 
from all areas where surface disturbance is necessary and 
stockpiled in a manner and location that will allow easy 
replacement. These stockpiles shall be protected from loss. 
After reshaping the site, soilmaterial should be distributed 
to a uniform depth that will allow the establishment of 
desirable vegetation. Disturbed areas shall be scarified 
prior to replacement of surface soil material. 

All survey monumen& witness comers, reference monuments, 
andbearingtreesshallbeprotectedagainstdestruction,oblitera- 
tion, or damage. Any markers so a&.&xl must be reestablished 
at the lessee’s expense in accordance with accepted BLM 
survey practices defined in the Manual of Sumying Insbudions 
for the Survey of tie ALblic Lands of the United S&z&x 

Burning solid or liquid wastes usually requires a burning 
permit. The permit must be obtained from the state air 
quality agency. 

All disturbed areas will be recontoured to blend as nearly 
as possible with the natural topography. This includes 
removing all berms and refilhig all cuts. All compacted 
portions of the pad will be ripped to a depth of 12 inches 
unless in solid rock. 

After revegetation is complete, stockpiled trees will be 
scattered evenly over the disturbed areas. Access will be 
blocked to prevent vehicular access. 
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Basin sediments, ranging from the Pliocene-Miocene to 
Cambrian in age, are as much as 7,000 feet thick in 
southeastern Colorado, and thin out to the north and to the 
west. The dominant lithology of the producing formations 
are shown in Table G-l. Carbonates, mudstones, shales, and 
sandstone represent both near shore and offshore marine 
deposits, and continental deposits. 

The majority of the fields are stratigraphic traps; however, a 
few have traps resulting from a combination of stratigraphy 
and structure. Table G-l lists the oil andgas fields and produc- 
tion zones in Baca and Prowers Counties. 

POTENTIAL FOR OCCURRENCE 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF OIL AND 
GAS RESOURCES IN THE ROYAL 
GORGE PLANNING AREA . 

The Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA).is.situated within 
portions of the Anadarko Basin, Las Animas Arch, Denver 
Basin, Raton Basin, Park Basin, and Uinta-Piceance-Eagle 
Basins, USGS petroleum provinces as used by Dalton 
(1981). Hydrocarbon occurrences in these provinces reflect 
a widely ‘diverse set of petroleum sources, reservoirs, 
resource potential, and trapping mechanisms, which are 
discussed by province as follows. 

Oil and Gas Pdtential 

Criteria for rating oil and gas potential within the RGPA 
are described in Attachment 1 and are the basis for the 
rating described within each province. Areas identified by 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) as a play have a high 
potential. All remaining prospectively valuable (PV) lands 
as based on criteria described in Attachment 2 are rated as 
moderate or low. Areas not designated as PV are rated as 
having no potential unless otherwise noted. 

Anadarko!Basin Province: This is a large northwest trend- 
ing basin, ,which includes parts of Colorado, Kansas, Ok- 
lahoma, and Texas. The Hugoton Embayment is the 
northwest; shelf-like extension of the Anadarko Basin and 
encompasses part of Prowers and Baca Counties in 
southeastern Colorado. It is limited on the west by the Las 
Animas Arch. 

IAs Animas Arch Province: That part of this province within 
the RGPA includes Otero, Bent, and Kiowa Counties. The 
arch itself is a long anticlinal structure trending north-northeast 
across Bent, Kiowa, Cheyenne, and Kit Carson Counties. It is 
a broad, gently dipping uplift separating the Denver Basin from 
the Hugoton Embayment. Structural features and extensive 
nonconformities indicate deformation occurred principally 
during late Mississippian-Pennsylvanian time, and late 
Cretaceous-early Tertiary time. 

The stratigraphy is similar to that of southeastern Colorado. 
Carbonates and siliciclastic rocks represent near shore and 
offshore marine and continental deposits. Carbonaceous beds 
present in many formations in the area are probably the 
source rocks for oil and gas. Volk (1971) and MacMillan 
(1980) indicate that Mississippian age formations contain 
source rocks. MacMillan (1980) and geochemical data from 
drii cores and outcrops (Merewether, 1987) indicate that 
Pennsylvanian age rocks also have oil and gas source beds. 
Additionally, source rocks have been identified in two 
Cretaceous formations, and are probably present in others. 
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TABLL G-l 
Oil and Gas Fields rind Production Zones in Baca and Prowers Counties 

System Series Producing 
Formation 

Oil and Gas. Fields 

CMXOUS Lower Dakota S.S. 
(J sand) Prairie Dog, Signal Hill 

Permian Leonardian Red Cave 

.- ..- 

Greenwood, Verde 

Brun, Plank, Walsh 

Virgilian 
(Hermosa) Plank, Greenwood, Midway, 

Playa, Prairie Dog 
Stonmgton, Vrlas, Walsh, 
Windmtll 

I Missourian Lansing Campo, Fortuna, Greenwood, 
Midway, Rooster 

I Marmaton Buffalo Creek, Cl 
Prairie Doe. San d 

de, Lamar, 
Creek 

Pennsylvania Demoinesian 

Cherokee 

I. 

Plank, Clay Creek 

Atokan. Atoka Plank, Verde 

Morrow 

Morrowan 
(McClave) 

., 
Top 

I t 
I 
I 

.’ 

Mississippian 

Keyes Clyde, Verde 

Osagean Osage Comanche 

Not specified Not specified Clay Creek, Comanche 

Oil and’gas production comes primarily from the Pen- 
nsylvanian Formations, followed closely by formations of 
Mississippian age. Table G-2 lists the oil and gas fields and 
production’ zones for Bent .and ,Kiowa Counties. Otero 
County has presently no producing wells, but has 41 drilled 
and abandoned wells and 3 service wells. Most of the fields 

dominant Lithology 

andstone, Mudstone 

andstone, Carbonates, Evaporitic 
bcks 

Lrbonate Rocks, Shale, 
iandstone, and Conglomerate 

Carbonate Rocks and Mudstone 

hickness 
‘eet) . 

O-250 

14004000 

.0-600 

in the Pennsylvanian series are stratigraphically entrapped, 
with only a small number having structural control as the: 
principle trapping mechanism. Mississippian fields, however, 
are in general structurally controlled with local reductions in 
porosity contributing to the lateral extent of the fields; : 
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TABLE G-2 
Oil and Gas Fields and Production Zones in Bent and Kiowa Counties 

1 Series Producing Oil and Gas Fields 
Formation 

‘. 
D,ominant Lithology System 

Lansing 
Missourian 

Brandon, Buscadero, Calvary, 
Cowboy, Mallard, bta,Txooper 

Kansas City 
I 

Buscardo, Rita, Sentinel 
I 

Pennsylvanian 
Atokan 

Cherokee 

Atoka 

Bent’s Fort, Caddoa 

High Rock, Lubers, McClave 
Purgatoire, Sniff Ranch 

Carbonate Rocks Shale, 
Sandstone, and 
Conglomerate 

Morrowan 

Morrow 
(McClave) 

Bent’s Fort, Beta, Brandon 
Buscadero, Calvary, Chivington 
Colt, Cowb Harness, Haswell, 
Indio, Left and, Lubers, 3 
McClave NeeNashe North 
Buffalo, Salt Lake Table Top, 
Tropper, Wagon Trail 

I Keyes I Black Kettle, Indian, Left Hand, 
Sentinel I 

Mississipian 

St Louis Calvary, Rose Ranch 
Meramecian 

Spergen Calvary, Quiver, Tonto Carbonate Rocks and 
Mudstone 

Not Specified Not Specified 
American,.Brandon, Buscadero, 
Calvary Lmgo Quiver, Rose 
Ranch, ‘ronto, bild Sage Brush 

rhickness .‘,, :i.:.,i 
IFeet) * 

200-2500 

-600 

The USGS has defined three principle plays within the Las 
Animas Arch, which are: a Mississippian structural play in 
shelf carbonates, an early Pennsylvanian stratigraphic play 
in fluvial sandstones, and a Middle to Late Pennsylvanian 
stratigraphic play in siliciclastic and carbonate rocks. Play 
areas have been assigned a high potential with remaining 
portions of the province having a moderate potential. 

Raton Basin-Sierra Grande Uplift Province: The Raton 
Basin is partly in New Mexico and partly in Colorado. The 
La Veta syncline is primarily in the Colorado portion of the 
basin and contains the thickest accumulation of sediments 
iq the entire basin (l5,OOO to 20,000 feet). This broad, asym- 
metrical syncline trends northwesterly, and has a steeply 
dipping (sometimes overturned) west flank and a gentle dipping 
(generally less than 1 degree) east flank. Its axis is inter- 
rupted by the Spanish Peaks intrusion in the vicinity of the 
Huerfano-Las Animas County line. The northeast trending 
Delcarbon syncline splits off the La Veta syncline north of 
the Spanish Peaks. On the east, the Raton Basin is limited 
by the Sierra Grande Uplift. This northeast to east trending 
uplift separates Raton Basin from the Hugoton Embay- 
merit. On the west, the Raton Basin is limited by the Sangre 
de Cristo Uplift, and on the north side it is limited by the 
Apishapa Uplift. Structural deformation occurred during 
the Pennyslvanian and again during Cretaceous-Tertiary time. 

In the basin, the oldest strata overlying the Precambrian 
rocks are believed to be Devonian (Merewether, 1987). 
Sediments consist of siliciclastic and carbonate rocks, which 
represent marine and nonmarine depositions during 
Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic time. Source rocks for 
oil and gas have been identified in Paleocene and .: 
Cretaceous formations, and are also believed to exist in 
Permian and Pennsylvanian formations. Cretaceous coal 
beds in the Raton and Vermejo Formations are a source of ( 
methane gas. The Department of Energy “Methane- 
Recovery from Coalbeds Projects” estimated the basin coal 
beds contain at least 8 Tcf. and possibly as much as 18.4Tcf. 
of gas (Murchison, 1988). 

Current production within Huerfano County is from 
Gardner, Sheep Mountain/Dike Mountain, and Three 
Bridges fields. The Sheep Mountain/Dike Mountain area 
has 23 wells which produce CO2 gas from Dakota and 
Entrada sandstones and represents the largest field in the 
basin. Production zones from other fields include Codell, 
Raton, Vermejo, andTrinidad formations. Table G-3 shows 
oil and gas fields and production zones in Huerfano and Las 
Animas Counties. 
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System 

Triassic 

3il and Gas 

Series 

Upper 

Lower 

TABLE ‘G-3 
ields and Production Zones in Huetfano and Las Animas Counties 

Oil and Gas Fields Dominant Llthology 

Pierre 

? Nina View 

The USGS has defined two principle plays in the Raton Basin 
based on the arcal extent, in the subsurface, of the combined 
Purgatoire and Dakota .formations and the combined 
Trinidad, Vermejo, and Raton formations. Both of these units 
consist mainly of siliciclastic rock, which were deposited in 
marine and continental enviromuent$ A detailed description 
of these plays are in Merewether (1987). In addition to these 
plays, an unconventional development of methane from coal 
beds within the Raton and Vermejo formations has been 
identified within the basin. The USGS plays, in addition to the 
coal bed methane play, have a high potential for oil and gas. 
Remaining areas within the province are rated as prospectively 
valuable with low to moderate potential. 

This part of the Denver Basin Province has not had the high 
activity typical of this basin to the north. Only 109 wells have 
been drilled in El Paso County, 99 in Pueblo County, and 28 
in Crowley County, which represents about one well per 25 
square miles. For this reason, the eastern two thirds of this ,. 
province (within the RGRP) has been designated as a 
moderate potential area. 

Denver Basin Province: The southern part of the Denver 
Basin Province intrudes into the RGPA, and encompasses 
Pueblo, Crowley, Fremont, Teller, and El Paso Counties 
(see Figure 1). This oil and gas province includes the large 
Denver-Cheyenne Basin, and the smaller Florence Basin. The 
Denver-Cheyenne Basin, which covers parts of Wyoming, 
Nebraska, Kansas, and Colorado, is a doubly plunging asym- 
Lethal syncline with its long axis oriented in a north-south 
&rection. The beds dip steeply to the east on the west flank, 
however, on the east flank they dip very gently (one-half to 3 
gegrees) to the west. The basin has two prominent structural 
lows, one near Denver and one near Cheyenne, where as much 
as 14,000 feet of basin-fil deposits are preserved. The 
deposits range from Cambrian to Holocene. Florence Basin 
is a very small, north-south basin, a few miles west of the 
Denver-Cheyenne Basin, in Fremont County. It is actually a 
graben between two horst blocks; the Wet Mountain horst 
block to the west, believed to be thrust over part of the 
graben, and the Brush Hollow horst block to the east. The 
dip of the graben is to the west. 

On the western side, Florence Basin has been designated as a 
high potential area. Since 1862 about l,500 wells have been 
drilled (as of 1987), with a cumulative production of 
15,037,601 bbls. of oil. All of the production so far has been 
from the Pierre Shale, but deeper exploration efforts could 
very well discover other production zones. On the western side 
of the Florence Basin, the Wet Mountains are overthrust on 
part of the basin; therefore, a band of moderate potential 
grading to low potential surrounds the Florence Basin. 

The rest of the western part of the Denver Basin Province 
(all of Teller Cot&y, the extreme western end of El Paso 
County, and most of Fremont County) is underlain .by 
Precambrian rocks and has been designated as a nominal 
potential area. There is evidence that the mountain front in 
El Paso County is thrust over younger Paleozoic to Cretaceous 
formations, and this overthrust zone is considered to have 
moderate potential for oil and gas. The western Bfth of 
Fremont County has sedimentary rocks that have, been 
designated as a low potential area. 
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Park Basin. Province: This province consists of three 
topographic and structural intermontane basins (North, 
Middle, and South Parks) between the Front Range to the 
east and the Park-Mosquito Ranges on the west. Only South 
Park is within the RGPA and incorporates all of Park 



County. This basin is characterized as being an asymmetric 
faulted syncline or complex half-graben with its long axis 
oriented north-south along the east side of the basin, where 
very thick strata of Cretaceous-Tertiary and Permo-Pen- 
nsylvanian sediments have been deposited. The eastern side of 
the basin is bound by a major thrust fault, the Elkhorn, which 
displaced Precambrian rocks of the Front Range over 
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments of the basin. Potential 
fields consist of Cretaceous formations present beneath 
these major over thrusts. The regional dip of the strata in 
the complex half-graben is generally to the east. There are 
very steep dips (25 to 90 degrees) both on the eastern and 
western side of the basin. 

The stratigraphic column can be subdivided into four dis- 
tinct structural evolution stages: older Paleozoics, Permo- 
Pennsylvanian, Mesozoics, and Tertiary. Rock sequences 
are thicker on the eastern side of the basin where all the oil 
and gas exploration has occurred. 

Twenty-four wells have been drilled as of February 3,1988, 
some with good oil shows in the Cretaceous strata, but so 
far no commercial discoveries have ,been made. 

The eastern part of Park County is underlain by 
Precambrian rocks and has been designated as a nominal 
potential area. The central-eastern part of South ParkBasin 
has been designated,as a moderate potential area because 
though no commercial production exists yet, good oil shows 
have been. encountered while drilling. The overthrust area 
is considered to have a moderate potential. The remaining 
part of South Park Basinhas been designated as a low 
potential area because of limited exploration and thinner 
sedimentary strata. 

Uinta-Piceance-Eagle Basins Province: Within the RGPA 
only Lake and Chaffee Counties are included in this 
province. All of Lake County and all but a small portion of 
eastern Chaffee County are underlain by Precambrian 
rocks. No oil and gas test drilling has been conducted in 
either Lake or Chaffee Counties as of February 3, 1988. 
Very little potential exists for any exploration in these coun- 
ties, and no plays have been identified or are anticipated. 

Oil and Gas Activity 
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Historical Background: Since the drilling of the first well 
in Colorado near Cafion City in 1860, over 4,800 wells have 
been drilled within the 6 provinces within the RGPA, 
excluding approximately 800 to 1,000 dry holes completed 
in the Florence-Canon City Field for which no records are 
available. The Florence, Field was discovered in 1876 with 
the completion of an 1,187-foot well in the fractured pine. 
shale. Since this discovery, a total of 76 fields have,been 
established in the RGPA. Cumulative production (as of 
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October 1988) was 32,102,154 barrels of oil (2.1 percent of 
the state total) and 520,317,961 Mcf of gas (7.6 percent of 
the state total). 

Table G-4 is a summary of drii activity broken out by 
petroleum province, mineral ownership, and well .type. 
Approximately 4 percent or 187 wells were drilled on Federal 
lands with a success rate of 43 percent. Anadarko and Las 
Animas Arch provinces have been the most active, with 
about 89 percent of the wells that have been dried. (Table 
G-5) 

Present Activity: Oil and gas activity in southeastern 
Colorado has been on a down turn since 1984, which is due 
in part to market conditions resulting from the collapse of 
oil prices. Tax incentives, however, for the development of 
coal-bed methane (CBM) in the Raton Basin and the 
exploration and development of Pennsylvanian Morrow 
sandstone in the Las Animas Arch area have resulted in a 
sustained level of activity in these provinces. 
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‘. TABLE G-4 .‘. Drilling Statistics Royal Gorge Resource Area .’ 

’ ,’ .,’ Wells llrllled’/ Federala 

Petroleum Wlldcat !‘PWR Total % 
Province .; D&A 

%Z 

D&A Development D&& Pwr Total 

Tp” 
&e 

. 

g;pko. ,’ 15 695 1,347 ., .!,088 193 1,281 &42 

_. . . ‘.I, 

co2 0 1 1 100 2 42 44 

%LL ” i 
., 

NA 

Eagle Basin 0 0 0 NA 0 0. 0 NAO 

TOTAL, 1,722 2% 2,018 15 942 1,648 2s90 

66 

58 

36 

10 

95 

64 

1,783 

517 

241 

104 

2 

17 

0 

vf54 

1m 3,323 

269 786 

47 288 

45 149 

43 45 

1” 

0 17 

0. .o 

1,944 4,802 

46 18 31 ‘49 

34 21 17 38 

16 2 ‘0 2 

30 14 0‘ 14. 

96 0 33 33 

NA 0 0 0 

40 59 81 187 
_’ 

‘/Hotline Well History Database (through l2/3l/88), 
VAIRS and MRO Database 

., ..’ 

Oil and Gas Ac~#,L~9ksThrou!ah 1988’1 

Petroleum, : .‘. qg%.E+ .qg$ 
Province Dry Pwr Pwr Dry Pwr E; 

Total *- 

‘6 i 5 ’ 
: 

,3 3; 10 .2 13 .29 11, 45 36 187 %, 321 

. : ,  .  
, _ I  

.  .  I ,  I  

g;F’ : 14 6 .’ .,f: i, ,” .7 ‘5 o- 3 3 16 16 14 11 43 2 56 I 
., . 

p?;.. 2- 1’ 0 i i- i 1 8 4 5 10 5 ,3 32 3 ‘38 

: 
Park Basin 0 0 0 0’ 0’. 0 0 0 0.’ 0 0 0 0. 0 0 ‘; 0. 

EagleBasin 0 0 0 d 0 0 ‘0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 37 19 10 17 15 45 18 18 35 72 52 90 115 377 188 680 

NOTE: There is a difference in number of P&A’d we& reported by the state on different reports. 
l/1988 Oil and Gas Statistic, COGCC 
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Reasonable Foreseeable Deve!opment -Activity (RFD):. 
Historical trends;USGS estimates, mineral ownership pat- 
terns, and professional judgment were incorporated in for- 
mulating the RFD. 

Field size varies greatly within the resource area (Table 
G-6). Fields thatinclude Federal minerals have an average 
of one to two wells on BLM-admmrstered lands, excluding 
the Sheep Mountain CO2 Unit. 

It is expected that exploration and development activity will 
continue at about the same pace for Anadarko Basin and 
Las Animas Arch provinces within high potential areas. An 
increased demand for CO2 for enhanced oil recovery 
(EOR) projects should be expected if incentives for EOR 
are legislated by Congress. 

‘;, 

-- .Fluid Minerals Management---- 

Forecasting Activity .Baged on Historical Trends: There 
has’been a great deal of speculation as.‘to what the ‘future 
holds for the oil and gas industry. One scenario expects 
domestic exploration and development to increase gradual- 
ly from present levels, however, others predict another 
boom cycle similar to.that triggered by the embargo of 1973. ._. 

Trend analysis and statistical fore-casting based on historical L 
activity indicates that 2,902 wells are expected to be drilled 
within the planning area, exclusive of CBM activity. Of 
those, 83 (approximately 3 percent) are expected to be. 
dried on Federal lands. Table G-7 is a forecast matrix for ’ 
each petroleum province. A major assumption is that ap- 
proximately 90 percent of the wells drilled on Federal lands 
will be within the high potential or play areas as defined by 
the USGS for Anadarko Basin, Las Animas Arch, and 
Raton Basin. The remaining 10 percent will be within- 

Petroleum Province Oil Wells 

TABLE G-6 
Field Size 

Acres Gas Wells Acres 

.,. _I. 

,. : 

Anadarko &sin 
.’ ., 

1-31 404,240 l-63 160-10,080 

JAS Animas Arch 14 40-1,800 l-25 1604,000 

‘, 
Denver Basin 43 17,200 . NA : ,. NA .., 

Raton Basin 

co2 

1 40 ‘, 3-30 480+00 

Park Basin NA NA NA; NA 
,‘. ” “.I.’ ’ .’ 

Eagle Basin.’ 
,,‘,, 

NA. ~ ‘.. ii NA NA *’ ‘. . 

\ .., 

Coal deposit& the Raton Basin have attracted interest 
from several operators, because of the unconventional fuels 
tax credit and low cost of drilling shallow wells (Johnson, 
1990). The highest CBM potential area in the basin includes 
about nine townships (Tps. 32 through 35S., Rs. 65 through 
67 W.) in and adjacent to the Purgatoire River valley, about 
15 miles west of Trinidad. 

Fifty-five CBM wells were permitted during 1989 in Raton 
Basin. Of these, 16 were completed for production and 
remain shut-ins and 2 completed as dry holes, 11 wells have 
been drilled, but have not had completion reports filed, and 
26 permits are still active (Dwight’s HOTLINE Weekly Drill- 
ing Report, 12428l89). 

moderate potential areas, and one well is projected for 
South Park Basin. 

Coal bed methane activity is expected to be concentrated 
within that portion of Raton Basin defined by Tremain 
(1984) as having high total gas content (greater than 408 
cubic feet/ton). Within this area, there are approximately 
10,000 acres of Federal oil and gas mineral estate. This .‘. 
acreage, based on 160-acre spacing for CBM wells, trans- 
lates to about 60 wells that would either involve Federal : 
minerals for well locations or within spacing units. An addi- 
tional20 wells are forecast for CBM on Federal lands within 
the moderate CBM potential area. Our dependency on ’ 
fossil fuels is self-evident. 
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Appendix--G 

TABLE G-7 
20-Year Oil and Gas Activity Forecast (Wells) 

Petroleum 
Province Percent Fed. Forecast Total Fed. 

Potential Areas 
High Mod. Low 

Anadarko Basin 1.5 1,995 29 26 

Las Animas Arch 4.8 543 26 -23 

Denver Basin 2.58 2 2 1 0 

Raton Basin 

0.7 

9.4 

73.3 

78 7 6 

CO2 

CBM 

24 18 16 

NA 80 

Park Basin 23.5 1 

Eagle Basin NA 

TOTAL 3.0 

5 

0 

2,902 

0 

163 

60 

0 

0 

133 

3 9 

3 0 

1 0 

2 0 

20 0 

0 1 

0 0 

29 1 

qSSUlVlPTlONS FOR OIL AND GAS 
ACTIVITY ON LEASES WITHIN THE 
RGPA 

Oil and gas operations consist of two levels of ground- 
disturbing activity: exploration and production. Activities 
in support of exploratory drilling are generally temporary in 
nature with drilling completed on an average, within 3 to 4 
weeks. Exploratory wells are often referred to as “wildcat” 
wells. A wildcat well is a well dried outside the boundaries 
of a proven oil or gas field. Completion on this type of well 
is the only positive method of establishing whether the area 
contains oil and gas resources. Based on historical activity 
in the RGPA, a wildcat well has about a 1 in 15 chance of 
discovering oil and gas resources sufficient to establish 
production. Projected surface disturbance that could result 
from this type of activ$y is as follows: 

Exploratory Wells 

A. 79 wells over a 20-year period (life of RGRMP) 

B. Average well site is 250 ft. x 250 ft. = 1.43 acres. 

C. Roads 

1. Surface 16 to 18 feet wide 

2. Length of road about .25 mile per well 

3. Total disturbance by roads per well is 55 acre 

D. Total surface disturbance per exploratory well is ap- 
proximately 2 acres. 

E. Total surface disturbance estimated over 20-year period 
is 158 acres. 

Development wells would involve continued “in-field” drill- 
ing of existing fields and new fields discovered over the life 
of the plan. These types of drilling utilize the same type of, 
operations as required for a wildcat well with the-possible 
exception of the establishment of an all weather road following 
completion of operations for production. 

Development wells 

A. 91 wells over a 20-year period 

B. Average well site is 250 ft. x 250 ft. = 1.43 acres 

C. Roads: 

1. Surface 18 to 20 feet wide with ditches, etc.; total surface 
width 40 feet. 

2. Length of road about 25 mile. 

3. Total area disturbed by roads per well is 1.2 acres. 

D. Total surface disturbance per development well is 2.6 
acres per well. 

E. Total surface disturbance estimated over 20-year period 
is 237 acres. 

Based on the RFD, total estimated surface disturbance 
from oil and gas operations over the 20-year life of the 
RGRMP is 395 acres. This disturbance equates to less than 
0.02 percent of the mineral estate within the RGPA. 
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STANDARD LEASE TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS 

The standard terms and conditions for oil and gas leasing are 
part of all Federal leases regardless of other considerations. 
These terms and conditions will automatically apply to all 
alternatives. 

“Sec. 6. Conduct of ODerations - Lessee shall conduct opera- 
tions in a manner thaiminimizes adverse impacts to theiand, 
air, and water, to cultural, biological, visual, and other resour- 
ces, and to other land uses or users. Lessee shall take 
reasonable measures deemed neceSSary by lessor to accomplish 
theintentofthissection.Totheextentconsistentwithleaserights 
granted, such measures may include, but are not limited to, 
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of opera- 
tions, and specification of interim and fina reclamation 
measures. Lessor reserves the right to continue existing uses 
and to authorize future uses upon or in the leased lands, 
including the approval of easements or rights-of-way. Such 
uses shall be conditioned so as to prevent unnecessary or 
unreasonable interference with rights of lessee.” 

“Prior to disturbii the surface of the lands, lessee shall contact 
lessor to be apprised of procedures to be followed and 
modifications or reclamation measures that may be necessary. 
Area to be disturbed may require inventories or special studies 
to determine the extent of impacts to other resources. Lessee 
may be required to complete minor inventories or short-term 
special studies under guidelines provided by lessor. If in the 
conduct of operations, threatened or endangered species, ob- 
jects of historical or scientific interest, or substantial unan- 
ticipated environmental effects are observed, lessee shall 
immediately contact lessor. Lessee shall cease any operations 
that would result in the destruction of such species or objects.” 

The”leaserightsgrante~asusedinthissectionhavealsobeen 
partially defined in the Code of Federal Regulations, part 
3101.1-2, shown below. 

A lessee shall have the right to use as much of the leased 
lands as is necessary to explore for, drill for, mine, extract, 
remove and dispose of all the leased resource in a leasehold 
subject to: Stipulations attached to the lease; restrictions 
deriving from specific, nondiscretionary statutes; and such 
reasonable measures as may be required by the Authorized 
Officer to minim& adverse impacts to other resource values, 
1-d uses, or users not addressed in the lease stipulations at 
the time operations-are proposed. To the extent consistent 
with lease rights granted, such reasonable measures may 
include, but are not limited to, modification to siting or 
design of facilities, timing of operations, and specification 
of interim and final reclamation measures. At a minimum, 
measures shall be deemed consistent with lease rights granted 
provided that they do not: require relocation of proposed 
operations by more than 200 meters; require that operations 
be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface-disturbing 
operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any lease year. 

The lease form is shown as Figure G-2. 

Fluid Minerals Managemeni 

LEASE STIPULATIONS 

Introduction 

Oil and gas leases are issued granting the lessee the right to 
extract the oil and gas resource. Section 6 of the lease 
restricts lease rights granted by requiring protection of 
other resources during development of the oil and gas. If it 
is necessary to restrict the rights more than in the standard 
lease contract, stipulations are appended to the lease. Ad- 
ditional restrictions needed to protect resources and values 
under this alternative are shown below, categorized by type 
of stipulation. 

Stipulations are applied by legal description to oil and gas 
leases on the basis of standard quarter-quarter sections (40 
acres) or lots. That is, any lease parcel containing at least a 
quarter-quarter section or lot needing mitigation will hake the 
appropriate stipulation appended to the lease document. 
If the parcel of land needing mitigation is smaller than a 
quarter-quarter section or lot, no leasing stipulation is ap- 
pended to the document since that small a parcel can be 
avoided by standard lease terms further defined in Code of 
Federal Regulations, Title 43, subpart 3101.1-2. This means 
that sites requiring special protection, such as a l-acre site, 
do not require leasing stipulations. If, however, the same 
l-acre site must have protection for one-quarter mile radius 
around the site, a leasing situation providing that protection 
would be written for the entire surrounding 40-acre square 
(e.g., l/4 l/4 section). 

These stipulations are evaluated for use on all Federal 
mineral estate regardless of surface ownership, with the 
exception of the Federal mineral estate underlying surface 
administered by the U.S. Forest Service. 

Rgulations covering modification and waiver of stipulations 
are in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 43, 
Subpart 3101.1-4. Generally, a waiver, exception, or 
modification may be approved if the record shows that cir- 
cumstances or relative resource values have changed or if the 
lessee can demonstrate that operations can be conducted 
without causing unacceptable impacts, and that less restrictive 
stipulations will protect the public interest. Waivers, exceptions, 
or modifications can only be granted by the Authorized Officer. 
If the proposed waiver, exception, or modification is incon- 
sistent with the plan, the plan will be amended or the change to 
the stipulation will be disallowed. Even where no exception 
criterion is identified, exceptions are considered on a case- 
by-case basis. Deftitions used by the BLM for waiver, 
exception, and modification are in the Glossary. 

Exceptions to leasing stipulations will be granted by the 
Authorized Officer if the reason for the exception is consistent 
with that analysis. No public notice is required for exceptions 
to lease stipulations that conform to the plan. Other possible 
exceptions may be granted only with a plan amendment and 
public notification. 
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Appendix G ,. 
‘&#I 3100-11 

UUM 1988) 
Figure G-2 

I 

serial No. 

OFFER TO’LEASE AND LEASE FOR OIL AND GAS I 

The tindersigned frcwrsc) off&s 10 IeasC all or any of Ihc la& in Item 2 tbar arc bailable for lease pursuant to the kxal Leas& ACI of 1920. 8s amended and supplemented (30 lkC. 181 
CI sq.). the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands of 1947. as amended (30 U.S.C. W-359). fhe Anomey General’s Opinion of April 2. I941 (40 Op. Any. Gen. 41). or rhc 

READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFOM COMPLETING 

I: Name 

SlWEl 
I . 

Ci*. Stale. Zip Code 

2 .’ This applicali&/offcr/lc is for: ‘(Chrd only One) 0 PUBLIC DOMAIN LANDS D ACQUIRED LANDS (perccm U.S. interest ) 

Surface managing agency if orhcr than BLM: Unir/Projecl 

Legal dcscripliqn of land requested: ‘Parcel No.: *Sale Dale (m/d/y):- I __ I __ 

:SEE ITEM 2 IN INDUCTIONS BELOW PRIOR TO COMPLETING PARCEL NUMBER Ah’D SALE DATE. 

T. . . . R. Meridian Slate County 
‘, 

: 

Tocal acres applied for 

Amount remitted: Filing fez i Renlal fee S Total s 

: I 

‘. ‘., D@NOT WBITE BELOW THIS LINE 
‘. 

3. Land included in lease: 

T. R. 

i 

Meridian 

,‘. 

..’ 1 ? 

This lease is issued gmntin~tbe exclusive right 10 drill for. mine, CX~.CI, remove and dispose of all the oil and gas (&a h&mjin the lands dew&cd in Item 3 log&r with chc right lo build 
and‘maintain “cessary improvements thereupon for rhc term i+xkd below. subject to renewal or-extension in accordance with Ibc appropriklcasing authority. Rigb~,gnnted are subject to 
applicable laws. the bm. conditions, and atlseh+ slip&dons of *is leau. the Secretary of the Interior’s rcIgulattins and formal orders in crreft as of lease issuana. 
orders hc~.~fter promulgated when not inconsistcn! with I& righu’grankd or specitic provisions of this lease. 

and Ii ykions ud formal 

..’ ‘., .’ 

NOTE: This &se is issued lo lbe bigb bidder pursuant to his/her duly executed bid or nominath form submitted undrr.4 CFR 3120 and b subjez# to the provkiom of lhat bid & 
nomination and those spccifKd on this form. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA . ” 
., 

Type and pr@ary term of Icase: 

,. 

0 ‘Noncomptirivc leare (ten years) ‘. 
,, 

by ., 
‘. (Signing Offuer) .’ . . . 

Cl Con&live lease (five years) 
(Tide) (Date) : 

:., ,.; _ ::. .i :,’ 
q chhcr EFFECTIVE DATE OF LEASE. ., 

:  .  .  I  

Gmrinued on reverse) 
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Fluid Minerals Management 
.-Figure G-2 

4. (a) Undersigned ccn,Gcs rha, (I) offeror is a c,,ixn of rhhe Uni,rd Sralrs: an assoc;a,ion of such cilizens; a municipal,,y, or a corpora,i”n o;gacized under th-~ laws of dw United Stares or 
of any S@,e or Ter@y rhereo~ (2) all panics holding an interes, in the bffer are.in compliance with 43 CFR 3100 and rhe Ie&ing‘~“,hori,ics; (3) offeror’s chargeable in!crests,~ dirs, ,+I iodii, 
in cidw poblic domain or acquired Iaods do nol exceed 2J6.030 acre< in Federal oil and gas leases in ,he &me Slate. of which not more than 200,OtYl acres arc held under option, or 3OO.OOO 
acres in leases and 2oO.OOO acres in gions in eidw leasing Diwici m Alaska: (4) offer& is no, considered a minor under dw laws of Ihe &are ,n which the Ir@s covered by this offer are located. 
(5) offeror is in comphancc wi,h qualilica,ions concerning i‘edcr~l coal IWY holdings provided in sot. Z(a)(Z)(A) of the Mineral Leasing AC,; (61 offeror is in compliance wi@ r&J+ma,ion rquiremcnlr 
for all Federal oil and gr&lcase holdmgs as rquiral hy \K. 17(p) s>i ,he Mineral Lwrind Act; and (7) off& is no, in violadon of set JI of Ihe AC,. 

(b) Undersigned agrees ,hat signa,ure ,” this offer com,iru,es XY . prance of lh:s Ieax. :n.:iuding all wms. conditions. and slipularions of which offeror has been given nolice. and any amendment 
or xpratc lease that may include any land dcscrtbal in this offer “pa ,” leasmg a, UK IIK~ lhis offer was tiled but &incd for any reason irom lhis lease The offeror timher agrees dmt this 
offer cannot lx w&drawn. cidw in whole or in pan. unless ti witirawal is received b; ,!.e proper ELM State Office before dus lease. an amendmen, to this lease. or a separate lease. whichever 
covers Ihe land described in the widhirawal. has been sigoed on behalf of the Uniwd S,,!,cs. 

Thh offer will k rejected rmd will afkd offeror no priority if it is not properly completed and executed in accordance wilh the reguletionr, or if il b not accompankd by tbe rquired 
pp~~rr. 16 U.S.C. Sec. 1001 mska it a C&K for MY persOn tiringly Pnd +Wtdty to make to MY Department 01 age~ey of Ihc United Slnta my fnlrt, lktitb 01 Ikuduknt statements 
or nprcsentntions as to any matter within its jutisdiiinn. 

Duly executed this day of - .l9 -. 
(Signamre of Lessee or An0mcy-in-fact) 

LEASE TERMS 

Sec. I. Rem&--Rem& shall be paid ,” propr ofticc of lessor in ;Idvmcc ;,f each lease year. 
Annual rental rates per aclc or fraction dwwf are: 

(a) Noncompetitive lease. $1.50 for rhe tirs, 5 years: lhercaher S2.u): 
(b) Compe,i,ivc lease. S1.m. for primary term; Ihrreaf,cr 12.00: 
(E) olher. see allach”ca. or 

cos,s claimed as manufa&ng. preparaoon. and/or ,nr&rtati”n costs. All such records shall 
k maintained in lessee’s accounting offices for hnure audit by Icssor. Lessee shall maintain 
rquired records for 6 years afur dtey arc gencrawd or. if an audi, or investigation is underway. 
until released of ,he obligation ,” mainlam such records by lessor. 

as specitied in regularions at tk lime rhis lease is isrucd. 

If this lease or a ponion Ihereof is comminal 10 an approwd cwpcrarive or unit plan which 
includes a well capable of producing leased resources. and ,he plan conwins a provision for 
all~tion of prcdwxion. royalties shall be paid on du prcducr~nn alhcarcd ,o lhis lease. However. 
annual rentals shall continue I” be due at the ra,c speaticd I” (3,. lb). or (c) for those lands 
no, wilhin a panicipating area. 

Failure to pay annual rental, if due. on or before ,he anniverbary d;lrc of ,his lease (or IICX; 
ofticid working day if office is closed) shall au,omi,ically ,ermina,c ,hls lease by op~a,aw 1-f 
law. Rends may be waived. reduced. or buspcnded by the Srcrelary “pm a n,fticiem shoulng 
by lessee. 

During cxis,ence of dus lease. infomwion “bmimd under lhis section shall be closed I” 
inspection by Ihe public in accordance vile rhc Freedom of Information AC, (5 U.S.C. 552). 

See. 6. Conduct of aperations--l&s&e shall conduct oprzuions in a manner that minimires advene 
impacts to the land, air. and water. ,” culnrrai, biological. visual, and other resources. and to 
oeer land uses or users. Lessee shall tie reasonable measures deemed necessary by lessor to 
accomplish tk intent of this section. To Ihe ex,cm consiswnt wirh !ease rights grsnted. such 
measures may inelude. bu, are nm limiled (0. mcdifica,iOn to siting or design of facilities. riming 
of operations. and speciRca,ion of inrcrlm and final reclamation measures. Lessor re~crves ,be 
righ, ,” cominue existing uses and I” nurhorizc furure uses upon or in rhe leased lands. including 
the approval of easements or righn-of.uay Such uses shall be conditioned so as to prevent 
unnecessary or unreasonable inlerfcrenct %irh righ,s of lessee. 

Sec. 2. Royalties-Roya.ldes &all be paid ,” proper &lice of lessor. Royal,irs shall be compoted 
in accordance wirh regulations on prcducrion removed or wld. Royalry r,a,es arc: 

(a) Noncompcti,ivc lease. IZ%%; 
@) Compe,i,ivc lease. 12!4R: 
(c) other. se allach”c”l; or 

as specified in regula,ions,at Ihe lime this leax is issued. 

Lessor reserves the right IO specify whelhcr royaIry is !o be paid in value or in kind, and Ihe 
r&h, to establish reasonable minimum values on producu aficr giving lessee notice and an 
oppanmity to k heard. When paid in value. royalties shall be due and payable on Ihe las, day 
of the month following the month in which production occurred. When paid in kind. prcduction 
shall k delivered. unless odwwise agreed to by lessor. in merchantable condition “0 the premises 
where produced without COB, to Iesaor. Lessee shall no, be rqoirad ,” hold such prcduc,i”n 
in r,“rage beyond Ihc last day of the momh following ,he mosrh in which production occorred. 
nor shall lesscz be held liabli for loss or des,ruc,ion of royairy oil or other pmlucts in s,“ragr 
from causes beyond the reasonable con,rol of lewx 

F’rior 1” dislwbing Ox surface of the leased lands. lesxc shall comact lessor to be apprised 
0r procedures ,” be followed and mbdiilcations or reclamation measures rhat may be nsessary. 
Areas to be diswbu.i may require invcmoncs or special smdies to determine the exten, of impacts 
to olhcr ruourcei. Lessee may be requirCd ,o complelc minor inventories or short lcrm Spsial 
studia under guidelines provided by lessor. If in rhc conduct of operations, threatened OT 
edangered species. objects of hismns or riemitic interes,. or substantial unanliciparcd 
envimnmcntal cffecrs are observed. lessee shall immediately contact lessor. Lessee shall cease 
any opera,ions lha, would result in dx destruction of slich species or ohjeets. 
Sec. 7. Mining operaions-To rhc ex,cm lha, impacrs from mining operations would be 
substantially different or greater than &se &ciarcd wilh nonoal drilling operationr. lessor 
reserves the righ, to deny approval of such operations. 

Sec. 8. Extmcrion of helium-Lessor reserves rhe option of extracting or having cxuactal helium 
from gas produnion in a manner spaitied and by means provided by lessor al w expense or 
loss to lessee or owner of the gas. Lessee shall include in any corm-xi of sale of gas dw provisions 
of this secrio~: 

Minimum my&y in lieu of renti of no, less rhan tic remal which olhcrwise wwld be required 
for that lease year shall be payable a, the end of each lease year kginnmg on or af,er a discovery 
in paying quamities. This minimum my&y may be waved. suspended. or reduced. and the 
above royalty ralcs may k reduced. for all or ponions of this lease if ,he Secrcwry dc,ermines 
that such action is necessary ,” eocwragc Ihe gracs, uldmare recovery of dx Icased resowccs. 
or is olherwise jus,iRcd. 

Sec. 9. Damages I” progeny-Lessee shall pay lessm for damage to lessor’s improvements. 
and shall save and hold lessor hamdcrs from.all claims for damage or harm 1” persons or property 
as a result of lease operaions. 

Sec. IO. Protection of diverse inwrens and qul oppommity--lessa shall: pay when due all 
taxes legally assessed and levied under laws of dx Sue or the Unwd SCaus: accord all employ&r 
complete freedom of purchase; pay all *ages a, leas, twice each mqmh in lawful money of Ihc 
United States; maim& a safe working environment in accordance with standard industry pmctice5; 
and take mca.wres necessary to protea due health and safety of dx public. 

An inreres, charge shall be assessed on la,e royahy paymenu or underpaymems in accordance 
with Ihe Federal Did and Gas Royalty Managemen, AC, of 1982 (FDCRMA) (30 U.S.C. 1701). 
Lessee shall be liable for royalty paymcms on oil and gas los, or wastd from a lease sire when 
such loss or waste is due to negligence on du part of the operator. or due I” the failure ,” comply 
wi,h any rule. regula,ion. order. or cimtion issuaJ under FOGRMA or Ihe leasing authority. 

Sec. 3. B&s-A boini shall be tiled and inaintained ior lease operaoons as iquired under 
rcgula,i&. 

Lessor reserves Ihe right ,” ensure lha, production is sold a, reasonable prices and 1” prevent 
monopoly. If lessee “perares a pipeline. or owns eomrolling interest in a pipeline or * eompatty 
operating P pipeline. which may be opra,cd accessible ,o oil derived from lhey leased lands. 
lessee shall comply with secrion 28 of Ihc Mineral Leasing ACI of 1920. 

Sec. 4. Dilige&. ra(c bf devclopnent. ani&ion. and drain&-&& shall exercise reasonable 
diligence in developing and producing. and shall prevent unnecextry da.mage to. loss of, 0, 
waste of leased res,cwces. Lessor reserves righ, 1” specify ra,es of development and producrion 
in rhc public interest and,” rcquirc lessee 1” subs&be 1” a coop&,ivc or unit plan. within 3O 
days of notice. if deemed necessary for proper dcvclopmcn, and operalion of area. ticld. or pool 
embracing tkse leased lands. Lessee shall drill and produce wells neces+y to prolui leased 
lands from drainage or pay compensa,“ry royahy for drainage in amoun, dcwrmined by lessor: 

See. 5. Docomems. evidence. and inspection-Lessee shall file with proper off,ce of lessor. 
na later than 3Odays after effective dare Ihcreof. any con,rac, or evidence ?fod,er arraogemem 
for sale or disposal of praiucrion. Al swh dmes and in such foil as lessor may prescribe. lessee 
shall furnish derailed statements showing amoon& and qualiry of all prcducls removed and sold. 
proceeds tkrcfrom. and amoon, used for production purposes or unavoidably los,. Lessee may 
be required 10 provide plau and schematic diagrams showing development work and 
illlprovcmnU. and rcpo* with rcspef, ,” parties in interest. cxpenditorcs. and deprcfiation 
~.InIher0rmptcscribedbyiey0r.~~ahall~~dsilydrillingncord.a~,infamatan 
On Wd SYVyS Md DSlS. Md a rmOrd OF %bsurfaCe invuligadom and furnish eopiu u) lessor 
wk,,rquired.lxsaeeshallkeepopna,$I reasonable times for inspection by 4ny authorized 
0fib0r iar0r. rhc 14 panivs and ti wells. -m. inshincry. ana fixmrrr rhmon. 
and all books. pccounU. maps. and records relative to operations, surveys. or investiga,ioos 
onorinchekrredlandr.~IhallmainrsinmpiesorPUcowafo;~aagrscmato,amunting 
t’e~ords. and documen~fion such as billings. iovoices. or similar dc.xmentotion; that supponr 

Lessee shall comply wid, Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24. 1965. al amended. 
and regularions and rclcvam orders of the S&wary of Labor issued pursuan, dxrelo. Neither 
lessee nor lessee’s subcon,rac,&s shall nwinlilin segrrgatal facili,ies. 

Sec. I 1: Transfer of I& in,er&ls and ~clmquishment of &e-As required by regulations. 
lessee shall tile with leswr any assignmen, or other ,ranrfer of an inter!:, in this lease. Lessee 
may relinquish lhis +e or any’lcgal subdivision by filing in the proper office a writwn 
relii~inr. which shall be eflstivc as of dx dau of Wing. subject u) dx continued obligation 
0r the lesxi and rurt,p 10 pay,all mt-d remIs and royalties. ‘. 
Sec. 12. Delivery of premises-At wch lime as all or portions of di lease are re&ocd to lessor. 
lessee shall place affecled wells in cohlition for suspension or abandonment:rslaln.tk land 
as specified by Icssor~and. within a rcdsonable period of time. rmwvc quipmcnt, and 
improvcmenrc noi deemed necessary by lessor for preservation of producible wells. 

Sec. 13. Rocecdings in case of dcfaul,-If lciscc fails to comply &tb ani pr”visioL of’this ” 
lease. and Ihe noncompliance conlinues for 30 days after winen notice thereof. this lease shall 
be subject ,” canccllarion unless or “mid the leasehold contains a well capable of production 
0r oil or gas in paying quantities. or the lease is cornmined 1” an approved cooperstivc or unit 
plan or communitization agreement which contains a well capable of production of unitized 
substance5 in paying quntilics. This provision shall no, be construed to prevent Ihc exercise 
by lessor of any odder legal and quitable remedy. ineluding waiver of tk default. Any such 
IUX~Y 01 failer ai 00t ~CVWC lelcr c~ncclld~ r0r ~hc - defetdt Ocetig at MY Mher 
tim.~rhllbcrubpec00applicaMcpwiriomandpnslricsofFoGRMA(30U.S.C.1701). 

Sec. 14. Hein and successors-in-imeres,-Each obligation of this lease shall cxteod to and be 
hiing .upm. and every berefit hereof shall inure to the bein, cxu+“n. admink~+xs.. ., 
SUCCCSSWS. b&ef&rici. or acsignea of the rapative par& km”. 

.- 

,. 
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Appendix G 

Modifications to stipulations are made if and when resource 
management determines the stipulation is no longer effective 
as written. Thii situation occurs when new information (for 
example, from a monitoring program, technical data, etc.) 
shows-that the protective measure is unnecessarily restrictive. 

x0 SURr~AcE OCCUPANCY 
STlI’U LATION 

Modification of a stipulation requires preparation of an environ- 
mental assessment to determine potential impacts and plan 
amendment or maintenance needs. If modification is deter- 
mined by the Authorized Officer to be substantial. a30-day public 
notice will be given prior to modifying the lease stipulation. 

StrSurrilcuOrrupallr):or uscisullow~donthcLlndsdc~iL’ribcQl~elow 
(lcgul subdivision or other description). 

1i1r the purpose tri: 

Waiver means -the complete elimination of a stipulation 
from a particular lease contract.. A stipulation is waived by the 
Authorized Officer after preparation of an environmental 
assessment and a decision is mad6 that the stipulation in 
question is no longer required for a particular lease. The 
decision to waive a substantial stipulation requires a plan 
amendment and a 30-day public notice period prior to 
waiver. 

Figure CL3 

Special Stipulations 

The following stipulations will be added, as prescribed in this 
plan, to future oil and gas leases on both Federal surface and 
split-estate lands. Actual wording of these stipulations may be 
adjusted at the time of leasing to reflect future legislation, 
court decisions, or policy changes; however, the protection 
standards in these stipulations would be maintained. Any 
change to the protection content of the stipulation would 
require an amendment to the RMP/EIS. 

I. No Surface Occupancy Stipulations (NSO) 
Alternative D 

1. Within area of approved surface coal mine: ‘conservation 
of natural resources. This stipulation may be waived without a 
plan amendment if the lessee agrees that any well approved 
for drilling will be plugged below the coal when the crest of’ 
the highwall approaches within 500 feet of the well, and that 
the well will be re-entered or redrilled after the completion of 
mining operations through the well location. A suspe&on of 
operations and production will be considered for the lease : 
only when a well is drilled and then is plugged, and a new 
well or re-entry is planned when the mine moves through 
the location. 

The No Surface OcCupancy stipulation is intended for use 
only when other stipulations are determined insufficient to 
adequately protect the public interest. The plan analysis 
shovis that less restrictive stipulations are inadequate to 
protect the,resource in question. These resources/values to 
be protected were also conSidered for no leasing areas, but 
it is determined that No Surface Occupancy is adequate for 
resource/value protection. An NSO stipulation is not 
needed if desired protection does not require relocation of 
proposed operations by more than 200 meters (43 CFR 
3101.1-2). 

2. The followitig areas will have NSO stipulations appended 
to leases issued within them for the protection of scenic, 
natural, and cultural values and resources. No exception 
criterion is identified. 

The Uniform Oil and Gas Lease Stipulation Format, shown 
in Figure G-3, will be used to append all new NSO stipula- 
tions to the lease document. 

Lake DeWeese Recreation Area 
St. Scholastica R&PP site 
Deer Mountain Fire Station 
Odd Fellows Lodge 
Colorado Division of Parks (AI-IRA) 14 sites 
Five Points Campground 
Reservoir Rights-of-Way 
Garden Park ACEC 
Mosquito Pass ACEC 
High Mesa Grasslands ACEC 
Droney Gulch ACEC 

3. The following areas will have NSO stipulations appended to 
leases issued within them for the protection of improvements 
and avoidance of refuse disposal areas. No exception criteria 
identified. 
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Chaffee County Landfill R&PP 
Park County Landfill R&PP 

4. Raptors (includes golden eagle and osprey, all accipiters, 
falcons except kestrel, butteos, and owls). Raptors listed 

Serial No. 

Form #/Date 



Fluid Minerals Management 

Serial No. _ 

‘IlMIX:G LIMITAI-ION STIPULA1’ION 

Ko surrixu LISC is ullciwcd during rhu following lime pcritxl(s). ‘I?Gs 
rlipulation does I:OI ilpply to oycI;nion and mcintcnanw of prudue 
lion frlcililics. 

On lhc lands dcsizribetl IvAuw: 

Ibr the purpose of (reasons): 

Any cllangcs to rhis rtipululion will bc made in iWWdUcC wit11 Lhc 
land use plun undhar the rcgulukqykkns forsuch changes. par 
pidencc on I!IC use of this stipulzaion, set BI .%I Munual 1.624 lind 
3101 or I’s Manual 19SO imd 2x20.) 

Form #/D&c 

WWru G-4 
Ukorm Oil and Gas Sli,pularion Formal 

Big game species (includes species of mule deer, elk, pronghom 
antelope, and bighorn sheep). Note: Critical winter habitat 
includes severe big game winter range or other definable winter 
ranges as mapped by the Colorado Division of Wildlife. 

and protected by the Endangered Species Act are addressed 
separately. NSO within one-fourth mile radius of nest site. 

.- 
Exception for raptor nest site. The NSO area maybe altered 
depending on the active status of the nest site or the 
geographical relationship of topographic b~arriers .%nd- 
vegetation screening to the nest site. 

5. Mexican Spotted Owl. NSO within one-half mile radius 
of the confirmed,roost site and nesting site. 

There are no exceptions for confirmed sites. 

6. Lesser Prairie Chicken. NSO within one-quarter mile 
radius of a lek site (courtship area). 

Exception for lek sites. The NSO area may be altered 
depending on the active status of the lek or the geographical 
relationship of topographical barriers and vegetation 
screening to the lek site. 

II. Timing Limitation Stipulations (TL) Alter- 
nativ,e D 

The Timing Limitation (often called seasonal) Stipulation 
(Figure G-4) prohibits fluid mineral exploration and develop 
ment activities for time periods less than year-long. The dates 
and location(s) limiting activity are as specific as possible. 
A timing limitation stipulation is not necessary if the time 
limitation involves the prohibition of new surface disturbing 
operations for periods of less than 60 days (43 CFR 3101.1- 
2). 

1. Big Game Critical Winter Habitat - December 1 to April 
30 

Timing limitations shorter than 60 days do not require a 
lease stipulation. The restriction is added directly to’the 
field operation approval as a Condition of Approval and 
may be noted on the lease as Lease Notices. In those cases, 
however, where two or more time restrictions combine or 
overlap to form a restriction of more than 60 days, the 
closure will be attached to the lease as a stipulation, as a 
matter of Coloradp BLM policy. Additional restrictions of 
60 days or less may still be added to field operations for 
protection of resources/values other than those stipulated. 

Exception for big game critical winter habitat. Under mild, 
winter conditions, the last 60 days of the seasonal limitation 
period may be suspended. Severity of the winter will be deter- 
mined on the basis of snow depth, snow crusting, daily mean 
temperatures, and whether animals were concentrated on the 
critical winter range during the winter months. 

Exception for bii game critical winter habitat. This limitation 
mayormaynotapplytoworkrequiringaSundryNoticepending 
environmental analysis of any operational or production aspects. 

2. Big Game Birthing Areas: (by species) 

Elk calving and deer fawning - April 16 to June 30 
Pronghorn Antelope fawning - May 1 to July 15 
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Tyky Mountain bighorn sheep lambing - May 1 to July 

Exception for big game biithing areas. When it is determined 
through a site-specific environmental analysis that specific 
actions would not interfere with critical habitat function or 
compromise animal condition within the project vicinity, the 
restriction may be altered or removed. 

3. Mexican Spotted Owl 

Mexican spotted owl nesting and fledgling habitat - 
February 1 to July 31. 



--Nwendix G ;, , ,,: 

The Mexican spotted, owl’has been listed as a threatened 
species by U.S. Fiih and Wildlife Service. .The following habitat 
management guidelines and restrictions will be used to protect 
the Mexican spotted owl. These guidelines are adopted from 
the interim timber harvest ‘management guidelines issued by 
the Forest Service, Southwest Region (Federal Register, Vol. 
54, No. l24, June 29,1989). 

Exception for nesting habitat. During years when a nest site 
is unoccupied or unoccupied by or after May 15, the 
seasonal limitation may be suspended. It may also be 
suspended once the young have fledged and dispersed from 
the nest. 

6. Lesser Prairie Chicken 

Proposed restriction’for Mexican spotted owl habitat. Core 
habitat areas are nesting, feeding, and roosting areas and 
are not considered to be overlapping. The Mexican spotted 
owl territory is estimated at,2,000 acres. In core areas; 450 
acres, with multiple sightingij of the Mexican spotted owl but 
with no confirmed nest or roost sites, surface disturbance 
activities are restricted within the 450 acres of the total 
territory (2,GQO acres). On the remaining acreage within the 
Mexican spotted owl territory, other surface a&vities are allowed 
pending impact assessments through the environmental analy& 
pro=+: 

Nesting habitat - March 1 to July 31 

Restriction for lesser prairie chicken nesting habitat. This 
species is a threatened species in Colorado and sensitive to 
habitat encroachment. Limited nesting habitat is available 
and full protection is necessary to ensure nesting success.- 

Exception for nesting habitat. In the future, restrictions may 
be lifted if additional inventory shows shifts in nesting 
habitat use. 

In areas with a confirmed nest and ,roost site; surface 
management activities will be limited and will be determined on 
a case-by-case basis’to allow as much .&xibiity as possible 
outside of the core area. The core area with a confirmed 
nest and’ roost site: is 1,480 acres with restricted surface 
disturbance activities., 

7. Least Tern and Piping Plover 

Nesting habitat - April 1 to July 31 

There are no’exceptions. 

4. BaldEagle 

Restriction for ternand plover nesting habitat. Both species 
utilize similar habitats for nesting (flat, open reservoir 
beaches) and are extremely sensitive to disturbance. They are 
Federally listed as endangered and require full protection. No 
exceptions will apply. 

8. Merriams Turkey 

Winter roost site - November 16, to April 15 Winter range - December 1 - April 1 

Restriction for bald eagle winter roost site. 
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The sensitivity of bald eagles to human disturbance activities 
requires a onehalfmile but&r area around the roost site to avoid 
relocation to less suitable areas. , 

Restriction for winter range. During heavy winter snows, 
turkeys are, vulnerable to disturbances and could suffer ’ 
losses if forced off winter ranges. 

Exception foti winter roost ‘habitat. If there is partial or 
complete visual screening of the area of activity, the primary 
xone around the roost site may.be reduced to one-quarter 

Exception for winter ranges. In certain areas, snowsmay 
occur irregularly and restrictions may be lifted temporarily 
as conditions dictate. Seasonal restrictions may apply in 
these areas on a case-by-case basis. 

mile. 
- 

III. Controlled Surface Use Stipulations (CSU) 

5. Peregrine Falcon 

Cliff nesting complex -‘March 16 to July 31 

Restriction for peregrine. falcon clitY nesting complex. The 
sensitivity of peregrine falcon to human disturbance activities 
requires one-half mile buffer area around the nesting complex 
to prevent abandonment and desertion of established territories. 

The following exception would apply only after formal Section 
7 Consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was 
consummated. 

The Controlled Surface Use (CSU) Stipulation (Figure 
G-5) is intended to be used when fluid mineral occupancy 
and use are generally allowed on all or portions of the lease 
area year-round, but because of special values or resource 
concerns, some aspects of lease activities must be strictly 
controlled. The CSU stipulation is used to identity constraints 
on surface use or operations that may otherwise exceed the 
mitigation available under Section 6 of the standard lease 
terms, regulations, and operating orders. The CXJ stipula- 
tion is less restrictive than the NSO or TL stipulations, which 
prohibit all occupancy and use on all or portions of a lease 
for all or portions of a year. The use of this stipulation should 
be limited to areas where restrictions or controls are necessary 
for specific types of activities rather than all activity. 



Fluid Minerals Managem&t 

Serial Nn. 

1. For the conservation of natural resources, operations 
proposed within the area of an approved underground coal 
mine will be relocated outside the area to be mined or to 
accotiodate. room and pillar mining operations. This 
stipulation may be waived without a plan amendment if the 
lessee agrees that the driig of a well will be subject to the 
following conditions: (l)(a) well must be plugged when the 
mine approaches within 500 feet of the well, (b) well must 
be plugged in accordance with Mine Safety and Health 
Administration (formerly Mine Enforcement and Safety 
Administration) Informational Report 1052; (c) operator 
will providti accurate location of where the Casing intercepts 
the coal by providing a directional and deviation survey of 
the well to the coal operator; or (2) relocate well into a 
permanent pillar or outside the area to be mined. A suspension 
of operations and production will be considered when the well 
is plugged and a new well is to be drilled after mining 
operations move through the location. 

2. For the protection of perennial water impoundments 
and streams, and/or riparian/wetland vegetation zones, 
activities associated with oil and gas exploration and 

development including. road& trtismission lines, storage 
facilities, tie restricted,‘to ~IJ area beyond the riparian, : 
vegetation area. ., ‘, ‘I.‘. 

i 
Exceptions:. ;rh;s stipulation may b&:e&e&d subject to an 
onsite impact analysis with consideration given to degree of 
slope, soils, importance to the amount and type of wildlife 
and fish WF, water quality, and other related resource 
values. 

Th& stipulation &ill not be applied where thi Author&d 
‘Officer d&ermines that relocation up to 200 meters. can be 
applied to protect the riparian Fystem during well siting. 

. . .,. 
3. Visual Reso$& Management, Class II Areas:. Relocation 
‘of operations rnqre w  ux),meters as req&red to prottict 
visu$ values: E$ception c&e&a include mitigative measures 
to screen operations from scenic viewsheds and restoration 
of disturbed tieas to a condition substantially unnoticeable 
to casual observer. .; ., 

IV. Special Admikstrative~Stipulatims (SA) 

These are &p&ions provided by another agency or or- 
ganization. BLM encourages other agencies to use the Rocky 
Mountain Regional Coordinating Committee’s Uniform 
Stipulation Format, however, that is not always feasible. 

Bureau of Reclamation Lands will be subject to Special Stipu- 
lations developed by that agency. The “Special Stipulation” 
currently in use by the Bureau of Reclamation is available for 
review in the resource area offi&. 

V. No Lease Areas (NL) 

The 1920 Mineral LeasingAc?subjects all Fkderally-owned 
mineral estate to oil and gas leasing, with certain exceptions 
(see 43 CFR 3100.0-3). Exceptions include units of the 
National Park System; incorporated towns, cities and vil- 
lages; wilderness stidy areas; wildmess areas; and others. 
BLM ‘may make discretionary closures to leasing if. 
resotice/valueS are of sufficient importance and there is no 
way to mitigate impacts through a less stringent stipulatioa 

. :  j 
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Locatable Minerals and Mineral Materials 

APPEND1X.H 
LOCATABLE MINERALS AND MINERAL 

MATERIALS 
LOCATABLE MINERALS 

Locatable minerals occur on 233,933 acres of BLM-ad- 
ministered lands within the planning area. Approximately 
1,585 acres are high potential, 40,960 acres are moderate 
potential, and 191,388 are low potential iocable minerals! 

Major Mining Districts 

Lmdville District (including St. Kevin) 

Replacement and vein deposits in Paleozoic and younger 
sedimentary rocks have been some of the most productive 
in the mineral belt. In the Leadville Limestone, the 
mineralization is concentrated in paleokarst solution-col- 
lapse breccias, which served as permeable zones for pas- 
sage of the hydro thermal solutions. In the St. Kevin 
district just west of Leadville, the sediments have been 
eroded away and ail that remains are the veins in 
Precambrian rocks. The district has had over 100 years of 
nearly continuous mining activity. Production has come 
from both primary sulfide and secondaryoxide ores. The 
most favored site for mineralization appears to be in 
solution-collapse breccias in dolor&es below sills; the 
Leadville Limestone is the most extensively mineralized. 
Primary replacement ores consist of pyrite, sphalerite, 
and galena with local concentrations of chalcopyrite. Sil- 
ver is present as argentiferous galena and small amounts 
of argentite. The Leadville district is a classical example 
of mineral zoning where local contact-metamorphic mag- 
netite-specularite-siderite bodies occurring adjacent to 
intrusions grade outward into high-temperature 
hydrothermal tungsten mineralization. The next zone out- 
ward is the most important volumetrically and contains 
the vein and replacement copper-zinc-lead-silver-gold 
ores. This main sulfide mineralization is also zoned where 
copper-silver-gold veins grade outward into lead-zinc-sil- 
ver replacements. Low-temperature gold veins occupy 
the periphery of the district. Not everywhere are all zones 
identified or developed. 

Cripple Creek District 

Gold deposits were discovered in the Cripple Creek dii- 
trict in 1891. To the end of 1958, the district had a total 

recovered output of about 19,070,OOO fine ounces of gold 
and 2,185,OOO fine ounces of silver. Ore deposits of the 
Cripple Creek district are located within or at the margin 
of an irregular- mass of Miocene breccia, of nonvolcanic 
as well as volcanic origin. These rocks occupy a steep- 
walled basin or .caldera about 4 miles long and 2 miles 
wide in Precambrian rock. Development of the Cripple 
Creek basin took place in several stages, the earliest 
predating the igneous activity that furnished the fragmen- 
tal material of the breccia and ended with formation of 
the gold deposits. Early detailed geologic investigations 
made of the Cripple Creek district yielded the &sic 
picture of a crater in Precambrian rocks that was formed 
by explosive eruptions. Mineralization followed recurrent 
fissuring and culminated in deposition of the gold ore. 
Mineral deposits were formed during three general 
stages.The first stage is characterized by quartz-fluorspar 
veins and coarse pyrite. Minerals of the second stage 
include the ore minerals, the tellurides of gold, accom- 
panied. in places of tellurides of silver and copper, and 
pyrite, sphalerite, galena, tetrahedrite, and gangue 
minerals. Minerals of the third stage, deposited chiefly in 
openings, include clear and smoky quartz, chalcedony, 
fine-grained pyrite, calcite, and locally ciiabar. One of 
the outstanding features of the vein system in the Cripple 
Creek district is the occurrence of relatively short in- 
dividual veins in long narrow vein zones. Many of these 
vein zones lie close to the margin of the breccia mass, 
others persist for rather long distances into the breccia, 
and some cross the’contact into the Precambrian rocks 
for 2,008 feet or more. 

Westcliffe District 

There are actually two volcanic centers, closely related, in 
this area, one at Silver Cliff and one at Rosita. The Rosita 
silver and galena deposit was discovered in 1872. The 
biggest single producing mine in this area was the Bassick. 
Interest and production has continued in this area up to 
present day. In 1878, Silver Cliff came into existence with 
the discovery of silver. The two centers are arranged like 
knobs on a dumbbell, about 4 miles apart. The Silver Cliff 
volcanic center is a poorly defined subsided cauldron 
while Rosita forms a conspicuous highland block that 
constitutes the core of the original volcano. This district 
has also had major production of copper and zinc. 

H-,l 



Appendix H 

Minor Districts o,r Deposits 

Copper Deposits 

The three main copper mines in the RGPA (Sedalia, 
Cotopaxi, and Betty) were discovered ii~ the latter part of 
the 19th century. The Sedalia was opened about 1883; the 
Cotopaxi mine was reported in production in 1883; and 
the early history of the Betty mine is obscure. These are 
copper skarn deposits. The term skarn is used for coarse- 
grained granoblastic (nonfoliated) assemblages of cal- 
cium-bearing silicates, developed in high-grade regional 
metamorphic rocks of calcareous or dolomitic composi- 
tion, and formed by recrystallization and metasomatic 
introduction of such elements as Si, Al, Fe, and Mg. 
Mineralization is variable: deposits of iron oxide minerals, 
Cu, Zn, and even Pb sulfid?s and scheelite occur as 
skarns. In Chaffee County, copper-tungsten vein-skarn 
depdsits are closely bunched in the Cleora district in the 
southeastern corner of the county, with a.few other Skarn 
deposits on Poncha Pass. Copper and copper-zinc skarns 
are less numerous by far than tungsten skarns and tend to 
occur scattered, isolated, or in small groups; thus they are 
not congregated in clearly defined districts. 

Copper-Tungsten Skarn’ (Cleora district): These 
deposits are tabular veins, fault and fracture controlled, 
and occur mainly in amphibolit&s. They have well-defined 
fracture-filling quartzose veins that have been mineral- 
ized by both copper and tungsten minerals. 

The Cleora district includes eight separate m&s in tin 
area 2 miles southeast of Salida, both north and south of 
the Arkansas River, T.49N., R.9E., sets. 2,10,11, and 15. 

Copper-Zinc Skams: TheSe deposits are mainly in am- 
phibolites as hosts and are confined to Precanlbrian 
metamorphics of pre-Boulder Creek age. Deposits are 
best described as epigenetic disseminated-replacement 
deposits. They are much less common than tungsten 
skarns. These are either foliation controlled or fault and 
fracture controlled. 

Deposits in Park County include: 

Betty Mine (Lone’ Chimney) , T.iSS., R.73W., sec. 21 

This district also indludes the Copper King/Copper 
Queen and Mill Gulch Mines. Copper, zinc, lead, silver, 
and gold have been produced from the Betty mine. 

Deposits & Fremont County include: 

Isabel Mine T.l6S., R.72W., sec. 31 
Green Mountain Mine T.l9S., R.72W., sec. 26 
Leeks Lode T.l8S., R.72W., sec. 30 
Baker Gulch T.l8S., R.72W., sec. 29 

Cotopaxi Mine T.48N., R.llE., sec. 25 

First production of copper at the Cotopaxi Mine occurred 
in the 1800s. This deposit consists of a xenolith fully 
enclosed in granite rocks. Main ore minerals consisted of 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite: 

Carson Prospect TMN., R.l2E., sec. 18 

Deposits in Chaffee County include: 

Sedalia Mine ,TSON., R.9E., sec. 18 

This was once the largest copper mine in Colorado. Large 
tonnages of copper and zinc have been shipped from this 
location, and interest in this deposit continues today. 

Tungsten Deposits 

Many of the tungsten skqs of Chaffee County apparent- 
ly were first prospected during World War I and were 
reprospected during World War II. Tungsten ore was 
discovered in the Tarryall district of Park County in the 
summer of 1943, and intensive prospecting took place in 
Park and Fremont Counties during World War II and the 
Korean War. 

The Guffey district is along the southdm Park County line, 
with a few scattered deposits elsewhere in Frembnt Coun: 
5 

Tungsten Skams: Formed by recrystallization and 
metasomatism of &c-silicate gneiss, which are minor ” 
stratiform metasedimentary units in the pre-1,700 M.Y. 
metamorphic complex. 

Deposits within the Guffey district include the fpllowing: 

B&G Claim T.14.S, R.74W., sec. 25 
School Section T.l4S., R.74W., sec. 36 
West Deposit T.l5S., R.73W., sec.23 

Deposits in Fremont County include: 

Charlene Claims T.l6S., R.73W., sets. 3,10 
Venture Claim T.l6S., R.72W., sec. 29 
Four Claim Group T.l6S., R.73W., sec. 25 
Oliver Prospect 1 T.l9S., &72W., se&. 33,34 
Jack of Diamonds Prospect T.l9S., R.72W., sec. 20 
Devils Hole T.llS., R.73W., sec. 11 

Deposits in Chaffee County include: 

Poncha Pass Cabin T.&N., R.8E., seci 5 
Lucky Claim T&N., R.8E., sec. 5 

The various deposits in the Tarryall district fall outside of 
the planning boundaries. 
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Locatable Minerals and Mineral Materials 

Placer Deposits 

Nearly all placer deposits in Colorado were formed 
during the Pleistocene. Deposits related to Bull Lake and 
Pinedale glaciations include most of the placers. Most 
placer deposits derived theirgold from bedrock of Early 
Tertiary age. 

Park and Lake Counties are two of the three most impor- 
tant counties in the state for placer gold production. 
Chaffee County has had a significant level of production. 
To a much lesser extent, Fremont, Huerfano, and Teller 
Counties have had production. 

ThoriumlUranium Deposits 

The main area of interest is the Wet Mountain Thorium 
district where several hundred veins containing thorium 
are present. These veins also contain a number of other 
minerals of interest, T.21S., R.71W., T.2OS., R.71W., and 
northeastern part of T.22S., R.72W. 

The major uranium districts are as follows: 

Tallahassee Creek Area T.l7S., R.73W., sets. 21,22, 
25,26,27,35,36 

T.l7S., R.72W., sets. Xl,31 
High Park T.l5S., R.71W., sets. 25,36 
Garo T.llS., R.76W., sets. 6,7,8, 

17 

There are numerous records of smaller deposits and areas 
of interest in the RA. 

Miscellaneous Deposits 

Fluorspar 

Browns Canyon area 
Poncha Springs 
CotopaxVBlue Spar 
Cafion City 

Gypsum 

T51N., R.8E, sets 21, Z, 26,27 
T.49N., R. 8E., sec. 15 
T.47N., R.l2E., sec. 12 
T.l6S., RXW., secs.29,31,32 

Coaldale Deposits T.47N., R.llE., sets. 5,6 and 
T.48N., R.llE., sets. 31,32 

This is the major occurrence in the area. Other small 
deposits are shown on GIS maps. 

Table Mountain Area T.l7S., R.68W., sets. 9,10, 
24,25 

Florence Deposit 

Calcite Area 

T.19.S, R.68W., sets. 15,16, 
17,2O, 21 

T.49N., R.9E., sets. 1,12,13, 
24,25,36 and 

T.48N., R.lOE., sets. 5,6,7,8 

Other misc.ell$neous deposits are .shown on both 
locatable and salable GIS maps. 

Miscellaneous Mining Districts 

Granite 

Base and precious metals T.llS., R.79W., sets. 19,2O, 
28, 29,31,32 

Guffey 

Base and precious metals TXS., R.73W., sets. 1,2,11, 
12,14 

Grape Creek 

Base and precious metals TJOS.;~.7&W., sets. 17,18, 
, 

Dawson Mtn. 

Base and precious metals T.l9S., R.71W., sets. 14,15, 
16,17,20,21 

This is not meant to be a comprehensive list. There are 
several hundred individual deposits within the RA. 

Limestone 

Locatable grade limestone suitable for manufacturing 
cenient is principally found in the Niobrara Formation. 
This formation is in the eastern part of the resource area. 
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MINERAL MATERIALS 

Mineral materials occur on 371,677 acres of BLM-ad- 
ministered lands within the planning area. Approximate- 
ly 47,030 acres are high potential, 311,903 acres are 
moderate potential, and 12,352 are low potential mineral 

--- materials. 

Sand and Gravel 

Areas with moderate and high potential for development 
were identified. All sand and gravel deposits were as- 
sumed to be used for aggregate purposes and generally 
used for road construction. 

Limestone (includes dolomite) 

Limestone deposits exist in numerous sedimentary 
deposits. The main deposits of interest in this analysis are 
lower Paleozoic limestones and dolomites including 
Manitou Limestone and Fremont Limestone. Limestone 
accounts for 65 to 75 percent of total crushed rock opera- 
tions. Since about 1950, two large.mountain-front quar- 
ries in Manitou Limestone northwest of Colorado Springs 
have produced crushed rock for concrete aggregate, road 
fill, hot-mix.paving, gravel, riprap for dams, and miscel- 
laneous .construction/industry uses. Limestone is used 
mostly as crushed rock and in manufacturing cement. In 
the past 100 years or more, limestone has also been used 
for mortar, agricultural lime and stock feed, sugar refin- 
ing, metallurgical processes, and other industrial and 
municipal needs. 

Sandstone 

Sandstone has a wide variety of uses including crushed 
rock, riprap, ornamental stone, railroad ballast, and 
dimension stone. Formations of particular interest in- 
clude: Dakota Sandstone, Lyons Sandstone, and Harding 
Sandstone. Sandstone from ten or more rock units inthe 
Front Range Urban Corridor has met widely varying 
needs in the past century includmg use as dimension 
stone, crushed rock, riprap, landscaping rock, silica rock, 
and sand. Quarrying operations, however, have tended to 
be small at .many locations, commonly intermittent, and 
often short.lived. Use of sandstone in,building has been 
mostly confined to exterior facing’and interior decorative 
applications; slab and crushed sandstone are also used for 
walks, patio paving, and landscaping. Crushed or broken 
stone.for road fill or riprap in dam construction is quar- 
ried locally as needed. Lyons Sandstone is a predominant- 
ly sandstone unit near the western edge of the hogback 
belt. Locally, light-colored, weakly cemented Lyons has 
supplied silica sand. Sandstone from the upper part of the 
Dakota Group provided dimension stone for many of the 

older builclmgs in eastern Colorado because of its hard- 
ness, strength, bedding that facilitated cutting of large. 
slabs, resistance to weathering, and gray to light-brown 
color. The Dakota has also been used for riprap in dams 
and as landscaping rock. 

Course Grained Igneous Rocks 

Coarse-grained igneous rocks, which occupy nearly two- 
thirds of the east face of the Front Range ‘within the 
mapped area of the corridor, are now of economic inter- 
est chiefly as sources for nonreactive aggregate and other 
crushed-rock uses. In many places, coarse-grained ig- 
neous rocks are disintegrated by weathering to depths of 
15-35 feet. Naturally disintegrated rock is used locally for 
surfacing mountain roads. Unweathered rock for crush- 
ing is available from threerock units of major areal extent 
and others of more limited distribution. The three major 
units are: one large and several smaller bodies of Boulder 
Creek Granodiorite; small irregular bodies of Silver ” 
Plume Quartz Monzonite; and Pikes Peak Granite. Ig- 
neous and metamorphic rocks of the urban corridor have 
supplied small amounts for concrete aggregate, riprap, 
road metal, roofing granules, precast construction panels, 
etc.; building stone, paving blocks, and monuments; 

(. 

landscaping.rock; and minerals for chemical and metal- 
lurgical uses over the past century. 

Quartz‘ Monzonite 

Precambrian Quartz monzonite has been used primarily 
for dimension stone. The main deposits of interest are the 
Cripple Creek Quartz Monzonite and Quartz Monzonite 
in the Texas Creek area. i 

Granodiorite 

Granodiorite has been used for railroad ballast. crushed 
I  

rock, and dimension stone. The main formations of inter- 
est would be the whitehorn, granodiorite and the 
Precambrian X granodiorite in many locations in the 
resource area. 

Granite 

The primary use for granite has been for road surfacing 
and also as dimension stone. There are extensive granitic 
areas in the RA particularly in Teller County. 

Gneks . . ,. 

Gneiss is not generally thought of as useful for industrial 
material, but one deposit in the Westcliffe area has been 
used as dimension stone. This area is considered to have ,’ 
moderate potential for additional development; 
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Pegmatite 
‘. ” 

Although composed primarily of common-rock-forming 
minerals (quartz, feldspar, and mica) pegmatites are 
more noted for their unusual and occasionally rare acces- 
sory minerals, incluclmg precious and semiprecious gems 
and some minerals having only a few known world occur- 
rences. Pegmatites are economically important for their 
mineral concentrations of not only feldspar and mica but 
also important metals; lit,hium, beryllium, niobium, tan- 
talum, uranium, etc. Some have yielded economic quan- 
tities of gem stones and mineral specimens. 

Some of.the more important pegmatite districts in the RA 
include the Micanite (south of Guffey) Royal Gorge area, 
and Texas Creek area. Hundreds of individual deposits 
are reported. Currently, pegmatites are also being used 
as crushed landscaping rock. 

Travertine 

Travertine is a finely crystalline massive deposit of cal- 
cium carbonate, formed by chemical precipitation from 
solution ‘in surface and ground water. The three major 
deposits in the RGRA were formed on fault iones. These 
are the Wellsville, Twin Mountain, and some small 
deposits north of Cotopaxi.’ Travertine has been ‘used 
extensively as dimensional or monumental stone. 

Volcanic Rocks . -. . 
There is a wide variety of volcanic rocks used as industrial 
rock. They have been grouped together in this analysis. 

Volcanic basalt has various uses such as decorative stone 
and railroad ballast. Pumice is used as aggregate and as 
an abrasive. Volcanic ash is used as abrasives. Some 
volcanic rock is used as ornamental stone, particularly the 
Gribbles Park, Thorn Ranch, East Gulch,. and Wall 
Mountain tuffs. Some volcanic rocks in Waugh Mountain, 
Thirty Nine Mile, Buffalo Peaks, and other various vol- 
canic rocks such as sills or dikes related to the Spanish 
Peaks intrusion may have use as railroad ballast. Some 
volcanic rock has been used as crushed landscaping rock, 
in particular various volcanic units in the Westcliffe area. 

Clay ;. ,. : : 

Clay in Colorado is used primarily for facing bricks and 
to a lesser extent, refractory brick. Common and refrac- 
tory clays have been mined to varying degrees from a 
number of formations, but most have come from 
Cretaceous and ,Paleocene units. In south-central and 
southeastern Colorado, the Dry Creek Canyon Member 
of the Dakota Sandstone and the Glencairn Shale Mem- 
ber of the Purgatoire Formation are the clay units. Com- 
mon and low-duty refractory clays suitable for brick, tile, 

Locatable Minerals and Mineral Materials 

and pipe manufacture come from the Pierre Shale, and 
the Raton Formation at Trinidad. The most prominent 
application for bentonite is as a component in oil-well 
drilling muds, but. what little has been produced in 
Colorado was used for canal sealing and some industrial 
applications, namely fillers. ’ 

Because of low unit value and high transportation costs, 
deposits of mineral materials such as sand and gravel, 
building stone, and clay are valuable, for the most part, 
when they are near market sites or periodic site specific 
projects. It appears that the future trend will result in 
mineral materials being developed further away from 
population ‘centers as supplies dimiish and as public 
opposition to development intensifies. Additionally, 
there has been a recent public outcry over quarry scars. 
Mineral materials, unlike base and precious metals, oil 
and gas, coal, etc., are sold in large. quantities and at 
generally low costs. For this reason mineral materials are 
generally produced in locations close to the market and 
generally close to transportation networks. A large num- 
ber of quarries and gravel pits are located on the outskirts 
of both Pueblo and Colorado Springs with other pits and 
quarries scattered throughout the resource area. High 
transportation costs are the major limiting factor in locat- 
ing pits and quarries. On the contrary, mineral material 
development in or around metropolitan areas such as 
Colorado Springs is often opposed by residents. This 
creates more interest in those deposits further from 
population centers. Fremont County is becoming of much 
more interest to Colorado Springs companies. South Park 
gravel could become of more interest to Denver com- 
panies. 

One of the major conflicts that exists over the availability 
of an area for mineral material disposal is whether the 
area is encumbered with an unpatented mining claim. 
This encumbrance results in a closure of the area to 
mineral material disposal. 

The basic issue in regard to future mineral material 
development is to identify whether an area is open or 
closed to mineral material development. Currently there 
are no areas within the RGPA closed to mineral material 
development because of a Bureau initiated action, al- 
though some areas are closed because of conflicts with 
unpatented mining claims, minimal closures were deter- 
mined necessary because mineral material development 
is a discretionary action and the decision to allow mineral 
material development can be made on a case by case basis 
with NEPA analysis providing the basis to make, an in- 
formed decision. Designations within the RMP which 
could restrict future mineral material development would 
include ACECs, wild and scenic river designations, and 
specific closure areas. 

The RGPA contains a wide variety and supply of mineral 
materials. The available supply is often dependent’ on 
specific contract needs and other factors such as contric- 
tor specifications, distance to market, access, environ- 
mental constraints, etc. The planning area has a good 
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supply of most mineral materials in demand. It is difficult 
to predict which deposits will be needed; therefore, it is 
important that as much area as possible be available to 
meet future demand. 

is a discretionary action. Disposals are not made where 
the area is ericumbered with a miriing claim; therefore, 
these areas could be considered closed to mineral 
material disposal. 

Disposal of mineral materials is handled on a case-by- There are currently 12 min+al material sit& within the 
case basis. Disposals are not BLM initiated, but are made 
On a request basis. The decision to issue a sale or permit 

planning area. These are summarized in Table H-l. 

Site Name 

Gately Pit 

Rhyolite Quarry 

Red Mountain Quarry 

Salida Sand and Gravel 

Red Jasper Granite Quarry 

Lakewood Clay Pit’ 

High Plains Stone Pit 

TABLE H-l 
Mineral Materials Sites 

Location 

T.l7S., R.69W., sec. 35 

T.22S., R.72W., sec. 8 

T.l7S., R.68W., sec. 1 

Commodity 

Clay 

Rhyolite 

Dolomite 

T.49N., R.9E, sec. 8 

T.l5S., R.71W., sec. 3 

T.l8S., R.68W., sec. 10 

T.l7S., R.68W., sec. 15 

T.l9S., R.72W., sec. 32 

TZS., R.70W., sec. 3 

Sand and gravel 

Quartz monzonite 

Clay 

Sandstone, moss rock 

Glen Vista Pit 

Teller County Pit 

Decomposed syenite 

Decomposed granite 

Chaffee County Pit T.l4S., R.78W., sec. 22 Gravel 

Custer County Pit TX%., R.72W., sec. 2 Gravel . . 

Penrose Moss Rock Area T.l8S., R.68W., sets. 5,8 Sandstone 
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Coal Unsuitability Analysis 

APPENDIX I 
COAL MINERALS MANAGEMENT 

UNSUITABIITY ANALYSIS 

Background 

The Federal coal leasing process, opinions expressed by the public, and the principles of multiple resource management 
require that areas with potential for coal leasing and development be analyzed through a comprehensive land use plan and 
environmental analysis. Areas of Federal coal are screened for coal development potential, unacceptable environmental 
conflicts, and significant surface owner opposition to mining. 

Four screening steps must be applied during land use planning: 

1. Identification of areas with coal development potential. 

2. Application of the 20 unsuitability criteria. 

3. Identification of significant surface owner opposition to the surface mining of Federal coal. 

4. Application of multiple use trade-offs. 

Based on application of these four steps, a determination is made in the land use plan identifying lands acceptable for further 
consideration for coal leasing. 

Coal resources of the Royal Gorge Planning Area (RGPA) have had extensive historic development, but are currently in 
a state of only limited development. The majority of the coal resources are within areas of fee and split-estate lands with 
only a small percentage of the area under total BLM management. It is currently anticipated that an increase in demand 
for Raton Basin coal will occur as a result of the Clean CoalAct, which requires low sulphur coal, and the increased interest 
by the State of Colorado in coal development. 

Potential Development Areas 

The Trinidad Known Recoverable Coal Resource Area (KRCRA) contains coal resources with low to high potential for 
development during the next 20 years. The entire KRCRA will be carried forward during the subsequent screening process. 
Additional areas outside the boundaries of the KRCRA will also be carried forward if either substantial evidence that a 
resource with potential for development exists or an expression of interest is received during the life of the plan. 

The RGPA encompasses two coal-bearing basins (Denver and Raton) and two small coal fields (Caiion City and South 
Park). The southern tip of the Denver Coal Basin intrudes through the northern resource area boundary to about Township 
16 South. The northernhalf of the Raton Coal Basin lies within Colorado from the New Mexico. border to south of 
Walsenburg, and is known as the Trinidad-Walsenburg field. The &ion City coal field lies just south of Carion City, and 
is all on private land. The South Park field, in Park County, encompasses Federal, state, and private lands,. but the coal is 
dipping very steeply (25 to 90), making mining difficult, and no interest exists for this field. 

Only the Trinidad-Walsenburg field will be further discussed, and more specifically, the Trinidad KRCRA within that field. 
That part of the Denver Coal Basin that intrudes into the northern part of the resource area has been covered by the 
Northeast Resource Management Plan (RMP). The Canon City coal field and the South Park coal field will not be addressed 
because the former is on private land, and the latter has unattractive coal resources at present. 

The Trinidad KRCRA covers about 438,204 acres in parts of Las &as and Huerfano Counties (approximately 131,000 
acres are Federal coal). It is roughly bounded on the east by I-25, and on the west by Colorado Highway 12. The Purgatoire 
River forms the southern boundary, and the northern boundary is a few miles north of Walsenburg. The KRCRA area is a 
dissected upland consisting of a series of flat-topped benches that rise from an elevation of about 6,000 feet on the east side 
to about 9,000 feet at the western boundary. Just to the west of the KRCRA, West Spanish Peak is the highest point in the 
area at,13,623 feet. The Cucharas, Apishapa, and Purgatoire Rivers and tributaries drain the area as they flow eastward. 
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The U.S. Geological Survey Colorado Coal Land Leasing Minutes No. 14 (Biven, et al., 1979) established the Trinidad 
KRCRA based on the following criteria: 

1. “Included lands are generally underlain by a coal bed having a minimum thickness of 4 feet. Thickness data are from 
outcrops, mines, prospects, and drill holes. 

2. Included lands have less than 3,000 feet of overburden above the uppermost 4-foot coal bed. 

3. Where data points, such as outcrop, drill holes, etc., show a 4-foot- thick coal bed, .the measurement is projected a 
distance of 2 miles around the data point, except where the coal bed is obviously absent. This procedure establishes belts 
of land from 2 to several miles wide from the outer edge (outcrop) of the coal, and northward from the southern edge of 
the KRCRA. Data points on the accompanying map show both more than, and less than, 4 feet of coal, but the data points 
are in various coal beds, and individual coal beds thicken and thin. There are as many 24 named coal beds in the area. 

Available data, including proprietary information, indicate that at least one bed at practically any locality will be at least 
4 feet thick, which is enough to justify the KRCRA. Detailed identification and correlation of these coal beds, and specific 
delineation of where a bed is 4 feet thick, is beyond the scope of this report and would follow in reports for other purposes. 

4, For the following reason, a broad area lacking data points in the central part of the KRCRA and essentially surrounded 
by the belts of land described above, was included in the KRCRA: 

a. The belts of land described in 3 above are established whenever data points are reasonably abundant. These belts 
practically encircle the broad area in the central part. There may be a limited amount of additional nonproprietary 
drilling data in the files but a thorough search and determination is not warranted at this stage because of the 
KRCRA is considered amply justified on the basis of other factors as discussed herein. 

b. Geologic reports on three competitive lease applications covering essentially all of the Federal lands in this area, 
concluded that “the data throughout the field appear to be adequate to infer the presence everywhere of a coal bed 
(as much as) 4 feet thick; locally the data show thicker coal”. 

c. Proprietary information in this office indicates that at least most of this broad area is underlain by coal beds 4 feet 
or more thick under less than 3,000 feet of overburden. 

5. The southern boundary of the KRCRA is delineated by no-Federal coal ownership. 

6. The western boundary of the main KRCRA tract is delimited by the area covered in the above geologic reports by Bass (see 
b above), and by the outcrop of the Trinidad Sandstone. 

7. In the northwest part of the area, the coal-bearing formations are overlapped and covered by the Poison Canyon 
Formation. The projections of the coal beds southwestward beneath the Poison Canyon Formation is hypothetical and 
therefore not appropriate for purposes of the KRCRA. 

8. The coal beds can be worked for the extraction of coal by conventional surface and/or underground mining methods.” 

The LaVcta syncline makes up the Colorado portion of the Raton Basin. This broad, asymmetrical syncline trends 
northwesterly, and has a steep dipping (sometimes overturned) west flank, and a gentle dipping east flank. Its axis is 
interrupted by the Spanish Peaks intrusion in the vicinity of the Huerfano-Las Animas County line. The northeast trending 
Delcarbon syncline splits off the LaVeta syncline north of the Spanish Peaks. 

Also a northeast-trending monocline locally steepens the dips of the formations east of Spanish Peaks. Very little faulting 
occurs in the KRCRA area, except for isolated groups of normal faults such as in T. 33 S., R. 66 W. 

Formations of Cretaceous and younger age outcrop in and around the KRCRA. Exposures are fair to poor, with the best 
exposures being along the Cucharas and Purgatoire Rivers. The formations exposed are, in descending order, the Huerfano 
Formation (Eocene), the Cucharas Formation (Eocene), the Poison Canyon Formation (Paleocene), the Raton Formation 
(Upper Cretaceous-Paleocene), the Vermejo Formation (Upper Cretaceous), and the Trinidad Sandstone (Cretaceous). 
Only the Raton and Vermejo Formations have coal of commercial value. The Poison Canyon Formation contains lignite 
coal in a few places at its base, but it is of no significance to the KRCRA. Igneous rocks in the form of stocks, plugs, sills, 
and northeasterly trending dikes are common in the Trinidad coal field. Sills and dikes are most abundant in the eastern 
and southeastern part of the KRCRA, and have locally metamorphosed the coal beds to natural coke. 
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his coal ranges) .are also low compared to Landis’ grand total reserves, even when one takes into account that Landis 
calculated all the coal within the respective zones. 

: 
In the U.S. Bureau of Mines Information Circular 8713 (Speltz, 1976) strippable coal reserves are estimated at 113 million 
tons within the KRCRA; The author admits that these reserve figures are speculative. Strippable coal reserve figures derived 
from Amuedo and Ivey indicate total reserves to be about.l51,200,000 tons, with only about 32400,000 tons of Federal coal 
involved. 

These reserve figures were derived by outlmjng,the acreage (on the Amuedo and Ivey maps) covered by the individual coal 
zones of at least 2: inch thickness, and with 260 feet or S&s of overburden. The cumulative acreage’kas then multiplied by an 
estimated average overall coal thickness of 3 feet. The resulting acre-feet figure was then multiplied by 1,800 tons per 
acre-foot (the averageweight of bituminous coal). Overlays were made showing the strippable coal areas. 

The strippable coal information was derived from three different sources: Amuedo & Ivey (1974), Spelt? (1976), and the 
URA/MFP done by the BLM in 1977. Information from Amuedo and Ivey seems to be the most accurate because of the 
detailed coal bed analyses they did, some of which were based on confidential industry figures. Speltz in his report states 
that the reserve figures he used were speculative. The source of the URA/MF?P information is not clear. Also the UIWMFP 
just delineates certain Federal coal areas as being strippable. If an average thickness of 3 feet is assumed over the strippable 
Federal coal on 53,000 acres, and there is an average of 1,800 tons per acre assumed, calculation shows about 286 million 
available tons. This represents about 10 percent of the total coal reserves. 

Table I-l shows only 32.4 million tons of strippable Federal coal; however, it must be assumed there is other underground. 
minable Federal coal and should be shown here as part of the total coal reserve base. If an average thickness of only 4 feet 
is assumed over the entire Federal coal acreage of 131,000 acres, and there is an average‘of 1,800 tons per acre-foot, a 
calculation of these figures would show the total other underground minable Federal coal is at least 936,000 million tons. : 
This represents about 35 percent of,the total coal reserves. 
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Coal Unsuitability Analysis 

.’ ‘, TABLE I-1 ,, ;, ,.. 
Comparison of Coal Reserve Fiaures 

AMUEDO 61 FY (1974) RB. JOHNSON 
4’ Minimum Cwwhuzkness (MM : (BUN. 1112-E, 1961) : 

42” Coal Thickness(MM Tons). 

Overburden Overburden 

Township & 0-1000’ lOOO- 2000- Total lOOO- 2000- Total & > 42’) Total 
Range 2000' 3000" Reserves ‘-“!O” .2000 3000" Reserves Reserves 

T.27S., R66W. 

T.27S., R67W. 

T.27S., R.68W 

TBS., R66W. 

TBS., R67W. 

TLBS., R.68W 

T.28S., R69W. 

T.29S., R&W. 

T.29S., R66W. 

T.29S., R67W. 

T.29S., R.68W. 

T.29S., R69W. 

TJOS., R6.5W. 

T.3OS., R66W. 

T.30S., R67W. 

T.3O.S., R68W. 

T.30S., R69W. 

T.31S., R64W. 

T.31S., R65W. 

T.31S., R66W. 

T.31S., R67W. 

T.31S., R.68W. 

T.31S., R.69W. 

T.32S., R64W. 

T.32S., RtiW. 

T.32S., R66W. 

T.32S., R67W. 

T.32S., R68W. 

T.32S., R69W. 

T.33S., R63W. 

T.33S., R64W 

T.33S., R6.5W. 

T.33S., R.66W. 

T.33S., R67W. 

T.33S., R68W. 

88.1 

14.2 

61.69 

43.4 

-. 

- 

33.1 

98.3 

1.7. 

51.6 

5.1 

1.1. 

82.4 

4.8 

- 

61.8 

38.7 

52.4 8.5 

7.6 66.5 

0.5 

2.8 

131.0 

20.0 

3.5 

12.8 

6.6 

0.2 

42.8 

147.3 

31.0 

50.3 

22.5 

17.0 

0.7 

17.0 

9.5 

9.8 

61.1 

135.2 

38.3 

0.6 

0.6 

57.2 6.1 

85.3 13.4 

15.1 10.5 

27.2 

2.1 

69.9 

19.4 

0.4 

12.1 

1.0 

2.1 

15.9 

2.6 

1.2 

” .- 4.9 

37.8 

139.7 

19.3 

62.7, 

153.0 

6.9 

33.1 

160.1 

110.3 : 

19.4 

0.4 

60.9 

86.2 

1.0 

6.1 

2.8 

143.8 

42.5 

2.6 

1.4 

42.8 

197.6 I 

58.4 

37.b 

‘, 17.6 

0.7 

17.6 

9.5 

19.8 

124.4 

233.9 

63.9 

I-5 

1.3 

9.0 

14.2 

30.4 

7.4 

1.6 

38.8. 

39.0 

.- 

20.6 

22.5 

0.03 

10.3 

18.9 

109.9 

0.03 

4.6 

65.4 

26.8 

7.9 

2.6 

1.6 

2.6 

47.2 

118.6 

37.3 

63.0 

29.5 10.5 

7.7 

3.6 0.5 

- 

.0.2 

23.1 

0.8 

3.4 

0.4 

3.4 

10.7 

-. 

0.6 

2.3 

- 

i - 

0.03 

10.2 

- 

0.07 

5.5 

0.9 

; 1.2 
m. 

,I. 

'm 

1.3 1.9 

99.0 187.9 

21.9 29.9 

30.4 

11.5 

1.6 

39.0 

62.1 

~ - 

21.4 

25.9 

0.4 

149.9 

101.4 

‘193 

0.5 

69.4 

311.5 

a 4.8 

_ 

44.4 

247.2 

93.0 

3.4 

26.5 

18.9 

109.9 

12.0 

63.5 

26.8 

268.4 

7.4 

1.5 3.2 

8.1 36.3 

65.4 167.4 

26.8 160.4 

7.9 19.6 

2.6 4.3 

1.6 2.2 

2.6 4.3 

53.0 187.7 

47.2 125.9 

118.6 171.4 

37.3 205.0 

73.2 230.5 

1.9 : 

187.9 

29.9 
., 

149.9 

101.4. ~ 

19.5 

0.5 

70.5 

327.7 

4.8 

- 

30.0 

338.6 

197.2 

12.6 

55.5 

27.4 

629.6 

318.4 

23.6 

3.2 

20.6 

2A0.2 

684.7 

506.8 

424.8 

37.4 

2.2 

37.4 

289.7 

714.4 

798.2 

673.9 

416.4 
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Table I-l (Continued) 

AlViUEDO & IVEY (1974) RB. JOHNSON 
1 4’ Minimum Coal Thickness (MM (Bull. 1112-E, 1961) Grand Lki!k 

Tons) 42” Coal Thickuess(MM Tons) 

Overburden Overburdim 

Towsu;j & Total lOOO- 2000- 
Reserves 0-1000” 2000 3000 

T.34S., R63W. 

TZMS., R64W. 

TLMS!, R6SW. 

T.34i, R&W. 

TM%, R6iW. 

TX%, R68W. 

T.34S., R69W. 

T.US., R61W. 

T.3SS., R62W. 

T.3SS., R63W 

T.35S., R64W. 

TJSS., R6SW. 

T.3SS., R66W. 

T.35S., R67W. 

T.3SS., R68W. 

T3SS., R69W. 

18.3 

48.8 

37.9 

52.9 

6.2 

64.9 

7.2 

43.8 

9.9 

47.4 

1.4 

58.2 ‘34.6 111.1 

3.3 52.1 

13.1 51.0 

17.2 70.1 

71.1 8.2 85.5 

48.2 113.1 

1.2 0.4 1.6 

5.7 

33.6 

4.8 

1.9 

6.9 

33.2 0.2 

20.8 11.1 

7.2 

49.5 

43.5 

4.8 

1.9 

6.9 

80.8 

33.3 

1.6 

57.8 

41.2 

0.2 

IS 

139.2 

4.8 

1.7 

16.9 

8.9 

4.2 

8.5 1.9 

6.8 5.8 

4.8 4.8 

3.3 5.9 

1.6 8.0 

57.8 !lS.O 

41.2 137.4 

0.2 .’ .69.3 

IS .103.2 

149.6 324.4 

17.4 42.1 

1.7 

16.9 

18.5 

13.4 

2.9 

72.6 

6.9 

13.6 

9.4 

129.7 

44s 

214.0 

777.1 

lJn7.3 

834.3 

380.0 

317.4 

45.7 

15.2 

54.5 

85.4 

248.7 

310.9 

341s 

138.4 

119.2 

93.4 

1,33X8 4J68.6 12,618.4 

Unsuitability Criteria 

The 20 unsuitability criteria and corresponding exceptions would be applied to all areas passing the initial coal potential 
screening (43 CFR 3461). 

The criteria and subsequent screenings are used for two primary purposes. 

1. Determine areas suitable for further consideration for leasing. 

2. Determineareas suitable for further consideration for certain types of mining (i.e., underground). 

These determinations are to be based on the best available information; on-the-ground inventories are not authorized. 

There may be some cases where sufficient information is not available.These cases should be clearly identified, and it should 
be defined whereinthe overall process, the information will be provided. 

CRITERIA 1 = All National‘Park System, National Wildlife Refuge’System, National Wilderness System, National Trail 
System, National Wild and Scenic Rivers System;National Recreation System, or any lands acquired through Land & Water 
Conservation Funds; National Forest System, and any lands in incorporated towns, cities, or villages are considered 
unsuitable. _; 

CIWERIA 2 = All Federal lands within rights:of-way or easements or within surface leases for resident&i, commercial, 
industrial, or other public purposes are considered.unsuitable. 

: 
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Coal Unsuitability Analysis 

CRITERIA 3 = All lands within 100 feet of the outside line of the right-of-way of a public road or within 100 feet of a 
cemetery, or within 300 feet of any public building; school, church, community or institutional building, or publicpark or 
within 300 feet of an occupied dwelling are considered unsuitable. 

. . 
CRITERIA 4 = All lands designated as wilderness study areas shall be considered unsuitable. 

.’ 
-CRITERIA 5 = All scenic Federal lands designated by visual resource classification analysis as-Class I shall be considered 
unsuitable.‘. / 

CRITERIA 6 = All lands under permit by the surface management agency and being used for scientific studies involving 
food or fiber production shall be considered unsuitable. .’ 

CRITERIA 7 = All public and private places included in the National Register of Historic Places shall be considered 
unsuitable. 

CRITERIA- 8 = All Federal lands designated as natural areas or are being studied as potential areas of critical 
environmental concerns (ACECs) or as National Natural Landmarks shall be considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 9 = All federally designated or habitat proposed for designation as critical habitat for listed threatened or 
endangered plan and animal species shall be considered-unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 10 = All Federal lands containing habitat determined to be critical or essential for plant or animal species 
listed by a state as endangered or threatened shall be considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 11 = All bald or golden eagle nests or sites on Federal lands determined to be active with an appropriate buffer 
zone of land around the site shall be considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 12 = All bald and golden eagle roost and concentration areas on Federal lands used during migration and 
wintering shall be considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 13 = All Federal lands containing a falcon (excluding kestrel) cliff nesting site with an active nest and a 
appropriate buffer of Federal land around the next.site shall be considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 14 = All Federal lands that are high priority-habitat for migratory bid species of a regional or national interest 
basis as determined jointly by the surface managing agency and the USFWS shall be considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 15 = All Federal lands that the surface managing agency and the state jointly agree are habitat for resident 
species of fish, wildlife, and plants of high interest to the state and are essential for maintaining these priority species shall 
be considered unsuitable (e.g.; active strutting grounds for sage grouse, winter range crucial for deer, elk migration routes, 
range for plant species, etc.). 

CRITERIA 16 = All Federal lands in rive&e, coastal, and special floodplains (100 year recurrence interval) on which the 
surface management agency determines that miniig could not be undertaken without substantial threat shall be considered 
unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 17 = All Federal lands committed by the surface management agency to use as municipal watersheds shall be 
considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 18 = All Federal lands with national resource waters, as identified by states in their water quality management 
plans, and a buffer zone on Federal lands of one-quarter mile from the outer edge of the far banks of the water shall be 
considered unsuitable. 

CRITERIA 19 = All Federal lands identified by the surface management agency, in consultation with the state,.as alluvial 
valley floors shall be considered unsuitable. 

CRI%RIA 20 = All Federal lands which a’state or’indian tribe propose to be excluded shall be considered unsuitable. 
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Multiple &b-Trade-offs .A:. 

Coal planning regulations state that multiple land use decisions shall be made that may eliminate additional coal deposits 
from further consideration, for leasing in order to protect resource values of a locally important or unique nature not included 
in the unsuitability criteria. 

Examples of it&&that can be included in this analysis are identified in’30 CFR 7625. These items are similar in concept 
to the unsuitability criteria and are’used to help generatesound decisions regarding future leasing. 

The Trinidad KRCRA occurs in an area with a relatively small percentage of federally managed surface estate. Inventories 
of “other” resource values not specifically identified in the coal unsuitability criteria that should be considered are not 
available. No additional values requiring consideration were identified during consultations with the state. The letter sent 
to the State of Colorado is Attachment 1 to this appendix. .*. : 

The only areas identified during scoping sessions were subdivisions and VRM Class II areas. ‘, 

During surface owner consultations, we became aware that a significant percentage of the area with potential for surface 
mining had been subdivided. This is an important factor not addressed in theCoal Unsuitability Criteria. Little development 
has occurred to date, but potential for housing development in the future is strong. 

,,- * 
Visual resources are also an important concern. ,There are PQ VRM Class I areas (wilderness) within the I.&n&g 
boundaries of the resource area. There are some VRM Class II areas, which,are the most important VRM areas within the 
planning boundaries; These are given special attention in the ‘multiple use analysis. .; .: 

.’ . ,” .:. 

Surface Owner Corisultations 
.’ : 

The Trinidad Known Recoverable Resource Area contains approximately 415,000 acres of land. Within this area about a 
third was determined to have potential for either surface mining or underground mining. The remaining area was 
determined to have potential for underground mining only. 

The area with potential for surface mining is shown on Map 2-9 (Chapter 2). 
I 

The remaining areas did.not require this screen and will be restricted to underground mining activity only. 
: 

This area falls within Las Animas County. A search of courthouse records was conducted in 1989 and 1990 to determine ~ 
surface ownership withinthis area. A mailing list of 257 names and addresses was developed over this time, and a letter 
(Attachment 1) was mailed to each name in January 1991. ‘, ;: 
The following results were received: 

: 
l Letters sent - 257 

l Responses received - 57 i :., I 
” ., ,.. : 

l Surface owners qualified or assumed qualified - 57 
., .I 

0 Responses’% favor” - 22 . ,: ‘.. ,’ 

l Responses “opposed” - 13 

l ResRonses,“unsure” - 22. ,, ,. L, . .,I, ,r 

,’ 

‘.. 

Prioritization’ 

A fifth step of land use planning involves identifying priority areas for leasing. Areas could be prioritized as to where 
particular data gaps would be eliminated. For example, if an area has high potential for development and minimal 
environmental concerns, it would, be identified as a “first priority” and receive priority treatment in eliminating any data 
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gaps. This is not a tract delineation process, but only a process to identify, by.priority, the areas needing data gaps filled.. 
This is an optional section and is not critical to the success of the resource management plan (RMP), but is recommended. ‘. 
It should be re-emphasized that data gaps should be the exception and not the rule. 

The previous procedures will satisfy all plarming criteria and are also tailored to fit,RGPAneeds. Application of unsuitabiity 
criteria to the Trinidad KRCRA, which covers about 438,204 acres, should provide the needed flexibility for potential leasing 
over the next 20 years whether Bureau or privately initiated. 

‘, 
The ,following summarizes the coal screening process. : 

Coal Screen 1 (Development Potentlal) 

Total acres with potential for Federal coal development -’ 131,000. 
Acres with potential for underground mining only - 77,964. 
Acres tith potential for underground or surface mining - 52,980. 

Cqal,Sqeen 2 ._ 

., 

.- 

Coal unsuitability criteria was applied to the entire area with potential for coal development includiithose areas with 
potential for underground mining only. This was to determine if there were large areas where surface developments 
supporting underground mining should be restricted. 

There were no acreages eliminated from further consideration for surface mining or surface facilities through application 
of the ;?q criteria since none of the criteria were applicable. There were, however, concerns related to Criteria 5,9,10, and 
15,.vJrich are explained’in Coal Screen 4. 

Coal Screen 3 

The surface owner consultations were completed on approximately 30,000 acres with potential for surface mining. Response 
to the 250 + letters and public meetings was inconsequential. 

No acreages were eliminated because of this screening. 
: I, 

Coal Screen 4 

Table I-2 shows the acres eliminated from further consideration because of multiple use analysis. 

TABLE l-2 
Summarv or Acres Eliminated from Further Consideration 

Acres by Alternative 

Existing Resource- Resource 
Conservation Utilization Preferred 

Subdivisions 

Big Game Birthing Habitat 

None 

None 

All (Unknown) 

167 

None 

None 

All (Unknpvn) 

167 

Big Game Critical Winter Habitat None 23,955 None None 

‘. 
.  .  .  .  

. ,  
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ATTACHMENT 1 .‘>, 

(Copy of letter) 
3400 
(CO-057) 

January 14,199l 

Dear Landowner: 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is screening Federal coal areas to identify those that should be further considered 
for possible leasing in accordance with the Department of the Interior coal management regulations. The areas involved in 
this screening are those lands with private surface estate and Federal coal estate and are shown on the enclosed Coal Surface 
Owner Consultation Acreage (2/27/90) list. Our review of county records shows that you own the surface of lands on which 
the United States has retained ownership of the coal. The screening is also restricted to those areas previously identified 
as having some potential for surface mining of coal. The screening is part of the planning process for the preparation of a 
resource management plan for management of BLM-administered lands and Federal minerals in the Royal Gorge Planning 
Area, which includes the Raton Basin in southeastern Colorado. The resource management plan, now being prepared, is 
scheduled for completion in late 1992. 

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 gives certain types of protection to surface owners who qualify 
under the law. The law contains both a consultation requirement and a consent requirement. BLM must consult with surface 
owners as part of the planning process and ask whether they favor or oppose leasing of coal under their land (the consultation 
requirement). If you qualify, the BLM cannot issue a coal lease and authorize a company to surface the coal under 
your land unless you agree to let that mining occur (the consent requirement). 

The protections of the surface mining law apply only to surface owners as defined by the surface mining law. The law defines 
surface owners as a person or persons who: 

(1) hold legal or equitable title to the land surface; 

(2) have their principal place of residence on the land; or personally conduct farming or ranching operations upon a farm 
or ranch unit to be affected by surface coal mining operations; or receive directly a significant portion of their income, if 
any, from such farming or ranching operations; and; 

(3) have met the conditions of paragraphs (1) and (2) for a period of at least three years prior to the granting of consent. 

If you meet the requirements of law listed above, you can help ensure that your preferences are considered in the BLM 
planning process by letting us know whether or not you meet each of the requirements. 

-. The purpose of this letter is to and give you an opportunity to tell us whether you favor or oppose leasing 
the coal under your land. BLM is nat noti proposing to lease the coal under your land nor asking for your consent to allow 
leasing and miniig. One of purposes of the resource management plan is to help BLM decide which coal lands in the Raton 
Basin should or should not be further considered for possible leasing. The decision as to which specific coal lands would 
be considered for leasing will be made in a separate process, at which time you would be contacted for consent. 

The reason for this consultation with you and other surface owners in your area is to give BLM an opportunity to understand 
your feelings about surface mining of coal under your land. The coal under your land might be included in a tract wewould 
offer for Federal leasing. If a significant number of qualified surface owners in your area, however, are opposed to surface 
mining of coal under their land, the decision may be to refrain from leasing any Federal coal in that area for surface mining. 
If this is the case, receiving your views at this early stage of planning will allow us to avoid making specific plans for coal 

. leasing in your area. 

If you have already given your consent to a coal company or someone else to surface mine the coal under the land, it is 
important that the BLM know about this in preparing its land use plans. The enclosed consultation form provides an 
opportunity for you to list any such agreements. 
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You may want to seek the advice of someone outside the Federal government (for example, neighboring surface owners, a 
lawyer, or someone familiar with surface coal mining operations) before you answer this letter. 

In order to fully consider your views, we must have your response to this consultation by March 1,199l. Please express your 
views on the enclosed form. The form is designed so you can respond individually for each separate parcel of land, and you 
may separate the parcels by legal descriptions if you desire. A sample is enclosed for your information. 

If you have questions concerning consultation or any other aspect of the planning process, please contact Dave Taliaferro 
or Dan Grenard at our office (719) 275-0631. Our office hours are from 7:45 a.m. to 4~30 p.m. 

We are looking forward to your views, 

Enclosures 

Sincerely yours, 

1st Mac Berta 

Area Manager 
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(See stewbv-stea instructions an the reverse side\ 

‘--#- - ,  ‘--r ___---- - -_--- -  -__ _ . . -  _-_- . - -  - - - ‘ ,  

Previous Consent 

LANDOWNER SIGNATURE DATE! 
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DIRECTIONS 

(Number+ apply to circl+i nu:mber& 6ri form.) 
1. Write intownship, range; and section numbers, and under parcel indicate the.subdivision of the section. If all of 

the section is included, write “all.” The line to the right of the description you provide is for information pertaining 
only to that parcel. Do not list lands over nonfederal coal. 

Example 

Township Range Section Parcel 
2%. ‘7ow. 8 SEU4 

2. Write in month and year land was acquired by you. If you are buying the land through a contract for deed, indi- 
cate when the contract was signed. 

3. Some, all, or none of the categories (a, b, or c) apply to you. Write in the letter(s) for the category(s) that does 
apply. 

4. If you or a previous owner signed an agreement ‘or lease permitting surface mining of coal in the land described, 
and if that lease is still in effect, write “Yes,” date of the lease, date lease expires, and name of the person or com- 
pany holding the lease. (The lease might be called a “coal lease”, even though it applies only to the surface - not to 
the federal coal, which can only be leased by the federal government.) If you or a previous surface owner have not 
leased the surface for coal mining, write “No”. : 

5. What are your attitudes toward surface mining the federal coal under. your land? Place an X in the column that 
applies: In Favor, Unsure, or Opposed. If none-of the three categories exactly represents your position, please 
choose closest to your position. 

1.- ,. -.. 
Remember, the views you express here are.not legally bmdiig. 

“.. L:’ . ..‘.T : 1’ . . 
i 

Ifyou have additional comments.please make them in the space provided. If you have any questions concerning surface 
owner consultation, please contact the Bureau of Land Management at (719) 275~0631’or visit the Cafion City District 

I Office, Royal Gorge Resource Area, 3170-E. l$a@ St., Caiion City, Colorado. . 

COMMENTS 

. 

-. 
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Waterpower Reservoir Resource 

APPENDIX J 
WATERPOWER RESERVOIR RESOURCES 

The following general background information on waterpower and reservoir resources (WRR) will give the reader a basic 
understanding of these resources on-theBLM-administered lands in the Royal Gorge planning area. 

Historical Background 

One of the many factors in the management and use of the remaining public lands within the United States is water supply. 
The extension of agriculture and grazing, the development of mineral industries, transportation, municipal water, and other 
varied activities, are directly dependent on the quantity and quality of the underground and surface water in basically an 
arid region. 

In messages to Congress during 1908 and 1909, President Roosevelt called attention to the danger of an uncontrolled 
monopoly of a waterpower development and to the desirability of preventing powersites on the public domain from falling 
into the hands of speculators and monopolists. Quality potential reservoir and waterpower sites are limited in number, fixed 
in position, increasingly scarce, and irreplaceable. As early as February 26,1908, in a message transmitting a report of the 
Inland Waterways Commission, he advocated legislation providing for the leasing of such sites rather than their alienation. 
The report of the Inland Waterways Commission contains the following statement: 

“Whether water is now or will hereafter become the chief source ofpowen the monopolization of electricityfrom running 
streams involves monopoly ofpowerfor the transportation offreight andpassengers, for manufacturing andforsuppryig 
light, heat, and other domestic, agriculhcral, and municipal necessities to such extent that unless regulated it will entail 
monopolistic control of the daily life of ourpeople in an unprecedented degree.” 

Since that time, Congress has legislated requirements for retention of land with WRR values. Congress authorizes 
development by government agencies or allows development by others through leasing of the potential sites. This maintains 
public control in any possible development of potential sites. 

During the 44%year period from 1879 to 1919, Congress passed several laws requiring the withdrawal of land valuable for 
WRR sites. Since 1888, the Federal government has been identifying and documenting potential reservoir sites. Thii 
function was accomplished by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for the Secretary of the Interior, but in 1983, the authority 
was delegated to the Bureau of Land Management. 

Resource Description 

Reservoir sites are constructed to provide the operator with control of the distribution of the flows in a stream for a more 
dependable water supply. This control of the distribution is valuable to meet needs or demands for water. Reservoirs provide 
many local, regional, and national benefits. They can be used for: 

l irrigation 

l mining 
0 logging 

l interbasin transfers 

0 off-stream storage 

l flood control 

l ground water recharge 

l wetlands 

0 improving water quality 

l enhanced fisheries 

,o additional water for wildlife, stock, and fire fighting 
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i domestic and industrial supplies 

0 transportation 

0 recreational opportunities 

0 scenic values 

e hydroelectricity 

Reservoirs are created by building a dam to hold water in a natural geographic basin. The purpose is to capture high 
streamflows, store water, and then relese it at a more desirable time, thereby controlling stream flow. Water diverted out 
of a stream generally creates a vertical distance or fall between the flows and the stream. This fall can be used to create 
waterpower (hydropower). The hydroelectric value is a function of demand and need; generally, the value has been 
recognized and given high priority by Congress. 

Size of the potential reservoir depends on the amount of control desired, available financing, and political support. Sites 
are dependent on topography, geology, water supply, and water distribution. Waterpower and reservoir sites should be 
sized to provide the desired control without unnecessary expense of oversizing. Many times the physical topography will 
not allow the control and several dams are considered. When combined, these factors severely restrict reservoir locations. 

Site selection is further complicated by the immediate and long-term effects of the reservoir. Resources at a site may 
potentially be affected at each phase of the reservoir development process: 

During planning, access to the site, drilling, geophysical investigations (may involve blasting), and mapping may be 
required 

Reservoir construction may require timber harvesting, soil and rock removal (with associated blasting), and a construc- 
tion environment including workers and equipment. 

After construction, timber, wildlife cover, forage, access, and historical and cultural resources may be affected by the 

P 
resence of the reservoir; existing fish populations may change from stream to lake stock, and the number of visitors attracted 
or recreation purposes may increase. In addition, resources may be affected by reservoir o 

fluctuations of water in the reservoir, amount of water in the stream, and times that water is av alf 
erations, which control 

’ able. 

Need for the Resource 

The need for adequate supplies of pure water for human consumption and economic security is one of the next major 
resource management crisis predicted for the nation. The Arkansas and South Platte drainages produce an abundance of 
high quality water for which demands exceeds supply. Present demand includes irrigation, power, fisheries, esthetics, 
recreation, and domestic use. Nearly 90 percent of the 2.2 million people in Colorado live east.of the Continental Divide in 
an area receiving an average annual precipitation of 15.7 inches. Ground water in eastern Colorado has been developed to 
a point where wells are running low and yields are of low quality for meeting the rapidly growing demand being imposed 
by urban population growth and intensified agricultural practices. 

Future local, regional, and national needs in these basins include provision for irrigation, mining, interbasin transfers, 
off-stream storage, flood control, ground water recharge, wetlands, improving water quality, enhanced fisheries, additional 
water for wildlife, livestock, fire fighting, domestic and industrial supplies, recreation opportunities, scenic values, and 
hydroelectricity. . . 

WRR Withdrawals 

Congress has given WRR values a high priority and provided legislation for resource protective withdrawals for protection 
of this resource. The objective of the withdrawals is to identify lands with existing potential sites and to ensure their 
consideration. The purpose of these withdrawals is to prohibit the general public from obtaining control of these sites as 
well as to prohibit management practices from endangering the WRR resource. 
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These withdrawals (Table J-l) neither commit the government to construction nor prohibit private use for water resource 
development. The land may continue to be entered for other uses, but with the understandiig that water development 
cannot be precluded by such entry. They are a form of long-range planning to impose constraints on land managers for 
protection of the waterpower and reservoir values. 

TABLE J-l 
Waternower Withdrawals in Roval Gorae Resource Area11 

BLM ease Number USGS Number Acreaae 
Above Cafion Citv - Arkansas R U CO 

a8319 Reservoir Site6 ’ 

C28319 Reservoir Site 9 

a8319 Reservoir Site 51 

C28584 Power Site Reserve 92 

c28593 

a8606 

Power Site Reserve 186 
.‘, 

Power Site Reserve 404 

c28620 Power Site Classification 32 

C28622 

'C28638 

: 'a8642 

Power Site Classification 54 

Power Site Classification 261 
.’ 

Power Site Classification 350 

Sub Total 

C28319 

a.8612 

C28613 

‘. 

c&3319 

C28623 

CT8636 Power Site Classification 225 

Below Cafion City - Arkansas R M CO 
Reservoir Site Reserve 11 ’ 

Power Site Reserve 497 

Power Site Reserve 539 

Sub Totai 

Below Cafion City - Arkansas R L CO 
Reservoir Site 46 

Sub Total 1,631.85 

Below CaAon City - South Platte R U CO 
Power Site Classification 56 

Sub Total 

Total 

80.00 

li4.48 

275.20 

27,012.62 

2,226.40 

240.00 

3,652.OO 

4,920.oo 

120.00 

1,614.64 
,, ., 

40,315.34 

480.00 

34.00 ” ; 
5838.30 

-3,352.30 

.1,631.85 

720.00 

946.00 

1,666.OO 

a-965.49 

lkome of these sites are on U.S. Forest Service lands outside the Royal Gorge Planning Area; 

When BLM-administered lands valuable for WRR sites are formally withdrawn, sites are protected through operation of 
the public land laws and regulations, and in some cases, through cooperative administrative procedures of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The following considerations apply to WRR withdrawals: 

a. The withdrawal will be for an indefinite period. 
b. The purpose of the withdrawal is to retain WRR values in Federal ownership. 
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c. The withdrawal will have no effect on the use of waters. 
d. The withdrawal will not affect or reduce existing land management responsibilities. 
e. The’effect of the withdrawal on resource management is a matter of law and is the same m’all cases, ,and need not, be 

stated. 
,. : 

WRR withdrawals were’ made after the original resource decision was made by the Secretary of the Interior, ‘with 
concurrence of the management agency. The ruling was that it had the highest priority among a number of possible uses, 
but this priority must be revisited as other land valuesbecome apparent. Until then other uses will be managed in such a . 
way as to’protect the use of the site for water-power or reservoir purposes. The term for this type of management is “intensive 
management of waterpower or reservoir sites.” 

..’ 

Since 1983, BLM has had the responsibility for land management decisions concerning all Federal lands with potential 
waterpower and reservoir resource values. Recommendations to alter this resource decision requires concurrence by.both 
the FERC, because of provisions of the Federal Power Act of 1920, and by congressional legislation. 

Developmental Withdrawals 

Congress provided for withdrawals to protect development interests of the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR), Corps of 
Engineers (COE), and the‘Federa1 Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) applicants. These forms of withdrawals 
protecting development interest are distinctly different than withdrawals protecting WRR values, but they may occupy the 
same Federal lands. Withdrawals protecting BOR, COE or FERC development interests are more restrictive concerning 
other possible uses of the land. These restrictive management constraints need separate considerations before any 
management actions are taken and should be reviewed with the withdrawal agency. 

Congress has provided various authorities for development of waterpower and reservoir sites. The BOR, COE, Soil 
Conservation Service, and the Tennessee Valley Authority are Federal agencies with given development authority. 
Non-Federal entities may develop hydroelectric dams under the provisions, of the Federal Power& of 1920, under the 
direction of FERC. This legislation provides for the leasing of sites rather than their alienation. Other developments are 
regulated by the land management agency, the State Engineers Office, and the COEs clean water permits. ., 

.’ 

BLM Delegated Authority 

BLM now has the responsibility to provide a scientific classification of WRR values on Federal lands, regardless of which 
Federal department or agency administers the lands, and make recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior .as to 
withdrawal status changes. This scientific classification is accomplished by resource inventory, monitoring, evaluation 
activities, and resulting land actions required by legislation, regulation, and policy. 

ldentifjcation I 
.: 

The objective of the WRR inventory activity is identification of the potential sites, a professional assessment of their 
value, and retention of control of the sites. Site documentation of established resource values of a potential reservoir includes 
information on location, potential capability, extent, natural physical condition, historical need, effect, and potential of the 
reservoir. Information and inventories are collected from other goverrurxntal development agencies and private develop- 
ment agencies. The Secretary of the Interior, has given BLM full responsibility for performing independent engineering 
reservoir evaluations and for providing inventory information to other agencies and the public. 

,. 
:. 

Sites listed in Table J-2 indicate developed and previous interest and the location of resources. The listed sites are those 
previously identified and may not reflect all possible sites. These 146 sites have been tracked by U.S. Geological Survey 
(presently function of BLM) since identification. Information pertaining to location, technical evaluation, monitoring 
partial development, and the subsequent land actions on the WRR sites in these basins may be obtained from the BLM 
Colorado State Office. , 

. 
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Waterpoier Reservoir Resource 
L 

WaterDoier Sites in%% &he Resource A&l/ 
Name .: TvDe Number Location 

SylvaiiQkes 
Hydrologic Unit - 11020001 Arkansas Bash 

.UR 
UD’ : : 

--11020001=005 
11020001-@lo 
110200q1-015 
11020001-017 
11020001-022 
11020001-022 
11020001-022 
@26001-025 
ii02&01-030 
11020001-045 
11020001-046 
11020001-054 
11020001-055 
11020001-056 
11020001-057 
11020001-057 
‘11020001-057A 
11020001-057A 
11020001-060 
ilO28Ool-t?65 
11020001-065A 
11020001-067 
l1020001-068 
11020001-070 
11020001-080 
11020001-085 
11020001-090 
110200~1-095 
1102OOp1-095 
11020001-10d 
11020001-102 
11020001-110 
11020001-120 
11020001-130 
~11020001-140 
11020001,150 
1102000~-160 
11020001-170 
lld20001-170 . 
11020001-180 
1102000~-190 
11020001200 
11020001-21OA 
11p20001-230 
1102cum235 
11020001-246A 
11020001-255 
lltI20001-265 
1102000$-267 
i1020001-269 
1102OOOl-270 

T.8 S.,R.80 W., Sec..2l 
Si. Kiven 
LeadvilleRes 
Leadville Jutiction. Res 
Sugarloaf Dam 
Elbert Powerplant 
Mt. Elbert Hydro Proj. 
Halftioon Diversion 
Snowden Diversion 
Box Creek (Res. #3) 
Box Creek Alternative 
Willis Gulch 
Star Mountain,. 
Twin Peaks 
Twin Lakes Reservoir 
Twin Lakes Reservoir 
Mt’Elbeit Forebay 
M t Elbert Forebay 
Cache Creek. 
Clear Creek Reservoir 
Otero Powerplant 
Pine Creek 
Springs Hydro #2 
Granite Diversion 
Wapaco Powerplant 
Americus Power Project 
Mile 47.2 Diversion 
Elephant Rock 
Elephant Rock 
Elephant Rock Power 
Seven Mile 
South Cottonwood Div. 
Cottonwood 
Four Elk Creek 
Cottonwood Creek Div. 
Nathrop Diversion #l 
Princeton Powerplant 
Alpine, Resefvoir 
Alpine Reservoir 
Cascade Reservoir 
Browns Canyon Upper 
Salida Diversion 
J,ohnson Powerplant 
Browns Canyon Lower 
Chalk Creek Diversion 
Salida Powerplant 
Browns Canyon Div. 
Garfield Dam 
Poncha Creek Diversion 
Sahda No. 2 
Foose Creek Dam 

‘. uI$ : 
UR 
DR 
UH 
UH, 

,DR ” 
UH 
UR 
UR 

‘UR, 
.UR: 
1 .,-,R. ‘. 

UR .’ 
DR 
DP 
UR 
DR 
UH 
UR 
UH’ 
UH 
UH 
UH 
UH 
UR 
,UH, :. 
UH , 
UR 
UH 
UR 
UH 
UH ,, 
‘UH 
UH,’ :. 
DR..’ 
UR ,:.. 
UR 
UR. 
UH. 

‘UH’. 
UR 
UH 
UH 
UH 
DR 
UH 
UH 
DR 

T.9 S.,R.80 W., Sec. 16 ,’ 
T.9 S.,R.80 W., Sec. 10 

..T.9 S.,R.80 W., Sec. 21 ! 
T.9 S.,R.80 W., Sec. 19 
T.9 S;,R.80 W., Sec. 19 
T.9 S.,R.80 W.; Sec. 19 
T.10 S.,R.80 W., Sec. 18 I 
T.10 S.,RSd W., Sec. 
T.ll S.,R.80 W., Sec. 11 
T.ll S.,R.80 W., Sec. 12 ‘. 
T.12 S.,R.80 W., Sec. 2 
T.ll S.jR.82 W., Sec. 25 :. 1 
T.ll.S.,R.81 W., Sec. 27 f 
T.ll S.,R. 80 W.; Sec. : 
T.ll S.,R. 80 W., Sec. : 
T.llS.,R.80 W.,Sec.8 .’ 
T.ll S.,R.80 W., Sec. 8 ” 

, T.12 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 6 
T. i2S.,R.80 W., Sec. 8 ’ 
T.l2S.,R.79 W., Sec. 8. 
T.12 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 31 : 
T.12 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 28 
T.12 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 22 
T.12 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 8 / 
T.13 S.,R.79 W., S&:13 
T.13 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 24 
T.13 S.,R.78 W.; Sec. 31’ ” 
T.l3S.,R.78 W.,,Sec. 31’ ‘1 
T.l.3 S.,R.78 W., Sec. 30 ” 
T.13 S.,R.78 W., Sec. 32 
T.14 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 13 
T.14 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 21 : 
T.14 S.,R.78 W., Sec. 16 
T.lS’S.,R.78 W., Sec. 13 

’ T.15 S.,R.78 W., Sec. 11 ’ 
T.13 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 2 .’ 
T.15 S.R.79 W., Sec. 25 
T.15 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 25 

,’ 

T.3 S.,R.79 W., Sec. 29 
T.15 S.,R.78 W., Sec. 25 
T. 50 N.;R. 9 E., Sec. 22 :.. 
T...N.,R. E.,Sec. 
T.51 N;,R. 8 E., Sec. 34 
T.50 N.,R. 8 E., Sec. 2 
T. N.,R. E.,Sec. 
T.49 N.,R. 9 E., Sec. 9 
T.50 N.;R. 6 E., Sec. 
T.49 N.,R. 9 E., Sec. 10 
T.49 N.,R. 7 E., Sec. 3 
T.50 N.,R. 6 E., Sec. 36 
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Appendix J 

Name 
Salida No. 1 

Tvoe.‘ 
UH 

Welisville Diversion. 
Badger Diversion 
Taylor Gulch Reservoir 
Taylor G&h Reservoir 
South Arkansas.River 
Badger Creek Div. 
Pleasanton 
Parkdale Reservoir 
Texas Creek 
Reservoir Site No. 9 
DeWeese Reservoir 
DeWeese Reservoir 
DeWeese Reservoir 
DeWeese Reservoir EnI 
DeWeese Reservoir #6 
Grape Creek Res #2 
Webster Park Res 

UH 
UH 
UR 
UH 
UH 
UH 
UH .’ 
UR 

.UH 
UR 
UR 
DR 
UH 
UR 
UR 
UR 
UR 

Hydrologic Unit - 11020002 
UH 
UH 

Location 
T.49 N.,R. 7 E., Sec. 32 
T.49 N.,R.lO E., Sec. 28 
T. N.,R. E.,Sec. 

’ T.9 N.,R.lO E., Sec. 29 
T.49 N.,R.lO E., Sec. 29 
T.49 N.,R.lO E., Sec. 27 
T. N.,R. E.,Sec. 
T. N.,R. E.,Sec. 
T.18 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 21 
T.18 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 18 
T.20 S.,R.72 W., Sec. 2 
T.19 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 20 
T.21 S.,R.72 W., Sec. 2 
T.21 S.,R.72 W., Sec. 20 
T.21 S.,R.72 W., Sec. 15 
T.19 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 12 
T.19 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 
T.19 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 19 

Parkdale Diversion 
Ction City Diversion 
Cobb Reservoir 
West Oil Reservoir 
Wrights Reservoir 
Oak Creek Dam 
Coal Creek Dam 
Brush Hollow 
Colorado Springs #7 
Colorado Springs #8 
Bison Reservoir 
Cripple Creek #3 
Cripple Creek #2 
Colorado Springs #2 
Colorado Springs #4 
Colorado Springs #5 
Pringtime Reservoir 
Skagway Reservoir 
Skagway Reservoir 
Skagway Reservoir 
Rosemont Reservoir’ 
Pueblo Reservoir 
Pueblo Reservoir 
St. Charles Reservoir 
Lake Isabel 
Lake Isabel 
Graneros Reservoir 
Lower Graneros Dam 

UR 
UR 
DR 
UH 
UH 
UH 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR .. 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DH. 
UH 
DR. 
DR 
UH 
UR 
DR 

,,UH :. 

Ruxton Park 
Ruxton Park 
Manitou Springs 
Manitou Springs 

UR 
UR 

Hydrologic Unit - 11020003 
tiFi 
DH 
‘DR 
DH 

11020001280 
11020001-285. 
11020001-290 

Number 

11020001-290 
11020001-295 
11020001-320 

11020001-275 

11020001-330 
11020001-340 
11620001-350 
11020001-355 
11020001-365 
~11020001-367 
1102OOOl-367 
11o2OOO1-368 
11020001-370 
11020001-380 
11020001-390 

Arkansas Basin 
11020002-092 
11020002-010 
11020002-020 
1102c@2-030 
11020002-040 
11020002-050 
11&0002-060 
11020002-070 
11020002-080 
11020002-100 
1102ooo2-110 
11020002-120 
11020002-130 
11020002-140 
11020002-160 
11020002-170 
11020002-180 
11020002200 
11020002200 
11020002-200 
11020002-210 
11020002-220 
11020002-220 
11020002230 
11020002240 
11020002240 
11020002-250 
11020002260 

Arkansas Basin 
11020003-010 
11020003-010 
11620003-020 
11020003-020 

T.18 S.,R.70 W., Sec. 31 
T. S.,R. W., Sec. 
T.15 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 9 
T.15 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 9 
T.14 S.,R.70 W., Sec. 31 
T. S.,R. W.,Sec. 
T. S.,R. W., Sec. 
T; S.,R. W., Sec. 
T.14 S.,R.69 W.;Sec. 24 
T.14 S.,R.69 W., Sec. 24 
T.15 S.,R.69 W., Sec. 2 
T.14 S.R.69 W., Sec. 34 
T.14 S.,R.69 W., Sec. 34 
T.14 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 30 
T.15 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 5 
T.15 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 4 
T.15 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 20 
T.16 S.,R.69 W., Sec. 1 
T.16 S.,R.69 W., Sec. 1 
T.16 S.,R.69 W., Sec. 1 
T.15 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 23 
T.20 S.,R.66 W., Sec. 36 
T.20 S.,R.66 W., Sec. 36 
T.21 S.,R.65 W., Sec. 
‘f.24 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 6 
T.24 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 6 
T.24 S.,R.66 W., Sec. 29 
T.24 S.,R.66 W., Sec. 21 

T.14 S.,R.68 W.,.Sec. 11 
T.14 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 11 
T.14 S.,R.67 W., Sec. 6 
T.14 S.,R.67 W., Sec. 6 
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Waterpower Reservoir Resource 

Table J-2 KIontinued1, 
Name Tvoe Numb& Location 

Rampart Reservoir 
Fountain Dam ~ ‘. 

DR 11020003-040 T.12 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 26 
,. UR 11020003-050 T. S.,R. W., Sec. 

North Catamount DR 13.020003-060 
South Catamount 

T.13 S.,R.69 W., Sec. 13 
.DR 11020003-070 T.l.3 S.,R.69 W.,Sec. 13 

Crystal Creek Reservoir DR 11020003-080 T.13 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 17 
Northfield Res. #4 DR 11020003-090 T.12 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 25 
Northfield Res. #l, 
Northfield Res. #2 

DR 11020003-100 T.12 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 25 
DR 11020003-110 T.12 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 19 

NorthfieldHydro Project UH. 11020003-120 T.12 S.,R.67 W., Sec. 29 
Monument Lake DR 11020003-130 T.ll S.,R.67 W., Sec. 15 
Aspen Lake DR 11020003-140 T.12 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 15 
Palmer Lake PR 11020003-150 T.ll S.,R.67 W., Sec. 5 
Glen Park Upper DR 1102iIOO3-160 T.ll S.,R.67 W., Sec. 7 
Lake Moraine DR 11020003-170 T.14 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 22 ‘~ 
Bigtooth DR 11020003-180 ’ T.14 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 14 
Mesa #1 ,DR, 11020003-190 T.14 S.,R.67 W., Sec. 26 
Stratton DR 11020003-200 T.15 S.,R.68 W., Sec. 3 

Hydrologic Units _ 11020005 thru 11020013 Arkansas Basin 
Lake Henry 
Cudahy Reservoir 
Crooked Arroyo Retard 
Cucharas Reservoir 
Apishapa 
Horse Creek Reservoir 
Adobe Creek Reservoir 
Muddy Creek Reservoir 
John Martin Dam 
John Martin Dam 
Willow Creek 
Great Plains Reservoir 
Wolf Creek 
Clay’Creek 
Horse Creek 
Trinidad Lake 
Trinidad Lake 
Pinon Canyon Dam 
Model Reservoir 
Purgatoire 
Monument Lake 
North Lake 
Two.Buttes Reservoir 

Antero Reservoir 
Antero Reservoir 
High Creek Reservoir 
‘Hartsel‘Reservoir 
Montgomery Reservoir 
Spinney Mountain 
Elevenmile Canyon Res. 
Elevenmile Canyon Res. 
Elevenmile Canyon Div. 
Lake George 

DR. 
DR. 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
UH 
UR 
DR. 
UR 
DR 
DR 
DR 
UH 
.DR 
DR 
UR : 
DR 
DR 
DR 

Hydrologic Unit - 
DR 
UH 
UR 
UH 
DR 
DR 
DR 
DH, 
-DR 
DR 

11020005-010 
11020005-020 
11020005-030 
11020006-010 
11020007-010 
11020008-010 
11020009-010 
11020009-020 
11020009-030 
11020009-030 
11020009-032 
11020009-040 
11020009-050 
11020009-060 
11020009-070 
11020010-010 
11020010~010 
11020010-020 
11020010-030 
11020010-040 
11020010-050 
11020010-060 
11020013-010 

10190001. South Platte 
.10190001-010 
1tq90001-010 
10190001-020 
10190001-030 
10190001-040 

* 10190001-050 
10190001-060 
10190001-060 
10190001-070 
10190001-080 

J-7 ., 

T.21 S.,R.56 W., Sec. 6 
T-20 S.,R.58 W., Sec. 15 
T. S.,R. W.,Sec. 
T.26 S.R.64 W., Sec. 31 
T. S.,R.‘W.,Sec. 1 
T.22 S.,R. 3 W., Sec. 
T. 21 S.,R.52 W., Sec. 7 
T.26 S.,R.52 W., Sec. 29 
T.23 S.,R.49 W., Sec. 8 
T.23 S.,R.49 W., Sec. 8 
T.23 S.,R.46 W.; Sec. 
T. S.,R. W., Set; 
T.23 S.,R.44 W., Sec. 
T. S.,R. W.,Sec. 
T. S.,R. W., Sec. 
T.33 S.,R.# W., Sec. 27 
T.33 S.,R.64 W., Sec.‘27 
T.32 S.,R.64 W., Sec. 35 
T.31 S.R.62 W., Sec. 19 
T. 26 S.,R.54 W., Sec. 
T.32 S.,R.68 W., Se& 31. 
T.32 S.,R@.W., Sec..19 
T.28 S.,R.46 W., Sec. 1 

T.12 S.,R.76 W., Sec. 21 
T112 S.,R.76 W.;Sec. 21 
T.ll S.,R.76 W., Sec. 28 
T.12 S.,R.75 W., Sec. 8 
T.8 S.,R’ 78 W.; Sec. 14 
T.12 S.,R.74 W., Sec. 36 
T.l.3 S.,R.72 W., Sec. 20 
T.13 S.,R.72 W., Sec. 20 
T.12 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 31 
T.12 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 30 
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,/ ,*’ 
Table J-2 (Continued) 

Name Tvoe Number 
: Crystal Creek Diversion UH 1q190001-090 
American ‘DR ioi9oooi-loo 
American UH 10190001-100 
Tarryah Diversion UH 10190001-110 
Northrup Reservoir UH 10190001-120 
Lii-Slater UR 10190001-130 
Jefferson Lake DR. s 10190001-140 
Reclamation No 14 UR 10190001-150 
McKay Reservoir UR’ 10190001-160 
Tarryall Reservoir ” ‘DR 10190001-170’ 
Reclamation No 9 UR 10190001-180 
,Tarryall UR .1019ooo1-190 
Tarryall .UH I, 10190001-190 

.Bison , UR 10190001-200 
Bison UH 10190001-200 

Location 
T.12 S.,R.71 W., Sec. 4 
T.ll S.,R.71 W., Sec. 29 
T.ll S.,R.71 W., Sec. 29 
T.ll S.,R.71 W., Sec. 28 
T.ll S.,R.71 W., Sec. 16 
T. 9 S.,R.75 W., Sec. 9 
T. 7 S.,R.76 W., Sec. 11 
T. 9 S.,R.75 W., Sec. 1 
T. 9 S.,R.74 W., Sec. 27 
T. 9 S.,R.74 W., Sec. 36 
T.10 S.,R.73 W., Sec. 9 
T.ll S.,R.72 W., Sec. 4 
T.il S.,R.72 W., Sec. 4 
T.li S.,R.72 W., Sec. 24 
T.ll S.,R.72 W., Sec. 24 

” :’ -. 
l/Some of these sites are on U.S. Forest Service lands outside the Royal Gorge Planning Area. 

Nloriitoring’ ” 
‘. 

‘. .’ 

The objective ,of resource monitoring activity is the collection of pertinent information, coordination with development 
proponents, and sharing the information with the land managers. This includes monitoring activities of the governmental. 
development agencies and private development agencies. This information is furnished to land managers through the land. 
use planning process. 

WRi3 Plandng Requirements 

The:following WRR determinations must be made for management areas during resource management planning: 
‘ . . .  I  

AlI lands in the planning area determined by rofessional evaluation to have 
assigned to one of three categories: Landssuita l!i le for intensive management o F 

otential for WRR development must be . 
WRR sites, lands suitable for restricted 

management as WRR sites, and lands unsuitable for management as WRR sites. 
All Federal lands within the resource area currently withdrawn for WRR purposes must be assigned to one of two 

categories: Lands recommended for continuation of the withdrawal, and lands not recommended for continuation of the 
withdrawal. Lands not recommended for continuation need to include.the WRR specialist professional evaluation report 
recommending cancellation of the withdrawal because of lack of technical value, congressional legislation, or other 
conflicting resource value. 

Management direction for areas of potential development need to be assigned to one of four categories: excluded, 
restrictive, permitted, or preferred. This includes identification of other resource values that need protection, and 
constraints to be placed on WRR developments. 

Resource Evaluation Activities 

The objective of WRR evaluation activity is to identify resource management conflicts and opportunities through the land 
use planning process. This comparison helps set priorities, identify possibilities for reducing the effect on a resource or for 
enhancing an affected resource, determine alternative actions, and provide guidance for future actions. ‘. 

Dams and reservoir resources have the potential to affect nearly every resource managed by BLM. Resource management 
can be quite complex, not only because of laws and regulations guiding management and protection, but also because of 
the number of groups involved in the process. For example, some resources are represented by specific bureaus such as the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; some have advocates within land management agencies; and still others have a public 
association of interested members. Reservoir resources ‘are no exception. BLM partnerships in reservoir development 
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Waterpower Reservoir Resource ‘.. 

efforts, therefore, are extremely important and provide opportunities for a diversity of groups to become involved in the 
reservoir development process. 

?/. -. 
A partnership,of resource specialists across agency boundaries can ensure development of a consistent approach for other 
resource protection. Partnerships in the land use planning process provide a structured; systematic opportunity to evaluate 
adverse effects, operational scenarios, and positive opportunities for specific resources prior to filing an application:This 
kind of approach alleviates time constraints and also assists dam developers implanning strategies if sites are identified with 
resource conflicts. ,: 

The BLM land manager’s responsibility for identification of conflicts will involve WRR values. The importance and value 
of WRR will be established and compared to conflicting resources. When considering conflict resolution, the.value of the 
potential WRR site must be weighed against the value of other existing resources. The WRR specialist must provide 
technical evaluation information for the conflict resolution exercise, and be included as a resource specialist in conflict 
resolution. 

Land managers need to consider whether or not other specific resource values have a higher value only when the’resources 
are in conflict. If the site is within a withdrawal, and the manager believes that higher resource values exist and are in conflict 
with the withdrawn resource, he has avenues to recommend changes. The responsibility rests on the manager to present 
facts and arguments to pef%uade Congress to affect change. The RMP should address this and contain analysis explaining 
why development of waterpower or reservoirs is recommended for exclusion. Statements of the potential for waterpower 
or reservoir sites and the relative values of the recommendation are to be included. The withdrawal may be removed if 
Congress has taken action to prohibit development of sites on the lands involved. 

The Regulations For Implementing The Procedural Provisions Of The National Environmental Policy Act has a number 
of requirements to be considered during land use planning. If monitoring indicates organizational interest’in WRR I 
values in the planning area, that organization should be considered as a possible cooperating agency. The same 
involvement is required if such agencies, persons, or organizations apply for authorizations that may cause significant 
impact to the environment, such as development of a WRR site. It encourages reduction in duplication and paperwork- 
allowing the consideration of WRR conflict resolution before an actual application requires such action. In the,case 
of the possible right-of-way .application for the development of a WRR site, the Act requires cooperation with state 
and local agencies to the fullest extent possible to reduce duplication, Proper consideration of WRR values and 
integrated planning will allow National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) compliance of future specific 
development applications to be, tiered. . j’ 

Agencies who are considering development should be invited as a cooperating agency in compliance with NEPAL The.’ 
agency should be informed of all possible alternatives to the proposed site. They should be aware of conflicts with each site 
as a guide toward the best environmental and technical sites. This partnership in the land use planning process would provide 
a structured, systematic opportunity to evaluate adverse effects, operational scenarios, and positive opporhniities.for 
specific resources prior to development. 

If an acceptable WRR site is located within this planning area, future construction applications and environmental 
statements of the agency would summarize this broader resource management plan. 

‘.‘, 
WRR sites not withdrawn pose unique management challenges to the land manager, because the manager has resource 
protection and planning responsibilities and must consider multiple resource conflicts. The manager’s responsibilities 
are to acknowledge these sites and restrictively manage them.for WRR values. The land manager may allow interim 
use, provided the waterpower resource values are not endangered and then nominate the lands for a WRR withdrawal. 

Land Activities 

WRR withdrawals are based on technical evaluations of the potential development schemes. Information on which the 
withdrawals were made, is available from the the Colorado State Office. : : 

In order to keep these withdrawals protecting WRR values to a minimum, BLM has been delegated authority‘for withdrawal 
review to evaluate water development potentials, and make recommendations for change to the Secretary of the Interior. 
The Secretary has the’ultimate decision authority on withdrawals. : 

In cases where other.uses may harm a WRR withdrawal, the BLM manager must consult with the Federal Energy Regula~tory I 
Commission (FERC), by provisions of the Federal PowerAct, before allowing interim use action to occur. ;: 
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Appendix K 

: APPENDIX K 
: ACEC i4ilAlmYSlS 

‘. :’ 
,’ 

Royal Gorge RMP Screened Listing of Potential Candidate ACECs 

The list of potential areas of critical environmental concern (ACECs) are shown on Table K-l. Nominations were developed 
from in-house recommendations, public issue/concerns and planning criteria meetings, previous ACEC meetings, other 
agencies concerns, etc. 

An ACEC Workgroup applied the four criteria for relevance and the five criteria for importance to these sites. All sites 
were fully screened to determine eligibility to be carried into the RMP planning process. Various boundary changes were 
discussed during the screening process. Some sites clearly did not meet the criteria and were dropped. Other sites were 
placed, on hold until development of further information or were screened and determined to meet one or more of the 
ACEC criteria. 

The listing includes details on potential acreage within each of the nominated sites, recommendations and rationale for why 
sites do or do not meet the ACEC relevance and importance criteria, boundary realignment suggestions, and ownership 
status (state, Federal, and private). 

The area manager accepted the recommendations of the work group with some modifications in acreage, mostly private 
and state land exclusions. The sites recommended in this listing will be considered in the development of the alternatives 
for the Royal Gorge Resource Management Plan (RMP). All sites recommended as meeting the criteria will be placed into 
one or more of the plan alternatives and carried into the BLM planning process. 
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TABLE K-l 
Screened Listina of Potential Areas of Critical Environmental Concern 

ACJ?,C’#/Name GIS Map Name Ownership 
[lOOK map name] (approximate acres) 

General Description and Comments 

1. Broes Canyon 
‘_ 

1BROWNCANY 
[Gunnison] 

9,663 
BLM 9,411 
USPS 2 
State 233 
Private 17 

This area includes all 6,614 acres of scenic river 
canyon within the wilderness study area (WSA) 
recommended to Congress as wilderness for its 
unique naturalness character and primitive 
recreation + water-related recreation + scenic 
and visual qualities + under consideration as an 
archaeological district. The bluffs in the area have 
been identified as having very significant raptor 
values, and.the area has significant bighorn sheep 
habitat values. This area includes BLM, private, 
and state land considered very important to the 
integrity and management of this canyon environ- 
ment. (Arkansas River will be analyzed for wild 
and scenic designation.) 

RECOMMENDED 
The boundaries as proposed are acceptable; the buffer arcas are important to maintaining the integrity of the can n. Some variations could’be 
used among the various plan altemattves; I.e:, looking at just the recommended WSA acres. The acres recommen r 
USES, state, and private land are important m maintaining the integrity of the unit). 

ed are 9,411(252 acres of 

Comments: This ACEC has been expanded by 1,300 acres for a total of 10 963 recommended. All of the additional acres are CMA lands 
included in the Arkansas Headwaters Recreatton Area (administered by BLM). 

2. Beaver Creek 2BEAVERCRK 28,422 Wilderness study area with 20,750 acres 
2BEAVERCRKACQ BLM 27,626 recommended as wilderness and 5,400 acres not 

[Pikes Peak]. 
State 672 recommended as wilderness. The area has 
Private 124 significant naturalness character, primitive 

[Colo. Springs] recreation + water-related recreation + scerric 
. and visual qualities. The bluffs in the area have 

been identified as having very significant raptor 
values, and significant bighorn sheep and 
mountain lion habitat values. This area includes 
BLM, private, and state land considered very 
important to the integrity and management of thii 
canyon land environment. (Beaver Creek will be 
analyzed for wild and scenic designation.) 

RECOMMENDED 
Suggested that some areas be added to the unit in various plan alternatives. Various plan alternatives could address smaller boundaries also; 
i.e., consider just the WSA acres. The acres recommended are 27 626 
integrity of the unit). On 8/30/90 278 acres were acquired and in&de 

796 acres of 
d e 

nvate and state lands are im rtant in maintainin the 
in the ACE lT t . Included 

in the acreage shown above. 
plus 23 acres of state land. ese acreages are no 

Comments ‘@is ACEC was reduced to 13,734 acres. Acres included in the reduction are administered by BLM. The area was decreased in size 
from the ortgtnal WSA acreage because the values identtfied in the ACEC process @eregrine habttat, npanan, scentc, btghom shee 
were not dqmmant throughout the enttre WSA. The areas excluded may have some relattonshtp to the specrfic values (most notably %. 

hons) 

sheep and hons), but the core area” for these values IS currentlywtthm the ACEC boundary. 
@torn 
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Table K-l (Continued) 

Appendix K 

ACEC #/Name GIS Map Name Ownership General Description and Comments : 
. [lOOF map name] (approximate acres) 

3. Grape Creek 
Corridor . 

.3GRAPECREK 
[Car& City] 

24,674 
BLM 24,577 
USFS 21 
State 16 
Private 60 

Two wilderness-study-areas are included in thii 
corridor (Upper and Lower Grape Creek WSA 
units 21,420 acres) and were not recommended as 
wilderness. This corridor has significant 
naturalness character and primitive recreation 
values + water-related recreation, riparian, 
(grazing practices and flash flooding are pre- 
venting the establishment of woody riparian 
species needed to improve aquatic habitat), scenic 
and visual qualities + significant wildlife values 
(bighorn sheep). It includes all BLM, some 
private lands from 2 miles south of DeWeese 
Reservoir down through Temple Canyon Park to 
the Arkansas River. (Grape Creek will be 
analyzed for wild and scenic designation.)u 

Some 
RECOMMENDED WITH MAJOR MODIFICATIONS 

rtions of the unit visible 
from t P 

rtions of the unit do not meet relevance and im rtions do. Recommend those 
e main Grape Creek Can n corridor viewshed. % 

rtance criteria; other 
e acres recommende 8” are about 24 674 60 acres of 

are important to the integrity of he unit). This acreage does not include the west wings of the%VS P 
d L&&S, state, and private land 

. 

Commends: This ACEC has been reduced to 18,560 acres. Most of the acres included in the reduction are administered by BL.M. Ad’ust 
boundaries to exclude USES land; include onl 

Y 
state parcel identified for acquisition. The “west wings” were deleted from this AC EC! 

Identified values within Grape Creek were no associated with these areas. 

4. High Mesa ,, 4HIGHMESAG 1,520 Naturalness character, undeveloped recreation, 
Grassland [Pikes Peak] BLM 1,514 scenic and visual qualities, special status plants + 

[C.&on City] Private 6 the major portion of which is presently designated 
and managed by BLM as a research natural area. 
Additionally the state of Colorado has designated 
the area as a state natural area. There is potential 
for some OHV management conflict problems. 

RECOMMENDED WITH SOME MODIFICATIONS 
Portions of the unit identified meet the criteria and other portions do not. The acres recommended are about 1,514 (6 acres of private land are 
important in mamtaining the integrity of this unit). 

5. Garden Park SGARDNPARK 
Pale0 Area [Pikes Peak] 

3,757 
BLM 2,724 
Private 1,033 

Outstanding potential paleo resources and 
historic values + naturalness, undeveloped 
recreation + water-related recreation; in process 
of being a state natural area. Significant riparian 
and wildlife values. Shooting enthusiasts conflict 
with other values. There may be potential’for an 
OHV management conflict. A portion of the area 
was designated as a national natural landmark. 
(Four Miie Creek will be analyzed for wild and 
scenic designation.) 

,. 
RECOMMENDED 

This area meets the criteria. The acres recommended are approximately 2,724 (1,033 acres of private land are important in maintaining the 
integrity of this unit). 
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Appendix K 

Table K-l (Coritinued)’ 

ACEC #/Name GIS Map Name Ownership 
[lOOK map name] (approximate acres) 

Ge&ai Description and Coinments 

\ 

6. Big Game 6BGAMESP All areas in PAB with critical winter or bit&g 
range (product of GIS map intersection of all big 
‘game species maps). No acres nor actual areas 
identified yet. 

(This area was dropped from consideration because of lack o%I!%?) 
; 

7. ArkansasHeadwaters lBROWNCANYOLAP 5,000 Areas along river with outstanding scenic, visual, 
FttmdxlArea 7ARKARIVER BLM 5,000 recreation, wildlife, or cultural qualities. This area 
(AHRA) [Gunnison] includes Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area 

[Cafion City] lands. Does not include lands already within other 
[Leadville] potential ACE&. (Arkansas River will be ’ 
[pikes Peak] analyzed for wild and scenic designation) 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
The acres recommended for the Upper Arkansas Recreation area are about 5,000 acres. A portion of this unit is included in the Arkansas 
Canyonlands ACEC. 

Comments Fe ori 
portions are mclude %? 

‘nal unit as described did not meet relevance and importance criteria; therefore, is not recommended. The significant 
m Browns Canyon and Arkansas Canyonlands. 

8. Phantom Canyon 

_ 

8PHANCYN 
[Pies Peak] 
[Ction City] 

6,253 
BLM 5,538 
State 15 
Private 700 

: 

Corridor along Phantom Canyon road with 
outstanding historical values, significant scenic, 
recreation, visual, archaeological, riparian(Eight 
Mile Creek shows damage from recreational use; 
possible conflicts between recreation and 
livestock grazing could occur with increased 
recreati,onal use), wildlife, paleontological, and 
wildlife values. This area has been.designated 
nationally as a.portion of the Gold Belt National 
Back Country Byway and presently is a special 
recreation management area. (Four Mile Creek’ : 
will be analyzed for wild and scenic designation.) 

,: iECOMMENDED WITH MINOR MODIFICATIONS 
This unit meets relevance and importance criteria. One other small additional area to this unit is recommended; i.e., 166iacre Lower Phantom 
Can on Paleo Sate. The total acres recommended are 6,253 (715 acres of private and state land are important in maintaining the integrity of this 
umt . 3 
Comments: Some riv$e land in this area has already been acquired. Access from the Phantom Canyon Area onto Cooper Mountain would be 
desu-able. Thus AC B C IS now 7,200 acres. The increased acreage is administered by BLM. 

9. McIntyre Hills 9MCINTYRHL 17,240 
[Caiion City] BLM ,16,580 

State 506 
Private 154 

Area of visual and scenic quality along the 
Arkansas River includes 16,875 acres of the 
McIntyre Hills WSA. Outstanding scenic,. 
historical, and national water-related values, 
notable raptor and bighorn sheep habitat; 
important sensitive plant community on High 
Mesa Grassland; portion is a research natural 
area, state natural area, and has some recreation 
user conflicts. 

RECOMMENDED 
Onl 
1640 (660 

the river canyon portion of this unit really meets the relevance and importance ACEC criteria. The acres recommended are approximately 
acres of state and private land are Important in maintaining the integrity of this unit). 

Cor+ents: The original unit as described did not meet relevance and importance criteria; therefore, it is not recommended. The most 
stgmftcant portions are mcluded in the Arkansas,Canyonlands ACEC. 
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Appendix K 

.,, 
ACEC #/Name GIS Map Name 

[lOOK map name] 

Table K-l Continued) 

Wership 
(approximate acres j 

General Description and Comments 

10. Big Hole Area 1OBIGHOLEA 14,635 
[Pies Peak] BLM 13,760 
[C&on City] Private 875 

Key raptor area has been identified in BLM 
raptor management plan + high quality per& 
grine falcon habitat + unique naturalness, and 
other significant wildlife values (elk, bighorn 
sheep, and deer habitat) and primitive recreation 
values. Has considerable cultural (DeReemer 
Forts) significance. Includes portions of the Big 
Hole and Little Hole areas. Contains very signifi- 
cant visual and scenic values. (Arkansas River will 
be analyzed for wild and scenic designation.) 

Portions of this unit meet the criteria and 
NOT RECOMMENDED 

Corridor unit within this Bi Hole/Little 
rtions do not. It is also important to include certain portions of the Arkansas Scenic River 

recommended are 13,760 (&S 
Ip” ole unit. It is not feasible to combine this unit with the High Mesa Grasslands. The acres 

acres of private land are important in maintaining the integrity of this unit). 

Comments: The original unit as described did not meet relevance and importance criteria; therefore, it is not recommended. The most 
significant porttons are Included in the Arkansas Canyonlands ACEC. 

11. Droney Gulch 1lDRONYGUL 828 Location of best population of Eriogonum 
[Gunnison] BLM 644 brandegei in the world. Presently on the Federal 

State 108 T&E list and is proposed as an ACEC by The 
Private 76 Nature Conservancy. Includes some private lands 

for buffer to maintain the integrity of the plant 
community. The Nature Conservancy presently is 

i,.‘, >, attempting to buy some of these private lands. 
(Arkansas River will be analyzed for wild and 
scenic designation.) 

RECOMMENDED WITH SOME MODIFICATIONS 
nsion of this unit across the highway down to the river where there are also lants was discussed. The recommended acres are about 644 
acres of state and private land are important in maintaining the integrity of hts unit). P* 

12. Top of the World 12TOPOWRLD 3,414 Location of Eutrema pendlandii, a sensitive plant 
(Mosquito Pass) [Leadville] BLM 2,678 species that only occurs in the region. CNAP is in- 

Private 736 vestigating the area. It is the highest continuous 
road in the U.S. (Mosquito Pass); very scenic 
area. Potential for OHV management conflict. 
Four very scenic mountains over 13,000 feet in 
elevation with very significant visual and scenic 
values + public use management and access 
problems. 

RECOMMENDED 
This unit meets the relevance and importance criteria. The recommended acres are about 2,678 (736 acres of private land are important in 
maintaining the integrity of the unit). 

Corrukents: Correct acreage recommended for this unit is 5,440. Name changed to Mosquito Pass. 
’ 
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ACEC #/Name, GIS Map Name Ownership : General Description and Comments 
[loOK map name] (approximate acres) 

13. South Apache 
Creek 

13APACHCRK 
[Walsenburg] BLM 

330 
330 

Only location in eastern half of Colorado (Ceon 
City District) with the T&E species, greenback 
cutthroat trout. Some private lands in the area of 
importance. (Apache Creek will be analyzed for 
wild and scenic designation.) 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
This unit meets the relevance and importance criteria. The recommended acres are 330. 

Commenls: This upit met relevance and im 
protected through Isolation. Not recommen ?? 

rtance criteria; however, because of an operational recovery program by DOW, the species is 
ed. 

lfcucharas Canyon 14CUCHRCYN 
[Walsenburg] 

3,946 
BLM 1,620 
State 180 
Private 2,146 

Location of significant archaeological sites within 
this canyon; significant recreation, riparian, and 
scenic values present. (Riparian conditions on 
public land are assumed to be poor like the areas 
on adjacent private land. Poor condition appears 
to be caused by grazing practices.) (Cncharas 
River will be analyzed for wild and scenic 
designation.) 

RECOMMENDED 

e of this unit has been reduced to 3,160 acres. Reduced acrea 
state land essential to the unit. All remaining state and priva 8 

e is private land. Boundary was changed to include only those 
e land is $rextly involved m the steep, canyon country where 

15. La Veta Pass 
Area 

l5LAVTAPAS 
[Blanca Peak] 

3,431 
BLM 3,419 
Private 12 

Mt. Mestas scenic area and ridgetop from La 
Veta Pass along Colorado State Hwy. 160 to 
Sheep/Little Sheep Mtn. Very significant visual 
and scenic values present and very significant 
wildlife habitat values. This area includes the 
Sheep Mtn. area, Mt. Mestas area, and the La 
Veta Rock Glacier Field.11 

RECOMMENDED WITH MAJOR MODIFICATIONS 
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Appendix K 

ACEC #/Name GIS Ikai Name Ownership General Description and Comments 
[lOOK map name] (approximate acres) 

-.16. Midland Hill 
Area 

16MIDLNDHL 4,070 This area includes..the.Mi--and HillJ&out Creek 
[Gunnison] BLM 6,016 areas along Colorado State Hwy. 285. This area 

USFS 4 has visual qualities, paleo, archaeological, and 
Private 50 historical values, and is an area of outstanding 

national significance. (Arkansas River will be 
analyzed for wild and scenic designation.) 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Portions of this unit meet the re@vance and importance criteda.and other portions do not. Cn!y the key areas along the river, alon the 
highway, alon 
recommende d 

the ratlroad corrtdor, and in the tmmedtate vrcnu 
are about 6,016 (54 acres of USPS and private lan 2 

of the scenic overlook/ puxnc area appe.ar to meet the cntena. 3% e acres 
are important to the integrity of this umt). 

these values are present, th are not believed 
‘ate Peaks and Arkansas Val ey from the 7 
relevance and importance criteria. Not 

17. Crystal,Falls Area 17CRYSTFAL 
[Blanca Peak] 

159 
BLM 157 
Private 2 

Scenic mountain creek and waterfall bisected by 
the Rainbow Trail with significant public use 
management and access conflicts. Adjacent USFS 
wilderness area. 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Area meets the relevance criteria; however, does not meet importance criteria. Not recommended. 

Comments: ACEC did not qualify during evaluation. A portion of thii ACBC is inthe area being proposed by a,member of the congressional 
dele tion for 

$ 
tential wilderness designation. The area is not in the current USPS wilderness proposal. There I no recommendatton by 

US#for specs IC management other than retention of the area. Not recommended. 

18. Badger Creek 18BADGRCRK 23,804 Special management area for watershed and 
Area [Pikes Peak] BLM 23,804 fisheries management improvements; contains 

[Ction City] riparian values (poor upland watershed 
conditions cause flash flooding with resulting 
poor riparian conditions) and significant cultural 
values. Interagency project with significant public 
interest. This whole interagency area includes 
about 107,103 acres. (Badger Creek and Arkansas 
River will be analyzed for wild and scenic 
designation.) 

RECOMMENDED WITH SOME MODIFICATfONS 
The unit meets relevance and im 
recommended (approximately 2 P 

rtance criteria. The major block of BLM lands within the interagency project boundary is also 
,804 acres total). 

taZ;y;e&~ This ACBC has been expanded by 8,000 acres to include all BJJvf lands in the Badger Creek drainage; total acres recommended 
, * 

19.Texas Creek 19TXRIP 70 
[Ction City] BLM 70 

This riparian area along Texas Creek Gulch is a 
long-term study and demonstration area that 
shows effects of different grazing practices on the 
woody riparian plant community. 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
This area does not meet relevance and importance criteria. Not recommended as a separate ACEC. 

Commends: The original unit as described does not meet relevance and importance criteria; therefore,.is not recommended. This area is 
included in the Arkansas Can onlands ACEC to enhance 
acres) along the creek and B I!M 

rotection of riparian values. Area has been Increased to include state land (160 
-administered land along he stream, but not currently in the demonstratton area P 
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Appendix K .’ 
Table K-l (Continued1 

A&C .&Name’ ’ 
’ 

GIS ‘Map Name Ownership General Description and Comments 
[lOOK map name] (approximate acres) 

2.0. ko.ckyM~ &ROCKYMT 199 Area of a terminal moraine with some siicant 
Terminal Moraine [Leadville] BLM -199 features-(ridgeqmounds, irregular-masses of-soil, 

etc.) transported by glacier.11 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Area does not meet relevance br importance criteria. Not recommended. 

Comments: USFFi analysis of the area indicates the moraine is a relatively common feature in the area. No plant communities are specific to 
the location. 

21. St. Charles River 21STCHRCYN 559 Steep rocky high bluff-walled canyon along the 
Canyon [Pueblo] BLM 559 very scenic St. Charles River. Significant primitive 

rec/cul values; (significant rock art) significant 
public use management issues + OHV conflicts 
(USPS on two sides). 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Area does not meet relevance and importance criteria. Not recommended. 

Commends: Currently BLM has no substantiated evidence of significant rerreationkultural values. 

22. Huerfano 22HUERPDVD 
[Alamosa] 
[Blanca Pk] 

BLM 
1,419 
1,419 

Scenic rugged rock ridge along the divide 
(Blanca) between Costilla and Huerfano Coun- 
ties. Close proximity to a ski and winter play area 
with visual sensitivity. 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Area has scenic values; however, does not meet importance criteria. Not recommended. 

_.. 

23. Low& Phantom 23LPHAMCYN 166 Significant paleo site adjacent to Gold Belt 
Canyon Pale0 Site [&ion city] BLM 134 National Back Country Byway (Phantom Canyon). 

Private 32 

RECOMMENDED WITH MINOR MODIFICATIONS 
This small unit meets the.criterja, but should be added to the Phantom Canyon ACEC. The acres recommended are 134 (32 acres of private 
land a!e important to mamtammg the Integrity of the umt). 

‘Comments: This area is included in the Phantom Canyon ACEC. 

2i.TWillMti. 24TWNMTGE0 3,091 Significant geologic structure complex; significant 
Geologic Study [Pikes Peak] BLM 3,037 visual and scenic values. Public use complex 

[Ction City] Private 54 management conflicts + significant educational 
values present + significant public access issues. 

RECOMMENDED 
Thkunit meets the relevance and importance criteria. The acres recommended are approximately 3,037 (!4 a&es of private land are important ‘. 

:to maintaining the integrity of the umt). 

Commends: This unit has been reduced to 1,060 acres. Reduction was made to limit the unit to the significant geologic features. Remaining 
private property is considered essential to management of the area. 
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ACEC #/Name 

Tzible K-l (Continued) 
., ..,’ 

. 
GIS Map Name Ownership General Description and Co&mdnk 

[lOOK map name] (approximate acres) 

-2&Wellsville- 
Geologic Study 

258ikGE0. 81’2 Significaut.geologic structurecomplex and study 
[PikesPeak] BLM 746 area + has significant visual sensitivity complei 
[Cation City] Private 66 and wildlife and scenic values of significance. 

(Arkansas River will be analyzed for wild and 
scenic river designation.) 

RECOMMENDED 
This site meets relevance and importance criteria. The acres recommended are approximately 746 (66 acres of private land are important in 
maintaining the integrity of the unit). 

Comments: Private land is important in this unit; however, acquisition is not planned. 

26. Indian springs 26INDSPR : 45 Significant trace fossil site structure adjacent to a 
Fossil Site [Pikes Peak] Private 45 national monument site. 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Total area is private land. Not recommended. 

27. Purgatoire River 27PURGTOC 160 Small isolated eastern plains tract along the river 
Canyon WI BLM 160 canyon with riparian, cultural, and some primitive 

recreation available. 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Area does not meet relevance and importantance criteria. Not recommended. 

Commen(s: Inspection of the area provided no evidence of substantial cultural values. 

28. Chacuaco Canyon 28CHACCO 40 Small isolated eastern plains site on Chacuaco 
VW BLM 401 Creek with primitive recreation. 

’ ,.‘. ‘. 
NOT RECOMMENDED 

Area does not meet relevance and importance criteria. Not recommended. 

CommenlP: Inspection of the area provided no evidence of exceptional values. 

29. Tallahassee Leafy 29TALASE 
Spurge Site [Pikes Peak] 

253 
BLM 225 
Private 28 

Small isolated site with a substantial infestation of 
leafy spurge. Leafy spurge is proposed for 
Colorado Noxious Weed List (will have legal 
status). 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
Area’does not meet relevance or importance criteria. Not recommended. 

30:Bighorn 30BIGHORN 8,688’ Bighorn viewing area, significant cultural values 
[Caiion City] BLM 8,064 (DeReemer Forts) significant scenic/visual .’ 
[Pikes Peak] State 618 resources, along Arkansas River with important. 

Private 6 recreation opportunities (i.e., fishing picnicking, 
photography, wildliie observation, etc.) 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
This linear unit within the Arkansas River Canyon meets the criteria. The acres recommended are approximately 8,064 (624 acres of state and 
private land are important in maintaining the integrity of the unit). 

Comments: The original unit as described does not meet relevance and importance criteria; therefore, is not recommended. The most 
significant portions are included in the Arkansas Canyonlands ACEC. 
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ACEC #/Name 

Table K-l (Continued) 

GIS Map Name Ownership * General Description and Comments 
[lOOK map name] (approximate acres) 

31. Shelf Road 31SHLRDCLB 7,335 Area along shelf road with significant scenic and 
Corridor [Pies Peak] BLM 7,302 recreational values. Area has some visual and 
(Name change from [Ction City] State 19 riparian values (along Four Mile creek). This area 
Shelf Road Climbing Private 14 has been designated nationally as a portion of the 
Area) “Gold Belt Scenic Byway” and presently is a 

special recreation management area. This area 
includes a significant rock climbing and repelling . 
area with national/international recognition. 
(Four Mile Creek will be analyzed for wild and 
scenic designation.) 

NOT RECOMMENDED 
This area meets relevance and importance criteria; however, because only 50 percent of the land within the modified boundary is administered 
by BLM, the unit is not recommended. 

e area would not be 

32. McCoy Gulch 32MCCRIP 
[Ction City] BLM 

30 This riparian area along McCoy Gulch is a long- 
30 term study and demonstration area that shows 

effects of different grazing practices on the woody 
riparian plant community. 

NOT RBCOMMENDED 
Area does not meet relevance and importance criteria. Not recommended. 

33. Arkansas vm 
Canyonlands BLM 23,200 

State 
; Private i 

Scenic, historic, and cultural values; endangered 
peregrine falcons, key raptor habitat area, 
bighorn sheep, and fisheries.’ Accessibility to 
Arkansas River; rare cliffs suitable for peregrine 
habitat are fragile and vulnerable to recreation 
use. 

BECOMMENDBD 
Area meets relevance and importance criteria. The acres recommended are 23,200. 

Comments: This ACEC includes four ori ‘nag 
of the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation E-es 

nominated ACE& McIntyre Hills, Big Hole Area> Texas Creek, and Bi 
tate land along Texas Creek (160 acres) IS included m this ACBC. Other P 

om, plus a portion 
a. 

reduced to include only those meeting relevance and importance criteria 
oundaries were 

l’IdentiIled by BLM as a part of the potential natural area program, January 5,1962. 
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App.endix L,, 

APPENDIX L 
WILD AND SCENICZRIVER STUDY REPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

This study report describes the purpose, background, 
methods, personnel involved, and schedule for an assess- 
ment of streams/rivers in the Royal Gorge Planning Area. 
A total of 61 streams/rivers were analyzed for eligibility 
(complete listing is shown in Attachment 1). This document 
is the public record of the study for potential designation of 
two additions (portions of Beaver Creek and portions of the 
Arkansas River) to the National Wild and Scenic River 
System (NWSRS). The study was conducted between 
December 1989 and March 1991. This report includes basic 
physical and biological descriptions of each stream/river cor- 
ridor, analysis of the potential for meeting wild and scenic 
eligibility criteria, classification of various segments, suitability 
determination, and an evaluation/recommendation 
study team. 

Purpose 

by the 

This report identifies portions of the Arkansas River and 
Beaver Creek (Map K-l) to be nominated for inclusion in 
the NWSRS (see Attachment 2 for acreage breakdown). 
The initial scoping and identification,were completed as 
part of the planning process for the Royal Gorge Resource 
Management Plan (RGRMP), as required in the BLM 
planning regulations, and are documented in the manage- 
ment situation analysis (MSA). Impacts are included in the 
draft RMP/EIS and are not addressed in this study report. 

Background 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers (W&&R) Act requires a river or 
river segment to be free-flowing and,‘within its immediate 
environment, must have one or more outstandingly remark- 
able value. This section discusses eligibility determination, 
classification categories, and suitability criteria. 

The boundaries of any river proposed for potential addition 
to the NWSRS, as specified in section 4(d) of the FWd and 
Scenic Rivers Act, are usually limited to that area measured 
within one-quarter mile of the ordinary high watermark on 
each side of the river. Within the Royal Gorge Planning 
Area, analysis has been limited to that boundary on all river 
segments. 

After determining eligibility of a river for inclusion in the 
National Wild and Scenic River System, it must be tentatively 

classified according to the category (wild, scenic, or recrea- 
tional) most appropriate for each. eligible--segment. For 
clarification, a “scenic” river may be designated for reasons 
other than scenery, and a “recreational” river may not neces- 
sarily have outstandingly remarkable recreational resources. 
Classification is based on the degree of naturalness and the 
extent of development of the river and adjacent lands as they 
exist at the time of the study. Classifying a study river as wild, 
scenic, or recreational does not segregate nor withdraw the 
subject lands, but rather recommends a level of interim 
management for Federal lands in the study area until a 
decision on designation is made by Congress. Guidance 
provided in the I982 Final Revised Guidelines for EQibiIity, 
Classification, and Management of RiverAreas will be used 
for interim management. If Congress designates a river,or 
river segment, management would be according to the clas- 
sification. Congress may classify a river segment at or below 
the highest level for which it qualifies. Specific management 
strategies may vary according to classification, but would be 
designed to protect and enhance the outstandingly remark- 
able values of the river area. These specific management 
strategies are formulated during development of the 
management plan, which is required within 3 full fiscal 
years of designation (Section, 3 (d)(l), wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act). 

Eligibility Criteria 

Free-Flowing 

Free-flowing, as defined in section 16 (b) of the Wild and 
Scenic Rivers Act, means “existing or flowing in a natural 
condition without impoundment, diversion, straightening, 
riprapping, or other modification of the waterway!’ 

Free-flowing should not be confused with naturally flowing; 
i.e., flowing without any upstream human-influenced 
manipulation. The presence of impoundments above and 
below the segment, including the impoundments that in- 
fluence the flow through the study segment, and existing 
minor dams and diversion structures within the study reach 
will not by themselves render a river ineligible. There are 
many segments within the NWSRS downstream from major 
dams, such as the Rogue River in Oregon and the lower 
Klamath River in California, or between dams, such as the 
Tuolommne River in California or the Rio Chama in New 
Mexico. Some components of the system, such as the Clack- 
amas, Deschutes, and Snake Rivers in Oregon and the 
Trinity River in California, even derive their recreational 
values, at least in part, from the operation of upstream dams. 
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Outstandingly Remarkable Values 

The second criteria a river must meet, to. be ,eligible for 
inclusion in the NWSRS is the presence of one or more 
outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, 
fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values. 
The term “outstandingly remarkable” is not precisely 
defined in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, consequently, the 
determination of whether or not a river area contains out- 
standingly remarkable values is based on professional judg- 
ment of the interdisciplinary team. The values must be river 
related and are considered outstandingly remarkable if they 
are unique or exemplary compared to similar values in other 
river areas in the region. Outstandingly remarkable features 
should be at least regionally significant. The region con- 
sidered in this analysis was the state of Colorado. 

Classification Categories 

The three classification categories for eligible ‘rivers are 
defined in section 2(b) of the 1968 Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Act as: 

Wild river areas--Those rivers or sections of rivers that are 
free of impoundments and generally inaccessible except by 
trail, with watersheds or shorelines essentially primitive and 
waters unpolluted. These represent vestiges of primitive 
America. : ; : 

,::, ,, : .’ : ’ 
Scenic river areas--Those rivers or sections of rivers that 
are free of impoundments, with shorelines or watersheds 
still largely primitive.‘and. shorelines largely undeveloped,. 
but accessible in places by roads. 

Recreational river areas--Those rivers or sections of rivers 
that are readily accessible by road or railroad, that may have 
some development along their shorelines, and that may have 
undergone some impoundment or diversion in the past. 

A wild river would be a very undeveloped river with limited 
access. A scenic classification would be applied to a river or 
river segment that.is more developed than a wild river and 
less developed than a recreational river. A recreational 
classification would be appropriate in developed areas, 
such as where a river runs parallel to roads or railroads with 
adjacent lands that have agricultural, forestry, commercial, 
or other developments, provided the waterway remains 
generally natural and riverine in appearance. 

. :.,. 
Water quality, water resources development, shoreline 
development,, and accessibility are the criteria-considered 
when determining classification. Each criteria is important, 
but the collective significance is more important. Although 
each classification permits existing development, the 
criteria do not imply that future additional inconsistent 
development is permitted. New developments compatible 
with designation are allowed, provided they are ac- 
complished in an environmentally sound manner. Attach- 
ment.2 describes the criteria of each classification category 
in greater detail. 
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Suitability Criteria 1 

The Department of the Interior Guidelines for fulfilling 
requirements of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, dated 
August 1988, suggest the following eight factors for con- 
sideration in a suitability analysis. Those factors are: 

1. Characteristics which do or do not make the area a 
worthy addition to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
System. 

2. Current status of landownership, use in the area, 
including the amount of private land involved, and as- 
sociated or conflicting uses. 

3. Reasonably foreseeable potential uses of the land and 
related waters which would be enhanced, foreclosed, or 
curtailed if the area were included in the National Wild and 
Scenic Rivers System, and the values which could be 
foreclosed or dished if the area is not protected as a, 
part of the system. 

4. Public, state, local, or Federal interest in designation 
of the river, including the extent to which the administration 
of the river, including the costs thereof, may be shared by 
state, local, or other agencies and individuals.- 

-5. The estimated cost of acquiring necessary lands and 
interests in lands and of administering the area if it is added 
to the system. 

. . . 
, 

6. Ability of the agency to manage the river area or 
segment as a wild’and scenic river. 

,, .- 
7. Historical or existing rights that would be adversely 

affected as to foreclose, extinguish, curtail, infringe, or con- 
stitute a taking, which would entitle the owner to just com- 
pensation if the area were included in the National Wiid and 
Scenic Rivers System. In the suitability analysis, adequate 
consideration will be given to rights held by owners, ap- 
plicants, lessees, or claimants. 

8. Other issues and concerns identified in the land-use 
planning process. 

Methods Used for the River Study 
Report .’ ., 
Eligibility and classification analyses were co’mpleted by a 
BLM interdisciplinary team according to criteria included 
in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Department of the 
Interior Guidelines for fulfilling the requirements of the 
W&SR Act. A competent suitability analysis is dependent 
on comprehensive identification of the issues involved. The 
process requires extensive involvement of various affected 
river users, rights holders, protective organizations, and 
regulatory agencies. 



Wild and Scenic River Study 

A study group was formed in 1989 to analyze all potential wild 
and scenic streams/rivers within the plamring area as part of 
the current RMP process and determine eligibiity for wild, 
scenic, or recreational designation. A user group was formed 
consisting of representatives from different entities. Initially, 
the group represented the following 12 groups/organizations: 
Those involved with the group included: 

Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy District 
City of Colorado Springs 
The Sierra Club 
Colorado Environmental Coalition 
Arkansas River Outfitters Association 
City of Pueblo 
Upper Arkansas Water Conservancy District 
State Water Engineer, Division II 
Bureau of Reclamation 
Trout Unlimited 
Colorado White Water Association 
Colorado Wildlife Federation 
Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area (AHRA) 

As the process progressed, additional.people were iden- 
tified and representatives of the following groups were 
added: 

Denver-Rio Grande Western Railway 
Chaffee County Commissioners 
Colorado State Water Conservation Bo,ard 
Department of the Interior, Regional Solicitor 

In addition, several private citizens participated in some or 
all of the discussions. 

The Workgroup met four times from October 1990 through 
February 1991. Written comments were requested twice 
from the Workgroup. Each meeting was recorded and 
minutes were distributed to the group members. The group 
developed a working relationship and was very helpful in 
addressing the issues involved. 

Although many issues were identified, those of the greatest 
concern were the following; 

Water rights: The effect of designation on existing rights 
holders, the effect on water management in the basin, and 
the need and, perhaps, options in relation to a Federal 
reserved water right to protect the identified outstandingly 
remarkable values in the study segments. 

Valid, existing rights: Private property rights and continua- 
tion of existing land uses in the corridors. Future develop- 
ment plans within the study segments and valid, existing 
rights established prior to the wild and scenic river analysis. 
Condemnation of private property in terms of acquisition 
and development rights. 

River recreation: River access needs, future land acquisi- 
tion needs. Whether or not designation was necessary and 
what impact designation would have on the existing Arkansas 
Headwaters Recreation Area. 

Water quality: The effect of a wild and scenic designation 
on the existing water quality, the opportunities for addition- 
al development in the corridors, and the effect of designa- 
tion on that future development. 

Briefmgs, on request, were provided for various groups, 
including Colorado Springs City Council, American Rivers 
Alliance, Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area Citizens 
Task Force, and Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy 
District. Workshops and briefings also involved the Ction 
City District Advisory Council. 

Study Pepott Teati Members 

Workgroup Coordinator/Writer/ 
GIS mapper Mike Gaylord 

Workgroup Recorder/Editor Bev Neuben 

K$$rp Member/Recreation/ 
Bob Wick 

Workgroup Member/Recreation Pete Zwaneveld 

Workgroup Member/Wildlife/ 
Riparmn Erik Brekke 
Workgroup Member/Lands and realty Dave Hallock 

Workgroup Member/Management/ 
Arkansas study Paul Trentzsch 
Workgroup Member/ 
RMP mterface work Dave Taliaferro 
Workgroup Member/Advisor John Wilson 
Workgrou Member/ 
CSO coor % inator Eric Fmstick 

Study Report Schedule 

October and November 1989 - Collect examples of assess- 
ments and review legal requirements of assessment and 
analysis 

November 1989 - Organize process of assessment, select 
study team, and make needed assignments 

December 1989 - Solicit and contact potential participants 
for user group 

April 1990 - Study team tour of Arkansas River segments 

April 1990 through March 1991- User group meetings 

May, August, and November 1991 - Meetings/workshops 
with district advisory council 

November 1991 through July 1992 - Preparation of wild and 
scenic river study report 

INELIGIBLE STREAMS/RIVERS. 

Three rivers, Cucharas, Huerfano, and Purgatoire, do not 
cross any significant acreage of BLM-administered lands; 
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therefore, BLM will not study these .rivers for, possible 
inclusion within the ‘National Wild and Scehic Rivers 
System. Segments 5 and.6 of the Arkansas River were not 
analyzed beyond eligibility because of insufficient BLM- 
administered land within these segments. Five of the initial 
61 streams (Attachment 1) needed additional analysis to 
determine eligibility. 

Arkansas River - Segment 5 ’ 

Segment 5 begins at the western boundary of the Royal 
Gorge Park (T.81S., R.70W., sec. 32,6th PM) and ends in 
Caiion City. The segment is 6.27 miles in length. Land 
ownership within the corridor consists of the following: 

Bureau of Land Management 
State of Colorado 
Royal Gorge Park 
(City of Canon City) 

Private Lands 

13 percent ’ 
14 percent 

55percent 
*percent 
100 percent 

The Bureau of Land management administers only 13 per- 
cent of the land within Segment 5. The majority of BLM- 
administered land does not have legal access ‘and is not 
adjacent,to the river, although it iswithin the corridor. The 
city of C&on City considered including the Royal Gorge 
Park within the BLM-administered land base for purposes 
of this study; however, the city requested that their property 
not be included. BLM does not manage enough percentage 
of property to be considered a significant manager within 
the area; therefore, this segment will not be carried forward 
in our analysis. 

Arkansas River - Segment 6 

Segment 6 begins at C&on City (T.l8S., R.70W., sec. 32,6th 
PM) and continues downstream to the tailwaters of Pueblo 
Reservoir (TZOS., R.67W., sec. 24,6th PM). The segment 
is approximately 23 miles in length. Lands within the cor- 
ridor are either private or administered by the state of 
Colorado. There are no lands administered by BLM within 
the segment. It is, therefore, inappropriate for BLM to 
conduct further analysis of this study segment. There is 
provision for state involvement in the wild and scenic river 
study process. The FWd and Scenic Rivers Act includes a 
provision (sec. 2 ii) for study and designation of eligible 
rivers by the affected state government. The provision was 
included to provide for those rivers without a signifi&nt 
portion of land under Federal management. On January 29, 
1991, BLM contacted the Colorado Water Conservation 
Board and requested the board consider either a concur- 
rent or joint study of the segments downstream from Seg- 
ment 4. No response has been received. 

Appendix L 

Badger Creek 

The study segment is that portion of Badger Creek imme- 
diately downstream from the U.S. Forest Service boundary 
in T.49N., R.lOE., sec. 3, NMPM, to the confluence with the 
Arkansas River in T.49N., R.lOE., sec. 28, NMPM. 

The entire study segment is free-flowing. There are no 
known diversions, small head dams, nor other water control 
structures along the creek. 

Prominent values in the area are cultural, visual, and a 
brown trout fishery. Remains of archaeological activity are 
common in this area. Most of the sites consist of scatters of 
flakes of stone material, with diagnostics dating to the ear- 
liest occupation of the Rocky Mountains. BLM is not cur- 
rently aware of any cultural features in the study area that 
could be considered “outstandingly remarkable.” 

Visual values of Badger Creek are common to the region. 
From within the river canyon, pifron-juniper woodlands 
dominate the view. The riparian area is in poor condition 
because of the unstable nature of the upstream watershed 
and frequent flooding that occurs in the drainage. 

There is a small resident trout fishery common to Badger 
Creek. Brown trout migrate upstream to spawn and receive 
some fishing pressure during this time, The fishery is com- 
mon to most perennial tributaries of the Arkansas River. 

Based on the lack of an outstandingly remarkable value, 
Badger Creek has been determined not eligible for further 
study under the wild and Scenic Rivers Act. This is consis- 
tent with the U.S. Forest Service determination within the 
Pike San Isabel Forest Land Use Plan completed in 1984. 
Badger Creek has potential for large scale improvement in 
the riparian area and the fishery. The watershed is currently 
involved in a large scale improvement plan 

Fourmile Creek 

The study segment is that portion downstream from T.l6S., 
R.70W., sec. 6, 6th PM to the BLM boundary in T.l7S., 
R.70W., sec. 34,6th PM. 

In T.l7W., R.70W., sec. 34, 6th PM, the Cafion Heights 
Irrigation Company has an existing diversion across the 
creek. The entire streamflow for all periods except the 
highest flows, is diverted into an irrigation ditch for a dis- 
tance of 660 feet. At that point, a headgate diverts irrigation 
water fromsurplus flow. The surplus is then returned to the 
original stream channel. Because of this diversion, Fourmile 
Creek cannot be considered to be free-flowing. The Carlton 
Tunnel, a mine drainage system for the mines in the Cripple 
Creek area, diverts ground water into Fourmile Creek 
above the study segment. The water is of poor quality as a 
result of acid mine drainage. 
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tild and Sceh-ic River Studi ‘. “., 
The most significant features are scenic values and 
numerous species of dinosaur remains. Known deposits, 
which are not considered ‘to be river related, are’ split’ be; 
tween BLM-administered and private lands. .,,‘, 

Because the stream is not free-flowing and there are no 
outstandingly remarkable characteristics attendant to the 
stream, Fourmile Creek has been determinedhot eligible- 
for further study under the wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 

Eightmiil6 Creek : .. ” ‘. 

The study segment is that portion downstream from the 
Colorado State Section in T.l6S., R.69W., sec. 16,6th PM 
to where the stream leaves BLM lands in T.lSS., R.69W., 
sec..4,6th PM. 

There are no diversions’nor dams on Eightmile Creek, and 
the stream is considered free-flowing. At, the turn of the 
century; Eightmile Creek was affected by the efforts to drain 
themines in the Cripple Creek Mining District. The Carlton 
Tunnel was drilled under the mines andthe Eightmile Creek 
drainage to assist in draining the mines. There is evidence 
that the creek was perennial prior to completion of the 
tunnel; however, since completion, the.creek has had only 
intermittent flows. : I 

The most distinctive features of the Eightmile Creek area 
are its visual qualities. The stream corridor is within a 
recently designated national back country byway; however, 
the stream is only a minor component of the overall scenic 
values of the byway. The stream, although intermittent and 
usually dry during the period most people visit the area, is 
a minor compbnent‘of the scenery in the area. Attention 
focuses on the very rugged upland areas. The historic’rail; 
road grade’and mining activity from the gold boom, of the 
Cripple Creek area at the northern end of the scenic drive 
are also of considerable interest. 

., . 
Recent inventories in the Phantom Canyon area have con- 
firmed the presence of Mexican’spotted OF& (Stnk occiden- 
tulis @da). in the canyon. Suitable habitat is available 
especially in the upper half of. the canyon. .C,urrently, .it is 
expected that the species may be listed as threatened. In- 
ventory for this species will continue in the future. The ,owl 
is not considered to be a river related species; therefore, was 
not considered to be an outstandiiy remarkable associated-, 
stream value. : ‘. 

Based on the lack of any outstandingly remarkable values, 
Eightmile Creek is determined not eligible for.furtherstudy 
under the mid arid Scenic Rive& Act. 

.’ : ,  ;:’ , I  

Grape Creek, ,. : .:, ;. ‘,., .. ., ;{I, ,_. 
,’ ,- /, 

The’study segment is that portion from T.21$., R.72W., 
sec. 14,6th PM to the confluence with the Arkansas River 
in T.l9S., R.70W., sec. 6, 6th PM. The,,study segment is :: ( .,,,., a.. 

, .* ., ;.: .. ” ,;.. ,:/ 

approximately 19 miles in length and is dominated by BLM- 
administered land. ‘. ; : ,: : ‘. 

Grape Creek’is used as a transmission conduit for irrigation. 
water used in the CXion City ‘area and ‘stored in DeWeese 
Reservoir in the Wet Mountain Valley. The entire streamflow 
is adjudicated to the irrigation companies involved. As a 
result; the stream has periods of extreme flow a% well& very 
low flow periods based onirrigation needs. The DeWeese- 
Dye Irrigation Company has a diversion in the creek. a& 
proximately 1 mile above the Arkansas River confluence., 
The diversion consists of a low head dam with no impound- 
ment. The stream flow is entirely manipulated for irrigation 
purposes and is not considered natural flowing. The,stream 
is, however, considered to be a free-flowing stream within 
the definition of the WVd and Scenic Rive? Act. 

The study segment flows through both the Upper and 
Lower Grape Creek Wilderness’ Study Areas (WSAs), 
neither. of which has been recommended by BL+l for- 
wilderness designation. As a feature of the WSAs, the creek 
and its ‘immediate environments were described as provid- 
ing outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive and 
unc&ined-‘iecreation. Several factors detracted from the 
overall wilderness qualities of’the area. These factors in- 
cluded the irrigation, water management previously 
described, poor condition of the.riparian zone along the, 
creek, and limited f=hery in the stream. The area is con- 
sidered marginal habitat for peregrine falcons. There is no 
historic record of peregrine use in the area. The visual 
qualities’ of the canyon and *associated dry gulches. met 
minimum wilderness characteristicsas’defined by the WSA 
review process. The Upper Grape Creek Wilderness Study 
Report describes those features, as !I. . . very common to 
lands throughout Southern Colorado.” 

. . ., 
The outsta&lingly remarkable criteria is not met in this 
stream segment. There are some notable features within the 
study segment but ,none that are not available elsewhere in 
the Royal Gorge Resource Area or Southern Colorado. The 
fact that &entire streamflow.is regulated year around for 
irrigation .purposes also detracts from the naturalness or 
outstanding characteristics of the area. Grape Creek is, 
therefore, .determined not eligible for further study under 
the ,Wild hfScenic.Rivers Act. : 

.., . , .,.: 

Soi~#i &p&&b. Creek, : . . 

The study segment is 25 mile in length and is contained 
entirely within TZS., R.68W., sec. 35 of 6th PM. 

South Apache Creek is a free-flowing’stream, and there are 
no’existing diversions within the Z-mile study segment. 

.’ 
The greenback.cutthroat trout, currently listed as a state 
threatened species, is present within the study segment. The 
greenback is currently the subject of a recovery effort by the 
Colorado Division of Wildlife. Populations across the state, 
of Colorado have increased as’s result of this management. 
The -Division, of Wildlife has estimated the species will be 
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Appendix L 

the Same ‘physi&raphic province. For 3eaver Creek. the 
physiographic province w& the Southern Rocky Mountains, 

The most o&standing character&s expressed by each 
rating factor are described as follows: ‘. 

.  .  

subject to gamefish sta&s wi&.in ihe next JO yea&. P&la- 
tions within South Apache Creek have been isolated by 
construction of a log-rock barrier. E$xistence of t&e species 
in South Ppache Creek,‘although significant and the-Subject 
of rgv,agement by both the Colorado Division of Wild& 
and BLM, cannot be ‘cdnsidered an outstandingly remark-. 
-able characteristic. ‘, ‘. 

South Apache Creek does not contain an outstticlmay 
remarkable value and is not eligible for further study under. 
the wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 

ELIGIBLE STREAMS/RIVERS 

Beaver Creek 

The Beaver Creek study segment begins at Skagway I&m in 
T.l6S., R.69W., sec. 22;6th?PM and &ns down&e&n to the 
south boundary of the Beaver Creek State Wild&Area in 
sec.‘33 in T.l7S., R.68W., 6th PM and includes the east fork 
of Beaver Creek to theFrebont/Teller county line in sec. 22 
in T.l6S., R,68W., 6th PM (Map L-2). Land ownership of, 
them-milesegment is as follows:, 

Bureau of Land Manigemknt 
,State of Colorado 

49 percent 

Private Lands 
‘37 percent 
*percent ” 
100 percent 

Eligibility Determination 1 
.‘, :“: ” 

Free-Flowing Determination 

One diversion in Beaver Creek, associated with the penstock 
for tic+. Skagway Powerplant, was constructed aromid the turn 
of the cent@ at the existing Skagway Dam. It has been 
abandoned for 20 or more years. The,penstock diverts water 
from the creek to the powerplant to maintain sufficient- 
hydraulic head for power generation. Because of. the steep 
creek. gradient, the majority of the penstock is well above the 
creek. The maximum vertical separation between the pe&tock 
and the creek is 1,100 vertical feet. The entire. Skagway 
Powerplant complex has been inoperable and has not affected 
the streamflow in Beaver Creek since 1%5. There are only 
minor diversions associated with the downstieam agricul- 
tural practices within the remainder of the study s&ment. 

Outstandingly ]Rekaikable Characteristics, : 

ViiuaJ Resources, (eligibility criteria): . 

Scenic or visual quality measures the visual appeal’ of an 
area. The scenic quality of the Beaver Creek,corridor was 
determined using the BLM visual resource inventory 
process, as a framework. This process focuses on seven key 
factors: landform, vegetation, water, color, adjacent scenery, 
scarcity, and cultural modifications. Each of these factors is,- 
rateb!qn, a comparative basis with similar features .within 

L&form:. High vertical relief.as expressed in prominent- 
cliffs, sp&s, ormassive rock outcrops; severe s&a&z varia- 
tion or highly eroded formations including major badlands 
or dune systems; or detail features dominant and exception- 
ally striking and intriguing such as glaciers. 

Vegetation: A variety of vegetative types as expressed in 
interesting forms, textures, and patterns: 

Water: Clear and clean appearing, still or tiscadmg 
whitewater, any of which is a dominant factor in the landscape. 

. 
Color: Rich color combinations, variety of tid color, or pleas- 
ing contrasts in the so& rock, vcgetatioq water or snowfields. 

.I 

Adjacent scenery: Adjacent scenerjl that greatly enhances 
visual quality. 

Scarcity: One of a kind, or unusually memorable, or very 
rare within a region. Consistent chance for, exceptional 
wildlife or wildflower viewing, etc. 

Cultural modifications: Modifications that add favorably 
to visual variety and also prompt visual harmony. , : 

In genera&the more visual variety tid harmonious c&n- 
position expressed through these fact&s, the moTe scenic. 
the 1andscape:To be’considered as outstandingly remark- 
able; the s&&c values need to be either-highly unusual for 
the re@on, or to express ti especially‘gotid example of a 
landscape typical to the region. :. ;’ 

Viiual Resources (general ana&siQ: The folhwing faclors 
describe the scenic values of the Beaver Creek Conid&. 1. 

Landfoti The Biaver Creek, corridor has veti d&erie 
topography ranging from steep mom&& peaks in the upper 
segment (ivild segment) to iocky rolling hills &tending into. ’ 
the plains in the lower segment (scenic segment). Both the 
east and west branches of Beaver Creek flow thrbugh 
canyons more than ‘a thc&and feet deep; with massive 
granite walls and spires rising above the stream bed. 

Vegetation:“The vegetatiori ranges from.cactus in thesemi- 
arid lowlands tb subalpine species including Ehglemtin. 
spruce and bristlecone pine in the upper portion of the 
corridor. The stark contrasts between the canyon walls and 
the willows. and cottonwoods in the riparian zone along. 
Beaver Creek highlight the vegetation. A variety of patterns 
are expressed by groupings of aspen and Gambel oak, 
which are.pa$iculvly scenic in the fall. 

’ Water: ‘Bbth branches &Beaver Creek ark a focai poi& of 
the landscape. Several falls and numerous pools and rapids 
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strewn with huge boulders characterize the stream. The 
water appears to be clean and ‘clear. 

Color: The steep mountain slopes and canyons are a mosaic 
of dark green conifer forests, grey-black rock spires and 
yellow-green riparian areas, creating a variety in color with 
stark contrast. 

Adj&nt Scenery: Because of the rugged topography of the 
Beaver Creek corridor, scenery outside the canyon is often 
not visible. Where it is visible, however, the visual quality of 
the corridor is greatly enhanced. Views to the north are 
dominated by Pikes Peak, to the west and south are the Wet 
Mountains and the rugged Sangre de Cristo Range; to the 
east, the vast great plains extend to the horizon. 

Scarcity: The corridor contains individual landscape fea- 
tures also present in other parts of the region; however, the 
combination of features makes the corridor an outstanding 
example of this type of landscape. 

Cultural modifications: The only major cultural modifica- 
tion within the upper segment is the Skagway Powerplant. 
Although the plant does not add to the scenic values, it is 
not considered to be a major deterrent because of its small 
scale relative to the natural features as well as its historic 
character. Irrigated hayfields within the lower segment of 
the Beaver Creek State Wildlife Area enhances the pastoral 
setting. 

The Beaver Creek corridor combines the outstandiig char- 
acteristics of each scenic quality rating factor. Beaver Creek 
represents an “outstandingly remarkable” example of a 
stream and canyon landscape within the southern Rocky 
Mountains. 

The outstandingly remarkable wildlife values in Beaver 
Creek center on the endangered peregrine falcon. The 
Peregrine Fund and BLM established a hack site in Beaver 
Creek in 1987, and young birds were reintroduced for 3 
years. In 1989 a pair of peregrines nested on their own in the 
Beaver Creek canyon and fledged three young. The canyon 
was again occupied in 1990 and 1991 by a pair of peregrines, 
but nesting status is unknown. Peregrine habitat within the 
Beaver Creek area is considered some of the best in the 
state by both the Colorado Division of Wildlife and the 
Peregrine Fund. A historical eyrie has been identified in the 
canyon. The canyon was. identified in 1985 as a key raptor 
area by BLM because of available habitat and number of 
species (including peregrines) in the area. The Mexican 
spotted owl (Strix occidentalis lucida), which is proposed for 
listing as a threatened species, has been confirmed in 
Beaver Creek and in Phantom Canyon, west of Beaver 
Creek. Occurrence in other areas is also very likely. Al- 
though in itself not outstandingly remarkable, it is sig- 
nificant that Beaver Creek supports four species of trout 
(brook, rainbow, brown, and native cutthroat). It is one of 
the few places where this occurs. 

The Beaver Creek study segment clearly meets the eligibility 
criteria for both wildlife populations and habitat, which is 
evidenced by nesting peregrine falcons within the canyon. 
It is also very likely that the Mexican spotted owl is present 
in the area, which is expected to be listed as threatened in 
the near future. 

Conclusion of Eligibility Determination 

Because 20 miles of Beaver Creek are free-flowing as 
‘defined in the wild and Scenic Rivers Act and because values 
exist within the study segments that must be considered 
“outstandingly remarkable” as defined by the Act, Beaver 
Creek is eligible for wild and scenic designation. 
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wildlif Resources (eligibility criteria): 

Criteria were developed for both wildlife populations and 
their habitat. 

Populations: The river or area within the river corridor 
contains nationally or regionally important populations of 
indigenous wildlife species. Of particular significance are 
species considered to be unique or populations of Federally 
listed or candidate threatened and endangered species. 

Habitat: The river or area within the river corridor provides 
exceptionally high quality habitat for wildlife of national or 
regional significance, or may provide unique habitat or a 
critical link in habitat conditions for Federally listed or 
candidate threatened and endangered species. Contiguous 
habitat conditions are such that biological needs of the 
species are met. 

Wikiil$e Resources (general am&is): 



Wild and Scenic River Study 

Classification Analysis 

Upper Segment 

This segment of Beaver Creek extends from the north study 
segment boundary, downstream to the south boundary of 
T.l7S., R.6SW., sec. 9. Water quality is excellent. Currently, 
the water quality standards for this segment are: 

Aquatic Lie Cold 2 
Recreation2 
Agriculture 

There are no impoundments on this segment. The only road 
within this segment is a. short, unimproved two-track road 
extendii south from Skagway Dam. The road is unimproved, 
receives little use, and is a minor ‘mtrusion within the 
segment. There,are no residences within the segment, al- 
though at least one c’abiri ,does exist. The penstock from 
Skagway.Dam downstream to the old powerplant parallels 
the creek but diverts water from the creek up to 1,100 feet 
vertically. Vehicles cannot traverse the old penstock route, 
and the cut is also a minor intrusion. There have been no 
forest harvest activities within the segment, although some 
post,and pole harvest has occurred. No livestock grazing 
occurs within the segment. 

Although the area has had some intrusion in the past, the 
segment meets the requirements for a wild river segment 
(Attachment 3). 

Lower Segment 

The north boundary of this segment is the south boundary 
of,T.l7S., R.68W., sec. 9 and extends downstream to the 
south boundary of T.l7S., R.76SW., sec. 33. Water quality 
is good. Current water quality standards are the same as 
those listed for the upper segment of Beaver Creek. 

There are no impoundments within the segment. Several 
minor irrigation diversions occur, and one existing road 
crosses the creek. The road is public and receives periodic 
maintenance. A second road exists within the segment and 
receives some use as administrative access within the state 
wildlife area. There is agricultural use including hayproduc- 
tion and livestock grazing.’ 

The segment meets the requirements for a scenic river 
segment (Attachment 4). 

Cohclusion of Classification Aualysis 

The upper segment meets requirements for tentative clas- 
sification as wild; the lower segment meets requirements for 
tentative classification as scenic. 

Suitability ,Determination 

Analysis Factors 

1. WORTHY ADDITION: Both Beaver Creek segments 
are worthy additions to a national system. The wild and 
Scenic Rivers Act sets no minimum criteria for either physi- 
cal size or length of a designated segment. Some streams 
shorter in length and streams with substantially less annual 
flow than the Beaver Creek segment were specifically desig- 
nated by Congress and are currently in the national system. 
Beaver Creek is unique in that it is one of the very few 
remaining streams on the Colorado Front Range that still 
qualifies as a “wild” segment. Beaver Creek is also unique in 
that it provides some of the most outstanding examples of 
peregrine’falcon habitat in the entire state according to the 
Colorado Division of Wildlife. 

2. LAND OWNERSHIP: Currently more than 86 per- 
cent of the study segment is in public ownership. The cur-. 
rent status is: Bureau of Land Management 49 percent; the 
Colorado Division of Wildlife 37 percent and private owner- 
ship 14 percent. The potential exists to add to the percent- 
age of BLM-administered lands. There are currently two 
property exchange proposals that would add private land to 
the acreage administered by BLM within the wild segment. 
It is also possible that other affected landowners may choose 
to exchange or add their properties to the wild segment. 
Most private lands within the scenic segment, almost 
without exception, are not directly adjacent to the stream. 
Potentialopportunities exist to add public property to this 
segment through willing sale or exchange. 

The entire wild segment is accessible to the public 
through the Beaver Creek State Wildlife Area or the BLM 
Beaver Creek Wilderness Study Area. Access is currently 
limited to foot traffic and equestrian use because of WSA 
status. There is a public road to the dam at Skagway and a 
private two-track road down the stream for approximately 
one-half mile. The scenic segment is also accessible through 
the Beaver Creek Wildlife Area. The state property is 
limited to a narrow corridor along the stream. A public road 
provides access to a parking area within the state wildlife 
area. There is no BLM-administered land within this seg- 
ment. Numerous private property parcels exist within the 
SC&C segment;, however, access is not limited along the 
creek as none of the private parcels cross the entire study 
segment. As a result, public access through the state wildlife 
area is excellent. No additional access nor acquisition is 
needed within this segment. If additional private parcels 
within the corridor should become available, acquisition 
would be desirable. Condemnation of private properties 
within either of the Beaver Creek segments is not needed 
nor desirable. Section 6(a) of the Act~specifically prohibits 
the Secretary of Interior from acquiring fee title to any lands 
by condemnation if more that 50 percent of the acreage 
within the bounds of a federally administered river “. . . is 
owned by the United States, by the State or States within 
which it lies, or by political subdivisions of those States.” 
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3. POTENTIAL USES OF THE LAND: Reasonable 
foreseeable uses of the land are limited to current uses. The 
Federal lands will be retained in perpetuity. The state lands 
were acquired for a specific purpose (wildlife manage- 
ment), Changes in use are ,unlikely. Private properties are 
widely scattered along the length of the scenic segment. The 
physical location of private properties limits the effect of 
use on a suitable segment of the river. 

Existing uses of these properties are compatible with 
those desired in a national system property. It would be 
desirable to limit subdivision of those properties within the 
corridor to a size that would maintain the existing agricul- 
tural character of the area. 

4. PUBLIC, STATE, LOCALFEDERAL INTEREST: 
Public or local interest in the Beaver Creek segments can 
probably best be termed “moderate.” There wis some 
response from interested parties during the analysis when 
BLM raised the question of the “worthiness” of Beaver 
Creek of national protection. The response .waS .almost 
entirely in support of Federal protection for this segment. 
The responses enumerated the same outstandingly remark- 
able qualities that were detailed during the eligibility 
process. Included were outstanding wildlife habitat and 
some of the finest visual and scenic qualities in this region 
of Colorado. Beaver Creek is also among the very last Front 
Range Streams without extensive development and can still 
qualify as a wild stream.’ 

State interest for designation is supportive. The Colorado 
Division of Wildlife has indicated a designation would be 
compatible with both current activities and planned ac- 
tivities within the area. The existing cooperative agreement 
provides for exchange of properties should the Beaver 
Creek WSA be designated wilderness. There is Federal 
interest in maintaining both the free-flowing values and the 
outstandingly remarkable values of Beaver Creek. 

‘5. ESTIMATED CGST: No additional costs are foreseen 
for acquisition of lands within the Beaver Creek segments. 
Some additional costs may be incurred if purchase of suffi- 
cient water is necessary to ensure perpetuation of the 
stream. Water is owned by the Division of Wildlife for the 
Beaver Creek State Wildlife Area. Some additional minor 
costs would be incurred for administration of a designated 
stream:’ An estimated two work months per year would 
cover the cost of administration. 

6. ABILITY OF THE AGENCY TO MANAGE: The area 
is currently managed for public .use by both the BLM and 
the Colorado Division of Wildlife. The Act provides in 
Section 10(e) for cooperative management agreements with 
state or local governments to administer components of the 
national system. ,The Beaver Creek area could be managed 
effectively by either BLM or DOW or a combination of both 
agencies. 

.’ 
) 
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71 HISTORICAL OR EXISTING USES: Colorado 
Springs depends on the upper Beaver Creek watershed for 
a significant portion of its domestic water supply. Colorado 
Springs has developed two ,watersheds above. the Beaver 
Creek study segments. The South Slope watershed yields an 
average of 2,400 acre-feet of water each year. The Rosemont 
watershed yields approximately 1,200 acre-feet per year. 
These historic water rights are diverted above the Beaver, 
Creek study segment. In addition, a June 16, 1987, Trans- 
mountain Return Flow Exchange Decree provides for ex- 
changes, from the Arkansas River System up to storage 
facilities and direct diversions in these watersheds during 
those times when the native water rights may not be in 
priority. Anticipated yield from these exchanges is expected 
to be between 600 and 1,000 acre-feet per year. Many of the 
diversion and storage facilities. for the South Slope and 
Rosemont systems are nearing a century in age. Colorado 
Springs asserts that major rehabilitation or replacement 
work will be necessary in the future to ensure continued use 
of their adjudicated water rights. The most significant im- 
pact in terms of this required maintenance will be on water 
quality through-the study segment. That issue will be more: 
fully described within the discussion of suitability factor 
number 8. 

The City of Colorado Springs has, through the Colorado 
State Forest Service, completed a Pikes Peak Watershed 
Forest Management Plan. The plan details activities to be 
conducted to properly protect and preseve the watershed, 
resources. The city is concerned that wild and, scenic river 
designation constraints could unnecessarily complicate 
watershed management practices on both city and U.S. 
Forest Service land. These concerns relate, primarily, to 
water quality and will be more fully discussed under 
suitability factor number 8. 
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The Beaver Creek watershed is also the source of supply 
for the Beaver Park Water District. Beaver Park skrves the 
Penrose area with both irrigation and domestic water. Pen- 
rose is an area experiencing some growth because of its 
proximity to Pueblo, Colorado Springs, and Caiion City. 
Water use in this area has been largely agricultural. In 1989 

. 
. . . . . -.-- 

and in 1990, however, there have been attempts to mcrease 
domestic use of Beaver Park water over irrigation needs. As 
the area grows, there will probably be more &d more water 
converted to domestic use. The city of Colorado Springs 
maintains that “Existing operation of Skagway Reservoir, 
above the study segment, owned by the State Division of 
Wildlife, provides for water releases to downstream water 
users on Beaver Creek (the Beaver Park Water District) in 
such a manner as to protect the aquatic habitat through the 
proposed wild and scenic segment.” This arrangement, 
together with the joint management agreement between 
DOW and BLM to protect Beaver Creek is sufficient to 
meet any protective requirements of the wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act; therefore, no Federal reserved water right is 
warranted. 

8. OTHER ISSUES: There has been considerable con- 
cern that a wild and scenic river designation would severely 
disrupt existing water project operations and possibly prohibit 
future development of the area. The concern is that the wild 
and Scenic Rivers Act will require more stringent water 
quality regulations be observed in administration of the 
designated river. ColoradO Water Quality Regulations (Sec- 
tion 3.1.8) require that waters shall be designated by the 
Commission (Colorado Water Quality Commission) high 
quality 2 if ” . . .the waters are part of a designated wild river 
under the Federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.” The regula- 
tions further require (Section 3.1.8 (b) (1) that ‘The anti- 
degradation review requirements in section 3.1.8(3) are 
applicable to all waters designated pursuant to section 3.1.8 
(2)(b).” See Attachment 7 for more details. 

The required antidegradation review for the wild segment 
of Beaver Creek is significant since Colorado Springs has 
stated that major work for rehabilitation and or new 
development will be necessary for the facilities serving the 
South Slope and Rosemont watersheds. Water quality 
deterioration is expected to be principally short term in 
nature. Deterioration would involve increased turbidity 
from construction activities. The required activity would be 
for maintenance of existing and possibly new diversions, not 
for any alternative that would provide a continuous or long- 
term degraded water quality discharge to the,creek. 

Degradation to Beaver Creek as a result of maintenance 
or construction activities on the two developed upstream 
watersheds would be short term. Those short-term impacts 
would not have a signi&nt adverse impact with respect to the 
specific reasons for designating the segment high quality 2. 

According to the Colorado Springs- Department of 
Utilities, the South Slope and Rosemont watersheds cur- 
rently provide approximately 5 percent of Colorado Springs 
domestic needs. These are important economic and social 

development projects, which have been in existence for 
approximately 100 years and probably provide the city with 
the most affordable water it currently has. Any alternatives 
Colorado Springs has for replacing the South Slope and 
Rosemont flows would be prohibitively expensive. 

The city of Colorado Springs contends that “The Wild and 
Scenic Rivers designation would automatically trigger the 
antidegradation review process administered by the State 
Water Quality Control Division at such time when the City 
initiates any rehabilitation/replacement activity. Thus, the 
City would be subjected to extensive regulatory processes 
to justify necessary maintenance and continued operation 
of facilities which have been providing service for 100 years. 
Water quality could also become an issue in any future 
adjudication involving the City’s water rights.” Designation 
of Beaver Creek as a wild river would trigger the an- 
tidegradation review process. The process has protective 
language included that would ensure that Colorado Springs 
could continue, rehabilitate, and replace those facilities that 
enable it to use effectively its adjudicated water right. 

Conclusion of Suitgbility Determination 

Sufficient water will flow perpetually through the Beaver 
Creek study segments. Existing water rights owned by the 
Division of Wildlife and other entities are sufficient to 
maintain the existing outstandingly remarkable values. A 
specific Federal reserved water right is not needed on 
Beaver Creek, although the creek should be provided an 
instream flow right owned by the Colorado State Water 
Conservation Board. Water quality issues on Beaver Creek 
are manageable, and state law provides sufficient protection 
for existing rights. When both Beaver Creek segments are 
considered, condemnation of private property is specifically 
prohibited. Additional.acquisition is not needed, although 
sale and exchange by willing sellers should be considered. 

Summary of Analysis 

Both segments of Beaver Creek are free-flowing and have 
outstandingly remarkable visual and wildlife values. Tenta- 
tive classification for the upper segment is wild; for the 
lower segment scenic. Beaver Creek is suitable for wild and 
sceriic designation. 

Arkansas River 

A portion of the Arkansas River included in this study is 
currently being managed as part of the Arkansas Head- 
waters Recreation Area (AI-IRA). The AHRA, a coopera- 
&e venture between the Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) and the State of Colorado Division of Parks and 
Outdoor Recreation (DPOR) was established in October 
1989. The intent of the partnership is to provide improved 
management of the Arkansas River and adjacent public 
lauds for recreation. 
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Eligibility Determination 

Eligibility of the Arkansas River will be analyzed by segment 
for the free-flowing determination; then the outstandingly 
remarkable characteristics will be analyzed by segment. 

Free-flowing Determinatih 

The Arkansas River was, analyzed from the U.S. Forest 
Service/Bureau of Land Management boundary north of 
the town of Leadville, Colorado, to the tailwaters of Pueblo 
Reservoir downstream from Ction City, Colorado. The 
total length of this river section is approximately 156 miles. 

The river study corridor was established at one-quarter mile 
in width each side of the river centerline. Total corridor 
width is one-half mile. The river was broken into ‘six seg- 
ments to facilitate the analysis, which are similar to the 
segments used in 1988 for completion of the Arkansas River 
Recreation Area Management Plan for the ArkansasHead- 
waters Recreation Area. The same segments were used 
primarily because the publics were familiar with these from 
the previous planning effort and because they suited the 
physical characteristics of the river satisfactorily for the 
purposes of this analysis. 

Segment 1 

Segment 1 (Map L3) begins at the U.S. Forest Service1 
Bureau of Land Management boundary north of the town 
of Leadville, Colorado (T.8S., R.79W., sets. 15 and 16, 
NMPM) and ends at the town of Buena Vista, Colorado 
(T.l4S., R.78W., sec. 8, NMPM). The segment is ap- 
proximately 47 miles in length. Land status within the cor- 
ridor consists of the following: 

Bureau of Land Management 
U.S. Forest Service 
State of Colorado 
Private 

34 percent 
8 percent 
4 percent 

% percent 
100 percent 

Free-flowing Determination 

Stream flow in Segment 1 of the Arkansas River fluctuates 
daily, as well as seasonally. Western slope water is added to 
the Arkansas River drainage by way of diversion tunnels 
to Turquoise Lake and Twin Lakes. Much of the western 
slope water is removed from the river at the Otero Pump 
Station, but some portion of that water continues on to 
Pueblo Reservoir. 

An outlet structure is built into the new Twin Lakes Dam that 
will eventually convey Homestake Project and Twin Lakes 
Project water to the Otero Pump Station in a pressurized 
conduit to save approximately 350 feet of lift at the pump 
station. This waterwillnot be transmitted throughthe Arkansas 
River channel. There are at least two minor diversions within 
Segment 1 that do not affect the free-flowing values of the 
river. There are no existing dams within the segment. 

Appendix L 

Se&npt 2 -. 

This segment (Map L-4) begins at Buena Vista, Colorado, 
(T.l4S., R.78W1, sec. 8, NMPM),and continues downstream 
to Salida, Colorado, (T.50N., R.9E., sec. 5,6th PM). Length 
of the segment is approximately 29 m&s. Land ownership 
within the corridor consists of.the following: 

Bureau of Land Management 
State of Colorado 
Private 

39 percent 

JlgEz; 
100 percent 

Free-flowing Determination 

Stream flow within the segment fluctuates regularly as a 
result of the intensive water management activities that 
occur on the river. There are no additional sources of 
transmountain water added to the channel with&r this seg- 

Tmheerrhpper Arkansas Valley is heavily irrigated for the 
production of hay. There are numerous minor diversions for 
irrigation within thii segment. 

Downstream from Buena Vista, the Denver-Rio Grande 
Western Railway railbed parallels the river closely through 
Browns Canyon area. The railbed construction and main- 
tenance have modified the river corridor to some degree. 
The railbed did not, however, constitute a major modifica- 
tion and has not affected the free-flowing quality of the river. 

There is one low head dam across the river upstream from 
Salida at Smeltertown. The dam creates no impoundment, 
and in 1990 the city of Salida modified the dam for use. by : 
recreational boaters by constructing ‘a boat chute in the ’ 
dam. Water flows freely over this structure. There are no ’ 
other known dams existing within the segment. 

There is some rather extensive, localized riprapping of the 
channel in the vicinity of Smeltertown and within the city 
limits of Salida. The modifications are considered very 
minor within the scope of the segment. 

Segment 3 

Segment 3 (Map L-5) begins at Salida, Colorado (T.50N., 
R.9E., sec.‘5,6th PM), and continues downstream to Vallie 
Bridge (T.l9S., R.75W., sec. 20, 6th PM). The segment is 
approximately 20 miles in length. Land ownership within 
the corridor consists of the following: 

Bureau of Land Management 
Private Lands 

41 percent 
3 percent 
100 percent. . 

Free-fldwing Determinatidn 

Segment3flowsfromSalidaintoPleasantValley,whichismostly 
privatelandswithextensiveirrigationforhayproduction.Several 
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Map L-3 

Segment #I - USFS/BLM Boundary .North of Leadville to Buena Vista 

Leads-ilk 

Grad 
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Map L-4 

Segment #2 - Buena Vista to Salida 
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Map L-5 

Segment #3 - Salida to Vallie Bridge 

Vallle Brfdpe 

Coaldale ” 

.&If 
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Appendix L 

Minor (acceptable) Alteration. Areas modified by develop- 
ment activities, but with less effects than the Major Altera- 
tion criteria either in degree or scope. In these areas riprap 
was not continuous from the transportation route to the 
shoreline and below. Even imported materials were natural 
rock that blended with the native rock. Shoreline vegetation 
was used as an indication that soil pockets existed and some 
screening of the transportation routes existed at the water- 
line. The indication was that fishery habitat, although af- 
fected by human activities, had not been eliminated; 

small diversions within the segment do not affect the free- 
flowing qualities of the river. There are no dams within the 
segment. 

Segment 4 

Segment 4 (Map L6) begins at Vallie Bridge (T.l9S., R.75W., 
sec. 20,6th PM) and continues downstream to the western 
boundary of the Royal Gorge Park (T.l& R.71W., sets. 20,2l, 
6th PM). The segment is approximately 31.25 miles in length. 
Land ownership within the corridor consists of the following: 

Bureau of La&Management 
State of Colorado 
Private Lands 

67 percent 
3 percent 

3Q percent 
100 percent 

Free-Flowing Determination 

Minor agricultural diversions are within this segment, 
below Vallie Bridge and in the Cotopaxi vicinity. They do 
not affect the free-flowing river qualities. 

For approximately SO percent of the segment length, the 
Arkansas River is closely paralleled by U.S. Highway50 on one 
side and the Denver-Rio Grande Western Railway railbed on 
the other. Development of these transportation routes has had 
considerable effect on the river in terms of riprapping the river 
shoreline, channelization of the streambed and, in some cases, 
creation of whitewater areas involved in the outstandingly 
remarkable characteristics, which will be discussed later. In an 
effort to determine the impact of this development, the seg- 
ment was mapped according to three criteria: 

Mqjor (unacceptable) Alteration. Extensively riprapped 
areas from the transportation corridor to the shoreline and 
below. These areas have been filled with unnatural, obvious- 
ly imported materials such as concrete or rock. Shoreline 
vegetation is absent. There is a probability that fishery 
habitat is minimized because of man-caused disturbance. 

Essentially Natural State. Areas viewed as being in a 
natural state even if some minor modification had occurred. 
Riprap was minor in extent and blended well with natural 
rock. Shoreline vegetation was extensive. Screening (or 
naturalization) of the transportation routes from the water- 
line was substantial. Fisheries habitat had not been affected 
by the effects of human disturbance. 
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Map L-6 

Segment #4 - Vallie Bridge to Parkdale 
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Because both shorelines need to be addressed and ‘could 
have been affected by transportation routes, each bank of 
the river was treated separately. As a result; the,total miles 
of river in the segment have been doubled and the tabulated 
results were as follows: 

Major -(unacceptable) 
Alteration 11.34 percent ( 7.09 miles) 
Minor (acceptable) . 
Alteration 25.45 percent (15.91 miles) 
Essentially Natural 
State &%2Q percent (Z&Xl miles) 

100.00 percent (62.50 miles) 

The Arkansas River has been modified in the last 150 years: 
Development of the two transportation corridors, U.S. 
Highway 50 and the Denver-Rio Grande Western Railroad, 
has changed the character of the river shoreline. The river 
study corridor is still, however, in an essentially natural 
state. The river is managed as a water conduit for 
downstream water rights owners and is manipulated daily 
to provide water storage and,flow for downstream need. The 
wild and Sceitic Rivers Act criteria requires that a river be 
in a free-flowing, not naturally flowing state;” The Arkansas 
River clearly meets the free-flowing criteria through Seg 
ment 4. 

Outstandingly Remarkable Characteristics ’ 

Recreation Resources (eligibility criteria) 
i 

Recreational opportunities are or have the potential to bc 
unique enough to attract visitors from outside the geographic 
region. Visitors would be willing to travel long distances tc 
use the river resources for recreational purposes. River-re 
lated opportunities include, but are not limited to, sightsee 
ing; wildlife observation, photography, hiking,. fishing 
hunting, and boating (i.e., canoeing, rafting, and kayaking) 
Interpretative opportunities are exceptional and-attract o 
have the potential to attract visitors from outside thl 
geographic region. The river provides settings for nationa 
or regional commercial usage or competitive events. 

. . , . ’  . . > ,  
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Recreation Resources (general analysis) 

The Arkansas River is the most heavily boated whitewater 
river in the continental United States as determined by the 
American River Management Society, a professional or- 
ganization of Federal, state, and local river managers and 
American Outdoors, a professional organization of eastern 
and-western river outfitters. All six whitewater river classes 
are present within the Arkansas River study corridor. 

Segment 1 

Recreational values on Segment 1 of the Arkansas River are 
outstandingly remarkable in the quality and variety of 
whitewater boating. In 1991 the use figures for this segment 
showed approximately 8,700 users. These were principally’ 
commercial rafters (78 percent); the remainder were. 
primarily private kayakers. ; 

Whitewater Rating System 
U;iss I is easily run wliilcw;llcr consisting ol’ moving 
water !vil II rifllcs ilIld Sdl WIIVCS. I’ilSSilgC$ i\TC: ClCilr 
with few or no oOslrucliiu~s, and litllc llli!ntXVcrillg is 
rcrluircd. 

ClibSS II consists O~rilpids ol’niotlcralc dilXciillywitli 
waves up to t hrcc I:cI. The river channel has wide, 
clear piissagcs and occassional obr;lructions requir- 
ing SOlI’IC IlliinCUVcring. ScoUling llsually is no1 rc- 
q&cd. 

ClilSS Ill is difficult whilcwiltcr cont.aining numerous 
high and irregular ctianncls willi IlilrrOW passagccs and 
numerous obstructions (rocks and eddies) may rc- 
quirc complex inaricuvcring. Scouling is usually 
ncctled. 

Class IV ia vcrv difficult whitcwatcr ctmsisling of long, 
continuous rapids wirh powerful and irrcbmlar WBVCS. 
‘I’hc river c11:1n11c1 is obstructed with dangerous rocks 
and boiling eddies ubslruclions, and passages are con- 
striclcd, requiring powerful and precise maneuvering. 
Scoul’irig is mandatory. 

Class V rilpidS ill% exlremely dilliitllt ~llilc~atcr, CC&St- 
ing of short In1 very stwp falls or vuy long and violent 
rapids following uwh other almost without interruption. 
Tl~c channel is highly obstructcci wilh big waves, drops, 
rocks, iInd large chaotic waves, requiring very prccisc 
mmcuvcring. Scouting and ckac study is essential but 
oft cii dillicull., and ltic conscqucnccs of an unsuccessful 
run may bc .scvcrc. 

Class VI whil.ewatcr, considcrcd unrimnable by most 
Sli~llClildS, is extraordinarily difficult GipiCIS ur fdlS - 
C.ZlSSS V water carried lo cxtrcmcs Of fliWi@ldily hit 

would involve substantial hazard to life and limb. 

In 1991 there were 70 permitted commercial outfitters 
providing trips on the river from above Buena Vista 
downstream to Canon City. The commercial outfitters 
guided. 163,000 paying customers on trips down the Arkan- 
sas River. 

Almost 18,000 private boaters use the Arkansas River, boat- 
@the same sections as the commercial users. Total boater 
use of the Arkansas River in 1990 was 169,748 people. ’ 
Surveys show that anglers spent approximately 23,000 days 
fishing the river. Efforts of tabulating use on the Arkansas 
River have always focused most heavily on boaters. 
Anglers often concentrate in locations other than those 
most heavily used by boaters, and fishing occurs year 
around. As a result, angling pressure is considerably 
heavier than is reflected in formal counts. Fishing activity 
occurs from the community of Granite, north of Buena 
Vista, downstream to Canon City. Most fishing is con- 
centrated from the middle of Segment 2, at the Big Bend 
area, downstream to approximately Vallie Bridge. Segment 
4 receives, some angling pressure because of the proximity 
to U.S. Highway 50, but use is not as extensive as portions 
‘of the river in Segments 2 and 3. 

L . . . . ..-. 

The stretch from Granite Bridge to Buena Vista is ideally 
suited for, technical, private boating. This segment offers 
Class I (easy) through Class VI (uurunnable) rapids and ,’ 
vertical drops from 26 to 66 feet per mile. 

The section known as “The Numbers,” above Buena‘Vista is 
regularly used as a training ground for competitors in the, 
World Cup Competition and has been the site of the World ‘, 
Cup Kayaking Competition. The area has served as the site 
of the Colorado Cup competition for several years. .’ 

: 
Designation of the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area 
has resulted in increased use in this area. The Colorado 
Division of Parks and Outdoor Recreation (DPOR) 
monitors levels of use. 

.’ 

Segmqat 2 

This segment contains the most heavily used portion of 
the river for commercial rafting. In 1991 the use figures 
for this segment showed approximately 99,000 users: Of, 
that number, approximately 91,000 (90. percent) were . . . 
commercial boaters; approximately 7,600 were private. 
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The area at the Five Points site north of the highway and 
adjacent to the river is used primarily for BLM interpretive 
displays, including watchable wildlife and whitewater boat- 
ing observation structures, and picnicking. 

The segment offers Class III and IV rapids and a vertical 
drop of 30 feet per mile. In the development plan for the 
Arkansas Headwaters .Recreation Area; Hecla Junction, 
the most heavily used-takeout for this stretch, is a primary 
area for increased services and facilities. 

The river below Browns Canyon in the ‘big bend” area receives 
heavy use by fishermen. Although most of the river is private 
from below Browns Canyon to Salida, much of the shoreline 
is publicly accessible for f=hing as a result of easements 
purchased by the Colorado DOW as part of mitigation for 
the Frying Pan-Arkansas Water Development Project. This 
fishing use is the heaviest on the river and .is considered 
“outstandingly remarkable” through Segment 2. 

Segment 3 ,. 

Segment 3 offers less whitewater than other segments of the 
river. Canoes and slow water raft trips dominate the stretch 
although the annual FIBARK kayak race,occurs here also. 
Annual visits are around 3,400 and increasing. Fishing is a 
primary use on this portion of the Arkansas River. Easy 
access is afforded by U.S. Highway 50, and a large amount 
of BLM-administered land is available. Some private land 
is also available throughf~hing easements purchased by the 
‘DOW as mitigation for the Frying Pan-Arkansas project. 

Sigrhent 4 

This segment is very heavily used for commercial boaters. 
In 1991, the use ‘figures for this segment showed ap- 
proximately 69,oQo users; 94 percent were commercial. 
Rapids up to Class IV and a vertical drop of 30 feet per mile 
-occurs within thissegment. Numerous roadside picnicking, 
viewing, and fishing pullouts occur along U.S. Highway 50. 
Use of the area is very heavy, both during’the summer and 
other seasons. The most heavily used areas are Pinnacle 
Rock, Five Points, Salt Lick, and Parkdale. In 1990 the site 
at Pinnacle Rock was improved as part of the Arkansas 
‘Headwaters Recreation Area plan. New rest rooms and a 
changing area for boaters were installed. The parking area 
was enlarged and improved, and boat ramps were instaIled. 

Historic values occur in all segments of the.river corridor. 
Various examples of early water diversion dams and canals 
are evident along the entire length of the river from Lead- 
ville to the Royal Gorge Park. Many miles of existing rail- 
road beds, trestles, tunnels, and rock work along the river 
corridor date back to the late 1800s. The Leadville Stageline 
roadway extending below Leadville downriver to Princeton 
is visible and is well preserved in many sections. In the 
Buena Vista area, the Midland Railroad bed, trestle rem-. 
nants, and rock work are also evident. Many examples of 
early white settlements and developments (cabins, founda- 
tions, wagon/pack trails, waterwheels, etc.) are still present 
along the river corridor. In many stretches there are early- 
day mining developments present (shafts, tunnels, digs, 
waste piles, etc.) that add to the user’s experience. 

Other historical features along the river‘corridor are physi-, 
cal remnants of the “Royal Gorge War.” Prior to construe- : 
tion of the railway through the “Grand Canyon of the 
Arkansas” in 1878 through 1880, the Denver and ‘Rio 
Grande and Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroads had 
a lengthy dispute over which railroad owned the track rights 
through the Royal Gorge. Both sides hired small “armies” to 
protect their interests. The railroads constructed numerous : 
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Hismica Resources (eligibility critenh) 

The river or area within the river corridor contains a site(s) ,’ 
or feature(s) associated with a significant event, an impor- 
tant person, or a type of architecture that was rare, unusual, 
or one of a kind in the region or has the potential to yield 
important information about the past. Historic site(s) 
and/or feature(s) must be 50 or more years old. Of par- 
ticular significance are sites listed on or eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

Histor&al Resources (general arm&s): 
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forts of rock on both sides of the river and posted sentries 
to prevent activity.by the other side. These DeReemer Forts 

The river (10 to 12 miles) is biologically dead because of 
heavy metal contamination from California Gulch to some- 

were named after the Denver and Rio,Grande engineer who 
proposed construction. The dispute was carried to the U.S. 

where above Granite. Dilution by tributary streams is suffr- 
cient at this point to sustain fish and other aquatic life in the 

Supreme Court and resulted in a decision laying the basis river. Sources~of pollution are currently the focus for water 
for track ownership decisions in the future. The‘forts are treatment (removal of heavy metals) in both the two main 
still present along both sides of the river canyon and are well contributors previously mentioned. A cooperative effort by’ 
preserved. An iventory is currently being conducted, and the Environmental Protection Agency, the Bureau of 
the forts have been determined to be eligible for the Nation- 
al Registeiof Historic Places. 

Reclamation, and private industry is addressing water 
quality. 

Conclusioh of Eligibility Determination 
(Segments 1,..2,3, and 4) .. 

More extensive recreation occurs along the Arkansas River 
than any other, river in the state of Colorado. Its proximity 
to the major front range population centers of Denver, 
Colorado Springs, and Pueblo are just part of the reason for 
the levels of use. Much of the summer use is by people from 
other states. The 1987 boater survey showed an estimated 
133,400 visits for boating and approximately 23,300 fishing 
days..Both types of recreation are increasing. The river is 
paralleled by U.S. Highway 50 and Colorado ,Highway 24 I 
for almost the entire length from Cafion~City to the head: 
waters in Lake County. Thousands &vehicles travel these 
routes monthly at least inpart because of the recreational 
aspects of.automobile touring.. 

: ‘. : 
The river extends for. over,‘126 miles within the four segk 
ments. The entire length is navigable by boaters although 
several minor low head dams and diversions are present. 
Metropolitan areas, including Buena Vista, Salida; and 
Cafion City, have completed boating chutes’to allow boaters 
to safely‘navigate the few existing low head dam hazards. A 
boat chute is also planned for the CF&I low head ‘dam on 
the river above Florence.’ : 

;. .’ , 
Because these segments are free-flowing as defmed within 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and because values exist 
within the study, segments’ that must be considered “out- 
standingly remarkable” as defined within the Act, Segments 
i, 2,3, and 4 are eligible for wild and scenic river designa- 
tion. 

Classification Analysis .” . . 

Segment.1 L ; .: 
>. .,’ 

The headwaters of the Arkansas River provide excellent 
quality water to the stream. As the river progresses south, 
polluted waters enter the river .from several sources. The’ 
primary pollution source is the,extensive mining’operations 
in the Leadville area. .The main contributors are the .YAK 
tunnel by way of Califorriia.Gulch and the Leadville Drain 
tunnel. Current waterquality conditions for this segment 
are Aquatic Life Cold 1, Recreation 2, Water Supply (only 
that portion of the’East Fork immediately,above confluence 
.of Birdseye Gulch ,downstream ,to a point immediately’ 
above the Leadville Drain) and Agriculture. i 

Segment 2 

Water quality is generally.good. Current statewater quality 
conditions for this segment are Aquatic Life, Cold 1, 
Recreation 2, Water Supply, and Agriculture. 

,’ 

Enough dilution has occurred for the river to support a good 
population of trout and other aquatic life. The water 
developments in the segment consist of a low head dam with 
no impoundment immediately above Salida. The river easily 
flows over ,thisdam, even at low flow periods. The town of 
Salida and the Division of Wildlife recently constructed a 
boat chute around the dam for increased boater access and 
safety. The dam is visible and detracts -from the general 
appearance of the river. Some small, rock irrigation diver- 
sions also exist; however, they blend well with the river, are 
unobtrusive, and are minor in scope. 

. 

The shoreline development in this segment varies greatly. 
On the north end, development is visible from the town of 
Buena Vista to Johnson Village (5 miles). From Johnson 
Viiage to below Hecla Junction- (approximately 15 miles) 
there is a very minor amount of development in terms of 
structures. The Denver and Rio Grande RaiIroad closely 
parallels this entire stretch; however, immediately east of 
the railroad, (and river) is the Browns Canyon Wilderness 
Study Area. The railroad bed is immediately above the 
waterline and is very conspicuous for a distance of 7 to 8 
miles. At this point, the canyon opens on the south end and 
the railroad diverges from the river. BelowBrowns Canyon 
the’river slows as the surroundings open into a gentle;open 
valley floor. The area is dominated by agriculture with hay 
production and associated livestock grazing the prevalent 
uses. Development, in terms of structures, increases, and 
residences and small ranches are frequently visible. Roads 
access and occasionally cross the river. Generally, however, 
the river is not paralleled closely by either roads or the 
railroad. Above Salida, at the remains of Smeltertown, 
development again increases. Some ,‘.riprapping has ‘oc- 
curred, and slag piles from the smelting of Leadville ores 
are visible. The length of this development is minor in terms 
of the segment length. 

Segment 3 

The water quality in the Arkansas River through Segment 3 
is good. Currently, the water quality conditions for this 
segment of the river are Aquatic Life Cold 1, Recreation 2, 
Water Supply, Agriculture. 
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The only water developments on this segment are minor 
irrigation diversions. There are no impoundments. Shoreline 
development consists of the railroad on the north side and 
U.S. Highway 50 on the south. Structures are limited to 
occasional residences along the channel, most of which are 
well elevated, above the river by the shallow canyon through 
which the river flows. There are three small communities 
along this segment of the river. 

Segment 4 . . 

Water quality is good. The current state water quality con- 
ditions are Aquatic Life Cold 1, Recreation 2, Water Supp- 
ly, Agriculture. 

The only known diversions are minor irrigation structures. 
This segment is paralleled very closely by both the railroad 
and U.S. Highway 50. Two small communities also line the 
banks of the river in ,this segment. 

Conclusion of Classification Analysis 

Segments 1 through 4 of the Arkansas River meet the 
criteria for a tentative recreational classification (Attach-’ 
ment 6). 

Suitability Determination 

Analysis Factors 

1. WORTHY ADDITION: Segments 1 through 4 of the 
Arkansas River would be worthy additions to the National 
Wild and,Scenic Rivers System. Recreational use is exten- 
sive in all four segments. _ 

Segment I (USPS/BLM boundary south to Buena Vita) 
is heavily used by private boaters and is increasingly popular 
with commercial users. Primary use occurs through “The 
Numbers” section, north of Buena Vista. This section is a 
series of rapids, one immediately after another, very techni- 
cal in nature. This series of rapids is used annually as a 
training ground for the U.S. National Kayak Team and has 
been the site of state, national, and international champion- 
ship events. 

Segment 2 (Buena Vista to Salida) is the most heavily used 
segment ‘of the river in terms of numbers of boaters. The 
primary attraction is the Browns Canyon area, downstream 
from Buena Vista. The most heavily used access points are 
on BLM-administered lands, although there are private 
sites available also. The largest use is for commercial 
boaters. There is also significant private boater activity for 
both kayaks and rafts. 

As a result of the reduced stream gradient, the river is 
wider and slower through the lower end of Segment 2 than 
is, typical for much of the river. Primary use of this portion 
of the river is for angling, particularly by fly fishermen, and 
it is the most extensively fished segment of the river. Most 

of this area is .legally accessible to anglers through pur- 
chased easements across what. is primarily private l-and. 
There is increasing activity on this stretch by both canoers 
and private rafters who desire a less exciting trip than the 
Browns Canyon area provides. 

Segment 3 (Salida to Vallie Bridge) is the segment least 
used by boaters. The area is primarily private land (59 
percent), and access is limited. There is considerable use by 
anglers on this piece of river. The public access is heavily 
used and much of the private land is accessible to any angler 
who will take the time to locate the private landowner and 
ask permission. Some purchased easements also exist in this 
segment of the river. This segment receives considerable use 
for recreational gold panning,. and there is currently a 
proposal to provide an area specifically for that purpose. 

Segment 4 (Vallie Bridge to the Royal Gorge) has more 
BLM-administered land than any other study segment (67 
percent). Access for all recreational users is excellent. This 
segment ,is the second highest use area for. commercial 
rafters. It is also the second most popular area for private 
boaters. The fishing use in this segment is less than in either 
Segment 2 or Segment 3 but isstill considerable, probably 
because of its proximity to U.S. Highway 50. The Arkansas 
Headwaters Recreation Area (AHRA) has many small 
turnout sites as well as several larger pulloffs available for 
day use activities. These are commonly occupied by tourists. 
and locals for picnics, wildlife viewing, gold pamnng,. and 
numerous other activities. 

2. LAND OWNERSHIP: .Although each segment is di-: 
ferent in terms of landownership and public access to the 
river, it is apparent that access to the Arkansas River is 
sufficient for it to be one of the most significant rivers in the ,. 
entire nation in terms of public use. Segment uses differ 
from predominately boating to predominately fishing to a 
mixture of these and other activities. Private property 
ownership is a complication to public river recreation 
management on the river. Conflicts occur between recrea- 
tion users and private property owners. AHRA was, in part, 
an attempt to improve the existing situation in terms of 
trespass. 

Current access along the entire study corridor is good,, 
and in some places, excellent. -The AHRA has identified a 
number of places where public access improvement is a 
priority. New access acquisition is ongoing for these areas 
through exchange or from willing sellers. 

The current land ownership pattern has provided suffi- 
cient access to accommodate growth of recreation use on 
the river, and existing access is good. It has improved since 
AHRA was established because of recent land purchases 
from willing sellers. Condemnation of easements or any 
private property within the Arkansas River eligible seg- 
ments is unnecessary. Although it may be desirable to ac- 
quire some easements and property along the corrid0r.m 
the future, acquisition should only be accomplished through 
exchange or from willing sellers. , 
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The four study segments on the Arkansas River are 
suitable, in terms of land ownership, for inclusion in the 
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Potential inclusion 
in the national system may actually improve the situation on 
the river between private property owners and recreational _ ._---.. --.-- ..-. .- ------ -. 
users. Increased emphasis on the river in terms of recrea- 
tional opportunities and use could justify increased levels of 
law enforcement by both county governments, AHRA, and 
the Bureau of Land Management. 

Segment 1 

Federal 
Stygt;f Colorado 

Access to the river in this segment is considered adequate 
utilizing the current land pattern. There are some areas of 
private land that have been leased or are otherwise available 
for either commercial or private boater use. 

AHRA is currently working to improve the public access 
within the segment, primarily for boater use. 

Segment 2 

Federal 
St:“apef Colorado 

39 percent 
1 percent 

60 percent 
Access in this segment is considered adequate utilizing 

the current public land ownership pattern. The most heavily 
usedportionofthissegment,BrownsCanyon, currentlyhasgood 
access. There is a desire within AHR4 to improve the current 
Browns Canyon access both upstream and downstream to 
better accommodate the growing public use. This need is 
also being pursued by AHRA managers. 

Segment 3 

ppif. 41 percent 
: 59 percent 

As previously noted in the “worthy addition” analysis, this 
segment receives less use for boating than any other seg- 
ment. This is, in part, a result of the current restricted access 
because of the extensive amount of private lands. The river 
‘also changes character as it enters the Howard and Coaldale 
areas. The gradient is less in this area so the river is slower 
with fewer areas of rapid.water. Fishing access in the seg- 
ment is good. Public lands are heavily used, and some fishing 
easements exist on private lands in the segment. 

Segment 4 

Federal 67 percent 
St;a;f Colorado. 3 percent 

30 percent 
Public access to.the river in this segment is excellent. U.S. 

Highway 50 is adjacent and south of the river through most 
of this segment. The railroad is also immediately parallel to 
the river, but on the north side of the highway. Public use in 

this segment is very heavy. Commercial river outfitters use 
the area extensively along with private boaters, fishermen, 
picnickers, and many other users. The proximity of the 
highway is the largest reason for this extensive use. 

The -‘Denver-Rio -Grande and Western Railroad--has -a---- 
railbed along almost the entire length of the Arkansas River 
study segments. Railroad ownership figures are not in- 
cluded in the private land totals tabulated above. There is 
some question between BLM and the railroad as to exactly 
how much of the railbed is actually owned by the railroad 
and how much may be involved in an extensive right-of-way 
agreement with the Federal government. Because the Denver- 
Rio Grande Railroad had some obvious concerns with 
public use in regard to their track and because of the 
uncertain status of railbed ownership, BLM will consider 
railroad concerns under suitability analysis factor 7, Histori- 
cal or Existing Uses. 

3. POTENTIAL USES OF THE LAND: Federal lands 
along the Arkansas River corridor will be retained in 
Federal ownership in perpetuity. The existing Arkansas 
Headwaters Recreation Area was established in 1989 to 
address the need, in part, fo;additional recreation manage- 
ment along the Arkansas River corridor. Management 
within the AHRA currently provides a very workable system 
of public access points and boater put-in and take-out areas 
to address current need. Angler access is currently good, 
although additional easements may be pursued in the fu- 
ture. AHRA has additional plans for development along the 
river, some-of which are on BLM-administered lands. Both 
BLM and DPOR have also aggressively pursued the ac- 
quisition of properties from willing sellers needed to im- 
prove their management. 

Existing uses of private lands within the study corridor are 
compatible with a recreational classification. The current 
dominant use of private land along the river is agriculture. 
Much of the private lands are involved in hay production 
with the assistance of river irrigation, and almost all private 
lands are extensively grazed by livestock. These activities 
are likely to continue into the foreseeable future and are 
entirely compatible with a recreational river. 

Residential properties are increasing along the river cor- 
ridor. These are often on small lots and consist of a single 
residence. Some subdivisions have been platted within the 
river corridor. In the future this type of use will increase. 
Residential use of the river corridor by small lot subdivisions 
will likely increase in the foreseeable future, which ‘is also 
compatible with a recreational river. The outstandingly 
remarkable,values do not include scenic values. Currently, 
there are numerous examples of residential structures 
downstream from Fisherman’s Bridge, a major Browns 
Canyon put-in. Browns Canyon is the section of river most 
undisturbed by human activities. Users do not currently 
complain that such a use is out of character or affects the 
Arkansas River experience significantly.~Chaffee County is 
currently re-evaluating its current zoning policy in terms of 
use of the river area for residential use. This re-evaluation 



is being conducted independently of the BLM wild and 
scenic river study. It is very likely that future county zoning 
will be entirely compatible with a designated recreational 
river. 

Commercial properties within the corridor are limited ._. ---- __. _._... 
with the exceptronofthe’~few cities and towns: Most are 
agricultural and have been previously discussed. Some ser- 
vice type establishments exist and are likely to grow in size 
and number as the valley population increases. Much of the 
commercial use, generally small businesses scattered along 
the highway corridor, is related to either the tourism or 
white-water industries. These uses are also compatible with 
a recreational river. 

Growth in tourism is expected to increase, partly because of 
the AI-IRA, and some additional growth could probably be 
expected if the river, or portions thereof were designated 
under the W&SR Act. Since 1980, commercial related boat- 
ing use has grown from 40,800 to 163,000 user days in 1991. 
Recreational use has increased approximately 14 percent 
annually since 1980. 

The Arkansas River Recreation Activity Management Plan, 
approved in 1989 establishes parameters in terms of the 
maximum use (carrying capacity) that could be sustained by 
the Arkansas River without significant degradation of the 
river experience or the environment. The plan set carrying 
capacities for both private and commercial boaters. Ac- 
cording to the plan, when the carrying capacity of the river 
is reached, use will be rationed in accordance with BLM 
policy. 

In 1992, the water treatment plants associated with mining 
contamination in the Leadville area began operation. These 
plants are designed to remove current elevated levels of 
heavy metals from tributaries to the Arkansas River. Water 
quality in the upper portion of the river will improve sig 
nificantly. 

The Colorado Division of Wildlife is optimistic that fish 
habitat on the Arkansas River will improve significantly in 
the near future. Fishing may become a more significant 
component of the Arkansas River recreation. 

The Arkansas River is extensively managed as a transport 
system for appropriated water, which is used downstream 
for agriculture, municipalities, and industry. The entire na- 
tive flow of the river is fully appropriated. River flow is 
heavily augmented by transmountain diversion water. This 
water is also fully appropriated by those who expended the 
time, money, and effort to bring these waters to this side of 
the Continental Divide. Proposed additional transmountain 
diversion projects could bring additional flows to the 
Arkansas River drainage. These have not been ,approved 
and likely will ‘not be for a long period of time. 

It is-probable that the Arkansas River will remain a water 
transfer system through the foreseeable future. The cities 
of Ction City and Pueblo, as well as many smaller munici- 
palities, are dependent on the river for delivery of domestic 
water supplies. The city of Colorado Springs has invested 
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heavily in the Arkansas River for domestic water from both 
native flows and transmountain waters. Long-term develop 
ment plans for Colorado Springs include the Arkansas 
River in some form for every viable alternative they have 
developed. The agricultural industry of the lower Arkansas 
Valley depends-entirely on delivery of adjudicated water+------- 
water rights owners at appropriate times. It is imperative 
that adjudicated water rights and the necessary flexibility to 
manage those rights be accorded appropriate significance 
in this analysis. The options regarding water rights and 
management of adjudicated water are considered more 
fully in the Historical or Existing Uses section of this 
analysis. 

4. PUBLIC, STATE, LOCAL AND FEDERAL IN- 
TEREST: Public interest in the Arkansas River is high. 
This is based on attendance at open houses (approximately 
100 people) held for the resource management plan, atten- 
danceat a meeting held in Buena Vista at which time the 
Colorado Springs water development options were ex- 
plained (attendance of 200-250 people), the demand for 
newspaper and radio spots, and requests to present public 
information regarding the BLM wild and scenic river 
analysis. Interest in the Arkansas River, not specifically 
related to the wild and scenic study, has generated a local 
support group committed to maintaining the Arkansas 
River in its present free-flowing condition. This group at- 
tracted approximately60 people for its organizational meet- 
ing. There is state interest in this analysis, which is indicated 
by the presence of representatives of three independent 
state agencies in the wild and scenic river Workgroup. There 
is Federal interest in maintaining the free-flowing and out- 
standingly remarkable values associated with the Arkansas 
River. 

5. ESTIMATED COST: Additional cost to the Federal 
government will be incurred if the Arkansas River is desig- 
nated under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. Jurisdictional 
exchanges with the Colorado State Land Board, the United 
States Forest Service, and the Bureau of Land Management 
are probable. 

There may be some.land acquisition from willing sellers. 
Even though the cooperative agreement between BLM and 
DPOR is expected to continue, BLM activity in relation to 
interpretation of historical features, wildlife, recreation op- 
portunity, etc., will likely increase. Monitoring and manage- 
ment of public lands within and adjacent to AI-IRA are also 
likely to increase. There are also hidden costs associated 
with a designation. Costs to county government may in- 
crease in terms of necessary road maintenance and other 
county functions. There could also be increased costs for 
schools, police, and fire services. It is not the intent of this 
study to attempt to address these costs, which are associated 
with any type of growth in an area and are normally funded 
by the increased property and use taxes collected in that 
same area. There may be costs associated with the resolu- 
tion of the water issues along the Arkansas River. The 
Federal government may be involved in either the purchase 
or long-term lease of existing water rights to protect both 
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the free-flowing and resource values of the river. Costs 
attributed to litigation in an attempt to resolve the water 
issues’ are also possible . 

6. ABILITY OF THE AGENCY TO MANAGE: The 
area is currently manageh.for.public.recreational use as a 
‘result of a cooperative agreement between the Bureau of 
L&d Management and the Colorado Division of Parks and 
Outdoor Recreation. This agreement is expected to con- 
tinue and is specifically provided for in Sec. 10 (e) of the 
,wild and Scenic Rivers Act. Additionally, BLM would be 
capable of more intensive management along the river cor- 
ridor if the river or portions of it are designated under the 
Act. 

7. HISTORICAL OR EXISTING RIGHTS 

: Wafer: The Arkansas River is one of the most intensivelv < 
managed rivers in the entire United States. There is no 
dispute that the entire native flow of the river is more than 
fully appropriated. Existing uses are further coeplicated by 
the existence of large volumes of trqsyountab water in the 
channel. The appropriated water is used intensively in the 
lower Arkansas Valley for irrigation assisted agriculture. The 
rights to the water date from the late 1850s to recent times. 
Large volumes of water are also used for municipal pur- 
poses. The river provides the major source of domestic 
water for Pueblo, Cafion’CiG, and numerous other smaller 
areas. Colorado Springs and Aurora use the Arkansas River 
:mtensively, primarily as a conduit or transmission line for 
transmountain water delivery for municipal use. The result 
of this’ intensive .use is that in all likelihqod no unap- 
propriated water is available within the basin from which to 
.develop a Federal reserved water right to perpetuate the 
outstandingly remarkable features of the Arkansas River. 

A minimum flow study was commissioned by the Colo- 
rado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) and completed 
by the Colorado DOW to determine flows necessary to 
perpetuate the biological requirements. These volumes 
should be reserved. 

There is an ex&ng threat to the Arkansas River native 
flows within the BLM study segment in the current water 
txchange program. The city of Colorado Springs removes 
transmountain water from the Ark&as River at the Otero 
‘Pump Station north of Buena.Vista. As this imported water 
is used for municipal purposes; a portion of it is returned 
after’treatment to the Arkansas River via Fountain Creek. 
The city receives a “credit” for this retuined water and is 
entitled to remove an equal volume of native water from the 
river ai the Otero site. The effect of this is to remove water 
from the stretch of river beloti the Otero site and return it 
at Fountain Creek. The river is, therefore “whole.” The river 
is, in reality, dewatered to some digree’within the stretch 
from the Otero site to Fountain Creek. 

Reservation of water by the CWCB and/or the Federal 
government would serve to preserve the existing flows in: the 
channel. Existing rights would be served; they have senior 
,appropriation dates to any pending reservation. The Colorado 

; 

Springs exchange would be protected at current exchange 
levels to the date of the minimum flow reservation. Future 
development would also be permitted as long as it did not 
infringe on the biological reservation. .An existing water 
rights holder wanting to consummate an exchange oppor- ..- - - --. 
tunity would, however, have to deal with an additional new 
rights holder. 

The outstandingly remarkable values on the Arkansas 
River are recreational opportunities. The most significant 
part of those opportunities are whitetiater boating. Within 
the last 15 years, a viable commercial whitewater industry 
has developed in the Upper ArkansaS River Valley onwater 
that, in the State of Colorado, is a privately held property 
right. The commercial industry has had remarkably good 
years and a few less prosperous seasons. The industry has 
developed and prospered on whatever water was in the 
channel during their operating season. A key factor on the 
Arkansas River is that the industry has prospered on native 
flows and the transmountain flows brought to the Arkansas 
River drainage for other purposes. Private boat&is also 
quite popular on the river with total use estimated at about 
10 percent of commercial use. 

For the 1990 whitewater season, an agreement was reached 
between the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area and 
the Bureau of Reclamation for Arkansas River flow aug- 
mentation for recreational use. The agreement was not 
accepted by everyone involved and- created some un- 
foreseen significant problems, such as the reduced lake 
levels at both Turquoise and Twin Lakes. The agreement 
did maintain flows for 1990 at prescribed levels for both the 
whitewater season and the annual low’water period through 
August 15. As a spin-off from this agreement, the South- 
eastern Colorado Water Conservancy District kept detailed 
records of water losses from evaporation that resulted from 
this flow management. For the 1991 season, a second agree- 
ment was reached by the Bureau of Reclamation, the 
Colorado State Department of Natural Resources (DNR), 
and the Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy.District. 
During 1991, 10,000 acre-feet of water were available for 
flow augmentation for recreational use. The water was con- 
trolled by the Bureau of Reclamation. The most significant 
change for 1991 from the 1990 agreement was that the 
augmentation water would only be available if evaporative 
losses were replaced with “wet water” obtained by the 
Department of Natural Resources of the State tif Colorado. 
That is, DNR must acquire legal rights to water in the . . 
dramage to replace evaporative loss. 

The economy of the Upper Arkansas River is dependent, 
to some extent, on the whitewater industry as well as the 
fishery resource. Recreational use of the Arkansas River 
will increase over time. Reservation of waters in volume 
sufficient for good to optimum whitewater recreation on the 
river is not feasible. A Federal reservation of waters is likely 
only on native waters of the drainage. Although the amount 
of imported water used for recreation is still an unanswered 
question, it is evident that transmountain waters are a sig- 
nificant portion of the waters used by boaters. 7 
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Powersite and water St&age withdrawals: The city of 
Colorado Springs is evaluating construction of the Elephant 
Rock Dam north of Buena Vista for storage of transmoun- 
tain water. They are also evaluating construction ‘of the 
Princeton Diversion Dam north of Buena Vista. These dams 
are two of eight domestic water alternatives for the city. The 
dams are involved in separate alternatives; one or the other 
may be involved in the selected alternative, but both will not 
be constructed. 

According to correspondence dated March 7,1991, the 
city asserts that: “We have valid, existing prior rights to 
operate exchanges throughout the entire reach of the Upper 
Arkansas River above Pueblo Reservoir as det~ed in our 
decree which was entered June 16,1987,. . . . Furthermore, 
we assert that we ‘have existing water rights for future 
storage and diversion facilities in the upper basin as detailed 
in our water rights filing dated December 31,1990,. . . . The 
conditional decree, when entered, will confiim our ap- 
propriative rights with an appropriation date of 1987, when 
the intent’to appropriate the future diversions was first 
evidenced via the stipulation attached to the exchange 
decrees.” 

The Elephant Rock Dam site is covered by three Federal 
reservations: Reservoir Site 51 (SO 8/18/1894), Powersite 
Reservation 92 (EO 7/2/1910 and Classification Powersite 
32 (SO 4/29/1922). The BLM Interim Management 
Prescription for the Arkansas River included that portion 
of the river that would be involved in the dam and reservoir 
because BLM has not been able to determine categorically 
whether or not Colorado Springs has a valid and existing 
right to the location. If a recommendation for ,wild and 
scenic river designation is made, the appropriate deter- 
mination can be made.at the congressional level. 

Additional specific sites along the .river have been 
reserved for powersite and water storage site development. 
If the Arkansas River is recommended for designation, 
those reservations will be examined along the appropriate 
segment of river, and a recommendation for termination or 
revocation of incompatible reservations will be.made. 

Private La&s: Private land rights are not expected to be 
adversely affected by a BLM determination of suitability or 
a possible recommendation. The Act clearly provides for 
valid and existing uses, and these uses will continue. The 
current valid and existing uses include residential property, 
commercial properties, agricultural use, and the operations 
of the Denver and Rio G&de Western Railroad. Sec. 6(c) 
of the Act prohibits the government from using condemna- 
tion to acquire lands within the incorporated limits of any 
city, village, or borough which has a valid and operating 
zoning ordinance conforming with the purposes of the Act. 
The purposes of the Act in relation to the Arkansas River 
is to maintain the free-flowing values and the outstandingly 
remarkable recreational values identified in the eligibility 
phase of this analysis. The river was tentatively classified as 
a “recreational” river; i.e., one that contains extensive 
shoreline development in the form of communities and 

”  

Appekiix L 

access and transportation routes. The area contains exten- 
sive areas of private lands. The waters of the river are 
entirely appropriated. 

Condemnation of private lands has been raised repeatedly 
as a specific, concern to private landowners. The W&SR Act 
does allow the Federal government some condemnation 
rights; however, the Act also contains some specific prohibi- 
tions regarding condemnation of.private property. ] ., 

The current access situation for recreational use on the 
Arkansas River is good. Some improvement of the existing 
situation would be desirable, and acquisition through pur- 
chase or exchange with willing sellers has been and is the 
tool of choice for acquisition of property. There : are no 
access needs for a wild and ~scenic river to be pursued 
through condemnation of property. The Act also allows’the 
government to condemn property rights in the form of a 
conservation or scenic easement to perpetuate outstandingly 
remarkable values. On the Arkansas River the outstandingly 
remarkable .values are recreational opportunities, rather 
than visual values. Condemnation of conservation or scenic 
easements is not anticipated nor considered desirable for 
the purposes of a wild and scenic designation on the.Arkan- 
sas River. 

8. QTHER ISSUES: Two additional issues have been 
identified by the affected interest Workgroup. 

Water Quality: The concern over water quality within a 
designated segment of river was raised as a result of Q~z 
lahomavs.EPA. The Upper Arkansas Conservancy District 
commented in a letter dated March 18, 1991: “We have 
‘already witnessed the tip ‘of the proverbial iceberg as ex- 
pressed by the federal court in consideration of discharges 
into the Illinois River when measured by the standards set 
forth by the Tenth Circuit Court in w  908 
F.2d 595. If the Arkansas River is designated Wild and 
Scenic and if the decision set down in Qklahomau!sJZA 
stands, a stake shall have been driven into the heart of all 
future development in the Arkansas River basin, including, 
of course, recreational development.” 

The wild and Scenic Rivers Act has no specific criteria for 
water quality for rivers with a “recreational” classification. 
Water meeting Federally approved state standards for 
,water quality is acceptable within a recreational river seg- 
ment. Additional corridor development, including river dis- 
charges, is not threatened if the discharge continues to meet 
the Federally approved state water quality standards. The 
Colorado Water Quality Commission Antidegradation 
Review procedure does not apply to a recreational river. 
The issues raised by the Oklahoma case relate to 
the Clean WaterAct. They may have bearing on the develop- 
ment of the Arkansas Valley if the decision stands. That 
bearing is not, however, related to the W&SR Act. 

The Arkansas River Study corridor, including the Denver- 
Rio ,Grapde: Western railroad bed and U.S. Highway 50, is 
currently,utrhzed for hauling certain restricted substances. 
The highway activity is regulated by the Colorado State 
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Patrol. The patrol has an action plan detailing what substan- 
ces can be hauled in what amounts, how the loads must be 
posted, and what actions will be taken in the case of a spill. 
Counties affected by hauling restricted materials can peti- 
tion to have designated highways removed from the system 
based on supportable rationale. If the Arkansas River is 
recommended for inclusion within the national system, the 
W&R Act may provide a supportable rationale for remov- 
ing U.S. Highway50 from the system, if the affected counties 
determined that a public hazard existed. The railroad also 
hauls restricted materials on a regular basis. Their actions 
are not the responsibility of the state patrol but are regu- 
lated by the Interstate Commerce Commission. In case of a 
spill, an action plan also exists. These regulated activities 
have occurred in the corridor for a number of years. The 
situation is common to many highways and railroad beds 
across the state. 

Current use on the highway and railroad is compatible 
with the current recreational activities and such use should 
not make the river corridor unsuitable. 

,Wat& Rights: Volumes determined necessary for biologic 
perpetuation of the river ecosystem should be reserved. 
Ownership by the Colorado Water Conservation Board 
would be most appropriate. There is also a possibility that 
ownership could be held in partnership by both the CWCB 
and the Federal,government. The necessary flows could also 
be held exclusively by the Federal government. Reservation 
of biologic flow minimums is necessary to perpetuate those 
outstandingly remarkable values resulting from existing flows. 
These include the Arkansas River fishery and existing wildlife 
habitat. 

The high flow concern could be resolved by a contractual 
arrangement between the users. Whitewater seasonal limits 
should be guided by biological needs ‘of the river. The 
Colorado Division of Wildlife can provide detailed informa- 
tion on when high flows can and cannot be tolerated by 
aquatic life. This information should be used to establish 

beginning season dates as well as the more critical ending 
season dates. 

An interagency water needs assessment is being com- 
pleted on the Arkansas River to determine water levels 
necessary for continuance of a variety of uses and values. 
Although currently the study format and major issues are 
still in the development stage, it is hoped that the study can 
be a cooperative effort by all involved in an effort to deter- 
mine the recreational needs and how they can be accom- 
modated within water management activities on the 
Arkansas River. Currently, water, is managed annually for 
the adjudicated rights holders. Water is brought from 
higher elevation storage sites as needed for low elevation 
storage or use. Current recreational use of the resource will 
continue. Because of the AHRA and growth of a tourism 
oriented economy in the upper valley, this use will become 
stronger politically. Colorado Water Law is in a time of 
change. Recreational use is now recognized on the Taylor 
River as a beneficial use, with an adjudicated water right 
held by the local conservancy. 

It is timely to include recreational use in the water 
management plan for the Arkansas River and to obtain 
compensation from the recreational users. Evaporative loss 
could be mitigated by long-term lease of water for replace- 
ment of those losses. Purchasing water for replacement of 
these losses would be another option. It is possible to recoup 
the lease or purchase cost through a charge to those who 
benefit from the Arkansas Headwaters Recreation Area. 
A contractual arrangement for water users to provide for 
recreation needs with compensation for losses in terms of 
replacement water instead of simple payment at Frying Pan 
Arkansas project water rates deserves to be, considered. 
Major players in such an agreement should include AHRA 
(DPOR and BLM), Bureau of Reclamation, Colorado State 
Water Engineer, Southeastern Colorado Water Conservan- 
cy, Upper Arkansas Water Conservancy,, USFS, and 
Division of Wildlife. Some owners of large shares of Arkan- 
sas River native flow water such as Pueblo and Caiion City 
should perhaps also be involved. Such an agreement could 
be framed to provide for recreation use in most years. An 
agreement could diise the need for a Federal reserved 
water right to protect recreational values. 

Private Lard: Federal and state lands within the corridor 
currently total 50 percent of the study area. The Federal 
government is prohibited by the Act from condemnation of 
private lands in any corridor with 50 percent or more 
Federal and state lands. Condemnation cannot be used 
within the Arkansas River corridor as it now exists. 

The Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad has track 
along almost the entire study segment ,of river. The railroad 
has valid concerns regarding access to their right-of-way 
and the liability they may incur as a result of recreational 
use. BLM believes the railroad concerns can be addressed 
adequately to provide for recreational use and limit unlaw- 
ful trespass on their private lands and rights-of-way. 
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Access is currently good for recreational tue ‘along the 
Arkansas River. Needed access has been purchased from 
willing sellers exclusively in the past. Additional access 
needs, regardless of recommendation for wild and scenic 
river designation, should only be acquired through ex- 
change or from willing sellers. 

Conclusion of Suitability Determjnation ‘_ 
Segments 1 through 4 meet all suitability criteria as defined 
in the wild and Scenic Rivers Act. Current land ownership 
provides sufficient access for existing uses. Federal and 
state lands within the corridor presently total 50 percent. 
The Act prohibits condemnation of private land where 
public lands total 50 percent or more in the corridor. Addi- 
tional acquisition would be accomplished only through ex- 
change or from willing sellers. Present uses are compatible 
with the tentative recreational classification, and private 
landowner rights are not expected to be adversely affected. 
A minimum flow study, commissioned by the Colorado 
Water Conservation Board, was completed by the Colorado 
DOW. Volumes necessary to perpetuate the biological re- 
quirements should be reserved. In accordance with current 
state law, any reserved water right should reside with the 
Colorado Water Conservation Board. 

Summary of Analysis 

Segments 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the Arkansas River are eligible 
and suitable for wild and scenic designation with a tentative 
classification of recreational river. 

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FOR 
ELIGIBLE RIVERS 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides some guidance for 
management of study rivers until designated by Congress or 
released to multiple use. The Act states “Each component 
of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System shall be 
administered in such a manner as to protect and enhance 
the values which caused it to be included in said system 
without, insofar as is consistent therewith, limiting other 
uses that do not substantially interfere with public use and 
enjoyment of these values. In such administration, primary 
emphasis shall be given to protecting its esthetic, scenic, 
historic, archeological, and scientific features. Management 
plans for any such component may establish varying degrees 
of intensity for its protection and development, based on the 
special attributes of the area.” (Sec. 10(a) Wd and Scenic 
Rivers Act.) 

Appendix L 

Attachment 8 provides a management goal for each river 
classification. Under each classification snecific uuidelines 
for interim management of each study se&ion arkdetailed. 
Rivers recommended for designation must ultimately be 
designated by Congress to be added to the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System. 

Once a river is determined eligible.a.nd classified as wild, 
scenic, or recreational, it must be afforded adequate protec- 
tion until a decision of designation is made by Congress. In 
general, management prescriptions for river corridors iden- 
tified for study should provide protection in the following 
ways: 

Free-flowing characteristics of identified river segments 
~ cannot be modified to allow stream impoundments, diver- 
sions, channelization, and/or riprapping (to the extent that 
Federal agencies are authorized under law to prohibit such 
actions). 

Outstandingly remarkable values of the identified river seg- 
ment or area must be protected (subject to valid existing 
rights) and, to the extent practicable, enhanced. 

Management and development of the identified river and 
corridor cannot be modified, subject to valid existing rights, 
to the degree that eligibility or classification would be af- 
fected (i.e., classification cannot be changed from wild to 
scenic to recreational). 
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ATTACHMENT.1 ._ 
River Segments Ana~~%ok$ligibility ifi the RGPA 

_’ .,‘. 
- Riv&S’e~‘ment, Length ,. :.. 

/-.. (Mi,esj ..- . . Free-Fiowing 
Outstandingly i 
Remarkable- -- Determination 

Values 
Arkansas River-Seg 1 

Arkansas River-Seg 2 

Arkanias River-Seg 3 

Arkansas River-Seg 4 

Arkansas River-ieg 5 

Arkansas River-Seg 6 

Birdseye Gulch 

Indiana Gulch 

Iowa Gulch 

Low Pass Gulch 

Hayden Gul& 

Sevenmile Creek 

Little Cottonwood Creek 

Middle Cottonwood Creek 

Cottonwood Creek (Nathrop) 

Pass Creek 

Poncha Creek 

Badger CFeek 

Bills Creek 

Little Badger Creek 

Kerr Gulch 

Hamilton Creek : 
Cedar Springs Gulch 

Butter Creek 

Falls Gulch 

Sullivan Creek 

Henthorn’Gulch j :. 
. 

Arkansas G&h : 
Red&&h “’ 

Fernleaf ‘G&h.’ ,: , I 

McCoy.Gulch :. 

Reese. Gulch _. _ : 

Texas Creek Gulch 

Texas Creek .“. 

RoadGulch . 

Turkey Gulch 

47.00 

29.00 

20.00 

31.00 

6.00 

23.00 

2.00 

3.50 

4.25 

1.00 

1.00 

1.25 

1.25 

2.50 

2.25 

2.W 

1.25 

6.00 

2.00 

2.00 

3.50 

2.50 

3.00 

1.00 

2.50 

1.75 

1.50 

1.75 

1.75 

4.50 

1.75 

‘3.00 

5.00 

3.25 

4.00 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Possibly 

Possibly 

YC.S 

Yes :. 

Yes 

Yes ,, 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

.Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yed 
.‘.’ yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

YeS 

Yes 

Yes 

Possibly 

Possibly 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Possibly 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No’ 

‘No 

No’ 

Nil 

No 

Eligibleu 

Eligiblell 

Eligiblel/ . 

Eligible11 

In-depth analysis~ 

In-depth analysisu 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible ,,, 

Not eligible , 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible, 

Not eligible 

NRI stream’/ 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible ] 

Not eligible 

Not eligible : 

Not eligible 

Not eli&ble 

Not eligible 

Not eligible .: 
Not eligible 

Not eligible .: 
.Not eligible ” 

Not eiigible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 
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:, Table L-l. (Continued) 

River Segment 

Heck-Gulch 

Five Points Gulch ‘. 

East Gulch 

Grape Creek 

Temple Canyon ’ 

Currant Creek 

Cottonwood Creek : 
Tallahassee Creek 

Fourmile Creek 

Barnard Creek 

Little High Creek 

High Creek 

Long Hungry Gulch 

Pony Gulch 

Cripple Creek 

Wilson Creek 

Oil Creek 

Eightmile Creek 

Mack Gulch 

Beaver Creek 

East Fork Beaver ‘Creek 

Crooked Creek 

Threemile Creek 

Devils Gulch 

Muddy Gulch 

Pantleon Creek 

Palo Duro Creek 

South Fork Yellowstone Creek 

Greasewood Creek 

South Apache Creek 

Cucharas River 

Huerfano River 

Length Outstandingly 

: (Miles) , Free-F!owing Remarkable Determination ‘, 
alues 

: 

x5 

6.50 

6.00 

19.00 

3.25 

4.25 

6.25 

3.25’ 

6.00 

3.25 

1.25 

1.00 

1.75 

1.50 

1.00 

5.00 

1.5 

7.00 

3.75 

12.00 

6.00 

1.25 

6.00 

1.25 

1.25 

1.00 

1.50 

1.00 

1.25 

0.25 

0.00 

0.00 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Possibly 

Yes 

Yl?S 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Possibly 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

unknown 

Yes 

unkuowll 

Yes 

unknown 

Unknowu 

ullknown 

utlknowil 

Yes 

N/A 

N/A 

No 

No 

No 

Possibly 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Possibly 

No 

No 

No 

NQ 
No 

No 

No 

No 

Possibly 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

N/A 

N/A 

Not eligible- 

Not eligible ‘. 

Not eligible -’ ‘. 

In-depth analysii 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible’ ’ 

Not eligible 

In-depth analysis ’ 

Not eligible ‘. 

Not eligible .’ 

Not eligible ’ ’ 

Not eligible 

Not eligible . 

Not eligible 

Not eligible .. 

Not eligible 
- 

In-depth analysis 

Not eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Not eligible ’ 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible “ 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible 

Not eligible -’ 

No analysis 

No analysis ’ .’ 

Purgatoire River 

l/National River Inventory 

0.00 N/A N/A No analysis 
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ATTACHMENT ‘2 
Eli ibl 

TABLE -2 
Stream 

(Land Owferskp within ‘&f&&r idor s) 

Stream/. Acres Percentage -.-.-.- 
River BLM USFS Colorado Private Total BLFUl USFS Colorado Private Total 

Beaver 
Creek 

2,534 2,169 885 5,588 45 39 16 100 
1. 

Arkansas 
River 
Segments 
1 - 4” 17,762 1,194 1,006 20,219 40,181 44 3 3 50 100 

Segment 1 5,177 1,194 611 8,295 15,278 34 8 4 54 100 

Segment 2 3,673 69 5,600 9,343 39 1 60 100 

Segment 3 2,324 3,383 5,707 41 59 100 

Segment 4 6,587 326 2,941 9,845 67 3 30 100 

‘/Acieage figures were derived from the Geographic Information System database as of August 29,199l. Figures do not: 
reflect the acreage of new acquisitions in the Big Bend (Seg. 2) or the Parkdale (Seg. 4) area. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

Attribute 

TABLE L-3 
River Classification Criteria 

Wild Scenic Recreational 

Water Qualtiy Meets or exceeds Federal 
criteria or federally approved 
state standards for aesthetics, for 
propagation of fish and wildlife 
normally adapted to the habitat 
of the river, and for primary 
contact recreation (swimming) 
except where exceeded by 
natural conditions. 

Water Free of impoundment 
Resources 
Development 

Shoreline Essentially primitive. Little or no 
Development evidence of human activity. 

The presence of a few The presence of small 
inconspicuous structures, communities or dispersed 
particulary those of historic or dwellings or farm structures is 
cultural values, is acceptable. acceptable. 

A limited amount of domestic 
livestock grazing or hay 
production is acceptable. 

The presence of grazing, hay 
production, or row crops is 
acceptable. 

Little or no evidence of past 
timber harvest. No ongoing 
timber harvest. 

Evidence of past or ongoing 
timber harvest is acceptable, 
provided the forest appears 
natural from the riverbank. 

Accessibility Generally inaccessible except by 
trail. 

No roads, railroads, for vehicular Roads may occasionally reach or 
travel or other provisions within bridge the river. The existence of 
the river area. A few existing short stretches of conspicuous or 
roads leading to the boundary of longer stretches of inconspicuous 

No criteria prescribed by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The 
Clean Water Act of 1977 made it a national goal that all waters of 
the United States be made fishable and swimmable. Rivers, 
therefore, will not be precluded from scenic or recreational 
classification because of poor water quality at the time of their 
study, provided a water quality improvement plan exists or is being 
developed in compliance with applicable Federal and state laws. 

Free of impoundment 

Largely primitive and unde- 
veloped. No substantial evidence 
of human activity. 

Accessible in places by road. 

Some previous impoundments or 
diversion. The existence of low 
head dams, diversions, or other 
modifications of the waterway is 
acceptable, provided the water- 
way remains generally natural 
and riverine in appearance 

Some development. Substantial 
evidence of human activity. 

The presence of extensive 
residential development and a 
few commercial structures is 
acceptable. 

Lands may have been developed 
for the full range of agriculture 
and forestry uses. 

May show evidence of past and 
ongoing timber harvest. 

Readily accessible by road or 
trail. The existence of parallel 
roads or railroads on one or both 
banks as well bridge crossings 
and other river access points is 
acceptable. 

the river area is acceptable. roads or railroads is acceptable. 
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AvTACHMEN’T.4 
TABLE L-4 1.. :‘. ., ‘Classification Criteria for Wild Designation 

,.1. .., 
&Id 

Beaver Creek ~ ” Arkansas River 
,. .‘: .., 

Upper Lower Seg 1 Seg 2 Seg 3 Seg 4 

Water-quality meets or exceeds Federal Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
or state approved standards 

Free of impoundment Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Shoreline development essentially No Yes No No No No 
primitk with little no evidence of human 
activity 

A few inconspicuous structures Yes 

Limited grazing or hay production Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

YeS 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Little evidence of timb’er harvest2 

Ongoing.harvest 

Yes Yes 

No No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Y&S 

No 

:  1 i- , .  _ .  
. ;  
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4TTACHMENT 5 

Appen@ L 
.; “:,. 

“Scenic 

TABLE L-5 
Classification Criteria for Scenic Designation 

Beaver Creek Arkansas River . 

Upper Lower Sea 1 Sea 2 Sea 3 sea4 

Water 
3 NSRAl 

uality criteria in 

Free of impoundment 

Shoreline development 
largely primitive and 
undeveloped 

Presence of small 
communities and 
dispersed dwellings 

Livestock grazing or hay 
production 

Evidence of timber 
harvest 

Accessible only in places 
by roads 

Roads may only 
occasionally reach or 
bridge river 

Existence of only short 
sections of conspicuous 
road or railroad or 
longer sections of 
inconspicuous road or 
railroad 

N/A 

Yes 

N/A 

Yes 

N/A 

Yes 

N/A 

Yes 

., 
N/A N/A 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes No Yes No No 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes yes. : Yes 

No ,No. No No No ‘No. .: 

Yes Yes No Yes No No 

Yes Yes No Yes No No 

Yes Yes No No No No 

“No water quality criteria for scenic designation 
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ATTACHMENT 6 

Recreational 

Water quality criteria in 
NWSRAl’ 

Some previously existing 
impoundments 

Low dam diversions or 
waterway modifications, 
provided the waterway 
remains generally 
natural and riverine in 
appearance 

Some shoreline 
development and 
substantial evidence of 
human activity 

Presence of extensive 
residential development 
and a few commercial 
structures 

Developed for agriculture/ 
forestry 

Readily accessible by 
road or railroad 

Parallel roads or 
railroads on one or both 
banks as well as bridge 
crossings and other 
access points 

TABLE L-6 
Classification Criteria for Recreational Designation 

.-.. - -_ BeZvS Creek Arkansas- River 

Upper Lower Seg 1 Seg 2 Se9 3 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No No Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

No No Yes YeS Yes 

No No Yes Yes ’ Yes 

Se9 4 

N/A 

Yes 

Yl3S 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

‘/No water quality for scenic designation 
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ATTACHMENT 7 

ANTIDEGRADATION REVIEW 
--The first step in the required antidegradation review involves a Significance Determination. .-- _ 

“The initial step in an antidegradation review shall be a determination whether the activity in question is likely to result 
in significant degradation of reviewable waters, with respect to adopted narrative or numerrc standards. This signifi- 
cance determination shall be made with respect to the net effect of the new or increased water quality impacts of the 
proposed activity. The activity shall be considered not to result in significant degradation, as measured in the reviewable 
waters segment, if: 

“The activity will result in only temporary or short-term changes in water quality. In addition, for waters designated 
high quality.2.because exceptional reasons are present to warrant the extra protection of uses provided by this designa- 
tion, the actrvrty shall be considered not to result in significant degradation rf the new or increased water quality im acts 
of the activity are demonstrated not to have an adverse impact with respect to the specific reasons for desrgnatmg t & e 
segment high quality.” 

The second step in the antidegradation review involves a Necessity of Degradation Determination: 

“If a determination had been made in accordance with subsection 3.1.8(3) 
in significant degradation of reviewable waters, a determination shall be ma 6 

c) that a proposed activity is likely to result 
e pursuant to this subsection whether the 

degradation is necessary to accommodate important economic or social development in the area in which the waters are 
located. The following provisions shall apply to this determination: 

“(i) The “area in which the waters are located” shall be determined from the facts on a case-by-case basis. The area 
shall include all areas directly impacted by the proposed activity. 

“(ii) A determination shall be made from the facts on a case-by-case basis whether the proposed activity is important. 
economic or social development. If the activity proponent submits evidence that the activrty is important develo 
shall be 
tion sha f 

resumed important unless information to the contrary is submitted in the 
take into account information received during the public comment erio B 

ublic review process. The 2 
ment~ rt 

etermma- 

any applicable determinations by local governments or land use planning aut f 
and shall give substantial weight to 

orities. 

“(iii) If the proposed activity is determined to be important economic or social development, a determination shall be 
made whether the degradation that would result from such activity is necess 

“y 
to accommodate that develo ment. The 

degradation shall be considered necessary if there are no water quality contra alternatives available that (A P would 
result in no degradation or less degradation of the State waters and (B) are determined to be economically, environmen- 
tally, and technologically reasonable. 

“This determination shall be based on an assessment of whether such alternatives are available, based upon a 
reasonable level of analysis by the pro’ect proponent, consistent with accepted engineering practice, and any information 
submitted by the public or which is ot h erwrse available. The assessment shall address practical water quality control tech- 
nologies, the feasibility and availability of which has been demonstrated under field conditions similar to those of the ac- 
tivity under review. 

“In determining the economic reasonableness of any less-de adin water 
take into consideration any relevant factors, including but not mute 

uality control alternatives, the Division may 
F-d 9 to the ollowing, if applicable: 

“(A) Whether the costs of the alternative significantly exceed the costs of the proposal; 

“(B) For publicly owned treatment works (POTWs 
from the alternative would significantly exceed user h 

or public water supply projects, whether user charges resulting 
c arges for similarly situated POTWs or public water supply 

projects.” 
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;. ATTACHMENT 8 

.-Land--Use- 

TABLE L-8 
Management Goals for Each Classification 

Wild Rlver ._ Scenic River Recreational River.. 
Practices Classification Classification Classification 

Forestry Practices Gutting oftrees will not be Forestry practice; inchuiing 
permitted except when needed 

Forestry practices including 

. timber harvesting could be timber harvesting would be 
in assoaation with a primitive allowed provided that such allowed under standard restric- 
recreation experience (such as practices are carried on in such tions to protect the river 
clearing for trait and for visitor a way that there is no substantial environment and its associated 
safety) or.to protect the environ- adverse effect on the river and values. 
ment (such as control of fire). 
Timber outside the boundary 
but within the visual corridors 
will be managed and harvested 
in a manner to provide special 
emphasis on visual quality. 

Agricultural Agricultural use is restricted to 
Practices and a limited amount of domestic 
Livestock Grazing livestock grazing and hay pro- 

duction to the extent currently 
practiced. Row crops are 
prohibited. 

.’ ,. . 

Road and Trail No new roads nor other 
Construction provisions for overland 

motorized travel would be 
permitted within a narrow 
incised river valley, of if the 
river valley is broad, within 25 
mile of the river corridor. A few 
inconspicuous roads leading to 
the boundary of the river area 
and unobtrusive trail bridges 
may be permitted. New trails 
may be constructed provided 
they do not detract from the 
essentially primitive character 
ofthe area. 

its immediate environment. The 
river area should be maintained 
in its near natural environment. 
Timber outside the boundary 
but within the visual area should 
be managed and harvested in a 
manner that provides special 
emphasis on visual quality: 

A wider range of agricultural Lands may be managed for a 
and livestock grazing uses is full range of agricultural and 
permitted to the extent currently livestock grazing use to the 
practiced. Row crops are not extent currently practiced. 
considered as an intrusion on 
the “largely primitive” nature of 
scenic corridors as long as there 
is not a substantial adverse 
effect on the natural appear- 
ante of the’river: 

.’ .,. 

Roads may occasionally bridge Parallel roads or railroads could 
the river area, and short be constructed on one or both 
stretches of conspicuous or river banks. There can be several 
longer stretches of incon- bridge crossings and numerous 
spicuous and well-screened river access points. New trails 
roads or screened railroads may be constructed as long as 
could be allowed. Maintenance there is no conflict with other 
of existing roads and any new river values. 
roads will be based on the type 
of use for tihich the roads are 
constructed and the type of use 
that will occur in the river area. 
New trails may be constructed 
to enhance the values for which 
the river was designated. 
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Land Use Wild River 

Table L-8 (ContiyM) 

Scenic River Recreational River 
Practices 

Minerals 

Classification : Clas’sification Classification 

New miniig claims and mineral 
, ..,I 

Subject to existing regulations Subject to existing regulations : 
leases are prohibited within 25 (43 CFR 3809) and any future (43 CFR3809) and any future 
mile of the river. Valid existing regulations that the Secretary of regulations that the Secretary of ,” ’ .’ 
claims would not be abrogated Interior may prescribe to pro- Interior may ‘prescribe to’pro- ‘, 
and, subject to existing regula- tect the values of rivers included tect the values of rivers in the 
tions (43 CFR 3809) that the in the national system new min- national system, new mining 
Secretary of Interior may ing claims and mineral leases claims and kineral leases could 
prescribe to protect the river could be allowed and existing be allowed and existing opera- 
included in the national system, operations allowed to continue. tions allowed to continue. All 
existing mining activity would be All mineral activity must be mineral activity must be con- 
allowed to continue. All mineral conducted in a manner that ducted in a manner that nri&nks 
activity must be conducted in a minimizes surface disturbance, surface disturbance, sedimenta- 
manner that minimizes surface. sedimentation and pollution, tiori and pollution and visual 
disturbance, sedimentation, and visual impairment. Reason- impairment.‘Reasonable mining 
pollution, and visual impair- able mining claim and mineral claim and mineral lease access 
ment. Reasonable mining claim lease access will be permitted. will be permitted. Mining claims 
and mineral lease access will be Mining claims perfected after perfected after the effective date 
permitted. Mining claims beyond the effective date of the scenic 1 of the recreational river i 
25 mile of the river, but within river designation can be patented designation canbe patented ‘. :‘; 
the wild river area boundary, only as to the mineral estate and only as to the mineral estate,and ., 
and perfected after the effective not the surface estate. not the surface estate. 
date of the wild river designa- 
tion can be patented only as to 
the mineral estate and not the 
surface estate. 

Water Quality Water quality will be maintained Same as for a wild segment. Same as for a wild segment. 
or improved to meet Federal 
criteria or federally approved : .... .’ : 

I state standards. River ; 
management plans shall 
prescribe a process for ‘. 
monitoring water quality on a .’ 
continuing basis: 

Water SuRply Water supply dams and major, Water supply ‘dams and major New major water structures are 
diversions are prohibited. diversions are prohibited. Main- prohibited. Ekisting low dams, ‘. tenance of existing facilities and, diversionworks, rrprap, and 

construction of some minor new other minor structures may be 
diversion.structures would be maintained provided the water- 
permitted provided the area way remains generally natural in 
remains natural in appearance aRperance. New minor diversion 
and the activities or structures structures or management 
harmonize with the surrounding practices; e.g., water bars, diver- 
environment. sion ditches, etc. , may be allowed 

provided the area remains gen- 
erally natural in appearance and 
the structures harmonize with 
the surrounding environment. 
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Table L-8 (Continued) 

Land Use 
Pradtices 

Flood Control 

Wild River 
Classification 

Scenic River 
Classification 

Recreational River 
Classification 

No new flood control dams, Flood control dams and levees Existing flood control and 
levees, or other works are are prohibited. Existing struc- protection works may be main- 
allowed in the channel or river tures protecting major improve- tained. New structures to 
corridor. The natural appear- ment, homes, bridges, highways, provide bank stabilization such 
ante and essential primitive etc., may be maintained. as rock or log placement, must not 

atkct freeflowing characteristics 
nor confhct with outstandingly 
remarkable values. In addition, 
new structures must be compati- 
ble with classification and the 
area must remain natural in 
appearance with structures 
harmonizing with the environment. 

Hydroelectric 
Power 

Ground Water 

Protection: 
(Fire Protection 
and Suppression) 

Insects,’ Disease, The control of forest and range- Same as for a wild segment. 
and Noxious Weeds land pests, diseases, and noxious 

weed infestations will be accom- 
,plished in a manner compatible 
with the intent of the Act and 
management objectives of con- 
tiguous Federal lauds. 

character of the river must be 
maintained. 

No development of hydro- Same as for a wild segment. 
electric power facilities would 
be permitted. 

Federal agency groundwater Same as for a wild segment. 
development for range, wildlife, 
recreation, or administrative 
facilities may be permitted if 
there are no adverse effects on 
outstandingly remarkable values. 

Management and suppression Same as for a wild segment. 
of fires within a designated river 
area will be accomplished in a 
manner compatible with con- 
tiguous Federal lands. On 
wildfires, methods wih be 
utilized to minimize suppression 
activities that cause long-term 
impacts on the river and river 
area. Presuppresion and pre- 
vention activities will be con- 
ducted in a manner that reflects 
management objectives for the 
specific river segment. Prescribed 
fire may be utilized to maintain 
or restore ecological condition 
or to meet objectives specified 
in the river management plan. 

Same as for a wild segment. 

Same as for a wild segment. 

Same as for a wild segment. 

Same as for a wild segment. 
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Table L-8 (Continued) 

Land Use Wild River ,’ Scenic River 
Practices Classification !’ Classification 

Cultural Resources Historic and prehistoric resource Same as for a wild segment. 
sites will be identified, evalu- 
ated, and protected in a manner 
compatible with the manage- 
ment objectives of the river and 
in accordance with applicable 
regulations and policies. Where 
appropriate, historic or prehistoric 
sites will be stabilized, en- 
hanced, and interpreted. 

Recreational River 
Classification 

Same as for a wild segment. 

Fish and Wildlife The construction and main- Same as for a wild segment. Same as for a wild segment. 
Habitat tenance of minor structures for 
Improvement protection, conservation, reha- 

bilitation, or enhancement of 
fish and wildlife habitat are 
acceptable in wild river areas 
provided they do not affect the 
free-flowing characteristics of 
the river, or conflict with the 
outstandingly remarkable 
values. In addition, structures 
and practices should be com- 
patible with the classification, 
ensure the area remains natural 
in appearance, and harmonize 
with the surrounding environ- 
ment. 

Wilderness Study Management of river areas that Same as for a wild segment. Same as for a wild segment. 
Areas overlap designated wilderness 

or wilderness study areas will 
meet whichever standard is high- 
est. If an area is released from 
wilderness study area status and 
the associated interim manage- 
ment policy, the applicable river 
classification guidelines and 
standards would apply. 

Visual Resources Preservation of existing land- Retention of the existing Partial retention of the existing 
scape character through natural landscape character is the landscape character is the 
ecological change is the objec- objective. Management objective. Management 
tive. Limited management activities can occur, provided activities can occur, provided 
activities are not precluded, the change to the characteristic the change to.the characteristic 
provided any change to the landscape is low and does not landscape is no more than 
characteristic landscape is low attract the attention of the moderate and does not 
and does not attract attention. casual observer. dominate the view of the casual 

observer. 
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Land Use 
Practices 

Table<L-8 (Continued) 

Wild River .’ Sceriic iiiver 
Classification Classification 

Recreational River 
Classification 

Public Access and Recreation use incluclmg but Same as for a wild segment. 
Use not limited to hiking, fishing, 

hunting, and boating is en-. 1 
couraged in river areas to the . 2 
extent consistent-withtlie~~ : .’ 
protection of the r&r 

; I 

environment and the 
outstandingly remark-able 
values. Public use and access 
may be regulated and 
distributed where necessary to 
protect and enhance river 
values. 

Motorized Travel Motorized travel on land or Motorized travel on land or 
water could be permitted, but is water may be permitted, 
generally not compatible with prohibited, or restricted to 
this classification. Normally, protect the river values. 
motorized use will be prohibited Prescriptions for management 

r.2 in a wild river area. Prescrip- of motorized use may allow for 
+!I !... . . tions for management, of motor-. search and rescue ‘and other j 
8.:‘ ,.a*. ; ..,., .. : : : 1. @d use may allow for search and ‘emergency sjtuations. 

‘J. 
. -. :. . . ., ‘, 

rescue’ and other’emergency ’ 
‘;’ situation& : ,, ‘.. : .’ ~ . ‘, 

,,I< Rights-of-kay, 
; : 7 

New transmission’lines, natural Same as for a wild segment; 
; ,.: Utilities ~ ‘. ..‘., .,: gas lines, water lines, etc., are -. > 

. . . . ‘, ‘: .’ discouraged unless specifically ,..i.l’ 1 _’ : :. 
,,.,.,‘. .” prohibited outright by other 

. ,_’ ph~ns, orders, or laws. Where no 
.’ reasonable alternative exists, 

. . . - additional or new facilities 
should,be.restricted to existing 
rights-of-way. Where new rights- ‘,_ : ,. ; . :.. of-way are unavailable, locations, 

.’ and construction techniques will 
be selected to minimize adverse 
effects on river area related 
values and fully evaluated during 
the site selection process. 

Same as for a wild segment. 

Motorized travel on land will 
generally be permitted on 
etiting roads. Controls will 
usually be similar to that of 
surrounding lands. Motorized 
travel on water will be in 
accordance with existing 
regulations or, restrictions. 

,. 

Sameasfor awildsegment. ~ ,. 
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APPENDIX M 
RECREATION OPPORTUNITY 

SPECTRUM CRITERIA 
TABLE M-l 

Associated Experience Opportunity Classes and Associated Physical, Social, and Managerial Settings 
Reauirements. 

Opportunity Class Experience Opportunity Physical, Social, and Managerial Setting 

Primitive (P) Opportunity for isolation, to feel 
a part of the natural environ- 
ment, to have a high degree of 
challenge and risk, and to use 
outdoor skills. 

Semi-Primitive Non- 
motorized (SPNM) 

Semi-Primitive 
Motorized (SPM) 

Roaded Natural (RN) 

Some opportunity for isolation 
from the sight and sounds of 
man, but not as important as 
for primitive op 
Opportunity to fi 

ortunities. 
ave a hi 

P degree of interaction wit the 
natural environment, to have 
moderate challenge and risk, 
and to use outdoor skills. 

Some opportunity for isolation 
from the sights and sounds of 

natural environment, to have 
moderate challenge and risk 
and to use outdoor skills. Ehrpl&it 
opportunity to use motorized 
equipment while in the area. 

About equal opportunities for 
affiiation with user 

Y 
oups and 

op 
R 

ortunities for is0 ation from 
srg ts and sounds of man. Op- 
portunity to have a high degree 
of interaction with the natural 
environment. Challenge and 
rusk opportunities are not very 
jrnportant. Practices and test- 
mg of outdoor skills may be 
rmportant. Opportunities for 
both motorized and non- 
motorized forms of recreation 
are possible. 

Area is characterized by essentiall unmodified natural 
environment of fairly lar e size. f CLcentration of users is 
very low and evidence o other area users is minimal. The 
area is mana 
man-induce cf 

ed to be essentially free from evidence of 
restrictions and controls. Only essential 

facilities for resource protection are used and are con- 
structed of onsite materials. No facilities for comfort or 
convenience of the user are provided. Spacing of groups is 
informal and dii 

cr 
ersed to mmimize contacts with other 

groups or indivi uals. Motorized use within the area is not 
permitted. 

Area is characterized by a predominately unmodified 
natural environment of moderate to large size. 
Concentration of users is low, but there 1s often evidence 
of other area users. The area IS managed in such a way 
that mini-mum onsite controls and restrictions may be 

F 
resent, but are subtle. Facilities are primaril 
or the pro-tection of resource values and s sty 

provided 
ety of users. 

Onsite materials are used where possible. Spacing of 
groups may be formalized to disperse use and provide low- 
to-moderate contacts with other groups or indrviduals. 
Motorized use is not permitted. 

Area is characterized by a predominately unmodified 
natural environment of moderate to large size. 
Concentration of users is low, but there rs often evidence 
of other area users. The area 1s managed in such a way that 
minimum onsite controls and restrictrons ma be 
but are subtle, Facilities are primaril 
protection of resource values and s J 

provi KP 
resent, 

ed or the 

materials are used where possible. 
ety of users. Onsite 

Spa& of groups may 
be formalized to disperse use and provide ow to moderate f 
contacts with other groups or individuals. Motorized use is 
permitted. 

M-l 

Area is characterized by generally natural enviromnent 
with moderate evidence of the sights and sounds of man. 
Such evidences usually harmonize with the natural environ- 
ment. Concentration of users may be low to moderate with 
facilities sometimes provided for group activity. Evidence 
of other users is prevalent. Controls and regimentation 
offer a sense of security and are onsite. Rustic facilities 
are provided for convenience of the user as well as for 
safety and resonrce rotection. Moderate densities of 
rdurpse rovrde 

ffo 
% for m developed sate; and on roads 

w  to moderate dens&s prevarl away from 
developed sites and facilities. Renewable resource 
modification and utilization practices are evident, but 
harmo’nize with the natural environment. Conventional 
motorized use is provided for in construction standards 
and design of facrlities. 



Recreation Opportunity Spectrum Criteria 

I 
Table M-1 (Contihued) ‘, ‘. 

Opportunity Class Experience Opportunity Physical, Social, and Managerial Setting 

Rural (R) 

Urban (U) 

0 
&ation with indivrduals and 

ortuuities to experience 

groups are prevalent as is the 
convenience of sites and oppor- 
tunities. These factors are gen- 
erally more im ortant than the 
setting of the p \ 
ment. 0 

ysical environ- 

aflQ 
ortumties for wild- 

land ch enge, risk taking, and 
testing of outdoor skills are 
unimportant, except for those 
activrties like downhii skiing 
for which challenge and risk 
taking are important. 

0 
afFE 

ortuuities to experience 
1 ‘ation with indivrduals and 

Area is characterized by substantially modified natural 
environment. Renewable resource modification and 
utilization practices are primarily to enhance specific 
recreation activities and to maintain ve etative cover and 
soil. Sights and sounds of man are rea s: ly evident, and the 
concentration of users is often moderate to high. A con- 
siderable number of facilities are designed for use by a 
large number of people. Facilities are often provided for 
special activities. Moderate to high densities of groups 
and individuals are 
roads and trails, an B 

rovided for m develo 
water surfaces. MO % 

ed sites, on 
erate densities 

are provided for awa from developed sites. Facilities for 
intensified motorize cr use and parkmg are available. 

‘. 

groups are prevalent as is the 
convenience of sites and oppo- 
rtunities. These factors are 
more important than the set- 
ting of the physical environment. 
Op ortumties for wildland 
ch ii enge, risk taking, and 
testing outdoor skills are 
unimportant. 

Area is characterized b 
ment, although the bat z 

a substantially urbanized environ- 

,Renewable resource mo % 
.ound may have natural elements. 

cation and utilization practices 
are to enhance specific recreation activities. Vegetative 
cover is often exotic and manicured. Soil 
ally accomplished with hand surfacing an CP 

rotection usu- 

Sights and sounds of man, onsite, are 
terracing. 

redominant. 
numbers of users can be expected bot E 

Large 
onsite and in near- 

by areas. A considerable number of facilities are designed 
for the use and convenience of lar 
and include electrical hookups an 8 

e numbers of people 
contemporary sanita- 

‘.. 

tion services.’ Controls and regimentation are obvious and 
‘. numerous., Facilities are provrded for special activities. 

. ,  1 Facilities are highly intensified motor use and parking are 
. . . . . .ava.ilable with.forms of mass transit .often available to carry -... people throughout .the site. 

; I. .; 
Source: Browr$PJ., B.L. l%ver, and~C;~hjcCon&ll~ 1978.’ “The Qpportunity Spectrum Concept and Behavioral Infor- 
mation in Outdoor Recreation Supply Inventories: :‘Ilackground and Application.” In Integrated Inventories of Renew- 
able Natural Resources, USFS‘ Gen. Tech. Report RM-55, pp: 73434. ,_ .\ ..’ ..’ ‘.. -. 
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GLOSSARY 
Allotment Management Plan. A concisely written program of livestock grazing management, includii supportive 

measures, if required, designed to attain’specific management goals in a-Fazing allotment. 

Acre-Foot. A unit for measuring volume, equal to the quantity of water or other material required to cover 1 acre to a 
depth of 1 foot or a volume of 43;560 cubic feet. 

Alluvium. Unconsolidated rock or soil material deposited by running water, including gravel, sand, silt, clay, and various 
mixtures of these. 

Allotment Management Action. A specific action stated within an allotment management plan. 

Animal Unit Month (AUM). The forage needed to support one cow or cow/calf pair, one horse, or five sheep for a month 
or two elk, five deer, or nine antelope for the same period of time (approximately 900 lbs. of forage). 

Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). An area within the public lands where special management attention is 
required: (1) to protect and prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and wildlife 
resources, or other natural systems or processes; or (2) to protect life and safety from natural hazards. 

Areal. A specified area of land or water defined by square feet or acres. 

Avoidance. A partial or complete redesign or relocation of a proposed land use to prevent a potential adverse effect 
fromoccurring. 

Back-Country Vehicle. Any motorized vehicle for cross-country travel over land, water, sand, snow, ice, marsh, 
swampland, or other terrain. 

Biodiversity. The variety of life forms, the genetic diversity contained, and the ecological functions performed. 

Biological Perpetuation. Management of aquatic habitat to achieve a healthy and productive ecosystem for the long-term 
enhancement of cold and warm water fisheries. 

Birthing Area Closure. May 15 to July 1. 

BLM-Administered Land. Land administered by the Bureau of Land Management. 

Canopy. The continuous cover of branches and foliage formed collectively by the crowns of adjacent trees and other 
woody growth. 

Conditions of Approval. Conditions or provisions (requirements) under which an Application for Permit to Drill or a 
Sundry Notice is approved. 

Contiguous. Lands or legal subdivisions having a common boundary; lands having only a common corner are not con- 
tiguous. 

Controlled Surface Use. Use and occupancy are a$owed (unless restricted by another stipulation), but identified resource 
values require special operational constraints that may modify the lease rights. This is used for operating guidance, not 
as a substitute for the NSO or seasonaly stipulations. 

Critical Winter Range Closure. Lands identified as critical to big game during winter months (December 15 through 
March 31). 

Cultural Resources. Fragile and nonrenewable remains of human activity reflected in districts, sites, structures, buildings, 
objects, artifacts, ruins, works of art, architecture, and natural features that were of importance in human events. 
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Glossary (Continudj 
Desired Plant Community. A plant community, which produces the kmd, proportion, and amount of vegetation necessary 

for meeting or exceeding the land use plan/activity plan objectives established by an interdisciplinary team for an ecologi- 
cal site or group of sites. The desired plant community must be consistent with the capability of the sites to produce the 
desired vegetation through management, land treatment, or a combination of the two. 

Ecological Status. The present state of vegetation and soil protection of an ecological site in relation to the potential , 
natural community for the site. Vegetation status is the expression of the relative degree of which the kinds, proportions, 
and amounts of plants in a community resemble that of the potential natural community. Classes or ratings used 
describe in ecological rather than utilization terms. For example, some agencies are utilizing four classes of ecological 
status ratings (early seral, mid-se&, late seral, potential natural community) of vegetation corresponding to O-25%, 26- 
50%, 51-75%, and 76-100% of the potential natural community standard. Soil status is a measure of.present vegetation 
and litter cover relative to the amount of cover needed on the site to prevent accelerated erosion. 

Ecosystem. Collectively, all populations in a community, plus the associated environmental factors. 

Endangered Species. Any species in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its ranges. 

Environmental Assessment @A). A report analyzing the impacts of some proposed action on a given environment. It is 
similar to an environmental impact statement (EIS) except it is generally smaller in scope and makes recommendations 
for action. EAs are sometimes preliminary to EISs., 

Eolian. Pertaining to, caused by, or carried by the wind. 

Ephemeral Stream. A stream that flows occasionally because of surface runoff, but is not influenced by permanent ground 
water. 

Erosion. The process by which soil particles are detached and moved. ’ 

Exception. Case-by-case exemption from a lease stipulation. The stipulation continues to apply to all other sites within the 
leasehold to which the restrict criteria applies. 

Extensive Recreation Management Area (ERMA). BLM administrative units where recreation management is only one of 
several management objectives and.where limited commitment of resources is required to provide extensive and unstruc- 
tured type of recreation activities. 

Flyway. An established air route of migratory birds. : 

Forb. A nonwoody herbaceous plant. 

Fragile Soil. Category of problem sites composed of soils that have moderate to high water holding capacities, moderate to 
slow permeability, and can be severely degraded by compaction, slumping and sliding, and erosion. 

Fragile Soil/Slope Gradient. Problem sites where unstable landforms and unstable or erosive soils are made more vul- 
nerable to degradation by steep slopes. 

Game Species. Those species legally harvested for sport. 

Geographical Reference Area. A unit of specified land area, which is assigned a set of management directions within this 
land use plan. 

Groundwater. Water beneath the land surface, in the zone of saturation. 
1 

Habitat. A specific set of physical conditions that surrounds the single species, a group of species, or a large community. In 
wildlife management, the major components of habitat are considered to be food, water, cover, and living space. 
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Glossary (Continued) 
Habitat Management Plan (HMP). A written and approved activity plan for a geographical area of public lands identifying 

wildlife habitat management actions to be implemented in achieving specific objectives’related to planning document 
decisions. 

Hazard Sites/Areas. Locations on BLM-administered lands that potentially pose a hazardous situation for the users. 

Hazardous Materials. Substances that may be encountered on BLM-administered lands and would be potentially harmful 
to users. 

Imprint. A mark or evidence left by man. 
, 

Integrated Activity Plan (LAP). An activity level plan completed for more than one resource in a given area/site, usually 
when conflicts or potential conflicts could occur between various resource activities. 

Intermittent Stream. A stream that does not flow year-round but has some association with ground water for .surface or 
subsurface flow. 

Intrusion. A feature (land and water form, vegetation, or structure) that is generally considered out of context with the 
characteristic landscape. , 

Land l&urre Opportunity. A wilhng seller offers BLM non-Federal land, either as a donation, purchase, or exchange, 
which would result in a public benefit. 

Lease (fluid). A contract in legal form that provides for the right to develop and produce fluid resources for a specific 
period of time under certain agreed upon terms and conditions. 

Leasable Minerals. Oil, gas, sodium, potassium, phosphate, coal, oil shale, tar sands, asphaltic materials, and, in Louisiana 
and New Mexico, sulphur and all minerals on the Outer Continental Shelf, and on acquired lands. 

Locatable Minerals. Minerals or materials subject to disposal and development through the Mining Law of 1872. (as 
amended). Generally includes metallic minerals such as gold and silver and other materials not subject to lease or sale. 

Management Framework Plan (MFP). Land use plan for BLM-administered. lands, which provides a set of goals, objec- 
tives, and constraints for a specific planning area,to guide the development of detailed plans for the management of each 
resource. 

Management Situation Analysis (MSA). An analysis by the Bureau of Land Management used for making land manage- 
ment decisions that are responsive to public issues to determine the capability of public land resources. This is available 
for review in the Cafion City District Office. 

Management Use. The category applied to any cultural property considered most useful for controlled experimental study that 
would result in its physical alteration. 

Mbf. Thousand board feet. ’ 

Mineral Estate. The ownership of the right to all or certain minerals in the land,-or reservation of fractional interest’in all 
or certain minerals in perpetuity or for a specified period of time. 

Mineral Materials/Salable Minerals. Minerals, such as common varieties of sand, stone, gravel, cinders, pumice, p&cite, 
and clay that may be acquired under the Materials Act of 1947, as amended. 

Modification. Fundamental change to the provisions of a lease stipulation, either temporarily or for the term of the lease. 
A modification may, therefore, include anexemption from or alteration to a stipulated requirement. Depending on the 
specific modification, the stipulation may or may not apply to ail other sites within the leasehold to which the restrictive 
criteria applies. 
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Glossary (Continued) 

MSA. See Management Situation Analysis. 

National Register of Historic Places. The official list, established by the National Historic Preservdion Act of 1966, of the 
nation’s cultural resources worthy of preservation. The register lists archaeological, historic, and architectural proper- 
ties (i.e., districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects) nominated for their local, state, or national significance by 
state or Federal agencies and approved by the National Register staff. 

Native Water. Water located in the original basin or drainage. 

No Surface Occupancy. A fluid mineral leasing stipulation that prohibits occupancy or disturbance of all or part of the 
lease surface in order to protect special values. Fluid resources may be developed by directional drilling. 

Nongame Species. Those species not commonly harvested for sport. 

Nonuse. Allowable livestock grazing use (m AUMs) that is authorized but is not to be used during a given time period. 
Nonuse is applied for and authorized on an annual basis. 

Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV). This term replaces off-road vehicle (ORV) and is all inclusive of unsurfaced roads. OHV in- 
cludes any vehicle capable of, or designed for, travel on or immediately over land, water, or other natural terrain. 

OHV Designations. Three categoriesof designations (open, limited, and closed) used for administration by BLM to con- 
trol vehicular use. 

OHV Open Areas. Locations on BLM-administered lands with no limitations nor restrictions to full use and travel of off- 
highway vehicles. 

OHV Limited Areas. Locations on BLM-administered lands with some form of limitation or restriction for the full use 
and travel of off-highway vehicles (i.e., seasonally limited travel or restrictions of travel to designated roads and trails 
only). 

OHV Closed Areas. Locations on BLM-administered lands where absolutely no use nor travel of off-highway vehicles is al- 
lowed. 

Perennial Stream. A stream that‘has year-round surface flows. 

Permeability. The condition of being porous; containing openings or interstices through which outside properties can pass. 

Public Use. The category applied to any cultural .property that is appropriate for consideration as an interpretive exhibit in 
place. 

Range Condition. Current productivity of a range relative to what that range is naturally capable of producing. 

Raptors. Birds of prey, such as hawks, owls, and eagles. One of the behavior characteristics of these animals is to return, 
year after year, to the same nesting area. Accordingly, the nesting sites of these protected species should be retained 
with minimal human disturbance. 

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS). A method for classifying the land by setting opportunity, according to the ability 
of the land to provide various types of phys+l, social, and managerial settings to satisfy the desires and expected be- 
havioral preferences of the users. 

Reforestation Problems. Problem.sites where two or more types of interfering conditions may cause seedling mortality 
during the first several growing seasons. High soil temperature, droughty conditions, unshaded southern and western 
slopes, competing vegetation, animal damage, or wind and frost damage are examples of such conditions. 
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Gldsary (Continued) 
Rights-of-Way Corridor. A designated parcel of land, either linear or area1 in character, that has been identified through 

the land use planning process as the preferred location for existing and future major right-of-way grants and s&table to 
accommodate more than one type of right-of-way or one or more rights-of-way that are similar, identical, or compatible. 
An area open for a major utility line defined--a&owe&e greater than 69 kilowatts or-a surface-disturbing activity that 
is greater than 5 feet in width, 

Riparian Area. An area of land directly influenced by permanent water, which has visible vegetation or physical charac- 
teristics reflective of this permanent water influence. 

Riprap. A loose assemblage of broken rock’erected in water or on soft ground as a foundation. 

Riverine. Pertaining to or resembling a river. Located on or inhabiting the banks of a river (i.e., riparian). 

Royal Gorge Planning Area Boundary. The portion within the area boundary identified for study in the resource manage- 
ment plan; i.e., exclude most of the land administered by other Federal agencies. 

Salable Minerals. See Mineral Materials.. 

Scientific Use. The category applied to any cultural property determined suitable for consideration as the subject of scien- 
tific or historical study utilizing currently available research techniques. 

Sediment Yield. The amount of sediment given up by a watershed over a specified time period, usually a year. Ordinarily, 
it is expressed as tons, acre-feet, or cubic yards of sediment per unit of drainage per year. 

Seral Stage, The developmental stage of an ecological succession. 

Soil Association. A mapping unit used on general soil maps in which two or more defined taxonomic units occurring 
together in a characteristic pattern are combined because the scale of the map or the purpose for which it is being made 
does not require delineation of the individual soils. 

Solitude. The state of being alone or remote from habitations; isolations. A lonely, unfrequented, or secluded place. 

Special Recreation Management Area (SRMA). Areas requiring specific recreation management to achieve the Bureau 
recreation objectives and to provide specific recreation opportunities. Special management areas are identified in the 
RMP, which also defines the management objectives for the area. BLM recreation investments are concentrated in 
these areas. 

Special Stipulations. Additional specific terms and conditions that change the manner in which operations may be con- 
ducted on a lease or modify the lease rights granted. 

Split Estate. Lands where the surface and mineral estates have been severed and are under different ownership (i.e., 
private surface/Federal minerals). 

Sustained Yield. The achievement and maintenance, in’perpetuity,‘of a high level of annual or regular periodic output of 
the various renewable resources of the public lands consistent with multiple use. Amount of resource harvested normal- 
ly equals the amount grown since the previous harvest. : 

Supplemental Program Guidance (SPG). Program specific guidance for resource management planning from the 1620 
series of the BLM manual. 

: 
~ 

Threatened Species. Any species that is likely to become an endangered species within the foreseeable future throughout 
all or a significant portion of its range: satisfactory = > 75 percent; unsatisfactory = < 75 percent. 

aansmountain Water. Water that has been diverted from the original basin or drainage as a result of water development. 

Vegetation Management Goals. The overall vegetative prescription for specific units of BLM-administered lands. 



Glossary (Continued) 

Vegetation Management Status. The relative degree to which the hinds, proportions, and amounts of vegetation in the ex- 
isting plant community resemble thedesired plant community for an ecological site. 

-Vista:-A panoramic scenic view from one or more vantage points. 

Visual Resource. The land, water, vegetation,,animal, and other feat&es that are visible on all lands. 

Waiver. Permanent exemption from a lease stipqation. The stipulation no longer applies anywhere within the leasehold. 

Wetlands. Permanently wet or intermittently flooded areas where the water table (fresh, saline, or brackish) is at, near, or 
above the soil surface for extended intervals, where hydric wet soil conditions are normally exhibited and where water 
depths generally do not exceed two meters. 

Wrlderness Study Area (WSA). A roadless area, whichhas wilderness characteristics (thus having the potential of being in- 
cluded in the National Wilderness Preservation Syste and which has been subjected to intensive analysis by the 
Bureau and public review to determine wilderness suit ility and is not yet the subject of a congressional decision 
regarding designation as wilderness. 

Withdrawal. An action that restricts the use of public land and segregates the land from the operation of some or all of the 
public land or mineral laws. Withdrawals are also used to tqansfer jurisdiction of management to other Federal agencies. 

Woodland. Forested land not capable of producing,commerciat\sawtimber, but can and does produce forest products like 
firewood, transplants, posts and poles, etc. 


